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THE CITY MANAGER PLAN IN IOWA

[This is the final installment of an article on the city manager plan in Iowa

by John M. Pfiffner. The first installment appeared in the October, 1928,

number of this magazine.— The Editor]

AMES

On June 7, 1920, the city council of Ames passed an

ordinance providing for a city manager of engineering.

This official was to have charge of the street department,

electric light plant, waterworks, engineering, purchasing,

and was empowered to hire all help for the carrying out

of those functions. Control of the police and fire depart-

ment remained with the mayor. According to the view of

the City Managers’ Association this “arrangement puts

Ames in that category of City Manager cities whose status

is questionable. ” 123 The reason for this statement is prob-

ably that the association was loathe to grant Ames full

status among city manager cities because of the fragmen-

tary nature of the powers granted the city manager and

because he was to be primarily a “manager of engineer-

ing” rather than an executive in general charge of all

municipal administration. The city manager ordinance has

since been revised so that there is no longer question re-

garding the position of Ames among ordinance manager

cities.
124

The adoption of the city manager plan at Ames was not

the result of popular indignation aroused by official cor-

ruption. It was entirely the voluntary act of the council,

12 s YearlooTc of the City Managers’ Association, 1922, p. 25; the old ordi-

nance is published in American Municipalities, Vol. XXXIX, p. 110.

I 2* See Ordinance No. 380, dated July 11, 1927.
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and the plan itself has never been an issue in municipal

elections since the date of its inauguration. “People seem

to feel that the city’s affairs are being looked after effi-

ciently and conscientiously, and they have confidence that

the men they elect as councilmen will not permit waste or

extravagance on the part of the manager.” 125

The first city manager at Ames was P. F. Hopkins, a

graduate in engineering of Iowa State College. Mr. Hop-

kins later resigned to become city manager at Mason City,

where he was offered a salary of $6000, a thousand dollars

more than Ames was then paying him. The Ames council

offered to meet this raise in salary, but since Mason City

was a larger city, Mr. Hopkins preferred to accept the

Mason City offer. His successor at Ames was John H.

Ames, who assumed his duties on August 1, 1927. He was

a graduate in engineering of Iowa State College and for

several years had been employed as an engineer by the

Iowa Highway Commission. He was a resident of Ames at

the time of his selection from a field of thirty candidates.

His initial salary was $5100, since raised to $5500. 126 The

situation at Ames at the time of Mr. Hopkins’ advent can

probably best be described in his own words

:

Very few extensions had been made to the city’s utilities during

the war, and the rates which had been established in 1916 had not

been adequate to meet war-time operating costs. The topography

is such that the city is divided into two sections, separated by

bottom land not suitable for residences. The western portion of

the city lies around the State College. These conditions require

much greater investments in the distribution systems of utilities

than would be necessary in a closely settled city, and complicate

the problem of police and fire protection.

125 From a letter from P. F. Hopkins to E. L. Jackson, President of the City

Manager League of Mason City, dated December 18, 1926.

126 Ames Daily Tribune, April 12, June 24, 1927
;
Public Management, Vol.

X, March, 1928, pp. 246, 247.
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The two portions of the city were served by separate sewage

disposal plants, both inadequate and poorly located. The electric

plant was operated inefficiently, was under-capacity, and its distri-

bution system needed much rebuilding and extensions. A similar

condition existed in the water department. Building operations

wrere beginning to open up on a large scale, so that it was absolutely

necessary to provide adequate utilities if this development was to

be promptly served. Many important streets needed paving. It

is evident that the problems in Ames were problems of utility

management and engineering.

No definite plan existed for the development of any of these im-

portant utilities. Operating records were incomplete, so that it

was impossible to tell accurately what was being done. First aid

was given the electric department by installing the necessary in-

struments and making thorough tests to determine actual operating

conditions. Changes made as a result of the information thus

gained resulted in a fuel saving of 15 per cent. By the end of

1921, a $25,000 deficit had been changed to a $25,000 cash balance

and another $25,000 had been invested in new additions, principal-

ly line betterments and extensions. 127

To gain some idea of the problems that must have con-

fronted the Ames administration one need hut consult the

census enumerations for 1920 and 1925 and note the fifty

per cent increase in population from 6270 to 9332,128 prob-

ably by this time well over 10,000. In single family resi-

dences alone this meant the construction of 500 homes dur-

ing the first four years — a gain of 30 per cent. This

meant new water mains, sewer extensions, additional elec-

tric distribution lines, and miles of paving and sidewalks.

PUBLIC UTILITIES

The Electric Plant .— Some of the most important econo-

mies of the Hopkins regime took place in the municipal

127 Hopkins’s City Management in Ames in the City Manager Magazine, Vol.

VI, pp. 9, 10.

128 Census of Iowa, 1925, p. 941.
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electric plant. The generation of electricity by steam has

been thoroughly revolutionized in the last few years. New

means of generation have effected many economies of which

the private utility interests have been quick to take advan-

tage. Indeed, this is what has enabled their propaganda

to claim with frequent justice that they have maintained

former rates in the face of a much higher price level.

Municipal plants, on the other hand, have frequently failed

because their management has failed to take advantage of

these economies and maintain the plants in the highest

state of efficiency. This is largely the result of inadequate

operating records and cost data. We have already learned

how Mr. Long’s operating records at Webster City enabled

him to discover a boiler defect that was costing one cent per

kilowatt in excess of neighboring boilers.

Mr. Hopkins was confronted with a dearth of cost infor-

mation when he first came to Ames. One of his first acts

was to install the necessary recording devices and account-

ing records, just as Mr. Long did at Webster City. As a

result he very soon increased the output 40 per cent with-

out augmenting the fuel or labor costs. In four years, from

April 1, 1920, to April 1, 1924, the value of the plant had

increased $130,000 net.129 By the latter date it had been

put on a sound basis and Mr. Hopkins was beginning to

plan in a scientific way for the future. In his report to the

council for April 1, 1924, he summed up the past achieve-

ments and suggested the following program: (1) the build-

ing of an additional spray pond area in 1924; (2) the pur-

chase of an additional generating unit in 1925; (3) the

purchase of additional boilers at an estimated cost of

$20,000 in 1926; and (4) the installation of coal and ash

handling equipment at an estimated outlay of $20,000. It

was thought that these expenditures, amounting to about

129 American Municipalities, Vol. XLVII, p. 11 .
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$90,000, could be financed out of current revenues without

resort to borrowing. It was also suggested that the council

immediately begin to set aside a reserve fund to meet

emergency and depreciation needs, and that $10,000 be at

once invested in suitable securities. The report ended by

suggesting that consumers be given a reduction of rates

from 13 cents to 11 cents per kilowatt, a saving to rate-

payers estimated at $30,000 or the equivalent of a 25 mill

tax reduction in Ames. This reduction has since been car-

ried out and a further reduction to 10 cents for the first

twenty K. W. H. has also been put into effect.
130 We quote

the following from a report read by Mr. Hopkins before the

League of Iowa Municipalities at Carroll in August, 1926

:

The first electric plant in Ames was started in 1896. $12,000 in

bonds were issued and $8,000 additional borrowed locally. The

$8,000 was paid off gradually and the $12,000 bond issue paid in

1916. No other bonds were ever issued. All extensions and im-

provements have been financed from the plant earnings. As the

city grew it was necessary to add or replace equipment and to en-

large the building. The present building was built in 1915. The

first turbine was installed in 1914, the second in 1918, and the

third in 1925. In 1922, the steam plant was overhauled, two ad-

ditional boilers installed, and a 206 ft. stack built. Last year the

entire switch board and racks were rebuilt, and are today as com-

plete and up to date as money can buy. This year we expect to in-

stall coal and ash handling equipment; next year another boiler,

and so on. Each year something is done to better the operating

conditions. The distribution system has been undergoing a steady

rebuilding since 1921 to take care of the rapidly increasing load—
bigger poles, heavier copper, larger street lights— there seems to

be no stopping place. From 1920 to 1925, Ames increased 50% in

population; electric meters increased from 1800 to 3100, or 72%;
output increased from 1,750,000 kwh to 3,150,000, or 80%. The

iso Manager’s annual report for April 1, 1920, in American Municipalities,

Vol. XLVII, pp. 11-13
;
letter from City Manager J. H. Ames, dated August 9,

1928.
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output for 1926 will exceed 3,600,000 kwh, yet we will not burn

any more coal than during 1920. Increased efficiency in the plant

and a better distributed load is the answer.131

For the year ending March 31, 1926, the Ames electric

plant showed a gross profit of $82,770.18 out of a gross in-

come of $167,550.21. After deducting 5 per cent for depre-

ciation and 5 per cent for interest on the valuation of the

previous year, and after making a credit of $10,000 for

taxes, the remaining net profit would have been $44,445.70,

or 16 per cent. The valuation of the plant is carried for-

ward each year by deducting 5 per cent of the last previous

valuation and adding the year’s improvements to the re-

sult. The net value when Mr. Hopkins left Ames was

$456,000 as compared to $183,000 in 1920— all purchased

out of profits since the retirement of the $20,000 borrowed

in 1896.132

The following rates minus a 10 per cent discount if paid

by the 10th of the month are in effect at Ames

:

133

Lighting Power

First 20 Kwh 10c First 100 Kwh 6c

Next 80 Kwh 9c Next 100 Kwh 5c

Next 100 Kwh 7c Next 800 Kwh 4c

Over 200 Kwh 5e Next 1000 Kwh 3c

Over 2000 Kwh 2c

Electricity for cooking is supplied at a flat rate of four

cents per kilowatt.

Mr. Hopkins is of the opinion that rates for a municipal

light plant should not be reduced to rock bottom in Ames.

He feels that the community should be partially supported

i3i American Municipalities, Vol. LI, pp. 18, 19.

is 2 Ames Daily Tribune, May 18, 1927; American Municipalities, Vol. LI,

p. 19.

i33 American Municipalities , Vol. LI, p. 19; City Manager Magazine, Vol.

VI, p. 33 ;
letter from City Manager J. H. Ames, dated August 9, 1928.
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by the many brief residents connected with the college who

pay no direct taxes to the city. An electric rate that will be

reasonable and still pay the city a profit will accomplish

this purpose. Mr. Hopkins further feels that a municipal

plant should be paid for street lighting out of taxation be-

cause otherwise many non-resident property owners would

be benefited without contributing in any way. He made the

statement to the writer that by 1935 the Ames council could

divert from the water and light funds each year without

hurting the plants in any way a sum equal to that now

raised by taxation for municipal purposes— about $100,-

000. In handing his formal resignation to the council on

the evening of May 17, 1927, Mr. Hopkins said that with

reasonable management ‘‘the electric plant holds the solu-

tion of the city’s financial problems for all time. No other

item is so vital to the future of Ames. If this utility is ever

permitted to deteriorate to such an extent that its sale will

be justified, it will be only because some city council has

been traitor to the trust of the citizens of Ames.” 134

In making this statement, however, he warned against

the “killing of the goose that lays the golden egg’ ’. As the

result of a bill that was enacted into law by the Forty-

second General Assembly, largely as a result of Mr. Hop-

kins’ efforts— although the bill in its final form carried

features objectionable to him— Ames was able to reduce

its tax levy 8 mills by transferring $26,000 from the light

plant surplus to other funds. 135 This contribution to the

city treasury is approximately 26 times the total taxes said

to be paid per year to schools, State, county, and city by

the privately owned gas utility in Ames.136

184 Ames Daily Tribune, May 18, 1927.

135 The Des Moines Begister, July 11, 1927; Ames Daily Tribune, July 9,

1927.

iso American Municipalities, Vol. LI, p. 17.
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The electric department also plans to aid Ames to achieve

the status of the true city beautiful by the gradual place-

ment of distribution lines under ground.

The Waterworks .— On April 1, 1920, the Ames water-

works was valued at $106,000 plus $3000 cash on hand. It

owed current obligations consisting of pumping bills

amounting to $11,000 and there were outstanding bonds

amounting to $42,000. There were insistent demands for

extensions and new mains which could be met only with

great difficulty because of the high price of iron pipe.

Nevertheless, many miles of extensions were made without

increasing the rates, although a 25 cent charge was placed

on each meter and it became necessary to make a 5 mill levy

to pay for water purchased from Iowa State College for the

fourth ward. By April 1, 1924, new mains, meters, hy-

drants, valves, etc. had absorbed $63,000. The bonded

indebtedness had been decreased and the value of the plant

had increased $67,000.137 A bond issue in that year led to

many extensions and improvements. The troublesome iron

is now being removed, the city is being entirely supplied

from its own wells, and a new filtration plant has been com-

pleted. The bonds are being retired rapidly, $11,000 being

recently transferred from the electric department surplus

to retire water bonds. 138 On April 1, 1928, the waterworks

was valued at $350,000 with $8,335.08 of cash on hand and a

bonded indebtedness of $72,000.139 This means that during

the city manager regime the Ames waterworks have in-

creased in value $250,000 without resorting to taxation or

increased rates.

is 1

? American Municipalities, Vol. XLVII, p. 13.

138 Ames Daily Tribune, July 7, 1927.

las Official report of the Department of Finance and Municipal Accounts,

City of Ames, for year ending March 31, 1928.
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MUNICIPAL FINANCE

Ames has not been a low tax city like Webster City and

Iowa Falls. It is quite obviously difficult, however, to re-

duce taxes in a municipality that has a 50 per cent growth

in population in five years. Such expansion requires ex-

penditures quite beyond normal. Thus Ames has been

compelled to maintain a fairly high tax rate during recent

years. The city schools take from 55 to 62 per cent of all

taxes levied. The general city levies run from 26 to 30 per

cent of the total levies, and of this amount about one-half

goes for the maintenance of the city hospital, library, parks,

cemeteries, and for the retirement of bonds, so that less

than 15 per cent of the taxes levied in Ames are actually

available for general operation. 140

On March 31, 1928, the outstanding indebtedness of Ames

amounted to $161,830.55, with a cash balance on hand in all

funds amounting to $93,973.37. Of this amount the water

bonds of $72,000 will not be paid from taxation. Indeed,

none may be so paid if the electric plant continues to pros-

per at its current pace. The municipal possessions of the

city amounted to $1,294,000 in 1927 as against $605,200 in

1920. 141 All bonds were issued on a serial basis even before

the present law requiring such procedure. They are paid

promptly.

With the transfer of $15,000 from the electric fund sur-

plus to the general fund, as approved by the State Budget

Director on July 8, 1927, the Ames tax levy was reduced

7.36 mills. 142 It is said that this reduction is made in the

140 See a letter from P. F. Hopkins to R. L. Jackson of Mason City, dated

December 18, 1926.

141 Official report of the Department of Finance and Municipal Accounts,

City of Ames, for year ending March 31, 1928; State Auditor’s Beport on

Municipal Finances, 1920, p. 58.

142 News reports on this matter are carried in Ames Daily Tribune, July 9,

23, August 2, 1927, and The Des Moines Begisier, July 11, 29, 1927.
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face of increases caused by raising tbe hospital levy from

3 to 5 mills and by instituting new levies of 1 mill for the

library and % mill for police and firemen’s pension

funds.143 The 1927 budget estimate shows total expendi-

tures of $123,698 as compared with $141,024 for 1926 and

$133,835 for 1925. 144 A State examiner is reported to be

highly pleased with a recent audit, saying that “few cities

of more than 10,000 in the State can show as good a finan-

cial condition as Ames does for the year ending March 31,

1927.” The examiner further noted “that the records of

the city clerk are well kept and accurate” and he recom-

mended “to other cities Ames’ system of accounting as

being especially good.” 145

Accounting .— The city manager at Ames does not act as

city clerk as in Iowa Falls, West Liberty, and some other

ordinance manager municipalities. The clerk is a separate

officer independent of the manager and under the direct

control of the council. Nevertheless, the manager is not

absolved from all bookkeeping responsibility. It has al-

ready been stated how Mr. Hopkins’ success with the util-

ities has been largely due to the inauguration of operating

records and cost accounts. Section 5 of the ordinance of

July 11, 1927, states that the city manager “shall keep a

full and complete record of all transactions and a record of

the persons employed and all compensation paid them. At

the end of each fiscal year, and at such other times as the

council may call therefor, he shall make a complete report

of all matters under his control.” Section 6 goes on to

state that he “shall at the beginning of each fiscal year

prepare and submit to the council an annual budget on the

143 The Des Moines Register, July 29, 1927.

144 Ames Daily Tribune, August 2, 1927.

145 Ames Daily Tribune, July 23, 1927.
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basis of estimates of the expenses of the various depart-

ments of the City under his control. ’ ’

PUBLIC SAFETY

Police .— The first manager ordinance, No. 319, of May 20,

1920, gave the manager no authority over the police : that

remained with the mayor as is the case in most ordinance

manager cities. The new ordinance goes as far as it is

legally possible in delegating police supervision to the

manager. It states that he ‘ 4 shall have such control and

supervision of the police department as the Mayor, may, at

any time delegate.”

Fire .— The original manager ordinance also failed to

delegate to the manager authority over the fire department.

The new regulations provide that he “shall have full charge

and control of the fire department, and shall appoint and

employ the members thereof, subject to any rules of the

Civil Service which may be in effect.” Ames must now

apply the statutory civil service regulations to the police

and fire departments as the result of attaining a population

of 8000.148

PERSONNEL

The manager is given the authority to employ such as-

sistants as he may deem necessary and fix their compensa-

tion. He also has the power to dismiss summarily and

without cause any officer, appointee, or employee, whom he

has authority to appoint or employ. The writer was im-

pressed by the fact that both Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Long of

Webster City placed such great emphasis on the develop-

ment of an esprit de corps. Mr. Hopkins found that his

success at Ames was largely dependent upon creating in

each man on the city payroll an enthusiastic joy in his work.

146 Code of 1927, Sec. 5689.
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Each Ames employee may hope to see a little increase in his

pay envelope each year. The city force is comparatively

well paid. The manager gets a salary far larger than any

other ordinance manager in Iowa and the chief of police is

said to be the second highest paid police official in any Iowa

city— Des Moines alone pays more.

MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES

The manager is now charged with the care, repair, and

maintenance of the streets, alleys, avenues, and sidewalks.

He is entrusted with the work formerly performed by the

city engineer. He must see to the cleaning, sprinkling, and

lighting of the streets, alleys, and public places
;
the collec-

tion and disposal of waste and garbage
;
and the preserva-

tion of the tools, appliances, and personal property of the

city under his jurisdiction. He has charge of the sewers,

drains, and disposal plant
;
the cemetery; and the municipal

buildings and real estate, except the library, hospital, and

parks, which are under separate boards. The manager

makes purchases for all activities under his control. He is

the enforcing officer for the zoning ordinance, the fire limits

ordinance, and the building code
;
and he enforces the obli-

gations of privately owned utilities. The manager must

attend all council meetings.

BETTENDORF

The city of Bettendorf is east of and adjacent to Daven-

port on the banks of the Mississippi River. It is the home

of the huge Bettendorf railway car manufacturing concern,

a city of about 2500 inhabitants with homes varying from

the palatial houses of the factory owners to the humble

abodes of the laborers. Bettendorf had found it necessary

to spend a great deal of money on paving, sewers, and other

construction. In many cases the work failed to stand up
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and the money seemed to have been spent in vain in spite of

the fact that in a single year $8100 had been paid for engi-

neering fees. As a result the council conceived the idea of

hiring a permanent engineer to take charge of streets,

sewers, engineering, and all public works.

Frank L. Seymour, the man selected for this task, gradu-

ated in civil engineering from Iowa State College at Ames

in 1926. During his academic course he decided to prepare

himself to become a city manager and broadened his study

so as to take in courses in the field of government and

finance. After several months experience as bridge engi-

neer he became street commissioner and city engineer at

Bettendorf in May, 1927. After serving in that capacity

for a year he became city manager of Bettendorf under an

ordinance copied rather closely after the first Ames ordi-

nance. 147 The manager has authority over little other than

engineering, streets, and public works. There is a city

clerk independent of the manager, a volunteer fire depart-

ment, and the mayor still retains control of the police. The

manager has in fact quite effective control of the city’s fi-

nances and is in charge of all purchasing. He can purchase

any item up to $300 without council authority and he can go

ahead and undertake routine jobs without consent of com-

mittee chairmen.

Mr. Seymour receives a salary of $3300. This salary

represents about four mills of taxation, yet Bettendorf re-

duced taxes iy2 mills in 1928 without increasing assessed

valuation. This saving has resulted from having a trained

engineer on the job all of the time. For instance, sewers

must be built through solid rock in some sections of the

city. The new manager supervised very closely the con-

struction of five hundred feet of sanitary sewer through

rock saving the city $2000 over a previous job. Much

147 The Des Moines Register, May 9, 1928.
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saving has resulted from the correction of faulty construc-

tion of storm sewer drainage which in turn caused unduly

large street cleaning costs. The city manager has installed

a systematic plan of garbage collection. Plumbing inspec-

tion and electrical inspection are subject to the supervision

of the city manager. A total lack of bench marks led to a

chaos of grades for sidewalks, etc. Adequate maps of

underground improvements were not available. Mr. Sey-

mour is correcting this by establishing and recording

grades wherever he surveys. Each private engineer is re-

quired to submit a copy of all work done in the city. In this

way it is expected that a true and extensive engineering

record of the entire city will be soon available. In addition

to purchasing a great deal of street equipment about a mile

of dirt streets have been rendered passable in wet weather

through a coat of crushed rock— all without increased

expenditure.

CLARINDA

The city manager plan in Iowa had its origin in Clarinda,

its inception taking place in the mind of former Mayor

Earl Peters, now judge of the fifteenth judicial district of

Iowa. Judge Peters was mayor of Clarinda from April,

1911, to April, 1915. During his first term he became aware

of the inherent defects of the old mayor and council organi-

zation. “Not only was there no cooperation among the

different departments, but frequently there was a rivalry

existing among them. It was apparent that this system of

government was not obtaining the desired results, and was

too expensive for the benefits realized.” 148 This realiza-

tion led Judge Peters to make a study of the different

forms of city government with a view toward bettering

conditions in Clarinda.

148 Letter from Judge Peters to the writer, dated September 3, 1927.
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At that time the commission form of municipal govern-

ment was popular and Judge Peters was favorably inclined

toward it, but he realized that Clarinda could not afford to

pay the large salaries necessary to secure three or five

commissioners of a desirable type. About this tune he read

that the city manager plan was in operation in one of the

smaller cities in South Carolina. This idea immediately

impressed the mayor as embodying a scheme of organiza-

tion much more feasible for a city of the size of Clarinda.

Such a municipality could afford to pay a salary suffi-

ciently large to attract one good man to take charge of all

of the departments of the city. It was thought that such

centralization would eliminate much of the inefficiency ex-

isting under the old system.

Judge Peters presented the matter to the new council

when it met in April, 1913, and urged that the city manager

plan be given a trial in Clarinda. During that same month

an ordinance was adopted placing Clarinda under the city

manager form of government. Since there was at that

time no statute authorizing the appointment of such an

officer in Iowa, this ordinance was passed under the provi-

sion of Section 655 of the Code of 1897 which grants cities

and towns power to provide by general ordinance for the

appointment of such officers as are needful and proper for

the good government of the city or town. Thus, while the

city manager plan, as it existed prior to 1915 at Clarinda

and Iowa Falls, is frequently referred to as extralegal, in

reality the framers of the Clarinda ordinance did find some

statutory authority in the Code section mentioned above.

At the next session of the General Assembly in 1915, the

backers of the Clarinda plan aimed to remove all doubt as

to the legality of the city manager plan by ordinance. The

statute authorizing the establishment of this form of gov-

ernment was framed by City Solicitor W. F. Stipe of

VOL. XXVII

—
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Clarinda who also assisted in securing the passage of the

bill by both houses of the Iowa legislature, of which he had

formerly been a member. The difficulty of this task was

increased by the objection from some quarters that the bill

would conflict with or jeopardize the success of the charter

city manager measure which originated and became law at

the same legislative session. This obstacle proved to be

surmountable, however, and both city manager laws took

form and went into effect simultaneously.149

The Manager’s Duties .— The manager acts as city

clerk,150 but is assisted in the clerical duties by an assist-

ant. He is also sexton of the cemetery,151 street commis-

sioner,152 manager of the waterworks, superintendent of

markets, superintendent of the fire department, manager

of city buildings, city milk inspector, and city engineer. 153

He is the expert adviser to the council upon regulation of

utility rates and service.

The manager has complete charge of the fire department

and its equipment, appointing all the members and officials

thereof. A full-time paid driver is on duty at the station,

which is also the home for his family. A part time chief is

paid $100 per year while the members receive five dollars

per month.

The first manager at Clarinda was not an engineer. The

advantages of a manager-engineer soon became apparent,

however, and the last four incumbents have all been mem-

149 These statutes are to be found in Laws of Iowa, 1915, Chs. 95, 180 ;
Code

of 1927, Chs. 327, 328.

iso Revised Clarinda Ordinances, 1922, Sees. 29, 44.

mi Revised Clarinda Ordinances, 1922, Secs. 48, 274, 278, 279, 287, 289.

i62 Revised Clarinda Ordinances, 1922, See. 45.

103 The body of the city manager ordinance is contained in Section 50 of the

Revised Ordinances of 1922.
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bers of that profession. The writer has been informed by-

reliable sources that this arrangement has given valuable

aid in securing low figures on contracts: the engineer-

manager has the interests of the city more thoroughly at

heart than the non-resident consulting engineer, who makes

only occasional trips of inspection during the process of

construction, while the resident manager is on the job all

the time. It is stated that no poor paving has been laid in

Clarinda since the duties of the city engineer were con-

ferred upon the city manager. It is also claimed that a

recent manager was so exacting in his engineering inspec-

tion requirements that the contractor actually lost money

in the building of the new waterworks.

The city manager has no connection with the police de-

partment. The mayor appoints the police and health officer

and issues all licenses, with the exception of those permit-

ting the sale of cigarettes, which are issued at the man-

ager’s office. Aside from these the manager appoints or

employs all other city employees.

The Council— The fathers of the Clarinda city manager

plan deemed a council of four sufficiently large, and the

number of wards was reduced to two, one councilman being

elected by each ward and two elected at large. Council

committee work now takes but little of the members’ time.

Their duties are principally legislative. It is claimed that

this attracts a higher class of councilmen, since responsible

business and professional men are willing to serve when

they know that they will not be required to spend long

hours of their valuable time attending to the minute details

of city administration. It is also claimed that this situation

has tended toward a continuity of policy from one adminis-

tration to another in spite of the fact that all of the council-

men must stand for reelection every two years.
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Finance .— Clarinda is now living within its income and

will be entirely free of debt in ten years without additional

taxation. Formerly the debt was carried from year to year

without any apparent attempt at retirement. Thus the city

was recently confronted with the necessity of building a

new waterworks while the bonds of the old plant were still

outstanding. Most of these old bonds have now been paid

off and the remainder of these old obligations have been re-

funded for serial retirement in a few years.

The city is the owner of a fine municipal building which,

in addition to the municipal offices, houses a theatre and a

national guard company. The former pays a rental of $132

per month and the latter $150 per month. This reve-

nue is paying off the purchase bonds without resort to

taxation. When the building is free of debt it should be the

source of considerable tax-reducing income. It is ap-

praised at $40,000, and all non-profit paying organizations

of the city have free use of it.

The Managers .— The first city manager was T. A. Wil-

son, a resident of Clarinda. 154 Clarinda has had five city

managers, all of whom have been engineers except Mr.

Wilson. H. F. Elliott is now in the engineering consulting

business in Centerville, Iowa. Henry Traxler is now city

manager of Janesville, Wisconsin, at a salary exceeding

that of the Governor of that State. C. L. Ehrhart was city

engineer and superintendent of the waterworks at Boone,

Iowa, before coming to Clarinda. He has recently resigned

to accept a position at Council Bluffs as superintendent of

the waterworks at almost double his Clarinda salary.

Clarinda managers have, with possibly one exception, left

154 The writer regrets that he has been unable to find a work, presumably by

former manager T. A. Wilson, entitled Wilson’s The City Manager Plan in

Clarinda, eited by Mr. Chang in his thesis on commission and city manager

plan government which was published by the State University of Iowa in 1917.
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the employ of the city voluntarily to accept greater respon-

sibilities with increased income. Warren D. Toyne, the

present incumbent, was formerly city engineer at Carroll,

Iowa. 105

It is the general policy at Clarinda to start a manager at

a salary of about $2700 and increase it at the rate of $250

each six months to a maximum of about $4000. Mr. Toyne

is now receiving $3600. Many cities the size of Clarinda

may feel that they can not afford to pay such a salary, but

the Clarinda advocates of the plan claim that they are actu-

ally saving money over and above the former cost of their

city government on the old plan. The former salary budget

was as follows

:

City Clerk $1500

Engineering costs 3000

Sexton of the cemetery 1200

Street Commissioner 1000

Superintendent of water works 1500

Chief of fire department 250

$8450

By consolidating these departments under the city manager

the same work is done at a cost of $5250, including the man-

ager’s salary at $4000. 156

City Solicitor Stipe, who has been in close touch with city

affairs, has the following to say regarding the government

of Clarinda:

In addition to the above enumerated advantages and points in

favor of the City Manager Plan as applied to a city of the size of

Clarinda, it is claimed by its advocates that as the Manager em-

ploys, ‘hires and fires’ all of the help of the city engaged in the

155 Annual Report of the City Managers’ Association, 1915, p. 128; Tenth

Yearbook of the City Managers’ Association, 1924, p. 193; Public Management,

Vol. IX, pp. 277, 474, Vol. X, p. 251.

156 These figures were presented to the writer by City Solicitor Stipe.
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conduct and superintendency of the City Clerk’s office, the City

Cemetery, the Fire Company, the streets and alleys, the Water-

works, the Municipal buildings and engineering, with the power

and practice of transferring this help back and forth from one of

said departments to the other as the urgency of either one of them

requires from time to time, that this tends not only toward more

permanent and efficient class of help on the city roll, but also

toward getting all this work done at a less total annual expense.

Under the old plan one councilman would pick up men from time

to time on a per diem basis to do street work, with these men

working today and laid off tomorrow. Another councilman would

do likewise with regard to help on the waterworks. Another with

regard to the City Cemetery. Another with regard to the Fire

Department. And so on around among the various departments

of the city. The councilmen as a rule owed their election to the

support of these unemployed and casual laborers and felt bound

to pay back the political debt by the employment of such people

in the various departments of the city. Thus was the help on the

pay rolls of the city one day at a per diem, and perhaps next day

doing nothing, resulting in a high annual cost in the conduct of

the affairs of each department of the city. Today, under the City

Manager Plan, he employs help capable of and willing to do all

classes of city labor, and who are kept constantly and permanently

on the pay roll from month to month and from year to year. They

are not employed for the purpose of paying off some political debt,

but are employed and put on the city pay roll entirely on the

grounds of their efficiency and for the purpose of accomplishing

results. And that efficiency has been increased and real results ob-

tained. The advocates of the Manager system point with pride to

the records and history of each department of the city during the

past fourteen years.

Conclusion.— The city manager plan has had its longest

trial in Iowa at Clarinda and is distinctly out of the experi-

mental stage. It is just as much an accepted institution as

are the public schools. Clarinda undoubtedly is one of the

most intelligently managed communities in Iowa according

to many unprejudiced observers.
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IOWA FALLS

Iowa Falls started to operate under the city manager

plan in May, 1914, one year before the State legislature had

enacted the law enabling municipalities to establish the

office of city manager by ordinance. The first Iowa Falls

manager, E. L. Marriage, was thus an extralegal official—
a sort of exalted city clerk. J. 0. Gregg, the second city

manager, served as city manager from March, 1917, to

October, 1927. When the city manager ordinance was first

adopted he was part time clerk and the proprietor of a mer-

cantile business. The council offered him the position of

city manager at that time but he was unable to accept until

he had disposed of his own business. On October 1, 1927,

Mr. Gregg resigned because of ill health and was succeeded

by L. H. Sours, executive secretary of the Commercial Club

and former pastor of the local Christian Church. 167

The Municipal Waterworks— The Iowa Falls water-

works were formerly operated upon a flat rate basis. Con-

sumers were so wasteful that it was necessary to pump

continuously for fifteen to eighteen hours each day. The

councilmen were finally induced to install a meter system by

buying a large quantity of meters and selling them to the

consumers at cost. 158 This resulted in cutting the cost of

pumping by reducing the pumping time to half the former

figure, and also materially increased the water revenue.

The Iowa Falls waterworks system today has no outstand-

ing indebtedness and is carrying a substantial surplus.

During the city manager regime the waterworks have been

1 ST Public Management, Vol. IX, p. 277, Vol. X, p. 247. The writer made a

personal visit to Iowa Falls on July 12, 1927, when he interviewed Manager

Gregg and Mayor W. A. Middleton. On a visit to Iowa Falls on August 1,

1928, Mayor Middleton and Manager Sours were interviewed.

158 Proceedings of the City Managers’ Association, 1915, pp. 77-79.
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entirely remodelled and electrically driven machinery has

been installed.

Formerly the city’s representative went to the consumer

to collect water bills and delinquents were treated with con-

siderable leniency. Now the consumers pay at the city

manager’s office and service is turned off if a hill is not

paid within thirty days. Mr. Gregg did not average a loss

of ten dollars per year on water collections. Like Mr. Long

at Webster City, Mr. Gregg has elaborated on the State

accounting forms by carrying out a more detailed itemiza-

tion of expenditures upon the water plant. Indeed, it would

appear that wherever a municipal industry is being run on

a paying basis it is largely because those in charge are able

to trace costs through an efficient accounting system.

The Iowa Falls water supply is taken from three wells

275 feet deep in lime rock.

City’s Financial Condition .— At the beginning of Mr.

Gregg’s regime Iowa Falls had a debt of $67,000 covering

overdrafts and deficits of previous years. Today these old

bonds are practically all retired. In addition the city man-

ager was able to reduce the tax levy during a period when

the prices of every thing the city bought were rising. By

1919 the expenditures of the city had been reduced $11,808

below that of 1917. 159 The municipal levies of Iowa Falls

for August, 1925, to he effective for 1926, may he compared

with those of neighboring cities in the same county. Ackley

has a levy of 52.2 mills; Alden, 56.6 mills; Eldora, the

county seat, 53.4 mills
;
and Iowa Falls, 39 mills.160 Owing

to interest reductions resulting from debt retirement the

levy in 1928 for 1929 has been reduced to 36.9 mills.

Fifth Yearbook of the City Managers’ Association, 1919, p. 52.

iso Proceedings of the Hardin County Board of Supervisors, Oetober 27,

1925; letter from L. H. Sours to Benj. F. Shambaugh, dated November 15,

1928.
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Mr. Gregg is said to have kept a perfect set of books.

Citizens of Iowa Falls take great pride in the commenda-

tion of representatives of the State Auditor’s office who

check the Iowa Falls books.

The City Manager’s Organization and Functions .— The

city manager is city clerk, street commissioner, and man-

ager of public utilities.
161 He is aided by a street foreman

and a waterworks foreman over whom he has complete con-

trol. The manager attends meetings of the council and

prepares reports on matters referred to the council com-

mittees. As a result, council meetings now seldom last more

than an hour where formerly they were sometimes extended

beyond midnight.

The mayor of Iowa Falls appoints and supervises the

police, but emergency calls frequently come to the man-

ager’s office where they are given prompt attention. The

city manager has general charge of the health activities of

the city. He looks after quarantines, the cutting of noxious

weeds, and the cleaning up of health nuisances. Mr. Gregg

was not an engineer, nor is Mr. Sours a member of that

profession. An engineer is hired for a particular purpose

only when necessary. The fire chief is nominated by the

volunteer firemen and is appointed by the mayor, but the

manager buys all of the fire equipment and looks after its

upkeep. He also issues all licenses and makes all of the

purchases for the various departments of the city.

Mr. Sours receives a salary of $2400 per year. 162 Of

course there have been those who regard this expenditure

as a useless extravagance. On the whole, however, there

has been no organized opposition to the city manager plan.

i«i Copies of the Iowa Falls ordinances 118 and 119 are on file with the

State Historical Society at Iowa City.

182 Public Management, Vol. X, p. 247.
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At each, election there are stray rumblings of discontent

that have served to annoy the administration, bnt each suc-

ceeding council has kept the plan in force. It is probable

that a large proportion of Iowa Falls citizens would oppose

any abandonment of the present system.

MANCHESTER

Manchester is among those city manager cities whose

status is doubtful. It has an ordinance which has estab-

lished the office of city manager and outlined his duties, but

it is not recognized by the City Managers ’ Association, al-

though such recognition has formerly been accorded at

various times. 163 The present lack of recognition seems to

be due to the city manager’s failure to fill out and return

the Association’s questionnaires. Back in 1916 there had

been a city clerk who had served the city for many years.

He had proved a very efficient and well trained officer in all

departments and had shouldered the municipal burdens in

such a manner as to become a de facto city manager. He

had expected and had been promised an increase in salary

to meet the rising cost of living, but the biennium slipped

by without any arrangements of this nature having been

made. It was found that under the Iowa law no increase

could be granted during the term for which the officer was

appointed, thus delaying the matter for at least two years.

This difficulty was surmounted by establishing the office

of city manager and appointing the clerk to that position at

an increased salary.164 Thus the creation of the office of

city manager did not change the form of government at

163 Sixth Yearbook of the City Managers’ Association, 1920, p. 81; Eighth

Yearbook of the City Managers’ Association, 1922, p. 26; Public Management,

Vol. X, pp. 246, 247.

164 This story of the birth of the city manager plan at Manchester was told

to the writer on July 15, 1927, by a resident of that city and a councilman at

the time of adoption.
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Manchester. The manager had little more authority than

he formerly exercised as city clerk. In fact Manchester is

today no more of a manager city than scores of others

whose clerks perform similar duties without enjoying the

possibly more dignified title of city manager.

Ralph Milroy is the third city manager of Manchester.

He was formerly a banker and has had some experience in

the electric utility business. He is paid a salary of $1560

per year and performs the duties of city clerk, manager of

the waterworks, and city manager. Mr. Milroy is not an

engineer.

Streets .— The original ordinance transferred the duties

of street commissioner to the manager, but later the coun-

cil appointed a street commissioner.165 The street com-

missioner came to the manager for orders or to see what

work was necessary, but responsibility was usually passed

on to the streets and alleys committee of the council. A
recent revision of the ordinance, according to Mr. Milroy,

has abolished the office of street commissioner, and his

duties have been transferred to the city manager.

Water.—- The municipally owned waterworks seem to

have been well managed. On June 30, 1927, there was a

cash balance of $3157.60 in the water fund with no water

bonds outstanding.

Financial Condition.— Manchester seems to be well man-

aged from the financial standpoint. In 1927 there were

$27,917.65 in bonds outstanding, representing for the most

part paving deficiency bonds. The manager formulates the

annual budget. Bonds are callable in thirty days and are

i6s Ordinance No. 237 of the City of Manchester; Dubuque Telegraph-

Herald, April 6, 1927, p. 8; letter from Ralph Milroy to Benj. F. Shambaugh,

dated November 28, 1928.
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called by the manager as soon as there is sufficient money

on hand for payment. Interest ceases thirty days after call.

The manager’s duties are largely office work. The office

seems very well kept and its generally spick and span ap-

pearance was quite in contrast to municipal premises in

some small cities.

The Police and Fire Departments .— Supervision over

the police remains with the mayor in fact as well as law.

Neither does the city manager have anything to do with the

fire department. He does, however, post quarantines and

generally sees to the enforcement of health regulations.

The 1924 Election .— On February 19, 1924, an election

was held in Manchester to change the form of government.

The council had let the contract for forty-five blocks of

paving. An anti-paving element sought to block the paving

project by electing their own adherents to the council and

changing the form of government. The election resulted

adverse to change by a vote of 580 to 1664. An impression

seems to prevail that this election was on the charter city

manager plan, but the records in the city hall show that the

change proposed was to the commission form. In fact,

however, the election was merely a referendum on the

paving question.

Conclusion .— It seems that the city manager ordinance

was originally adopted as a political move to secure ends

other than the mere change in the form of government.

The spirit of the plan seems to have been followed orig-

inally but at present the manager is little more than a city

clerk and manager of the waterworks. Administration is

largely in the hands of council committees which are not in

the habit of permitting the manager to exercise a great deal
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of leeway and initiative. This impression was gained from

both the mayor and the manager, the latter stating that the

city manager plan “is not being used here very much”. 186

The affairs of Manchester are, however, well cared for.

The manager’s office gives every impression of being an

efficient unit. Municipal property is well kept. The last

annual financial report shows the finances are in a healthy

condition. The streets are clean and in good repair. There

is a reasonable amount of good paving and the most mod-

ern traffic control equipment. The writer feels that the

manager at Manchester has accomplished good results.

MAQUOKETA

Maquoketa adopted the city manager plan by ordinance

in 1920.187 The first city manager was Guy 0. Morse, a

local resident with considerable technical ability but with-

out a formal engineering education who had spent many

years in municipal service. Early in 1926 Cosson Law

ouster proceedings were brought against the mayor and

council of Maquoketa. Mr. Morse recognized that this was

a move directed at him because of his aggressive campaign

in establishing a municipally owned electric plant to com-

pete with the established private utility, so he resigned to

take effect on February 1, 1926. The ouster proceedings

were then dropped and Mr. Morse was requested to remain

in office until a new manager could be selected. He died

soon after this of a long standing heart malady said to be

accentuated by the physical and mental strain accompany-

ing his long struggle in behalf of the municipally owned

light plant. 168

1#0 Letter from Manager Milroy to the writer, dated July 12, 1927.

167 Seventh Yearbook of the City Managers ’ Association, 1920, p. 19.

168 See Carl D. Thompson’s Maquoketa— City of Light and Power in

Public Ownership, Vol. VI, June, 1924. Some Morse obituary material is con-

tained in the Dubuque Telegraph-Herald, March 19, 1926.
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In April, 1926, J. G. Thorne, the present city manager,

was appointed to sncceed Mr. Morse.169 Mr. Thorne for-

merly operated a consulting engineering business at Clin-

ton, Iowa, and had made his original contacts with Maquo-

keta on occasional visits as consulting engineer for the city.

He is a graduate in civil engineering of the University of

Wisconsin. His salary is $2400 per year and there is a

tacit understanding that he may do outside consulting work

when there is no urgent city business at hand. He is also to

be paid the regular engineering fees for engineering work

on the sewers, streets, alleys, sidewalks, etc.

The City Clerk .— The city manager is city clerk. As

such he has complete charge of all the clerical and account-

ing business of the city. A young woman assists him with

the office work.

The Fire Department .— The fire department is composed

of a volunteer company under the control of the manager.

Police .— Control of the police remains with the mayor.

The manager, however, is accustomed to ask the assistance

of the police in matters of law enforcement pertaining to

his duties. In every such case the police respect his wishes

and obey his instructions even though not bound to do so

by law.

Streets .— The city manager is given control of streets,

alleys, and sewers. While the mayor still has legal author-

ity to appoint the street commissioner, his selection is al-

ways made in deference to the wishes of the manager and

the city council.

169 City Manager Magazine, Vol. VIII, p. 61. A short biography of Mr.

Thorne is contained in Public Management, Vol. IX, p. 450.
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Taxes and Finance.— Prior to the city manager regime

the municipal tax levy varied from 47 to 50 mills. For

1926 it was 41.7 mills including a 12 mill light bond levy.

Since the city manager plan has become effective there is

no levy for street lighting or for the water fund. On

March 31, 1927, the city did not have any general bonds

outstanding. The indebtedness consisted of $22,000 of city

improvement bonds and $124,000 170 of electric light bonds

— all representing expenditures covered by overlapping

assets. In other words, no part of the city’s debt repre-

sents money borrowed to pay deficits in the ordinary run-

ning expenses. Maquoketa is living within her income.

The report of the examiners from the State Auditor’s de-

partment for the period from April 1, 1925, to April 1,

1927, has the following to say

:

As shown by this report the city is in a healthy condition finan-

cially, having $29,385.76 cash on hand, March 31, 1927, an in-

crease of $3,210.83 over that shown in 1925. The assets have like-

wise increased $42,683.55, and while the outstanding bonded in-

debtedness has increased $33,500.00, there has been a decrease of

$7,793.50 in outstanding warrants and overdrafts .... All

payments of bonds and interest have been made when due and it

is to be regretted that the Electric Light Bonds are not optional

so that the same may be paid off faster.

Of Mr. Thorne’s monthly salary, $150 comes from the

water fund and the other $50 from the light fund. The

salary of the office assistant comes entirely from the water

fund. Thus no part of the compensation of the two persons

who bear the brunt of municipal administration is paid

from taxation.

The manager does all of the purchasing for the city, but

consults with the council on purchases involving any con-

170 These figures are taken from the report of the City of Maquoketa pub-

lished in The Jaclcson Sentinel, May 20, 1927.
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siderable amount. He draws warrants to pay all bills

during the discount period. These warrants are allowed by

the council before they are paid. A considerable sum is

thus saved the city.

The Light Plant .— The municipal electric light plant at

Maquoketa was established in direct competition with a

large private corporation with many properties in north-

east Iowa. The history of its birth is replete with countless

legal battles and animosities that perhaps have no place in

a discussion of this kind. 171 Suffice it to say that when the

writer made his visit to Maquoketa on August 8, 1927
,
both

the city and private company had distribution systems side

by side and both were connected and ready to serve prac-

tically every residence and business establishment. The

city plant lights all the streets, having over 260 street series

lamps and an extensive system of boulevard lighting.

The generating plant consists entirely of Diesel power—
one 300 horse power unit and another 250. Either is now

capable of carrying the peak, although it taxes the capacity

of the smaller one alone. As business develops it is hoped

to install a 750 or 1000 horse power Diesel which will relay

with the two existing small units operating in unison.

For the year ending March 31, 1927, the net operating

revenue was $3000 in excess of the former year. There was

also an increase in business and profits for the year ending

March 31, 1928. Thus the electric plant is making progress

in spite of the odds against which it has struggled. The

bonds are being paid off by means of a 12 mill tax levy

while the operating surplus is being kept intact for emer-

gency use. During the year just closed there has been an

i7i A strongly biased account of the struggle for municipal ownership is

contained in Carl D. Thompson’s MaquoTceta— City of Light and Power in

Public Ownership, Vol. VI, June, 1924. See also American Municipalities,

Vol. XLIX, p. 15.
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increase in the amount of current sold with a decreased

operating cost. The private company’s franchise has

twelve years to run— a considerable time before the munic-

ipal plant can hope to have 100 per cent of the business.

A daily log sheet of the plant operations is kept. From

it Mr. Thorne prepares charts which show him at a glance

the cost and output trend.

The Water Plant .— The municipal waterworks and elec-

tric plant are housed in the same building. The old steam

equipment is constantly ready for emergency use, but the

bulk of the pumping is done by electricity. The supply

comes from a well fed by a filter gallery. The water rates

start at twenty cents per thousand feet and soon drop to

ten cents. While there are no water bonds outstanding and

there is a surplus in the water fund, this is largely due to

the fact that the pumping power is derived from the munic-

ipal electric plant without charge to the water fund.

A man now devotes his whole time to repairing water

meters. Many had stopped recording thus depriving the

city of considerable revenue. This move saved the pur-

chase price of new meters in addition to materially increas-

ing the revenue.

The collection of water and light bills is accomplished in

a very systematic manner. Customer ledgers are zoned in

such a manner that the clerk can copy from the meter read-

er ’s book which is in direct rotation with ledger arrange-

ment. An addressograph mails all bills so that now two

hours will accomplish work formerly requiring two weeks.

MOUNT PLEASANT

The history of the city manager plan in Mount Pleasant

is largely the story of the successful operation of munic-

vol. xxvn—

3
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ipally owned utilities. T. W. McMillan, who had been

superintendent of public works for a quarter of a century,

was given the title of city manager by ordinance in 1916.

At one time he was also street commissioner, but since

April, 1927, his only activity outside of the utilities has been

to act as superintendent of parks. In view of these facts it

is very doubtful whether Mount Pleasant should be classi-

fied as a city manager city, but since there is an ordinance

establishing the office of city manager,172
it seems necessary

to place it in that classification.

Mr. McMillan gained his technical training largely

through practical experience. He began his career in the

employ of the private company that operated the local light

plant back in the closing years of the nineteenth century.

When the city took over its operation Mr. McMillan became

a municipal employee and has worked for the city ever

since. He now receives a salary of $2400 per year.

The Electric Plant .— This utility was bought by the city

from its private owners in 1898. It had its origin in an old

grader factory in 1894, was run by the gas company for

about three years, and then became municipal property for

an outlay of $9000. No bonds were ever issued. The $9000

was paid out of profits and not one cent of the magnificent

plant of today has come out of the taxpayer’s dollar. In-

deed, an electric light surplus has of late years contributed

toward the relief of the taxpayer in many ways. In 1927

the utility surplus contributed $4000 to the general fund

and paid off $6000 worth of library bonds. In 1926 an en-

tirely new building was erected to house the electric and

water departments and in 1927 a new generating unit was

installed without resort to bonded indebtedness.

172 The city manager ordinance is contained in the Mount Pleasant Revised

Ordinances, 1927, Ordinance No. 11, p. 20.
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The generating department consists of a new Murray uni-

flow engine, 28 by 30, connected to a 625 K. Y. A. Westing-

house generator; and a Corliss engine 20 by 36, connected

to a 400 K. V. A. Westinghouse generator. When ques-

tioned as to why his new unit was not of the turbine type,

Mr. McMillan replied that his load was not large enough to

warrant the installation of spray pond equipment required

for efficient turbine operation. He feels that the Murray

uniflow is just as efficient as a turbine operated without this

additional equipment. Either generator is now fully ca-

pable of carrying the load at the peak. The city formerly

operated an electric equipment store, but this has been

abandoned. On April 1, 1928, the light fund had a surplus

of $28,927.98.

The rates for light start at ten cents per kilowatt for the

first 25 kilowatts and are gradually stepped down until all

over 80 kilowatts pay six cents. There is a minimum charge

of one dollar per month and a discount of 10 per cent for

bills paid by the twentieth of the month. Power rates start

at eight cents per kilowatt for the first 25 kilowatts, the

next 175 at five cents, and all over 200 at 44/^ cents. Cook-

ing rates are five cents per kilowatt for the first 100 and all

over 100 four cents, with a minimum cooking rate of $2.00

per month.

The Waterworks .— The public water supply of Mount

Pleasant was started by private interests in 1884. Four

years later the city bought the plant which consisted of a

system of pumping water from a dammed creek. The pond

soon filled up with mud and the city put down wells in an

extensive sand bed which still serve as a source of supply,

supplemented by an 1800 foot well recently put down at the

electric plant site. Thus an adequate water supply is as-

sured for some time to come. There is now no debt against
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the waterworks which, on April 1, 1928, carried a surplus

of $10,760.58.173

The Ice Plant .— In 1922 the city of Mount Pleasant built

an artificial ice plant. This was a paternalistic step dic-

tated by dire necessity. It seems strange that no private

concern was willing to risk capital in the enterprise of fur-

nishing clean and pure ice on reasonable terms to the large

county seat community, yet such appears to have been the

case. For years only pond ice of questionable purity was

available, and the prices were occasionally extortionate.

The municipal ice plant is housed in a new building ad-

jacent to the electric plant and waterworks. It was built by

money borrowed from the electric fund, every cent of which

has been repaid. A monopoly on local distribution is given

to a private individual who buys ice from the city at $4.50

per ton and sells it at $10.00. Anyone may buy ice at the

plant by paying the retail price. The city of Mount Pleas-

ant is now supplying ice to almost all of Henry County,

farmers and residents of other towns coming from many

miles around for their supply. On July 30, 1927, the ice

fund carried a surplus of $12,010— in addition to com-

pletely paying for the plant in five years.

Streets .— Mr. McMillan formerly had supervision of

streets and sewers. In the spring of 1927, however, the

creation of the office of street commissioner relieved him of

these duties. The writer has been informed that certain

dissatisfied citizens were jealous of the authority possessed

by the city manager and sought to restrict his authority, but

the manager states that he has all he can do with the util-

ities and that he has tried to be relieved of his street and

sewer duties for years. The new council elected in 1927 was

173 Report of eity treasurer for the year ending April 1, 1928.
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the first one to afford him such relief. It seems, however,

that some citizens at least feel that there were some polit-

ical influences behind Mr. McMillan’s abdication of his

street duties. One city official informed the writer that the

streets, sewers, and alleys would probably be shortly re-

turned to the city manager’s supervision. Mr. McMillan is

still called upon to furnish his technical services in making

surveys for sewers and sidewalks, and laying grades of all

kinds.

It is interesting to note that when Mr. McMillan was in

charge of streets he frequently paid that department’s

employees out of the electric fund surplus.

Parks .— The city manager is superintendent of parks

under the city council, there being no independent park

commission. The parks are Mr. McMillan’s hobby or avo-

cation. He is especially proud of Saunders park, a tract

covering several acres, which combines a tourist camp and

recreation grounds for residents. It contains paved drives,

well kept lawns, and very extensive playground apparatus

including a swimming pool. Spacious comfort stations are

provided for the convenience of the tourist campers. The

citizen of Mount Pleasant has again to thank the reliable

electric fund surplus for aiding in the creation of a park

that must surely be a matter of pride for all.

Accounting— The general accounting is performed by

the city clerk who is a part time employee, but the utility

accounts are kept by the manager with the help of a woman

assistant. Mr. McMillan says that the key to successful

operation of municipally owned utilities is the keeping

operating cost records and keeping the management out of

politics. Consumers pay their bills at the plant office from

which all statements are mailed.
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Conclusion .— Although, the Mount Pleasant city man-

ager’s powers are considerably restricted as compared to

those of the ideal manager, the observer will usually con-

clude that here is a piece of public management worthy of

the student’s notice. Many questions suggest themselves.

Why does Mount Pleasant own her light plant and contrib-

ute from its profits each year to municipal activities ordi-

narily supported by taxes when the majority of cities of

her class have abandoned such plants? Why was no indi-

vidual willing to furnish clean and pure ice in Mount Pleas-

ant when the city has been able to pay for a plant and

accumulate a surplus of $12,000 out of the profits of five

years ?

RED OAK

Red Oak adopted the city manager plan by ordinance in

1922. The first manager was C. D. Forsbeck who resigned

in the spring of 1924. He was succeeded by the present

manager, Arthur E. J. Johnson, a civil engineer formerly

residing at Creston, Iowa, and a graduate of the State Uni-

versity of Iowa. Mr. Johnson has established an enviable

technical reputation through his several years of experi-

ence in all phases of municipal engineering.

The city manager is hired by contract for two years, but

this contract can be terminated for cause by either party on

thirty days notice. Mr. Johnson now receives a salary of

$3300 per year and the use and maintenance of a munic-

ipally owned automobile.

City Clerk .—The city manager is also city clerk. He

attends all council meetings and is in general charge of all

clerical work of the city. He also acts as clerk of the board

of review. The office work is largely handled by an as-

sistant.
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City Engineer .— The city manager is also city engineer.

It is estimated that this arrangement saves the city at least

$1000 per year in engineering fees, not to speak of the many

economies that can be devised by a good technical man who

is permanently on duty.

Municipal Finance .— The municipal debt is being rap-

idly reduced. There are no general or judgment bonds out-

standing. In 1923 there were $5989.91 of grading bonds

which have now been reduced to $2000. In 1923 paving de-

ficiency bonds amounted to $25,451.25 but these have been

reduced to $12,400. At that time the waterworks was

$22,000 in debt but this had been reduced to $6000 by March

31, 1927, and was entirely paid by April 1, 1928. On Janu-

ary 1, 1926, $125,000 of 6 per cent special assessment bonds

were called and refunded at 43/4 per cent, thus saving a

considerable amount of interest.

Under Mr. Johnson’s management the city has operated

without a deficit. It had formerly been the habit to carry

over a considerable net deficiency at the end of each fiscal

year. Mr. Johnson was able to end his first year with a net

cash balance of $21,172.25. He was also able to save the

city his salary for many years by asserting the city’s rights

to shift on to the county the construction and maintenance

of certain bridges— an expense formerly inadvertently

borne by the municipality.174

The tax rate has not been reduced during the city man-

ager period. Various improvements voted by the people

and council have necessitated the raising of more money.

The manager has actually decreased expenses in the mat-

ters under his control, however. The city manager does

not have the purchasing power that managers possess in

i74 The financial report for March 31, 1927, appears in The Sun (Red Oak),

April 29, 1927.
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charter cities. In Red Oak he can spend money only for

incidental expenses including freight, express, office sup-

plies, etc., the cost of which does not exceed five dollars.

All other purchases must have the authorization of the

council in which body he has no vote. He furnishes a bond

of $10,000. 175

Parks .— The city manager is engineer for the park com-

mission. A distinctive feature of the park system is a

swimming pool built and financed by the American Legion

which turned it over to the city. It covers an area 120 feet

by 240 feet and was constructed at a cost of $8000.

The Waterworks .— Under the city manager regime the

water suppy has been made practically 100 per cent acces-

sible to Red Oak homes and every consumer has been fur-

nished a meter. The water supply is all secured from wells

with an emergency pump at the river. Mr. Johnson was

recently able to construct a second emergency plant at

Legion Park at a considerable saving over one built several

years ago. Another technical economy resulted in a saving

of $750 per year in power cost by the installation of a

pumping change involving an outlay of $400. The water-

works system is entirely free of debt.

The Cemetery.— The city manager is sexton of the ceme-

tery. Each lot owner may pay $50 into the perpetual care

fund in lieu of a two dollars per year upkeep fee. All new
lots sold must be put under perpetual care, the total funds

for which now amount to $23,650.

Health.— The manager is secretary of the local board of

health. He posts quarantines, removes health nuisances,

its Editorial in The Bed Oalc Express, March 17, 1927.
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causes weeds to be cut, and enforces the milk inspection

ordinance.

Fire and Police.— The Red Oak fire department is under

the supervision of the manager. Two full time drivers live

in the fire house with their families. The foreman of the

water department also lives there with his family and an-

swers night fire calls. A part time chief and twenty-three

volunteers complete the roster. Two trucks are constantly

ready to answer both city and farm calls, although the

municipality receives no compensation for the latter.

When the fire department was first turned over to the

city manager there was considerable friction. The old vol-

unteer company had been a law unto itself for many years.

Rather than submit to the manager’s authority the com-

pany disbanded and split up a large fund it had accumu-

lated over a long period. A recent reorganization has

contributed to both the morale and efficiency of the entire

municipal organization.

The mayor still has entire control of the police and pos-

sesses the legal authority to issue most licenses, but he and

the manager cooperate in such matters. The city manager

issues cigarette licenses.

Streets— The manager is both street commissioner and

city engineer. He has complete charge of hiring street

labor and drawing up plans and specifications. He also has

charge of sewers, alleys, and all public buildings.

The Council— One Red Oak councilman was hesitant in

running for office because he thought that he would have to

incur the enmity of his business customers by decisions he

would have to make in his official capacity. He finds, how-

ever, that under the city manager plan the responsibility
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rests upon the manager, and his business has actually in-

creased. Another councilman said that he would not take

the position if he had to devote to it the time necessary

under the old committee system. In Red Oak standing

committees do not function, although special committees are

appointed from time to time.

The 1927 Election.— The city manager plan was a dis-

tinct issue in the municipal election of March 28, 1927. An

opposition slate known as the citizens ’ ticket advocated a

return to the former system by hiring a clerk to perform

the manager’s duties at a much smaller salary. The Re-

publican ticket favored the city manager plan. It was

pointed out that the hiring of a cheap clerk and the aboli-

tion of the city manager would result in additional expense

rather than economy, because the city would be forced to

hire a waterworks superintendent, city engineer, and other

technical services now furnished by the manager. More-

over, cheap help was said to be expensive in that it would

not be able to discover and check the leaks as does a city

manager. The result of the election was favorable to the

retention of the city manager by a vote of three to one. 176

When the writer interviewed citizens of Red Oak during

his visit to that city in August, 1927, he was informed by a

prominent attorney that the city had at that time the best

government it ever possessed.177

VILLISCA

Villisca, a city of 2044 inhabitants, adopted the city man-

ager plan by ordinance in May, 1919. The first manager,

176 The Sun (Red Oak), April 1, 1927; The Bed Oak Express, March 31,

1927; Public Management, Vol. IX, p. 476.

177 Manager Johnson has a very interesting description of the municipal

government at Red Oak in The Sun (Red Oak), for April 30, 1926.
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W. J. Oviatt, received a salary of $1200 per year.178 He

liad been a resident of Villisca and was a dairyman by occu-

pation. F. C. Reese, the second manager, was formerly a

merchant and city councilman and spent the early part of

bis life on a farm. He received a salary of $1500 per year.

Mr. Reese was also a local resident at the time of bis selec-

tion. Edwin E. Jenkins succeeded Mr. Reese on April 7,

1928. His salary is $1200 per year.

The Manager’s Duties.— Tbe city manager performs all

of tbe duties of tbe city clerk. He also bas charge of all

work upon tbe streets, alleys, sewers, and public grounds

and hires and fires the help necessary to perform these

duties. He has charge of the municipal waterworks, sub-

ject to tbe supervision of tbe city council. Tbe city man-

ager also has general supervision of tbe cemetery. He

supervises the fire department but the mayor retains con-

trol of the police.

The Waterworks— Water is pumped from a well into a

standpipe by means of Diesel power. The daily output is

from 85,000 to 100,000 gallons, pumped at a cost of about

$1.00 per day. One man operates the plant subject to the

supervision of the manager. He is appointed by the coun-

cil upon the manager’s recommendation. On March 31,

1927, there were water bonds outstanding amounting to

$12,000 with a balance in the water fund of $1222.24 plus a

separate balance in the water bond fund of $2293.58. The

city manager reads the meters and renders the bills. All

consumers pay according to meter readings and property

owners are required to make good all unpaid bills.

Taxation and Finance .— The debt of Villisca in 1920 was

its Sixth Yearbook of the City Managers’ Association, 1919, p. 81.
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$56,395. In 1924 when Mr. Eeese became city manager

Villisca was in debt $46,000, an amount that does not sound

large, but wbicb is nevertheless considerable for a munic-

ipality with only 2000 inhabitants. A plan was evolved and

inaugurated which involved the levy of a special tax which

would retire the indebtedness in twelve years. It took a

great deal of courage to increase taxes, but a thoroughly

harmonious council made the levy and put the plan into

operation. Under the careful management of Mr. Reese,

backed by an intelligent and cooperative council, the twelve

year goal was practically reached in five years while at the

same time a considerable sum was spent on sewer and

water extensions and other improvements.

On March 31, 1927, the bonded indebtedness had been

reduced to $30,300 and there was available in the treasury

a cash balance of $20,519.43. The city manager pointed out

in his annual report that the city council could safely re-

duce the 1927 tax levy at least 20 per cent and continue to

build up a reserve fund that would pay off the city debt in

three or four years. On the writer’s visit to Villisca on

August 18, 1927, Mr. Reese said that funds would be pro-

vided for the retirement of all bonds in 1928. This predic-

tion was more than fulfilled. The city clerk’s financial

report for the year ending March 30, 1928, showed a cash

balance in all funds of $19,720.37 against bonds outstanding

to the amount of $13,200— a net surplus of about $6000.

The operating expense of the municipality for the year end-

ing March 31, 1927, was $8.11 per capita, and for the year

ending March 31, 1928, $5.40 per capita, an amount claimed

to be exceptionally low for cities the size of Villisca. 179

The Proposed Electric Plant .— The people of Villisca

179 City clerk’s annual report for the year ending March 30, 1927, and for

the year ending March 30, 1928.
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recently voted bonds to purchase a municipal electric plant.

The private utility now furnishing service operates without

either contract or franchise, so it was expected to give the

new city plant a clear field without competition by means of

ouster proceedings. A contract was let to the Fairbanks

Morse Company for the generating equipment and to the

Henningson Engineering Company for the distribution sys-

tem in consideration of which these concerns agreed to

accept bonds. Litigation brought by the incumbent power

company sought to establish the illegality of the bonds.

The Supreme Court of Iowa decided in April, 1927
,
that the

bonds could be sold for cash when properly advertised but

that it was illegal to trade them outright for the services

desired. 180 The companies then returned the contracts and

the bonds are in the hands of the city treasurer.

At the present writing it seems doubtful whether the city

will go ahead with the utility project. Conditions seemed

auspicious for a favorable compromise involving satisfac-

tory rate guarantees with the utility company. The matter

is mentioned here only because the city manager was one of

the enthusiastic supporters of a municipal plant. The 1927

city election, however, returned a mayor and two council-

men who favored the retention of the private utility. Three

old council members have remained, a number sufficient to

keep a majority behind the manager, however. During the

litigation electric rates are said to have been reduced con-

siderably.

Conclusion .— Villisca is a very good example of what the

city manager plan can do for a small city in an agricultural

community. By paying a good salary, for that community,

the city secured the services of one of her able men and

saved money by spending money— a seeming paradox not

iso Iowa Service Company v. Villisca, 203 Iowa 610.
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yet understood in many small cities throughout the State.

WEST LIBERTY

The West Liberty city manager ordinance was passed

and approved on February 3, 1920. 181 C. J. Mackey,182 the

first manager, had been mayor of West Liberty from 1910

to 1916. He is a man of varied experience. As a young

man he spent several years as educator and supervisor in

the public schools of Kansas, and later engaged in the retail

drug business. Mr. Mackey attributes much of his success

as city manager to the experience gained in Washington,

D. C., during the World War when he was in charge of the

contract section of the general purchasing office of the sur-

geon general’s office where medical, surgical, dental, and

veterinary supplies were purchased for the camps and the

A. E. F. When Mr. Mackey returned to West Liberty in

the spring of 1919 the vacancy in the mayor’s office was

tendered to him. He felt the need of a vacation, however,

and refused with the promise that he would accept if ten-

dered to him again in the following autumn. He accord-

ingly became mayor again in the fall of 1919, only to resign

to spend the winter in California. He had no sooner ar-

rived in California than he received a telegram from his

successor as mayor asking him to become city manager of

West Liberty, a position which he accepted upon returning

early in the spring of 1920. He served in this capacity

continuously until the fall of 1925 when he resigned that he

might have leisure to visit and observe the Florida land

boom and build himself a home in West Liberty.

181 A copy of the West Liberty ordinance is on file with the State Historical

Society at Iowa City.

182 The writer visited West Liberty on July 11, 1927, when he was privileged

to have personal interviews with former manager C. J. Mackey, Manager C. W.

Burkart, A. L. Diee, and Mr. Inghram.
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The city manager plan was not adopted at West Liberty

because of any popular clamor for a panacea to cure official

corruption and inefficiency. No such conditions existed.

Thing's were going along’ in quite the ordinary, customary,

or average fashion; but a group in the council felt that

twelve dollar per year councilmen who had their own pri-

vate business affairs to look after should be relieved of the

details of administration which were then neglected or

handled haphazardly by men whose primary interests were

elsewhere. It is now felt that the manager more than saves

his salary. There has been no organized opposition to him,

although there have been the inevitable grumblings of those

who think $2000 per year a useless expense for such a pur-

pose. The manager plan has been tried in West Liberty as

a fiat of the council without appeal for popular support.

The annual report of the manager for the year ending

March 31, 1925, just prior to Mr. Mackey’s resignation,

contains a list of notable achievements. In 1922 a 20 per

cent discount for light bills had been inaugurated, saving

rate payers a total of $13,242.49. Since that date, moreover,

no charge had been made for street lighting, saving tax-

payers $2000 annually. This had all been done while piling

up a surplus in excess of the amount needed to retire the

outstanding indebtedness. Many improvements and exten-

sions had been added to the water system without resort to

taxation. There was in the town treasury a cash balance in

excess of all indebtedness amounting to $3,349.04 as com-

pared to a net indebtedness of $34,000 in 1920, while the tax

levy for municipal purposes had been reduced from 34 mills

in 1920 to 19 mills in 1925. As a comparison the surround-

ing municipalities
1

of Tipton, Wilton, and West Branch are

alleged to have tax levies of 50.2, 42, and 33.9 mills respec-

tively. It is declared that far more than two-thirds of the

towns of West Liberty’s size in Iowa “pay more than twice
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as much town taxes, and but few have all the town property-

in the fine physical condition as has the town of West Lib-

erty.” On November 1, 1928, the treasurer's report showed

a total net cash balance on hand of $25,000, with a total in-

debtedness of only $2000— bonds outstanding which could

not be paid until due.

Mr. Mackey was able to correct a troublesome question

of cemetery finance by raising a perpetual care endowment

fund. He sent thousands of letters to all parts of the world

appealing to the kin of those buried in West Liberty for

funds. As a result the municipal cemetery has a perpetual

care fund of $17,000 invested in bonds.

Mr. Mackey summarizes the achievements during his

managership as follows:

1. Payment of the electric light bonds and interest without a

tax levy.

2. Establishment of Oakridge Cemetery on a cash basis with

an endowment of United States bonds.

3. Extensive repairs to sewers and pavement.

4. Greatly reduced tax levy.

5. All bonds and interest paid when due, with the conclusive

demonstration that the municipal utilities can be maintained upon

a cash basis.

6. The provision of a two unit water system. 183

C. W. Burkart, the second manager of West Liberty, suc-

ceeded Mr. Mackey in October, 1925. 184 He was a success-

ful blacksmith and business man. He carried on the work

of city manager successfully. Additional moneys and cred-

its were discovered and added to the assessment rolls— a

fact which may place the city manager plan in considerable

disrepute in some quarters. Mr. Burkart liked to get out

183 A copy of this report is on file with the State Historical Society at Iowa

City.

184 Public Management, Vol. IX, p. 277, gives this date as 1926, but C. J.

Mackey corrected the manuscript to read 1925.
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and work directly with the men under him. He felt that

this enabled the town to get very much more for every

dollar spent. On April 1, 1928, C. J. Mackey again became

city manager of West Liberty.

The Municipal Electric Plant .— West Liberty owns its

own distributing plant with an auxiliary Diesel unit which

is used in case of emergency and during certain periods of

the week. Several years ago the municipality had its own

steam generating plant, but it became obsolete and, as the

water conditions caused the rapid deterioration of boilers,

it was found cheaper to purchase power wholesale from the

high lines of the Iowa Kailway and Light Company. The

Diesel unit was originally purchased by money raised on

notes signed by twenty business men. In the case of high

line failure the municipal generating outfit can be carrying

the load in less than three minutes. In addition to supply-

ing the town with electricity, several farmers’ high lines

are served.

In 1927 there was $24,000 in the light fund. After sub-

tracting a $9000 indebtedness there was still left a net sur-

plus of $15,000. This surplus was temporarily transferred

to take care of a paving deficiency, the Budget Director ’s

approval of such action having been secured upon assur-

ance that this money would be promptly returned to the

light fund. Since the Forty-second General Assembly made

such transfers legal 185 the sentiment of the council is re-

ported as favoring the permanent removal of this surplus

to the deficiency fund. This is, of course, considered very

poor policy by many observers of the best public utility

practice. They have too often seen municipal enterprises

go on the rocks because of inadequate provision for depreci-

ation. Such action seems especially questionable in view of

i85 Laws of Iowa, 1927, Ch. 157.

VOL. XXVII 1
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the fact that the present West Liberty generating plant is

barely able to pnll the peak load. Manager Mackey feels

that the generating capacity should be doubled by the addi-

tion of another Diesel unit to be purchased with the electric

fund surplus, plus money borrowed from the perpetual care

fund of the cemetery. This would obviate the necessity of

asking the electorate to vote bonds.

The municipal electric plant has paid for all capital in-

vestment out of profits. In addition to this, the taxpayers

of West Liberty have been relieved from paying for street

lighting. Furthermore, about five miles of decorative boule-

vard lighting have been paid for out of the electric fund

surplus. The municipal light and water funds together

bear the burden of all municipal salaries except that of the

marshal. The city manager receives $2000 and the engineer

$1800.

Mr. Mackey declares in a recent letter that since April 1,

1927, the remaining bonds of the $8000 put into the pur-

chase of the Diesel engine in 1920 have been retired, and

the treasurer’s report on November 1, 1928, shows a bal-

ance of $10,000.

L. J. Inghram, who is a practical engineer and electrician,

has been in charge of West Liberty’s municipal plants for

a matter of twenty years. He constructs distributing lines,

supervises the laying of water mains, reads both the water

and light meters each month, installs and tests meters, and

has general charge of the technical side of the water and

light plants.

The block rates for electricity are stepped by the year

instead of the month:

First 100 K. W. per year 12 cents gross, net after discount 9.6

Next 430 K. W. per year 10 cents gross, net after discount 8.

Next 500 K. W. per year 8 cents gross, net after discount 6.4

All after 1030 per year 6 cents gross, net after discount 4.8
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The Water Plant .— The West Liberty municipal water-

works possesses two deep wells operated by electric pumps.

The water plant is free of debt and the entire equipment

has been paid for without resort to taxation— this without

payment for hydrant rent out of the general fund. All

water main extensions and replacements have been paid for

out of water receipts. During the past year the power

house well was cleaned out and recased. The water fund

has a surplus of $3600, and the council has directed Mr.

Mackey to give an additional 16 2/3 per cent reduction in

water rentals.

The Municipal Organisation .— The city manager is also

town clerk. He is assisted in these clerical duties by a

young woman who relieves him of much of the routine

work. She collects the light and water bills, makes the

bank deposits, makes out sewer permits, collects the poll

and dog taxes, and keeps the municipal records and ac-

counts.

The manager also acts as street commissioner and has

general charge of the employment and direction of the men

who work upon the streets. Although the mayor appoints

the marshal, he is in fact subject to the orders and under

the direction of the manager. All purchases are made by

the manager. He has control of all municipal property

and sees that all contracts for work done for the town are

properly fulfilled. The manager has control over the mu-

nicipal water and light plants. The fire department is

largely run by volunteers who designate their own chief

who is then approved by the council, but the manager is in

a general way responsible for the care of the fire equipment.

Indeed, the West Liberty ordinance is very inclusive. The

manager’s power embraces almost every municipal activity

from the management of the utilities to the care of the cem-
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etery. The writer was greatly impressed with both the

outward physical aspect of the broad, clean, and well-paved

and lighted streets and the evidences of solvency and sound

management displayed by the official records.

UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS

There seems to have been considerable agitation for the

adoption of the city manager plan in several of the munici-

palities of Iowa. In a few cases there have been elections

at which the proposition has been rejected. No Iowa city

has yet abandoned the charter plan, although several no

longer operate under the ordinance plan which they were at

one time reported to have adopted. Other cities are re-

ported as having a city manager when as a matter of fact

they merely have a manager of municipally owned utilities.

AGITATIONS

Des Moines .— In the winter of 1925-1926 W. F. Mitchell,

commissioner in charge of streets, started an agitation for

the adoption of the city manager plan in Des Moines. The

newspapers took up the matter and obtained opinions from

a number of citizens who were generally favorable to the

plan. Upon the request of Mr. Mitchell, the legal depart-

ment of the city rendered an opinion regarding the legal

steps necessary to obtain its adoption.186 This document,

dated January 11, 1926, is signed by Corporation Counsel

Reson S. Jones. It begins by restating the necessary steps

leading up to the referendum and adoption, after which

is® The story of this agitation is told in a letter to Benj. F. Shambaugh from

C. A. Grosser, Secretary of the Bureau of Municipal Research of Des Moines,

dated June 10, 1927, now on file with the State Historical Society at Iowa City.

The City Manager Magazine, Vol. VTII, p. 57, contains the following:

“The Commissioner of Streets is suggesting the adoption of the city man-

ager plan. A poll of 57 at a meeting of professional and business men

showed 48 in favor, 6 opposed and 3 undecided.”
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there comes a considerable discussion of the effect of the

change upon the rights of civil service employees and upon

the management of the Des Moines waterworks.

Firemen and police would, in general, be unaffected by

the adoption of the city manager plan, because they are

subject to civil service rules in both types of municipality,

and Section 6684 of the Code of 1927 extends to disabled

and retired policemen and firemen under the manager plan

the same pension rights they enjoyed before the change in

form of government. Des Moines, being the only city in the

State with the commission plan and a population in excess

of 100,000, is also the sole Iowa municipality with a statu-

tory merit system extending outside the police and fire de-

partments.187 It is said that ‘ 4 the principle of Civil Service

has been extended to include practically all classes of

municipal employes” in Des Moines.188 The corporation

counsel expressed the opinion that by the adoption of the

city manager plan “the Chief of the Fire Department would

lose his Civil Service rights. All matrons, janitors, clerks,

stenographers and secretaries of the police and fire depart-

ments would also lose their Civil Service rights, and at the

same time the protection of Civil Service would be removed

from all other departments to which that principle has here-

tofore been extended.” 189

It seems that the people of Des Moines are well satisfied

with the administration and management of the municipal

waterworks under the existing independent water board.

The corporation counsel's report points out that this sys-

tem of running the waterworks would have to be abandoned

is? Code of 1924, Sec. 5694.

188 Report of the corporation counsel of Des Moines to Commissioner

Mitchell, dated January 11, 1926.

189 Report of the corporation counsel of Des Moines to Commissioner

Mitchell, dated January 11, 1926.
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in favor of direct management by the city manager, if that

form of government should be adopted.

This opinion discouraged the advocates of the plan for

the time being. During the sessions of the Forty-second

General Assembly in 1927 Mr. Crosser drafted several bills

that would meet these objections. Under the amendments

proposed, terms of the library board, civil service commis-

sion, waterworks trustees, city plan commission, play

ground commission, and comfort station commission would

have remained as they were. A small compensation for

councilmen would have been provided. Election by voting

machines would have been permitted. The law was to be

changed to allow the municipal court to remain as it is

without the appointment of a police judge as required by

the existing city manager law. The water board was to

retain its independence of the city manager. Another sec-

tion of the proposed law would have made certain changes

in the merit system for the fire and police departments. 190

The apparent absence of support from civic bodies and

general lack of interest, however, led backers of the agita-

tion to refrain from pressing the matter before the legis-

lature.

Sioux City.— The City Manager Magazine for January,

1924, carried the following communication from Sioux City

:

“We are advised by Mr. Edwin J. Stason that a city man-

ager campaign will probably be put on in Sioux City within

the next few months.” The issue of the same periodical

for the following May said that the activities of the Sioux

City city manager club had been suspended until after the

regular city election. No further evidence of the Sioux

City agitation has come to the writer’s notice and three

iso Letter from C. A. Crosser to Commissioner W. F. Mitchell, dated Febru-

ary 9, 1927. A copy is on file -with the State Historical Society at Iowa City.
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years later that city is still operating under the commission

form of government. Apparently interest in the movement

was not sufficient to justify an election.

Davenport.— Petitions asking for an election on the ques-

tion of adopting the city manager plan were circulated in

Davenport just before the regular city election in 1922.

Apparently there was lack of support. At least the peti-

tions were withdrawn and the matter never came to an

election. 191

Muscatine.— The City Manager Magazine for January,

1925, contains the following communication: “Mr. D. B.

Mackenzie, a member of the city council of Muscatine has

written to our office requesting information on the city

manager plan of government looking towards its adoption

by the city of Muscatine, which has a population of 20,000.”

Mr. Mackenzie informs the writer that there really was con-

siderable sentiment in favor of the plan while he was a

member of the Muscatine council, but that no one seemed to

know just what steps to take to put the adoption machinery

in motion. Muscatine is a special charter city and someone

seems to have suggested that there was no special authority

for such municipalities to adopt the city manager plan. The

Code of 1927, Section 6783, however, grants such cities au-

thority to adopt the city manager plan; and authority to

resume the special charter, if so decided by the electorate

after a six year trial of the manager plan, is contained in

Section 6687. The question never came to a vote in Musca-

tine. The affairs of the city seem to be at present admin-

istered in such a manner as not to stir up any popular re-

sentment. Norman Baker, owner of radio station KTNT
i9i Letter from Alfred C. Mueller, former mayor of Davenport, dated June

27, 1927, now on file with the State Historical Society at Iowa City.
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of Muscatine, started a radio campaign to adopt the city

manager plan in August, 1928. 192

Shenandoah .— According to an item in the City Manager

Magazine for April, 1925, the Chamber of Commerce of

Shenandoah voted unanimously in favor of the adoption of

the city manager plan by that city. A communication from

a resident of Shenandoah, however, dated June 11, 1927,

explains that the Chamber of Commerce did not follow up

any movement for the establishing of the city manager plan

and the matter was dropped. He adds, ‘
‘ There seems to be

no interest pro or con.” 193

Cherokee .— Sometime during 1925 there was some agita-

tion for the adoption of the city manager plan in Cherokee,

but the matter was soon dropped because it was “thought

that it would entail quite a higher rate of salary for such an

office and perhaps would not be much better than we are

now doing, and as there was not enough public interest to

go on with the plan at that time it was dropped.” 194 This

report was made in June, 1927.

Cedar Rapids.— It was reported that petitions for a city

manager election were being circulated in Cedar Rapids

during the first half of 1925, but there was no election, and

Cedar Rapids is still organized under the commission form

of government.195

192 Letter from D. B. Mackenzie to the writer, dated June 10, 1927, now on

file with the State Historical Society at Iowa City; letter from Norman Baker

in reply to a letter sent him by the writer on August 28, 1928.

193 Letter from J. B. Archer, dated June 11, 1927; City Manager Magazine,

Vol. VII, p. 37.

194 Letter from the city clerk of Cherokee, dated June 10, 1927 ;
City Mm-

ager Magazine, Vol. VII, p. 33.

195 City Manager Magazine, Vol. VII, pp. 33, 37, 45.
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Miscellaneous.— There appears to have been some agita-

tion for the manager plan during a recent city election at

Storm Lake, but the mayor informs us that the matter was

never placed before the council to his knowledge. Individ-

uals at Stuart and at Bedford are reported to have studied

the plan.196 The writer does not doubt that there have been

many other more or less serious agitations in Iowa, but the

facilities at his disposal did not permit of a more thorough

examination into these movements.

REJECTIONS

Only three cases where the charter city manager plan of

municipal government has been rejected at the polls in Iowa

have come to the attention of the writer— at Iowa City on

February 14, 1921; at Waterloo on February 27, 1922; and

at Burlington on March 31, 1924. There may, however,

have been other rejections. A definite statement is difficult

because the law does not require a report to the Secretary

of State when the polls have ruled adverse to adoption.

Iowa City .— The official records at the city hall show that

the voters of Iowa City rejected the city manager plan at a

special election held on February 14, 1921, by a vote of 1277

for the plan and 1866 against it. The campaign seems to

have been quite spirited. Full page advertisements repre-

senting both sides appeared in the Iowa City Press-Citizen.

The issue of February 11th contained a half page adver-

tisement headed “Government by Deficit” and signed by

“The Commission-Manager Campaign Committee” com-

posed of ten prominent citizens. Only two of these were

directly connected with the University. They pointed out,

among other things, that Iowa City was going in debt at the

i96 See letter from the mayor of Storm Lake on bottom of writer’s letter to

him dated June 8, 1927; Public Management, Vol. IX, p. 330; City Manager

Magazine, Vol. VII, pp. 41, 43.
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rate of $26,000 per year; that $337,000 of Iowa City’s out-

standing indebtedness represented money borrowed to pay

for overdrafts and deficits in the regular running expenses.

The statement also told bow similar conditions bad been

corrected by city managers at Dubuque and Dayton, Ohio.

On the opposite page appeared a full page advertisement

signed by about two hundred business and professional

firms. The basis of their objection was the probability of

increased taxes. The usual hue and cry of “Czar”,

“King”, and “one-man rule” was raised to bewilder and

frighten voters. Professor F. E. Horack published in the

Daily Iowan, University newspaper, for February 13, a let-

ter explaining and supporting the city manager plan. An

advertisement in the Iowa City Press-Citizen of February

12th declared that the city manager plan was being saddled

upon the city by the extension division of the University. A
debate held between students just prior to the election was

presented as evidence of this design.

The returns of the election disclosed a ratio of 3 to 2

against the plan. Out of a registration of 5965, 3147 voted

— a ratio slightly in excess of 50 per cent. The Iowa City

Press-Citizen maintained a rather neutral editorial policy.

While at times it seemed friendly toward the plan, it re-

frained from open advocacy. There has apparently been

no agitation since that time, although it has been intimated

to the writer that certain members of the former opposition

party would now probably favor the adoption of the plan.

Waterloo .— The city manager plan was defeated by a

vote of 4351 to 4256 at a special election held on February

27, 1922.197 The day was extremely cold and the vote cast

numbered only about 50 per cent of the registration. The

election occurred toward the end of an administration char-

i97 Waterloo Evening Courier, February 28, 1922.
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acterized by charges of corruption and protection of vice.

The mayor had resigned under fire after the institution of

an investigation by State officers, who were supposed to

have Cosson law removal proceedings in view, according to

an account in the local paper. 198

The Waterloo Evening Courier adopted a policy of ag-

gressive and open advocacy. It gave freely of its space in

reporting all aspects of the campaign. On February 21st,

Charles Closz, a Webster City manufacturer, is quoted as

saying: “We believe where a competent manager is em-

ployed, who is allowed to use his best judgment, about how

things should be done, regardless of politics, it is a fine form

of government, but if he is hampered by a lot of politicians,

it is no better than the old form. 1,199 On the following day

the paper mentions A. A. Cooper, proprietor of the Hotel

Julien Dubuque at Dubuque, as being strongly in favor of

the manager plan.200 The opposition quoted from a news-

paper formerly published in opposition to the city manager

plan at Webster City, admitting lower taxes, vanished in-

debtedness, and other economies at that place, but claiming

the credit was due to the old government of six years ago. 201

On February 25th, the Saturday before the election on

Monday, the Evening Courier bore a full column first page

plea for the adoption of the city manager plan. On the day

of the balloting the Evening Courier contained the follow-

ing statement: “At the close of a campaign unique among

local political battles in being conducted almost wholly in

print with comparatively few public meetings and no

parades or red-fire, the absence of these stimulants to

public interest was apparent in the comparatively poor

i98 Waterloo Evening Courier, December 10, 1921.

is® Waterloo Evening Courier, February 21, 1922.

200 Waterloo Evening Courier, February 22, 1922.

201 Waterloo Evening Courier, February 21, 1922.
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response at the polls/’ 202 It was the first election in which

Waterloo women voted on a matter of local policy. The

advocates of the plan had brought their campaign to a close

on Saturday night. The opponents got in their final blows

on Sunday. B. F. Swisher, former city solicitor, delivered

an opposition address to a packed house at the First Con-

gregational Church on Sunday night.203 He condemned the

newspapers for their “vindication” of past city officials,

and read a list of prominent men who had served on the

council and who, he said, had been under fire, by implica-

tion, in the campaign. These men, he declared, built the

present great and prosperous city of Waterloo. Mr.

Swisher also repeated the arguments he had used against

the manager plan in previous speeches. 204

The Evening Courier of February 28th attributed the re-

sult largely to the extreme cold which kept many women

away from the polls.
‘
‘ The nearness of the regular munic-

ipal election, with prospective candidates for office already

being talked, had much to do with preventing sentiment for

the change to crystallize.
’ ’

The result was in doubt up to the counting of the last bal-

lot. The manager proposition carried the first and second

wards, while the opposition carried the third and fourth

wards. An editorial in the same issue of the Evening Cour-

ier expressed regret at the results but took the defeat in

good spirits.
‘

‘ The election was most disappointing in that

a great proportion of the electors failed to express an

opinion either way by means of the ballot, the safeguard of

democracy— a term which was dragged into the cam-

paign by flag-wavers. Too often persons expressed prefer-

ence for the city manager plan of government by voicing

202 Waterloo Evening Courier, February 27, 1922.

203 Waterloo Evening Courier, February 27, 1922.

204 Waterloo Evening Courier, February 27, 1922.
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the belief that ‘it might be a whole lot better and certainly

could be no worse’ than the present system. Doubtless,

too, persons who thought they were disinterested in the

matter concluded in their minds that the ‘ same old gang

will run things anyway, so what’s the use of going to the

polls. This lethargy, this apathy, found its demonstration

in the comparatively light vote— a vote that, as before

said, was not wholly satisfactory to either side.” 205 The

deciding factor seems to have been the superior organiza-

tion of the opposition forces. 206

Burlington.— The charter city manager plan was re-

jected at the polls in Burlington on March 31, 1924, by a

vote of 7015 to 2659. 207 Many local conditions were contrib-

uting factors in the failure to place the advantages of this

form of city government before the voters.

Although on different occasions prominent individuals

and civic groups in Burlington had discussed the possibil-

ity of changing the local form of government from the

mayor-commission plan to the city manager type, it re-

mained for E. A. Florang, a well-known manufacturer, to

launch the campaign by publishing a signed letter in the

Burlington Hawk-Eye and the Burlington Gazette, inviting

the public to attend a meeting at Remey Hall on the eve-

ning of October 12, 1923, to discuss the city manager form

of government. At this meeting nearly three hundred rep-

resentative citizens heard Mayor James Alderson of Du-

205 Prom an editorial in the Waterloo Evening Courier, February 28, 1922.

20 a Letter from Arch W. McFarlane, dated June 15, 1927.

207 Letter from Ben. P. Poor in reply to inquiry of December 20, 1927. The

account of the campaign and election at Burlington is based on a file of news-

paper clippings from the Burlington Hawlc-Eye and the Burlington Gazette in

the possession of the Greater Burlington Association. Access to this file was

secured through the courtesy of C. W. Bond, Secretary of the Greater Burling-

ton Association.
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buque explain the successful operation of the city manager
plan at Dubuque.

Following this meeting an organization was formed with

Arthur Schwerin as president and T. M. Hume as secretary

to promote the project at Burlington. Petitions were cir-

culated and signed by 2125 voters asking the city council to

call a special election to decide whether or not Burlington

should adopt the city manager plan of government.

The Burlington EawJc-Eye supported the project, but

the Burlington Gazette opposed the proposed change on the

grounds that no emergency existed in Burlington for throw-

ing out the commission form of government and experi-

menting with the manager type. From the outset Mayor
Thomas J. Smith and other city officials took a firm stand

against any change. “Think before you leap”, Mayor
Smith warned the people of Burlington. Labor organiza-

tions in the city gave their support to the mayor and city

officials. On the other hand the Burlington Council of the

United Commercial Travelers endorsed the project as did

many leaders of the Greater Burlington Association, the

Women’s Bureau of the Greater Burlington Association,

and other local organizations. The Iowa Labor News, an

organ of organized labor in Burlington, opposed the plan.

On the evening of October 25th the Federated Labor
Council of Burlington held a meeting at Remey Hall at

which E. A. Florang and Dr. F. A. Roe spoke in favor of

the proposed city manager plan and Mayor Smith and
Frank Canny, superintendent of the department of finance

of the city administration, argued for the retention of the

commission type. An interested and enthusiastic audience

taxed the capacity of Remey Hall on this occasion.

Throughout October and November much publicity was
given the question in the columns of the local newspapers.

At a meeting held November 21st the Federated Labor
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Council passed a resolution opposing any change of gov-

ernment in Burlington and empowering a campaign com-

mittee to work to this end. President R. W. Robinson of

the Council appointed on this committee Lou Head, R. J.

McAnally, E. B. Sipes, Charles Turner, and Ed Criner.

Meantime signing of the petition by those favoring a

change continued. Although more than a sufficient number

of signatures was secured before the first of the year, those

in charge of the campaign did not file the petition when this

goal was reached as they wished to hold the special election

at the time of the city election on March 31st. Opponents

of the proposition hoped to force the election to be held at

the time of the city primary on March 14th. To this end

the city council on February 14, 1924, passed a resolution

calling upon the committee in charge of the city manager

movement to file their petition with the city clerk before

noon on February 15th. This resolution, however, was

ignored by the committee, and on March 19th, two days

after the city primary, the petition was filed. It contained

a total of 2125 signatures, some three hundred more than

the required number.

Thereupon the campaign entered its final stages. Both

groups became very active. Proponents of the measure

brought in Walter J. Millard, field secretary of the Na-

tional Municipal League, to campaign for the city manager

plan. Both daily papers devoted much space to the ques-

tion. On the evening of March 28th those in favor of the

plan held a final rally at Military Hall while opponents of

the measure held a similar meeting at the M. W. A. Hall.

On election day, March 31, 1924, the proposal met defeat

at the hands of the voters as already indicated. Propo-

nents of the measure found the opposition of the mayor

and city officials, labor organizations, and one of the local

dailies too powerful a combination to overcome.
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ABANDONMENTS

No Iowa municipality lias as yet abandoned the charter

form of city manager organization. The question came up

at a special election in Webster City but the result was de-

cidedly adverse to change. It was reported that petitions

for an abandonment election were being circulated in Du-

buque in the spring of 1927,208 but no election on the matter

has so far been held. Several smaller cities and towns re-

ported as having a city manager at one time no longer have

one.

The State Auditor’s report for 1914 reported Bloomfield

and Chariton, along with Clarinda and Iowa Falls, as

among the four cities which were operating under the extra-

legal city manager plan prior to the enabling act of 1915.209

The same report for 1917 stated that “Bloomfield and

Chariton have tried the manager plan, but after a short

experience returned to the old plan.” 210 The same report

reported Sac City as operating under the ordinance man-

ager plan. Sac City soon disappeared from the list and the

writer has been unable to learn anything about that city’s

brief experience with a manager.

Grinnell .— In September, 1916, the city of G-rinnell cre-

ated the office of city manager by ordinance. 211 This ordi-

nance leaves it optional with the city council whether a

manager shall be appointed. If one is appointed there

shall be no appointment of the officers whose duties he is to

perform. In case no manager is selected these officers shall

be appointed as usual. This ordinance is still in force but

208 Dubuque Telegraph-Herald, April 10, 1927.

209 Annual Report of the Department of Finance and Municipal Accounts,

1914, p. ix.

210 Report on Municipal Finances (Iowa), 1917, p. viii.

211 Grinnell Revised Ordinances, 1917, p. 7.
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Grinnell operated under a city manager for only a few

brief months. On September 15, 1916, S. H. Crosby was

appointed city manager. He continued in office six and one

half months, until March 31, 1917. In the regular election

of that year a candidate for mayor campaigned on the issue

of doing the manager’s work himself, and thus saving the

city three hundred dollars per month— an item of expendi-

ture that many thought to be useless extravagance. The

election resulted adversely to the further employment of a

city manager. 212

Anamosa.— Anamosa is reported to have adopted the

city manager plan by ordinance in May, 1919. W. F. Hath-

away, formerly combination city clerk, water commissioner,

and marshal, was reported to be the new manager. He was

37 years old, experienced in public utilities, and had served

as captain in the army.213 A letter addressed to the city

clerk on August 7, 1926, however, was returned with the fol-

lowing unsigned notations at the bottom : “We have no ordi-

nance which provides for a city manager. Anamosa never

had a city manager.” The writer has since made a per-

sonal visit to Anamosa and the communication of the clerk

has been confirmed by an interview with a member of the

city council in 1919. Mr. Hathaway was merely a city clerk

who enjoyed the confidence of the administration which at

that time delegated to him considerable authority.

Alta.— The City Manager Magazine for April, 1923, car-

ried the following communication :

‘
‘ The Manager plan was

adopted by ordinance in Alta, in 1920. The present in-

212 For this information regarding Grinnell the writer is indebted to Mrs.

Eugene Henely, see letter dated June 14, 1927, on file with the State Historical

Society at Iowa City; and Mayor W. G. Ray, see letter dated June 17, 1927, on

file with the State Historical Society at Iowa City.

213 Sixth YearhooTc of the City Managers’ Association, 1920, p. 81.
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cumbent is William Zeilman, who was appointed to the

position April 1st, 1922. He receives a salary of $750 per

year. ’ ’

Alta is no longer carried as a manager city upon tbe

official list of tbe City Managers’ Association, nor in the

official reports of the State of Iowa.

Fredericksburg .— Public Management for September,

1927, says : “The city council is reported to have passed an

ordinance setting forth the duties and salary of a city man-

ager, the office to be established at such time as the council

sees fit to do so.” Correspondence with Fredericksburg

remains unanswered so that the report of the existence of a

city manager at that point is unconfirmed. The town had

a population of 662 according to the State census for the

year 1925.

QUASI-MANAGERS

There are a few cities in Iowa that are occasionally re-

ported as having city managers, but which in reality have

only managers of public utilities, or which have hired men

to take over the supervision of certain municipal functions

without enacting an ordinance prescribing their duties. We
have coined the phrase “quasi-manager” to apply to this

class of city.

Newton .— Newton has by ordinance established the posi-

tion of manager of utilities.
214 He has general supervision

and control over all matters pertaining to the maintenance,

extensions, and operations of the gas works, and municipal

waterworks. He is appointed by and is under the direction

of the council and apparently has no authority outside the

gas plant and waterworks.

214 Ordinances of the City of Newton, 1925, p. 18.
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New Hampton .— New Hampton has no city manager

ordinance. F. B. Strike, city clerk, has been in charge of

the municipal waterworks and light plant at that city for

26 years. In reality he is probably a de facto city manager

without de jure recognition as such. He would seem to be

a more important personage than some who bear the official

title of city manager.215

Fairfield .— Fairfield has a superintendent of public

works who is not a city manager. 216 No further informa-

tion is available.

Cedar Falls— Cedar Falls has a manager of municipal

utilities, but he is not a city manager with other municipal

functions under his control.217

Estherville .— Estherville has for several years had a

superintendent of its three municipal utilities— water, gas,

and light. This man has gained some recognition as a city

manager and has. for some time been reported as such in

the City Managers’ Association official list.
218 As a mat-

ter of fact, however, Estherville has no city manager ordi-

nance and has no city manager. This information comes

from the city clerk both by direct letter and through corre-

spondence with third parties.

Algona.— Algona is sometimes reported as being a city

manager city. All the information available indicates that

Algona merely has a superintendent of public works in

215 Letter from F. B. Strike, dated June 10, 1927, now on file with the State

Historical Society at Iowa City.

216 From notations typed on a letter sent to the city elerk of Fairfield,

December 21, 1926, and returned annotated but unsigned.

an See annotated reply on bottom of letter sent to eity elerk December 21,

1926.
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charge of the municipally owned utilities in the community.

SUMMARY

In a study of this kind it is difficult to refrain from as-

suming the role either of protagonist or opponent. Some

readers may feel that the writer has been too much the

advocate in the preceding pages and not sufficiently critical.

It can only be said in response that the student of political

science welcomes any experiment that offers the promise of

using technically trained experts in the management of

local affairs. To determine just how far this has been done

will be the aim of the following pages. It is hoped that they

may convey some fairly definite evaluation of the general

results of city manager government in Iowa.

THE CITY MANAGER PLAN AND MUNICIPAL FINANCE

Probably the leading question in considering the advisa-

bility of adopting the city manager plan is: “Will it save

money?” Adoption campaigns have practically without

exception found the advocates claiming that the employment

of a city manager would result in cheaper operation, re-

duction of the debt, and in some cases tax reduction. A
ready answer is found in the words of Director L. D. Upson

of the Detroit Bureau of Municipal Besearch, one of Amer-

ica’s foremost students of municipal administration. Dr.

Upson states that the inauguration of a city manager

regime actually results in lower operating costs; but as

soon as this is demonstrated the people demand improve-

ments and vote bond issues which they would not approve

for the previous mayor and council government. The re-

sult is that the city keeps on spending as much money as

ever, even though the cost of running the general govern-

218 See Public Management, Vol. IX, p. 277.
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ment lias been reduced.

219 Such was the case in Dubuque

where the Carr regime actually reduced the cost of oper-

ating the general government and increased by many thou-

sands of dollars the revenue derived from sources other

than taxation. The city, however, was in such a physically

run-down condition and needed so many improvements that

the city was forced to spend money at the old rate and the

debt is actually slightly higher today than under the old

special charter administration. This money has gone into

improvements, however, and not into increased operation

costs. The first year in Mason City resulted in decreased

operating costs and a considerable reduction in the funded

debt.

Many citizens expect that the adoption of the city man-

ager plan will result in immediate tax reduction. Those

who are in charge of an adoption campaign would be unwise

to make such promises. A city like Mason City with a huge

burden of debt can reduce taxes only at the expense of fore-

going needed improvements and by refunding bonds for

future generations to pay, a line of action now prohibited

by State law. The demand for increasing and expanding

municipal services is so great that a growing city should

congratulate its manager if he can devise a financial plan

that will maintain present services, reduce the debt, and

construct necessary improvements without actually in-

creasing taxes.

It has been possible, nevertheless, for some of Iowa’s

smaller cities under the manager system to reduce the tax

rate materially during the last fifteen years. Among these

cities are Iowa Falls, Clarinda, West Liberty, and Webster

City. A reduction in operating expenses resulted in Red

Oak. Cities with electric utilities have frequently reduced

219 Pros and Cons of the City Manager Plan in The American City, Vol.

XXXIX, pp. 97, 99.
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the tax rate by transferring funds from plant surplus to the

general fund. This has been done at Ames and Mount

Pleasant. Frequently this utility carries practically the

entire salary expense of the general government. Such is

the case at Maquoketa and West Liberty. It should be re-

membered, however, that tax reduction without the aid of

utility profits has almost invariably taken place in small

cities with static populations. Ames and Mason City are

the only two manager cities to show phenomenal growth in

the last ten years. In Ames tax reduction has been accom-

plished only through utility profits and in Mason City tax

reduction is hardly advisable or possible. If a city is grow-

ing, the citizen must expect to pay more taxes, for the cost

per capita of municipal government tends to increase as

the city grows.
THE COUNCIL

City Solicitor Stipe, of Clarinda, legislative sponsor of

the Iowa manager by ordinance law, claims that higher

class men are willing to serve on the council under the city

manager plan than under the old aldermanic regime. Simi-

lar statements came from a prominent Dubuque manufac-

turer. It takes an exceedingly public-spirited business or

professional man to serve on the city council or to take a

firm stand on public issues. There is no doubt that the

councilman’s connection with administrative decisions

which may be unpopular in some quarters often alienates

customers, clients, or patients. This fear of loss of poten-

tial business is often alleged to be a greater deterrent to

entry of the commercial man to the city council than the

loss of time and lack of compensation involved. The experi-

ence of Red Oak and Clarinda seems to indicate that it is

somewhat easier to get prominent citizens to serve on a

manager council than was formerly the case with mayor

and council government. In the first place, it is claimed
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that much of the blame that had to be borne by the council

committee acting as an administrative body can now be

legally and rightfully passed to the manager. It is the

manager’s duty to shoulder the entire administrative bur-

den, thus relieving the committee chairmen of the unpleas-

ant task of forcing customers to do something they do not

care to do. One Red Oak merchant who was elected to a

manager council claimed that his business was actually in-

creased by the prestige and new contacts his membership

on the council gave him. Former Councilman Brede of

Dubuque, however, says that his concern lost business when

the city forced tax collection under the Carr regime.

It is also claimed that council positions are more attrac-

tive where there is a city manager because not so much time

is required of the councilman. The story is told of a former

alderman of an Iowa city who left a good position to accept

a council post paying $300 per year. In those days appro-

priations were split among the wards and the alderman had

a great deal of leeway in spending his allotments. He could

thus afford to devote a great deal of his time to city busi-

ness. The high class man of affairs would obviously dislike

such service. Sincere and honest men, however, very often

served as ward aldermen and are serving in such a capacity

in many cities of Iowa today. Where the system of com-

mittee administration is in vogue, however, these men are

either devoting an undue part of their time to city business

or else the city business is being sadly neglected.

Leonard D. "White points out in his admirable book on

The City Manager 220 that one of the greatest pitfalls of the

manager plan is the possible deterioration of the council.

The charter committee and allied bodies usually interest

many of the most able citizens in the campaign for the adop-

tion of the manager charter. A high grade ticket is selected

220 White ’s The City Manager, p. 299.
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for the first council. Then enthusiasm may begin to die out,

and the public may become apathetic. At the second or

third election the original council members seek to retire.

Civic enthusiasm has subsided to the point where only

sporadic efforts are made to secure successors of similar

quality. Probably some important element in the com-

munity has become disaffected and demands representation

on the council. The general result may be that mediocrity

creeps into the council chambers so stealthily that the situ-

ation is not realized until friction suddenly develops. This

condition is probably not so true of our small Iowa cities as

it is in the class of municipality considered by Professor

White— 100,000 and over. Webster City does not seem to

offer any particular council trouble. Mr. Long is in his

twelfth year of continuous service, and the present year

(1928-1929) is full of achievements that could not have been

accomplished with an obstructionist council. Mason City

has not had its second election. In Dubuque, however, there

has been some evidence of friction, but at the present time

(1928-1929) the council seems to be working in entire har-

mony within itself and with the manager. Naturally the

members do not now devote so much time to municipal af-

fairs as did the original councilmen. Organization of the

new government required much time and Mayor Alderson

and Councilman Brede were at the city hall a part of prac-

tically every day, not interfering with the manager’s pre-

rogatives, but counselling and advising with him. The

councilman of today spends little time outside of the meet-

ing periods at the city hall.

PARTISAN POLITICS AND THE CITY MANAGER

A leader in a charter adoption campaign states that a

large share of the opposition came from State headquarters

of the dominant political party. Our American party or-
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ganization is a hierarchy based upon the local unit which is

more than frequently directly connected with the city ball

personnel. Even high class party men are naturally luke-

warm, if not hostile to any reform that will threaten the

continued smooth operation of local organizations built up

after years of struggle. The removal of local administra-

tive offices from the field of partisan strife naturally re-

duces the enthusiasm of those numerous local workers who

are not in politics for their health and upon whom the State

organization depends to “deliver” on election day. Hence

the opposition of partisan politics to the city manager plan.

Mr. White found, however, that city managers have been

uninfluenced by political considerations in making their ap-

pointments.221 The writer believes such to be the case in

Iowa, The four larger cities have made a special effort to

secure qualified men, going outside to get them if necessary.

All are managed by graduate engineers drawing salaries

ranging from $4000 to $8500 per year. These men have not

cleaned house on assuming office. Old employees have had

to demonstrate their competence, but after they have done

so their position has been more secure than before. Incom-

petents are dropped from the city payrolls without formal-

ity. In Dubuque the heads of departments are largely men

who occupied those positions before city manager rule. Mr.

Hopkins has retained the old organization practically intact

in the more important positions at Mason City. It is doubt-

ful whether the tenure of these employees has been more

endangered than had they remained subject to the vicissi-

tudes of spoils politics. Indeed, officials and employees in

all manager cities claim that they are much happier in their

working conditions than under the old regime.

The managers are not confined to civil service appoint-

ments for the administrative positions of the general gov-

221 white’s The City Manager, p. 240.
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ernment, but civil service regulations apply to the police

and fire departments in cities having a population greater

than 8000. The writer found, as did Mr. White,222 that

managers are not unqualified advocates of civil service rules

and the merit system. Mr. Douglas felt that in a city the

size of Dubuque he would be in touch with qualified appli-

cants to fill the positions whenever vacancies should occur.

Mr. Kratz feels that, while there is some advantage to the

worker in protection from political interference, in general

the city and the worker would perhaps both be better off if

not so hampered.

The freedom from political influence in appointments by

the managers is to some extent demonstrated by the efforts

of the larger cities to get technically trained men. Mason

City and Dubuque both went to the United States govern-

ment to get fire chiefs with years of experience in protect-

ing war supplies. The Mason City police force is sending

its officers to nationally renowned training schools and

bringing in instructors from the outside. The Ames chief

of police was formerly an operative for the State of Iowa

and has enjoyed the reputation of being the best paid chief,

next to Des Moines, in Iowa. Street departments in Du-

buque and Mason City have been transferred to the city

engineer where experience has demonstrated that care of

the streets can be more efficiently handled. There is no

doubt that the city manager wants and tries to get the best

trained person available. His errors in this respect are

errors in judgment and the greatest of executives err in

judging human beings. The managers have found that the

selection of qualified subordinates is the best insurance of

their own tenure. Especially is this so of the police and

fire departments.

222 White’s The City Manager, pp. 243-246; Public Management, Vol. X, p.

200, gives some ideas of P. F. Hopkins on civil service rules.
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IS THE CITY MANAGER A CZAR OR DICTATOR?

Opponents of the city manager plan frequently claim that

the city manager is a czar who rules with undisputed sway.

Such a claim, however, can not be sustained by the facts.

The city manager is hired by an elected council; he dare

not depart from accepted policy without consulting that

elected council; and that elected council can remove him

summarily at any time.

The city manager has also been depicted as a dictator.

This is true in a sense. He is a dictator to administrative

subordinates just as the local superintendent of schools is

to the corps of teachers and just as any employer is to the

men working for him. But he is a responsible dictator.

He must act in accordance with the wishes of an elected

council which has absolute power to hire or fire him. A
city manager takes his office in pursuance of law. His

every act is regulated by law. If the voters do not like his

work they can influence the elected councilmen to dismiss

Iiim If they refuse new councilmen may be elected at the

next biennial election. Dictators can be removed only by

death or violence. The whole city manager regime can be

abolished by vote of the electorate any time after six: years

of trial. In the words of Manager Long, the city manager

plan is not one man rule, it is one man responsibility.

THE MANAGER’S SALARY

It has sometimes been thought that the manager’s salary

is an excessive and needless expense. Examples can be

cited, however, to show that city managers have quite gen-

erally introduced economies far in excess of their salaries.

The police court revenues were increased more than enough

to take care of Mr. Carr’s salary the first year, not to speak

of pay roll economy and additional city revenues from the

collection of delinquent taxes. At Mason City the salary
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paid Mr. Hopkins was no greater than the combined salaries

of the old commissioners. No one can say that Mr. Long is

an expense to Webster City. His management of the elec-

tric utility alone would warrant the payment of his modest

stipend. As a matter of fact, those cities having utilities

frequently draw the entire salary of the manager and some

office help from the utility funds. The writer is of the

opinion that any Iowa city of the first or second class can

afford to pay a manager who is an engineer from $3000 per

year up. If he is trained in municipal service or engineer-

ing he can save many times this amount by being constantly

on the job to watch the city’s interests. A recent check of

municipal expenditures at Bettendorf showed that the city

paid $8100 for engineering consultation in a single year,

and even then many of the improvements were found to

have been carelessly designed and inspected. Thus Betten-

dorf, a city of about 2500, now saves money by paying $3300

for a manager who is also an engineer. The policy of try-

ing to reduce taxes by committee administration is penny

wise and pound foolish.

THE MANAGER PERSONNEL

Of Iowa’s thirteen city managers nine are engineers,

seven of whom are graduates of recognized engineering

colleges, and two are men of marked technical ability ac-

quired through experience and home study. The other four

have had a variety of past experience varying from clergy-

man to blacksmith, from wartime government administra-

tor to school teacher, from secretary of the chamber of

commerce to public utility operator. Salaries vary from

$1200 per year at Villisca to $5500 at Ames among the

ordinance cities, and from $4000 at Webster City to $8500

at Dubuque among charter cities. A generalization that

the engineer managers more nearly approximate profes-
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sional standards would be quite accurate. This does not

mean to minimize the fine work of men like Mr. Gregg at

Iowa Falls or Mr. Mackey at West Liberty. The men in

the non-engineer group, however, are quite uniformly

chosen from home. They may or may not have had pre-

vious municipal experience and frequently have no tech-

nical qualifications. The manager position at Manchester

and Villisca, for instance, is little more than a transfer of

the city clerk’s duties to a city manager by means of an

ordinance. In one case the salary is $1200, in the other

$1560.

Among the engineer group, however, we find men with a

professional city manager consciousness. Mr. Kratz is

vice-president of the City Managers’ Association. Du-

buque is the third city he has served as manager. He came

to his manager career with many years of experience as

engineer for Federal, municipal, and private interests. Mr.

Hopkins came to Mason City after seven years of success-

ful service at Ames. He is a graduate of Iowa State Col-

lege as is Mr. Long at Webster City who is in his twelfth

year of manager service. Mr. Ames of Ames and Mr.

Seymour of Bettendorf are both graduates in civil engi-

neering of Iowa State College. Mr. Johnson of Bed Oak

is a graduate of the State University and has had consider-

able experience in municipal engineering. All of these men

attend the association meetings. Mr. Thorne of Maquoketa

is a graduate in engineering of the University of Wisconsin

and formerly practiced as a consulting municipal engineer

at Clinton, Iowa. Mr. Toyne of Clarinda was formerly city

engineer at Carroll. Mr. McMillan of Mount Pleasant has

grown up with the municipal utilities of that city.

The question arises as to whether the city manager

should be chosen locally or from outside. The writer be-

lieves that in the vast majority of cases the true city man-
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ager spirit will more certainly result if a non-resident is

chosen. A trained man from the outside will he less

inclined to yield to local political pressure than will the man

already connected with the social, political, and personal

alignments of the community. One Iowa manager is al-

leged to have said that managers should move every five or

six years
;
otherwise they run the risk of becoming aligned

with some faction and unconscionsly lose their detached

point of view.

In the smaller cities, moreover, it is not always possible

to find a local man who is qualified by training, experience,

or temperament to take over this work. This leads to the

question as to what type of training is best suited to the

city manager position. There is no doubt that engineering

knowledge is desirable in municipalities of the size found in

Iowa. On the other hand it is suggested that such training

does not necessarily fit one for dealing with the great moral

and humanitarian functions of government. This, however,

is largely a personal element. Engineers are probably as

likely to be humanitarians as lawyers and accountants.

Probably the ideal city manager would be an engineer

whose technical training had been supplemented by studies

in the social sciences. This will come as young men are

eventually trained to become city managers in the colleges

of public administration of the future. At present the engi-

neering profession offers the best trained group for the

selection of the small city of Iowa.

The personal element still predominates in the selection

of city managers and in their administrations. As Mr.

White says, city managers are practical men. They have

not developed and are not rapidly developing a science of

municipal administration. They go about the solution of

their own problems at the time they arise in a direct and

shirt sleeve manner. As long as this prevails the admin-
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istration of a given city is likely to reflect the personality of

the manager.

The average resident of an Iowa city expects a city man-

ager to be able first of all to get his money’s worth in

spending the municipal revenues. Managers are not yet

selected because of their plans for recreation, social better-

ment, or for their general humanitarian outlook. Regret-

table as this may seem, the fact remains that city councils

are mainly interested in employing managers who know

defective construction on sight; who are able to let $1.75

pavement at $1.75 instead of $3.25; who scan a purchase

order to see whether the desired goods may not be on hand

in some other department
;
and who can devise schemes for

doing the same work at a considerably lower cost. To fulfil

these requirements managers must possess a certain

shrewdness that comes of a knowledge of the ways of the

world. They must be prepared to stand up for the city’s

rights by unmasking ulterior motives of powerful interests.

The experience of an engineer usually develops a certain

ability to detect values in those things for which the city

spends the greater part of its income: streets, grading,

pavement, sewers, culverts, public buildings, bridges, wa-

terworks, the supervision of building codes, fire protection,

etc. Engineer-managers, however, have demonstrated their

fitness in other fields as well. Police administration at

Dubuque and Mason City have materially improved under

the new regimes. Playground work is being expanded by

the employment of a full time supervisor at Dubuque.

DOES THE MANAGER PLAN PRODUCE CLASS GOVERNMENT?

It has been said that the city manager plan sometimes

produces class government. The council becomes composed

of members of the upper middle class— bankers, mer-

chants, manufacturers, professional men. The manager
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quite naturally takes his orders from those who employ him.

Thus there arises the cry of class government from the

laboring classes and other factions. This is not a necessary

and inevitable result, however. Mr. Kratz’s door is always

wide open. Mr. Hopkins is very accessible and Mr. Long

sometimes has scores of phone calls in a day. As a matter

of fact the average citizen without political influence is

likely to get quicker service in a city manager municipality

than elsewhere, especially if it he a small municipality. The

reason for this is because the city manager has sufficient

authority to enable him to settle most complaints without

procrastination, whereas the complainant in mayor-council

municipalities has to travel the circuitous route of council

appointee, council committee chairman, other members of

the committee, entire council. Along this route he encoun-

ters endless delays because there is no one who cares to

take the responsibility of making a decision or has author-

ity to do so. An up-to-date city manager ’s office in a small

Iowa city is a reliable source of information and a court of

ready adjustment and conciliation of grievances concerning

the citizen and the city.

It is this readiness of the manager to throw his door

open for the approach of all classes at all times that gives

the lie to the charge of class government. In industrial

cities having a large laboring population it is well to select

for the council one or two laboring men who enjoy the confi-

dence of the commercial interests and of their fellows.

Such has led to happy results in Dubuque where two or

three labor representatives are constantly on the council.

THE ORDINANCE PLAN OR THE CHARTER PLAN?

The fact that the Iowa statutes provide two means of

obtaining city manager government might lead some to

think that there is some choice between the two. Such is
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not the case, however. The charter type is the true city

manager plan. The ordinance plan is only a makeshift.

The latter should be adopted only as a transition or in case

it is felt that a charter election would be defeated at the

polls. The ordinance plan can be abolished or the man-

ager ’s powers can be taken away by the council at any time.

Under the charter type the manager has full charge of all

the city affairs and, while the council may dismiss him at

any time, it can not legally limit his authority. The ordi-

nance manager has only such authority as is delegated by

the council and that body has no authority to give him

supervision of the police.

CONCLUSION

The writer feels that city manager government in Iowa

has been a success. Every city in Iowa could profitably

employ a trained administrator— a man with a combina-

tion of engineering, management, and accounting training.

Even a small city of 2500 could save money by paying such

a person a salary of $3000 per year up. This amount could

often be saved on engineering fees alone, not to speak of the

saving resulting from the prevention of faulty construc-

tion. A scientific budget of the city’s finance would provide

for the rapid retirement of debt and the expenditure of each

penny for its utmost worth. Purchasing supervised by a

technical man who knows building values would result in

great economies. The manager plan merits investigation

by every Iowa city.

John M. Pfiffner

Municipal University op Wichita

Wichita Kansas
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THE BICAMERAL SYSTEM IN PRACTICE

[This is the first installment of an article on the bicameral system in prac-

tice by Dorothy Schaffter. The final installment will appear in the April

number of this magazine.— The Editor]

The problem of legislative organization is very old and

important— almost as old and important as the legislature

itself. The questions of the proper size, the number of

chambers, and the basis of representation have been among

the problems which have always arisen in connection with

the establishment and maintenance of a legislative body.

In the attempt to solve the problems of legislative organi-

zation a vast amount of theory has been, and is yet being,

evolved, and many examples of the application of these

theories are available, but the third essential to a satisfac-

tory solution— namely, an accurate, comprehensive knowl-

edge of the actual operation of legislatures— is lacking.

The scientific method may be said to consist of the formu-

lation of an hypothesis, its application to existing phenom-

ena upon the assumption that it is true, and, finally, a care-

ful appraisal of the results to determine whether or not a

valid theory has been formulated.

The student of contemporary work in the social sciences

must be aware of the ever increasing emphasis which is

being placed upon the use of objective methods of research

in the field of social phenomena. In spite of the too frequent

misuse of statistical or quantitative methods in this connec-

tion, it is nevertheless apparent that certain social facts do

lend themselves to a quantitative analysis yielding novel

and valuable results. The adverse criticism of social statis-

ticians deserves to be directed rather toward those members

82
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of the group who insist upon disregarding entirely the use

of all other methods of research, than toward those mem-

bers who consider quantitative analysis to be a supplemen-

tary research device. Stuart A. Eice has expressed this

idea clearly in his recent volume, Quantitative Methods In

Politics, where he says

:

Quantitative method is one among various means of discovering

truth. In political science it is a comparatively new and rare

means. I necessarily hold a brief for it in presenting this volume,

but I do not contend for its necessary or universal superiority as

compared with traditional modes of inquiry. Each method, so far

as it has validity as a means of discovery, should supplement and

corroborate the others, when applied to the same subject matter.

When corroboration fails, the science will gain by disclosure of the

point of weakness. I am making, then, no effort to provide or sug-

gest a complete methodology for the science of politics, nor am I

attempting to apply quantitative method to the entire domain of

that science. The aim, rather, is to demonstrate in some parts of

the political field the possibilities of obtaining by quantitative pro-

cedure more exact statements of situation or relationship than have

hitherto been secured .
1

Tbe present study, to paraphrase Mr. Eice’s last state-

ment, has as its aim to demonstrate in one part of the field

of legislative organization— namely, the application of the

bicameral principle in a State legislature— the possibilities

of obtaining by quantitative procedure more exact state-

ments of situation or relationship than have hitherto been

secured. A single problem of legislative organization is

chosen because the entire problem is too inclusive in its

scope to be dealt with as a whole. It might be argued that

the question as to the proper number of chambers in a State

legislature is scarcely to be designated a “problem”, since

the entire forty-eight American Commonwealths have

adopted the bicameral system. Furthermore, the system

1 Rice’s Quantitative Methods in Politics, p. 5.
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has been in nse in the various States for such a long period

of time that the evidence naturally appears to Americans to

he conclusively in favor of the theory that the number of

houses should invariably be two. Bicameralism also pre-

vails in most European states and Americans on the whole

are more familiar with European institutions than they are

with the institutions of a rather numerous group of non-

European states in which unicameral legislatures exist .
2

But in spite of this weighty evidence of preponderance of

practice, a careful student can not be satisfied to accept bi-

cameralism as an established principle. If he desires to

answer the question from the viewpoint of the political

theorists, he will find innumerable authors who uphold bi-

cameralism and, until recent years, only a very few who ad-

vocate unicameralism. Applications of both theories in

various parts of the world can be easily listed. But when

the student attempts to find a scientific evaluation of the

actual operation of either unicameral or bicameral legisla-

tures which will tend to prove or to disprove the validity of

the respective theories, he searches almost in vain. While

there is a bewildering amount of theoretical material re-

lating to bicameralism, virtually no attempt has been made

to balance the claims with the results, an operation which

should follow in order to justify the continuance or dis-

continuance of the system.

A few tentative and inconclusive quantitative studies of

State legislatures during a single session have been made
,

3

2 Bicameralism, or Unicameralism: Which? in Equity, Vol. XX, p. 168.

^ Briggs’s The Legislation of the Thirty-ninth General Assembly of Iowa in

The Iowa Journal of History and Politics, Vol. XIX, pp. 489-496; Briggs

and Van Ek’s The Legislation of the Fortieth General Assembly of Iowa in

The Iowa Journal of History and Politics, Vol. XXI, pp. 507-522; Consti-

tutional Convention Bulletin No. 8, The Legislative Department (Illinois

Legislative Reference Bureau), pp. 529, 530; Hodge’s Distrust of State

Legislatures: The Cause; The Eemedy in Proceedings of the Sixth Meeting of

the Governors of the States of the Union (1913), pp. 248-264; Thompson’s
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but no one has conclusively demonstrated the correctness of

the assertion that two houses are better than one house, or

vice versa, in any legislature in existence. Such a conten-

tion is founded entirely upon theory, if not upon mere

opinion and prejudice. The political scientist, desiring to

prove to a sometimes sceptical world that he is scientific,

can not accept bicameralism upon such a basis.

The present study has a two-fold purpose. In the first

place, it aims to make some contribution toward the estab-

lishment of the new technique of quantitative research into

political problems, and in the second place it aims to offer

new evidence on the subject of bicameralism in a State leg-

islature. Probably the more important of these two contri-

butions is in the realm of the technical method developed,

because, if a new method can be established of evaluating

the actual workings of a bicameral State legislature, the

accumulation of data will be more or less a routine matter.

After the work of a sufficiently large number of State legis-

latures over a considerable period of years has thus been

reduced to comparable form, some new light will presum-

ably be cast upon the old question, so long unanswered.

Does the bicameral system of State legislative organization

in practice fulfill the claims made for it in theory 6
*

I

THE BICAMERAL SYSTEM IN THEORY

Before attempting to prove or to disprove the various ad-

vantages which its advocates claim to be inherent in the bi-

cameral system of legislative organization, a definite and

comprehensive statement must be made of these theoretical

claims as they appear in the works of the persons who have,

Our Legislative Mills III Wisconsin in the National Municipal Beview, Vol.

XII, p. 605.
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at various times, written on the subject. The material is

almost inexhaustible. Writers of different nationalities, at

widely separated periods of time, and for all sorts of rea-

sons, have contributed their opinions. A complete, unclas-

sified list of these statements is so extensive as to be almost

meaningless. But in reality, there is not a great number of

fundamentally different arguments for bicameralism. A
classification of these arguments into a few large groups is

quite possible, and is a valuable aid in arriving at a real

understanding of exactly what is claimed for the system.

Such a classification, in seven categories, is the basis of the

present chapter. The grouping is not the only one possible,

but it appears to serve the sole purpose for which it was de-

vised— to present in an orderly, understandable manner a

large amount of disconnected material.

The bicameral principle of legislative organization has

been advocated on the following bases

:

1. Two chambers provide a check on hasty, ill-considered legis-

lation.

2. Representation of diverse interests of individuals and groups

can be secured through bicameralism.

3. Custom, tradition, and history are predominantly in favor

of two legislative chambers.

4. Bicameralism is a necessary part of the system of checks and

balances.

5. Two chambers present an obstacle to the operation of cor-

rupting influences.

6. The fear of excessive democracy is allayed somewhat through

the division of the legislative agency.

7. Two houses in a legislature can be used to divide the work,

with a consequent saving of time.

CHECK ON HASTY, ILL-CONSIDERED LEGISLATION

Following the order just outlined, the first argument to

be considered, stated briefly, is that the bicameral organiza-
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tion of a legislature prevents hasty and ill-considered legis-

lation. James Bryce was deeply impressed by the wide-

spread use of this argument in America.4 So similar are

the expressions of the various writers that only a summary

of them will be given, rather than a statement of what each

had to say on the subject.

Many instances are found of the statement that a bicam-

eral legislature will prevent hasty and ill-considered legis-

lation, without proof, illustration, or argument in defense. 5

Other writers state that two houses will ensure more

thorough debate 6 and a double, independent deliberation 7

by bodies differently constituted. 8

The prevention of errors and inaccuracies in legislation

4 Bryce’s The American Commonwealth (Third Edition), Vol. I, pp. 480,

481.

s Adams’s The Works of John Adams, Vol. IV, p. 195; Amos’s The Science

of Politics (Third Edition), p. 238; Bagehot’s The English Constitution in

Barrington’s The Work and Life of Walter Bagehot, Vol. V, p. 240; Beard’s

American Government and Politics (Eifth Edition), p. 222; Bryce’s The

American Commonwealth (Third Edition), Vol. I, p. 123; Gamer’s Govern-

ment in the United States, p. 75; Haines and Haines’s Principles and Prob-

lems of Government (Revised Edition), p. 331; Leacock’s Elements of Polit-

ical Science (1921), p. 158; Leeky’s Democracy and Liberty, Vol. I, p. 363;

Lieber’s On Civil Liberty and Self-Government (Third Edition), p. 193;

Luce’s Legislative Assemblies, pp. 25, 27, 36, 37, 41; Marriott’s Second Cham-

bers (Revised Edition), p. 3; Mathews’s American State Government, p. 147;

Mill’s Considerations on Representative Government, p. 250; Walsh’s The

Political Science of John Adams, p. 334; Wheeler’s Life and Writings of

Thomas Paine, Vol. IV, p. 293. The preceding references form only a part of

the list collected by the author on this point.

e Observations on the Bicameral System in The Constitutional Review, Vol.

X, p. 120; Wilson’s The State (1918), pp. 317, 318.

7 Bates and Field’s State Government, p. 139; Burgess’s Political Science

and Comparative Constitutional Law, Vol. II, p. 107; Goodnow’s Principles of

Constitutional Government, pp. 151, 165; Ogg and Ray’s Introduction to

American Government (Third Edition), p. 675.

8 The Federalist, Nos. XXVII, LXII; Holcombe’s State Government in the

United States (Second Edition), p. 249; Story’s Commentaries on the Consti-

tution of the United States (Fifth Edition), Vol. I, p. 414; Wilson’s The

State, pp. 317, 318; Woolsey’s Political Science or the State, Vol. II, p. 312.
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is claimed to be a result of a double consideration,
9 and

wiser legislation is said to be produced by the use of a “ re-

vising ’
’ bouse .

10

A single body realizing the finality of its action and the

absoluteness of its power may be, it is claimed, much more

likely to be satisfied with hasty, careless work than a house

which knows that its every action is to be subjected to criti-

cal revision by another body which frequently takes pleas-

ure in discovering errors— that is, honest, scientific legis-

lation is produced through the efforts of rival houses to

maintain their reputations .

11

The very delay attendant upon awaiting passage by two

houses is assumed by some authors to have value in itself.

Robert Luce asks the question if it is not advantageous to

delay in the case of a deadlock. Each chamber has shown a

strength and depth of feeling unusual to that aroused in

considering the ordinary run of business .
12 The deadlock

and resulting inaction call attention and force an advan-

tageous delay until opinion can gather sufficient force to

compel action.
13 Bryce ’s statement is interesting, although

» Amos’s The Science of Politics, p. 238; De Tocqueville ’s American Insti-

tutions and Their Influence, p. 81; Gamer’s Political Science and Government,

p. 605; Luce’s Legislative Assemblies, p. 29; Temperley’s Senates and Upper
Chambers, p. 80; Walsh’s The Political Science of John Adams, p. 329; Wil-

loughby’s An Introduction to the Study of the Government of Modern States,

p. 318.

10 Elliott’s Debates on the Adoption of the Federal Constitution, Vol. V, p.

189; Spender’s One Chamber or Two? in The Contemporary Beview, Vol. 97,

p. 552.

11 Barnett ’s The Bicameral System in State Legislation in The American
Political Science Beview, Vol. IX, pp. 462, 463; Gettell’s Introduction to Po-

litical Science, p. 239; Kent’s Commentaries on American Law (1896), Vol.

I, p. 258; Lecky’s Democracy and Liberty, Vol. I, pp. 375, 376.

12 Luce’s Legislative Assemblies, p. 39.

is Lecky’s Democracy and Liberty, Vol. I, pp. 375, 377, 378; Thompson’s

Our Legislative Mills III Wisconsin in the National Municipal Beview, Vol.

XII, p. 601.
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it slightly exaggerates the situation, “The mere tendency

of two chambers to disagree with one another is deemed a

benefit by those who hold, as the Americans do, that every

new measure is prima facie likely to do more harm than

good.” 14

Certain authors call attention to the fact that frequently a

very active faction, not representing the true opinions and

desires of the people, may control one house and be able to

direct the course of legislation. By having two houses, such

a temporarily dominant faction is rendered harmless .
15 A

further advantage of the bicameral system is said to be that

legislation passed by such a body is the result of compro-

mise .
16 Walter Thompson says, “Conflicts and honest com-

promises are the very essence of legislation.” 17

John W. Burgess says that a legislature of one chamber is

too radical while one of three chambers is too conservative.

The true mean between these positions, and therefore the

true interpretation of the common consciousness at each

particular moment will be best secured by a legislature of

two chambers .
18 In contrast to the idea that radical legis-

lation will be checked under this system
,

19 an English author

considers that the function of the second chamber ought to

be to prevent reactionary legislation as well .

20

1* Bryce’s The American Commonwealth (Third Edition), Vol. I, p. 551.

is Observations on the Bicameral System in The Constitutional Review, Vol.

X, p. 120; Elliott’s The Debates on the Adoption of the Federal Constitution,

Vol. IV, pp. 38, 39; Luce’s Legislative Assemblies, p. 29.

is Leeky ’s Democracy and Liberty, Vol. I, p. 378.

17 Thompson’s Our Legislative Mills III Wisconsin in National Municipal
Review, Vol. XII, p. 601.

is Burgess’s Political Science and Comparative Constitutional Law, Vol. II,

p. 107.

19 Gamer’s Legislative Organization and Representation in Proceedings of
the Illinois State Bar Association (1917), p. 377.

20 Harley’s The Second Chamber in France and Switzerland— The Referen-
dum in Second Chambers in Practice (Rainbow Circle), p. 19.
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J. L. DeLolme attributes the permanence of English law

to the influence of the bicameral principle of legislative or-

ganization .

21 W. E. H. Lecky agrees with this opinion for

the reason that such a legislature will be slower to adopt

constitutional and organic changes. The permanence of

reforms in England and the tranquillity with which they

have been effected he thinks are largely due to the delay in

their passage until they are thoroughly sifted and incon-

testably sanctioned by the nation.

22

One final bit of information which has an interest, and

possibly an importance, out of proportion to its brevity is

that this conception of the function of the bicameral legis-

lature as a check against hasty and ill-considered legisla-

tion does not coincide in its origin with the origin of the

system itself. The bicameral form can be traced far back

into history— the defense of the system as a check is a

nineteenth century product .

23 The inevitable question is,

to what extent is such an argument merely rationalization

when applied to an institution several hundred years older

than the argument? Have people desired to retain the

system and manufactured this reason for its retention, or

was such a result inherent in the system but invisible to its

founders and early users? If it can be proven that the

bicameral legislature is a check against hasty and ill-con-

sidered legislation, no valid objection can be made to its use

for that purpose merely because such a use was not appar-

ent until a relatively late date.

THE REPRESENTATION OF DIVERSE INTERESTS

The argument that a legislature of two house can be used

to advantage in the representation of diverse interests is

21 De Lolme 's The Constitution of England, p. 158.

22 Lecky ’s Democracy and Liberty, Vol. I, pp. 377, 378.

23 Morgan's Second Chambers in The Contemporary Review, Vol. 97, p. 534.
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very common. The essence of this argument is compromise

— the conciliation of opposing opinions by making room for

both, instead of forcing the proponents of one side to re-

nounce entirely its expression in government and further-

more, to accept a government based upon the theory which

they oppose .
24 The most striking example of the saving

power of such a compromise is found in early American

history, in the adoption of the bicameral legislature repre-

senting in the respective houses of Congress the interests of

the large and the small States which were attempting to

formulate a government whose machinery would be accept-

able to both groups .
25 If the search is continued, either in

the field of history or of political theory, a surprising num-

ber of possibilities of representing various special, and

often more or less antagonistic, interests in two houses are

found.

The use of a bicameral legislature as a means of satisfy-

ing the diverse interests of groups in a federal system of

government is of primary interest to Americans. This plan

makes possible independence for the separate States and

union for the whole people
,

26 and is a most convenient solu-

tion for safe-guarding the separate sovereignties and en-

tities of the smaller, weaker States .

27 One house— usually

the upper— can be used to maintain the individualities of

the constituent units of the federal state by giving equal

2* Walsh’s The Political Science of John Adams, pp. 336-339.

25 Bryce’s The American Commonwealth (Third Edition), Vol. I, p. 184;

Leacock’s Elements of Political Science, p. 165; Marriott’s Second Chambers
(Revised Edition), p. 69; Ogg and Ray’s Introduction to American Govern-

ment (Third Edition), p. 348; Robertson’s Bicameral Versus Unicameral Leg-

islative Systems Considered in the Light of the Four Preceding Papers in

Second Chambers in Practice (Rainbow Circle), p. 101.

26 De Toequeville ’s American Institutions and Their Influence, pp. 113-115.

27 Matheson’s Second Chambers in the United States of America in Second

Chambers in Practice (Rainbow Circle), p. 59.
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representation to each unit. The other house— usually the

lower— can be used to satisfy the desires of the more popu-

lous units by representing the people at large. This com-

promise is represented in several federal republics, es-

pecially in the United States, Canada, Australia and the

South African Union.
28 References to this use of the bi-

cameral system are very common .
29 Many writers admit

the necessity or utility of its use in a federation
,

30 but can

see no reason for its incorporation in a system of govern-

ment designed for a unitary state
,

31 and certain of these

writers do not admit its utility in any other than the federal

type of government .

32 That there is no justification for the

use of the bicameral system in the constituent states of a

federal state, since such units are not in themselves made

up of independent units, is an obvious corollary to the pre-

ceding statement .
33

Certain of the arguments in defense of two houses for

the purpose of representing diverse interests should be

28 Bates and Field’s State Government, p. 139; Goodnow’s Principles of

Constitutional Government, pp. 145-147.

29 Gamer’s Introduction to Political Science, p. 436; Gamer’s Political Sci-

ence and Government, pp. 607, 608; Goodnow’s The Parliament of the Republic

of China in The American Political Science Review, Vol. VIII, pp. 558, 559;

Goodnow ’s Principles of Constitutional Government, p. 143
;
Munro ’s The

Government of the United States (1925), p. 186; Pomeroy’s An Introduction

to the Constitutional Law of the United States, p. 122.

30 Garner ’s Legislative Organization and Representation in Proceedings of

the Illinois State Bar Association (1917), p. 382; The Federalist, No. LXII;

Luce’s Legislative Assemblies, p. 36; Marriott’s Second Chambers (Revised

Edition), p. 228; Ogg and Ray’s Introduction to American Government (Third

Edition), pp. 348, 349.

si Walker’s The Second Chamber in Canada, South Africa, and Australasia

in Second Chambers in Practice (Rainbow Circle), p. 37.

32 Haines and Haines’s Principles and Problems of Government (Revised

Edition), p. 329; Mathews’s American State Government, p. 147; Spender’s

One Chamber or Two? in The Contemporary Review, VoL 97, p. 553.

33 Martin and George ’s American Government and Citizenship, p. 291 ;
Wil-

son ’s The State (1918), p. 317.
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presented in a study of the bicameral system, though these

defenses of the bicameral system have no application to an

American Commonwealth. In a study of the Iowa legis-

lature, therefore, they may be dismissed with mere mention.

For example, in an empire the upper house could be used

to represent the mother country and various colonies as

units, while the lower house could represent people of the

empire as a whole .

34 Monarchism and republicanism
,

35

aristocratic and popular elements
,

36 and free and slave

holding communities
,

37 could in the same manner be recon-

ciled to a common government if each of the interests was

assured that the influence of its beliefs would be dominant

in one-half of the legislative department.

The four arrangements just described clearly have no

connection with possibilities of representing diverse inter-

ests in a State legislature, simply because the interests

mentioned do not exist as such in the State. But several

other arrangements, now to be considered, do have a pos-

sible connection with the use of a bicameral legislature in

a State like Iowa. The first of these is the representation

of minority interests in one house and majority interests in

the other.
38 Liberals might dominate one chamber and con-

34 Willoughby’s An Introduction to the Study of the Governments of Modern

States, p. 321.

35 Burgess ’s Political Science and Comparative Constitutional Law, Vol. II,

p. 108.

36 Burgess’s Political Science and Comparative Constitutional Law, Vol. II,

p. 108; Elson’s The Fourth Constitutional Convention of Ohio in The American

Beview of Beviews, Vol. XLV, p. 340; Gamer’s Introduction to Political Sci-

ence, p. 434; Gamer’s Legislative Organization and Bepresentation in Proceed-

ings of the Illinois State Bar Association (1917), p. 382; Goodnow’s The Par-

liament of the Bepublic of China in The American Political Science Beview,

Vol. VIII, p. 558; Holcombe’s State Government in the United States (Second

Edition), p. 248; Walsh’s The Political Science of John Adams, p. 338.

37 Walsh’s The Political Science of John Adams, p. 336.

38 Munro ’s The Government of the United States (1925), p. 188; Temper-

ley’s Senates and Upper Chambers, pp. 146-148.
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servatives the other
,

39 or capital one and labor the other .
40

Representation might be based on population in one house

and wealth in the other
,

41 on agricultural and mercantile

groups
,

42 or on wide and narrow suffrage .

43 The popular

idea that the upper house represents better political ex-

perience and training while the lower house furnishes an

expression of the attitudes of the people is similar to John

Stuart Mill’s suggestion that there might be a people’s

chamber and a statesmen’s chamber .
44 Besides securing a

representation of both conservatism and radicalism as sug-

gested above, two houses chosen for varying terms and at

different times may represent simultaneously the public

will as expressed under different circumstances, and such

an arrangement will possibly secure a more accurate rep-

resentation of the public will. The permanence and sta-

bility of one house can easily be offset by a flexibility and

susceptibility to changing public opinion in the other

house .
45 In any State in which the claims of rural and of

urban districts are conflicting, the existence of two houses

is a possible means of compromising the conflicting

claims .
46 The use of two bodies for the representation, in

a general way, of special social and economic interests, is

Gettell ’b Introduction to Political Science, p. 239 ;
Goodnow ’s Principles of

Constitutional Government, p. 144; Bobertson’s Bicameral Versus Unicameral

Legislative Systems Considered in the Light of the Four Preceding Papers in

Second Chambers in Practice (Bainbow Circle), p. 89.

« Gamer’s Introduction to Political Science, p. 436; Walsh’s The Political

Science of John Adams, p. 336.

41 Walsh’s The Political Science of John Adams, p. 336.

42 Walsh’s The Political Science of John Adams, p. 336.

43 Walsh’s The Political Science of John Adams, p. 336.

44 Mill’s Considerations on Bepresentative Government, p. 255.

45 Gettell ’s Introduction to Political Science, p. 239.

46 Holcombe ’s State Government in the United States (Second Edition), pp.

253-256; Mathews’s Americcm State Government, p. 149.
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suggested
;

47 and the statement is even made that in some

States today one chamber represents a rather distinct in-

terest as against the representation of population in the

other chamber .
48

An interesting plan, of much later origin than those pre-

ceding, is incorporated in Sidney and Beatrice Webb’s A
Constitution for the Socialist Commonwealth of Great

Britain *9 The basis of the plan is the alleged inability of

one individual, chosen as a member of Parliament, to rep-

resent the vast complex of emotions and desires in his in-

dividual constituents. The remedy for the present situa-

tion, which pre-supposes that such a method of representa-

tion is possible and adequate, is the formation of a bi-

cameral legislature in which each house shall have an en-

tirely distinct sphere. One would be a political body with

authority over foreign affairs, colonial affairs, national de-

fense and justice. The other body would control national,

economic, and social activities. This plan recognizes, not

the diverse interest within the total population represented

in the legislature, but the diverse interests within the in-

dividual himself.

THE INFLUENCE OF HISTOBY

The conservative force as it operates in the field of poli-

tics is nowhere more potent than in the case of the organiza-

tion of legislatures. Although conservatism is essentially

the same in effect in all of its manifestations, it appears in

a different guise in the various arguments favoring the bi-

cameral form, which are based on historical influence.

47 Beard’s American Government and Politics (Fifth Edition), p. 593;

Garner’s Political Science and Government, p. 607.

48 Constitutional Convention Bulletin No. 8, The Legislative Department

(Illinois Legislative Eeference Bureau), p. 531.

49 Webb’s A Constitution for the Socialist Commonwealth of Great Britain

in Finer ’s Representative Government and a Parliament of Industry, p. 26.
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Certain authors consider that the councils associated with

the early governors of the American colonies were the pro-

totypes of the upper house of our national and State legis-

latures, while others refer to the very apparent fact that

American constitution-makers borrowed the idea from

other countries and that it was in no sense original with

them. 50 Sydney G-. Fisher, however, denies that the Senate

was an imitation of the British House of Lords or the

States-General of the Netherlands.51 Woodrow Wilson

mentions the possibility that Greek and Boman organiza-

tions were models.52 Frank J. Goodnow, in recommending

a legislative plan for the Chinese Republic, said that the

bicameral form has been preserved in most countries

through the natural desire to imitate successful models,53

and this statement appears to describe the reason for imi-

tating the British House of Lords and the early colonial

councils in the adoption of an upper house reproducing

many of the essential characteristics of the earlier bodies.

In some cases the conservative force appears in a form

which can only be called pure prejudice. At the sixth Gov-

ernors’ Conference, held in 1913, several speeches were

made in the discussion of the relative merits of the bicam-

eral and unicameral State legislature. Governor Joseph

M. Carey of Wyoming voiced the argument based on preju-

dice in the following words, “I believe in our representa-

tive form of government. I believe in two branches of the

legislative power, and you can count on the Governor, mak-

eo Bryce’s The American Commonwealth (Third Edition), Vol. I, p. 480;

Goodnow ’s Principles of Constitutional Government, p. 143; Wilson’s The

State (1918), p. 318.

si Fisher’s The Evolution of the Constitution of the United States, pp. 18,

19.

52 Wilson’s The State (1918), p. 318.

53 Goodnow ’s The Parliament of the Bepuhlic of China in The American

Political Science Beview, Vol. VTII, p. 558.
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mg three. I believe it has worked out well. I believe it is

the best form that has ever been discovered by the minds of

men.” 54 0. B. Colquitt, former Governor of Texas, says

that he is a “rock-ribbed constitutional government advo-

cate” and he continued, “I believe in our system of govern-

ment thoroughly. ’
’ His further remarks were to the effect

that Washington, Franklin, and Madison had discussed the

matter and that, so far as he was concerned, their decision

in favor of two houses was final. 55 The average man likes

to accept the judgment of the world, and the force of tradi-

tion is so strongly in favor of the/bicameral legislature that

he feels that it must necessarily be the proper form, and

that there must be something underlying the deep suspicion

with which the unicameral system is regarded.56

In fact, the bicameral legislature has been in existence in

so many countries over such a long period of time that the

system appears to be a “demonstrated truth” and “an

axiom in the political science of the present age.” 67 John

M. Robertson says the second chamber has become a super-

stition— a tradition accepted uncritically as a first poli-

tical principle.58 Many other authors stress the impor-

tance of this influence of tradition, which leads to the per-

petuation of a bicameral legislature just as it has caused

formal adherence to many other institutions in the course

of political development. In all such cases there is evi-

54 Governor Carey ’s speech is recorded in the Proceedings of the Sixth

Meeting of the Governors of the States of the Union (1913), p. 316.

55 Governor Colquitt ’s speech is recorded in the Proceedings of the Sixth

Meeting of the Governors of the States of the Union (1913), pp. 303, 304.

56 Spender’s One Chamber or Two? in The Contemporary Review, VoL 97,

p. 549.

57 De Tocqueville ’s American Institutions and Their Influence, pp. 81, 82.

68 Robertson’s Bicameral Versus Unicameral Legislative Systems Considered

in the Light of the Four Preceding Papers in Second Chambers in Practice

(Rainbow Circle), pp. 88, 89.
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denced the greatest reluctance to change any of the for-

mulas of government which have come down from past

generations.59

To be sure, this traditional form of legislative organiza-

tion is not always accepted so blindly. Frequently a care-

ful examination of the actual workings of the bicameral

system has apparently preceded the decision in their fa-

vor,60 and actual examples are cited to prove the case.61

Others mention the unicameral legislatures which failed

or were abandoned in favor of the bicameral form.62

Although anyone who attempts to think rationally knows

that the mere fact of long established and widespread usage

is not conclusive evidence as to the worth of governmental

institutions, yet there is some excuse for judging the form

of legislative organization on this basis. Nation after na-

tion— ancient and modern, large and small, republican and

monarchical— has accepted the bicameral legislature and

has continued the form. It has been voluntarily called into

existence in countries which were establishing new govern-

ments and were under no obligation to have such a system.63

There were, to be sure, approximately sixty unicameral

legislatures (in 1918) but, with the exception of those found

in the Canadian provinces and in the Swiss cantons, they

59 Goodnow ’s Principles of Constitutional Government, pp. 142, 143, 151

;

Mathews's American State Government, p. 147; Munro’s Government of the

United States (1925), p. 185.

so Barnett 's The Bicameral System in State Legislation in The American

Political Science Review, Vol. TX, pp. 453—455; De Lolme’s The Constitution

of England, p. 162; Gamer’s Introduction to Political Science, p. 431; Kent’s

Commentaries on American Law (1896), Vol. I, pp. 257, 258.

ei The Federalist, No. LXIII, in Lodge’s The Works of Alexander Hamil-

ton, Vol. XII, p. 138.

02 Kent’s Commentaries on American Law (1896), Vol. I, pp. 258-260;

Lecky’s Democracy and Liberty, Vol. I, p. 364; Lieber’s On Civil Liberty a/nd

Self-Government, pp. 194-196.

03Herdman’s Representative Government: A Review of the Session and Its

Discussions in Second Chambers in Practice (Rainbow Cirele), p. 156.
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are in relatively small and unimportant countries .
64 Under

these circumstances, the force of tradition and habit and

experience is exerted so preponderantly in favor of the bi-

cameral form that it requires an unusual effort to disregard

this type of argument and to proceed to make a decision

solely on the basis of existing conditions.

AS A PART OF THE SYSTEM OF CHECKS AND BALANCES

One of the chief difficulties in government is the establish-

ment and the preservation of the proper relationships be-

tween the major departments— that is, the proper sepa-

ration of the powers and a system of checks and balances

adequate to preserve this separation. In a republican

government the legislature is the organ which seems most

likely to be able to secure power not originally granted to

it and, since there is a definite number of governmental

powers, this potential seizure must be made from powers

granted to the executive and judicial branches, or from pow-

ers retained by the people. The chief abuse mentioned in

discussions of this subject is the overmatching of the execu-

tive by an overstrung legislature .

65 The authors of The
Federalist, recognizing this situation, wrote :

‘ 1 The remedy

for this inconveniency is to divide the legislature into dif-

ferent branches
;
and to render them, by different modes of

election and different principles of action, as little connected

with each other as the nature of their common functions and
their common dependence on the society will admit.” 66

64 Equity, Vol. XX, p. 168.

Barnett ’s The Bicameral System in State Legislation in The American
Political Science Beview, Vol. IX, p. 455; Burgess’s Political Science and
Comparative Constitutional Law, Vol. II, pp. 107, 108; Gamer ’s Introduction

to Political Science, pp. 432, 433; Gettell’s Introduction to Political Science,

p. 239; Walsh’s The Political Science of John Adams, p. 332; The WorTcs of
Daniel Webster (Twentieth Edition), Vol. Ill, pp. 10, 11, 487.

«e The Federalist, No. LI, in Lodge’s The WorTcs of Alexander Hamilton,
Vol. XII, p. 45.
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John Stuart Mill in England and John Adams in America

are two of the chief exponents of the use of the divided

legislature as a necessary part of the system of checks and

balances .

67 Both were obsessed by the fear that a single

legislative body, with no check but “the inadequate one of

the virtue and good sense of those who compose it ’’,68

would become despotic. The consciousness, in the case of

an individual or of an assembly, that it has only itself to

consult— that it is wielding absolute power— can not fail

to have an evil effect and will in time convert the form of

government into an oligarchy. Such an assembly may vote

itself perpetual (as did the English Long Parliament),

make all laws, execute them,, and adjudge all controversies

in its own favor .
69 One English author says that the uni-

versal adoption of the bicameral system in the United

States is due to our profound belief in the never-ending

audacity of elected persons and to our theory that the one

remedy and curb for it is the check of one chamber on the

other .

70 Besides its appearance in the works of Mill and

Adams, the argument favoring the establishment of a bi-

cameral legislature as a part of the system of checks and

balances is found with considerable frequency in the liter-

ature on the subject of legislative organization .
71

67 Adams’s The Works of John Adams, Vol. IV, pp. 193, 196; Mill’s Con-

siderations on Representative Government, pp. 250, 251.

68 Speech by James Wilson in Elliott’s Dehates on the Adoption of the Fed-

eral Constitution, Vol. V, p. 197.

es Adams’s The Works of John Adams, Vol. IV, pp. 195, 196; Mill’s Con-

siderations on Representative Government, pp. 250, 251; Woolsey’s Political

Science, pp. 312, 313.

to Temperley’s Senates and Upper Chambers, p. 34.

7i De Lolme’s The Constitution of England, p. 157; Gamer’s Political Sci-

ence and Government, p. 606; Luce’s Legislative Assemblies, pp. 25, 37; Mun-

ro’s Government of the United States (1925), p. 185; Temperley’s Senates

and Upper Chambers, pp. 28, 29, 140, 141; Walsh’s The Political Science of

John Adams, p. 329.
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Daniel Webster’s statement—“If all legislative power

be in one popular body, all other power, sooner or later,

will be there also” 72— sums up his opinion of this means

of preserving the powers of each department from en-

croachments by the other departments. John W. Burgess

in one rather striking sentence describes the situation as it

appears to him—‘
‘ By preventing legislative usurpation in

the beginning, the bicameral legislature avoids executive

usurpation in the end. ’ ’ 73 Frank J. Goodnow takes exactly

the opposite point of view as to the purpose of a divided

legislature when he says that such a body subjects the exec-

utive acts to control by a council whose composition he can

not influence .
74

The necessity for a bicameral legislature in maintaining

the independence of the three departments of government

seems particularly evident in those governments which are

based upon unwritten constitutions .
75 If there is a sharp

line of demarcation between the spheres of the various de-

partments and the constitution contains written guarantees

designed to preserve these lines there is probably less

danger of legislative usurpation by a unicameral assembly.

But even a written constitution of such a nature is not

enough to quiet the fears of some— they persist in the

opinion that no democratic constitution can afford to dis-

pense with this particular safeguard.

A further danger which appears in connection with the

unwritten constitution, although not directly connected with

the system of checks and balances, is the risk involved in

permitting such a constitution to be fundamentally altered

72 The Works of Daniel Webster (Twentieth Edition), Vol. Ill, p. 11.

73 Burgess’s Political Science and Comparative Constitutional Law, Vol. II,

p. 108.

74 Goodnow ’s Principles of Constitutional Government, pp. 142, 143.

75 Marriott’s Second Chambers (Revised Edition), p. 62.
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by the usual legislative machinery unless that department

has an internal check .
76 If there are two houses there must

obviously be a broad distinction between the resolutions of

either chamber and binding laws, this distinction being ap-

parent in the case of either constituent or statutory legis-

lation. In any scheme of usurpation of power through

changes in the organic law, written or unwritten, there will

be a double security since the concurrence of two distinct

bodies will be required .
77

AN OBSTACLE AGAINST CORRUPTING INFLUENCES

One reason, somewhat related in nature to the necessity

for a system of governmental checks and balances, is rarely

given for the establishment of two houses— namely, that

such a division is an obstacle against corrupting influences

directed against the legislature. Any combination of sin-

ister interests will find much greater difficulty in managing

two houses than one alone. Hence, the bicameral system

prevents, to some extent at least, a manipulation of legis-

lative powers by corrupt influences, either as represented

in members of the legislature themselves, or in outside indi-

viduals or groups .
78

THE FEAR OF DEMOCRACY

The fear of democracy and a consequent distrust of the

popularly elected body appears to be one of the reasons for

the creation of two-house legislatures in certain cases, par-

ticularly in countries in which there is no written consti-

76 Marriott ’s Second Chambers (Revised Edition), pp. 230, 231.

77 Sidgwick ’s The 'Elements of Politics, p. 467.

78Bageliot ,s The English Constitution in Barrington’s The Worlc and Life

of Walter Bagehot, Vol. V. p. 236; Barnett’s The Bicameral System in State

Legislation in The American Political Science Review, Vol. IX, pp. 460, 461;

Garner’s Legislative Organisation and Procedure in Proceedings of the Illinois

State Bar Association (1917), p. 380; Gamer’s Political Science and Govern

-
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tution superior to the legislature.79 This reason is appar-

ently the basic one leading to Adams ’s opposition to single-

chamber legislatures. One of Mill’s fundamental maxims

of government was that there should always be, in a demo-

cratic constitution, “a nucleus of resistance to the democ-

racy” which was the predominant power in the constitu-

tion. If the people of such a democracy are willing to toler-

ate this restraint rather in the form of a second chamber

than in any other shape, this, according to Mill, “consti-

tutes a strong reason for having it in that shape.” 80 In

one of the “Rainbow Circle” papers a slightly different

explanation for this distrust of the popularly elected body

is offered. J. 0. Herdman makes the statement that, since

there is no rational halting place between autocracy and the

general meeting of the people, representative government

which is merely a substitute for the latter, should he uudei

some form of control even though such control is exercised

merely by another representative body.81

THE DIVISION OP WORK

The last of the series of possible reasons for having a

bicameral legislature seems, in spite of its apparent ob-

viousness, to have little weight, if we judge solely by the

frequency with which it is mentioned in the works con-

ment, p. 611; Hodges’s Distrust of State Legislatures: The Cause ; The Remedy

in Proceedings of Sixth Meeting of the Governors of the States of the Union

(1913), p. 259; Luce’s Legislative Assemblies, p. 41; Sidgwiek’s The Elements

of Politics (Second Edition), p. 467; Story’s Commentaries on the Constitu-

tion of the United States, Vol. I, p. 415.

79 Marriott’s Second Chambers (Revised Edition), p. 3; Matheson’s Second

Chambers in the United States of America in Second Chambers in Practice, p.

58; Temperley’s Senates and Upper Chambers, p. 81; Walsh’s The Political

Science of John Adams, pp. 331, 334.

so Mill’s Considerations on Representative Government, pp. 252, 253.

8i Herdman ’s Representative Government : A Review of the Session and Its

Discussions in Second Chambers in Practice (Rainbow Circle), pp. 157, 158.
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suited. Only Robert Luce calls attention to the saving of

time brought about by the resulting division of work. He

mentions particularly that a measure rejected by one house

need not take the time of the other .

82

CLASSIFICATION OF THEORIES FOR QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Since this study proposes to be a quantitative analysis

of the workings of the bicameral principle in the General

Assembly of Iowa, it is necessary to select from the whole

list of theoretical arguments in favor of bicameralism those

which have a possible application in Iowa and which, at the

same time, are susceptible of measurement by the proposed

method. Of the theoretical justifications of the bicameral

system which may have a bearing in Iowa, some, for va-

rious reasons to be noted later, can not be measured quanti-

tatively. This is not to be interpreted as an apology for

the method in question. The fact that a problem can not be

completely proven by a given method is not a valid reason

for refusing to use such a method as extensively as pos-

sible in its solution. The reasonable attitude would appear

to be the acceptance of the use of quantitative methods

whenever the material is susceptible of that type of treat-

ment and proper data are available, and the use of other

suitable methods in those phases of the problem to which

the quantitative method is inapplicable. The combination

of results derived from this supplementary research

method should be more valuable from a practical point of

view than the results from either alone.

Thus no attempt is made to entirely discredit the theo-

retical statement of the values of bicameralism. The pur-

poses of this study of the subject are rather complementary

than antagonistic. So much has been offered by eminent

political scientists in the line of theoretical defense of the

82 Luee ’s Legislative Assemblies

,

p. 41.
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system of bicameralism that it would seem almost impos-

sible and quite unnecessary to add to it. But in tbe other

field of objective analysis of these theories the barest be-

ginnings have been made. If a technique of research can

be worked out and applied to a sufficient number of bi-

cameral legislatures, a mass of comparable factual material

of enormous value will be accumulated. Incidentally, the

result may serve to verify the theoretical arguments or to

prove that they are erroneous, either result being equally

valuable provided that a nearer approach is made to a dis-

covery of the true value of the system.

After stating the arguments offered in support of bi-

cameralism, those which can be studied by the chosen

method have been selected. All of the theories may be

classified in four groups with respect to their availability

for consideration in a quantitative analysis of bicameralism

in the Iowa General Assembly.

In the first class are those theories which can by no possi-

bility have any application to Iowa. An example of such a

theory is the use of bicameralism to provide one house

representing aristocracy and another representing the com-

monalty. Even though an objective study could be made of

this, the conditions necessary to the existence of a legis-

lature on this basis are not found in Iowa. In the section of

this chapter entitled The Representation of Diverse Inter-

ests several theoretical uses of bicameralism are cited which

are clearly of the nature just described.

The second class contains theories which may be exempli-

fied in the Iowa General Assembly, but which are unsuited

to any means of quantitative study yet devised. No at-

tempt has been made in this dissertation to measure the

application of such theories. The four sections of this

chapter entitled The Influence of History; As a Part of the

System of Checks and Balances; An Obstacle Against Cor-
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rupting Influences; and The Fear of Democracy contain

statements of theory which appear to belong to the second

class.

The third class of theories includes those which conld be

studied in Iowa and to which the proposed method is appli-

cable, but with regard to which the available data are lack-

ing. Several theories of this kind are stated in the second

section of this chapter, The Representation of Diverse In-

terests, and the last section, The Division of Work, is also

in the third class. To illustrate this classification, one

chamber of the Iowa General Assembly may represent

wealth. Such a type of representation would lend itself

readily to statistical description, but complete data re-

lating to the personal wealth of all members of the legis-

lature would be necessary, and this material is not avail-

able.

Finally, certain of the arguments for bicameralism are of

a nature susceptible of quantitative measurement, and the

data for conducting such a study are available in Iowa. It

is with this class of theories that the remainder of this

thesis is concerned. Most of these theories are stated in

the first two sections of this chapter, entitled Check on

Hasty, Ill-Considered Legislation, and The Representation

of Diverse Interests.

Thus the first group has no interest in an Iowa study.

Proof of the validity of the second group of theories must

continue to depend upon the historical method which ulti-

mately comes to a matter of opinion regarding the relative

influence of established facts. It is unfortunate that data

do not exist in some cases to make objective study possible,

but several of the arguments most frequently and most

widely advanced can be studied quantitatively in the Iowa

General Assembly and it is with this group that the remain-

der of the study here undertaken will be concerned.
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II

THE REPRESENTATION OF DIVERSE INTERESTS
AND LEGISLATIVE ABILITY

As has been so frequently stated, the bicameral legisla-

tive system is inherently adapted to giving representation

to various factional and interest groups. For example,

farmers might be represented in one house while the second

chamber might be representative of mercantile interests, or

each of the two houses might represent different geograph-

ical areas, one based upon urban constituencies and the

other on rural population. While no such complete appli-

cation as either of the two just suggested has been made, or

possibly even seriously considered, yet every legislature,

unicameral or bicameral, necessarily contains members

with various economic interests, and every member is, of

necessity, a resident either of a city or of a rural area.

Furthermore, a careful analysis of any bicameral legisla-

ture might reveal, although there was no conscious inten-

tion nor desire to produce such an effect, that economic

interests and residence were quite differently represented

in the two chambers.

The discovery of such a condition would be regarded by

some persons as an argument for, and by others as an

argument against, the bicameral system. The point of

view depends on the theory of representation. That is, if

the interests of urban and of rural residents are held to be

of a different nature and of sufficient importance to warrant

having a separate branch of the legislature to represent

each, the bicameral system would obviously be advocated.

On the contrary, if it is determined that the fundamental

interests and needs of all occupational groups are essen-

tially identical, and an analysis of a two-chambered legis-

lature revealed that certain of these groups controlled one
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house while other groups predominated in the second house,

the decision would not favor the bicameral system.

Another popular theory favoring the bicameral system is

founded upon the possibility of representation based upon

differences in legislative ability. The idea is to have one

house represent wisdom and experience and mature judg-

ment while the other house represents the attitudes of the

people. Various qualifications of members tend to estab-

lish such a distinction in the representative character of

the two branches. Age, education, and legislative experi-

ence are characteristics of members of the Iowa General

Assembly which can be studied objectively to measure pos-

sible differences between the House and the Senate.

The purpose of this study is primarily the description of

a condition— not the determination of the significance or

value of the condition as it is found to exist. The problem

is to describe the two houses of the General Assembly of

Iowa in definite terms, statistically expressed, in order to

discover whether there exist measurable and considerable

differences of any kind between the two bodies. The inter-

pretation to be made of those similarities and differences

which are demonstrated is another problem one to which

a different type of treatment is applicable than that used to

describe the condition existing.

OCCUPATIONS

The problem of occupational representation in legislative

assemblies has attracted much attention in recent years,

and many proposals have been advocated which are based

upon the desirability of securing such representation. Al-

though no attempt is made through constitutional or other

means to secure this type of representation in Iowa, the

General Assembly must necessarily represent occupational

interests through its members who are at the same time
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members of different occupational groups in the State.

Even though a banker, for example, is not chosen as the

legislative representative of bankers, but rather as a repre-

sentative of all persons in his district regardless of their

occupational interests, he nevertheless does carry into his

legislative duties the influence of his previous occupational

contacts, and he is, to a greater or less degree, representing

all of the bankers in the State.

Every member of the General Assembly, in each of the

fifteen sessions under consideration, gave his occupation,

and these occupations are listed, together with other sim-

ilar personal data, in the Iowa Official Register. Some
members gave what is designated in Table I as a “ single ’ ’

occupation (lawyer, farmer, etc.). Even more frequently a

“double” occupation was given (farmer-banker, lawyer-

farmer, etc.), and in several cases there are “triple” occu-

pations (farmer-lawyer-real estate, etc.). These multiple

occupations tend to complicate the situation. Probably

cases would be rare in which the member who says that he

has two occupations feels exactly the same interest in each,

has the same financial dependence on each, and devotes an

equal amount of time to them. We do not know whether a

“banker-farmer” is fifty per cent, or five per cent, “bank-

er” or “farmer”, nor how he will vote upon legislation in

which the interests of the banker and the farmer conflict.

Furthermore, of a given number of “banker-farmers” how
many will possess an identical combination of interests in

the two occupations? This problem obviously can not be

solved to complete satisfaction nor can the effect be defi-

nitely determined, but that it exists must be recognized.

There seems to be but one way to remove, at least partially,

the effect of the situation. If a “banker-farmer” can not

be resolved into his constituent elements in order that his

true influence may be determined so far as his economic
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interests are concerned, the next best thing to do seems to

be to consider such a multiple occupation as a definite, dis-

tinguishable occupation in itself. To illustrate, banking is

one occupation, farming is another, and “banMng-farming
’

*

is still a third. Members can vote as bankers, or as farm-

ers, or as “banker-farmers”, as a result. Although this is

not advanced as a perfect solution of the difficulty, it is

probably the most reasonable course to be chosen for the

present purpose, and no attempt will be made in the case of

the so-called “double” and “triple” occupations to resolve

them into two or three separate occupations, in order to

combine or to compare them with single occupations.

The following table shows the number of occupations

represented, in the Iowa General Assembly, and in the Sen-

ate and the House of Representatives, respectively, classi-

fied as single, double, and triple occupations. Data are

based upon the occupations of members in the Twenty-

eighth to the Forty-second General Assemblies, inclusive .

83

Table I

HUMBER OP

Single

Occupations

Represented

Humber op

Double
Occupations

Represented

Humber op

Triple

Occupations

Represented Total

General

Assembly 59 72 21 152

Senate 26 29 10 65

House of

Eepresentatives 51 64 13 128

S3 AH tabular data in Chapters IH and IV are based upon material in the

following Iowa publications:

(1) Iowa Official Register, 1901 to 1928 inclusive.

(2) Journal of the Bouse of Representatives, from the Thirty-eighth to

the Forty-second sessions, inclusive.

(3) Journal of the Senate, from the Thirty-eighth to the Forty-second

sessions, inclusive.
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Summing up all the different occupations listed by mem-
bers of the Senate and of the House during the fifteen ses-

sions, and counting a double or a triple occupation as one,

one hundred and fifty-two different occupations appear.

The Senators represent sixty-five occupations and the Rep-
resentatives one hundred and twenty-eight.

To the observer interested in discovering a legislature

which actually gives a broad occupational representation,

the situation as described above would seem at first glance

to be almost ideal. A more careful consideration, relating

to the number of members who represent the various occu-

pations, shows an actual condition of a surprisingly differ-

ent nature than the one appearing to exist.

Table II

Type of Occupation

Percentage of

Members in

Senate

Percentage of

Members in House
of Bepresentatives

Lawyers 31.2 15.1

Farmers 13.1 32.3

Bankers 7.6 6.2

Merchants 6.9 5.3

Farmer-stockmen 4.4 5.0

Farmer-bankers 3.6 1.9

Editors 3.0 3.2

Manufacturers 2.9 .8

Lumbermen 2.2 .9

Physicians 2.2 2.8

Beal estate dealers 1.0 1.4

Beal estate-farmers .6 .8

Total in above occupations

Total number in all

80.7 75.7

other occupations 19.3 24.3

(4) Index and History of Senate and House Bills and Joint Besolutions
(Final Edition). Published for each General Assembly of Iowa, from 1915 to

1927, inclusive.

(5) Senate and House Bills, Thirty-eighth to Forty-second sessions, in-

clusive.
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The preceding table shows the percentage of members of

the Senate and of the House of Representatives of the

Iowa General Assembly (Twenty-eighth to Forty-second

sessions, inclusive) who gave as their occupations the

twelve occupations listed above. These are the only occu-

pations which were represented, on an average, in the fif-

teen legislatures under consideration, by one or more mem-

bers in each General Assembly.

In the average Senate, during the entire fifteen legisla-

tures, only ten occupations out of a total of sixty-five had

one or more representatives. That is, fifty-five occupations

were not represented at all in the Senate, in one or more

sessions during the period. To further emphasize this in-

equality, 80.7 per cent of the members came from ten occu-

pational groups, leaving only 19.3 per cent of members to be

distributed among the remaining fifty-five occupations.

A more fairly representative condition might be expected

in the House, with its larger membership, but the facts do

not support the expectation. In the average House only

eleven occupations are found with one or more representa-

tives, and 75.7 per cent of the total membership is found in

these eleven groups, on the average. That means that the

remaining 24.3 per cent of members must represent one

hundred and seventeen other occupations.

The occupations which have, on the average, one or more

members in both the Senate and the House are almost iden-

tical. One exception is found in the House, where “real

estate” and “real estate-farmer” each averages at least

one member, although these two occupations do not have

even this slight representation in the Senate. The other

exception is found in the Senate, where lumbermen average

one member per session, although they have less than this

average in the House.

The actual existing condition is consequently not de-
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scribed with sufficient fullness and accuracy when the state-

ment is made that one hundred and fifty-two different occu-

pations are represented in a continuous series of fifteen

legislatures. This is a half-truth, that creates a false im-

pression. Actually only ten or eleven of these one hundred

and fifty-two occupations are represented by one or more

members in the average legislature, while more than one

hundred other occupations often have no representation at

all, as is shown by the fact that they average less than one

member per session. This is a significant fact since it

demonstrates that, although a really considerable number

of occupations are occasionally represented, only a rela-

tively small number of them have any real strength in either

house. Such a condition is not to be described as ‘
‘ occupa-

tional representation” in any complete sense of the term,

and in this respect one house differs but little from the

other.

Up to the present point, a condition of great similarity

between the two houses has been revealed. Consulting

Table II, which gives a list of the occupations which have

been the subject of the preceding discussion, together with

the percentage of members of the Senate and House found

listed under each group, several differences appear.

In so far as bankers, merchants, farmer-stockmen, farm-

er-bankers, editors, manufacturers, lumbermen, physicians,

real estate men, and real estate-farmers are concerned,

there is not more than a 2.2 per cent difference in any case

between the number of men in these occupational groups in

the two houses. Taken together, the ten groups, plus the

twenty per cent of members representing all other occupa-

tions, constitute considerably more than half the member-
ship in both houses. But in both Senate and House about

forty-five per cent of the members are either lawyers or

farmers, and it is within this large portion of the total that

VOL. xxvii—

8
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the one really considerable difference in occupational repre-

sentation is found. The Senate has about twice as many

lawyers in proportion to its size as the House, and the

House has almost three times as many farmers as the Sen-

ate. In either case, approximately one-third of the total

membership comes from one occupation— the Senate is

about one-third lawyers and the House one-third farmers.

It must he borne in mind that the situation just described

is based upon averages of membership in fifteen legisla-

tures. If each individual legislature is examined, some

considerable variations will be observed. (See Table III.)

The following table shows percentages of total member-

ship of the Senate and of the House of Representatives of

the Iowa General Assembly (Twenty-eighth to Forty-sec-

ond sessions, inclusive) in each of the occupations listed.

Table III
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28th. 48 21 4 25 8 11 12 4 10 1 0 0

29th 44 24 10 17 10 11 6 9 4 4 0 2

30th 30 16 10 22 18 9 14 9 8 6 2 3

31st 30 15 5 18 14 6 12 8 10 7 4 4

32nd 30 14 8 33 12 5 8 2 6 9 2 1

33rd 36 16 8 28 10 8 4 4 2 4 2 2

34th 36 15 6 24 4 4 6 5 6 8 0 2

35th 34 14 6 24 4 4 6 4 4 10 2 3

36th 36 12 4 27 8 5 8 7 0 4 4 2

37th 34 16 2 30 6 6 10 3 4 9 10 2

38th 34 22 16 26 6 6 6 6 4 4 8 3

39th 30 10 12 39 8 8 4 4 10 2 4 3

40th 22 11 24 58 4 7 4 4 4 1 6 0

41st 10 10 46 57 2 2 2 6 2 4 6 1

42nd 14 11 36 57 0 2 2 5 2 2 4 1

Aver. 31.2 15.1 13.1 32.3 7.6 6.2 6.9 5.3 4.4 5.0 3.6 1.9
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In the Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth General Assem-

blies, the proportion of lawyers in both Senate and House is

much larger than the average stated above, and the propor-

tion of farmers much smaller. On the contrary, in the

Forty-first and Forty-second General Assemblies, the num-

ber of lawyers is much below average and the number of

farmers much above. The ten legislatures from the Thirti-

eth to the Thirty-ninth inclusive, approximate the average

for the period with the exception of the number of farmers

in the Senate. The entire situation represents a more or

less gradual change of personnel, from an occupational

point of view, ranging from relatively many lawyers and
few farmers, through a long period in which the average

ratio was maintained, to a condition characterized by rela-

tively few lawyers and many farmers. This is significant,
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in that it shows that the average for the period must not he

taken as representative of each individual legislature, but

merely as illustrative of a tendency throughout the period.

If the percentage of lawyers and of farmers in any one

legislature, in either house, is considered, a similar condi-

tion within the two bodies is found, without exception. If a

large number from the lawyer group is found, there will be

a small number of farmers, and vice versa. For example,

the Senate of the Forty-first General Assembly had ten per

cent lawyers and forty-six per cent farmers, a situation

which varies widely from the average for the period. In

definite contrast to this, the Senate of the Twenty-eighth

General Assembly had forty-eight per cent of lawyers and

only four per cent of farmers. A similar situation, though

one which does not present such an extreme difference, can

be illustrated by means of the House statistics. It would

appear then that each of these occupations gains at the

expense of the other.

Furthermore, the increases and decreases in the relative

numbers of lawyers and farmers in the two houses is ap-

proximately parallel as has been suggested in another con-

nection. From the Twenty-eighth to the Forty-second Gen-

eral Assembly, the proportion of lawyers in both Senate

and House has been decreasing, although the general de-

cline has been marked by temporary increases. And, just

as the relative number of lawyers has shown this steady,

marked decrease during twenty-seven years, the relative

number of farmers has continually grown in both houses.

This marked relationship between the representation

from two occupational groups can not be entirely acciden-

tal. The inverse ratio between the percentages of lawyers

and farmers has been a persistent characteristic of both

houses for fifteen legislatures. That the cause lies outside

the legislature— probably in the character of economic
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opinion at the time of each particular choice of representa-

tives by the electorate— is strongly suggested by the fact

that parallel increases and decreases, of farmers and of

lawyers respectively, have taken place in the two houses

simultaneously. For some reason, which is outside the

scope of this study, many more lawyers are members of the

Senate than of the House, and many more farmers are

found in the House than in the Senate. And for an equally

unknown reason, the number of lawyers in both houses has

been decreasing and the number of farmers increasing.

The former situation illustrates the only considerable dif-

ference to be discovered between the two houses, from the

point of view of the occupations represented by the mem-
bers. The second situation illustrates a similarity in tend-

ency, which seems to indicate that the cause for the existing

condition of occupational representation, as it has been de-

scribed, lies outside the bicameral system and is operative

in the choice of representatives both in the Senate and in

the House. Whatever the cause, the interest in connection

with a study of the bicameral system lies in the demonstra-
tion of similarity in tendency between the two houses.

Whatever economic cause influences the Senate appears to

influence the House with approximately equal force, and to

exert a constant tendency to make the two bodies more
alike all the time.

In summarizing, one marked difference between the
make-up of the houses undoubtedly does exist; that is, in

the Senate about one-third of the members are lawyers and
in the House about one-third are farmers. This is both an
average difference for the whole period, and a difference in
each separate legislature, within a wide range of variation,

and with some exceptions previously noted. The bicameral
organization of the legislature affords the opportunity for
such a situation but does not seem to be the cause of it.
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In contrast with the one difference just noted, several

similarities have been shown. In the first place, the same

tendency toward a decrease in lawyers and an increase in

farmers has operated in both houses throughout the period.

Secondly, approximately half the members of both houses,

on the average, are farmers and lawyers, whatever the

variation in ratio between the two occupations may be

within the group. Furthermore, only ten or eleven occupa-

tions have an average representation of one or more mem-

bers in both houses, and the list of these occupations for the

two houses is almost identical. In the fourth place, approx-

imately eighty per cent of the total membership of both

Senate and House is found in these ten or eleven occupa-

tions, while the remaining twenty per cent represents a

very much larger group of occupations, no one of which, on

an average, has one or more members in either house. And,

finally, both the Forty-first and the Forty-second General

Assemblies, which vary widely from the averages stated for

the period, present a Senate and a House having almost the

same make-up from an occupational standpoint. This may,

or may not, be an indication of a newly-established condi-

tion which will persist, but, whatever the final result, the

existence of even two such legislatures is illustrative of an

operative tendency to produce two houses identical in their

make-up, in so far as members’ occupations are concerned,

and a consequent tendency to destroy the fundamental prin-

ciple of the bicameral system— that the two houses shall

represent varying interests and points of view.

RESIDENCE

Residence of members of the legislature is so closely con-

nected with their occupations that it might be considered as

merely a result of the latter. This would not be true, prob-

ably, in some legislatures in other States. But in a legis-
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lature having a large number of farmers as members it is

quite obvious that there will be approximately the same

number of members having a rural residence as there are

who follow farming as an occupation. Practically all Iowa

farmers live in the country and very few people having any

other occupation are rural residents. As a result, any dif-

ferences in occupations shown to exist between the Senate

and House will probably be very closely paralleled, as a

matter of course, by differences in urban and rural resi-

dence of members.

In considering the residence problem, the Iowa classifica-

tion of communities is used. Incorporated municipalities

having less than two thousand people are known as towns
;

those having more than two thousand but less than fifteen

thousand are cities of the second class; and those with a

population of more than fifteen thousand are cities of the

first class. Rural residents are those persons who live out-

side incorporated communities.

In determining the residence of individual members, only

one difficulty presented itself. All members who gave their

occupations as farming, gave as their residence the city or

town which was their post-office address. Yet it was clearly

apparent that these men were not living in the city at all—
they might be living ten or fifteen miles away from it, and
to classify them, on the basis of their post-office addresses,

as urban residents would be a serious error. In the volumes
of the Iowa Official Register containing data relating to the

General Assemblies from the Thirty-second to the Forty-

second, inclusive, there is a short biography of each Senator

and Representative. In almost every case it was possible,

by consulting this biography, to discover whether the man
in question, if he had given farming as an occupation, was
really living on the farm or whether he was merely a farm-

owner who lived in town and rented his farm. This method
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of determining residence of farmers in the legislature is

certainly not a perfect one, but, as a matter of fact, there

were very few cases in which there was much doubt as to

where the member in question was living. For this reason

the inaccuracy present in the reported results seems to be

rather small. The results are not tabulated for any legis-

latures before the Thirty-second because the Iowa Official

Register before 1907 does not contain individual biogra-

phies and no check could be made on the residence of farm-

ers from the Twenty-eighth to the Thirty-first General As-

semblies. This is rather unfortunate because the occupation

statistics are based upon fifteen legislatures and it would

be both more interesting and more valuable to have a set of

residence statistics exactly comparable with those based

upon occupations.

Table IV shows the result of the tabulation of residence

for the eleven legislatures from the Thirty-second to the

Forty-second inclusive stated in 'percentages.

Table IV

Senate

Number of First Second

General Class Class Town Rural

Assembly City City

32nd 12 48 22 18

33rd 12 34 40 14

34th 18 32 34 14

35th 19.6 35.2 31.3 13.7
'

36th 24 38 30 8

37th 26 44 20 10

38th 22 36 24 18

39th 20 36 22 22

40th 13.7 33.3 15.6 37.2

41st 14 22 20 44

42nd 19.6 17.6 35.2 27.4

Average 18.1 34.2 26.6 20.5
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House of Representatives

Number of First Second

General Class Class Town Rural
Assembly City City

32nd 9.2 25 25 40.7

33rd 10.1 30.5 25 34.2

34th 11.1 27.7 24 37.0

35th 12.8 21.1 29.3 36.6

36th 14.8 16.6 28.7 39.8

37th 14.8 19.4 25.9 39.8

38th 15.7 25.0 29.6 29.6

39th 11.9 12.8 32.1 43.1

40th 8.2 14.6 22.9 54.1

41st 9.2 14.8 18.5 57.4

42nd 9.9 14.4 18.0 57.6

Average 11.6 20.2 25.3 42.8

One fact is quite evident— that the Senate is the urban
body while the House represents the rural districts and
towns. About fifty-two per cent of Senators and less than
thirty-two per cent of Representatives come from cities

(first and second class combined)
;
approximately one-

fourth of the membership of each house comes from towns

;

approximately twenty per- cent of Senators and forty-two

per cent of Representatives are rural residents. With the

exception of the representation from towns, the differences

are marked in the various classes. Furthermore the magni-
tude of the differences is such as to make them really sig-

nificant.

If a comparison is made of the Senate statistics for the

several sessions, certain interesting conditions are found.
The number of members from first class cities gradually
increased for a long period, reaching a maximum in the
Thirty-seventh General Assembly. Since that time there
has been a rapid decline— from twenty-six per cent in the
Thirty-seventh, to fourteen per cent in the Forty-first Gen-
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eral Assembly. A five per cent increase appears in the

Forty-second General Assembly. Tbe membership from

second class cities remained relatively stable until tbe

Forty-first General Assembly which contained ten per cent

less members in this group than were found in it in any

preceding sessions. A further decrease occurred in the

Forty-second General Assembly. No such marked tenden-

cies toward increase or decrease appear in the case of

members from towns, but wide variations from the average

appear, and a marked increase is apparent upon comparison

of the Fortieth, Forty-first, and Forty-second General As-

semblies, the Fortieth being eleven per cent below average,

and the Forty-second ten per cent above. In marked con-

trast to these decreased numbers from first class and second

class cities is the increase shown in the rural group. No

legislature before the Fortieth had more than twenty-two

per cent of its members from rural areas, but thirty-seven

per cent of the members of the Fortieth General Assembly,

forty-four per cent of the Forty-first General Assembly,

and twenty-seven per cent of the Forty-second General As-

sembly were in this group. This corresponds roughly with

the occupational representation of lawyers and farmers, as

might be expected.

The situation in the Senate may be summarized by stating

that, during the period under consideration, there has been

a slight tendency to decrease the membership from first

class and from second class cities. At the same time the

representation from towns has remained relatively stable,

and there has been a very marked proportional increase in

the number of rural members in the Fortieth, Forty-first,

and Forty-second General Assemblies.

It will not be necessary to describe the situation in the

House in so much detail, since very similar tendencies are

apparent. Although the Senate always has a larger pro-
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portion of its membership from first class and second class

cities than the House has, yet the tendencies to increase

and decrease the membership in these groups are paralleled

in the two houses. Also in both Senate and House the

number of members from towns has changed very little

during the period. The same tendency to increase the rural

membership is likewise shown in both houses. The condi-

tion can be described as one of marked difference between

the chambers, accompanied by certain tendencies toward

increase and decrease in the membership of the several

groups, which tendencies are so nearly parallel in the two

houses as to have little effect upon the differences between

them. Starting with certain initial differences, variant

tendencies of approximately equal force have operated upon

each house producing a final situation showing almost the

same degree of difference between the houses as was found

in the first place. For this reason the variations in repre-

sentation in either the Senate or the House need not be

considered in a comparative study, and only the differences

between the two houses— not within them— are of impor-

tance in the present connection.

The question inevitably arises— what do these differ-

ences between the Senate and House with respect to resi-

dential representation mean? Granting that the Senate

does have more city members and the House more rural

members, can the maintenance of two houses to perpetuate

this difference be justified, or is the condition harmful, or

merely incidental and uninfluential? This goes back to the

fundamental question whether interests and opinions of

people in rural and in urban districts are different because

of the places in which they live, or whether in general they

are identical in nature. If the question had been asked fifty

years ago, without doubt the answer would have been that

real, deep-seated differences did exist between city and farm
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dwellers. In these days of telephones, daily papers, auto-

mobiles, and radio— in general, of increased contacts be-

tween rural and urban residents— the answer can not be

given with the same degree of positiveness. Probably if

differences do exist they are due to other causes than resi-

dence, such as occupational; and rural and urban residence

is only an objective measure of difference of opinion based

upon an interrelationship of occupation and residence.

Considering also the economic relationships between Iowa

towns and cities and the surrounding rural areas, there

must be even less disposition to think that the people in the

two types of residence areas are different, either in funda-

mental or in superficial interests.

Perhaps the difference in residential representation is

entirely without intrinsic meaning—-it may be merely the

result of numerous causes independent of the organization

of the legislature. Possibly, because agriculture is the pre-

dominant occupation in Iowa, the people have chosen many

farmers as legislators, and the high proportion of rural

residence is merely a result of this influence. The differ-

ence in the Senate and House terms may indirectly cause a

difference in residential representation. A farmer may be

more willing to run for a short term office than a lawyer or

a banker. This would result in a heavy rural representa-

tion in the House and many urban residents in the Senate.

Also a rural resident may find it easier to seek nomination

and election in a small district where it is possible for him

to have a wide acquaintanceship, and for this reason coun-

try-dwellers possibly choose to run for the House rather

than for the Senate.

The preceding attempt to suggest reasons for the differ-

ences existing in the Senate and House membership is in-

tended to prevent an over-emphasis upon the significance

of this difference. There are apparently many reasons for
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considering it as a purely secondary result of many factors

other than the bicameral system which determine the choice

of Senators and Representatives in this State. And there

is very little reason to believe that the representation of

cities, towns, and rural areas as such is in itself a primary

motive in the choice of representatives in the two houses.

One of the alleged justifications of the bicameral system

is the possibility of having one house represent wisdom,

experience, and mature judgment while the other house

represents the attitudes of the people. There are various

mechanical arrangements which are calculated to produce

this effect. The senate in Iowa is apparently planned to be

the “upper” chamber of the General Assembly. The term
of Senators is four years, the term of members of the

House, two
;
Senators must be at least twenty-five years of

age, Representatives only twenty-one. The Senate, more-
over, has fewer members, chosen from larger districts, a
situation which is generally considered to result in the

choice of more prominent men for the position. In addi-

tion, the prestige of the Senate is enhanced by its power of

confirming the Governor’s appointments. Custom adds to

the above influences since it is quite apparent that the social

and political status of Senators is, with a few exceptions,

much superior to that of House members. Summarizing
these provisions, it seems quite evident that their purpose
is to secure a more mature, experienced upper house; and
the problem discussed in the following pages is whether the

constitutional and legal arrangements, in actual operation,

have secured the desired results, or whether the two houses
are similar in so far as the qualities in question can be
measured, in spite of the arrangements designed to produce
differences.

The major difficulty in this connection is twofold. In the

first place, what are these desirable qualities— wisdom,
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experience, mature judgment? And, even if a definition of

them could be agreed upon, on what sort of an arbitrary

objective basis can these abstract qualities be measured to

produce results which can appear in statistical form? This

problem of definition and measurement is appearing in all

fields relating to the scientific study of human character-

istics and, in the present undeveloped state of individual

psychology, final and conclusive results can probably not be

obtained. But, in the case of the Iowa General Assembly,

data are available which appear to have some relationship

to the qualities under discussion, and it is consequently

possible to compile statistics which will give some indication

as to the differences and similarities existing between the

two houses in respect to these important legislative quali-

ties. The results will therefore have a bearing on the oper-

ation of the bicameral principle.

Although from a scientific point of view, the data are in

many respects unsatisfactory, one great advantage can be

discovered in them. It may be assumed that the different

mechanical arrangements relating to terms, age, prestige,

and function which are mentioned as existing in this State

are not purely accidental, but are designed with a conscious

purpose to produce two differently constituted legislative

bodies. To some extent these differences which are thus

purposely produced are intended to result in differences in

wisdom and experience and maturity of judgment. Fortu-

nately the available data relate in part to these very ar-

rangements. There are tables, in the volumes of the Iowa

Official Register, giving the ages, the number of terms and

sessions of legislative experience, and the types of schools

attended by the individual members of the Senate and of

the House. Consequently, it is possible to measure statis-

tically the differences in these three respects and to state

with some degree of certainty that the present arrange-
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ments do, or do not, produce one house having members of

greater age, more legislative experience, or better educa-

tional opportunities than the other house.

Although wisdom, from a legislative standpoint, is cer-

tainly not synonymous with, or even directly dependent

upon, the age of a member, his academic training, or years

of experience in the legislature, yet it is a rather natural

opinion that, all other things being equal, these influences

may have on the whole some important bearings upon legis-

lative attitudes and abilities. The member who has reached

an age sufficiently advanced to give him experience in eco-

nomic and social life, who has a college education, and who
remains in the legislature for several terms would seem, on

the whole, more likely to evidence such qualities as wisdom
and experience and mature judgment than would the mem-
ber lacking such qualifications.

As has been mentioned, data are available which make
possible a statistical comparison of the two houses of the

General Assembly with respect to age of members, legis-

lative experience, and type of schools attended. The fol-

lowing sections of the chapter will contain a discussion of

this material. There is no intention to express the opinion

that these are the sole criteria which it would be desirable

to use in making such a comparison. The reason for using

these three, and these only, is very simple— there is no
other material available, concerning members of the As-
sembly, which can be seen to have any relationship to the

problem under discussion. Consequently the results,

whether positive or negative, must not be considered as

final or completely adequate, since there are obviously many
other characteristics and qualifications which should be

measured and compared to present a complete picture of

the situation. Certain claims can be advanced, however, to

prove that a comparison of ages, legislative experience, and
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educational opportunity may be indications of differences

and similarities wbicb exist with, respect to wisdom and

experience and judgment. Two of these qualifications are

set up in the Constitution of Iowa for the purpose of pro-

ducing two differently constituted houses, for the express

purpose, no doubt, that one chamber may be representative

of the wisdom, experience, and mature judgment of the

Commonwealth, while the other may be more responsive to

popular will. Furthermore, there is the satisfaction of

knowing that the results obtained from this study are as

complete and as conclusive as it is possible to obtain with

the available data.

Dorothy Schaffteb

State University of Iowa

Iowa City
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Warpath and Cattle Trail. By Hubert E. Collins. New York:
William Morrow and Company. 1928. Plates. Although Hu-
bert E. Collins, a New York engineer who was born in Iowa, is the

author of a number of technical books, Warpath and Cattle Trcdl

is the first record of the adventures of his unusually exciting life.

Urged by Hamlin Garland to record his experiences the author has

succeeded in telling an interesting story of the old West. As a

boy of ten he went from Corning, Iowa, to his brother’s ranch in

Oklahoma, and there lived for a year or more surrounded by ‘
‘ cow-

boys, red men, bandits and other dramatic and discordant types of

the border.” His book, declares Hamlin Garland, “is a gusty
record of joyous adventure— a series of youthful experiences upon
which the gray-haired engineer of to-day dwells wistfully. It was
a rough life, but it did the boy no harm, and it forms the basis of
an interesting and valuable book.”

Dictionary of American Biography. Edited by Allen Johnson.
New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1928. Pp. Vol. I, 660. The
first volume of the Dictionary of American Biography contains
biographies from Abbe to Barrymore. The need of an authori-
tative dictionary of national biography comparable to the British
Dictionary of National Biography has long been felt by American
scholars. It was this need that led the American Council of
Learned Societies to appoint a committee to formulate plans for
the preparation of a comprehensive Dictionary of American Bi-
ography. Through the public spirit and generosity of Adolph S.
Ochs, controlling owner and publisher of the New York Times, the
New York Times Company agreed to furnish five hundred thou-
sand dollars to defray the cost of the project. In February, 1926,
editorial offices were opened in Washington, D. C. A careful and
comprehensive plan was adopted for the selection of names to be
included in the dictionary. The biographies have been prepared
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by well-known writers in tbe field of national and State history

throughout the United States. Every effort has been made to se-

cure fresh and independent accounts of those selected and to in-

sure accuracy of detail. “So far as knowledge permits the Dic-

tionary has endeavored to re-create and re-interpret the lives of

the makers of American life and culture.”

Part 2 of Volume XXXVII of the Proceedings of the Ameri-

can Antiquarian Society contains an account of the annual meet-

ing held in Worcester, Massachusetts, on October 19, 1927.

The Location of the Chicago Portage Route of the Seventeenth

Century, by Robert Knight and Lucius H. Zeuch, has been pub-

lished by the Chicago Historical Society.

Captain Hobson and the New Zealand Company: A Study m

Colonial Administration, by J. C. Beaglehole, has been printed as

Numbers 1-3, Volume XIII, of the Smith College Studies in His-

tory.

The Mentors of Mussolini, by William K. Stewart; and The

Philosopher of Jeffersonian Democracy, by Benjamin F. Wright,

Jr., are two leading articles in The American Political Science

Review for November, 1928.

The Protection of Citizens Abroad by the Armed Forces of the

United States, by Milton Offutt, has been published as Number

four in Series XLVI of the Johns Hopkins University Studies in

Historical and Political Science.

Common Law in Thirteenth Century English Royal Forests, by

Elizabeth Cox Wright; and A Study of Elizabethan Ship Money

1588-1603, by Ada Haeseler Lewis, have been published by the

University of Pennsylvania.

The Lincoln Centennial Association has published a booklet

Lincoln in the Year 1854. This is the fourth of a series of similar

booklets giving the day-by-day activities of Abraham Lincoln for

the years, 1858, 1859, 1860.
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Status of Boman Catholicism in Canada, by William Renwick
Riddell

;
The Religious Issue in National Politics, by Edward John

Byrne
;
and Spanish Rule in the Netherlands Under Philip II, by

Sr. M. Constance, are the articles in The Catholic Historical Re-
view for October, 1928.

Byzantine Imperialism in Egypt, by Arthur E. R. Boak; The
British Government and Neutral Rights, 1861-1865, by James P.

Baxter; and The Central Theme of Southern History, by Ulrich
B. Phillips, are the leading articles in The American Historical

Review, for October, 1928.

Narratives of Captivity Among the Indians of North America,
by Clara A. Smith, has been issued by The Newberry Library of

Chicago as a supplement to a similar volume published in 1912.

This booklet contains a list of books and manuscripts on the sub-

ject in the Edward E. Ayer Collection in The Newberry Library.

The James A. Graham Papers, 1861-1884, edited by H. M.
Wagstaff, have been published as Number two in Volume XX of

The James Sprunt Historical Studies. These studies are published
under the direction of the Department of History and Govern-
ment of the University of North Carolina.

John B. Russwurm, by William M. Brewer; The Operation of
the Mandate System in Africa, by Rayford W. Logan; The Mo-
hammedan Slave Trade, by James Hugo Johnston; and Slave-
holding New England and its Awakening, by Lorenzo J. Greene,
are the articles in The Journal of Negro History for October, 1928.

The Quarterly Journal of Economics for November, 1928, con-
tains the following articles: The Sherman Act: Its Design and
Its Effect, by Myron W. Watkins; Water and the Course of Em-
pire in North Africa, by Melvin M. Knight; and The Provision
for Agricultural Credit in the United States, by A. G. Black.

Algunas Apuntaciones solre el Folklore Mexicano, by Max L.
Wagner; Louisiana Superstitions, by Hilda Roberts; and an ac-

count of the Thirty-eighth Annual Meeting of the American Folk-
lore Society are the articles in The Journal of American Folk-
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l0re for April-June, 1927. The number for July-September, 1927,

contains Negro Folk Tales from the South, by Arthur Huff Fan-

set; and Modern Witches of Pennsylvania, by John R. Crosby.

Both of these numbers were issued in August, 1928.

The Pala Tile, by Christine Emery; The Ancestry of William

Cullen Bryant, by Tremaine McDowell; American Genealogical

Sources and Genealogical Limitations, by Joel N. Eno; Adams and

Allied Families, by E. C. Finley; The Mansion House Corner, by

Elizabeth L. Adams
;
and the Sibley, Campau and Allied Families,

by Walter S. Finley, are the articles and papers in Americana for

October, 1928.

Summary Report of Field Work at Acoma, by Leslie A. White

;

Norse Ruins in Labrador, by Therkel Mathiassen; Genna in South-

eastern Asia, by Milton Katz; The Laguna Migration to Isleta, by

Elsie Clews Parsons; The Family Hunting Territory in Australia,

by D. S. Davidson; Economic Aspects of Indigenous American

Slavery, by W. C. MacLeod ;
Christmas Fiestas of the Cupeno, by

Paul Louis Faye; Ethnological Notes on the Ojibwa of South-

eastern Ontario, by Paul Radin; Notes on the Depopulation of

Aboriginal America, by M. G. Smith; and Notes on Central Porno

and Northern Yana Society, by E. W. Gifford, are the articles and

papers in the American Anthropologist for October-December,

1928.

Some Problems in Democracy in North Carolina is the title of a

University of North Carolina Extension Bulletin for April, 1928.

This bulletin includes such articles as Some Essentials of Good

Citizenship, by E. C. Branson
;
Modernizing Education for Citizen-

ship, by Paul W. Terry
;
Training for Public Service, by Robinson

Newcomb ;
The Women’s Program for North Carolina, by Mary 0.

Cowper; The Short Ballot, by Alvin S. Kartus; Elections and

Election Practices, by Paul W. Wager; County Government, by

Ralph W. Noe; Distribution of the Tax Burden in North Carolina,

by Coralie Parker; The Trend toward Lawlessness, by Judson F.

Ashby; and Democracy and a Free Press, by Josephus Daniels.

Volume III of Studies and Records has been published and dis-
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tributed by the Norwegian-American Historical Association. This

volume contains the following articles : The Disillusionment of an
Immigrant, translated and edited by Gunnar J. Malmin; A Doc-
trinaire Idealist: Hans Barlien, by D. G. Ristad

;
Norwegian-

American Emigration Societies of the Forties and Fifties, by Al-

bert 0. Barton
;
Emigration as Viewed by a Norwegian Student of

Agriculture in 1850, translated by A. Sophie Bo,e with an intro-

duction by Theodore C. Blegen
;
An Immigration Journey to

America in 1854, translated and edited by Henrietta Larson;
Chicago as Viewed by a Norwegian Immigrant in 1864, translated

and edited by Brynjolf J. Hovde
;
The Historical Value of Church

Records, by J. Magnus Rohne; A Norwegian-American Landnams-
man: Ole S. Gjerset, by Enut Gjerset; and The Icelandic Com-
munities in America: Cultural Backgrounds and Early Settle-

ments, by Thorstina Jackson. Theodore C. Blegen wrote the

Preface to the volume.

WESTERN AMERICANA

The Green Bay Historical Bulletin for July-August, 1928, con-
tains a series of Letters from the Seat of War— Mexico.

Abraham Lincoln, an address by M. L. Houser of Kansas City,

Missouri, has been published in an attractive booklet by the author.

The Preservation of Louisiana History, by Grace King, is an
article of historical interest to Mississippi Valley readers in The
North Carolina Historical Review for October, 1928.

Rural Voting in California, 1900-1926, by Charles H. Titus, is

an article of historical interest in The Southwestern Political and
Social Science Quarterly for September, 1928.

The Senatorial Career of Albert J. Beveridge, by John A. Coffin;

Ephraim Samuel Frazee, 1824-1896, by Mrs. Lucius 0. Hamilton

;

Jesse Birch, by Elmore Barce
;
and Some Letters to John G. Davis,

1857—1860, form the contents of the Indiana Magazine of History
for September, 1928.

New Lights on Old Cahokia, by Gilbert J. Garraghan
;
The Death

of Father Jacques Marquette, by Leonard J. Fend; and a contin-
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nation of The American Federation of Catholic Societies, by An-

thony Matre, are the articles in the Illinois Catholic Historical

Review for October, 1928.

Among the articles in The New Mexico Historical Review for

October, 1928, are the following : Apologia of Presbyter Antonio J.

Martinez, by Cecil V. Romero; Confederate Courts in New Mexico,

by Edward D. Tittmann; A Glimpse of New Mexico in 1620, by

Lansing B. Bloom, and Es-kim-in-zin, by John P. Clum.

In the Burton Historical Collection Leaflet for September, 1928,

M. M. Quaife contributes another sketch in his series of Detroit

Biographies. Major Robert Rogers is the subject of this article.

In the Leaflet for November, Dr. Quaife presents an interesting

account of the gunboat Michigan under the title The Iron Ship.

Some Reminiscences of La Crosse and Vicinity, by L. H. Pam-

mel, has been reprinted by the author from the La Crosse Tribune

and Leader. This volume contains an account of the men and

women who lived in or near La Crosse and shared in its progress.

Notes on conservation of plant and animal life are included.

Gideon Shryock— Pioneer Greek Revivalist of the Middlewest,

by Rexford Newcomb
;
a concluding installment of The McAfee

Papers; State Archives— Montgomery County; The Blue Licks

Monument-, and Kentucky Tombstone Inscriptions form the con-

tents of The Register of the Kentucky State Historical Society for

September, 1928.

The Indiana History Bulletin for September, 1928, contains an

article on archeological work in Indiana during the past summer.

The October number describes the midyear tour and meeting of

the Indiana Historical Society, while the number for December tells

about plans for commemorating the 150th anniversary of the ex-

ploits of George Rogers Clark in the Revolutionary War.

Flanders Callaway, a Frontier Type, by Charles W. Bryan, Jr.;

Advertisements in the Missouri Gazette
,
1808—1811

,

by Isaac H.

Lionberger; A Walk in the Streets of St. Louis in 1845
;
Diary of

James Kennerly, 1823-1826, edited by Edgar B. Wesley
;
and The

Kennerlys of Virginia, compiled by Stella M. Drumm, are the
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articles in the Missouri Historical Society Collections for October,

1928.

El Palacio for August 25, September 1, 8, 15 contains an account

of the summer camp session of The School of American Research

held in cooperation with the University of New Mexico. The num-
ber for September 22-29 contains several short articles on Amer-

ican archeology. The combined number for October 6-27 includes

an extended account of pre-historic ruins in the Navajo country,

Arizona; while the combined number for November 24-December

1, 1928, contains a biographical sketch of the late Dr. Charles F.

Lummis.

A Sketch of Delta County History, by Olivia Spalding Fergu-

son; The Re-burial of Chief Ouray, by Mrs. C. W. Wiegel; The Old

South Park Railroad
,
by Albert B. Sanford

;
The Cattle Roundup,

by Eugene Williams
;
The Death and the Last Will of Kit Carson,

by Albert W. Thompson; and A Brief History of the National

Jewish Hospital at Denver, by Samuel Schaefer and Eugene Par-

sons, are the articles in The Colorado Magazine for October, 1928.

The Normanna Sangerkor of La Crosse, an account of the oldest

Norwegian singing society in America, by Guy A. Peterson, is an
article of historical interest in The Wisconsin Magazine for Sep-

tember, 1928. These Were the Pioneers of Wisconsin is an ac-

count of early days, by Mathilda Fink, in the number for October.

The Ghosts of Prairie du Chien, by May L. Bauchle, appears in

the issue for November.

West Texas Drouths, by W. C. Holden; Journal of Ammon
Underwood, 1834-1838, edited by James K. Greer; a continuation

of Tadeo Ortiz de Ayala and the Colonization of Texas, 1822-1833,

edited by Edith Louise Kelly and Mattie Austin Hatcher; and a

continuation of the Diary of Adolphus Sterne, edited by Harriet

Smither, are the articles in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly
for October, 1928.

Journal of a Pioneer Missionary, the Rev. Lemuel Foster, edited

by Matthew Spinka; President Lincoln’s War Problem, by John
McAuley Palmer

;
Discovery of Record of Lincoln’s Chicago Speech
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of October 27, 1854, by Earl W. Wiley; Alexander Charters, by

Blanche S. Charters ;
and Macon County, Illinois, by Lelah Foster,

are articles and papers in the Journal of the Illinois State Histor-

ical Society for July, 1928.

Colonel Joe C. Miller, An Appreciation, by Corb Sarchet
;
Tradi-

tion of the Cheyenne Indians, by John H. Seger
;
Early Post Of-

fices of Oklahoma, by Grant Foreman; Intermarried-Whites in the

Cherokee Nation, by A. H. Murchison; Letters of the Two Boud-

inots, by Edward Everett Dale; The Fly Leaf, by J. J. Methvm;

and About Some of Our First Schools in Choctaw Nation, by J. Y.

Bryce, form the contents of the Chronicles of Oklahoma for Sep-

tember, 1928.

The Tennessee Historical Magazine for January, 1926, issued

in October, 1928, contains among others the following articles:

General Robert E. Lee’s Inspiration to the Industrial Rehabilita-

tion of the South, Exemplified in the Development of Southern

Iron Interests, by Robert Ewing
;
James Buchanan, the Court and

the Dred Scott Case, by Philip Auchampaugh; William Cobb—
Host of Gov. Wm. Blount, by P. L. Cobb

;
and Early Travels m the

Tennessee Country, by A. V. Goodpasture.

Local Government and Local History, by William Anderson;

The Birth of the Populist Party, by John D. Hicks; The History of

Central Minnesota: A Survey of Unpublished Sources, by Mary

E. Wheelhouse ;
The State Historical Convention at Brainerd; and

Minnesota as Seen by Travelers are the articles and papers m
Minnesota History for September, 1928. Under Notes and Docu-

ments appears A British Regimental Gorget in Minnesota.

The Mississippi Valley Historical Review for December, 1928,

contains a sketch of Clarence Walworth Alvord, Historian, by

Solon J. Buck; Saint Tammany in Ohio: A Study in Frontier

Politics, by William T. Utter; A Revaluation of the Period before

the Civil War: Railroads, by R. R- Russel; The Sub-Treasury

:

A Forgotten Plan for the Relief of Agriculture, by John D. Hicks;

Thomas Fitzpatrick and the First Indian Agency of the Upper

Platte and Arkansas, by LeRoy R. Hafen.
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Historical Review, Champoeg, the Plymouth Rock of the North-

west, by Peter H. D ’Arcy
;
and The Oregonian Newspaper in Ore-

gon History, by Leslie M. Scott, are the two leading articles in The
Oregon Historical Quarterly for September, 1928. Under the

beading, Documentary, appear tbe following: The Letters of
Roselle Putnam, transcript and notes by Sheba Hargreaves; Cap-
tain James Cook’s Approach to Oregon, with introduction and
notes by T. C. Elliott; John Meares Approach to Oregon, journal,

introduction, and notes by T. C. Elliott; and a continuation of

The Log of the Lausanne, by Henry Bridgman Brewer, with notes
by John M. Canse.

History of Geology in the State of Washington, by Henry
Landes; The Peace River Journal, 1799-1800, by Marion O’Neil;
The Camel Pack Trains in the Mining Camps of the West, by
William S. Lewis; and Experiences of a Packer in Washington
Territory Mining Camps, by James W. Watt, are the articles in
The Washington Historical Quarterly for October, 1928. Under
Documents is included an account of Vessels Trading on the North-
west Coast of America, 1804-1814, edited by George Yerne Blue.

The autumn number of the Michigan History Magazine contains
the following articles: University of Michigan: Beginnings, by
William A. Spill; The Earl of Selkirk in Michigan Courts, by
William L. Jenks; the Court Martial of Gen. William Hull, by
John G. Van Deusen; a continuation of the History of the Michi-
gan State Federation of Women’s Clubs, by Irma T. Jones; Early
Lamps in the State Pioneer Museum, by E. T. Greenman; From an
Old Diary, by Francis Ayres; Some Indian Place-Names around
Saginaw, by Fred Dustin

;
and a Calendar of Michigan Copyrights,

by William L. Jenks.

Among the articles and papers in The Louisiana Historical
Quarterly for April, 1928, appear the following: The Wreck of
La Superbe in the Gulf of Mexico 1745, translated by Heloise H.
Cruzat with an introduction by Henry P. Dart; the Petition of
Widow Dona Anna Judith Chenal 1773, translated by Laura L.
Porteous; O’Reilly’s Ordinance of 1770 Concerning Grants of
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Land-, Public Education in New Orleans in 1800, by Henry P.

Dart;'A Boy’s Recollection of the War Between the States, by W.

O. Hart; and George Wilkins Kendall and the Founding of The

New Orleans Picayune, by John S. Kendall.

The Missouri Historical Review for October, 1928, contains the

following articles and papers : Diary of a Journey from Missouri

to California in 1849, edited by Ralph P. Bieber
;
When a Mis-

sourian Forced a Special Session of Congress, by Walter B. Ste-

vens; The Development of Missouri’s State Administrative Or-

ganization, by Isidor Loeb; Letters of a Young Surveyor, 1828-

1829, by Frederick S. Klein; More About Protestant Bodies in

Missouri Territory, by John A. Hope
;
Historical Geography of

Salt River Community, Audrain County, Missouri, by Sam T.

Bratton and W. 0. Smith; and Extracts from War-time Letters,

1861-1864, by Albert N. Doerschuk.

A Changing Viewpoint of Pioneer Development, by Charles

Dobbs; a Letter by Colonel John Todd, Jr., 1778, by Morton Y.

Joyes, Sr.; a Letter by Edward Harris, 1797, by R. C. Ballard

Thruston; and John Floyd— Pioneer and Hero, by Otto A. Roth-

ert, are the articles and papers in The History Quarterly, the pub-

lication of the Filson Club and the University of Louisville, for

July, 1928. The number for October contains among others the

following articles: How the Parents of George Rogers Clark Came

to Kentucky in 1784-1785, by Ludie J. Kinkead; James Alves—
Genealogical Notes on His Ancestors and Descendants, by Gaston

M. Alves; Letter from George Washington to Charles Morga/n of

Kentucky, 1795, by Lucien Beckner; and Josephine McGill— Pio-

neer in the Kentucky Ballad Field, by Otto A. Rothert.

IOWANA

The Trek of the Mormons, by C. E. Hall, in The Northwestern

Bell for November, 1928, recalls the trail established across Iowa

by this religious sect on the long journey to Utah.

A sketch of Swede Valley Church in Boone County and an ac-

count of a diary kept by John M. Herman on a trip to California
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in 1850 are two articles of historical interest in the Boone Com-
munity Magazine for October, 1928.

The Motor Vehicle in Iowa, by C. H. Sandage, is the title of

Number one of Iowa Studies in Business carried on under the su-

pervision of S. L. Miller, Director of the Bureau of Business Re-

search of the College of Commerce at the State University of Iowa.

The Twenty-ninth Biennial Report of the Superintendent of

Independence State Hospital and Fourth Biennial Report of the

Hospital for Male Inebriates has been issued from the press of the

Men’s Reformatory at Anamosa. R. A. Stewart is Superintendent

of the State Hospital at Independence.

The Twenty-first Biennial Report of the Superintendent of the

Clarinda State Hospital and First Report of the Hospital for In-

ebriates at Clarinda has been published at the Men’s Reformatory
Print at Anamosa. Max E. Witte is Superintendent of the Hos-
pital at Clarinda.

John J. Audubon and His Visit to Iowa, by David C. Mott;
George Worth Schee, by J. L. E. Peck; the Jefferson Highway
Association, by Hugh H. Shepard

;
and a continuation of the clas-

sification of the Iowa Public Archives, by C. C. Stiles, are the

articles and papers in the Annals of Iowa for October, 1928.

Ruth L. Hoadley has compiled a valuable study of the Industrial

Growth of Iowa which has been published as Number two in the

Iowa Studies in Business. Studies in this series are prepared under
the direction of S. L. Miller of the Bureau of Business Research of

the College of Commerce at the State University of Iowa.

Three additional bulletins in the series making up a Soil Survey
of Iowa have been issued by the Agricultural Experiment Station

of the Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at

Ames. These bulletins, issued in June, 1928, afford a soil survey
of Appanoose, Clarke, and Winneshiek counties. Soil reports of

fifty-three counties are now complete.

Number eleven of the University of Iowa Studies in Psychology,

edited by Christian A. Ruckmick, has been published for The
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American Psychological Association by the Psychological Review

Company. This volume consists of summaries of seven experi-

mental investigations carried on in the Department of Psychology

at the State University of Iowa.

Dean George F. Kay of the State University of Iowa has pre-

pared a History of the Pleistocene Deposits of Iowa which has been

published in booklet form by the State of Iowa for the Iowa Geo-

logical Survey. The author has brought together in this work the

results of many years of personal investigations and the investi-

gations of other students of the glacial deposits of Iowa and ad-

jacent States.

A number of historical articles have appeared in recent numbers

of Wallaces’ Farmer. One of these, When the Middle-West Was

Young, by L. R. Grinstead, describes the driving of hogs from Iowa

to Mississippi River markets in Missouri in the sixties. Another,

From Open Range to Feed Lots, by John A. Hopkins, Jr., and

C. R. F. Smith, tells about the change in methods of cattle feeding

in Iowa from pioneer times to the present. Farming in Iowa in the

Sixties, by Louis B. Schmidt, is a valuable account of agricultural

development in Iowa from 1860 to 1870. Donald R. Murphy con-

tributes a serial story of early Iowa and the Bellevue War under

the title “Horse Thief Town”.

SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS BY IOWA AUTHORS

Aldrich, Bess Streeter,

A Lantern in Her Hand. New York : D. Appleton and Com-

pany. 1928.

Man Who Caught the Weather (Century Magazine, July,

1928).

Anderson, Maxwell,

Now Could I Trace the Passages Through Air (poem) (The

New Republic, June 13, 1928).

Baldwin, Bird T.,

The Young Child. Chicago: American Library Association.

1928.
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Bartow, Edward,

Water Softening for Municipalities (The American City, Oc-

tober, 1928).

Bashford, Herbert,

San Francisco from the Piedmont Rills (poem) (Sunset,

September, 1928).

Beer, Thomas,

Midnight Blues (The Saturday Evening Post, July 14, 1928).

Mother Eglantine (The Saturday Evening Post, August 25,

1928).

Nolle Nature of Private Waldo Grant (The Saturday Evening
Post, June 30, 1928).

The Road to Heaven. New York: Knopf. 1928.

Wotan’s Child (The Saturday Evening Post, August 4, 1928).

Betts, George Herbert,

Teachers’ Remedies for Classroom Difficulties (The Elemen-
tary School Journal, September, 1928).

Brookbart, Smith Wildman,

Will the Brookhart Bill Help the Exhibitors? (Congressional

Digest, November, 1928).

Brown, Bernice,

Phyllis Steps Out (Ladies’ Home Journal, October, 1928).

Brueckner, Leo J.,

Analysis of Difficulties in Decimals (The Elementary School

Journal, September, 1928).

Analysis of Errors in Fractions (The Elementary School Jour-

nal, June, 1928).

Bullock, Georgia B.,

Pioneer Memories and a Glimpse of Heaven (Rock Island

Magazine, September, 1928).

Butler, Ellis Parker,

Big Noise (Woman’s Home Companion, September, 1928).

Perfection Plus (Woman’s Home Companion, August, 1928).
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Cady, George Luther,

Protestantism in Politics (The Outlook, September 19, 1928).

Caldwell, Belle,

Asbestos in Construction and Decoration (Industrial Educa-

tion Magazine, November, 1928).

Some of the Distinctive Characteristics of Modernistic Fur-

niture (Industrial Education Magazine, August, 1928).

Carver, Thomas Nixon (Joint author),

Marxism Today (Current History, October, 1928).

Vanishing Farmer (World’s Work, September, 1928).

Catt, Mrs. Carrie Chapman,

Eight-hour Day for the Housewife, Why Not

?

(Pictorial Re-

view, November, 1928).

Liguor and Law ( Woman’s Journal, October, 1928).

Outlawry of War (The Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science, July, 1928).

Chamberlain, Clarence D.,

Record Flights. Philadelphia : Dorrance and Company. 1928.

Child, Mrs. Maude Parker,

Americans in Rome (The Saturday Evening Post, July 7,

1928).

Do Men Love the Women They are Sure Of? (Pictorial Re-

view, September, 1928).

Childs, Marquis W.,

Mid-Western Nights ’ Entertainment (The American Mercury,

October, 1928).

Coates, Grace Stone,

Hills (poem) (Overland Monthly, October, 1928).

Code, Joseph B.,

The Crucifix of the Tornadoes (America, September 22, 1928).

Collins, Hubert E.,

Warpath and Cattle Trail. New York: William Morrow and

Company. 1928.
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Craig, Hardin,

A Contribution to the Theory of the English Renaissance

(Philological Quarterly, October, 1928).

Crawford, Nelson Antrim,

Literary Adventure (poem) (The Nation, June 6, 1928).

Crowell, Mrs. Grace Noll,

God Keep a Clean Wind Blowing (poem) (Good Housekeep-

ing, October, 1928).

Miss Humpety Comes to Tea (poem) (Delineator, November,

1928).

Morning Highway (poem) (Good Housekeeping, August,

1928).

Poem to a Young Girl (Delineator, August, 1928).

Racers (poem) (Good Housekeeping, July, 1928).

Windy Day in the Woods (poem) (Delineator, September,

1928).

Dawson, Grace Strickler,

November (poem) (St. Nicholas, November, 1928).

Conversation (poem) (Poetry, July, 1928).

Devine, Edward Thomas,

American Labor’s Improved Status Since 1914 (Current His-

tory, August, 1928).

Dunn, Samuel Orace,

Railroads, Politics, and Prosperity (Scribner’s Magazine, Oc-

tober, 1928).

Earhart, Amelia,

Only Baggage (poem) (The Outlook, July 4, 1928).

Our Flight in the Friendship. New York: G. P. Putnam’s

Sons. 1928.

Eklund, Edwin G.,

Rechristened and Remade at Sixty-five (The Survey, Septem-

ber 15, 1928).
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Ellis, Elmer,

Bryan’s Record as a Democratic Leader (Current History,

October, 1928).

Ficke, Arthur Davison,

Christ in China (poem) (Forum, December, 1928).

Finger, Charles Joseph,

Barthema the Bold (St. Nicholas, October, 1928).

Utopia Made to Suit (The Nation, September 5, 1928).

Flanagan, Hallie,

Moscow to Leningrad (Tanager, November, 1928).

Shifting Scenes. Chicago : Coward-McCann. 1928.

Flom, George T.,

Fragments A M 315 E of the Older Gulathing Law. Urbana:

University of Illinois. 1928.

Franklin, William Suddards,

Weather Prediction and Weather Control (Science, October

19, 1928).

Frederick, John Towner,

Wild Honey (St. Nicholas, September, 1928).

Gard, Wayne,

India’s Ku Klux Problem (Christian Century, August, 1928).

Garland, Hamlin,

Back Trailers from the Middle Border. New York: The Mac-

millan Company. 1928.

Giddens, Paul H.,

Amendments Proposed to the Constitution During the First

Session of the Seventieth Congress (American Law Review,

October, 1928).

Given, Welker,

The Light of the Sierra. Boston: Christopher Publishing

House. 1928.
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Grahame, Pauline,

At Harper’s Ferry (The Palimpsest, November, 1928).

Springdale Recruits (The Palimpsest, November, 1928).

Griffith, Helen Sherman,

Yes, Virginia. Philadelphia: Penn Company. 1928.

Hall, James Norman,

The Attack (poem) (Tanager, November, 1928).

Harding, C. E.,

How Oelwein, Iowa, Got Its Name (Rock Island Magazine

October, 1928).

Henderson, Rose,

Back to the Town (poem) (House and Garden, August, 1928)

Herbst, Josephine,

Nothing Is Sacred. Chicago: Coward-McCann. 1928.

Hoadley, Ruth L.,

Industrial Growth of Iowa (Iowa Studies in Business). Iowa

City: State University of Iowa. 1928.

Hoover, Herbert Clark,

Air Pioneering (Magazine of Business, August, 1928).

Backing Up Business (The American Review of Reviews, Sep-

tember, 1928).

Hulburt, Edward Olson,

High Atmosphere of the Earth (Scientific Monthly, August,

1928).

Hunter, William L.,

Mechanical Aptitude Tests (Industrial Education Magazine,

August, 1928).

Objective Tests in Shop Courses (Industrial Education Maga-

zine, June, 1928).

Hutchinson, Woods,

Germ Suspects Arrested (The Saturday Evening Post, Octo-

ber 13, 1928).
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Jacobs, Ruth Braught,

Pickles— Bow on Bow (Ladies’ Home Journal, August, 1928)

.

Jones, Franklin D.,

Present Legal Status of Open Price Associations (The Annals

of American Academy of Political and Social Science, Sep-

tember, 1928).

Kay, George F.,

History of the Investigations and Classifications of the Pleisto-

cene Deposits of Iowa. Des Moines : State of Iowa. 1928.

Keyhoe, Donald E.,

Flying with Lindbergh. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

1928.

Keyser, Leander Sylvester,

Christianity a Contradiction of Evolution (Current History,

September, 1928).

Knibbs, Henry Herbert,

Under the Joshua Tree (poem) (Golden Book, August, 1928).

Knight, Frank Hyneman,

Suggestion for Simplifying the Statement of the General

Theory of Price (Journal of Political Economy, June, 1928).

Knister, Raymond,

Canadian Short Stories. New York: The Macmillan Company.

1928.

Kresensky, Raymond,

The Hungriest One (poem) (New York Times, September 2,

1928).

Kroll, Harry Harrison,

The Mountainy Singer. New York : William Morrow and

Company. 1928.

Kwalwasser, Jacob,

Are We Justified in Teaching Public School Music on the

Grade Basis (The Etude, September, 1928).
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Lechlitner, Ruth,

Radical (poem) (The Nation, July 25, 1928).

Le Cron, Helen Cowles,

Let’s Read Aloud Tonight (Better Homes and Gardens, Octo-

ber, 1928).

Tell Me a Good Novel (Better Homes and Gardens, August,

1928).

Your Literary Club Program (Better Homes and Gardens,

September, 1928).

Leonard, L. 0.,

Famous Homes on the Rock Island Lines— The Antoine Le

Claire House (Rock Island Magazine, October, 1928).

Famous Homes on the Rock Island Lines— The Davenport

Home (Rock Island Magazine, December, 1928).

Famous Homes on the Rock Island Lines— Senator Joe Rob-

inson’s Birthplace (Rock Island Magazine, September,

1928).

Famous Homes on the Rock Island Lines— The William Red-

dick Home (Rock Island Magazine, November, 1928).

Lynn, Joseph Victor,

Evening Class and Its Teacher (Industrial Education Maga-

zine, October, 1928).

Lyon, Bessie L.,

Hungry Indians (The Palimpsest, October, 1928).

Macbride, Thomas H.,

In Cabins and Sod-Houses. Iowa City: State Historical So-

ciety of Iowa. 1928.

Mahin, Margaret E.,

City Streets (poem) (Husk, Carl Sandburg number, 1928).

McClure, Marjorie Barkley,

A Bush That Burned. Chicago : Little, Brown and Co. 1928.

High Fires. Chicago: Little, Brown and Co. 1928.

The Price of Wisdom. Chicago : Little, Brown and Co. 1928.
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McNeely, Marian Hurd,

Cat Call (poem) (St. Nicholas, July, 1928).

Moth and Bust in the Sunday School (The Outlook, July 25,

September 12, 1928).

Play’s the Thing (The Outlook, July 4, 1928).

May, Earl Chapin,

Grab It! (The American Magazine, July, 1928).

Training Circus Morses (Popular Mechanics, August, 1928).

Tripes and Keisters and Pitchmen Bold (Century, August,

1928).

Meigs, Cornelia Lynde,

Clearing Weather. Boston: Little, Brown and Co. 1928.

The Wonderful Locomotive. New York: The Macmillan Com-

pany. 1928.

Metfessel, Milton,

Phonophotography in Folk Music. Chapel Hill : University

of North Carolina. 1928.

Meyers, F. W.,

Campaigning with Jackson (The Palimpsest, October, 1928).

Murphy, Donald R.,

Horse-Thief Town (Wallaces’ Farmer, November, December,

1928).

Neidig, William Jonathan,

Greased Pig (The Saturday Evening Post, October 20, 1928).

Neumann, G. J.,

Sister, How Does Love Begin

?

(poem) (The Literary Digest,

June 2, 1928).

Noyes, William Albert,

Habit Formation (Science, October 12, 1928).

Orton, Samuel Torrey,

Impediment to Learning to Bead (School and Society, Sep-

tember 8, 1928).
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Pammel, L. H.,

Some Reminiscences of La Crosse and Vicinity. Ames: Lies-

enfeld Press. 1928.

Pedersen, Hans V.,

Treatment of Water-supply for Iron Removal (The American
City, July, 1928).

Peterson, Elmer T.,

Harold Lloyd in His Garden (Better Homes and Gardens,

September, 1928).

Walt Mason in His Garden (Better Homes and Gardens, Au-
gust, 1928).

Pfiffner, John M.,

The City Manager Plan in Iowa (The Iowa Journal of History

and Politics, October, 1928).

Pierce, Bessie L.,

History We Teach (The Survey, October 15, 1928).

Reed, James A.,

Missouri’s Extra Dry (Collier’s, September 15, 1928).

Reuter, E. B.,

The American Mulatto (The Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, November, 1928).

Richardson, Anna Steese,

Mooseheart: An Experiment in Citizenship (Woman’s Home
Companion, July, 1928).

Roberts, George Evan (Joint author),

Why This High Cost of Credit? (Magazine of Business, Octo-

ber, 1928).

Rosenbaum, Benjamin,

James Cautious Went to College (Century, November, 1928).

Roth, Hazel M.,

Vowel Tonality (University of Iowa Humanistic Studies).

Iowa City : State University of Iowa. 1928.
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Ruckmick, Christian Alban,

German-English Dictionary of Psychological Terms. Iowa

City : Athens Press. 1928.

Russell, Charles Edward,

A-Rafting on the Mississippi. New York : The Century Co.

1928.

Sabin, Edwin L.,

“Old” Jim Bridger on the Moccasin Trail. New York:

Thomas Y. Crowell Company. 1928.

Sawyer, H. H.,

Women as Jurors (The American Mercury, October, 1928).

Schlesinger, Arthur Meier,

Social History in American Literature (The Yale Review, Sep-

tember, 1928).

Schmidt, Louis B.,

Farming in Iowa in the Sixties (Wallaces’ Farmer, November

16, 1928).

Searles, Herbert Leon,

The Study of Religion in State Universities (University of

Iowa Studies in Character). Iowa City: State University

of Iowa. 1927.

Seashore, Carl Emil,

Intercollegiate Academic Contests (School and Society, July

28, 1928).

Learning and Living in College (University of Iowa Studies

on Aims and Progress of Research). Iowa City: State

University of Iowa. 1927.

Shaw, Albert,

Highlights in the Presidential Campaign (The American Re-

view of Reviews, November, 1928).

Sherlock, Chesla C.,

City and Suburban Gardening. New York: A. T. De La

Mare Co. 1928.
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Shimek, Bohumil,

Prairies Again (Science, October 5, 1928).

Shorey, Paul,

Evolution, a Conservative’s Apology (The Atlantic Monthly,
October, 1928).

Sigmund, Jay G.,

Loam Wounded (poem) (Irish Statesman, September 1, 1928).

Slaght, W. E.,

Untruthfulness in Children: Its Conditioning Factors and its

Setting in Child Nature (University of Iowa Studies in

Character). Iowa City: State University of Iowa. 1928.

Smith, Mrs. L. Worthington,

Frank 0. Lowden in His Garden (Better Homes and Gardens,
October, 1928).

Snyder, Carl,

Index of the General Price Level (The Quarterly Journal of

Economics, August, 1928).

Spaulding, E. Leslie,

Sea Call (poem) (The Literary Digest, June 9, 1928).

Starch, Daniel (Joint author),

The Test and Study Speller. Newark: Silver, Burdett. 1928.

Stefansson, Yilhjalmur,

Arctic Danger Spots and Seasons (The Outlook, June 13
1928).

Ben Eielson, Arctic Explorer (The Outlook, July 4, 1928).
Both Ends of the Earth (Living Age, September, 1928).
Explorer’s View of the Arctic Disaster (The Outlook, August

1, 1928).

Flying North (The Outlook, September 26, 1928).
Over the Top of the World (The American Magazine, Sep-

tember, 1928).

Republic of Greenland (The Forum, August, 1928).
True Adventurer (Saturday Review of Literature, September

15, 1928).
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Stromsten, Frank A.,

Lake Okoboji as a Type of Aquatic Environment (University

of Iowa Studies in Natural History). Iowa City: State

University of Iowa. 1928.

Suckow, Ruth,

Midwestern Primitive. New York: Dodd, Mead and Company.

1928.

Swisher, J. A.,

A Convention Stampeded (The Palimpsest, October, 1928).

Taylor, Alonzo Englebert,

Flowery Carpet of Genzano (Travel, August, 1928).

War Profits and Postwar Losses (The Saturday Evening Post,

September 8, 1928).

Thane, Elswyth,

Cloth of Gold. New York: Stokes Publishing Company.

1929.

Tull, Jewell Bothwell,

Carl Sandburg (poem) (Husk, October, 1928).

Weber, Lee Andrew,

Undine (poem) (Poetry, August, 1928).

Williams, Henry Smith,

Visitors From Far Countries (Good Housekeeping, October,

1928).

Williamson, Thames Ross,

Stride of Man. New York. Coward-McCann. 1928.

Willson, Dixie,

From Here to Heaven (Delineator, November, 1928).

Hey Hey! (poem) (Delineator, October, 1928).

Two 1 Love (The American Magazine, November, 1928).

Wyatt, Edith Franklin,

Amundsen (poem) (North American Review, October, 1928).
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Wyer, Malcolm Glenn,

Agricultural Periodicals for a Public Library (The Library

Journal, October 15, 1928).

SOME RECENT HISTORICAL ITEMS IN IOWA NEWSPAPERS

Navigation of the Red River of the North, by Captain Fred A.

Bill, in the Burlington Post, September 1, 8, 15, 22, 28, Octo-

ber 6, 1928.

Early history of Chickasaw County, by J. H. Powers, in the

Nashua Reporter, September 5, 12, October 10, 24, 31, 1928.

Early schools in Jasper County, in the Newton Record, September

6, 1928.

Fragments of early Iowa history, by Henry C. Ethell, in the

Bloomfield Democrat, September 6, 1928.

Early days at La Porte City, by W. L. Fox, in the La Porte City

Progress Review, September 6, 13, 20, October 4, 11, 18, 25,

November 1, 15, 22, 29, 1928.

Across Iowa with Kelly’s army in 1894, in the Reinbeck Courier,

September 7, 1928.

Iowa’s pioneer fort, in the West Union Gazette, September 12,

1928.

Baseball at Humboldt from 1873 to 1877, in the Humboldt Re-

publican, September 12, 1928.

Early history of Keokuk County, in the Delta Press, September

13, 1928.

The campaign in 1888, in the Webster City Journal, September

13, 1928.

Sketches of the career of five Civil War veterans of Brooklyn, in

the Brooklyn Chronicle, September 13, 1928.

Early days at Sac City, by Joe S. Young, in the Sac Sun, Sep-

tember 13, 1928.
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Great men of Keokuk County, by Wallace E. Sberloek, in the

Keokuk County News, September 13 1928.

History of Ida County, by Dr. G. C. Moorehead, in the Ida Grove

Record, September 13, 1928.

When John Brown visited Tabor, in the Council Bluffs Nonpareil,

September 16, 1928, and the Glenwood Opinion-Tribune, Sep-

tember 20, 1928.

Outstanding pioneers of Jasper County, in the Newton News, Sep-

tember 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 26, 28, 1928.

Reminiscences of pioneer days, by Mrs. M. Currier, in the Nashua

Reporter, September 19, October 3, 1928.

History of the early days in Osceola County, in the Ashton Leader,

September 20, 1928.

Pioneer days in Iowa, in the Valley Junction Express, September

21, 1928.

The military hospital at Keokuk in 1861, in the Keokuk Citizen,

September 21, 1928.

The Amana Society, in the Coon Rapids Enterprise, September 21,

1928.

Pioneer conditions in Story County, in the Ames Tribune, Sep-

tember 21, 1928.

Memoirs of Captain Sam Van Sant, in the Burlington Post, Sep-

tember 22, 1928.

Sketch of the career of David Matthew, the father of American

railroads, by Emmet L. Morris, in the Des Moines Register,

September 23, 1928.

Historical sketch of Billy Robinson, Grinnell’s early aviator and

airplane builder, in the Grinnell Herald, September 25, 1928.

A history of St. John’s Luthern church, in the Bellevue Herald,

September 25, 1928.
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Early day reminiscences of pioneer life in Iowa, in the Greene

Recorder, September, 26 1928.

How Lover’s Leap got its name, reprinted from the Decorah Re-

publican in the Clayton County Register, September 27, 1928.

West Branch during Herbert Hoover’s boyhood, by Mrs. Marian

M. MacGregor, in the West Branch Times, September 27, 1928.

History of courthouses in Louisa County, in the Wapello Re-

publican, September 27, 1928.

Early history of Keokuk County, in the Delta Press, September

27, 1928.

The founding of Story City, in the Ames Tribune, September 29,

1928.

Early development of Story County, in the Ames Tribune, Sep-

tember 29, 1928.

The founding of Nevada, in the Ames Tribune, September 29,

1928.

The historical background of Louisa County, by Arthur Springer,

in the Burlington Gazette, October 2, 1928.

Abraham Lincoln as a Mississippi boatman, by Carl Sandburg, in

the Chariton Leader, October 2, 1928.

History of the Madison Methodist church, in the Brooklyn Chron-
icle, October 4, 1928 and the Grinnell Herald, October 9, 1928.

History of the Little Sioux Valley Lutheran Church, in the Storm
Lake Pilot-Tribune, October 4, 1928.

A history of the press in Marshall County, in the Marshalltown

Times-Republican, October 5, 1928.

Quaker settlements in Marshall County, in the Marshalltown
Times-Republican, October 5, 1928.

The founding of LeGrand, in the Marshalltown Times-Republican,

October 5, 1928.
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The Mormons in Marshall County, in the Marshalltown Times-

Republican, October 5, 1928.

The battle of Wilson’s Creek, in the Iowa Falls Citizen, October

11, 1928.

When soldiers wanted to lynch Henry Clay Dean at Keokuk, in the

Keokuk Citizen, October 12, 1928.

Early history of the Washington City Library, in the Washington

Evening Journal, October 13, 1928.

History of the establishment of Monroe County, in the Albia

Union-Republican, October 18, 1928.

History of the newspapers of Monroe County, in the Albia Union-

Republican, October 18, 1928.

When W. J. Bryan spoke at Keokuk in 1897, in the Keokuk Citi-

zen, October 19, 1928.

Noted Washington people, in the Washington Evening Journal,

October 20, 27, November 10, 17, 24, 1928.

Rafting days on the Mississippi, by Charles Edward Russell, in

the Chariton Leader, October 23, 1928.

Early days in western Iowa, by J. H. Platt, in the Montezuma

Republican, October 25, November 1, 1928.

John Brown’s last night in Iowa City, in the Oxford Leader, Octo-

ber 25, 1928.

When Andrew Hisey, self-named candidate for president, toured

Iowa, in the Des Moines Register, October 28, 1928.

Old-time Methodist preachers, by Charles Blanchard, in the

Wapello Republican, November 1, 1928.

Early days at Cedar Rapids, recalled by Edward F. Dose, in the

Cedar Rapids Gazette, November 4, 1928.

The battle of Athens, by J. W. Murphy, in the Bonaparte Record,

November 8, 1928, and the Keokuk Citizen, November 16, 1928.
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History of the Presbyterian church at Brooklyn, in the Brooklyn

Chronicle, November 8, 1928.

Interesting events in and near Winterset, by Arthur Goshorn, in

the Afton Star-Enterprise, November 8, 1928.

When Keokuk rivalled St. Louis, in the Keokuk Citizen, November

9, 1928.

Formation of the “Lyons, Iowa Central Rail Road Company”,

by J. K. Walliker, in the Clinton Herald, November 16, 1928.

Early days in Waterloo, in the Waterloo Courier, November 17,

1928.

Pioneer days at Grinnell, by James L. Hill, in the Grinnell Herald,

November 20, 1928.

When Boone County was a part of Polk County, in the Madrid

Register, November 22, 1928.

Organization of the Central Air Line Railroad, in the Clinton

Herald, November 23, 1928.

Heroes of the sixties, in the Atlantic News, November 24, 1928.

Old Bradford Academy, by Bob Goodsell, in the Nashua Reporter,

November 28, 1928.

The Jones County calf case, in the Dyersville Commercial, Novem-

ber 29, 1928.

Sketch of the career of Henry Clay Dean, in the Winfield Beacon,

November 29, 1928.

Thanksgiving among Indians in Iowa in 1871, in the Exira Journal,

November 29, 1928.

THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA

An oil portrait of Dr. Henry Murray, a pioneer physician of

Iowa City, has been presented to the State Historical Society, by

his daughter, Mary Murray of Omaha.
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Through the courtesy of the estate, the State Historical Society

has received a gift of bound magazines, books, and pioneer relics

collected by the late Dr. G. D. Darnall of West Union.

Miss Carrie Wetherby has presented to the State Historical

Society an oil portrait of Dr. Benjamin H. Aylworth, a pioneer

physician of Iowa City. The portrait was painted by Miss Wether-

by ’s father, I. Wetherby.

On November 5, 1928, Dr. Ruth A. Gallaher, Library Research

Associate of the State Historical Society of Iowa, gave an address

on “Citizenship and Civic Government” at a luncheon meeting of

the community service department of the Davenport Women’s

Club.

The Dominican sisters at Rosary College have presented the

State Historical Society with a photograph of the original paint-

ing of the Reverend Samuel Charles Mazzuchelli, founder of the

order. The photograph was made in Milan and sent to America

by Senator Luca Beltrami, a relative of Father Mazzuchelli.

Mary W. Durham, Benjamin H. Durham, and Louise Durham

have presented to the State Historical Society a collection of man-

uscripts, letters, and relics which belonged to their parents, Colonel

Samuel Wallace Durham and Ellen Wolcott Durham. Included

in the collection is a diary kept by Colonel Durham on a trip from

Indiana to Iowa in 1840. Colonel Durham was a United States

deputy surveyor in Iowa, and was an active participant in politics

in Iowa from 1841 to 1885.

Bruce E. Mahan, Associate Editor of the State Historical So-

ciety, gave the principal address at the organization of the Union

County Historical Society at Creston on October 3, 1928. On

December 1, 1928, Dr. Mahan spoke on “Some Dramatic Moments

in Iowa History” before the women’s clubs of Montieello; and on

December 4th he addressed the Marshall County Historical So-

ciety at Marshalltown on “Amana— the Community of True In-

spiration”.

Dr. Benjamin F. Shambaugh, Superintendent of the State His-
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torical Society, gave an address on the “Issues of the Campaign”

before the Des Moines Federation of Womens’ Clubs on September

25, 1928. On October 17th he spoke on the “Problems of the

Electorate” at a public meeting arranged by the Unitarian Lay-

men’s League of Davenport. On December 5th, Dr. Shambaugh

gave an address on “The West and the Pioneers” as a part of the

Founders Day program of Coe College at Cedar Rapids.

Members of the staff of the State Historical Society of Iowa at

Iowa City are at work on plans for the fourth annual Iowa History

Week, April 15-20, 1929. This year attention will be focused on

the games of our grandfathers and grandmothers. What games

they enjoyed as young people and how these games were played

are questions to be considered. A special number of The Palimp-

sest, the monthly magazine published by the State Historical So-

ciety, will contain descriptions of several of the most popular games

of yesterday. Words and music of some of the play party games

such as “Miller Boy” and “ Skip-to-My-Lou ” will be included.

Copies of this number of The Palimpsest will be sent to schools

and to women’s clubs throughout Iowa to be used during Iowa

History Week.

The State Historical Society of Iowa at Iowa City has recently

published and distributed a book, In Cabins and Sod-Houses, by

Thomas H. Macbride, President Emeritus of the State University

of Iowa. In terms of years this book covers the period from 1846

to 1860. The author’s chief purpose was to portray the intellectual

life of the men and women who fourscore years ago laid the founda-

tions of the prairie Commonwealth of Iowa. What men of this

period thought of themselves, their doings, and their relations to

the world is told by one who as a boy lived in the community and

kept in touch with it for many years thereafter. The characters

in the story are portrayed with sympathetic understanding. The

story begins with the building of the log schoolhouse and ends with

an account of the effect produced by the news of John Brown’s

raid on Harper’s Ferry.

George F. Parker, lifelong friend of Grover Cleveland, has be-
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queathed a valuable collection of unpublished manuscripts, pub-

lished addresses, and miscellaneous articles to the State University

of Iowa at Iowa City. The collection is deposited temporarily in

the manuscript vaults of the State Historical Society. The manu-

scripts include “The American Pioneer” in two volumes, Parker’s

“Autobiography”, “America: A Study of Contemporary Con-

ditions”, “Grover Cleveland: A Biography of Episodes”, “Recol-

lections of Grover Cleveland”, “America and England: A Con-

trast and a Comparison”, “The England of Today”, “The Old

World and the New”, and “A State in the Making”. Among the

published addresses are three given in Iowa, one in 1907 on ‘
‘ The

Age of Concentration” given at Simpson College, one in 1909 on

“The Students’ Obligations”, and one in 1922 on “The American

Pioneer and his Story”, both given at the State University of Iowa.

The miscellaneous articles include two note books, a package of

notes and addresses, and the campaign text book of the Democratic

party for 1888.

The following persons have recently been elected to membership

in the Society: Miss Elta Franck, Quimby, Iowa; Mr. Philip D.

Jordan, Burlington, Iowa; Mrs. Laura H. Koop, Monticello, Iowa;

Mr. J. M. Stokes, Mason City, Iowa
;
Mr. Burrus E. Beard, North-

wood, Iowa
;
Mr. H. R. Bechtel, Davenport, Iowa

;
Mr. W. F. Bug-

bee, Mason City, Iowa; Mr. Hubert E. Collins, Utica, New York;

Mr. J. Harold Ennis, Crete, Nebraska
;
Mr. H. J. Lytle, Davenport,

Iowa; Mr. Geo. D. Miller, Albia, Iowa; Mr. Charles E. Payne,

Grinnell, Iowa; Mr. H. N. Rogers, Davenport, Iowa; Mr. E. J.

Vreeland, Des Moines, Iowa
;
Mr. Ernest J. Ashbaugh, Columbus,

Ohio; Mrs. A. Claire Dewey, Washington, Iowa; Rev. P. A. John-

son, Grinnell, Iowa
;
Mr. A. J. Oberg, Stockport, Iowa

;
Mr. E. S.

Patterson, Keokuk, Iowa; Mr. W. J. Petersen, Dubuque, Iowa;

Mrs. J. M. Shomler, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
;
and Mr. K. E. Willcock-

son, Sigourney, Iowa. Mr. F. Junkermann of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

was enrolled as a life member.



HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

On the evening of October 30, 1928, the Missouri Historical So-

ciety assisted by the Spirit of St. Louis Memorial Committee held

a reception at the Jefferson Memorial at St. Louis. This occasion

was the official opening of the west wing of the Jefferson Memorial
where the trophies of Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh, commemorat-
ing his flight from New York to Paris, May 20-21, 1927, have
been installed.

An Oregon history institute was conducted at the Champoeg
Meeting Memorial Building during the latter half of July by
Edyth Tozier Weathered and Albert Weathered, the custodians of

the park and building. The programs enlisted the interest of many
institutions, organizations, and agencies throughout the State. On
Labor Day the Catholic Rural Life Conference celebrated the

centenary of the beginning of household agriculture in the Pacific

Northwest by Etiene Lucier near Champoeg.

The Filson Club held its annual meeting at Louisville, Kentucky,

on October 1, 1928. The following officers were reelected: presi-

dent, R. C. Ballard Thruston; vice president, Emmet O’Neal;

secretary, Otto A. Rothert; treasurer, Allen M. Reager; members
of the executive committee, John Stites, Mary Verhoeff, and Lucien
Beckner. Since its organization in 1884 thirty-four Filson Club

publications have been issued. The club has purchased a building

which is being remodeled as a permanent home.

The mid-year meeting of the Indiana Historical Society was
held at Logansport on October 6, 1928. Two papers were read

at this meeting, one by W. T. Wilson of Logansport upon “His-
toric Logansport,” and the other by Frank F. Hargrave of Purdue
University, upon the “History of the Crawfordsville and Wabash
Railroad Company.” An historical tour was a feature of the

meeting. Starting at Indianapolis the route led through Craw-
fordsville, Lafayette, and along the Wabash-Erie Canal to Logans-
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port. Following the program at Logansport members in attend-

ance returned to Indianapolis by way of Peru and Kokomo.

The forty-third annual meeting of the American Historical As-

sociation was held at Indianapolis on December 28, 29, 31, 1928.

Headquarters were maintained at the Claypool Hotel. A joint

meeting of the American Historical Association and the Mississippi

Valley Historical Association was held on December 28th, and

members of the latter association met at a dinner session the same

evening. Bruce E. Mahan, Associate Editor of the State Historical

Society of Iowa, represented the Society at the Conference of His-

torical Agencies of the Upper Mississippi Valley and at the Con-

ference of Historical Societies on December 31st.

IOWA

The Woodbury County Pioneer Club dedicated a marker on

October 13, 1928, in honor of the memory of Henry Cordua and

Thomas Roberts, early settlers, who were killed by the Indians on

July 9, 1861. The marker is located on the Correctionville road

about three and one-half miles from Sioux City.

On September 11, 1928, the Fort Dodge Chapter of the Daugh-

ters of the American Revolution dedicated a marker on the site of

Fort Clarke, or Fort Dodge as the post was renamed. Mrs. Robert

H. Munger of Sioux City, past State regent and vice president

general of the national Society, delivered the dedicatory address.

The Marshall County Historical Society began the activities of

the year with a dinner and program on the evening of November

6, 1928. At the second meeting of the year on December 4th, Dr.

Bruce E. Mahan, Associate Editor of the State Historical Society,

gave an illustrated lecture before the local society on the subject,

“ Aman a. the Community of True Inspiration”.

The Howard County Historical Society has recently received an

old flag made by Howard County women for Company I of the

Ninth Iowa. The flag was presented to the Society by Susan and

Elizabeth Cole, sister and daughter respectively of Ezra M. Cole

who carried the flag when the company was mustered into service
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on September 18, 1861. At the monthly meeting of the society on

October 8th, Mrs. E. H. Bent read a paper on “Historical Flash-

lights of Iowa”. This paper had been written by Mrs. L. B.

Schmidt of Ames.

The Union County Historical Society was organized at Creston,

Iowa, on October 3, 1928. The society selected as its officers — W.
J. Donlin of Creston, president; L. C. Bowers of Kent, vice presi-

dent; Mrs. S. R. Brown of Afton, secretary; Mrs. Blanche Erick-

son of Lorimer, treasurer
;
and T. G. Hamilton of Creston, curator.

Directors of the new society include— Ray Wilson, Spaulding

Township; Ray Hazen, Lincoln Township; Mrs. Maggie Walker,

Dodge Township; Mrs. Blanche Erickson, New Hope Township;

C. E. Ours, Douglas Township; F. J. Otis, Highland Township;

Mrs. S. R. Brown, Union Township
;
T. P. McGowan, Jones Town-

ship
;
L. C. Bowers, Platte Township

;
E. L. Edwards, Grant Town-

ship; and Frank Forbes, Sand Creek Township. The society has

more than three hundred charter members.



NOTES AND COMMENT

The annual reunion of the Third Iowa Cavalry Association was

held at Bloomfield on October 3, 4, 1928. On the last day of the

reunion a camp of the Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War

was organized.

An historical pageant of Guthrie County was presented at the

Guthrie County fair at Guthrie Center each evening from Septem-

ber 17 to 21, 1928.

Residents of Audubon celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the

founding of the town on October 15, 1928. Howard Clark of Des

Moines, an Audubon County boy, gave the principal address of

the day.

The old schoolhouse in Colfax Township, Grundy County, known

as the Quick school has been bought by the Grundy Community

Club and will be moved to Grundy Center. The building will be

preserved as a Herbert Quick memorial.

Members of the Union Congregation Church at Rembeck cele-

brated the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the church on

September 24, 1928. The church was organized in September,

1877, with a charter membership of ten.

Members of the Little Sioux Valley Church, located three miles

northwest of Rembrandt in Buena Vista County, celebrated the

sixtieth anniversary of its founding on October 4 to 7, 1928. The

church was organized in September, 1868, by a group of Nor-

wegian settlers of the Lutheran faith.

The cornerstone of the new Louisa County courthouse was laid

with impressive ceremonies on October 2, 1928. Arthur Springer

gave an address dealing with the historical background of the

county. Governor John Hammill made the principal address.

On December 5th Coe College celebrated the seventy-fifth anni-
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versary of the founding of Cedar Rapids Collegiate Institute, the

predecessor of Coe College. Dr. Benjamin F. Shambaugh, Super-

intendent of the State Historical Society and Head of the Depart-

ment of Political Science in the University of Iowa, and President

H. M. Gage of Coe College were the principal speakers on this

occasion.

Professor Louis Bernard Schmidt, Head of the Department of

History and Government at the Iowa State College, will return to

the University of Alabama for the first term of the Summer Session

of 1929 to give courses in The Westward Movement in American

History, History of the United States from 1829 to 1865, and The

United States in World Politics Since 1895.

Story County celebrated the diamond anniversary of its found-

ing at Ames on October 4r-6, 1928, with every part of the county

participating. The Ames Tribune published a forty page “Dia-

mond Jubilee” number which contained many articles of historical

interest. A pageant “Giants in the Earth” was presented in the

Iowa State College stadium on the evening of October 5th.

On November 25, 1928, the members of the First Congregational

Church at Charles City commemorated with appropriate services

the seventieth anniversary of the founding of the first Congrega-

tional Church in Floyd County. An attractive booklet containing

the program of services and a short history of the church was pub-

lished for the event.

The annual meeting of the Mahaska County Old Settlers’ Associ-

ation was held at the courthouse in Oskaloosa on October 3rd. The
program included a paper on “Reminiscences of Mahaska’s Schools

and Teachers”, by Mrs. Florabel Patterson Rosenberger; an ad-

dress, “What We Owe the Pioneers”, by Senator F. C. Stanley;

“Reminiscences of Mahaska’s Early Lawyers”, by Judge J. G.

Patterson; “Early Penn College”, by L. T. Shangle, and “Those
Good Old Days”, by W. I. Rice.

The annual reunion of the Madison County Old Settlors’ Associ-

ation was held at Winterset on September 3, 1928. Attorney D. C.
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Shull of Sioux City, a former resident of Madison County, delivered

the principal address of the occasion. Elwood Edwards and Dr.

P. C. Hogle of Des Moines made short talks; and W. F. Craig read

a paper prepared by Judge W. H. Lewis. Officers elected for the

new year were: W. S. Cooper, president; W. F. Craig, secretary;

and L. V. Price, treasurer. E. R. Zeller reported that many people

visited the historical exhibit in the courthouse at Winterset.

During a meeting of the county coroners of Iowa held at Mason

City on June 19-20, 1928, an organization was formed to be known

as the “Iowa State Association Coroners”. Charter members of

the organization include Dr. J. D. Cantwell of Davenport, Dr. W.

E. Long of Mason City, Dr. J. H. Robbins of Sioux City, Dr. H. J.

Wright of Des Moines, Dr. H. H. Nichols of Marshalltown, Dr. R.

A. Vorpahl of Cedar Rapids, E. J. Marton of Fort Dodge, and B.

J. Oakes of Charles City. Dr. J. D. Cantwell was chosen president

;

Dr. H. H. Nichols, vice president; and Dr. W. E. Long, secretary-

treasurer.

During the Civil War the main building of the College of Wil-

liam and Mary at Williamsburg, Virginia, occupied by Federal

troops, was burned, and the library was scattered. In some in-

stances Federal soldiers picked up books and documents and car-

ried them away as souvenirs, and such have been found still in the

possession of northern families. In connection with the work of

architectural restoration now going on at Williamsburg, both archi-

tects and librarian would be glad of information regarding any

such possessions. Address Dr. Earl G. Swem, Librarian, College

of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia.

A reunion of the Jackson County Veterans’ Association was held

at Lakehurst on October 10, 1928. New officers elected were:

Isaac Smith of Maquoketa, commander; R. F. McMeans of Ma-

quoketa, senior vice commander; William R. Sisler of Andrew,

junior vice commander; C. A. Pankow of Spragueville, adjutant;

Joseph Hoffman of Lamotte, commissary; Hiram Graves of Ma-

quoketa, quartermaster; and J. W. Ellis of Maquoketa, chaplain.

Officers selected by the Patriotic Society which met at the same
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time were : Cora Phillips, president
;
Frances Bradley, vice presi-

dent; Josie Gurius, treasurer; Grace Hansen, secretary; Mrs. N.

G. Dye, chaplain; and May Lockwood, flag custodian.

CLEM F. KIMBALL

Clem F. Kimball, Lieutenant Governor of Iowa, died at his

home in Council Bluffs on September 10, 1928. Mr. Kimball was
born at Anamosa, Iowa, on August 11, 1868. He was graduated
from Iowa State College as a mechanical engineer in 1889. After
working as a mechanical draughtsman and teaching in the Chicago
Manual Training School and at Appleton, Wisconsin, he took up
the study of law at the University of Michigan from which he was
graduated in 1895. He entered upon the practice of law at Council

Bluffs. His political career began with service as assistant county
attorney for Pottawattamie County from 1899 to 1903. From 1906
to 1912 he was city solicitor for Council Bluffs. In 1912 he was
elected State senator from Pottawattamie County, and was re-

elected in 1916. In 1924 Mr. Kimball was elected Lieutenant

Governor. He was reelected in 1926 and had been renominated in

1928.

JOHN A. T. HULL

Captain John A. T. Hull, former congressman from the seventh

Iowa district, died on September 26, 1928, at his home in Virginia

near Washington, D. C. Captain Hull was born in Sabina, Ohio,

on May 1, 1841, and he moved with his parents to Iowa in 1849.

He attended Asbury University in Indiana and Iowa Wesleyan
College before going to the Cincinnati Law School. He served with
distinction in the Civil War; and at the close of the war made his

home at Bloomfield where he edited the Davis County Republican.

Captain Hull was secretary of the State Senate from 1872 to 1878,

and was Secretary of State from 1878 to 1885, when he was chosen
Lieutenant Governor. He was elected to Congress in 1891 and
served for ten terms. As a member of the military committee he
succeeded in bringing the Fort Des Moines army post to Iowa. He
retired from Congress to practice law in Washington. Captain
Hull was buried in Arlington Cemetery with full military honors.



CONTRIBUTORS

John M. Pfiffner, Professor of Political Science at tlie

Municipal University of Wichita, Wichita, Kansas. Born at

Emmetsburg, Iowa, August 10, 1893. (See The Iowa Jour-

nal of History and Politics, October, 1928, p. 619.)

Dorothy Schaffter, Instructor in the Department of Po-

litical Science at the State University of Iowa. (See The

Iowa Journal of History and Politics, October, 1927, p.

652.)
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THE BICAMERAL SYSTEM IN PRACTICE

[This is the final installment of an article on the bicameral system in prac-

tice by Dorothy Schaffter. The first installment appeared in the January
number of this magazine.— The Editor]

LEGISLATIVE EXPERIENCE

Before proceeding with a discussion of the problem of the

relation of legislative experience to the bicameral system in

Iowa, a definition of the unit of measurement of legislative

experience is necessary. The term of office of the Senators

is four years and of the members of the House, two years.

Unless there are special called sessions this means that a

Senator normally serves two sessions, and a Representative

one session, during his term. The unit used in this study is

the single legislative session, whether served in the Senate

or the House, in a regular or a special session. In view of

the condition that a Senator is assured of two sessions for

each election, and a Representative of only one, the advan-

tage very obviously lies with the Senate, where the two-

session term automatically secures a certain degree of ex-

perience which is not inherent in the single-session term of

the House member. This undoubtedly is largely responsible

for some of the difference between the legislative experi-

ence of Senate and House members, as is shown in Tables

V and VI.

Table Y (page 172) shows the number of sessions of legis-

lative experience of members of the Senate and House from
the Twenty-eighth to the Forty-second sessions, inclusive,

stated in percentages based upon averages for the period.

The following table shows the number of sessions of legis-

lative experience of members of the Senate and House from

171
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Table V

Number of Sessions of

Legislative Experience

One

Two
Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven

Eight

Nine

Ten
Eleven

the Twenty-eighth to the Forty-second sessions, inclusive,

stated in percentages based upon medians for the period.

The asterisk indicates that the number of members m these

classes was too few to compute the median.

Senate House of

Bepresentatives

24.8 51.7

25.0 31.5

18.4 10.3

16.6 4.0

10.2 1.3

3.0 .4

1.7 .2

.4 .1

.2 0 .

.1 0 .

.2 0 .

Table VI

Number of Sessions of

Legislative Experience

Senate House of

Bepresentatives

One 26.0 53.7

Two 26.3 35.1

Three 22.0 6.4

Four 18.6 2.6

Five 10.0 .9

Six 4.0

Seven 2.0

Eight
o

Nine
ft

Ten

Eleven
0

1

The two summary tables just referred to are almost self-

explanatory, but some statements concerning them may

make them more significant. Table V is stated m terms ot
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averages. In view of the relative inaccuracy inherent in

averages, caused by the presence of a few members having

relatively long terms, the material has also been used to

compute medians which are less affected by the condition

described. A comparison of results obtained by the two

methods shows, at the most, a variation of only approxi-

mately four per cent which is not especially significant.

Using Table VI which is based on medians, three very

interesting comparisons can be made. On the average, each

session of the Senate contained 26 per cent of members who
were serving their first sessions in the legislature; in the

House, 53.7 per cent of members fall in this class. This

means that more than twice as many Representatives are

novices in legislative practice— a very important fact, if

such experience is of value in raising the standard of ability

of legislators.

A second important fact appears in considering the rela-

tive numbers of members serving first and second sessions

in the average legislature. In the Senate, this group com-

prises 52.3 per cent of the total, and in the House, 88.8 per

cent. This means that in the average Senate 47.7 per cent

of the members are serving from their third to their elev-

enth sessions, as contrasted with only 11.2 per cent in the

House who have that much experience. Indeed, no House
members during the period under consideration served

more than eight sessions. Irrespective of the constitutional

requirements, then, the Senate contains more experienced

legislators than the House. The definite statement can

therefore be made, on the basis of statistics covering fifteen

General Assemblies over a period of twenty-seven years,

that the personnel of the average Senate during that period

is characterized by the presence of very many more mem-
bers having considerable legislative experience than is the

case in the House of Representatives. Furthermore, the
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differences in every instance are so considerable as to ap-

pear to have real significance.

In order to appreciate thoroughly the meaning of the

situation just described, it would be necessary to determine

in some way the real value of legislative experience. Cer-

tain general statements, true of experience of any type, are

probably applicable in this case. The gain from repetition

of an activity is greatest during the initial stages, the ad-

vantage gradually decreases with succeeding repetitions,

and finally a stage is reached when there is little or no

advantage in the repetition of experience.

Applying this to membership and work in the Assembly,

it may he safely assumed that the most valuable and exten-

sive additions are made to a member’s experience during

the first one, or two, or three sessions. Considerable vari-

ation would undoubtedly be found between individual mem-

bers in their ability to continue to profit by serial units of

experience, but it is doubtful whether there would be any

cases in which an even approximately equal gam would be

reported in the last of a long series of sessions of member-

ship.

The application of this discussion to the situation in the

Iowa General Assembly, in which only 26 per cent of Sen-

ators as compared with 53.7 per cent of House members are

new in their particular houses in the average session, seems

to prove that the Senate is actually a more experienced

body although no definite measurement exists of the quali-

tative difference except a scale based on presence during a

given number of sessions.

The conclusion must depend upon willingness to accept

the assumption that, to some extent at least, numerous suc-

cessive sessions of legislative service are productive of a

type of experience which produces better legislators. Ap-

parently the makers of the Iowa Constitution had this idea
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in mind, as is evidenced by the arrangement which they in-

corporated in that document to insure automatically at

least a minimum amount of experience to members of the

Senate. The present study indicates rather conclusively

that the Senate actually is more experienced than the

House, but nothing short of an individual study of many
members can demonstrate what this experience has meant

and whether, in the aggregate, its benefits have been so

great that we are warranted in continuing to have a bicam-

eral legislature in order to guarantee one house having at

least fifty per cent of its members experienced, while the

other house is automatically deprived of that guarantee.

To be sure, by depriving the House of the benefit of con-

siderable experience there is made possible an increased

flexibility and a responsiveness to changed public opinion

which can not be secured to the same degree in the Senate.

The figures show that 49.85 per cent of Senators are elected

for one term only, but this of course means that this group

of members serves two sessions. Table VI shows that 53.7

per cent of House members are elected for only one term

which means for one session. That is, the House makes
approximately a fifty per cent change twice as often as does

the Senate. The result of this situation is that the one

house has possibilities of greater responsiveness in repre-

sentation while the other house has the greater experience.

EDUCATION

A short discussion of the material used in this section,

and of the limitations to be considered in judging the worth
of the statistics relating to the relative amounts of educa-

tion in the Senate and House, may well precede a descrip-

tion of results. In the first place, Table VII contains data

from only nine sessions (the Thirty-first to the Thirty-

ninth inclusive), instead of from fifteen sessions as in other
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tables in this study. The volumes in the Iowa Official Reg-

ister do not contain any statements relating to the education

of members of the Twenty-eighth, Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth,

Fortieth, Forty-first, and Forty-second General Assemblies.

A more serious limitation is inherent in the very nature

of the problem. There is, in the first place, no agreement as

to what constitutes “education”. Nothing except the type

of school attended by each member can be obtained for pur-

poses of tabulation. Certainly “education” and “school-

ing” are not synonymous terms. Many a member of the

Assembly who is listed as having only a common school

education later read law or learned medicine by the office

method, and a mere statement as to formal schooling can by

no means be considered as representing the educational at-

tainments of the member in question. It is probably a safe

assertion that many members have much more education

than their records indicate— and quite possibly some may

have more schooling than education. Furthermore, there is

no way of discovering in the group listed under ‘
‘ College or

University”, what was the grade or character of the insti-

tution attended, or how many years the member was in

attendance. This group contains all variations from one

year in a small college to seven or eight years in a univer-

sity, yet all must be regarded as belonging to the same class.

Finally, a few errors were discovered in the Official Reg-

ister data. It was observed in a very few instances that

members were listed in different groups in succeeding ses-

sions. The objections just mentioned might be serious in a

descriptive study, but in a comparative study such errors in

data are presumably constant in both Senate and House

statistics and consequently produce negligible effects in

final results.

The following table shows the percentages of members of

the Senate and of the House of Representatives of the Iowa
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General Assembly (Thirty-first to Thirty-ninth sessions in-

clusive) having1 a certain type of education.

Table YII

Senate

Number of General

Assembly

Rural
School

Common
School

q q
§ §
3 w
M O
<5 m

High

School

Business

College Academy
Normal

College

or

University

31st 14 6 8 10 4 8 0 50

32nd 6 12 6 14 6 14 0 42

33rd 4 14 4 10 6 6 0 56

34th 4 14 6 10 4 6 0 56

35th 4 18 2 14 4 12 0 46

36th 2 20 2 12 0 8 0 56

37th 4 10
•

10 12 2 6 0 56

38th 0 10 4 8 10 10 0 58

39th 2 4 2 10 14 14 4 50

Average 4.4 12.0 4.8 11.0 5.5 9.2 .4 52.2

House of Representatives

Number of General
Assembly

Rural
School

Common

j

School Graded School

High

School

Business

College Academy
Normal

College

or

University

31st 20 5 9 8 3 16 0 39

32nd 5.5 24 6.4 10.1 4.6 15.7 0 33.3

33rd 6.4 17.5 3.7 8.3 4.6 15.7 0 43.5

34th 5.5 12.0 4.6 9.2 7.4 14.8 0 46.2

35th 5.5 18.5 4.6 10.1 3.7 9.2 0 48.1

36th 7.4 12.0 4.6 10.1 8.3 12.9 0 44.4

37th 7.4 7.4 5.5 12.9 5.5 12.9 0 48.1

38th
'

4.6 11.1 7.4 11.1 8.3 5.5 0 51.8

39th 3.7 12.9 4.6 15.7 5.5 7.4 18 48.1

Average 7.3 13.3 5.6 10.6 5.6 12.2 .2 44.7

A brief summary of the results contained in Table VII
will make clearer the comparison between the types of

schooling of the members of the Senate and House.
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Rural, common, and graded schools— Senate 21.2 per cent of

members; House 26.2 per cent of members.

High school, business college, and academy— Senate 25.7 per

cent of members
;
House 28.4 per cent of members.

College and university'— Senate 52.6 per cent of members;

House 44.9 per cent of members.

This indicates that, with the single exception of a very

slightly larger percentage of Senators having college or

university educations, the differences between the two

houses are negligible. By consulting the results for each

session during the period, in the Senate and House, it is

evident that the differences as indicated in the totals above

are fairly constant, although a few wide variations occur.

While no claim is advanced that these results prove that

the Senate is very little better educated than the House, an

accurate summarization is contained in the statement that

negligible differences exist between the amounts of educa-

tion, as measured by the types of schools attended, which

are listed by members of the Senate and of the House of

Representatives from the Thirty-first to the Thirty-ninth

sessions of the General Assembly.

AGE

Having considered the comparative legislative experience

and education of members of the Senate and House, the

third problem is a comparison of the ages of these members

with a view to determining whether the bicameral system

produces one house whose members are more mature and

one house whose members are relatively young, or whether

we actually have approximately the same average age and

age distribution in the two houses. The State constitutional

requirement that Senators must he at least twenty-five

years old, while the House members need he only twenty-

one years of age, is apparently for the purpose of securing

older men in the upper house. But such a constitutional
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provision is not proof that anyone will actually run for

office who will be in the least affected by it, nor that the

House will contain any members between the ages of twen-

ty-one and twenty-five. The only way to determine defi-

nitely the effect of a system is to make a survey of the

situation which results from its operation.

The following table shows the average age of members of

the Senate and of the House of Representatives of the Iowa

General Assembly (Twenty-eighth to Forty-second ses-

sions, inclusive), in each General Assembly during the

period.

Table VIII

Number of

General Assembly

Average Age
of Senators

Average Age of

Representatives

28th 48.28 45.75

29th 49.18 48.30

30th 48.62 50.07

31st 50.66 51.80

32nd 49.90 48.38

33rd 49.06 49.15

34th 50.56 48.62

35th 49.50 47.20

36th 48.00 48.88

37th 48.88 49.64

38th 49.82 51.39

39th 48.66 50.98

40th 50.92 49.90

41st 51.97 50.74

42nd 48.72 51.34

Average for the period 49.51 49.47

Two methods of arriving at such an understanding are

possible and both have been used. Table VIII gives the

average age of members of the Senate and of the House in

all General Assemblies from the Twenty-eighth to the

Forty-second inclusive, and shows finally the average age

of Senators and Representatives for the entire fifteen Gen-
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eral Assemblies. Sucb averages have value, but do not give

a detailed picture of the situation as a whole. Table IX is a

comparative table based on the ages of members of the

same fifteen General Assemblies. The method of tabula-

tion adopted in this instance is that of arranging the mem-

bers in age-groups of five years each, ranging from twenty-

one to eighty-five years. The information contained in this

table is probably more valuable and more significant than is

a statement of average ages, such as is contained in the first

mentioned table.

The following table shows the relative percentages of

members of the Senate and of the House of Representatives

of the Iowa General Assembly (Twenty-eighth to Forty-

second sessions, inclusive) in five-year age-groups, ranging

from twenty-one to eighty-five years.

Table IX

Five-Year House op

Age-Groups Representatives Senate

21 to 24 years

25 to 30 years

31 to 35 years

36 to 40 years

41 to 45 years

46 to 50 years

51 to 55 years

56 to 60 years

61 to 65 years

66 to 70 years

71 to 75 years

76 to 80 years

81 to 85 years

Attention should be directed to several items in Table

VIII. The average age of Senators for the fifteen assem-

blies is 49.51 years— that of the Representatives is 49.47

years. The difference is so very slight— only about four-

.19

1.06 3.61

4.43 7.61

10.34 11.67

17.05 12.57

19.61 16.50

22.70 15.80

12.62 15.74

7.78 10.47

3.48 4.38

.66 1.33

.26 .05

.00 .05
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teen days— as to be negligible. But a comparison of tbe

averages for the various individual Assemblies shows more

variation. The Senate average varies from 48.00 years to

51.97 years— a range of 3.97 years — and the House aver

age from 45.75 to 51.80 years— a range of 6.05 years. In

two instances the House average was lower than any Senate

average during the whole period— 47.20 years in the

Thirty-fifth General Assembly and 45.75 years in the

Twenty-eighth. In seven General Assemblies, however, the

Senate average was higher than the House average of the

same session, and in the remaining eight, the situation was

reversed. Although these differences are more signifi-

cant than that shown in the final average for the entire

period, there is none which is striking. In so far as this

table alone is considered, similarity, rather than difference,

between the ages of the Senators and Representatives

seems to be demonstrated.

Turning attention to Table IX which compares ages as

arranged in five-year age groups, many interesting items

may be selected for discussion. In the first place, the effect

of the constitutional provisions which seemed to be intended

to provide that the membership of the Senate should be

slightly more mature than that of the House, can very well

be seen. Since only .19 of one per cent of House members,

during the entire period, were between twenty-one and

twenty-five years of age, the effect of the constitutional pro-

vision is practically nullified in actual operation. Looking

at the first three groups, which include all members under

thirty-five years, only 5.49 per cent of Senators and 11.41

per cent of Representatives are included. This simply

means that, as a matter of actual practice, young men either

can not or do not run for legislative office, or those young

men who do become candidates can not be elected in any

considerable numbers. Of those who are elected, however,
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more than twice as many enter the House as the Senate.

There are more men in the General Assembly who might

be considered old— those over sixty years than there are

young men— those under thirty-five; in the Senate, 12.18

per cent are older than sixty, and in the House, 16.28 per

cent are in this group. This in itself is a contradiction of

the popular idea that House members are younger than

Senators, since 4.10 per cent more of the former than of the

latter are over sixty years of age. Thus both extremes in

age are more prevalent in the House than in the Senate.

Using the age of fifty years as a mid-point, the mid-point

in distribution is also approximated. In the Senate 52.49

per cent of the members are fifty or younger and 52.15 per

cent of House members are of the same ages. This means

that the groups of members below fifty years of age, and

the groups over that age, are practically evenly distributed

in both of the two houses.

It has been observed that rather few members are less

than thirty-five years old, and that only a slightly larger

number are sixty-one or over. The very large group in

either house falls in the age groups between thirty-five and

sixty— 82.33 per cent of Senators and 72.31 per cent of

Representatives are included in these groups. These ages

thirty-five to sixty— include a period of twenty-five

years. The question in the present instance is whether the

members in the upper range of this group are more valu-

able legislators— is a man of sixty, other things being

equal, necessarily a better law-maker than a man of thirty-

five? There seems to be no reason to think that men be-

tween fifty and sixty years of age are preferable to men

from thirty-five to forty-five years old. As a matter of fact,

many people would be disposed to prefer the younger to the

older group. In short, it is quite impossible to measure

such a difference, since it is purely personal and the case of
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every separate individual would liave to be studied. More-

over, whether the younger men or the older men of this

large group are favored, an examination of the five age-

groups between thirty-five and sixty years of age shows

such small differences— ranging from 1.33 per cent to 6.90

per cent— that the person favoring younger or older men
would have little basis for preferring the condition in either

the Senate or the House because of the predominant repre-

sentation in that body of the preferred age-group.

A brief summary of the situation will serve to clarify the

preceding discussion. The Senate with 5.49 per cent of

members under thirty-five years of age, and 12.18 per cent

over sixty-one, has fewer young and fewer old members

than the House, where 11.41 per cent and 16.28 per cent are

found in the two groups, respectively. The large number of

members—82.33 per cent in the Senate and 72.31 per cent

in the House— can be included in what might be termed a

“middle-aged” group — from thirty-five to sixty years old.

Since this includes the great majority of members, it is con-

sequently the important group. In the Senate, this group

contains only 10.02 per cent more than in the House. In

general, the difference which exists between the Senate and

House is one of the range of distribution. The House has

more young men and more old men— the Senate has more

middle-aged men. The net result does not seem to show

any really significant differences. The average age of mem-

bers for the fifteen General Assemblies is almost the same,

and the great majority of members is found in the same

age-groups. In short, there seems to be no way of consider-

ing the statistics given to prove that the Senate and the

House are essentially different in their make-up, in so far as

age of members is concerned.

The question to which the preceding sections are an at-

tempted answer is— in comparing the Senate and the
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House of the Iowa General Assembly, with respect to wis-

dom and experience and maturity of judgment of members

as measured by types of schools attended, number of

sessions of legislative service, and age— are any consider-

able differences ascertainable ? In this connection, the pur-

pose of this study must be kept in mind. One reason for

maintaining a bicameral legislature is for the purpose of

securing two definitely different bodies carrying on legis-

lative functions. If this is the purpose, the natural assump-

tion is that the differences should be clear— one house

should be distinctly well-educated, members should have

served many more sessions, and should be, on the average,

much older men. And, unless such a condition is proven to

exist, this reason for maintaining two bodies, exact or ap-

proximate duplicates, is no longer valid. The very essence

of the bicameral system is that the two houses should be

different, although there is a variety of opinion as to the

basis of differentiation which is proper.

Reviewing briefly the conclusions reached in the preced-

ing sections of this chapter, the following situation is seen

to exist. In so far as legislative experience is concerned,

there is a real difference between the two houses in favor

of the Senate, as measured by the comparative number of

sessions of legislative experience of members. In com-

paring the education of members, as measured by the types

of schools attended, a slight difference was discovered in

favor of the Senate. The least difference was found in

comparing the ages of the members of the two houses. That

is to say, during the last fifteen General Assemblies in

Iowa, the Senate has, on the whole, been characterized by a

slightly older membership, with rather better educational

preparation, and considerably more legislative experience,

than has been characteristic of the House membership

during the same period.
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The inherent limitations suggested must be borne in mind
in evaluating the significance of the situation just described.

Difficulty in defining the qualities to be measured and in

setting up standards of measurement must be apparent.

The principal justification for using sessions of legislative

experience, educational opportunity, and age as criteria is

that, in so doing, qualities are being measured which it is

assumed were intended to be procured in members of the

legislature by the system set up in this State, in terms of

the constitutional and legal provisions which establish that

system. But in spite of this advantage, if thoroughly satis-

factory conclusions were to be obtained, many more than

these three qualities would have to be measured in order to

determine whether differences or similarities exist in wis-

dom, experience, and maturity— three very complex human
qualities. The great probability is, however, that these

tests are fairly accurate indices, and that any other tests

which might be applied would indicate much the same
conclusions.

Ill

THE CHECK ON LEGISLATION

Of the numerous arguments for a bicameral legislature

the one most universally expressed is that this form of

organization results in more adequate consideration of

bills, more careful revision of them before they appear in

final form as law, and more efficient obstruction against the

passage of undesirable legislation. Whether or not such

desirable results are consequences of bicameralism has

been largely a matter of opinion. There is no question

that bicameral legislatures do give acts double considera-

tion, in formalities at least
;
but whether the bills which are

revised or defeated by the second chamber are undesirable

VOL. xxvii—13
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or not depends upon the point of view of the legislative

critic.

The merits of most substantive changes in the law are

debatable. If a person disapproves either of the form or

the content of a particular hill, and this bill is passed by

one house of the legislature and later is defeated in the

second house, from his point of view, the bicameral system

has fulfilled its principal function. Casual observation of

the working of the system influenced by personal opinion is

very common. From a scientific point of view such an

appraisal is of little value. In the first place, an arbitrary,

personal standard of “good” and “bad” legislation is set

up. The decision is invariably based upon legislative ac-

tion on a few striking bills of popular interest, and no

attention is paid to what is done to literally hundreds of

other bills. In order to determine the relative efficiency of

the two houses of a particular legislature, action upon the

total number of bills introduced during a legislative session

should be carefully analyzed; and before a final opinion on

the subject can be stated— even for one State— the work

of several sessions will have to be studied in the same in-

tensive and objective manner.

Unfortunately the very questions which it would be most

desirable to answer are the most difficult. Those who are

interested want to know which house does the most to

further good legislation and is the most active in checking

bad legislation, and what action is taken by each house on

important and unimportant bills. These four descriptive

adjectives denote purely subjective concepts. No objective

rating of the legislature’s record in this respect can be

made until satisfactory definitions of “good” and bad

and “important” and “unimportant” legislation are de-

vised. That is, the qualitative measurement of legislative

action is not yet— and, indeed, may never be— a possi-
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bility from an objective point of view. A person acquainted

with conditions in a specific State can consider the laws

which are passed by the legislature in relation to those con-

ditions, and, from his own knowledge of existing conditions

and his own ideas of “good” and “bad” and “important”

and “unimportant” changes, he can analyze the action of

the legislature and evaluate it on the basis of the subjective

standards which he has set up. Needless to state, no one

else would completely agree with these results and some

persons might not agree in any respect. For this reason,

no attempt is made in this study to determine which house

initiated, passed, or defeated the best, or the worst, or the

most important, or the least important bills. From the

viewpoints of desirability and importance all bills are con-

sidered to be equally worthy of legislative action and con-

sequently are entitled to equal emphasis for the purpose

of this study.

Although one very important field of investigation is thus

closed, there is still the possibility of making an objective

study on a quantitative rather than on a qualitative basis.

It is quite possible to compare the action of the two houses

on their own bills and on those of the other house with

respect to the number defeated, the number passed with

amendment, and the number passed without amendment.

Passage, defeat, and amendment indicate respectively, sub-

stantial agreement, substantial disagreement, and agree-

ment with greater or less modification of the original prop-

osition. Degrees of agreement and disagreement and modi-

fication are more difficult to determine. Good and bad,

important and unimportant modification through amend-

ment can not be measured objectively, as has been pointed

out before. It is, however, possible to determine whether

amendments result in changing the content of the bills, or

whether the changes are of a technical nature such as could
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be taken care of by a professional bill-drafter and conse-

quently do not really require legislative action.

Finally, a division of legislation into “new” and “old”

content can be made. In the former class are included all

bills which add to the content of statute law: they do not

change existing law by amendment, substitution, or repeal.

“Old” content is that which has previously been the sub-

ject of legislative action and in which the bill under obser-

vation proposes changes of a greater or less degree. To a

slight extent, this division is arbitrary since adding to ex-

isting law in some cases modifies the content itself. But

likewise in some cases amendment or substitution or repeal

is so thorough-going as to result in substantially new con-

tent. It may therefore be assumed that these two facts

will off-set each other sufficiently to reduce the error to a

negligible point, and it must be remembered also that in a

comparative study an error constant in both terms of the

comparison has no such effect as it has in a descriptive

study.

In a study of the bicameral legislature of Iowa, certain

conditions peculiar to this State should at least receive

mention as having a possible effect upon the legislative

processes.

In the first place, the Iowa legislature is practically uni-

partisan in nature. Although the Democratic party always

has some voting strength it is never sufficient, in recent

years, to threaten Republican leadership. There are, of

course, several factions in both houses but they seldom

have the strength of a real party group and never have the

permanence of political parties. The situation which would

be quite possible in a State where Republicans and Demo-

crats were approximately equal in numbers— that is, hav-

ing a majority of members of one party in control in one

house, and of the other party in the other house— has not
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obtained in Iowa during the past quarter of a century.

Although there is no absolute proof for the statement, it is

reasonable to assume that houses controlled by opposite

parties would have an additional incentive to inspect care-

fully and to check each other’s legislation, which incentive

is lacking in the situation described as existing in Iowa.
Opposing factions of the dominant party in control of each
house do not have the same incentive or power in checking
legislation as organized parties do. This identity of make-
up from a partisan standpoint must be borne in mind as an
important influence in determining the actual operation of

the bicameral legislature which is the subject of this study.

Furthermore, the frequency with which the State execu-

tive uses his power of vetoing legislation has a bearing
upon the functioning of a bicameral legislature. David
Leigh Colvin, in speaking of the New York legislature,

says: “However, there is one feature of the present bi-

cameral system which might be remedied in a single-cham-

bered system, and that is the irresponsibility which the

bicameral system engenders. Frequently measures pass
one house which are never expected to become law and
probably would not pass if there was a serious likelihood

that they would reach the statute book. They are passed
with the expectation that they will be defeated in the other
house or vetoed by the governor. A frequent expression

heard among legislators is ‘Put it up to the governor.’

Sometimes support is also given for a measure with the

knowledge that it is unconstitutional and that it will be de-

clared invalid by the courts, which serve as another check
in addition to the second house and the governor. If the

legislators realized that they were fully responsible, it is

likely that many measures which now go through one cham-
ber would not pass. There is a temptation to vote for a
measure and avoid giving offense to some constituents
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when it is probable that the bill will be defeated somewhere

else.
’ 584 Colvin next describes the relative checks exercised

by the two houses on each other’s bills and by the executive

veto in the session of 1910 in New York. Nineteen per cent

of the bills which passed one house or the other were killed

in the second house, but the executive veto was exercised on

nearly twenty-five per cent of the bills after they had been

passed by both houses. “The check of the second house

does not seem very effective when about one fourth of the

measures passed by the legislature are of such a nature as

to need checking by the executive.” 85

The situation described as existing in New York can be

called tricameral, rather than bicameral, in its actual work-

ing. The traditional use of the executive veto in Iowa is at

the opposite extreme since it is very rarely exercised. Be-

fore 1917, only fifty-seven bills had been vetoed by the

Governors since Iowa became a State,86 as contrasted with

two hundred and four bills in a single session in 1910, and

two hundred and fifty-two bills in 1911,87 which the Gov-

ernor of New York vetoed.88

Although it would be extremely difficult to measure accu-

rately the effects of an active executive veto and of one

which is rarely exercised, there would seem to be no ques-

tion that a fundamentally different situation is created in

the two cases. A legislature which can shift responsibility

to the executive will do so at least part of the time, and a

legislature which realizes that its action is practically final

84 Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the New York Legislature, p. 80.

ss Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the New York Legislature, p. 81.

86 Swisher’s The Executive Veto in Iowa in The Iowa Journal of History

and Politics, Vol. XV, p. 212.

87 Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the New York Legislature, p. 110.

88 In New York in 1910, thirty-six bills providing special laws for cities were

vetoed by mayors, in addition to the bills vetoed by the Governor.- Colvin’s

The Bicameral Principle in the New York Legislature, p. 111.
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must be governed to some extent by that realization. If

these two statements are true, the Iowa legislature appears

to be a more suitable body than the New York legislature

to study in attempting to evaluate the bicameral system,

since its operation contains no element of dependence upon

a “ third-house” type of executive check.

THE VOLUME OF BILLS

In comparing the action of the two houses of the Iowa

General Assembly, consideration will first be given to the

number of bills which are introduced. Tables X and XI
give this data for the five General Assemblies (the Thirty-

eighth to the Forty-second inclusive) between 1919 and

1927. An analysis of action covering such a period seems

to be based upon a sufficiently large number of examples to

make the results derived valid, since it involves the action

taken by five different legislative bodies upon more than

five thousand bills. During this period there is some vari-

ation in the number of bills introduced per session. In the

Thirty-ninth General Assembly, and again in the Fortieth,

approximately two hundred and seventy Code revision bills

were introduced in both houses. All consideration of these

bills is omitted in this study since they can not be thought

of as ordinary legislation. For the same reason, the work

of the extra session of the Fortieth General Assembly is

omitted since most of the recent codification of Iowa statute

law was accomplished at that session. Bicameral Code re-

vision is, to be sure, related to the problem under consider-

ation, but it should properly be studied apart from ordi-

nary law-maldng. The effects of Code revision may be the

cause of the reduced number of bills in the sessions imme-

diately preceding and following the special session at which

the Code was actually revised. Furthermore, no account

will be taken in the present study of the work of the extra
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session of the Forty-second General Assembly in 1928, at

which the chief business was the question of the issuing of

bonds for highway improvement.

An inspection of the total numbers of bills introduced in

the Senate and in the House indicates clearly that whatever

the influences might be which led to the introduction of

more or of less bills in the different sessions, these influ-

Table X

Number

of

General

Assembly

Total

number

of

bills

introduced

in

the

Senate

Number

of

Senate

bills

defeated

by

the

Senate

Number

of

Senate

bills

defeated

by

the

House

Number

of

Senate

bills

passed

by

the

House

Number

of

Senate

bills

passed

by

the

House

with

amendment

Number

of

Senate

bills

passed

by

the

House

without

amendment

38th 556 257 97 202 56 146

39th 539 289 48 202 41 161

40th 503 295 46 162 39 123

41st 334 158 49 127 36 91

42nd 453 181 78 194 48 146

Total 2385 1180 318 887 220 667

Average 477.0 236.0 63.6 177.4 44.0 133.4

Table XI

Number

of

General

Assembly

Total

number

of

bills

introduced

in

the

House

Number

of

House

bills

defeated

by

the

House

Number

of

House

bills

defeated

by

the

Senate

Number

of

House

bills

passed

by

the

Senate

Number

of

House

bills

passed

by

the

Senate

with

amendment

Number

of

House

bills

passed

by

the

Senate

without

amendment

38th 578 308 59 211 72 139

39th 608 294 107 207 56 151

40th 580 321 82 177 42 135

41st 413 199 57 157 32 125

42nd 527 292 63 172 36 136

Total 2706 1414 368 924 238 686

|

Average 541.2 282.8 73.6 184.8 47.6 137.2
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ences were outside of the bicameral organization, since they

are constant and produce similar variations in the two

houses. The largest number of bills was introduced in the

House of the Thirty-ninth General Assembly and in the

Senate of the Thirty-eighth General Assembly (608 and

556, respectively), and the smallest number was introduced

in the Forty-first (413 in the House and 334 in the Senate).

The average number of bills originating in the Senate dur-

ing the entire period was 477 per session, as contrasted with

541.2 per session in the House.

This constant similarity in respect to the number of bills

introduced for consideration by the two houses might pos-

sibly be used as an example to substantiate the claim that

bicameral organization permits a division of labor. Ap-
parently from eight to twelve hundred bills may be ex-

pected to be introduced in Iowa during each legislative ses-

sion. If the formulation and preliminary consideration of

these measures can be evenly divided between the two

chambers those which clearly do not contain desirable pro-

posals may be eliminated without consuming the time and

energy of the entire membership of both houses. The ef-

fort thus saved can be used for a more minute considera-

tion of bills with more merit and for the improvement by

amendment of the bills which finally become law.

In connection with the discussion of the volume of bills

an incidental difference between the situations in the two

houses should be mentioned. Since the House membership
is slightly more than twice as large as that of the Senate

and since approximately the same number of bills is intro-

duced in each chamber, the average number of bills per

member in the House is about one-half the average number
per member in the Senate.

Furthermore, comparison of the activity of the two

chambers of the Iowa General Assembly in checking legis-
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lation is considerably facilitated by tbe fact tbat both

bouses do about tbe same amount of work. Tbe number of

bills introduced, defeated, amended, and passed by eacb

branch of tbe legislature may be expected to be about tbe

same. In generalizing from Iowa practice tbis condition

should be kept in mind. If two-thirds of all bills originated

in tbe House and only one-third in tbe Senate, the resulting

statistics might appear to demonstrate that one chamber is

mainly concerned with tbe inauguration of new legislation

while tbe other acts chiefly as a check, but this is not true in

Iowa. The number of bills handled, the division of labor

between the two chambers, the length of legislative sessions,

the unipartisanship of the Assembly, and the use of the

executive veto are all factors which might make Iowa con-

clusions inapplicable to bicameralism in other States.

THE CHECK ON BILLS IN THE CHAMBER OF ORIGIN

Having discussed some conditions peculiar to the Iowa

General Assembly the next consideration must be the actual

disposal of bills. Table XII gives this data for the bills

Table XII

S. H. S. H.

38th 46.2 53.2 10.2 17.4

39th 53.6 48.3 17.5 8.9

40th 58.6 55.3 14.1 9.1

41st 47.3 48.1 13.8 14.6

42nd 39.9 55.4 11.9 17.2

Aver. 49.4 52.2 13.5 13.3

S. H. S. H. S. H.

36.5 36.3 12.4 10.0 24.0 26.2

34.0 37.4 9.1 7.6 24.8 29.8

30.5 32.2 7.2 7.7 23.2 24.4

38.0 38.0 7.7 10.7 30.2 27.2

32.6 42.8 6.8 10.8 25.8 32.2

34.1 37.1 8.7 9.2 25.3 27.9
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introduced in the General Assembly of Iowa, Thirty-eighth

to Forty-second sessions inclusive, expressed in terms of

percentages of the total bills introduced in each house. The

percentages for the entire period are based on the average

number of bills per session during the period.

Before examining the data contained in this table, an

explanation of the word ‘‘defeated” as it is used in the

column headings is necessary. This action includes every

means by which bills are prevented from passing— failure

to send to a committee, no report from the committee, fail-

ure to consider a committee report, indefinite postpone-

ment, striking the enacting clause, a negative majority in

voting on the bills, and so forth. All are included under

the same heading because the ultimate effect is the same.

A three-fold classification yields the following averages

for the period. The Senate defeated approximately forty-

nine per cent of its own bills, and the House approximately

fifty-two per cent. The Senate defeated about thirteen per

cent of all bills which were introduced in the House, and

the House took negative action on about the same per cent

of all the Senate bills. The remainder— thirty-seven per

cent of Senate bills and thirty-four per cent of House bills

— became law through passage by both houses and signa-

ture by the Governor. Some considerable variations are

shown in the different sessions, but the present discussion

will be based upon the averages just stated. The situation

may be summed up in general terms as follows: (1) Each

house defeats approximately one-half of its own bills. (2)

Each house defeats more than one-seventh of the bills intro-

duced in the other house. (3) Each house passes more than

one-third of the bills introduced in the other house.

The most striking element of the situation is the rela-

tively greater intra-cameral than inter-cameral check exer-

cised by each house. Apparently about one-third of all the
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bills introduced are fit to become laws. For tbe checking of

one-half of all bills introduced, no second house is needed,

since the house in which they originate is able to discover

their undesirability and to prevent their enactment into

law. It is only fair to call attention to the fact that this

does not mean that either house is more efficient in defeat-

ing its own bills than in defeating the bills of the other

house. It is obviously impossible for either the Senate or

the House, acting as a checking body, to defeat that fifty

per cent of the bills never sent to it.

Table XIII shows the action taken by the Senate and by

the House (Thirty-eighth to Forty-second sessions inclu-

sive) on those bills which were passed by the other house

and sent to the second chamber. For purposes of accurate

comparison all the bills in this group are considered sepa-

rately and figured as one hundred per cent. On this basis,

from twenty-six to twenty-eight per cent of the bills acted

upon by the second house were defeated and more than

seventy per cent were passed, approximately eighteen per

cent of them with amendment and from fifty-three to fifty-

Table XIII

Number of
Senate bills

on which
House took

action

Number of
Senate bills

defeated by
the House

Number of
Senate bills

passed by
the House

Number of
Senate bills

passed by the
House with
amendment

Number of
Senate bills

passed by the
House without
amendment

100 26.3 73.6 18.2 55.3

Number of

House bills

on which
the Senate took

action

Number of

House bills

defeated by
the Senate

Number of

House bills

the Senate

Number of
House bills

passed by the
Senate with
amendment

Number of
House bills

passed by the
Senate without
amendment

100 28.4 71.5 18.4 53.1

five per cent without amendment. It is upon statistics of

this nature that the discussion of the efficiency in defeating,

passing, or amending bills should be based rather than
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upon the total number of bills introduced. In so far as

each bouse defeats or passes its own bills, the action is like

that of a unicameral body, and it is only in its action upon

that fifty per cent of all bills sent to it by the other chamber

that a house can be said to be acting “bicamerally”.

Since the primary interest in the present study is in bi-

cameral action, little attention is paid to those bills which

were defeated in the house of their origin and were conse-

quently never considered by the second chamber. However,

mention of one group of such bills must be made as being of

a slightly different nature than the majority of the bills so

classified. On the average, 116.6 pairs of companion bills

were introduced during each of the five sessions under con-

sideration. This means that identically the same bill was

introduced in both the Senate and the House, but occasion-

ally a “pair”, so-called, consists of several identical, or

practically identical, bills, and introduction of all of the

Table XIV

Number

of

General

Assembly

Number

of

pairs

introduced

Number

of

pairs

passed
Number

of

pairs

defeated Number

of

Senate

bills

included

in

pairs

Number

of

Senate

bills

passed

Number

of

Senate

bills

defeated

Number

of

House

bills

included

in

pairs

Number

of

House

bills

passed

Number

of

House

bills

defeated

38th 121 93 28 135 47 88 123 46 77

39th 139 95 44 147 47 100 140 49 91

40th 141 102 39 152 60 92 135 45 90

41st 58 36 22 59 14 45 58 22 36

42nd 124 79' 45 128 77 51 123 25 98

Total 583 405 178 621 245 376 579 187 392

Aver. 116.6 81.0 35.6 124.2 49.0 75.2 115.8 37.4 78.4

various members of the pair sometimes occurred in one

house, rather than in two. This means that at least one bill

of every pair would inevitably not be passed. If all of the
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constituent bills in a pair are defeated, the result is just the

same as though any single bill did not pass, and if one bill

of a pair is enacted, the effect is the enactment of all other

members of the pair.

The peculiar situation produced by the action taken on

companion bills introduces a slight variation in the actual

number of bills passed and defeated by the two chambers.

But since the variations produced are very nearly identical

in the case of the bills from each house, no alterations have

been made in the totals to allow for action on companion

bills, and, whether they were passed or defeated, they are

treated exactly as bills which were introduced in one cham-

ber only, although their slightly different nature is recog-

nized.

THE CHECK ON BILLS BY THE SECOND CHAMBER

The second chamber has three alternatives with respect

to action upon bills which come from the other house.

These bills can be defeated in various ways, can be passed

in the original form, or can be altered and passed as

amended. The record of the two houses, on the average for

the period under consideration, has been stated in Table

XII and a part of this record has just been discussed (that

is, the bills which were defeated). The Senate passed 34

per cent of all House bills, 8.7 per cent having been amend-

ed as contrasted with 25.3 per cent passed in the same form

in which they came from the House. The House record on

Senate bills varies little from this proportion as the figures

clearly indicate.

The meaning is rather obvious. About one-fourth of all

bills are passed by one house and adopted by the other

without change. This second passage may, or may not,

have been preceded by new consideration, for there is no

certainty that double passage means double consideration.
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About nine per cent of all bills received at least some re-

consideration, as is evidenced by amendments made. Each,

house thus receives about one-half of all bills introduced in

the other, more than one-fourth of those received are de-

feated, almost one-fifth are amended and passed, and more

than one-half are re-passed without change. That is, each

house can be said with certainty to have actually exercised

its revising and checking power on less than one-half of the

bills which passed the other house, and these bills passed

by the other house are less than half the total number there

introduced.

With regard to the other half of the bills which a house

receives after passage by the house in which they origi-

nated, the revising and checking power may have needed to

be used, or the bills may have been so satisfactory that

there was no reason for amending or defeating them. In

either case, the bicameral consideration was useless. If the

first house produced bills which needed no changing or de-

feat, the time of the second house was wasted in reconsid-

ering them. If amendment or negative action should have

been exercised and was not, the second house consideration

was useless. Apparently the bicameral system is operative

in the case of less than one-fourth of all the bills introduced

in the Iowa General Assembly (approximately thirteen per

cent were defeated and nine per cent passed with amend-

ment). The bicameral system is not actually functioning

with respect to those bills which are defeated in the cham-

ber of origin without consideration by both houses, or those

bills which are re-passed by the second house in the same

form in which they were received from the house in which

they were introduced.

A partial comparison with the practice in five other

States— New York, Illinois, Wisconsin, New Mexico, and

California— can be made by reference to recent studies
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by David Leigh Colvin
,

89 May Wood-Simons
,

90 John E.

Hall
,

91 and James Allan Clifford Grant,
92

THE EFFECT OF BICAMEEAL ACTION IN THE IOWA GENEEAL
ASSEMBLY FEOM THE VIEWPOINT OF NEW

AND OLD LEGISLATION

In an explanation of the possibilities for quantitative

measurement of legislation and legislative processes which

was given rather briefly in the introduction to this chapter,

the statement was made that the bills introduced and passed

could be classified according to new and old subject-matter.

A precise distinction between the two may be made. New

content may be considered as being so different from exist-

ing law that it can not be incorporated through amendment

or substitution for existing law. Bills classified as being

old in content merely propose changes of a greater or less

degree in law which already exists. That the application of

this distinction must result, in practice, in a somewhat arbi-

trary division is granted. But since the application is made

according to the same standard throughout, and since what-

ever errors are present are constant in the classification of

the bills of both houses which are to be compared, it may be

assumed that the results are fairly accurate, and have some

value as indicating the actual condition. Since a uniform

technique of classification was necessary in order to pre-

vent the entrance of subjective judgment, all bills which pro-

posed to amend, to repeal, or to repeal and substitute for,

definite sections of the Code were classified as containing

old content. All other bills were considered new. In ap-

89 Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the New YorTc Legislature.

so Wood-Simons’s The Operation of the Bicameral System in Illinois and

Wisconsin in the Illinois Law Review, Vol. XX, pp. 674—686.

si Hall’s The Bicameral Principle in the New Mexico Legislature in the

National Municipal Review, Vol. XVI, pp. 185-190, 255-260.

92 Grant’s The Bicameral Principle in the California Legislature.
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plying this classification to more than five thousand bills,

examples of improper classification are probably as numer-

ous in one group as in the other, and so off-set each other.

Having explained the basis and the method of classifica-

tion, the results may be discussed. Ta,ble XV shows all the

bills introduced in the five sessions under consideration, in

the Senate and the House, classified according to their con-

tent as bills which contain new statute law or which amend
or repeal existing statutes, and converted into percentages.

Table XV

Number op
Senate House op Representatives

General New Amend or New Amend or

Assembly Content Repeal Content Repeal

38th 33.27 66.73 32.18 67.82

39th 36.55 63.45 33.71 66.29

40th 38.17 61.83 35.34 64.66

41st 32.63 67.37 32.20 67.80

42nd 28.03 71.97 26.37 73.63

Average 33.73 66.27 31.96 68.04

In determining the relative numbers of bills containing

new and old subject matter, legalizing acts and appropria-

tion acts are different from other bills. As a rule, their

effects are special and temporary in nature and their enact-

ment does not increase the bulk of statutory law. Both

groups are practically always “new” since neither an ap-

propriation nor a legalizing bill typically proposes to amend
or to repeal existing law. If it could he stated, without

exceptions, that legalizing and appropriation acts always

contained new content, their numbers would have been de-

ducted from the total hills of each session before the work
of classification was begun, in order not to give the “new
content” group an unwarranted advantage in numbers.

VOL. xxvii

—

14
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But there are enough exceptions to the general condition to

make such a deduction inadvisable, although its desirability

should be noted.

On an average throughout the period under considera-

tion, approximately twenty-five legalizing acts were intro-

duced in the Senate and thirty-one in the House in each

session. A very large proportion of such bills were enacted

by each house. Sixteen of every twenty-five Senate legal-

izing bills and twenty-four of every thirty-one House bills

were passed, and, in reality, through the passage of com-

panion bills the number actually enacted was slightly larger

than that stated.

Approximately fifty-four appropriation bills per session

were introduced in the Senate on an average, and fifty-one

were introduced in the House. Counting the companion

bills enacted, approximately forty Senate appropriation

bills and forty-two House appropriation bills were enacted

in each session.

If these legalizing and appropriation bills were to be de-

ducted from the so-called new-content bills, it would result

in a very material decrease in the number of bills in this

group. But the decrease in both the Senate and House

bills would be approximately equal, leaving the final com-

parative results not greatly altered.

Consulting Table XV, similarities rather than differences

are to be noted in a comparison of the data for the two

houses. Approximately one-third of the bills introduced

in each house contained new subject-matter, and two-thirds

of the bills related to changes in existing law. The Senate

of the Fortieth General Assembly introduced the most new,

and the fewest old, content bills (38.17 per cent and 61.83

per cent, respectively), and the House of Representatives

of the Forty-second General Assembly introduced the few-

est new, and the most old, content bills (26.37 per cent and
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73.63 per cent, respectively). But in neither of these ex-

treme cases is there a marked divergence from the aver-

ages for the period.

A detailed comparison of the various items in the table

confirms this statement. If the introduction of new legis-

lative material he considered an evidence of radical tenden-

cies which are to be curbed or of a desirable tendency to

adopt governmental reforms in Iowa, neither house can be

singled out for blame or for praise. Bicameralism conse-

quently can not be said to have produced any measurable

differences with respect to the introduction of new and old

legislation, in so far as this can be measured by the method
adopted.

AMENDMENT OF BILLS BY THE IOWA GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
USED AS EVIDENCE OF THE BICAMERAL CHECK ON

HASTY AND ILL-CONSIDERED LEGISLATION

If a second legislative chamber is functioning properly,

it is generally believed that such a body will not only defeat

bad legislation, hut that it will carefully revise many pro-

posed laws in order that undesirable features may be re-

moved, new content of a desirable nature added, technical

defects remedied, or language altered to make the legisla-

tive intent more clearly apparent. Table XVI presents the

record of the action taken by the Senate and by the House
of Representatives, respectively, upon the bills sent to each
house after passage by the house in which the bill origi-

nated, presenting the data in total gross numbers for the

five sessions under consideration, and also in percentages.

A careful examination of Table XVI reveals the fact that

in the particular type of action under discussion the rec-

ords of the two houses are very similar. In both cases

almost one-half of the bills passed and sent to the second
chamber for consideration had been amended by the house
in which they originated. The Senate defeated a slightly
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Table XVI

Action on Senate Gross Gross Action on House

Bills Numbers Numbers Bills

Per Cent Per Cent

Total number of Sen- Total number of House

ate bills sent to the 1205 1292 bills sent to the Sen-

House 100 100 ate

Total number of Sen- Total number of House

ate bills which Sen- 585 615 bills which House

ate had amended 48.5 47.6 had amended

Total number of Sen- Total number of House

ate bills not amend- 620 677 bill not amended by

ed by Senate 51.5 52.4 House

Total number of Sen- Total number of House

ate bills on which bills on which Senate

House took negative 318 368 took negative action

action 26.4 28.5

1 Total number of Sen- Total number of House

ate bills which passed bills which passed

the House w it h 275 331 the Senate with

amendment 22.8 25.7 amendment

Total number of Sen- Total number of House

ate bills which passed bills which passed

the House without 612 593 the Senate without

I amendment 50.8 45.8 amendment

]

larger number of bills from the other chamber than did the

House of Representatives, and the Senate amended three

per cent more of the House bills which it passed than the

House amended of Senate bills which it passed. This

slightly higher rate of defeat and amendment on the part

of the Senate does not, of course, prove anything as to the

value of the action taken nor as to the amount of consider-

ation which preceded the action. But that the Senate

amended and defeated a total of five per cent more bills

than the House did is the only precise criterion which can

be established as a basis for comparison of the activity of

the houses. This is an indication at least of somewhat
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greater activity— whether desirable or not is another ques-

tion— on the part of the Senate during the last five ses-

sions.

In a study of bicameralism it is particularly significant

to observe that the second house does almost one-half as

much constructive revision as the first house with respect

to those bills which were considered by both houses. Of
the Senate bills considered by both chambers, 48.5 per cent

were amended by the Senate and 22.8 per cent by the

House. The House amended 47.6 per cent, and the Senate

25.7 per cent, of House bills considered by both houses.

Admitting that it is impossible to evaluate this revision,

nevertheless the activity of each chamber in the amendment
of the bills originating in the other house indicates true bi-

cameral action. Furthermore, both the Senate and the

House defeated more than 25 per cent of the bills orig-

inating in the other chamber— an additional evidence of

bicameralism in practice.

The subject of amended bills may also be considered

from a slightly different point of view. If the bills passed

by the Senate or by the House and defeated by the other

house are considered as a group (100%), it is clear that a

few more of the bills which are thus defeated had been

previously amended by the house of origin (53.4 per cent

of the Senate bills and 50.5 per cent of the House bills)

than had been passed without amendment. This might be

an indication that at least half of the bills of this group, all

of which were eventually defeated, had not been satisfac-

tory as a rule to the first house which considered them.

The second group of bills are those which having passed
the first house were then amended and passed by the second

house. Of these bills, the Senate amended 63.1 per cent

before sending them to the House, and the House amended
60.0 per cent before sending them to the Senate. These
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were then further amended by the second chamber. The

need for amending these particular bills seems to have been

apparent to both houses. In the same way, the second

chamber tended to enact without amendment a preponder-

ance of the same bills which had passed the first chamber

without amendment, though this tendency was not suffi-

ciently pronounced to be especially significant.

Summarizing the preceding discussion of amendatory

action, the evidence indicates a very slightly greater tend-

ency on the part of the Senate to improve, through amend-

ment, the bills introduced in that house than was shown by

the House of Representatives. This tendency is less re-

markable, however, than the very high standard set by each

house in revising proposed laws, whether these laws orig-

inated in the house by which they were amended, or in the

other chamber. Both houses apparently made a consci-

entious effort to improve the legislative output.

The expression “to improve” in the preceding para-

graph is used deliberately. Amendment is a frequent de-

vice, not to improve a bill from the standpoint of its author

and its supporters, but to get it into such an unsatisfactory

form in their opinion that they will cease to support it. But

this result is an “improvement” in the opinion of those

who do not favor the bill. All amendment is for the pur-

pose of improving legislation, according to this way of

looking at it. Any member who had so amended a bill

which he opposed, that the bill was lost, would think that

he had improved legislation. The negative act of preven-

tion of undesirable legislation through hostile amendment

is an effective legislative device. For that reason, all

amendatory action may be considered equally good or

equally harmful. At least, it presupposes some consider-

ation and consideration can scarcely be thought of as un-

desirable in itself, whatever the final result may be.
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THE TYPES OF AMENDMENT MADE BY THE IOWA GENERAL
ASSEMBLY IN RELATION TO THE IDEA OF

BICAMERAL CHECKS

An adequate analysis of the various ways in which a bill

can be modified by amendment is not possible from a sta-

tistical point of view. Relative degrees of change in law

are not directly proportionate to the total number of words

changed in its statement. The change of a single word or

a figure (as items in an appropriation bill) may make a

more substantial change than the re-writing of an entire

Code section, if the re-writing is for the purpose of securing

a clearer or more accurate statement of the same content.

But two big classes of amendment are fairly apparent.

One type may be said to effect changes in the content while

the other type makes only technical changes, leaving the

content unchanged. The clearest explanation of the classifi-

cation can probably be accomplished by listing those amend-

ments which were included in the so-called “ technical’

’

group. (All amendments of other types than those here

mentioned were considered to be “content” amendments).

1. Bill re-written with no apparent changes in content.

2. Bill re-written in order to arrange it in sections.

3. Changes in the wording of the title.

4. Corrections in number of section, number of line, misprints,

grammatical construction, spelling, etc.

5. Minor changes in the order of words to make meaning

clearer.

6. Writing out numerals in words, or adding them in figures

in parentheses, to produce this form ‘
‘ section four hundred

twenty-three (423) ”.

7. Striking or adding connectives in a series when numbers

are added to it, or removed from it.

8. Changes like the following examples:

“Waters of the state” to “waters within the state”; “Add-
ing” to “inserting”; “Inhabitants” to “public”.

9. Strike words like “latter” and “former”, and insert noun

when antecedent is obscure.
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10. All changes in publication clauses. Entirely adding or en-

tirely striking a publication clause was considered to be a

content change, but if the bill originally had such a clause,

changes in it were held to be technical.

Besides explaining the difference between the technical

and the content amendments, an explanation of the unit

used in making the tabulation is necessary. A particular

bill was chosen for study and a list of all amendments to it

was made. If one or several of these separate amendments

were technical in nature, this was listed as “technical

amendment”. If one or several of them changed the con-

tent, the bill was said to have ‘ ‘ content amendment ’ \ Con-

sequently, it is possible for a bill to have no amendment, a

content amendment, a technical amendment, or both a con-

tent and a technical amendment.

The use of this method of tabulation makes the data more

valuable from a qualitative than from a quantitative stand-

ard. As a matter of fact, a bill listed as having received a

technical, or a content, amendment may have had several

different amendments of the particular kind mentioned, or

it may have had one only. No account can be taken objec-

tively of the amount of amendment. As has been pointed

out, a single word changed may vitally change the content of

several sections of the Code, while the re-writing of a com-

plete section may result in substantially identical content.

In the consideration of so large a number of bills it may be

assumed that no serious derangement of final conclusions

has resulted from the disregard of the quantitative element.

In comparing the records of the Senate and of the House

of Representatives in the amendment of their own bills it is

apparent that the House amends a slightly larger percent-

age of its own bills than the Senate does. In comparing

the records of the two chambers with respect to their tend-

encies to enact technical and content amendments to their
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own bills, the House enacts approximately five per cent

more content amendments, and the Senate approximately

seven per cent more technical amendments, than the other

chamber. The average number of amendments per bill is

approximately the same in the case of both houses, but in

the Senate the average number of amendments per bill

Table XVII

Senate House

Technical Content Technical Content

Classified amendments to

bills which passed one

house and were defeated

by the other house 100 142 85 163

Classified amendments to

bills which passed one

house and were passed by

other house (with amend-

ment) 76 119 82 123

Classified amendments to

bills which passed one

house and were passed by
other house (without

amendment) 166 212 152 229

Total classified amend-

ments by each house to

its own bills 342 473 319 515

Total amendments by each

house to its own bills 815 834

Classified amendments

made by each house to

bills of the other house 132 187 95 202

Total classified amend-

ments made by each

house on all bills 474 660 414 717

Total amendments made
by each house on all bills 1134 1131
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which was amended is very slightly higher than in the

House.

An examination of the comparative records of the two

houses shows the differences and the similarities in their

tendencies to make technical and content amendments to

their own bills and to those of the other house. The Senate

passed technical amendments to 51.96 per cent of all bills

which it amended and content amendments to 73.63 per

cent of all amended bills, a ratio of about 5 to 7, while the

House made technical amendments to 40.42 per cent of all

amended bills and content amendments to 85.95 per cent, a

ratio of about 5 to 10. The Senate’s tendency to make

technical changes and the House’s tendency to amend con-

tent is even more definitely shown in their records based on

amendments made to the bills of the other house as shown

in Table XVII. The Senate passed technical amendments

to 132 House bills and content amendments to 187. The

House passed technical amendments to 95 Senate bills and

content amendments to 202. The total amendment records

are as follows : the Senate, 474 bills with technical amend-

ment and 660 with content amendment
;
the House, 414 with

technical and 717 with content amendments.

The preceding discussion suggests that, in Iowa, the

House of Representatives in revising proposed legislation

is rather more interested in amending content than is the

Senate, and that the latter body revises technical aspects of

bills to a greater extent than the lower house. In so far as

the two bodies exercise a different type of revising action,

one of the prime advantages of bicameralism is apparently

produced— namely, that the two chambers shall in some

way or other bring to bear upon proposed legislation a

different type of influence. Whether it is worth while to

maintain two chambers to produce the situation described

as existing in Iowa, is doubtful. Neither house would need
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to make technical amendments if a proper bill-drafting

agency were in operation, and the usual recommendation is

offered that such an agency be established rather than that

one or the other house be depended upon to exercise this

type of revision.

SUMMARY

To summarize the discussion in this chapter relating to

the consideration, revision, and check on the legislation of

the Iowa General Assembly, a number of definite state-

ments can be made.

1. Each house defeated more than one-seventh of all the

bills introduced in the other house.

2. Each house defeated less than one-third of the bills

which were passed by the chamber in which they originated

and sent to the other house for consideration.

3. Each chamber defeated about one-half of all the hills

which its own members initiated— a fifty per cent uni-

cameral check.

4. Each house passed more than one-third of all the bills

introduced in the other house.

5. Each house passed seven-tenths of all bills which

were passed by the chamber in which they originated and

sent to the other chamber for consideration.

6. About one-fourth of all bills introduced in the two

houses and passed by the house in which they were orig-

inated were passed by the second chamber in the same form

in which they were received from the chamber of origin,

indicating no positive check by the second chamber.

7. About nine per cent of all bills introduced in the two

houses and passed by the house in which they originated

were passed by the second house following amendment by

the second chamber, indicating a definite constructive check

on the legislation of the first chamber.
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8. Of all the bills passed by one house and received in

the second house, more than one-fourth were defeated, less

than one-sixth were amended and passed, and more than

one-half were passed without change. This indicates that

almost one-half of all bills received from the first house

were subjected to action definitely bicameralistic in nature,

and it is quite possible that many of the bills passed with-

out alteration were actually considered with care by the

second chamber.

9. The bicameral principle of revision and check was

actually operative in the case of slightly less than one-

fourth of all the bills introduced in the Iowa General As-

sembly (sessions Thirty-eighth to Forty-second inclusive),

in so far as it is possible to measure revision and check by

the number of amended and defeated bills.

10. Of all the bills introduced in the Senate and in the

House, about one-third contain new subject matter and

two-thirds propose changes in existing law.

11. Throughout the period under consideration, the

Senate defeated and amended on the average about five per

cent more bills sent to it from the other chamber than did

the House of Representatives. The Senate was to that

extent more critical as a second chamber.

12. In the case of both the Senate and the House, almost

one-half of the bills passed and sent to the second chamber

for consideration had been previously amended by the

house in which they originated. This would seem to indi-

cate that neither house takes advantage of the bicameral

opportunity to shift responsibility.

13. Both the Senate and the House showed a marked

tendency to amend the same bills, and to defeat amended,

rather than unamended, bills received from the other house,

indicating considerable unanimity of opinion as to the de-

sirability of proposed statutes.
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14. Both in the amendment of its own bills and of those

sent to it by the other house, the Senate enacted more

amendments of a technical nature, and the House enacted

more amendments changing the content of the bill. This

practice in Iowa illustrates the possibility of different types

of consideration being applied to proposed measures in a

bicameral system.

If the preceding summary statements are evaluated on

the basis of differences and similarities which exist, as dis-

closed by the type of analysis which was undertaken, in the

legislative action of the two houses of the Iowa General

Assembly, similarities rather than differences will be seen

to predominate.

In some respects, to be sure, real differences are dis-

closed, although in certain particular sessions the action of

the Senate and House differed from the normal similarity

of action for the whole period. Besides these differences in

manner of operation, certain of the similarities denote real

bicameralism. Quoting the seventh of the preceding sum-

mary statements, “The bicameral principle of revision and

check was actually operative in the case of slightly less than

one-fourth of all the bills introduced in the Iowa General

Assembly (sessions Thirty-eighth to Forty-second inclu-

sive)”. Acting unicamerally, each house disposes of one-

half of all the bills introduced by its own members, about

one-half of the remainder are put in final form in the

house of origin and passed by the second house without

change, and the other one-fourth, beyond question, received

at least a minimum amount of revision or actual defeat at

the hands of the second house.

If it is desirable to have each separate bill considered by

both houses, then the Iowa system is only fifty per cent

effective. But if half of the bills introduced are obviously

unnecessary or undesirable, there would seem to be no rea-
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son for double consideration of them. If the twenty-five

per cent of bills passed by the second house without change,

can be proven to have needed change or even defeat, then

the system is defective in that phase of its operation. But

if these bills were desirable in content and correct in form,

the second house could obviously do nothing wiser than to

merely ratify the action of the first house. At least, an

opportunity was afforded to make changes, and the fact

that they might have been carefully reconsidered before

passage by the second house is possibly a guarantee of the

worth of these bills.

These suggestions are sufficient to show the difficulty in-

volved in attempting to interpret the facts established. The

only definite statement which can be made here is of fact,

not of value. The Iowa General Assembly is strictly uni-

cameral in its action on at least fifty per cent of all bills,

and is bicameral in its action on twenty-five per cent. In

the case of the remaining one-fourth of the total number of

bills (those which passed the first house with or without

amendment, and the second house without amendment),

the action is rather a combination of the two types. Per-

haps it would be better to say that in this group some bills

received bicameral, and others unicameral, consideration,

but that the second house in every case had the opportunity

to revise or to check if it had so desired, which may be a

valuable though dormant safeguard.

IY

A COMPARISON OF THE OPERATION OF THE
BICAMERAL PRINCIPLE IN VARIOUS

STATE LEGISLATURES

In an earlier chapter of the present study it was sug-

gested that, before any final evaluation of the practical

application of the bicameral principle in the American
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Commonwealths would be possible, separate studies of the

workings in each State, or at least in a considerable number

of them (such studies being made on a comparable basis),

must be available. In addition to the Iowa study herewith

presented, four other studies have been made dealing with

five different State legislatures, those of Illinois, Wiscon-

sin, New Mexico, New York, and California. Any conclu-

sions based upon a comparison between only six legisla-

tures obviously can not be held valid in the case of the

remaining forty-two legislatures. But such conclusions

may be considered as at least indicating certain general

conditions and tendencies common to all State legislatures.

Furthermore, the sampling is somewhat representative. A
large State legislature (New York) and a small State legis-

lature (New Mexico) are included; one old State (New
York) and two new States (California and New Mexico)

have been studied
;
and a comparison can be made between

Iowa and two of her neighboring States (Illinois and Wis-

consin). The remainder of this chapter will contain a com-

parison of the results of the five studies dealing with the

six legislative bodies mentioned.

With respect to the ages of legislators, no material is

available in the case of Illinois, Wisconsin, and New York,

while John E. Hall, in describing the New Mexico legisla-

ture of 1925 merely says, “The senate was also composed

of older and more mature men”.93 In California, the aver-

age age of Senators for the four sessions of 1895, 1907,

1911, and 1915 was 43.5 years, and the average age of mem-
bers of the lower chamber in the same sessions was 40.7

years, giving the Senate a very slight age advantage of

three years.94 In Chapter II of this study, it was stated

93 Hall’s The Bicameral Principle in the New Mexico Legislature in the

National Municipal Beview, Vol. XVT, p. 186.

94 Grant’s The Bicameral Principle in the California Legislature, p. 54.
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that the average age of Iowa Senators during the last fif-

teen sessions was 49.51 years, as contrasted with 49.47

years, the average age of House members. Iowa legisla-

tors appear to be considerably older than members of the

California legislature, and practically no difference is

shown between the members of the two houses as is the case

in California.

In comparing the legislative experience of members of

the various bodies, Illinois and Wisconsin must again be

omitted because of lack of data. In New Mexico in 1925,

seven Senators out of twenty-four (twenty-five per cent)

had previous experience and twelve out of forty-nine mem-

bers of the lower chamber (twenty-four per cent) were

experienced.95 In New York in the session of 1913, sixty-

two per cent of Senators and sixty-three per cent of mem-

bers of the lower house were experienced legislators.06 In

the nine California sessions between 1911 and 1927, inclu-

sive, approximately ninety per cent of Senators and slightly

less than fifty per cent of members of the lower house were

experienced. 97 Finally, in Iowa seventy-four per cent of

the Senators and approximately forty-six per cent of the

Representatives have served in the legislature in preceding

sessions. New Mexico and New York, in spite of the great

difference in the number of experienced men in their legis-

latures, are similar in that the situation in the upper and

lower houses in each State is identical. Both California

and Iowa have more experienced men than do New Mexico

and New York, and in both States Senators have had con-

siderably more previous experience than members of the

lower house. The greater experience of members of the

85 Hall’s The Bicameral Principle in the New Mexico Legislature in the

National Municipal Review, Vol. XVI, p. 186.

96 Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the New York Legislature, pp. 71—73.

9T Grant’s The Bicameral Principle in the California Legislature, p. 57.
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Senate is probably due to constitutional provisions giving

them a longer term of office than members of the lower

house.

No comparison can be made between the occupations of

Iowa legislators and those of Illinois, Wisconsin, New
York, and California. In a single session in New Mexico

(1925) a study of occupations was made, showing the fol-

lowing distribution of occupations among members. 98 In

the Senate there were five merchants, four stockmen, three

lawyers, two editors, two doctors, two real estate men, two
ministers, one mine owner, one automobile salesman, and
one railroad conductor. In the lower house there were thir-

teen farmers, six stockmen, four lawyers, four merchants,

three clerks, three real estate and insurance men, two
editors, two housewives, and twelve persons each repre-

senting a different occupation. In a few respects this situ-

ation differs from that described in Chapter II as existing

in Iowa. There are relatively fewer farmers and lawyers

in the New Mexico legislature, especially in the Senate.

Furthermore, until 1929, no “housewives” sat in the Iowa
General Assembly and there are relatively fewer mer-
chants in that body than are listed in the New Mexico
legislature.

The personnel of the two chambers of the Iowa General

Assembly was compared with respect to education and
residence. No comparison can be made with other legis-

latures in these two qualifications since the available studies

contain no data on either subject.

The suggestion has been previously made that the party

situation in a legislature has a possible influence upon the

check exercised by one house upon another. In Iowa
throughout the entire period under consideration, the Ee-

98 Hall’s The Bicameral Principle in the New Mexico Legislature in the
National Municipal Review, Vol. XVT, p. 186.

VOL. XXVII

—

15
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publican party has been in complete control in both bouses.

This situation seems to resemble that in California where

the Republican majority in both houses is so large that “it

has ceased to be a majority and become a monopoly”.99

In New York during the legislative sessions of 1910, the

Republicans controlled both houses 100 but a real two-party

situation existed. 101 At the opposite extreme, in New Mex-

ico in 1925, the Republicans controlled the Senate by one

vote and the Democrats controlled the lower house by the

same minimum margin. 102 No comparable data with re-

spect to party alignments in the Illinois and Wisconsin

legislatures are available. This extremely variable factor

of party control and leadership may have much to do with

the effectiveness of the bicameral system.

In each of the studies here compared, reference is made

to the influence of the Governor’s veto on legislative action.

In Iowa the chief executive very seldom uses this power,

and in many sessions it is not exercised even once, although

a vetoed bill has never been enacted over his objections.

In New Mexico (session of 1925) the Governor vetoed four

per cent of all bills introduced, or ten per cent of all bills

passed by both houses.103 In Illinois, in both 1919 and 1921,

five per cent of all bills introduced were vetoed, and in Wis-

consin in the same years six per cent and seven per cent,

respectively, were vetoed.104 The New York Governor ve-

toed 204 bills in 1910, which constituted seven per cent of all

99 Grant’s The Bicameral Principle in the California Legislature, p. 68.

wo Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the New York Legislature, p. 8.

101 Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the New York Legislature, p. 189.

102 Hall’s The Bicameral Principle in the New Mexico Legislature in the

National Municipal Review, Vol. XVI, p. 186.

103 Hall’s The Bicameral Principle in the New Mexico Legislature in the

National Municipal Review, Vol. XVI, p. 260.

104 Wood-Simons’s The Operation of the Bicameral System in Illinois and

Wisconsin in the Illinois Law Review, Vol. XX, p. 685.
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bills introduced. 105 Finally, in California in tbe years 1907

to 1925, inclusive, tbe Governor vetoed from fifteen to fifty

per cent of all bills that passed both houses, and it is said

that, both in number and in importance, the bills which

were killed in the office of the Governor far outweighed

those defeated in the second house. 106 The Iowa veto prac-

tice seems to be unique.

A summarization of the data relating to the action taken

on bills by the legislatures of the six States is presented in

Table XVIII. The material drawn from the five different

studies is not exactly comparable because the number of

sessions included varies from one to ten. The figures for

Iowa are based upon bills introduced in five sessions, from

1919 to 1927, inclusive. Two sets of figures are given for

Illinois and for Wisconsin, based upon the sessions of 1919

and of 1921. Data for a single session in 1925 in New Mex-

ico, and for a single session in 1910 in New York, are given.

In the case of California, two sets of data are presented, the

first based upon the five sessions between 1907 and 1915, in-

clusive, and the second based upon the five sessions between

1917 and 1925, inclusive. In spite of the fact that the fig-

ures are based upon action taken by different numbers of

legislatures at different times, a comparison of them is

undertaken because the results— recognizing their some-

what unsatisfactory character— are nevertheless ex-

tremely valuable as being based upon all data available on

the subject at the present time. 107

wo Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the New York Legislature, p. 110.

i<>6 Grant ’s The Bicameral Principle in the California Legislature, pp. 134,

135.

107 Table XVIII, showing the action taken on bills by the upper and lower

houses of six different State legislatures, is made up of data taken from five

different studies relating to the operation of the bicameral principle in par-

ticular State legislatures. Since it was necessary to choose the data for each

separate legislature, as it appears in the table, from many different parts of

the studies, no attempt is made to give specific page references for each figure
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Table XVIII

S. H. S. H. S. H. S. H. S. H.

Iowa (1919-

1927) 477 541 49 52 13 13 9 9 37 34

Illinois

(1919) 580 763 45 67 13 3 16 7 41 30

(1921) 535 868 59 69 18 3 6 4 23 28

Wisconsin

(1919) 640 710 27 45 9 7 10 10 63 47

(1921) 598 601 31 46 12 9 11 9 57 44

New Mexico

(1925) 138 249 34 29 19 31 9 13 47 40

New York

(1910) 1180 1755

No
data

No
data 6 8 1 7

No
data

No
data

California

(1907-

1915) 1308.8 1565.0 54.7 60.2 9.1 9.7

No
data

No
data 36.2 29.9

(1917-

1925) 906.6 1330.0 47.3 51.0 7.0 5.5 28.8 27.4 45.6 43.5

There is a very wide variation in the number of bills

introduced in each session in the various legislatures. In

New Mexico in both the upper and the lower house the num-

ber was extremely small. At the other extreme, more than

eight times as many bills were introduced in the New York

in the table. In addition to the present study of the Iowa legislature, the data

are drawn from the following studies: Colvin’s The Bicameral Principle in the

New YorTc Legislature

;

Grant’s The Bicameral Principle in the California

Legislature-, Hall’s The Bicameral Principle in the New Mexico Legislature

in the National Municipal Review, Vol. XVI, pp. 185-190, 255-260; and

Wood-Simons's The Operation of the Bicameral System in Illinois and Wis-

consin in the Illinois Law Review, Vol. XX, pp. 674^686.
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lower house as in the same body in New Mexico, and almost

ten times more in the California Senate than in the New
Mexico Senate. In both the upper and lower houses of the

Illinois, Wisconsin, New York, and California legislatures

more bills are introduced per session than in Iowa, but in

Iowa many more bills are introduced than in New Mexico.

The negative check of the first house upon its own bills

varies from twenty-seven per cent defeated in the Wiscon-

sin Senate in 1919, to sixty-nine per cent in the Illinois

lower house in 1921. The percentage of bills defeated by
the house in which they originated in Iowa, from 1919 to

1927, is practically the same as the percentages defeated in

the California legislature, from 1917 to 1925 (approxi-

mately fifty per cent). In comparison with Wisconsin and
New Mexico, the unicameral check in Iowa is rather high,

but both houses of the Illinois legislature of 1921 were more
active in defeating their own bills than is the Iowa legis-

lature, on the average.

A wide variation, though not so extreme as the one pre-

sented in the preceding paragraph, exists in the percentage

of bills defeated by the second house in the different States.

In New York only six per cent of the Senate bills were de-

feated by the lower house, but in New Mexico nineteen per

cent were defeated. The per cent of lower house bills de-

feated by the Senate ranges from 5.5 per cent in California

(1917-1925) to thirty-one per cent in New Mexico. The
New Mexico record in this particular respect is distinctly

higher than the other States. The Iowa record is higher

than California and New York, resembling more closely the

records of Illinois and Wisconsin. In Illinois and Wiscon-
sin the lower house appears to be more critical than the

upper house, the opposite is true of New York and New
Mexico, while in California and Iowa little distinction can
be made.
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With respect to the amendment of hills by the second

house, the records vary widely. The New York lower house,

amending only one per cent of the Senate bills, and the

Illinois Senate of 1921, amending four per cent of lower

house bills, were the least active in this respect. At the

other extreme, the California upper and lower houses of

1917 to 1925 amended, respectively, 27.4 per cent and 28.8

per cent of the bills of the other house. AH the legislatures

studied had higher records of second chamber amendment

than Iowa except the Illinois legislature of 1921, and the

New York legislature of 1910.

The Wisconsin legislature passes more bills sent from

one house to the other than do any of the other legislatures,

New Mexico occupies second place in this respect, Cali-

fornia (1917-1925) third place, Iowa fourth, California

(1907-1915) fifth, and Illinois sixth. The number of bills

introduced in one house which are passed by the other house

ranges from twenty-three to sixty-three per cent.

With respect to the type of content of bills and the

kind of amendments made, no comparison can be made be-

tween the situation in Iowa, as it is described in the latter

part of Chapter IV of this study, and the situation in other

States, because the studies of bicameralism in Illinois, Wis-

consin, New Mexico, New York, and California contain no

comparable data.

The chief conclusion to be derived from the comparisons

which have been the subject of this chapter is, appar-

ently, that much more material must be assembled before

any valid conclusions as to the value of bicameralism in

State legislatures can be formulated. The comparisons

throughout have illustrated very wide variations among the

six States in which studies have been made. It is quite

impossible to tell whether any one of the six represents an

average, or typical, legislature until the remaining forty-
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two have been described in comparable terms. Only two of

the five studies which have been made ( Califomia and

Iowa) cover a sufficient period of time to make their con-

clusions valuable even in the single State in which they

were carried on. New York and New Mexico were studied

for one session only, and Illinois and Wisconsin for two.

In short, the merest beginning has been made in the collec-

tion of the data necessary for the solution of the problem.

If the operation of bicameralism in State legislatures is

to be described accurately, the following procedure is sug-

gested. After a preliminary survey of the materials avail-

able in each of the States, a definite technique of objective

description must be established. The five studies existing

at present are so different in this respect that comparison

of them is difficult or even impossible, and the necessity for

uniform method is clearly apparent. The second step is

the application of the method developed to the forty-eight

legislatures, which is a sufficiently comprehensive piece of

work to occupy several persons. Finally, a single compre-

hensive study based upon the results of the forty-eight de-

scriptive studies will give an answer in more definite and

complete terms than anything now in existence to the un-

answered question stated in the introduction to the present

study—“Does the bicameral system of State legislative

organization in practice fulfill the claims made for it in

theory V’

The comparisons made in this chapter between the Iowa

legislature and those of the five other States, in spite of the

disadvantages mentioned, at least serve to indicate certain

well-defined tendencies, which illustrate the type of gener-

alizations with regard to bicameralism which could be fi-

nally established if sufficient data were at hand. Undoubt-

edly similarities and differences between the personnel and

the actions of the two houses in the American State legis-
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latures would be clearly apparent many of which are now

quite unsuspected on the basis of our present incomplete

and unscientific information.

Admitting the limitations in the basic material, certain

generalized statements can be derived from the five existing

studies.

1. There is not sufficient difference in the ages of the

members of the upper and lower houses to warrant the

maintenance of two chambers.

2. In some States members of one house are consider-

ably more experienced as legislators than members of the

other house, but this statement is not true in other States,

particularly in those in which the term of members of both

houses is the same.

3. Many different occupations are represented in each

house, but there is no evidence of any recognition of the

occupational basis of representation and certainly no pro-

portional representation of occupations in either house.

4. Members of the upper house have had a slightly bet-

ter educational opportunity than members of the lower

house.

5. There are more members from larger urban areas in

the Senate, and more from towns and rural areas in the

lower house.

6. The party complexion of the two chambers is usually

similar, though the two-party system is not always oper-

ative.

7. The veto practice of Governors varies from complete

abstinence from use of executive negative to the exercise of

the veto power on almost one-half of all bills received,

which undoubtedly has a significant effect upon bicameral

action.

8. Lower houses introduce more bills than upper houses.

9. Lower houses defeat a larger percentage of their own
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bills than upper houses, which indicates a tendency to be

more critical and a fuller acceptance of responsibility.

10. More Senate bills are defeated by the lower house

than lower house bills are defeated by the Senate.

11. The lower house passes more Senate bills than the

Senate passes lower house bills.

12. The records of the two houses with respect to the

amendment of bills from the other house are nearly the

same
;
neither is more constructively critical than the other.

13. The lower house tends to amend the content of pro-

posed legislation, while the upper house tends to make tech-

nical changes.

14. The records of the two houses in the initiation of

new legislation and of legislation which revises existing

statutes are practically the same.

Emphasis must be placed upon the warning that the pre-

ceding generalizations are not to be considered as final or

of general application. In some instances they are based

upon a study made in a single State, and in no instance are

they based upon the practice in more than six States. They

are intended as examples of the sort of results which could

be obtained if material similar to that at hand for six States

were available for the entire forty-eight. These statements,

however, may be used as working hypotheses for future

study in the same, or in other States. Quite possibly sev-

eral of these tentative statements would be discovered to be

valid laws, and just as surely others would have to be modi-

fied or abandoned in the light of the new materials.

It has been rather clearly demonstrated in this chapter

that if the application of the bicameral principle in forty-

eight States is to be accurately described some such method

as that used in the five studies heretofore made must be

used. An absolute prerequisite of a comparative or a syn-

thetic study is comparable data. Comparable data is not
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the result of subjective description but can be obtained only

through the consistent use of a uniform and objective

method. Whatever the limitations of the quantitative

method, it has the necessary characteristics of accuracy,

uniformity, and objectivity, and it is almost impossible to

believe that any adequate and scientific study of bicameral-

ism in State legislatures can ever be made which does not

depend in large part upon the quantitative measurement of

the characteristics of these bodies.

Dobothy Schaffteb

State University of Iowa

Iowa City Iowa



THE MEXICAN PROBLEM IN MASON CITY

[Material for this article was obtained by the author while a member of the

staff of the Mason City Junior College during the school year of 1927-1928.

He was assisted in the preparation of the article by Miss Anna Herskind, then

a student in the Mason City Junior College.— The Editor]

In 1928 Mason City celebrated the seventy-fifth anniver-

sary of its founding in 1853. Such an occasion, it seemed to

the author, was an appropriate time to make a study of one

of the many foreign speaking groups who have contributed

in no small degree toward making Mason City one of the

most enterprising in northern Iowa. In 1920, only

113 Mexicans lived in Mason City. In 1925, due to the

impetus provided by the increasing demand for sugar beets

for the beet sugar factory in the northwest part of the city,

the number of Mexicans had increased to more than four

times the number resident here in 1920, and in 1928 the

total comprised some 455 persons.

There are several reasons for this large increase in the

Mexican population, chief among which are: first, the de-

sire to take advantage of the high wages which are offered

them for working in the beet fields
;
second, the advantages

to be obtained in the United States as pictured by agents of

industrial plants
;
third, the spirit of adventure

;
and fourth,

the presence of some friend or relative who has already

come to this vicinity. Very few of the Mexican immigrants

in Mason City, however, have come because of the spirit of

adventure.

It will be the author’s purpose in this study to follow

these Mexicans into their homes, and then to observe them

in their daily life, noting as fully as is possible within the

compass of a short discussion the peculiar needs and prob-

lems of these people.

227
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The housing conditions of the Mexicans are perhaps the

poorest of any foreigners living in Mason City. Those

Mexicans who are employed by the Lehigh Cement Plant

live in houses in the northwest portion of the city— a sec-

tion ordinarily designated as “Lehigh Kow”. Many Mexi-

cans are also found living in houses adjacent to the tracks

of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Bailroad, near the J. E.

Decker Packing Plant. Occupied as they are by a class of

workers who are unable to pay high rents, the houses in

which the majority of the Mexicans live are frequently in a

poor state of repair, unpainted, and unattractive, with door-

yards cluttered by rubbish and dilapidated outbuildings.

Upon entering the homes, a visitor notices at once the bare-

ness of the rooms. The most common furnishings of the

living room in such a Mexican home may include two iron

beds, a cuspidor, a homemade cupboard, a long bench, and
an old heating stove. The floor is bare. The wall paper
may be torn from the walls in great patches or, if present,

is usually written over and disfigured. The dining room, if

such it can be called, contains another iron bed, a small

table, a few poorly constructed chairs, and another home-
made cupboard. In this room, in contrast with the formerly

white woodwork of the living room, the woodwork may be a

bright blue, but badly chipped off and marred. A visitor in

such a home is immediately impressed by the fact that the

whole downstairs of the house seems to be a maze of stove-

pipes. There is a set of pipes leading from the living room
heater through a double door to the dining room, and then

into another room which may be used as a bedroom. The
reason for this maze of pipes is, of course, evident— a
severe Iowa winter demands that the one available stove be

required to radiate as much heat as possible.

A Mexican family often consists of the father, mother,

uncle, and numerous sons and daughters. The Mexicans
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are very suspicious of American visitors until they have

learned the reason for their visit. Once they learn, how-

ever, that their visitors are making a friendly call, they

become most effusive and will invite their callers into the

house. They are very profuse in their expressions of

gratitude to a caller, and they cordially invite him to

return.

A certain Mexican lad had been absent from school for

several days, and the principal of the public school nearby

called at his home one morning to ascertain the cause of the

boy’s absence. As the teacher approached the home, the

boy was seen working about the yard. Upon being asked

why he had not been coming to school, the boy replied that

he had had to remain at home to assist his mother in keep-

ing house. The teacher was not fully satisfied with this

answer and asked if she might see the boy’s mother. As
the mother could not speak a word of English, the son acted

as interpreter. When the mother was asked why the boy

did not come to school, she replied that the father would

not let him go to school because they were getting ready to

move out into the beet field. When the principal asked

why the younger son was not allowed to attend school, the

mother replied that she was afraid he would be kidnapped.

The mother then told about her daughter who, while re-

turning from school one afternoon, had been stopped and

seized by a Mexican who forced her into his car and drove

quickly away. Children who chanced to be playing nearby

noticed the name of the car which the man drove. The
matter, after being reported to the principal of the school,

was placed in the hands of the police, who by examining the

county automobile license records were able to determine

the identity of the kidnapper, as he was the only Mexican

who drove that particular make of car. Calls were imme-

diately broadcast throughout the State and surrounding
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country asking for the apprehension of the party. Before

the man could be caught, however, he had passed through

Des Moines, on across the southern States and over the

Mexican border. Through the aid of the Mexican authori-

ties the kidnapper was located, but he had not been re-

turned to Cerro Gordo County for trial, nor had the daugh-

ter returned although the parents had received letters from

her. One can scarcely blame the Mexican mother for feel-

ing as she did about the safety of her son, for this failure

of justice to function certainly gave her cause to believe

that even in America, kidnapping could be carried on in the

face of our laws guaranteeing liberty and safety of persons.

EDUCATION AND LANGUAGE DIFFICULTIES

Mason City is fast realizing that the problem of edu-

cating the Mexicans is of vital importance if the most seri-

ous of its foreign problems is to be solved. It is apparent

also that although much can be done for the present gener-

ation of adult Mexicans, the great hope lies in the oncoming

generation.

Perhaps the greatest problem in educating the Mexican

is the language difficulty. The children can not understand

English when they first enter the public schools for they

are accustomed to hearing only Spanish spoken in their

homes. Moreover the teachers find that in the process of

educating Mexican children they must be taught to live

properly, as well as to read and write English. A difficult

problem which comes up at this point is how to teach the

mothers what foods are best suited to build up strong and

healthy bodies for their children. It is a common occur-

rence for a Mexican child to appear at school with a lunch

composed of a pancake which appears to be several days

old and tough as leather, inside of which are rolled some

large Mexican beans, the whole then being rolled up and
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tied with a string. This is the lunch which is expected to

fit the child to brave the icy winds of northern Iowa. As it

is almost impossible for teachers in the public schools to

reach all of the Mexican mothers by personal interviews,

the children are taught at school why this type of lunch is

not proper for our climate, although it may have been ap-

propriate for the warmer climate of Mexico.

In regard to the intelligence of Mexican children, much

might be said. Some are considered by their teachers as

very bright and quick to take advantage of the opportunity

for education. Others seem to be much slower to learn.

The smaller children seem to progress more rapidly than

the older ones as their home environment affects them much

less. When they reach the fourth and fifth grades a tend-

ency toward retardation is noted. One of the most brilliant

children in the McKinley School was a Mexican girl who in

1928 was in the fifth grade. Throughout her school career

she ranked very high in her work, particularly as one of

the best readers in the school, although her parents both

speak Spanish in the home.

On the whole, the attitude of the Mexicans toward educa-

tion varies much the same as it does among our native bora.

There are many who are extremely anxious to be educated.

Many of the Mexican fathers want their children to have at

least a grade school education. This is true primarily of

the boys, as there is little work for an educated Mexican

girl, and it is a general feeling among Mexican men that the

woman’s place is in the home. Most of the children enjoy

the school work, but with no particular encouragement from

their parents, it is little wonder that a great many lose

interest in school and drop out.

Another reason why the children drop out of school is

that many of the Mexicans living in Mason City are em-

ployed in the beet fields during the summer months. This
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means that early in the spring the whole family will move
ont to little shacks in the beet fields, after the children have

received perhaps a scant five months of schooling during

the winter. While working in the fields, the family is so

occupied that there is no time for education. The family

does not return to town until the first of November. Many
remain in the beet fields even later than November first as

they are charged no rent for the shacks which the beet

sugar company provides for them.

Although the school authorities of the city realize that

material progress can be made in educational work chiefly

with the children, there is, nevertheless, a great opportu-

nity for educational work among the adults. It is prac-

tically impossible, however, under the present conditions to

reach the mothers. Parent-Teacher Associations have been

formed in the several schools of the city, but the Mexican

mothers are not willing to come to the meetings as they can

not talk English. To overcome this obstacle resort is some-

times made to having a foreign mothers’ Parent-Teacher

Association to which the women may come and bring their

hand-work. The primary reason, however, why the Mexi-

can mothers do not attend the P. T. A. meetings is that the

women are required to remain in the home almost con-

stantly. Many of the women are forbidden by their hus-

bands to become Americanized. The Mexican husband

wants his wife to remain as she was in Mexico. He does

not even want to have his wife learn to speak English.

When a little Mexican girl was asked why she didn’t teach

her mother to speak English, she replied, “Oh, no, father

say mother must not learn English. We no allowed speak

American in home when father there. ’ ’

The problem of educating the Mexican father seems to be

quite as difficult. In the first place, many Mexican men

have no desire to learn. Others, of course, are very pro-

1
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gressive and desire to get ahead. Perhaps as valid a rea-

son as any why the fathers do not learn English is that they

are too busy earning money with which to furnish pancakes,

beans, and other supplies for the family. They simply

haven ’t time to learn. They must work until late at night

in many cases, and then come home too tired to study. It is

discouraging for the teacher to see some poor Mexican, his

hands knotted and stiff from his daily toil, trying to learn

to write English with a pencil which makes false marks in a

most provoking manner. According to the reports of

teachers who have worked among the Mexicans, one ob-

stacle to progress in education is the fact that during the

day-time the Mexican men come under the influence of cer-

tain Americans whose incorrect grammar and whose slang

phrases they learn. When they come to night school, they

have a ready answer for the teacher who seeks to correct

their errors in speech. If a Mexican says, ‘
‘ I done so and

so yesterday”, and the teacher replies, “You must not say

‘I done it’. That is incorrect”; the Mexican may answer,

“American say ‘I done’. He born here, knows language.

Why can’t Mexican say ‘I done’?”

With the many practical difficulties of educating the

Mexican father and mother in mind, local educators are

concentrating most of their efforts on the children in the

hope of making them as fully American as possible.

MEXICANS AS WOEKEES

Many of the Mexican men living in Mason City are em-

ployed either in the beet fields or in cement plants. Others

are found in the employ of companies making brick and

tile and other clay products.

As sugar beet cultivators, the Mexicans seem to excel.

They are accustomed to hard labor in Mexico and will tend

the beets at wages for which no American could afford to
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work. Large numbers are brought in annually, either from

Mexico or from the States of the southwest, to work in

Cerro Gordo County. Here they are furnished with rude

shacks by the Beet Sugar Company and are paid according

to the number of acres tended. After the season is over, a

great many leave for the South again, carrying all of their

possessions with them in boxes and bundles.

In the Lehigh Cement Plant the Mexicans are used for

the roughest types of labor, often in places in which native

Americans refuse to work. At this plant little objection

seems to be found to the Mexican as a worker. The North

Western Cement Plant, however, does not care to hire Mex-

icans, except in case of an emergency.

In the brick and tile industry, Mexicans are considered

to be satisfactory workers, as the type of work done there

does not require great skill or rapidity of motion. Accord-

ing to these employers, the Mexican is easy to handle if he

is treated well, and he is found to be polite and willing to

do his work. At the same time, the Latin and Indian blood

in the Mexican makes him quick tempered at times, which

necessitates very skillful management on the part of the

foremen.

The primary objection which Americans have to Mexi-

cans as workers is that they are willing to work for a low

wage because they can live more cheaply than Americans.

This naturally means that many native bora are deprived

of work which they consider to be rightfully theirs. On the

other hand, there are many jobs which Mexicans are hold-

ing that an American would not want unless he were paid

an extremely high wage.

HEALTH CONDITIONS AMONG THE MEXICANS

When one considers the conditions under which they live,

it is small wonder that the health of the Mexicans is found
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to be poor. Tuberculosis is tbe greatest foe of tbe Mexi-

cans in Mason City. It is due not only to the poor condi-

tion of the homes, but also to lack of money with which to

provide clothing suitable for a cold climate. Moreover, the

Mexican has had no past experience which would enable

him to judge wisely as to what type of clothing provides

the maximum of warmth in winter.

Two years ago a Mexican Commission was organized in

Mason City to help defray the medical expenses of sick

persons, and to help bear the funeral expenses of poor

Mexicans. During the year twelve Mexicans died of pneu-

monia, and the venture was found to be so expensive that

the commission was forced to abandon its project.

It is indeed a marvel that the death rate among the Mexi-

cans in Mason City is not much higher, considering the

kinds of foods which form the diet for these newcomers.

Their main foods are pancakes, beans, corn, and garlic.

While pancakes and beans are good foods, they are not

particularly suitable as a steady diet three times a day.

Corn is, fortunately, one of their most valuable foods. It is

from the corn that they receive in large measure the neces-

sary calories to enable them to withstand our cold northern

winters.

Since it is almost impossible to reach the mothers in

their own homes and to teach them how to cook American

foods, particular stress is being laid in the public schools on

teaching the girls how to prepare our most common dishes.

The Y. W. C. A. of Mason City is taking upon itself a por-

tion of this task and gives extra-curricular instruction in

cooking.

Although a great deal has been done to teach the Mexi-

cans concerning the preparations of wholesome meals, it

seems that only a bare beginning has been made, for the

health of this group is one of the city’s greatest problems.
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THE MEXICANS’ RELATIONS TO ORGANIZED CHARITY

One does not have to spend much time investigating the

Mexican problem in Mason City before he becomes firmly

convinced that there is need for charity work among them.

The strange fact is, however, that the Mexicans do not ask

the several charity organizations of the city for aid. They

aim, rather, to live as best they can and help one another

whenever it is possible.

Taking it for granted that certain Mexicans do need aid

in obtaining the bare necessities of life, the question then

arises, “Who should see that they obtain this needed aid?”

The city charity organizations demur, for they feel that the

companies that bring the Mexicans to the city to work in

their employ are directly responsible for their welfare. But

in case these companies can not, or do not assist their em-

ployees, who then is to assume the responsibility? The

several factories and business organizations of Mason City

frequently find it necessary to “lay off” their Mexican em-

ployees, and thus throw out of employment fathers who

have large families dependent upon them. Only in rare

cases has a Mexican father been able to save enough money

to tide the family over the period of unemployment, and

either the family must starve, or assistance must be given

them.

To a large extent the Beet Sugar Company does look

after its Mexican employees over the winter by allowing

them to charge their groceries at certain stores, with the

understanding that the groceries shall be paid for out of

their wages during the next growing season. This system,

however, gives the Mexican little or no chance to get ahead

of his expenses and to save any money.

As a matter of fact, although the Mexicans do not ask

for charity, they do receive it in a considerable degree from

the various schools, churches, and other philanthropic
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organizations of the city. If it were not for these dona-

tions during periods of stress, many Mexicans would die

from lack of food, fuel, and clothing. The Methodist Epis-

copal Church of Mason City has been doing most com-

mendable work among the Mexicans. During the past year

members of this church conducted sewing classes among

this group, showing them how to make many useful and

lovely Christmas gifts, and found that their efforts were

most gratefully appreciated. At Christmas time, a Christ-

mas party is given for these newcomers by the High School

Epworth League. As this party has become an annual

event the Mexicans look forward to it with great pleasure,

and on the evening of the event, nearly fifty fathers and

mothers will be present with their children. The first thing

on the program is, of course, the arrival of Santa Claus

and the distribution of the gifts which are hung on the tree.

Then come various games into which both young and old

enter with a zest. Needless to say, it is with considerable

reluctance that these Mexicans leave the party, well know-

ing that they will probably not have so good a time again

for another year.

MEXICAN CHURCH AFFILIATIONS AND FUNERALS

The major portion of the Mexicans who come to Mason

City to live are, of course, Roman Catholics. A consider-

able group, however, have joined the Methodist Church and

the Christian Church— there being an average attendance

at the Methodist Church of about forty Mexicans. The

Mexican members of the Methodist Church hold their reli-

gious services in the church building on Sunday afternoon,

and the services are, to a large extent, conducted in Span-

ish. Besides the regular religious services, the Methodist

Church has assisted in developing a Mexican dramatic soci-

ety which has produced several plays in Spanish. The
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plays are religions in subject and are based on Bible stories.

Mexican funerals are conducted in mucb the same way as

those of our native born citizens. A notable exception,

however, is the fact that the men and women ride to the

cemetery in separate cars. The funeral sermon is preached

by having a sentence spoken in English and then repeated

in Spanish. It is indeed strange to find that no tears are

shed by anyone during the burial service, for the Mexicans

are ordinarily supposed to be very emotional. Before the

funeral party leaves the cemetery a photographer takes a

picture of the grave with the entire company gathered about

it. Then the party sets forth again, the men and women

once more riding in different cars. The men, however,

often stop at a pool hall on the way while the women and

children continue to their homes.

MEXICAN RECREATIONS

Recreation plays practically no part in the life of the

Mexicans in Mason City, except in a small way among the

men. The greater portion of the leisure time of the men is

spent in idleness. The majority of them can not read

English, and perhaps not even Spanish. The Mexican

worker can not ride about in a fine car, play golf, attend

luncheon clubs, or enjoy a multitude of other comforts or

luxuries of life, for he has not the money necessary to

enable him to do these things. Apparently the few things

left for him to do are to occupy his spare time in drinking,

playing cards, attending cheap shows, and occasionally en-

gaging in a fist fight or a gun duel.

Due to the lack of sufficient funds, Mexican dances are

comparatively rare in Mason City. Although there are

many national holidays in Mexico, only a few of them are

celebrated to any extent in Iowa. The fifth of May is a

great national holiday in Mexico, and in Mason City it is
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often celebrated by a dance. The Mexicans in Mason City

have a most enjoyable time at their old fashioned dances,

for a true Spanish dance, well performed, is a thing of

beauty. One of the most common recreations of the Mexi-

cans is attendance at the moving picture shows. As they

can not afford to pay a high admission price, they attend

the cheaper shows in the city. There they often see pictures

which give a distorted view of American life.

The children, of course, get considerable enjoyment out

of organized play at school, but a Mexican mother finds

little opportunity for recreation. She marries young, is

burdened with a large family, and in addition has little in

the way of supplies or money. Usually she can not go any-

where unless she takes all of her children with her, and by

the time she washes and dresses several children, takes

them out with her, watches constantly over them while

away from home, and sees to it that they all reach home

safely, she is completely tired out. But even if a mother is

willing to go to all of this work in order to take her children

out for an afternoon of pleasure, in all probability she will

not be able to secure permission of her husband to leave

the house, due to the belief of the Mexican husband that his

wife's place is in the home. The Mexican mother really

has a very dull life with little to stimulate or interest her.

THE MEXICANS’ CONTACT WITH MEXICO

Anyone who has stood for some minutes in the lobby of

the Mason City post office is well aware that the Mexican

keeps in rather close touch with his homeland, for at prac-

tically any hour of the day, from one to half a dozen Mexi-

cans may be seen standing in the lobby reading letters

which they have just received. A great many Mexicans

come to the United States with the intention of saving

enough money to enable them to return to Mexico sometime
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to live in comfort. Unfortunately, the majority of these

people do not receive sufficient wages to enable them to

save any large amount of money. A few Mexicans, how-

ever, send money back home. The result of this practice is

well illustrated by the case of a Mexican who was killed in

Mason City. It was discovered after his death that he did

not have enough money to pay for sending his body back to

Mexico, although he had been sending money home to Mex-

ico regularly.

Although the practice of sending money back to Mexico

is undesirable, the practice will continue until the Mexican

looks upon Mason City as his permanent home. No one

will willingly spend his money to improve his surroundings

in a community which he expects to leave in a short time.

Until the Mexican can be made to feel that Mason City

wants him, and is willing to help him in all possible ways

to maintain his residence here, he will invariably continue

to maintain as close relations with his people in Mexico as

possible.

MEXICANS AS CUSTOMEKS

Opinion seems to be divided among the merchants of

Mason City as to the desirability of Mexicans as customers.

Some storekeepers complain that the Mexicans are partic-

ularly prone to shoplift, so that the floorwalkers must be

constantly on the alert. These suspicions, however, are

not entirely fair to the Mexicans, for many native born

Americans are also guilty of shoplifting. On the other

hand, Mexicans are considered by the merchants as very

good spenders, for they never complain of prices and quan-

tities. They are very pleasant to wait upon, and are easy

to satisfy. On the whole they buy the cheaper grades of

goods in order to make their scant supply of money go as

far as possible. The Mexicans seem to prefer the brightest

and most gaudy things to be purchased. They are steady
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patrons of the toy counter, and never is one of their chil-

dren slighted. Jewelry of the cheapest kind— rings, beads,

and bracelets— is purchased in large quantities. The

Mexican women buy many bright flowers for their coats

and hats, and always without regard to color combinations.

Although the Mexicans buy the cheapest kinds of goods,

they have little left for the purchasing of necessary home

supplies as they seem to take more interest in their clothes

than they do in their homes. They seldom buy curtains,

fancy work, embroidery, or furniture of any kind.

MEXICANS AS VIOLATORS OF THE LAWS

Prohibition law violations bring Mexicans of Mason City

most frequently into court. Coming as they do from a

country where there are no strict prohibition laws, and be-

ing unable to understand our laws or ignorant of them, it

is not surprising that many Mexicans are arrested for boot-

legging or intoxication. As the Mexicans have little money,

they are fined a small amount, lectured by the judge, or

committed to jail. The Mexicans, however, are not alone

at fault in this matter, for it is folly to argue that they

make all of their own liquor or import it from Mexico.

Somewhere there is often a “middle-man” who possesses

the requisite brains to keep himself out of the clutches of

the law, while allowing his victims to become enmeshed in

its toils.

NATURALIZATION AND AMERICANIZATION OF THE MEXICANS

In the final analysis, the whole Mexican question resolves

itself into the problem of immigration restriction or of nat-

uralizing and Americanizing those received. Mention has

already been made concerning the reasons why the Mexi-

cans come to Mason City, and these reasons affect in a large

degree the ease or difficulty with which these people may be
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made into useful citizens. There is, at present, practically

no restriction on the number of Mexican immigrants.

Much propaganda is spread throughout Mexico concern-

ing the golden opportunities for work in this country.

Large corporations send their agents into Mexico who de-

scribe to the people the ideal conditions in the United

States, promising them good homes, good food, and high

wages. Naturally, many Mexicans are anxious to come

here. They are not aware, of course, that it costs much

more to live in northern Iowa than it does in their native

land. They are not aware that what seems to them to be a

high wage, is in reality a very low wage when purchasing

power is taken into consideration. The result is that when

they arrive and find conditions as they are, they feel that

they have been deceived and are full of resentment toward

the United States.

For the ordinary Mexican who has never voted in his

life, and has had no voice in determining the policy of gov-

ernment in Mexico, our system of government is a confused

muddle. The United States has always been represented to

the incoming Mexican as the “land of the free and the

home of the brave”. The natural result of this under-

standing is that many mistake liberty for license and seek

to live as they lived in Mexico. One Mexican was overheard

to remark, “We no have freedom— we have do what law

say, do what Americans say,— we no can do what we like.”

Mention has been made of the language difficulty which

retards the process of naturalization. But even more im-

portant is the above-mentioned fact that many Mexicans

feel resentful toward the United States and therefore have

no desire to become naturalized. They do not see wherein

they will be benefited by becoming American citizens. As

a result of this lack of interest only a few of the Mexicans

in Mason City have become American citizens.
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To a certain degree some citizens of Mason City have

interested themselves in the work of Americanization. Spe-

cial Americanization classes have been held at the Metho-

dist Church and the Grant Grade School which have done

valuable work in teaching the Mexicans English and the

principles of good citizenship. But it soon became evident

as mentioned above, that although many men and boys were

interested in learning our language and in studying our

system of laws, their interest did not extend to the point

where they wanted to become naturalized. In brief, the

Mexicans do not become Americanized quickly.

Mason City Junior College

Mason City Iowa

Chas. M. Meyeks



THE ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

[This is the first installment of an article on the administrative functions of

the Department of Public Instruction in Iowa by H. C. Cook. The final

installment will appear in the July number of this magazine.— The Editor J

I

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

A common feature of our American State school systems

is the election or appointment of a chief State school official.

This office is a relatively recent addition to the educational

machinery in American government. The creation of this

office seems to have been taken from the Prussian system of

government which was founded upon the principle “that

every State needs a separate officer of Public Instruction,

and that there should be nothing to divert the attention of

that officer who has the general supervision of the peoples’

education”. New York provided for this official in 1812, by

appointing a ‘
‘ Superintendent of common schools ’ After

nine years, however, New York abolished the office, and no

such office existed there until 1854, when the office of Super-

intendent of Public Instruction was created. The Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction was succeeded by an appoint-

ed Commission of Education in 1904. The first State to

maintain continuously such a State official was Michigan,

which created the office of Superintendent of Common
Schools in 1829. In 1836 the title was changed to Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction, and as such has remained to

the present time. Iowa was the twelfth State to establish

the office, creating it in 1841. The eleven States which

244
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established this office previous to Iowa were: (1) New
York, 1812; (2) Maryland, 1826; (3) Michigan, 1829; (4)

Louisiana, 1833; (5) Pennsylvania, 1834; (6) Tennessee,

1836; (7) Ohio, 1837; (8) Massachusetts, 1837; (9) Ken-

tucky, 1838; (10) Connecticut, 1838; (11) Missouri, 1839.

Iowa was the fourth State to name the officer, “Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction”, being preceded by Mary-

land, Michigan, and Tennessee, respectively. 1

Education had its beginnings in what later became the

Territory of Iowa as early as 1830. From October to De-

cember of that year Berryman Jennings taught the first

school in what is now Galland, in Lee County. 2 The first

schools were for the most part private institutions, con-

ducted by some person who undertook the instruction of

such pupils as were sent to his school, receiving his com-

pensation usually in kind from the parents and others who

believed sufficiently in schools to subscribe to their support.

Though the people were under the administration of the

Michigan Territorial law of June 28, 1834, they took little

heed of the school laws. Schoolhouses were built and

schools were conducted, but were apparently without super-

vision. No apparent change was made in the status of

schools in the Iowa country from July 3, 1836, when it was

attached to the Wisconsin Territory, to July 4, 1838, when

the Iowa Territorial government was organized. Follow-

ing the organization of Iowa Territory successive changes

took place in school administration. 3

1 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1850, p. 55;

Cubberley ’s Public School Administration, pp. 27-29; Reeder’s The Chief State

School Official (Bureau of Education, Bulletin. No. 5, 1924), pp. 10, 17, 18;

Kalbaeh and Neal’s Organization of State Departments of Education (Bureau

of Education, Bulletin No. 46, 1920), p. 23.

2 Iowa Normal Monthly, Vol. XII, pp. 267-270.

a Iowa Official Register, 1923-1924, p. 17 ;
Organic Law of Wisconsin, Or-

ganic Law of Iowa, as found in the Code of 1851, pp. 516, 524; Iowa Normal
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The history of Iowa school administration has been one

of development in both local and central authorities. The

chief powers of school government are, and have always

been, in the hands of local school officers. The central

authority has, however, exercised a great influence and that

influence has been exercised through channels of effective

control. There have been significant additions of power

to the central school administration in the State. These

gains in authority have not usually been at the expense of

the local agencies, but have come rather from the develop-

ment of new functions. When new functions have been

suggested to the legislature the tendency has been for that

body to confer them upon the State rather than upon the

local agencies. This tendency is revealed clearly in later

sections of this study.

The relation of the central authority to the schools began

soon after the organization of the Territorial government.

Interest was shown in the schools from the first by the

central government. Governor Lucas, in addressing the

First Legislative Assembly of Iowa Territory, sought to

promote the interests of the schools by encouraging adop-

tion of a system of general education. He said, “There is

no subject to which I wish to call your attention more em-

phatically, than the subject of establishing, at the com-

mencement of our political existence, a well digested system

of common schools”. This recommendation seems to have

been somewhat in advance of the times. It appears that

the avowed purpose which Governor Lucas had in mind was

to encourage immigration to Iowa. He is alleged to have

said, “it was still necessary to inaugurate a system, and

upon a proper (township) basis, and especially so as to

inform our eastern friends that we meant to start out right

Monthly, Vol. XII, pp. 267-270; Aumer’s History of Education m Iowa, Vol.

I, pp. 3-5.

1
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and build up a good system as fast as tbe population and

wealth of the territory would warrant.” 4

Though there was apparently little need of a school sys-

tem, the Legislative Assembly enacted an elaborate law for

a system of school officers and school organization. The

law enacted at the first session made no provision for cen-

tral or county control. It instituted a system of local de-

centralization. Districts were organized. At the head of

the district organization was a board of trustees, consisting

of three members who were to superintend the schools

within their respective districts, to examine and employ

teachers, and to lease all land belonging to the district.

Although there was little or no limit to their authority,

they were required to report to the county commissioners. 5

The law of 1838 was not very satisfactory. On January

3, 1839, a resolution was adopted in the House of Repre-

sentatives authorizing the appointment of a special com-

mittee to collect information relative to the amount and

mode of instruction and the cost and plan of organization

of a system of public schools. Although it does not appear

that the committee as a whole ever submitted a formal re-

port, the fact that its chairman, Governor Lucas, made a

definite recommendation at the opening of the next Legis-

lative Assembly in November, 1839, and that the bill pro-

posed later received such unanimous approval seems to

warrant the conclusion that careful consideration had been

given to the instructions of the legislature. Referring to

the subject in his second annual message, Governor Lucas

observed that “the act passed at the last session, is too lim-

ited in its provisions to serve as a foundation for a well

4 Shambaugh ’s The Messages and Proclamations of the Governors of Iowa,

Vol. I, p. 78; Macy’s Institutional Beginnings in a Western State in Johns

Hoplcins University Studies in Historical and Political Science, Vol. II, pp.

366, 367.

e Laws of the Territory of Iowa, 1838-1839, p. 181.
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regulated system. I would therefore, recommend its revi-

sion, and call your attention to the school law of the State

of Michigan, as worthy your attention, and from which use-

ful information may be obtained.” 6

Acting as it appears in accordance with the Governor’s

recommendations, the Legislative Assembly of 1839-1840

took over the Michigan School Law of 1838, adopting it sec-

tion by section. So closely did the Legislative Assembly

follow the Michigan law that in many instances the title,

Superintendent of Public Instruction, appeared in the Iowa

law as adopted. In Michigan this officer had been provided

for in the Constitution, but no provision had been made for

such official in the government of the Territory of Iowa.

Yet, with the adoption of the new law, the Superintendent

of Public Instruction was mentioned in several instances. 7

By the act of January 16, 1840, a complete change was

brought about. The establishment of districts became a

township function, and township school inspectors were pro-

vided for to whom were transferred several of the more

important functions previously enjoyed by the district

school directors. The township inspectors had such admin-

istrative and supervisory functions to perform as organ-

izing districts, handling school money, apportioning school

and library money, examining teachers, and visiting and

supervising schools. The powers vested in the township

school inspectors were, in part, original to the office, and in

a slight measure conferred at the expense of the county

commissioners, and in a large measure at the expense of

the school districts and the school directors. The district

officials were: a moderator, a director, and an assessor.

These officials constituted the district board. Each of these

6 Journal of the House of Representatives, 1838-1839, p. 171; Shambaugh ’s

The Messages and Proclamations of the Governors of Iowa, Vol. I, pp. 99, 100.

i Aurner’s History of Education in Iowa, Vol. II, Appendix A.
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officials had individual duties to perform, designated in

each case by the title of the individual office. As a board

they were to levy assessments, equalize assessments, pro-

vide a school house and site, and employ teachers. 8

The creation of the office of a township school inspector

was of considerable significance for it meant that the school

system was not destined to local autonomy, but that a way
was to be left open for what might develop into a degree

either of semi-local or State administration. This eventu-

ally led to the former, that of county administration. From
1840 to 1847 the township inspector was permitted to func-

tion more or less as an autocrat in his field. He was under

no supervision save that of the Territorial legislature. 9

It was not until January 13, 1841, that the office of Super-

intendent of Public Instruction was created in Iowa. It

was then provided that the Superintendent of Public In-

struction should be appointed by the Governor “by and

with the advice and consent of the Council”. His term of

office was made three years and his salary two hundred and

fifty dollars per year. The powers of the Superintendent

of Public Instruction were few. The principal function

assigned to him appears to have been the care and disposi-

tion of the school fund, a fund that was practically non-

existent at that time. The Superintendent of Public In-

struction was also to issue instructions for the organization

and government of the public schools, prepare forms for

school officials and report to the Legislative Assembly. In

the hands of the first Superintendent of Public Instruction

these weak powers were used to advantage and the schools

began to make progress. 10

s Laws of the Territory of Iowa, 1839-1840, Ch. 73.

9 Laws of the Territory of Iowa, 1839-1840, Ch. 73 ;
Laws of Iowa, 1846-

1847, Ch. 99, Sees. 8 f.

10 Laws of the Territory of Iowa, 1840-1841, Ch. 46 ;
Report of the Superin-

von. xxvn—17
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The work needed at this time was organization of the

school districts and instruction in and interpretation of the

school laws. In many places school districts had failed of

organization, in many townships school inspectors had not

been elected, all because the law was not known to exist, or

if known, not understood. Moreover, the district officers,

from want of proper means of knowing its objects, failed to

make their reports, upon which all others were to be found-

ed. All this had a significant effect upon the permanence of

the office of Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Though there was considerable optimism felt for the sys-

tem of public instruction, some friends of the system felt

anxious about the office of Superintendent of Public In-

struction. Assistance was desired for the remedying of the

defects in the carrying to completion school organization,

and authority was asked to carry the work forward. A
committee in the Council urgently advocated a continuation

of at least the existing organization, but the House Com-

mittee on Public Instruction deemed the office of Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction “unnecessary” and recom-

mended that it should be abolished. From the report it

would appear that the salary of two hundred and fifty dol-

lars per year paid the Superintendent of Public Instruction

was deemed an extravagance. The office was thereupon

abolished.11

Following the session of 1841-1842 the clerks of the board

of county commissioners in the several organized counties

were required to make annual reports of data filed with

tendent of Publio Instruction, as found in the Journal of the Council, 1841-

1842, pp. 278-288.

ii Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1841-1842, as found in

the Journal of the Council, 1841-1842, p. 81; Journal of the Council, 1841-1842,

Appendix, pp. 291-293; Journal of the House of Representatives, 1841-1842,

pp. 132, 280; Shambaugh ’s The Messages and Proclamations of the Governors

of Iowa, VoL I, p. 256.
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them by the township school inspectors to the Legislative

Assembly. With no responsible central authority to whom

these county officers were accountable, it was quite certain

that information relative to general school administration

and supervision would be neglected. Such was the status

of school legislation relative to central administration up to

the establishment of the State of Iowa.12

The effect of the adoption of such policy was not so much

that of decentralization as it was of demoralization. The

greatest harm that resulted was the check it gave to school

organization. At a time when every effort should have

been made to direct the work of organization, the central

school official, who was to act as director of organization,

was removed. The results of this were felt throughout the

entire school system, and in message after message the

oommon complaint of the Governors was that, because of

inattention of school officers, the permissive character of

the laws, or the failure to understand them, it was “morti-

fying to see how little interest the important subject of

education” excited. The later Territorial Governors, ap-

parently giving up in disgust, failed to mention the subject

of education in their messages. The legislature, however,

began to acquire interest in the matter, and by the time

the State was being organized the framers of the Constitu-

tion were willing to make provision for the State superin-

tendency.13

With the adoption of the Constitution of 1846 and the ad-

mission of Iowa into the Union, the office of State Superin-

12 Laws of the Territory of Iowa, 1841-1842, p. 93.

is Shambaugh ’s The Messages and Proclamations of the Governors of Iowa,

Vol. I, pp. 256, 266, 275; Journal of the House of Representatives, 1845, pp.

23, 57, 71, 96, 149, 157, 188, 194, 197, 200, 208, 216; Journal of the Convention

for the Formation of a Constitution for the State of Iowa, 1844, pp. 27, 164,

166, 168, 200 ;
Journal of the Convention for the Formation of a Constitution

for the State of Iowa, 1846, pp. xv, 30, 46, 49, 50, 51.
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tendent of Public Instruction was reestablished. This time

it was by provision of the fundamental law stating that

“The General Assembly shall provide for the election, by

the people, of a Superintendent of Public Instruction, who

shall hold his office for three years, and whose duties shall

be prescribed by law”. The policies in education and the

handling of school lands were to be determined by the legis-

lature, but practically all administration of these policies

was to be left with the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion. It seems very probable that the framers of the Con-

stitution of 1846 intended the Superintendent of Public

Instruction to function primarily in the field of fundamental

educational principles rather than to function as a financial

agent. The Constitution of 1846 looked toward a general

supervision not only of primary schools but of the State

University, of colleges, high schools, academies, and all

other schools, public and private. The principle upon

which this single function was based was that the State

needed a separate officer of public instruction and there

should be nothing to divert his attention. His whole time

should be given over to the educational interests of the

State. The field laid out was conceived by the framers of

the Constitution to be ‘
‘ sufficiently responsible and arduous

;

sufficiently vast and comprehensive in all its bearings to

engage every moment of his time and consideration; to

employ the entire thought and labor of one man, in devising

the means” of perfecting the educational system of the

State.14

The First General Assembly of the State of Iowa con-

vened at Iowa City, on November 30, 1846. Its first act, ap-

proved on December 14th, was to provide for the school fund.

i* Journal of the Convention for the Formation of a Constitution for the

State of Iowa, 1846, p. xv; Shambaugh’s Fragments of the Debates of the

Iowa Constitutional Conventions of 1844 and 1846, pp. 139, 140; Biennial Re-

port of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1850, pp. 55-57.
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Another act, entitled * 1 Common Schools ’ approved on Jan-

uary 24, 1847, declared in its title that it was to he supple-

mental and amendatory to that of January 16, 1840, and

provided in detail for the organization of the office of Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction and for a new body of

school officers called county school fund commissioners. It

abolished the township hoard of three inspectors, substi-

tuting therefor one inspector, and a district board of direc-

tors. The board of directors was required to provide

schools, elect teachers, provide rules and regulations for

the government of the schools, and take the school census.

The inspector was financial agent, organizer, examiner, and

supervisor for the schools within his township. These mani-

fold duties were to be performed without any guiding legis-

lation. Each inspector was somewhat of a law unto himself.

He was required to report to the county school fund com-

missioner. The county school fund commissioner was pro-

vided primarily for the handling and management of local

school funds and school lands. And until the discontinu-

ance of the office of school inspector in 1849, when the func-

tions of that office were in a large measure conferred upon

him, the county school fund commissioner was little more

than a financial administrator. The financial functions of

the Superintendent of Public Instruction were quite as

pronounced as those of the county school fund commis-

sioner. So he might well have been called State school fund

commissioner.

Theoretically the relation of the school fund commis-

sioner and that of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction was that of agent and director. The act of

January 24, 1847, in theory at least, provided for a central-

ized school system. Practically, however, the new statute

confused the duties of the various school officials in a man-

ner not at all conducive to the rapid development of a work-
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ing school system.15 So pronounced was the confusion of

the duties of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and

those of the school fund commissioners that legislative

interference became imperative. 16

Apparently the legislature had deserted the cause for

which the office of Superintendent of Public Instruction was

established. The Constitutional Convention of 1846 had

sought primarily to establish a State educational officer,

while the legislature provided largely for a financial officer.

The successive Superintendents of Public Instruction pro-

tested against the system of administering the school funds,

and against the continuance of their financial functions, as

giving them little time for proper attention to other school

duties. With the enactment of a new school law, on Janu-

ary 15, 1849, the duties of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction virtually swamped the office. At that time his

duties were as follows: to receive and file all papers, re-

ports, and public documents
;
to supervise and see that the

school system was put into operation as early as practi-

cable
;
to visit every county at least once during his term of

office; to confer with school officers and give advice to

them; to examine and recommend text-books; to prepare,

have printed, and transmit suitable forms for reports
;
to

make all rules and regulations for carrying the school law

into effect; to conduct the official correspondence; to deliver

is Laws of Iowa, 1846-1847, Chs. 99, 111, 1848-1849, Ch. 80, Secs. 43-75.

is As a single illustration, the Superintendent of Public Instruction was

designated as the proper authority for the receipt of the five per cent school

fund, and though he was enjoined to apportion it to the counties immediately,

and not to allow it to remain in his hands, he did not always do this. The

endeavor on the part of one Superintendent of Public Instruction to loan the

fund for his own benefit was perhaps instrumental in putting an end to the

system. Also, in some cases the proceeds of the eounty school taxes had been

loaned. To correct the results of this misunderstanding the Superintendent of

Public Instruction was empowered in all such cases to order that the moneys

be refunded.— Laws of Iowa, 1848-1849, Ch. 59.
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a public lecture to the teachers and people of each school

district
;
to organize the university and normal schools, and

control the branch of the university at Dubuque; to per-

form generally such duties as may tend to advance the

interests of education, and to make a report to the General

Assembly at each regular session. These were intended as

school functions. They were performed without the aid of

a deputy and perhaps with little clerical assistance. Fur-

thermore the Superintendent of Public Instruction must

make selection and sale of school lands, apportion the

school fund, make adjustment of land titles, perform duties

in the investment of school funds, and make periodical ex-

amination of the accounts of the school fund commission-

ers .

17

This situation in school legislation did not go unchal-

lenged. Not only were the school officials dissatisfied with

the school law, but the Governor, also, and the legislature

as well were highly dissatisfied and sought to get the school

law simplified and based solely on the fundamentals of

education .
18

17 Laws of Iowa, 1846-1847, Ch. 99; Constitution of Iowa, 1846, Art. X, Sec.

1, as found in Laws of Iowa, 1846; Laws of Iowa, 1848-1849, Chs. 59, 70, 78,

80, 115, 117, 121, 123; Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction, 1850, p. 55; Journal of the Senate, 1849, p. 324.

is Eeferring to this matter of revision of the school law Governor Grimes, in

addressing the extra session of the General Assembly, on July 3, 1856, ob-

served that it “is to be regretted that the joint resolutions, passed by the

House of Representatives, at each of its two last sessions .... failed to receive

the approval of the Senate. No one, who gives the subject a moment’s con-

sideration, can doubt the necessity for a thorough revision of the whole sub-

ject. With a large and constantly increasing school fund, our school system is

without unity and efficiency, and is, in my conviction, discreditable to the

State. It reaches so many interests, it runs into so many details, and it is so

important in its influences, that it seems to me impossible for the General

Assembly to perfect the necessary amendments and reduce them to a harmo-

nious system, in the limited period of fifty days— and I, therefore, recom-

mend that three competent persons be selected to revise all the laws on the

subject, and submit their revision to the next General Assembly.” In ac-

cordance with an act passed on July 14, 1856, meeting this request, Governor
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Out of this dissatisfaction came the most constructive

school legislation in the history of school administration in

Iowa. In 1856, a “Commission for the Revision of the

School Laws” made a report pointing out many sugges-

tions for betterment. This Commission in taking up the

problem of organizing an adequate school system for the

State observed: “Here, for the first time, a great State . .

. . demands a system of public instruction adequate to

the full development of its great physical resources, and

of the intellect and moral power of its people. Such a

system can only result from organization so perfectly con-

stituted as never to conflict with each other
;
so harmonious

in action as ever to furnish mutual aids
;
and so entire and

complete as that one spirit shall pervade the whole. ’
’ The

Commissioners based their report for their proposed school

system chiefly on the following principles : “ (1) That every

youth in Iowa is entitled to receive an education in the ele-

ments of knowledge; that every one desiring it is entitled

to have facilities afforded for a further progress
;
and that

those originally endowed with large capacities should be

stimulated to improve them by the cheering prospect of

having their education furnished as a reward of their merit,

scholarship, and good behavior, provided that the State

might thereafter secure to itself the benefit of their services.

(2) That education, to be successful, must become a distinct

and separate pursuit and business, having its own laws and

principles
;
its own means and agencies

;
its own pervading

spirit. That the human mind, although a living, spiritual

organization, possessing inherent active tendencies, re-

Grimes appointed Horace Mann, of Ohio; Amos Dean, President of the State

University of Iowa; and F. E. Bissell, of Dubuque, to serve on such com-

mittee.— Shambaugh’s The Messages and Proclamations of the Governors of

Iowa, Vol. II, pp. 19, 20; Report of the Commissioners of Revision of the

School Laws, 1856, pp. 3, 12; Aumer’s History of Education in Iowa, Vol. I,

p. 30.
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quires, nevertheless, to be tutored and trained in accord-

ance with method and system, to produce the full and com-

plete development of all its powers and capacities. (3)

That as property, material wealth, owes its existence to

mind, it ought, in return, to furnish adequate means by

which the intellect and moral power of the State can be

brought out and developed in all their varieties of applica-

tion. (4) That to complete a perfect system of education,

three elements are necessary. These are the organizing,

the financial, and the educational. The first two mentioned

are only important as they affect the last, and the first is

wholly expended in the advancement of the other two.”

The Commissioners were desirous “of making a liberal

provision for adequate common school instruction.” They

“organized the district, the county, the State, and the spe-

cial organizations.” The most salient recommendations

made were those for a county superintendent of schools, for

free schools, and a township district system. The first two

of these measures were realized within two years. The

township district system was not adopted, as recommended,

but was modified, making the original school districts sub-

districts of the larger township unit. A single director was

elected in each of the sub-districts and these constituted the

township board. 19

With the adoption of the Constitution of 1857 a reorgani-

zation of the school system resulted. The Constitution of

1857 provided that ‘
‘ the financial agents of the school fund

shall be the same that, by law, receive and control the State

and County revenue, for other civil purposes, under such

regulations as may be provided by law. ’ y Thus the educa-

tional function was permanently separated from the finan-

cial administration of schools. Furthermore the educa-

i* Report of the Commissioners of the School Laws, 1856; Laws of Iowa,

1858, Ch. 52.
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tional interests were to undergo another change. A new

organ of government, called the State Board of Education,

was created. This body was a separate and distinct legis-

lature for educational matters. The State Board of Edu-

cation took over the educational functions of the State,

established the office of Secretary of the Board of Educa-

tion, clothed him with the functions performed by the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction, and abolished the

office of Superintendent of Public Instruction.

20

The State Board of Education was composed of the Lieu-

tenant Governor, who was the presiding officer, one member

elected from each of the eleven existing judicial districts

in the State, and the Governor who was an ex officio mem-

ber .
21 The sessions of the Board of Education were to he

held annually and were not to continue longer than twenty

days. The Governor was authorized to call special ses-

sions. The Board of Education was given “full power and

authority to legislate and make all needful rules and regu-

lations in relation to Common Schools, and other educa-

tional institutions, that are instituted, to receive aid from

the School or University fund of this State; hut all

acts, rules, and regulations of said Board may be altered,

amended, or repealed by the General Assembly; and when

so altered, amended, or repealed they shall not be re-en-

20 Constitution of Iowa, 1857, Art. IX; Acts, Besolutions and Forms

Adopted by the State Board of Education, First Session, 1858, Act No. 9, as

found in the Journal of the Board of Education.

21 Constitution of Iowa, 1857, Art. IX, See. 1. In the original report made

to the Convention of 1857, in which the board was projected, provision was

made for a Chancellor “who should have jurisdiction over all questions that

may arise under the laws, rules, and regulations of the board, and from all

decisions and judgments of said Chancellor, an appeal may be taken to the

Supreme Court”. But on February 27, 1857, motion was made by Mr. Hall of

the Committee on Education and School Lands to strike out the section pro-

viding for the Chancellor. The motion was put and agreed to.— The Debates

of the Constitutional Convention of the State of Iowa, VoL I, p. 78, VoL II,

p. 837.
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acted by the Board of Education. ’ * The Board did not,

however, have the power “to levy taxes, or make appropri-

ations of money.” 22

The Board of Education was experimental and tempo-

rary.23 So a way was left open for retreat. It was pro-

vided that after 1863 the General Assembly should have the

power to abolish or reorganize the Board of Education, and

“provide for the educational interest of the State in any

other manner that to them shall seem best and proper.” 24

The purpose of establishing the Board of Education, as

stated by J. C. Hall of the Committee on Education and

School Lands in presenting the Committee's majority re-

port, was to take education entirely out of the power of the

General Assembly, and to put it “in the hands of another

body, who will better represent the interests of the people”.

Furthermore, he said, “I am for putting it into the hands

of a body that shall have no control over the funds, and

which cannot possibly be influenced by party considera-

tions. . . . and their whole and individual attention will

be given to the benefit and improvement of the educational

interests of the State.” 25

Though the ambitions and efforts of the framers of the

Constitution were praiseworthy, the results of their labors

were not to be lasting. The Board of Education was hardly

organized before conflicts arose between that organization

and the General Assembly. The Board of Education en-

22 Constitution of Iowa, 1857, Art. IX.

23 It was recognized by members of the Constitutional Convention that imag-

ination or pure reason, and not precedents were the fabrics from which the new

creation was made, and that the experiment might fail. One of the members

of the Convention referred to it as a “new-fangled scheme”.— The Debates of

the Constitutional Convention of the State of Iowa, 1857, Vol. II, p. 943.

24 Constitution of Iowa, 1857, Art. IX.

25 The Debates of the Constitutional Convention of the State of Iowa, 1857,

Vol. II, p. 751.
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joyed administrative centralization to the limit. It exer-

cised judicial, executive, and legislative powers. The fact

that the Board of Education exercised judicial powers sub-

jected it to the ire of the courts should it trespass upon

their jurisdiction. And the executive and legislative pow-

ers were both subservient to those of the legislature, for

that body could overrule, amend, or repeal the acts of the

Board of Education. Moreover, the Board of Education

was dependent upon the support of the legislature for

appropriations and for support by taxation.

The legislative power of the Board of Education was soon

exercised. In 1858 it provided a new school law which took

the place of the unconstitutional act of the Seventh General

Assembly. Features pertinent to school administration

were the provision for the hearing of cases of appeal, and

the provision for the State Board of Educational Exam-

iners. Both of these were later destined to be of consider-

able interest in subsequent school administration.

The Board of Education was not itself an executive body,

but through its Secretary the Board might execute its will,

for according to provision of the Constitution this officer

was to “perform such duties as may be imposed upon him

by the Board, and laws of the State.” Furthermore, the

Board gave the Secretary a large ordinance making power

by providing that “The Secretary of the Board of Educa-

tion may make all needful rules and regulations to give

efficiency” to the school law. It was also provided that he

should make regulations fixing the powers and duties of

any subordinate officer or board, when their duties were

not sufficiently defined.26

The Board of Education conferred judicial authority

26 Educational Laws of the State of Iowa, passed by the Board of Education,

December 24, 1859, Pts. VIII, XIII, XIV, as found in the Journal of the

Board of Education

;

Constitution of Iowa, 1857, Art. IX.
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upon its executive agent by providing that “An appeal may

be taken from the decision of the County Superintendent to

the Secretary of the Board of Education .... And

the decision, when made, shall be final.
’
’ Disputes involv-

ing “judgment for money” were, however, left to the

courts. 27

With the exercise of such a broad scope of powers as

have been briefly indicated, and with the Board of Educa-

tion almost entirely dependent upon the legislature for

approval, it is not difficult to understand that friction and

discord with the other departments of the government

might result from the Board’s actions. Such was the case,

for the General Assembly was especially jealous of the

Board of Education. Neither was there always complete

harmony among the members of the Board itself. Further-

more, many believed that the Board was no longer

needed and should be abolished. 28

By an act approved on March 19, 1864, the Tenth General

Assembly abolished the Board of Education and estab-

lished the office of Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The chief functions given to the Superintendent of Public

Instruction were: the keeping of records; general super-

vision of all county superintendents, and all the common

schools of the State
;
recommendation of text-books

;
publi-

cation and distribution of the school law and school blanks

;

hearing of appeals; giving of opinions; and reporting to

the General Assembly. 29 The General Assembly had re-

27 Educational Laws of the State of Iowa, passed by the Board of Education,

December 24, 1859, Pt. XIII, as found in the Journal of the Board of Educa-

tion.

28 Proceedings of the Pioneer Lawmakers’ Association of Iowa, 1898, p.

75; Report of Thomas JET. Benton, pp. 3, 4, 7, in the Iowa Legislative Docu-

ments, 1864, Vol. I; Shambaugh’s The Messages and Proclamations of the

Governors of Iowa, Vol. Ill, pp. 7, 8.

29 Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52.
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gained the control of the schools and apparently was satis-

fied to allow them to care for themselves for a time. The

intended development of the integrated township system

was checked and local decentralization gained favor. The

powers of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, though

similar to those exercised by the Secretary of the Board of

Education, were not commensurate with them.30

On the whole, until the year 1870, the General Assembly

appears to have been indifferent to matters of education.

In that year a new interest began in education and since

1870 there has been a continuous growth in the county and

State agencies administering education, especially the lat-

ter. The accessions of new powers by the State Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction have kept pace with those of

the other State agencies. Though the increase in the ad-

ministrative factors has been great, it has not kept up with

the growing needs of the Department of Public Instruction

nor with the needs of education in general.

The most important accessions to the power of the Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction during the period 1870

to 1929 which add greatly to his administrative control

have been in the nature of financial powers. Thus the

Superintendent of Public Instruction exercises control over

standardized schools, mining camp schools, normal training

high schools, and consolidated schools. A notable excep-

tion to the gaining of administrative control through the

grant of financial powers is the recent (1927) grant to the

Superintendent of Public Instruction of direction and

supervision of junior colleges. The Superintendent of

Public Instruction also exercises influence in Vocational

Education Service and Rehabilitation Service provided by

30 Educational Laws of the State of Iowa, passed by the Board of Education

at its first and second sessions, Pts. VIII, XIII, XIV, as found in the Journal

of the Board of Education
;
Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52.
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the Smith-Hughes Act and the Industrial Rehabilitation

Law, respectively. Other functions adding to his authority

are the certification of teachers, making courses of study,

meetings, and functions which he must exercise by virtue

of his ex officio position in the various services .
31 A great

many accessions of authority have been brought to the

Department of Public Instruction through the administra-

tion of State aids
;
State aid has led to inspection, inspection

to supervision, and supervision to control.

II

ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

The administration of education is one of the most im-

portant functions performed by the State of Iowa. The

administration of education in Iowa takes the form of

supervision and control of the public schools of the State.

This supervision and control of the public schools is dele-

gated to the State Department of Public Instruction and

the State Board of Education. As the head of the State

Department of Public Instruction, the State Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction has general supervision and con-

trol of mining camp schools, rural schools, graded schools,

high schools, normal training schools, and junior colleges of

the State. The private, parochial, and denominational

schools of the State have no State supervision and control

except legislative and judicial control.
32

The State Department of Public Instruction in Iowa is

organized into a number of divisions and the work centers

around these divisions and the problems of administering

si Code of 1927, Chs. 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 209, 222, Sec. 4267-bl.

32 Code of 1927, Secs. 3831, 3899, 3919, 4267, 4267-bl; Brindley and Zor-

baugh’s Tax System of Iowa (Bulletin No. 150, 1929, Iowa State College of

Agriculture and Mechanic Arts).
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and supervising them. These divisions are
: (1) division of

classification and inspection, including the classification

and inspection of standard rural schools, consolidated

schools, normal training schools, graded and high schools,

mining camp schools, and public junior colleges; (2) divi-

sion of examination and certification; (3) division of voca-

tional education and rehabilitation; and (4) legal division.

While the work of the Department of Public Instruction

is concerned principally with the public elementary schools,

secondary schools, and junior colleges of the State, yet

there are many functions performed by the Department not

strictly concerned with these schools. Such is the work in

connection with the certification of teachers; vocational

education
;
rehabilitation service

;
and the legal work of the

Department consisting in hearing appeals and rendering

opinions.33

The work of supervising rural schools, consolidated

schools, normal training schools, graded and high schools,

and mining camp schools is, in each case, under the immedi-

ate direction and supervision of an inspector. The junior

colleges are under the personal inspection and supervision

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.34

33 Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926-1928,

pp. 3, 6, 8, 9-16, 20, 30; Code of 1927, Sees. 3838, 3839, 3852. The Thirty-

eighth General Assembly provided for a Teachers’ Placement Bureau with a

director at the head whose functions consisted in enrolling teachers qualified

to teach in the State of Iowa, and, upon request, furnishing information rela-

tive to teachers desiring positions, and also notices of vacancies. The Teach-

ers’ Placement Bureau circularized school boards and school officials so as to

promote the efficiency of the Bureau; collected data for the Iowa Educational

Directory each year; prepared, edited, and distributed the Directory. The

Forty-second General Assembly, however, failed to provide for the Teachers’

Placement Bureau in the appropriation for the Department of Public Instruc-

tion and the Bureau is not now (1929) functioning.— Laws of Iowa, 1919, Ch.

298, 1927, Ch. 275, p. 258; Code of 1927, See. 3833. Also see Biennial Beport

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926-1928, pp. 3, 6.

34 Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926—1928,

pp. 3, 6, 10.
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Some of the chief duties of these inspectors are as fol-

lows: (1) visiting the public schools of the State; (2)

checking up the equipment of these schools; (3) examining

their courses of study and their records; (4) preparing

courses of study suited to the needs of these schools; (5)

visiting the classroom work of the teachers employed there
;

(6) conferring with the superintendents and teachers; (7)

providing standards; (8) issuing bulletins and manuals;

(9) answering correspondence
; (10) holding individual con-

ferences with superintendents and members of the boards

of education; (11) advising with and assisting school

boards in maintaining the types of schools justified by local

conditions; and (12) collecting information and compiling

statistics.35

The work of examination and certification of teachers

can hardly be said to be a single united function. Further-

more, it is not exclusively the work of the Department of

Public Instruction. Through the inspector of the normal

training high schools the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion has charge of the normal training high school gradu-

ates desiring to teach. But the greater part of the work of

examination and certification of teachers in Iowa, that of

examination for and the granting of State and county cer-

tificates, is performed by the State Board of Educational

Examiners. The Superintendent of Public Instruction is,

however, president and executive officer of the Board of

Educational Examiners. So the work of examination and

certification is carried on largely in connection with the

Department of Public Instruction and under the direction

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. In addition

to this work of examination and certification of teachers,

the Chief Clerk of the Department of Public Instruction

35 Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922,

pp. 64, 65.

vol. xxvn—18
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handles all the work of the department dealing with the ad-

ministration of county examinations .
36

The work concerning vocational education and civilian

rehabilitation is carried out under the direction of the

Board for Vocational Education. The relation of this ser-

vice to the Department of Public Instruction is both per-

sonal and functional. The Superintendent of Public In-

struction is, by virtue of his office, chairman of the Board

for Vocational Education and as such assists in adminis-

tering the Civilian Rehabilitation Service. As chairman of

this Board the Superintendent of Public Instruction, with

the approval of the Board for Vocational Education, ap-

points such assistants as may be necessary to carry on the

provisions of the Federal and State acts for vocational

education and rehabilitation service. Also the reports of

these services are made by the Director for Vocational Edu-

cation through the Department of Public Instruction.
37

The Legal Division of the Department of Public Instruc-

tion .—The work of the legal division includes the hearing of

appeals, the making of decisions thereon, and the giving of

written advisory opinions to school officers on questions of

law. The Deputy Superintendent of Public Instruction has

charge of the work of the legal division, but the work of

hearing appeals and making decisions must be handled by

the Superintendent of Public Instruction personally. His

deputy can neither represent him nor take his place .
38

36 Code of 1927, Secs. 3832, 3858, 3861, 3863, 3910; Biennial Beport of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920—1922, p. 31, 1926—1928, pp. 17—20.

37 Code of 1927, Secs. 3852, 3853, 3854; Outlines of Plans for Vocational

Education and Civilian Behabilitation in the State of Iowa, 1923-1927, p. 3;

Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926-1928, pp.

20
,
21 .

38 Abrams v. Ervin, 9 Iowa 87, 90 ;
Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction, 1920-1922, pp. 40-46, 1926-1928, p. 6.
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Professional Qualifications .— Iowa legislators prior to

1913 had no thought that the State Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction ought to have special qualifications and

training for the service he was to perform; professional

qualifications were not required. The Iowa Educational

Commission in 1908 recommended that the Superintendent

of Public Instruction should be the holder of an 1

1

unlimited

state certificate”. But it was largely due to the agitation

of the Better Schools Commission that the Thirty-fifth Gen-

eral Assembly in 1913 provided that the Superintendent of

Public Instruction should be “a graduate of an accredited

university or college, or of a four year course above high

school grade in an accredited normal school, and shall have

had at least five years’ experience as a teacher or school

superintendent.” The professional qualifications required

at the present time are the same as those provided by the

Thirty-fifth General Assembly.39

Political Qualifications .—-Legal qualifications for the of-

fice of Superintendent of Public Instruction have been re-

quired since the time of the first Territorial provision for

the office. The Superintendent of Public Instruction at that

time was required to give a bond of two thousand dollars.

In the establishment of the office under the first State Con-

stitution the bond was made twenty-five thousand dollars.

The reason for such a large bond was no doubt due to the

fact that the duties of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion were largely financial. This bond requirement re-

mained effective until the abolition of the office of Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction in 1858. With the reestab-

lishment of the office in 1864, the bond requirement was

39 Laws of Iowa, 1913, Ch. 103 ;
Beport of the Iowa Educational Commis-

sion, 1908, p. 7 ;
Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

1912-1914, pp. 87-97; Proceedings of the Fifty-eighth Annual Session of the

Iowa State Teachers Association, pp. 78-80.
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lowered to two thousand dollars. This was probably due

to the fact that almost all the financial responsibilities

previously borne by the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion had been transferred to the State's financial officers.

This bond requirement remains the same to date, though

the financial responsibilities of the Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction since that time have considerably increased.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction must take an oath

to support the Constitutions of the United States and of the

State of Iowa, and to perform the duties of his office faith-

fully and impartially as required by law. He must be

twenty-one years of age and a citizen of the State of Iowa.

The process of qualifying for office after election must be

completed by noon of the second secular day in January of

the first year of the term for which the Superintendent of

Public Instruction was elected, unless he is prevented by

inclement weather, unavoidable absence, or casualty, in

which case an extension of ten days is granted. When the

election is contested the successful candidate must complete

his qualifications within ten days after the decision of the

contest has been rendered.40

Selection and Tenure .— The office of Superintendent of

Public Instruction as first provided for in the Territorial

government was appointive by the Governor for a term of

three years. By provision of the Constitution of 1846 the

office was made elective for a term of three years, and re-

mained so until its abolition by the Board of Education in

1858. With the restoration of the office in 1864, it was pro-

vided that a Superintendent of Public Instruction “shall be

elected by the General Assembly to serve until January

1866, and thereafter a Superintendent of Public Instruction

40 Laws of the Territory of Iowa, 1840-1841, Ch. 46 ;
Code of 1851, Secs. 326,

328 ;
Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52, 1913, Ch. 103 ;

Code of 1873, Sec. 678 ;
Code

of 1927, Secs. 526, 540, 544, 655-al, 1045, 1047, 1048, 1063, 1070, 1073, 1077.
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shall be elected by the people every two years.” The office

remained elective biennially until 1913, when an attempt

was made to remove it from politics. In that year it was

made appointive for a term of four years. It was provided

that the Governor shall “nominate and with the consent of

two-thirds of the members of the senate in executive ses-

sion, appoint a superintendent of public instruction”. With

but one term’s trial of this method of selection the Thirty-

seventh General Assembly enacted a law again making the

office elective.41

Candidates for the office of Superintendent of Public In-

struction may be nominated by the regular primary, by

convention, or by petition signed by five hundred qualified

voters of the State. If an individual desires to be nomi-

nated as a member of a political party as defined in the

Iowa law he must seek nomination at the primary. The

law also provides that political organizations which are not

political parties may nominate a candidate for this office by

convention. If a person desires to run independent of any

party organization he may seek nomination by petition.42

The law provided that the Superintendent of Public In-

struction should “be elected at the general election in

(1926) and each fourth year thereafter.” 43

Compensation .—During the greater part of the time

since the establishment of his office, the Superintendent of

Public Instruction has received a comparatively small sal-

ary. The act creating the office under the Territorial gov-

ernment provided that the Superintendent of Public In-

struction should receive two hundred and fifty dollars per

Laws of the Territory of Iowa, 1840-1841, Ch. 46 ;
Code of 1851, Secs.

239, 240, 1076; Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52, 1913, Ch. 103, 1917, Ch. 318.

42 Code of 1987, Secs. 528, 529, 655-al, 655-al7
;
Laws of Iowa, 1925, Ch. 27.

-43 Code of 1927, See. 515.
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year. 44 This amount was raised to twelve hundred dollars

with the establishment of the office by the First General

Assembly in 1846.45 In 1864 the salary of the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction was raised to $1300
;
in 1866

it was raised to $1500; and in 1870 it was increased to

$2200. The Thirty-fifth General Assembly, in adopting the

recommendations of the Better Schools Commission in 1913,

provided a salary of $4000 per annum for the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction.46

In 1868 the General Assembly created the office of Deputy

Superintendent of Public Instruction. The compensation

allowed the Deputy Superintendent of Public Instruction,

like that of the Superintendent, has been subject to many
changes. These changes are as follows: in 1870, $1200; in

1886, $1500; in 1907, $1800; in 1913, $2500; in 1923, $2700;

and in 1927, $2850.

The General Assembly has from time to time also made

additions to the staff of the Department of Public Instruc-

tion, involving increased compensation expenditures. These

have been as follows: (1) in 1911, an Inspector of Normal

Training High Schools at a salary of $2000 per annum;

(2) in 1913, a Chief Clerk at $1500 per year, and three addi-

tional inspectors at $2000 each; and (3) in 1919, a Director

of the Teachers’ Placement Bureau, at $1200. 74

The present schedule of salaries allowed annually for the

staff of the Department of Public Instruction is
: (1) Super-

intendent of Public Instruction, $4000; (2) Deputy Superin-

tendent, $2850; (3) each of four inspectors, $2400; and (4)

44 Laws of the Territory of Iowa, 1840-1841, Ch. 46.

45 Laws of Iowa, 1846-1847, Ch. 99.

46 Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52, 1866, Ch. 67, 1870, Ch. 112, 1913, Ch. 103,

1927, Ch. 275, p. 258.

47 Laws of Iowa, 1868, Ch. 115, 1870, Ch. 112, 1886, Ch. 118, 1907, Ch. 2,

1911, Ch. 131, 1913, Ch. 103, 1919, Ch. 298, 1923, Ch. 334, 1927, Ch. 275; Iowa

Official Register, 1921-1922, p. 150.
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Chief Clerk, $1800. The inspector of normal training

schools is paid from the fund provided for normal training

schools, and his salary is fixed by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction.48

Vacancies .—A vacancy in the office of the Superintendent

of Public Instruction may occur upon: (1) failure to elect;

(2) failure to qualify; (3) termination of residence in the

State; (4) resignation; (5) decision of the Polk County

District Court declaring the office vacant; (6) conviction of

the incumbent of an infamous crime, or of any public of-

fense involving the violation of his oath of office; (7) sus-

pension by the District Court of Polk County; or, (8) upon

the death of the incumbent. All cases of vacancies are filled

by appointment by the Governor. The succeeding official

serves only until the removal of the disqualifications from

the regular Superintendent of Public Instruction; or in

case of vacancy occurring as the result of resignation, re-

moval from the State, or death, the appointed official serves

until the next regular election, and the qualification of the

newly elected Superintendent of Public Instruction.49

Removal.—The Superintendent of Public Instruction

may be removed from office as the result of action brought

in the Polk County District Court. Action may be brought

because of: (1) wilful or habitual neglect; (2) wilful mis-

conduct or maladministration in office; (3) corruption; (4)

extortion; (5) conviction of a felony; and (6) intoxication,

or because of having been convicted of being intoxicated.

48 Biennial Report of the Attorney General, 1925-1926, pp. 128-130; Iowa

Official Register, 1927-1928, p. 142; Laws of Iowa, 1927, Ch. 275, p. 258. The

Forty-second General Assembly in mating the appropriation for the Depart-

ment of Public Instruction did not provide for the Director of the Teachers’

Placement Bureau.— Laws of Iowa, 1927, Ch. 275, p. 258.

49 Code of 1927, Secs. 1091, 1092, 1107, 1146, 1152, 1155.
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Petition for removal may be filed in the office of the Clerk of

the Polk County District Court by the Attorney General of

the State or by not fewer than twenty-five qualified electors

of the State of Iowa.

The petition for removal must be filed in the name of the

State of Iowa and the accused shall be named as defendant.

When the petition is filed by the qualified electors it must be

verified. Upon the filing of a petition, notice of such filing

and of the time and place of hearing shall be served upon
the accused. The time of hearing shall not be less than ten

days nor more than twenty days after completion of the

serving of notice. The Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion may then be suspended from office by the Polk County

District Court or by the judge thereof during trial.
‘
‘ The

proceeding shall be summary in its nature, shall be triable

as an equitable action, and may be heard either in vacation

or term time. ’
’ Change of venue may be had by application

to the Supreme Court. In such case the Supreme Court

will appoint a judge, in place of the regular Polk County

District Court judges, to sit in the case. If judgment of

removal is rendered by this court, the Governor appoints a

successor to fill the vacancy. Appeal to the Supreme Court

of the State of Iowa may be had by the defendant, but such

appeal and the filing of supersedeas bond shall not operate

to stay the proceedings of the District Court, or judge, or

restore the defendant Superintendent to office pending

appeal.
50

In addition to providing for the removal of the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction from office, the General As-

sembly has also provided that he may be suspended by
judicial or court order. A suspension is not, strictly speak-

ing, a removal; it is not even a temporary removal, for the

suspended official is still treated as an officer. Although

so Code of 1927, Ch. 56.
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this is true, suspension of officials may properly be treated,

at least in this particular connection, as a phase of removal

from office .

51

By the suspension act the Governor is authorized to ap-

point a commission of three competent accountants to

examine and inspect the books, papers, vouchers, moneys,

securities, and documents under the control of the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction. Such accountants are re-

quired to make out a full, complete, and specific statement

of the transactions of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, with, for, or on behalf of the State, and report the

same to the Governor, with such suggestions as they may

think proper. If he finds from the examination of the re-

port that sufficient grounds for removal exist, the Governor

may lay a copy of the report before the Attorney General,

and direct that officer to file petition for removal against the

Superintendent of Public Instruction in the Polk County

District Court .

52 Upon the filing of this petition with the

clerk of the Polk County District Court, and the presenta-

tion of the petition to the judge, the Court or judge may

suspend the accused Superintendent of Public Instruction

from office. When suspended from office the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction may not attempt to exercise any

of the functions of his office. Revoking of the suspension

acts to reinstate the Superintendent in office .
53

Staff.— During the early history of the office one of the

greatest needs of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

seems to have been an adequate staff. It was during this

time that the Superintendent of Public Instruction enjoyed

real power, but because of the lack of assistance in his office

si Code of 1927, Ch. 57 ;
Brown, v. Duffus, 66 Iowa 193, at 199.

82 Code of 1927, Secs. 1119, 1120, 1122, 1123.

63 Code of 1927, Sees. 1092, 1094, 1097.
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lie was obliged to function in only a limited portion of the

educational field, and to neglect other important phases of

school administration.54

The First General Assembly in making provision for the

office of Superintendent of Public Instruction provided the

Superintendent with power to appoint a deputy, but the

Superintendent of Public Instruction had to pay the deputy

out of his own salary. The Twelfth General Assembly in

1868, however, allowed the Superintendent of Public In-

struction a deputy.55 In 1911 an Inspector of Normal

Training High Schools was added to the staff.56 And in

1913, the Thirty-fifth General Assembly provided for three

additional inspectors of schools : an Inspector of Rural and

Consolidated Schools, and two Inspectors of State Graded

and High Schools. The Thirty-fifth General Assembly also

provided for a Chief Clerk as a member of the staff

of the Department of Public Instruction.67 In response to

the need for teachers brought about by war conditions, the

Thirty-eighth General Assembly provided for a Bureau of

Teachers’ Placement in the Department of Public Instruc-

tion and established a Director at the head of this Bureau.58

At the present time, the staff of the Department of Public In-

struction consists of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, the Deputy Superintendent of Public Instruction, the

Chief Clerk, and five inspectors as follows
: (1) Inspector of

Consolidated Schools, (2) Inspector of Mining Camp

Schools, (3) Inspector of Normal Training High Schools,

** Auxner’s History of Education in Iowa, Vol. II, p. 12.

sb Laws of Iowa, 1846, p. 133, 1868, Ch. 115.

5« Laws of Iowa, 1911, Ch. 131.

67 Laws of Iowa, 1913, Ch. 103; Biennial Beport of the Attorney General,

1913-1914, pp. 148, 149; Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction, 1912-1914, p. 1.

58 Laws of Iowa, 1919, Ch. 298; Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction, 1918—1920, pp. 84, 85.
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(4) Inspector of Graded and High Schools, and (5) In-

spector of Rural Schools. 59

Ill

THE ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC

INSTRUCTION

In exercising the functions of his office the Superintendent

of Public Instruction is largely independent of any other edu-

cational administrative agency. These functions are numer-

ous and varied in nature. They may be grouped into two

classes. First, the Superintendent of Public Instruction

has certain mandatory powers and duties, that is, those

powers and duties which are imposed upon him by law. As

head of a department which has been created by the State

legislature, the Superintendent of Public Instruction de-

rives all his authority from that source. Though the scope

of his authority is quite clearly worked out by statute, the

realm in which he is compelled by law to act seems much

less clearly indicated. Whether a certain statute is manda-

tory or not may be determined only by the courts. It might

appear from a reading of the words “ shall’ ’ and “must”

or “may” that the character of his duties would be easily

determined, but the word “may” is often construed as

meaning “must”, or “shall” to mean “may”.60 Further-

more the courts have held that even where the law imposing

a duty upon an officer is not mandatory in form, it will be

regarded by them as mandatory where it has been adopted

with the idea of affording protection to the individual.

«» Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926-1928,

p. 3; Biennial Report of the Attorney General, 1925-1926, pp. 128-130; Laws

of Iowa, 1927, Ch. 275, p. 258.

so Goodnow ’s The Principles of Administrative Law of the United States,

pp. 295, 296; Van der Zee’s Form and Language of Statutes in Iowa, as found

in the Iowa Applied History Series, Vol. Ill, pp. 379, 380.
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What an official is empowered to do for a third person shall

be done. 61

Among the mandatory duties of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction the following may be cited as examples

:

(1) he shall prepare “and supply questions for the exami-

nation of applicants of teachers’ certificates and pupils

completing the eighth grade in the rural schools”, and fix

the time for holding such examinations; (2) he shall ap-

point at least one and not more than two county educational

meetings or institutes to be held annually; (3) he shall make

such regular reports to the Auditor of the State and the

Governor respectively as are prescribed by law; (4) he

must submit a comprehensive program of proposed expend-

itures for mining camp schools to the Executive Council for

its approval before money can be spent. This last duty

admits of considerable discretionary authority, but it is

mandatory in that the report must be made before approval

of the Executive Council can be secured.

Secondly, the Superintendent of Public Instruction has

authority to exercise certain discretionary powers. These

may be referred to as his directory duties. The Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction in executing his discretionary

duties is not liable for the way in which he executes them,

nor may he be forced by the courts to execute them in any

particular manner. Concerning this power the English

courts have said: “Discretion is to discern between right

and wrong, and therefore whoever hath power to act at dis-

cretion is bound by the rule of reason and law.” 62

It is to this class, that is, to his discretionary duties, that

almost all of the duties of the Superintendent of Public

si French v. Edwards, 13 Wallace (U. S.) 506; Supervisors v. United States,

4 Wallace (U. S.) 435, 446, 447.

62 Freund’s Cases on Administrative Law, p. 61; Bayley v. Ewart, 52 Iowa

111, 112; Code of 1927, Ch. 190; Laws of Iowa, 1927, Ch. 275; Goodnow’s

The Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States, pp. 295, 296.
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Instruction belong. The courts have held that they “are,

and ought to be, slow to interfere with the conduct of public

business by public officers; and this is especially true of

public business committed to the administration of officers

or boards not learned in law, and unaccustomed to the ob-

servance of strict, legal formalities. If they manifest good

faith, and show substantial compliance with the law pre-

scribing their duties, their acts should be sustained against

the hostile attack grounded on technical defects and omis-

sions occasioning no prejudice to public interests. ’ * 63 Illus-

trative of the discretionary powers or duties of the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction are the following: (1)

examining and determining appeals
; (2) classifying and de-

fining the various schools under his supervision; (3) formu-

lating suitable courses of study; (4) inspection of the

various schools of the public school system; (5) prescribing

reports, forms, blanks; (6) obtaining and furnishing infor-

mation so as to assist in securing positions for teachers;

(7) designating and approving high schools for normal

training work, and approving consolidated and standard

schools for State aid; and (8) directing and approving

county and town institutes.

This study is not primarily concerned with a technical

analysis of each of the many functions and duties of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, nor with the making

of a rigid classification of the many detailed duties involved

in the administration of the Department of Public Instruc-

tion. It aims rather to point out in general the features of

the administrative powers involved in the work of the De-

partment, how they are actually carried out, and the gen-

eral effects upon the public school system. The remaining

chapters are therefore given to discussion of these chief

administrative powers, that is, the power of appointment,

63 Crawford v. School Township of Beaver, 182 Iowa 1324, 1334.
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power of removal, power of direction and supervision,

ordinance power, deciding appeals, powers of financial con-

trol, and ex officio powers.64

IV

POWER OF APPOINTMENT

Appointment has been defined as consisting of the ‘
‘ choice

by the appointing authority of the person appointed.”

There can be no appointment to office in the public service

without legal authority. For any department of govern-

ment to exercise the power of appointing its subordinates is

in legal theory a distinctive feature of its independence.65

The First General Assembly of Iowa conferred the power

of appointment upon the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion by providing that he might appoint a deputy. Since the

office of Superintendent of Public Instruction now has a

statutory basis, it necessarily follows that the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction is dependent upon the legis-

lature for his power of appointment. This power may be

altered or entirely taken away by that body at any time.

The function of appointment has been extended by the Gen-

eral Assembly on several instances by the addition of new

divisions to the Department. But since there is no hier-

archy of school officers in Iowa, the power of appointment

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction is compara-

tively limited. The Thirty-fourth General Assembly in

1911 created within the Department of Public Instruction

the position of Inspector of Normal Training High Schools,

and provided that he should be appointed by the Superin-

64 Code of 1927, Ch. 190, 194, 209, 222, Sees. 4108, 4111, 4112.

65 Goodnow ’s The Principles of the Administrative Law of the United

States, pp. 37, 38, 253; McQuillin’s A Treatise on the Law of Municipal Cor-

porations, VoL II, p. 1004.
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tendent of Public Instruction.66 In 1913, the Thirty-fifth

General Assembly added to the appointive power of the Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction by creating the offices of

Chief Clerk and three additional inspectors, which offices

were to be organized at the discretion of the Superintendent

of Public Instruction. The offices of inspectors now pro-

vided are : Inspector of Graded and High Schools, Inspec-

tor of Consolidated Schools, Inspector of Rural Schools,

Inspector of Mining Camp Schools, and Inspector of Nor-

mal Training Schools.67 The Thirty-eighth General As-

sembly empowered the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion to organize the Teachers 7 Placement Bureau and

establish a Director at its head.

The appointive authority of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction within the Department is complete in all cases

excepting in case of the Deputy Superintendent of Public

Instruction and the Inspector of Mining Camp Schools. In

the case of the appointment of the Deputy Superintendent,

the Superintendent of Public Instruction must have the ap-

proval of the Governor
;
also the qualifications for the Dep-

uty Superintendent must be the same as those required of

the Superintendent of Public Instruction.68 In the case of

the Inspector of Mining Camp Schools, the Superintendent

of Public Instruction must secure special authorization of

the Executive Council to make the appointment.69

The Superintendent of Public Instruction as executive

officer of the State Board for Vocational Education “shall

with its approval, appoint such assistants as may be neces-

ss Laws of Iowa, 1846-1847, p. 133, 1911, Ch. 131.

67 Laws of Iowa, 1913, Ch. 103, 1927, Ch. 275, p. 258; Biennial Report of

the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926-1928, p. 3 ;
Biennial Report of

the Attorney General, 1913-1914, p. 149, 1924^-1926, pp. 128-130.

68 Code of 1927, Sec. 3835 ;
Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction, 1920-1922, p. 66.

«9 Iowa Official Register, 1925-1926, p. 659.
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sary ’ \ Since this Board serves as the administrative board

in charge of civilian rehabilitation, the Superintendent of

Public Instruction also appoints the necessary officials to

carry out that work, but here again he must have the ap-

proval of the Board in making appointments .

70

Y

REMOVAL

The removal of a public official is the act of depriving a

person of a government office. It may take place at any

time within the term for which the official is serving,

whether his commission be definite or indefinite. The re-

moval, however, must be within the term for which the per-

son has been chosen. The expiration of a tenure of office is

not technically a removal. This method of control over

governmental agents does not involve the violation of any

constitutional or legal rights
;
the right to a public office is

not a property or a contractual right— indeed, it is not an

absolute right of any kind. In fact the right to office is

merely a privilege. To be sure, an office holder may have

certain rights
;
he has the legal right, for example, to pro-

tect himself against unlawful removal .

71

Although appointive officials are usually subject to re-

moval by impeachment, they have been more effectively

controlled by summary removal. In addition to removal

by impeachment and summary removal, removal for cause

is also common. That is to say, there is another distinct

method of removal for cause other than by impeachment
;
it

applies to both elective and appointive officers in Iowa.

72

to Code of 1927, Secs. 3839, 3852.

7i Butler v. Pennsylvania, 10 Howard (U. S.) 402, pp. 415-417; Ashley’s

Removal of Public Officials in McLaughlin and Hart ’s Cyclopedia of American

Government, Vol. Ill, pp. 177, 178.

72Goodnow’s The Principles of the Administrative Law of the United

States, p. 462; Code of 1927, Sees. 1091, 1114.
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The subordinate officials of the Department of Public In-

struction may be removed by either of two methods, namely

:

(1) by summary removal, or (2) by removal for cause. On

the other hand the General Assembly may abolish any one

of the offices within the Department with the incidental re-

sult of terminating the official relation of the incumbent. 73

Summary removal, that is, removal without cause, or dis-

missal at the discretion of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction may be effected by formal discharge or by the

appointment of a successor to the incumbent. This method

of removal is based on the principle that the power of re-

moval is incident to the power of appointment and is appli-

cable in case of the subordinate officials of the Department

of Public Instruction only because each of the offices is held

at the pleasure of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

and a definite term is not fixed by law.74

The subordinate officials of the Department of Public In-

struction may be removed for cause by judicial process as

provided for the removal of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction and described under the topic of removal in

Chapter II. Furthermore, the Governor shall, when of the

opinion that the public service requires such action, appoint

a commission to examine such officials and, upon return of

an unsatisfactory report by this commission, he shall lay a

copy of this report before the Executive Council. The

Executive Council may use such report as the basis for re-

moval or it may upon the direction of the General Assembly

begin investigation proceedings. The Executive Council

may remove any one of the subordinate officials of the De-

partment of Public Instruction for the following causes:

73 Biennial Report of the Attorney General, 1923-1924, p. 370.

74 MeQuillin ’s A Treatise on the Law of Municipal Corporations, Vol. II, pp.

1205-1207; Biennial Report of the Attorney General, 1909-1910, p. 67; Good-

now’s The Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States, p. 312;

Code of 1927, Sec. 3835; Ex Parte Hennen, 13 Peters (U. S.) 230-262, at 259.

vol. xxvn—19
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(1) habitual or wilful neglect of duty, (2) any disability

preventing a proper discharge of the duties of his office,

(3) gross partiality, (4) oppression, (5) extortion, (6) cor-

ruption, (7) wilful misconduct or maladministration in of-

fice, (8) conviction of felony, (9) a failure to produce and

fully account for all public funds and property in his hands

at any inspection or settlement, and (10) becoming ineli-

gible to hold office.
75

Also in view of the principle that appointive officers with-

out a definite term may be removed by the appointing au-

thority because the power of removal is regarded as inci-

dent to the power of appointment, the Superintendent of

Public Instruction, it would seem, is authorized to remove

those officials appointed by him in the Vocational Education

Service.76 Thus the Superintendent of Public Instruction

is empowered to remove all those subordinate officials serv-

ing within his own Department and all those subordinate

officials serving in the administration of vocational educa-

tion.77

VI

THE POWERS OF DIRECTION SUPERVISION
AND CONTROL

In the administration of the public schools of Iowa al-

most all duties are performed by officers elected by the

people. Only the small group of officials and assistants in

the Department of Public Instruction really has direct ad-

ministrative responsibility. Practically all the public

school officials of the State are independent of any effective

75 Biennial Beport of the Attorney General, 1923-1924, pp. 271, 272
;
Laws

of Iowa, 1921, Ch. 158 ;
Code of 1927, Secs. 1114, 1119, 1122, 1123.

78 McQufflin’s A Treatise on the Law of Municipal Corporations, Vol. II,

pp. 1229, 1230.

77 Code of 1927, Sec. 3839.
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direction or supervision from the Department of Public

Instruction, except as they obligate themselves in accepting

State aid for their schools. The Superintendent of Public

Instruction has general power to ascertain “by inspection

or otherwise, the conditions, needs, and progress of the

schools under the supervision and control of his depart-

ment”, and to “classify and define the various schools

under the supervision and control of his department ’ \ The

powers of the Superintendent of Public Instruction appear

to be directory and supervisory more in theory than in

practice .
78 Almost all administrative matters affecting the

public schools of the State are performed by local officers

who are really quite independent of central supervision

;

although there is no branch of the public school system over

which the Superintendent of Public Instruction has not

some influence. The Department of Public Instruction

sends to local school officials instructions as to how they

should execute the law relative to their schools .
79 This

does not appear to be the result of any change in the re-

sponsibility of these local officials, but is due rather to the

making of special classifications of their schools and the

giving of grants and aids. Thus the Superintendent of

Public Instruction is enabled to direct, supervise, and con-

trol to some degree almost all the public elementary and

secondary schools of the State.

THE DEPAETMENT OF PUBLIC INSTEUOTION

As head of the Department of Public Instruction the

Superintendent of Public Instruction may exercise the

powers of direction, supervision, and control within the

Department apparently in an effective, almost complete and

IS Code of 1927, Sec. 3832; Bowman’s Problems in the Administration of

Iowa, p. 53.

ro Bowman’s Problems in the Administration of Iowa, pp. 53, 55.
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independent manner. 80 In the work of the Department in

connection with the mining camp schools, however, the Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction must cooperate with and

act under the advisement of the Executive Council in mat-

ters relating to the distribution of funds to these schools.81

The Superintendent of Public Instruction is enabled to

make effective his powers of direction and supervision for

he apparently has full power to remove any member of his

staff. 82

The Deputy Superintendent of Public Instruction and

the supervisors and inspectors of the Department of Public

Instruction are all under the direction of, and subject to,

the supervision of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

in carrying out their particular functions. The Department

of Public Instruction handles approximately $500,000 an-

nually, distributing this sum to consolidated schools, nor-

mal training schools, mining camp schools, and standard-

ized schools. The distribution of these funds is made upon

the basis of reports and statistics compiled by the inspec-

tors or supervisors and approved by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction. Moreover, the Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction must approve all bills for the distribution of

these funds, the necessary traveling expenses of the inspec-

tors and the salaries of the clerical help. In addition, the

Superintendent of Public Instruction edits and writes a

large number of bulletins and reports in connection with the

work of the Department. 83

so Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922,

p. 12.

si Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922,

p. 66; Laws of Iowa, 1927, Ch. 275.

sz Patton’s Bemoval of Public Officials in the Iowa Applied History Series,

Vol. n, p. 394.

83 Laws of Iowa, 1927, Ch. 275, p. 258
;
Biennial Beport of the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922, pp. 12, 13, 46-59, 60-65, 66.
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THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT AND RURAL SCHOOLS

The Superintendent of Public Instruction makes use of

the county superintendents of schools as a means of com-

munication between the Department of Public Instruction

and the “various school officers and instructors” of the

counties, and in transmitting' and delivering “all books,

papers, circulars and communications designed for them ”.84

In matters concerning the ‘
‘ standard schools ’ the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction has “general supervisory

and plenary powers. ’
’ A standard school is legally defined

as “Any school located in a district, other than a city inde-

pendent or consolidated district, not maintaining a high

school, which has complied” with the law governing such

schools .
85 Directions are given to the county superintend-

ents of schools and to the local school officials relative to

standard conditions for the certain type of school, involving

the schoolhouses, grounds, equipment, heating, lighting,

ventilation, seating, water supply, library, fire protection,

and teacher requirements. Detailed specifications are made

to county superintendents, school officials, and teachers to

serve as directions in determining whether a school is ready

for standardization, and for guidance in selecting and pur-

chasing materials and supplies together with the general

improvement of the school. The Superintendent of Public

Instruction may at any time he deems necessary prescribe

additional requirements .
86

84 Code of 1927, See. 4106.

85 Biennial Report of the Attorney General, 1923-1924, p. 369 ;
Code of 1927,

See. 4329.

86 Code of 1927, Sees. 4329, 4330
;
Biennial Report of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction, 1918-1920, pp. 60, 61. The Superintendent of Public In-

struction issues an official rating card to be used by the county superintendent

of schools in scoring a school desirous of becoming standardized or for a

guide to a standardized school in maintaining or raising its status. The chief

features outlined in this score card are: (1) grounds and outbuildings, 120

points; (2) the schoolhouse, 190 points; (3) equipment and care of school-
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Each county superintendent of schools is required by law

to make an annual report on or before June thirtieth, of the

conditions of the standardized schools within his county.

Upon the receipt from the county superintendent of schools

of a satisfactory report showing that any certain rural

school has fulfilled the requirements of a standard school,

the Superintendent of Public Instruction issues a requisi-

tion upon the State Auditor for the amount due the rural

school district entitled to State aid for the past school year.

The State Auditor, thereupon, draws a warrant upon the

State Treasurer payable to the secretary of the school cor-

poration entitled to State aid. The amount that can be

secured by any standard school is six dollars for each pupil

who attended the school in question at least six months of

the previous year. The Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion is required to furnish a standard school with a ‘
‘ door

plate or mark of identification ”.87

The Superintendent of Public Instruction may direct the

county superintendents of schools in making reports, both

as to the manner of making them and the contents of the

reports. He may require that the county superintendents

make reports additional to those specified by law concern-

ing standard schools .

88 Annually, on the last Tuesday in

August, the county superintendent of schools in each county

is required to make a report upon all the schools within his

county. This report is an abstract of the reports made to

him by secretaries and treasurers of school corporations,

room, 190 points; (4) library and supplementary readers, 90 points; (5) tbe

teacher and the school, 290 points; and, (6) community and school activities,

120 points. Total 1000 points. To become standardized a rural school must

have a rating of 800 points on this score card for the first year, 850 points for

the second year, and 900 points for every year thereafter.— Standardisation of

JRural Schools, 1928, pp. 5-8, 9-37.

87 Code of 1927, Sees. 4331, 4332, 4334, 4335.

88 Code of 1927, See. 4331.
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and in addition shows to what extent the requirements of

the law for instruction in physiology and hygiene are ob-

served. This report must also show such other matters as

the Superintendent of Public Instruction has instructed the

county superintendent of schools to include .
89 It is in re-

spect to the making of reports that the Superintendent of

Public Instruction may really exercise his supervisory pow-

ers over the county superintendents. Upon failure to re-

port satisfactorily to the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, a county superintendent of schools may be made to

forfeit the sum of fifty dollars to the county school fund and

bear the expense of having a satisfactory report made.90

.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction may also in-

struct any other officer or person who has any authority or

duties in connection with public school affairs, or who now

has or has had the custody or control of public school funds

or property, to malm reports to him. The failure of local

officials to make the required report is a misdemeanor and

punishable as such.

91

The Superintendent of Public Instruction directs the

county superintendent of schools in holding county insti-

tutes for the teachers. He appoints at least one and not

more than two county teachers’ institutes in each county

each year, and designates the time and place for holding

them. The county superintendent of schools makes out the

program and selects the instructors and lecturers, but the

program and instructional staff must be approved by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction. Any school corpora-

tion employing regularly twenty-five or more teachers may

hold a teachers’ institute separate from that of the regular

county institute. In case a school corporation does hold a

89 Code of 1987, See. 4106.

so Code of 1987, See. 4107.

9i Code of 1987, See. 3834.
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separate institute for its teachers, the county superintendent

must cooperate with the city superintendent in arranging

the program and selecting the staff. Arrangements or

plans for professional meetings in such districts are, how-
ever, subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction.92

DIRECTION SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OE THE GRADED
AND HIGH SCHOOLS

The general supervision and control of the schools of the

State vested in the Department of Public Instruction is not

wholly a new responsibility. The Tenth General Assembly
in 1864 charged the Superintendent of Public Instruction

with the general supervision of all the common schools of

the State. It remained, however, for the Thirty-fourth

General Assembly and the Thirty-fifth General Assembly to

provide the machinery for the constructive supervision and
control of the public graded and high schools of the State.93

The Department of Public Instruction defines the term,

“graded and high schools”, as including all public schools

of the State with graded elementary work and with one or

more years of high school work. This includes such schools

as are approved and those not yet standardized and ap-

proved by the Department of Public Instruction. It does

not include rural schools, except those that are consolidated,

and others that employ more than one teacher. 94

The chief factor that brings these schools under effective

supervision of the Department of Public Instruction is the

provision that every school corporation that does not pro-

vide a four years’ high school course shall pay the tuition

»2 Code of 1927, Secs. 3840, 4108, 4111, 4112.

as Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52, 1911, Chs. 131, 146, 1913, Chs. 103, 239.

94 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1916-1918,
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of its pupils of school age, who have completed the course

as approved by the Department of Public Instruction for

such corporation, if they choose to attend an approved high

school. 95

The work of inspection and supervision of the graded

and high schools of the State consists of work in the office

of the Department of Public Instruction and field work
which involves more than ten thousand miles of travel an-

nually in visiting schools. This work is in the immediate

charge of the Inspector of Graded and High Schools. In

performing this work he is under the direction of the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction. The chief duties of the

Inspector of Graded and High Schools in supervising the

schools are: (1) visiting the schools of the State, (2) check-

ing up material equipment; (3) examining the course of

study and records; (4) visiting classroom work of the

teachers; (5) conferring with superintendents, teachers,

and boards of education; (6) advising local school authori-

ties relative to the type of school which should be main-

tained by them; (7) making itemized written reports of the

results of inspection and requirements needed by each par-

ticular school; (8) preparing and sending out report blanks

at the beginning of each school year; (9) examining reports

sent to him and making recommendations relative to the

same, to each school; (10) providing standards for graded
and high schools

; (11) preparing courses of study; and (12)

issuing bulletins and manuals. About one-half of the time

of the Inspector of Graded and High Schools is spent in

checking reports, preparing literature and bulletins, an-

swering correspondence, and doing other forma of office

work. So that on the average a school can not be inspected

more than once every two and one-half years. Usually

schools are inspected when applying for approval, but sub-

85 Code of 1927, Secs. 4275, 4277.
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sequent maintenance of that standard is checked largely

by the Inspector of Graded and High Schools from reports

turned into the Department of Public Instruction.96

Schools desiring to be standardized and approved by the

Department of Public Instruction, and those desiring to

maintain that status must meet reasonable requirements in

the way of the following: (1) material equipment, including

buildings, fixtures, and grounds; (2) organization
; (3) cur-

riculum, consisting of an elementary course of eight years

and a high school course of one, two, three or four years,

each of which must have a well arranged course of study,

well balanced and coordinated; (4) instruction; and (5)

spirit. Schools may be approved for one year, two, three,

or four years of high school work.97

DIRECTION SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OF
NORMAL TRAINING HIGH SCHOOLS

The normal training high school was established in Iowa

by the Thirty-fourth General Assembly as a local institution

for training teachers for rural schools. 98 The Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction may designate the schools which

may take advantage of this provision and establish depart-

ments of normal training in their high schools. The Super-

intendent of Public Instruction is also given discretion in

the matter of deciding which schools shall be selected as

normal training high schools. It is expected, however, that

in deciding which schools shall be selected, the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction will take into account the use-

fulness of the high school under consideration in supplying

96 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922,

pp. 64, 65.

9r gee Summary of Standards and Equipment for Approved Graded and

High Schools; Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

1920-1922, pp. 63, 65.

98 Laws of Iowa, 1911, Ch. 131.
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trained teachers for the rural schools of the community,

also the livelihood of the schools in question maintaining

the required standards. Using this as a basis, the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction may discriminate in favor

of a consolidated school over a city high school in the same

locality, even though the city high school may be better

equipped to do the work. Private and denominational

schools may also be approved by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction for establishing normal training depart-

ments, but such schools do not thereby become eligible to

receive State aid as is provided for public normal training

high schools. Thus four types of schools come under the

direction, supervision, and control of the Department of

Public Instruction, namely : approved high schools, consoli-

dated schools, and private and denominational schools."

The Superintendent of Public Instruction may approve any

of these types of schools with any sized enrollment, but

State aid can be secured only in a school maintaining a

normal training department and having had a class of ten

members the preceding semester. In order that State aid

may be secured by an approved, public, normal training

high school it must present a satisfactory report to the

Superintendent of Public Instruction at the close of each

semester. To receive the annual apportionment of State

aid the normal training high school must receive the ap-

proval of the Department of Public Instruction each year.

Upon the receipt of such satisfactory report the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction must issue a requisition upon

the State Auditor for the amount due the school.100

Public high schools desiring recognition as normal train-

ing high schools are instructed to make formal application

99 Code of 1927, Secs. 3899, 3901.

100 Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925, p. 35 ;
Code of 1927, Secs.

3900, 3902, 3903, 3904.
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to the Department of Public Instruction for such. Personal

inspection by a member of the staff of the Department of

Public Instruction is necessary before a normal training

department can be established in any approved high school

or consolidated high school. The Superintendent of Public

Instruction has provided that when any school, designated

as a normal training high school, fails to maintain an en-

rollment of ten students in its normal training department

for two consecutive semesters, that school forfeits its recog-

nition as such until it has again been inspected and desig-

nated as a normal training high school. No high school is

entitled to the privileges of a normal training high school

until it has been officially designated as such by the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction. 101

Normal training high schools are personally inspected by
the Inspector of Normal Training High Schools, but every

act of that official is subject to the supervision of the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction. The instructions given by

the Superintendent of Public Instruction to normal training

high schools deal with: (1) general organization; (2) num-

ber and qualification of teachers; (3) normal training

classes; (4) professional training of normal training stu-

dents; (5) high school grades, examinations, and certifi-

cates; and (6) normal training club work. 102

Relative to general organization, the Superintendent of

Public Instruction designates the standards that must be

maintained in the administration of the normal training

schools
;
the conditions of the buildings, laboratories, libra-

ries, and other physical equipment. 103

In regard to the number and qualifications of teachers

101 Normal Training Nigh Schools in Iowa, 1925, pp. 12, 13.

102 Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925, pp. 12, 14, 19, 22, 26, 36.

103 Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925, pp. 12, 13; Normal Train-

ing High Schools in Iowa, Circular No. 2, 1928, pp. 9-13.
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in normal training schools, the Superintendent of Public

Instruction gives instructions relative to the experience,

training, and professional qualifications of the superintend-

ent of schools; and the experience, professional qualifica-

tions, training, and responsibilities of the normal training

critic. The Superintendent of Public Instruction desig-

nates the type of work to be taught by the critic teacher,

the maximum number of teaching periods daily, the mini-

mum number of free periods daily for conference with the

students, the critic teacher’s responsibility for criticism,

and the manner in which the critic teacher should cooperate

with the county superintendent of schools, grade teachers,

and normal training students. The Superintendent of

Public Instruction also gives instructions regarding the ex-

perience, professional qualifications, and training of high

school teachers, home economics teachers, agriculture teach-

ers, normal training teachers, music teachers, commercial

teachers, physical education teachers, grade teachers, and

primary teachers. The Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion likewise specifies that no high school class enrollment

in normal training schools should exceed thirty pupils, and

that no high school teacher should be required to conduct

more than six recitations daily. 104

As to the normal training class, the Superintendent of

Public Instruction specifies: (1) that students may be ad-

mitted only when having at least an average high school

standing; (2) that the enrollment must be filed both in the

school and in the Department of Public Instruction; and

(3) that applicants for enrollment must be approved by the

local superintendent of schools and the normal training

critic. After the individual enrollments are approved and

signed by these two officials they must be sent to the De-

partment of Public Instruction for final approval and filing

104 Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925, pp. 14—17.
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in the Department by the Inspector of Normal Training

High Schools. No student may enter the normal training

course without permission of the local superintendent of

schools, the critic, and the Department of Public Instruc-

tion. The Superintendent of Public Instruction also pre-

scribes the course of study which the high school student

must follow the first two years of his high school course in

preparation for the normal training course, the course of

study for the last two years of the normal training stu-

dent’s high school course, and a course of study for post-

graduates taking the normal training course .

105 Relative

to professional training, the Superintendent of Public In-

struction designates the nature and amount of professional

work and practice teaching as well as the observation of

teaching to be done by the normal training students .

106

Herbert Clare Cook

Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Aets

Ames Iowa

io5 Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925, pp. 18—21
;
Normal Train-

ing Sigh Schools in Iowa, Circular No. 2, 1928.

loo Normal Training Sigh Schools in Iowa, Circular No. 2, 1928, pp. 10-12.



SOME PUBLICATIONS

The Life of George Rogers Clark. By James Alton James.

Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 1928. Pp. 534.

Plates, maps. The sesquicentennial of the exploits of George

Rogers Clark created a demand for an adequate biography of the

man who “won the Old Northwest”. The Life of George Rogers

Clark, by Professor James A. James of Northwestern University,

fills this need. The book is written in an unbiased attitude and

it affords the reader an interpretation of the real Clark; moreover

it tells in full the story of Clark’s early triumphs and his later

disappointments. The book by Professor James is more than a

biography—it is a history of the Revolution in the West and the

years of adjustment thereafter. The volume is the product of

ripe scholarship. Some twenty years ago the author began to

collect material on this subject. He edited the Papers of George

Rogers Clark for the Illinois State Historical Library; and from

time to time he produced essays on various phases of his main

theme. The results of his painstaking research are clearly re-

vealed in the biography. Professor James has written an excellent

life of George Rogers Clark. It is scholarly and interesting.

A-Rafting on the Mississip’. By Charles Edward Russell. New

York : The Century Co. 1928. Pp. 357. Plates. In this volume,

Mr. Russell, an Iowan, has presented a vivid picture of the old

logging, rafting, and lumber days on the Mississippi River. The

author brought to his task a love for the river instilled in his mind

by boyhood days spent along the waterfront of this classic stream.

Personal knowledge of the days of the river traffic has been rein-

forced by wide reading and study of source materials dealing with

the subject. In his prefatory note, Mr. Russell pays tribute to

George Byron Merrick, A. D. Summers, Captain Fred A. Bill, and

J. W. Murphy, editor of The Burlington Post, who have done much

to preserve the annals of the Father of Waters. The author has

used as the basis of several chapters such material as the remin-

295
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iscences and adventures of old rivermen including Captain J. W.
Darragh, Governor Sam Van Sant, Captain E. E. Heerman, Cap-

tain E. H. Thomas, Captain George Winans, Captain Stephen

Hanks, and many others. The book is a valuable addition to the

literature on the Mississippi. The publisher has made a book

attractive in appearance and illustrated with rare old prints.

A Journal of the Birmingham Emigrating Company. By
Leander V. Loomis. Edited by Edgar M. Ledyard. Salt Lake

City : Legal Printing Company. 1928. Pp. 198. Maps, plates. This

volume is the record of a trip from Birmingham, Iowa, to Sacra-

mento, California, made by a company consisting of twenty-five

men, four women, and one child in 1850. The Journal was kept

by Leander V. Loomis who was an intelligent, energetic, and ob-

serving young man. The account gives an accurate and unbiased

recital of the events that befell the company along the way. Al-

though the language is simple and homely, the journalist succeeds

in bringing before the reader a clear cut picture of the members
of the party, the Indian tribes encountered on the way, the old

trading posts, the wild game, hardships of the road, points of

scenic interest, and the encampments. In an Introduction to the

volume J. Cecil Alter declares that this “is one of the best over-

land narratives I have seen.” The editor has enriched the nar-

rative with voluminous footnotes, and a wealth of pictures illumin-

ate the text and identify places along the way. A well executed

map enables the reader to follow the route of the emigrants.

An Iowa Farmer Abroad. By Otha D. Wearin. Des Moines:

Homestead Publishing Co. 1928. Pp. 157. Plates. The author

of this book is a practical farmer in Iowa, and a member of the

General Assembly. In this volume, he tells of his experiences on

an extensive tour through England, Ireland, Belgium, Holland,

Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France, and the Island

of Guernsey. His observations are presented “from the stand-

point of a farmer seeking knowledge and experience of value that

could be applied to practice in America.” The author shows that

agriculture and its problems are international in scope. While

he does not believe that the European system of agriculture would
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be practicable in the United States, he does feel that American

farmers might follow with profit such things as organization, co-

operation, marketing, intensive cultivation, and arrangement of

improvements which have proved their worth in Europe. The book

is written in a pleasing style, and is illustrated with pictures taken

by the author. It is printed and bound in a very attractive

manner.

The Annual Report of The Smithsonian Institution for 1927

has recently been published and distributed.

Some Present-Day Problems is the title of Volume XIII of the

Journal of The National Institute of Social Sciences.

Volume CXXXX of The Annals of The American Academy of

Political and Social Science is devoted to a study of The American

Negro.

Sauk Tales, by Alanson Skinner, form an important contribu-

tion to The Journal of American Folk-lore for January-March,

1928.

The Yearbook of Agriculture 1927 has been issued by the

United States Department of Agriculture. Nelson Antrim Craw-

ford, an Iowan, edited the volume.

The Credit Situation, an address by George E. Roberts, vice-

president of The National City Bank of New York, has been

printed in pamphlet form.

The New York Historical Society has published the Letter Book

of John Watts, Merchant and Councillor of New York. The

letters cover the period from January 1, 1762, to December 22,

1765.

A monograph, Notes on Excavations in the Aztec Ruin, by Earl

IT. Morris, has been published in the Anthropological Papers of

The American Museum of Natural History.

Americanizing American History, by Dixon Ryan Fox, is a

leading article in the January number of History, the quarterly

journal of the Historical Association of England.

VOL. XXVII

—

20
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A study entitled Congressional Investigating Committees, by

Marshall Edward Dimock, has been published in the Johns Hop-

kins University Studies in Historical and Political Science.

The Papers and Proceedings of the Forty-first Annual Meeting

of the American Economic Association, held at Chicago in Decem-

ber, 1928, have been published as a Supplement to The American

Economic Review for March.

A valuable study entitled Notes on the Buffalo-Head Dance of

the Thunder Gens of the Fox Indians, by Truman Michelson, has

been published as Bulletin 87 of the Bureau of American Ethno-

logy of the Smithsonian Institution.

The History of Great Barrington, by Charles J. Taylor, has

been published by the town of Great Barrington, Massachusetts.

Part II of the history, extending from 1882 to 1922, was written

by George Edwin MacLean, former president of the State Univer-

sity of Iowa.

The first number of Social Science Abstracts has come from the

press. Number 1 of Volume 1 apears as the March issue of 1929.

There will be twelve numbers during 1929, followed by an annual

index. Number 1 of Volume II will appear as the January issue

of 1930.

Under the title, The Preservation of Peace, a series of addresses

and papers presented at the annual meeting of the Academy of

Political Science in New York City on November 23, 1928, has

been published in the first issue of the Proceedings of the Academy

of Political Science for 1929.

German Governmental Influence on Foreign Investments, 1871-

1915, by Walter H. C. Laves; and Missionaries and Politics in

China—The Taiping Rebellion, by John B. Littell, are two articles

of historical importance in the Political Science Quarterly for De-

cember, 1928.

Perspectives in Political Science, 1903-1928, by Jesse S. Reeves;

Campaign Expenditures, by Edward M. Sait; America’s Role in

the League of Nations, by Manley 0. Hudson
;
and Administrative
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Law and the Constitution, by Marvin B. Rosenberry, are four

leading contributions to The American Political Science Review

for February.

A monograph entitled The Bureau of Engraving and Printing

Its History, Activities and Organization, by Laurence F. Schmecke-

bier, has been published as No. 56 in the Service Monographs of

the United States Goverment. This study was prepared under

the auspices of the Institute for Government Research of The

Brookings Institution.

The Ecclesiastical Status of New Mexico (1680-1875), by Sister

M. Ramona; and Louis Philippe’s Donations to the Old Cathedral

of Bardstown, by Henry S. Spalding, S. J., are two articles in

The Catholic Historical Review for January which are of particu-

lar interest to mid-western readers.

The New Crusade, by James H. Breasted
;
The Pact of Osborne,

by Thad W. Riker
;
and The Economic Background of the Liberty

Party, by Julian P. Bretz, are the principal articles in The Ameri-

can Historical Review for January. The Diary of Jose Bernardo

Gutierrez de Lara, 1811-1812, contributed by Elizabeth H. West,

is included under Documents.

Three articles in The Canadian Historical Review for December,

1928, are of particular interest to historians of the Mississippi

Valley. These are: La Verendrye: Commandant, Fur-trader,

and Explorer, by A. S. Morton; Selkirk’s Work in Canada: An

Early Chapter, by Helen I. Cowan ;
and Canadian Migration in the

Forties, by Frances Morehouse.

The Journal of Negro History for January contains the Pro-

ceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Association for the Study

of Negro Life and History Held in St. Louis, Missouri, October

21 to 25, 1928. Cultural Opportunities through Race Contacts,

by Donald R. Taft; Documentary Evidence of the Relations of

Negroes and Indians, by James Hugo Johnston; and Carpet-

baggers, by Sophia A. Walker, comprise the papers and articles in

this number.
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The Supplement to the Annual Report of the American Histori-

cal Association for the Year 1924 containing Writings on Ameri-

can History for 1924 has been published and distributed. This

volume is another of the valuable compilations by Grace Gardner

Griffin. It contains a bibliography of books and articles on

United States and Canadian history published during the year

1924 with some memoranda on other portions of America.

The Origins of the South Sea Company, by William Thomas

Morgan; Jose Bonifacio, the Neglected Father of His Country,

Brazil, by Paul Vanorden Shaw; A Survey of British Policy in

the Fashoda Crisis, by T. W. Riker; Colonel House’s Story, by

David S. Muzzey; and A Page of Diplomatic History: Russian

Military Leaders and the Problem of Constantinople during the

War, by Michael T. Florinsky, are articles of historical interest in

the Political Science Quarterly for March.

WESTERN AMERICANA

The Annual Report of the Historical and Philosophical Society

of Ohio for 1928 has been published and distributed.

Wild Bill—James Butler Hickok, by William E. Connelley, has

been reprinted in booklet form from the Collections of the Kansas

State Historical Society.

An interesting series of sketches on New Mexico Santos, by Odd

S. Halseth, have appeared in El Palacio during January and Feb-

ruary.

Party Politics in Ohio, 1840-1850, by Edgar Allen Holt, is the

principal contribution in the Ohio Archaeological and Historical

Quarterly for July, 1928.

Mexican Labor in the United States Imperial Valley, by Paid

S. Taylor, has been published in the University of California Pub-

lications in Economics.

The Fifth Biennial Report of the Historical Department of the

State of Wyoming has been published. The report was compiled

by Mrs. Cyrus Beard, State Historian.
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The Swedish-American Historical Bulletin for February con-

tains a series of Documents Relating to Peter Casset and the Set-

tlement at New Sweden, Iowa, translated and edited by George M.

Stephenson.

The Ancestry of Joseph Smith the Prophet, by Archibald F.

Bennett, is an important article in The Utah Genealogical and

Historical Magazine for January, 1929.

The Minnesota Historical Society has published the first volume

of Minnesota in the War with Germany, by Franklin F. Holbrook

and Livia Appel. A review of this volume wifi appear in the

next number of this magazine.

The Annals of St. Louis and a Brief Account of Its Foundation

and Progress 1764-1927, by I. II. Lionberger, has been printed in

booklet form and distributed by the Missouri Historical Society at

St. Louis.

The Kansas Historical Society and Department of Archives has

issued an illustrated booklet dealing with the organization and de-

velopment of the Society, the men who made it, and the charter,

constitution, and statutes under which it operates.

The Neale and McClaughry Mound Groups, by W. C. McKern,

has been published as a Bulletin of the Public Museum of the City

of Milwaukee. This bulletin is a comprehensive account of a

careful survey of certain mound groups in Wisconsin.

Minute Book A, Jefferson County, Kentucky, 1781-1783, copied

for publication by Alvin L. Prichard
;
and an account of a Marker

Erected on the Site of Old Vienna, Now Calhoun, McLean County,

by Nancy Lampton Allen, are the principal contributions in The

History Quarterly of The Filson Club for January.

In a special number of the Bulletin of the Lincoln Centennial

Association for December, 1928, Paul M. Angle contributes an

article under the title, Atlantic Monthly Lincoln Letters Spurious.

In the regular number for December, Mr. Angle has an article

entitled The Beveridge Lincoln.
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In the Burton Historical Collection Leaflet for January, Milo

M. Quaife has a sketch of Pierre Joseph Celoron, and in the March

number, a sketch of John Askwith. Both of these sketches are

interesting contributions to the Detroit Biographies series.

The Route of the Coronado Expedition in Texas, by David

Donoghue
;
English Abolitionism and the Annexation of Texas, by

Harriet Smither; and Frontier Journalism in West Texas, by W.
C. Holden, are three articles in the Southwestern Historical

Quarterly for January.

In anticipation of the George Rogers Clark Sesquicentennial,

the Indiana Historical Bureau has issued an attractive booklet en-

titled Indiana 1779-1929. On the title page is a reproduction in

color of Hamilton’s surrender to Clark on February 25, 1779, as

portrayed by Frederick C. Yohn.

The Commonwealth of Indiana, an address delivered by Mrs.

Edward Franklin White before the Indiana Federation of Clubs

at Indianapolis on October 23, 1928, has been printed as a booklet.

The address deals with the history, literature, progress, adminis-

tration, and products of Indiana.

The Indiana History Bulletin for December, 1928, is designated

as the State Library Number. The number for January contains

a review of the George Rogers Clark Movement. The February

issue announces the plans for the celebration at Vincennes on

February 25, 1929, of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of

the surrender of Fort Sackville.

The Discovery of New Mexico, by A. F. Bandelier; Es-Kim-in-

zin, by John P. Clum; Documents for History of New Mexico

Missions, by France Scholes; Creation of Jicarilla Reservation, by
Thomas A. Dolan; and the French Intrusion toward New Mexico

in 1695, by F. W. Hodge, are articles in The New Mexico Histori-

cal Review for January.

The Location of the Chicago Portage Route of the Seventeenth

Century, by Robert Knight and Lucius H. Zeuch, has been pub-

lished by the Chicago Historical Society. The book is subtitled
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“A Paper read before the Chicago Historical Society, May 1, 1923,

and later elaborated for publication.” The completed study is an

excellent piece of local historical investigation.

The Old Pawnee Capitol, by William E. Connelley, has been

printed as a booklet by the Kansas State Historical Society. This

booklet contains an historical account of the first capitol building

of Kansas, the town of Pawnee, the initial sessions of the first

Territorial legislature, and a summary of the celebration marking

the restoration of the capitol building.

George Englemmn, Man of Science, by William G. Bek; The

National Old Trails Road to Lexington, by B. M. Little; The

Blairs and Fremont, by William E. Smith; An Early Missouri

Political Feud, by Roy V. Magers; and The Great Seal of the State

of Missouri, by Perry S. Rader, comprise the articles and papers

in The Missouri Historical Review for January.

Mark Twain’s Place in American Literature, by Edgar C. Tay-

lor
;
Robert E. Lee and the Improvement of the Mississippi River,

by Stella M. Drumm; Fort Jefferson—the Extreme Western Post

of the American Revolution, by Floyd A. McNeil; and Some

Soldiers of the War of 1812 Buried in Missouri, by Iona B. Wil-

son, form the contents of the Missouri Historical Society Collec-

tions for February.

Early Post Offices of Oklahoma, by Grant Foreman
;
The Risks

of Army Desertion on the Frontier, by Joseph B. Thoburn; Eliza-

beth Fulton Hester, by E. McCurdy Bostic; The Choctaw Acad-

emy, by Carolyn Thomas Foreman; and Pioneer School Teaching

at the Comanche-Kiowa Agency School, by Joseph Butler, are in-

cluded in the Chronicles of Oklahoma for December, 1928.

L. 0. Leonard has an account of The Judge Grant Home at

Davenport in the January number of the Rock Island Magazine.

In the number for February, he presents a sketch of The Charles

Buford Home at Rock Island, and in the March number, an ac-

count of The Sibley Home at St. Paul, Minnesota. These sketches

are included in the Famous Homes on the Rock Island Lines series.
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What Has the Indian Bone to Deserve Misery and Privation at

Our Hands?, by H. K. Derus, is an account of tbe condition of

Indians still found in Wisconsin in The Wisconsin Magazine for

January. When the First Viking Settler Came to Wisconsin, and

Seventy Years Ago in Wisconsin, by W. H. Haefs, are two articles

of historical interest in tbe number for February. The Mission

House, Yesterday and Today, by Elmer F. Herman, appears in tbe

issue for March.

Tbe December, 1928, number of tbe Indiana Magazine of His-

tory contains tbe following1 articles and papers: Andrew Hoover

Comes to Indiana, by Mrs. Grace Julian Clark; The Senatorial

Career of Albert J. Beveridge, by John A. Coffin; The Wabash and

Erie Canal in Wabash County, by Mrs. Leola Hockett; The Civil

War Diary of Sergeant James Louis Matthews, edited by Roger C.

Hackett; and A Steamer Trip from Lafayette to Logansport in

1834.

Minnesota History for December, 1928, contains the following

papers and articles : The Story of Beengwa, Daughter of a Chip-

pewa Warrior, by Irving Harlow Hart; The Sweetman Irish Col-

ony, by Alice E. Smith; The “ Virginia”, The “ Clermont” of the

Upper Mississippi, by William J. Petersen
;
A Frontier College of

the Middle West: Hamline University, 1854-69, by Hellen D.

Asher
;
and under Minnesota as Seen by Travellers, the concluding

installment of An English Visitor of the Civil War Period.

Superstitions and Ceremonies of Indians of Old Oregon, by John

Gill; Biographical Sketches of the Life of William Henry Rector,

with an introduction by Fred Lockley
;
Journal of Captain Charles

Bishop of the Ship Ruby, by T. C. Elliott
;
the third installment of

The Log of the Lausanne, by Henry Bridgman Brewer, with notes

and comments by John M. Canse
;
and Historic Markers, by Lewis

A. McArthur, are the papers and articles in The Oregon Historical

Quarterly for December, 1928.

The Anglo-Spanish Frontier in the Illinois Country during the

American Revolution 1779-1783, by A. P. Nasatir; Genet’s West-

ern Intrigue 1793-1794, by F. R. Hall
;
The Laws in Force in Illi-
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nois Prior to its Statehood, by W. W. Edwards ;
Fundamentalism

and Modernism in a Pioneer College, by Charles H. Rammelkamp

;

Galena’s Memories of General Ulysses S. Grant, by Florence Gra-

tiot Bale
;
and Elizabeth Moore Morris Casey, by Ella Morris Casey

Kretschmar, are the articles in the Journal of the Illinois State

Historical Society for October, 1928.

Mamuel Lisa and his North Dakota Trading Post, by Allen L.

Truax; and Across the Plains in 1863-1865, the journal of Wm.

H. Clandening, form the contents of the North Dakota Historical

Quarterly for July, 1928. The number for October, 1928, con-

tains the following papers and articles : Robert Dickson, British

Fur Trader on the Upper Mississippi, by Louis Arthur Tohill;

Magical and Sleight of Hand Performances by the Arikara, by

George F. Will
;
and a Biographical Sketch of Henry and Heman

Kellogg, by J. Duane Squires.

Railroads of Michigan Since 1850 by Edmund A. Calkins
;
Story

of Michigan’s Marketing, by John A. Russell; a continuation oj.

University of Michigan: Beginnings, by William A. Spill
;
Moses

Coit Tyler, by Thomas Edgar Casady
;
Early Years of Adrian Col-

lege, by Albert W. Kauffman; Lansing in the Good Old Seventies,

by Henry A. Haigh, and a continuation of the History of the

Michigan State Federation of Women’s Clubs, by Irma T. Jones,

are articles and papers in the winter number of the Michigan His-

tory Magazine.

The Washington Historical Quarterly for January, 1929, con-

tains the following articles and papers: History of Fisheries in

the State of Washington, by John N. Cobb; An American Pioneer

in Japan, by Herbert H. Gowen
;
How Hawaii Honored Captain

Cook, R. N., in 1928, by Albert P. Taylor; Sir George Simpson’s

Place in the History of the “Old Oregon” Country, by T. C. El-

liott; Experiences of a Packer in Washington Territory Mining

Camps During the Sixties, by James W. Watt; and Pickering’s

Journey to Fort Colville in 1841, by J. Neilson Barry.

The Wisconsin Magazine of History for December, 1928, con-

tains the following articles : The Mission of Jonathan Carver, by
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Louise Phelps Kellogg; a Biographical Sketch of Edmund Jussen,

by Marie Jussen Monroe; and a continuation of Pioneer and Po-

litical Reminiscences, by Nils P. Haugen. The Journal of William

Rudolph Smith is included under Documents. In the number for

March, Nils P. Haugen continues bis Pioneer and Political Rem-

iniscences, and William A. Titus contributes an article on Historic

Spots in Wisconsin. The Journal of William Rudolph Smith is

also continued in this number.

The Historic Brule, by Louise P. Kellogg
; Effigy Platform Pipe,

by Charles E. Brown; the Importance of Skeletal Remains in Wis-

consin Archeology, by Alton K. Fisher
;
The Reedsburg Cache, by

Milton F. Hulbert; The Ceramic Repository, by Carl E. Guthe;

The Importance of Pottery in Wisconsin Archeology, by W. C.

McKern; The Dickson Mound Builders’ Tomb, by Theodore T.

Brown; Wisconsin Shell Beads, by Anton Sohrweide; The Rock-

ford Mound Group, by Charles E. Brown
;
and Family Names of

Civilized Indians, by Vetal Winn, form the contents of The Wis-

consin Archeologist for October, 1928.

The Mississippi Valley Historical Review for March contains the

following articles: New Light on the Treaty of San Lorenzo: An
Essay in Historical Criticism, by Arthur Preston Whitaker; James

Ford Rhodes: A Study in Historiography, by Eaymond Curtis

Miller; Efforts of the Grange in the Middle West to Control the

Price of Farm Machinery, 1870-1880, by Arthur H. Hirsch; and

A Noble Fragment : Beveridge’s Life of Lincoln, by William E.

Barton. Under Documents appear Notes on the Lord Gage Col-

lection of Manuscripts, by Clarence E. Carter and A Narrative of

the Northwestern Campaign of 1813, by Stanton Sboles, edited by

M. M. Quaife.

A Bibliography of the Laws of Indiana, 1788-1927, by John G.

Kauch and Nellie C. Armstrong, has been published by the Histori-

cal Bureau of the Indiana Library and Historical Department at

Indianapolis. The volume contains an introductory summary of

the sovereignty and legislative authority over Indiana followed by

sections on Laws for the Government of the Northwest Territory ,
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Laws for the Government of Indiana Territory, and Laws for the

Government of the State of Indiana. An Appendix includes the

Place and Bate of Legislative Sessions, a List of Territorial

Judges, and Territorial and State Governors, the Promulgation of

the Laws, a List of Authorized and Private Revisions of the Laws,

and a List of Special, Local, and Militia Laws.

The Colorado Magazine for January contains an extended ac-

count of The 1928 Archaeological Expedition of the State Histori-

cal Society of Colorado, by Paul S. Martin. The Founding and

Early Years of Grand Junction, by James H. Rankin; The First

Congressional Election in Colorado (1858), by Milo Fellows,

Early Central City Theatricals and Other Reminiscences, by Hal

Sayre
;
Thomas Fitzpatrick and the First Indian Agency in Col-

orado, by LeRoy R. Hafen; Earval, Colorado, by Esther Johnson;

Western Experiences and Colorado Mining Camps, by Wolfe Lon-

doner; and The First School in Denver, by 0. J. Goldrick, are

articles and papers in the number for March.

Among the articles in The Louisiana Historical Quarterly for

July, 1928, appear the following : A Faithful Picture of the Poli-

tical Situation in New Orleans at the Close of the Last and Begin-

ning of the Present Year, 1807, with introduction and notes by

James E. Winston
;
A Visit to Lafitte, Reprinted from the Knicker-

bocker Magazine, March, 1847, contributed to the Quarterly by

Elliot Snow
;
More Indian Place Names, by William A. Read

;
and

continuations of Documents Concerning Bienville’s Lands in Lou-

isiana, 1718-1737, Records of the Superior Council of Louisiana,

and an Index to the Spanish Judicial Records of Louisiana. The

number for October, 1928, presents among other articles the fol-

lowing : Governor Claiborne and the Public School System of the

Territorial Government of Louisiana, by Stuart Grayson Noble

;

Distribution of Land in Louisiana by the Company of the Indies,

1717-1736, translated by Heloise H. Cruzat; The Spanish Land

Laws of Louisiana, by Francis P. Burns; The Rebel Reefer Furls

His Last Sail, by Milledge L. Bonham Jr.
;
and A Louisiana Will

of the Spanish Era, 1776, translated by Laura L. Porteous. Addi-
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tional chapters on Records of the Superior Council of Louisiana,

and the Index to the Spanish Judicial Records of Louisiana are

also included.

10WANA

A Course of Study for Elementary Schools for the State of

Iowa has been issued by the Department of Public Instruction.

B. L. Wick has published an interesting biographical sketch of

John McCarthy Pioneer Schoolmaster. A copy of the booklet has

been presented by the author to the State Historical Society.

Proceedings of the Thirty-third Convention of the Iowa District

of the Lutheran church have been published in booklet form. The

convention was held at Germantown, Iowa, from August 22 to 28,

1928.

What O’clock is it—A Study in Civilization, a paper read by

George Cosson, former Attorney General of Iowa, before The

Prairie Club of Des Moines, has been published in pamphlet form.

Cedar Rapids Collegiate Institute and Its Founders, 1853-1866,

by Erik McKinley Eriksson, has been published by Coe College at

Cedar Rapids. Professor Eriksson has written an interesting and

scholarly account of the beginnings of Coe College.

When Cedar Falls Was Young, by Roger Leavitt, has been pub-

lished in booklet form by the Record Press of Cedar Falls. The

author is a son of Black Hawk County pioneers, and was formerly

a member of the State Board of Education. He has succeeded in

compiling an interesting and a valuable sketch of early days at

Cedar Falls.

The Bureau of Labor of Iowa has issued a Directory of Manu-

facturing Establishments. This volume is a careful compilation of

establishments and classified industries up to the close of 1927.

Material for this volume was compiled under the direction of A. L.

Urick, Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor.

Former students of Dean Carl E. Seashore of the State Univer-

sity of Iowa have published a commemorative volume of studies in
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psychology as an expression of appreciation of his work. Dean

Seashore has completed thirty years of service as a member of the

faculty of the State University and twenty years as Dean of the

Graduate College. The Seashore Commemorative Volume is

Number XII in the University of Iowa Studies in Psychology.

Survey of the Iowa-Minnesota Boundary Line, compiled from

original documents ;
Scientific Achievements of Frank Springer,

by Charles Keyes
;
Foreign World War Posters

;
Bonds of the State

of Iowa, by Cassius C. Stiles; Anecdotes of Early Life in Indiana,

by Nathan W. Macy; and the History of the Rebel Muster Roll

Captured at Pine Bluff, Arkansas, by William H. Craven, form

part of the contents of the Annals of Iowa for January.

A new monthly magazine, The Iowa Publisher and Bulletin of

the Iowa Press Association, made its appearance in January. The

magazine will have as its sponsors the Iowa Press Association, the

University of Iowa School of Journalism, and the Department of

Technical Journalism of Iowa State College. Its editorial policy

will be directed by Fred J. Lazell, former editor of the Iowa

Journalist; Grant L. Caswell, Managing Director of the Iowa

Press Association; Blair Converse, Head of the Department of

Journalism at Ames; W. C. Jarnagin, President of the Iowa Press

Association; and Frank L. Mott, Director of the School of Jour-

nalism, University of Iowa. In addition to articles of a technical

nature, the new magazine will also present material on the history

of Iowa journalism. For example, Fred J. Lazell has a sketch of

Samuel Mercer Clark of the Keokuk Gate City in the February

number; and Arthur Francis Allen contributes an account of

George Douglas Perkins of the Sioux City Journal in the issue

for March. These biographical sketches appear under the head-

ing, Pioneers Who Brought Renown to Editorial Chairs of Iowa

Newspapers.

SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS BY IOWA AUTHORS

Aldrich, Mrs. Bess Streeter,

The Man Who Dreaded to Go Home. Boston : W. H. Baker

and Company. 1928.
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Ames, Edward Scribner,

Religion. New York : Henry Holt and Company. 1929.

Austin, Anne,

Black Pigeon. New York: Greenberg Publisher. 1929.

Bauer, George Neander,

Freshman Mathematics Preparatory to Statistics and Fi-

nances. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1929.

Beer, Thomas,

Honor (The Saturday Evening Post, January 5, 1929).

Love (The Saturday Evening Post, December 15, 1928).

Betts, George Herbert,

Beliefs of 700 Ministers. New York: The Abingdon Press.

1929.

Bordwell, Percy,

The Statute Law of Wills (Iowa Law Review, December, 1928,

February, 1929).

Branch, E. Douglas,

The Hunting of the Buffalo. New York : D. Appleton and

Company. 1929.

Brigham, Johnson,

Round the World with Friend Shakespeare (Libraries, Feb-

ruary, 1929).

Brindley, John E. (Joint author),

The Tax System of Iowa (Extension Bulletin). Ames: Iowa

State College. 1929.

Brueckner, Leo J. (Joint author),

Measurement of the Effect of the Teaching of Recreational

Reading (Elementary School Journal, October, 1928).

Brueckner, Leo J. (and others),

The Triangle Arithmetics. Philadelphia: The John C. Wins-

ton Company. 1928.
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Butler, Ellis Parker,

Egbert the First (The American Magazine, January, 1929).

Gnat (The American Magazine, February, 1929).

A Half Hour About Four (Woman’s Home Companion, Feb-

ruary, 1929).

Wanted a Burglar (Woman’s Home Companion, January,

1929).

Butterworth, Julian Edward,

Teacher, the Parent, and Experiences that Affect Develop-

ment (School Life, January, 1929).

To What Extent Is Differentiation for Rural Administrative

Service Justified? (National Education Association, Pro-

ceedings and Addresses, 1928).

Caldwell, Belle,

Asbestos in Construction and Decoration (Industrial Educa-

tion Magazine, January, 1929).

Carver, Thomas Nixon,

Fundamental Error of Marxism (Current History, October,

1928)

.

Catt, Mrs. Carrie Chapman,

What Is the Monroe Doctrine? (Woman’s Journal, March,

1929)

.

Chappie, Joseph Mitchell,

Our Jim. Boston : Chappie Publishing Company. 1928.

Child, Mrs. Maude Parker,

Can a Woman Love Two Men at the Same Time? (Pictorial

Review, January, 1929).

Forty (The Saturday Evening Post, November 17, 1928).

Playing With Fire (Good Housekeeping, November, 1928).

Childs, Marquis W.,

Freebooters of the Forest (The American Mercury, January,

1929).

Colegrove, Kenneth,

Expansion of the Publications of the Department of State

(The American Political Science Review, February, 1929).
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Cook, Wayne G.,

The Rehearing Evil (Iowa Law Review, December, 1928).

Cooper, Elizabeth Goodnow,

What Price Youth. New York: Frederick A. Stokes Com-

pany. 1929.

Crowell, Grace Noll,

Before an Old Portrait (poem) (The Delineator, January,

1929).

Fishing-port (poem) (Century, February, 1929).

I Do Not Like a Roof Tonight (poem) (Good Housekeeping,

December, 1928; Literary Digest, December, 1928).

Night (poem) (Good Housekeeping, January, 1929).

Prayer for Courage (poem) (Good Housekeeping, February,

1929).

Regret (poem) (Century, December, 1928).

Watchers (poem) (Good Housekeeping, September, 1928).

Daniel, Hawthorne,

Bare Hands. New York : Coward McCann. 1929.

Dawson, Grace Strickler,

Thoughts of Christmas (poem) (Saint Nicholas, December,

1928).

Dawson, William Leon,

Surf Bird of Mystery (Nature Magazine, December, 1928).

Devine, Edward Thomas,

Washington’s Chest (Survey, December 15, 1928).

Douglass, H. Paul,

City’s Church. New York: Missionary Education Movement.

1929.

Eriksson, Erik McKinley,

Cedar Rapids Collegiate Institute and Its Founders. Cedar

Rapids: Coe College. 1928.

Evans, Ramona,

Fashions in the Fifties (The Palimpsest, January, 1929).
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Farran, Don,

Cabot (Romance, June, 1929).

Gypsy Blood (poem) (College Humor, 1928).

Ficke, Arthur Davison,

Mountain Against Mountain. Garden City, N. Y. : Doubleday

Doran. 1929.

The Return of Christ (poem) (Forum, December, 1928).

Flanagan, Hallie,

Burnt Offering (Harper’s, January, 1929).

Forrest, Leland S.,

Proposed Changes in Iowa Procedure (Iowa Law Review,

February, 1929).

Gallaher, Ruth A. (Joint author),

Stories of Iowa for Boys and Girls. New York: The Mac-

millan Company. 1929.

Garland, Hamlin,

Saga of the Middle West (The Review of Reviews, February,

1929).

Gates, Robert,

The Eternity of the Leaves (The Forge, Autumn Number,

1928)

.

The Hidden Tower of Jealousy (poem) (The Caravan, 1929).

Gould, Bruce,

Sky Larking. New York: Horace Liveright. 1929.

Gould, Gerald,

Earth-child (poem) (Golden Book, March, 1929).

Grahame, Pauline,

The First Day of the Century (The Palimpsest, January,

1929)

.

Some Songs of Long Ago (The Palimpsest, March, 1929).

Grahame, Pauline (Joint author),

Play-Party Games (The Palimpsest, February, 1929).

School-Day Games (The Palimpsest, February, 1929).
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Greene, Harry Andrew (Joint author),

The TJse and Interpretation of Educational Tests. New York:

Longmans, Green and Co. 1929.

Halverson, Lynn H.,

Geography in Teachers Colleges (Education, December, 1928).

Hart, Irving Harlow,

The Story of Beengwa, Daughter of a Chippewa Warrior

(Minnesota History, December, 1928).

Henderson, Rose,

For the New Year (poem) (House and Garden, December,

1928).

Wild Ducks (poem) (House and Garden, March, 1929).

Herbst, Josephine,

Pennsylvania Idyl (The American Mercury, January, 1929).

Hoover, Herbert Clark,

Hoover Broadcasts on the Home ; Excerpts from Campaign

Speeches (Sunset, February, 1929).

Message to the Convention (Congressional Digest, August,

1928).

The New Day; Campaign Speeches of Herbert Hoover. Stan-

ford: Stanford University Press. 1928.

Horack, H. Claude,

Standards and Ideals of the American Bar Association (Na-

tional Education Association, Proceedings and Addresses,

1928).

Horn, Ernest (Joint author),

Fundamentals of Spelling. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott

Co. 1928.

Junior High School Speller. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott

Co. 1928.

Hughes, Rupert,

Mermaid and Centaur. New York: Harper & Brothers.

1929.
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She Goes to War. New York: Grosset & Dunlap. 1929.

We Live But O.nce. New York: A. L. Burt Co. 1929.

Hunter, William L.,

Intelligence As Viewed By Industry (Education, December,

1928).

Hutchinson, Woods,

Strength of Sweetness (Ladies’ Home Journal, March, 1929).

Kay, George Frederick,

Loveland Loess; Post-Illinoian, Pre-lowan in Age (Science,

November 16, 1928).

Kemmerer, John,

Along the River (The Midland, January-February, 1929).

Keyes, Charles,

Scientific Achievements of Frank Springer (Annals of Iowa,

January, 1929).

Kirkpatrick, Ellis Lore,

The Farmer’s Standard of Living. Chicago: The Century

Company. 1929.

Knight, Frank H.,

Historical and Theoretical Issues in the Problem of Modern

Capitalism (Journal of Economic and Business History,

November, 1928).

Suggestion for Simplifying the Statement of the General

Theory of Price (Journal of Political Economy, June,

1928).

Laird, Donald Anderson,

Furnishing Your Home to Save Your Eyes (American Home,

January, 1929).

Home Heating for Health (American Home, November, 1928).

Noise (Scientific American, December, 1928).

Overcoming Noise in the Home (Hygeia, January, 1929).

Psychology and Profits. New York : B. C. Forbes Publishing

Company. 1929.
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Spare the Nerves by Preventing Noise (American Home, De-

cember, 1928).

There Is a Lot to Just Sitting or Standing (Scientific Ameri-

can, November, 1928).

Lawler, Lillian B.,

Easy Latin Plays. New York: The Macmillan Company.
1929.

Le Cron, Helen Cowles,

Books for the Christmas Stocking (Better Homes and Gar-

dens, December, 1928).

New Treasures for the Beading Family (Better Homes and

Gardens, February, 1929).

What Subjects Interest Your Family? (Better Homes and

Gardens, January, 1929).

Leonard, L. 0.,

The Charles Buford Home (Rock Island Magazine, February,

1929).

The Judge Grant Home (Rock Island Magazine, January,

1929).

The Sibley Home at St. Paul, Minnesota (Rock Island Maga-
zine, March, 1929).

Lynn, Joseph Victor,

Methods of Teaching in the Evening School (Industrial Ed-
ucation Magazine, December, 1928).

Organization and Management of Evening Classes (Industrial

Education Magazine, November, 1928).

Organization of Teaching Material (Industrial Education

Magazine, March, 1929).

Personal Management Problems (Industrial Education Maga-
zine, February, 1929).

McCarty, Dwight G.,

Psychology for Lawyers. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.

1929.

McElroy, Margaret,

Apartment in Blues (House and Garden, February, 1929).
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McNeely, Marian Hurd,

The Jumping Off Place. New York: Longmans, Green and

Company, 1929.

Madsen, Iver N.,

Normal-School Curriculum Through the Eyes of Its Gradu-

ates (Elementary School Journal, November, 1928).

Mahan, Bruce E.,

The Old Square Dances (The Palimpsest, February, 1929).

Mahan, Bruce E. (Joint author),

Play-Party Games (The Palimpsest, February, 1929).

School-Day Games (The Palimpsest, February, 1929).

Stories of Iowa for Boys and Girls. New York: The Macmil-

lan Company. 1929.

Martin, Everett Dean,

Are We Victims of Propaganda? (Forum, March, 1929).

Maxwell, Bertram W.,

Contemporary Municipal Government of Germany. Baltimore

:

Warwick and York, Inc. 1928.

May, Earl Chapin,

Adventures of a Credit Manager (The American Magazine,

January, 1929).

Beinsmen Still Reign on Fast Dirt Tracks (The Saturday

Evening Post, September 15, 1928).

Training the Trotters (Popular Mechanics, March, 1929).

Yearlings, Champions and Pensioners (The Saturday Eve-

ning Post, October 27, 1928).

Mead, Elwood,

Congress Passes the Boulder Dam Bill (Congressional Digest,

January, 1929).

Merriam, Charles E. (Joint author),

American Party System. New York: The Macmillan Com-

pany. 1929.
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Metfessel, Milton,

Vibrato in Celebrated Voices (Scientific Monthly, March,

1929).

Moore, George,

Brook Kerith. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1929.

Morrow, Honore Willsie,

The Father of Little Women. Chicago: Little, Brown and

Company. 1929.

The Strangest Adventure a WOman Ever Had (The Ameri-

can Magazine, January, 1929).

Mullett, Mary B.,

Taking My Own Medicine (The American Magazine, January,

1929).

Neidig, William Jonathan,

Cactus Eaters (The Saturday Evening Post, December 1,

1928).

Neuman, G. J.,

Five Poems (The Midland, January-February, 1929).

Nobel, Alfred Bernhard,

Nobel Prizes and Their Founder (Living Age, December,

1928)

.

Parrish, Randall,

Beyond the Frontier. New York: A. L. Burt Co. 1929.

Patrick, George Thomas White,

What Is the Mind? New York: The Macmillan Company.

1929.

Perkins, J. R.,

Trails, Bails and War, The Life of General G. M. Dodge.

Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1929.

Perkins, Rollin M.,

The Short Form of Indictment (Iowa Law Review, February,

1929)

.
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Petersen, William J.,

The “Virginia”, the “ Clermont” of the Upper Mississippi

(Minnesota History, December, 1928).

Pfiffner, John M.,

The City Manager Plan in Iowa (The Iowa Journal of His-

tory and Politics, January, 1929).

Pillsbury, W. B.,

History of Psychology. New York : W. W. Norton and Com-

pany. 1929.

Porter, Kirk H.,

A Wet Blanket on the County Manager Plan (National Mun-

icipal Review, January, 1929).

Reuter, Edward Byron,

American Mulatto (Annals of the American Academy of Po-

litical and Social Science, November, 1928).

Reynolds, Arthur,

Savings Deposits, Backlog of Business (Magazine of Busi-

ness, February, 1929).

Richardson, Anna Steese,

Good Citizenship Bureau (Monthly numbers of the Woman’s

Home Companion).

Your Home Enters Politics (Woman’s Home Companion,

March, 1929).

Rommel, George,

Farm Products in Industry. New York: Rae D. Henkle Co.

1928.

Ruckmick, Christian Alban,

Why An Investment in Music Lessons Always Pays (The

Etude, January, 1929).

Why We Have Emotions (Scientific Monthly, March, 1929).

Russell, William Fletcher,

Annual Report; Excerpt (Journal of the National Education

Association, February, 1929).
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Samuelson, Agnes,

Organization of the Iowa Elementary Course of Study (Elem-

entary School Journal, February, 1929).

Spiritualizing Aspects (National Education Association,

Proceedings and Addresses, 1928).

Santee, Ross,

Shorty Caraway, Cowhoy (The American Magazine, March,

1929).

Sawyer, H. H.,

Making Justice Less Expensive (The American Mercury, July,

1928).

The Presidential Succession (The American Mercury, Feb-

ruary, 1929).

Schaffter, Dorothy,

The Bicameral System in Practice (The Iowa Journal of

History and Politics, January, 1929).

The Iowa “Civil Bights Act

”

(Iowa Law Review, December,

1928).

Schultz, Gladys Denny,

Getting Bid of the Glums (Sunset, February, 1929).

Scott, John Hubert,

Engineering English. New York: John Wiley and Sons.

1928.

Seashore, Carl Emil,

Three New Approaches to the Study of Negro Music (Annals

of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,

November, 1928).

Seerley, Homer Horatio,

Honoring a Great Leader (Journal of the National Education

Association, January, 1929).

Shaw, Albert,

Highlights in the Presidential Campaign (The Review of Re-

views, November, 1928).
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Human Element in American Relations (Annals of the Ameri-

can Academy of Political and Social Science, July, 1928).

Shultz, Victor,

A First Book of Iowa Poets. Des Moines: Maizeland Press.

1928.

Shuttleworth, Frank K. (Joint editor),

Story Caravan. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1929.

Sigmund, Jay G.,

Bitter Herls (Hygeia, November, 1928).

The Placard (The Midland, January-February, 1929).

The Way Out (The Midland, March-April, 1929).

Smith, Lewis Worthington,

The Rhythm of Romance (Interludes, 1929).

Smith, Lewis Worthington (Editor),

Women’s Poetry Today. New York: George Sully and Com-

pany. 1929.

Starbuck, Edwin D. (Joint editor),

Story Caravan. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1929.

Starch, Daniel,

Experiments in Educational Psychology. New York: The

Macmillan Company. 1929.

Stefansson, Vilhjalmur,

Exploration: The Northward Course of Discovery. New

York: The Macmillan Company. 1929.

Icelandic Independence (Foreign Affairs, January, 1929).

Stiles, Cassius C.,

Bonds of the State of Iowa (Annals of Iowa, January, 1929).

Suckow, Ruth,

The Big Kids and the Little Kids (Good Housekeeping, Jan-

uary, 1929).

The Valentine Box (Good Housekeeping, February, 1929).

The Wanderers (A Book of Modern Short Stories, 1929).
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Tompkins, Raymond Sidney,

Are We Solving the Traffic Problem? (The American Mer-

cury, February, 1929).

Treynor, Albert M.,

Snow-blind. New York: Dodd, Mead and Company. 1929.

Ullman, B. L. (Joint author),

New Elementary Latin. New York: The Macmillan Com-

pany. 1929.

Progress Tests in Latin. New York: The Macmillan Com-

pany. 1928.

Wagner, Dorothy,

The Varsity Whirl (The Palimpsest, March, 1929).

Welliver, Judson Churchill,

World’s Problem of Petroleum (The Review of Reviews,

March, 1929).

Williams, Henry Smith,

Our Winter Guests (Good Housekeeping, January, 1929).

Willson, Dixie,

Next Door Dog (poem) (The Delineator, January, 1929).

Zorbaugh, Grace S. M. (Joint author),

The Tax System of Iowa (Extension Bulletin) Ames: Iowa

State College. 1929.

SOME RECENT HISTORICAL ITEMS IN IOWA NEWSPAPERS

Heroes of the sixties, in the Atlantic News-Telegraph

,

December 1,

8, 22, 29, 1928, January 5, 12, 1929.

Noted Washington pioneers, in the Washington Evening Journal,

December 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, 1928, January 5, 12, 19, 26, Feb-

ruary 2, 9, 1929.

Old limestone mill at the deserted town of Motor, in the Clayton

County Register, December 6, 1928, and the Dyersville Com-

mercial, December 13, 1928.
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When Waverly put in kerosene street lights, in the Waverly

Independent-Republican, December 6, 1928.

New light on the Spirit Lake Massacre, in the Graettinger Times,

and the Ocheyedan Arrow, December 6, 1928.

Cumberland in 1891, in the Cumberland Enterprise, December 7,

1928.

Stephen Klingaman and the hanging of the Bunker brothers, in

the Traer Star-Clipper, December 7, 1928.

WThen Cedar Falls was young, by Roger Leavitt, in the Cedar Falls

Record, December 8, 1928.

Collection of steamboat pictures at Davenport tells a graphic story

of packet days on the Mississippi, in the Davenport Democrat,

December 9, 1928.

Old Fort Atkinson, in the Des Moines Register, December 9, 1928.

When the railroad reached Elk Horn, in the Elk Horn Review,

December 13, 1928.

Early history of La Porte City and vicinity, by W. L. Fox, in the

La Porte City Review, December 13, 20, 27, 1928, January,

3, 10, 17, 24, 31, February 14, 28, 1929.

History of pioneer days in Dodge Township, Union County, in the

Afton Star-Enterprise, December 13, 1928.

History of New Hope Township, Union County, in the Afton

Star-Enterprise, December 13, 1928.

History of the First Baptist Church at Malvern, in the Malvern

Leader, December 13, 1928.

Happenings of the past, in the Wapello Republican, December 13,

1928.

The Pomeroy Cyclone, in the Storm Lake Pilot-Tribune, December

13, 1928.

The story of the steamboat, Keokuk, in the Ft. Madison Demo-

crat, December 18, 1928.
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The pioneers and politics of Davis County, in the Bloomfield Dem-
ocrat, December 20, 1928, January 3, 10, 17, 24, 31, February

7, 14, 21, 28, 1929.

The first school in Sigourney, in the Keokuk County News, De-

cember 20, 1928.

Pioneer days in Iowa, by Lawrence Wright, in the Valley Junction

Express, December 20, 27, 1928, February 21, 28, 1929.

History of the Atlantic Northern Railroad, in the Atlantic News-

Telegraph, December 26, 1928.

Civil War reminiscences of B. D. Battin, in the Anthon Herald,

December 26, 1928.

Historic events in the settlement of Shelby County, Iowa, in the

Harlan Tribune, December 26, 1928, January 2, 16, February

6, 27, 1929.

A petition for a military post at Estherville in 1862, in the Esther-

ville Vindicator and Republican, December 26, 1928.

Recollections of pioneer days in Milton and Van Buren County, by

John C. Holland, in the Milton Herald, December 27, 1928.

History of the Methodist Church at Brooklyn, in the Brooklyn

Chronicle, December 27, 1928.

History of the Lytton Lutheran congregations, in the Sac Sun,

December 27, 1928.

How New Year’s Day was celebrated fifty years ago, in the Keokuk

Citizen, December 28, 1928.

History of the Jefferson Methodist Church, in the Jefferson Bee,

January 2, 1929.

Some pioneer reminiscences, by Lou MacClure Clarke, in the

Hawarden Independent, January 3, 10, 17, 24, 31, February

7, 14, 21, 28, 1929.

Early history of Horton Township, Osceola County, in the Ocheye-

dan Arrow, January 10, 1929.
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Tales of other days in Iowa Falls, by F. E. Foster, in the Iowa

Falls Citizen, January 10, 1929.

Looking backward, by John S. Fearis, in the Richland Clarion,

January 10, 1929.

A glimpse into Marengo’s early days, in the Marengo Republican,

January 10, 17, 1929.

Old cemeteries on Middle River, by Arthur Goshorn, in the Win-

terset News, January 10, 1929.

Abraham Lincoln’s farm in Tama County, in the Keosauqua Re-

publican, January 10, 1929, and the Fairfield Ledger, Janu-

ary 12, 1929.

The blizzard of 1888, by John Bunn, in the Cherokee Daily Times,

January 12, 1929.

Famous river pilots, by Malcolm MacKinnon, in the Davenport

Democrat, January 14, 1929.

The blizzard of 1873, in the Estherville Vindicator and Republican,

January 16, the Sibley Tribune and the Spirit Lake Beacon,

January 24, the Ocheyedan Arrow, January 31, the Graettin-

ger Times, February 7, and the Titonka Topic, February 8,

1929.

How Pocahontas County impressed early settlers, in the Pocahon-

tas Record, January 17, 1929.

Early history of Ocheyedan, in the Ocheyedan Arrow, January 17,

24, 1929.

When the Keokuk Boat Club won a famous race in 1881, in the

Keokuk Citizen, January 18, 1929.

A short sketch of the early history of Page County, in the Essex

Independent, January 18, 1929.

Diary of an overland trip from Iowa to California in 1850, by A.

G. Paschal, in the Chariton Leader, January 22, 1929.

The Indian cave at Waterville, by Ellison Orr, in the Waukon

Republican and Standard, January 23, 1929.
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The old Twelve Mile House on the military road, in the Clinton

Herald, January 23, 1929.

When McGregor rivalled Chicago as a shipping point, in the

McGregor Times, January 24, 1929.

History of the printing trade at Lamoni, in the Lamoni Chronicle,

January 24, 1929.

The Bremer County fair in 1875, in the Waverly Independent-Re-

publican, January 24, 1929.

Reminiscences of the county seat fight in 1880, in the Grundy Re-

gister, January 24, 1929.

Pioneer memories, by Mrs. L. Y. Landphear, in the Lamoni Chron-

icle, January 24, 1929.

An evening party in 1881 near old Dresden, in the Grinnell Her-

ald, January 25, 1929.

Memoirs of Capt. Sam Van Sant, in the Burlington Post, January

26, 1929.

Early steamboating on the Des Moines River, by Captain C. H.

Patten, in the Burlington Post, January 26, 1929.

Old days in Iowa, by Leslie E. Francis, in the Estherville Vindica-

tor and Republican, January 30, 1929.

Early history of Fayette County, in the Fayette Leader, January

31, February 7, 14, 21, 1929.

Bicycle races in 1897, in the Keokuk Citizen, February 1, 1929.

Preliminary memoirs of Captain Walter Blair, in the Burlington

Post, February 2, 1929.

Iowa fifty years ago, by C. E. Crow, reprinted from the Massena

Echo, in the Atlantic News-Telegraph, February 5, 1929.

Recollections of early Iowa County history, by Milo P. Smith, in

the Marengo Republican, February 7, 1929.

Brooklyn men in Company H of the Twenty-eighth Iowa Infantry,

in the Brooklyn Chronicle, February 7, 1929.
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When 3000 Keokuk people signed a temperance pledge, in the

Keokuk Citizen, February 8, 1929.

Early history of Monmouth, Iowa, in the Clinton Herald, Feb-

ruary 11, 1929.

Early settler of Osceola County and the boodlers, in the Ocheye-

dan Arrow, February 14, 21, 1929.

Reminiscences of pioneer days, in the Manchester Press, February

14, 1929.

History of the Singmaster ranch, in the Washington Journal, Feb-

ruary 15, 1929.

Pioneer days in Tama County, by Janette Stevenson Murray, in

the Waterloo Courier, February 16, 1929.

An early Welsh settlement in Iowa, by Mrs. E. B. Thorne, m the

Dubuque Telegraph-Herald and Times-Journal, February 17,

1929.

The founding of Colesburg, in the Dubuque Telegraph-Herald

and Times-Journal, February 17, 1929.

Early history of Appanoose County, by Ira A. Perjue, in the

Centerville lowegian, February 19, 1929.

Pioneer days in Dickinson County, in the Spirit Lake Beacon,

February 28, 1929.

Early history of Eagle Grove, by H. W. Barnes, in the Eagle

Grove Eagle, February 28, 1929.

THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA

A copy of The Joys and Sorrows of a Book Collecter, by Luther

A. Brewer, has been presented to the State Historical Society by

The Torch Press.

Dramatic scenes in the early history of Iowa were described by

Dr. Bruce E. Mahan, Associate Editor of the State Historical So-

ciety, at the annual banquet of the Polk County History Club

held in Des Moines on February 22, 1929.
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Dr. Benj. F. Shambaugh, Superintendent of the State Histori-

cal Society, gave an address on Benjamin Franklin before the

“Benjamin Franklins” and the Union League Club of Chicago on
January 17, 1929. On March 26th, Dr. Shambaugh addressed the

State Convention of the Iowa League of Women Voters at Dav-
enport on the subject “Abraham Lincoln”.

Professor Charles R. Keyes of Cornell College, director of the

State Archeological Survey for the State Historical Society, gave
a Baconian lecture at the State University on the evening of Feb-
ruary 15, 1929. Dr. Keyes spoke on “Some Methods and Results

of the Iowa Archeological Survey”.

Dr. Ruth A. Gallaher, Library Research Associate of the State

Historical Society, presented two proposed subjects of study at

the State Convention of the Iowa League of Women Voters at

Davenport on March 27, 1929. One of these subjects was the

proposed equal rights amendment to the United States Constitu-

tion and the other dealt with suggested changes in the marriage
laws of Iowa.

The State Historical Society of Iowa has recently acquired a

bound letter book containing the correspondence of William Penn
Clarke from 1859 to 1861. The letters reveal intimate glimpses

behind the scenes in Iowa politics of that day for Clarke was
prominent in the Whig, Free Soil, “Know Nothing”, and later

the Republican party. In the collection are letters to Abraham
Lincoln, Charles Francis Adams, William B. Allison, N. B. Baker,

Rush Clark, Salmon P. Chase, James Harlan, W. P. Hepburn, S.

J. Kirkwood, John A. Kasson, R. P. Lowe, C. C. Nourse, George
G. Wright, and many others.

The following persons have recently been elected to member-
ship in the Society: Dr. C. A. Boice, Washington, Iowa; Mr. J.

M. Heald, Nashua, Iowa; Mrs. Ethel G. Inman, Bloomington, Illi-

nois
;
Mr. Geo. Kalbach, Oskaloosa, Iowa

;
Mr. W. A. Longnecker,

Oskaloosa, Iowa
;
Rev. J. L. McCorison, Jr., Nashua, Iowa

;
Dr.

George A. May, Des Moines, Iowa
;
Mr. Herbert W. Mennig, Shel-

don, Iowa; Mr. Charles L. Meyerhoff, Villisca, Iowa; Mr. Alfred
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N. Scales, Iowa City, Iowa; Mr. Deane W. Trick, Des Moines,

Iowa; Miss Marjorie E. White, Olin, Iowa; Mr. Karl Campbell,

Oskaloosa, Iowa
;
Miss Mary Cooper, Des Moines, Iowa

;
Miss Mar-

garet Dorweiler, Cedar Falls, Iowa; Mr. Hubert H. Hoeltje, Iowa

Ctiy, Iowa; Mr. Harvey A. Hofer, Sewal, Iowa; Mr. John R.

Irwin, Keokuk, Iowa; Mr. J. Leonard Kline, Mason City, Iowa;

Mr. H. B. Lewis, Des Moines, Iowa; Mr. John R. Loomis, Red Oak,

Iowa; Miss Nelle M. Martin, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Mr. H. E.

Shartle, Ruthven, Iowa; Mrs. Walter L. Stewart, Des Moines,

Iowa; Mrs. Emma Vontrees, Callender, Iowa; Mr. Robert C. Wil-

son, Springville, Iowa; Mr. James S. Beddie, Fayette, Iowa; Mr.

W. M. Dean, Lake View, Iowa
;
Mr. J. A. King, Spencer, Iowa

;

Mr. Paul E. Raymond, Iowa City, Iowa; Mr. Fred A. Seeman,

Rockwell City, Iowa; Mr. Minard W. Stout, Cedar Falls, Iowa;

Mr. Harry Thiessen, Lake View, Iowa; and Mrs. C. W. Zeilman,

Lake View, Iowa.



HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

The annual meeting of members and directors of the Oklahoma

Historical Society was held at the State Capitol in Oklahoma City

on January 23, 1929. C. Ross Hume gave an address on “The

Caddo Indians”.

The archaeological Institute of America held its annual meet-

ing in New York City from December 28 to 31, 1928. Ralph Van

Deman Magoffin of New York University was elected president.

The program included papers dealing with many aspects of arch-

aeology.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the State Historical

Society of Colorado in January, the following officers were elected:

Henry A. Dubbs, president; Ernest Morris, first vice president;

A. J. Fynn, second vice president; Ralph Hartzell, secretary;

and E. W. Robinson, treasurer.

The Missouri Historical Society held a public meeting at the

Jefferson Memorial on February 15, 1929, at which Dr. James A.

James gave an address on “George Rogers Clark, Citizen”.

Luther Ely Smith, who has been appointed by President Coolidge

a member of the George Rogers Clark Sesqui-centennial National

Commission, presided at the meeting.

The Minnesota Historical Society held its eightieth annual meet-

ing at Minneapolis and St. Paul on January 21, 1929. Herbert

Heaton, Professor of History in the University of Minnesota, de-

livered the annual address on “The Development of New Coun-

tries—Some Comparisons.” The Society plans to hold its eighth

annual convention at Hutchinson on June 14 and 15, 1929.

The twenty-second annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley

Historical Association will be held at Vincennes, Indiana, on April

25 to 27, 1929. Professor Fred A. Shannon, chairman of the pro-

gram committee, has arranged one session on “Internal Improve-
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merits and Transportation to 1860”, one on “The Old South
,
one

on “The Old Northwest”, and another on “George Rogers Clark

and the Revolution in the West.” In addition one evening win

be given over to the presidential address of President Charles W.

Ramsdell, and one session will be devoted to the Teachers’ Section.

On February 25, 1929, a notable celebration in commemoration

of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the capture of Fort

Sackville by George Rogers Clark was held at Vincennes. One

feature of the program was a pageant directed by Thomas Wood

Stevens in which three episodes in the life of Clark were repro-

duced— Clark receiving his commission in Richmond, Virginia,

at the hands of Patrick Henry
;
the capture of Kaskaskia

;
and the

attack upon Fort Sackville. Commemorative addresses were made

by Governor Harry G. Leslie of Indiana and by Dean James A.

James of Northwestern University, author of the recent Life of

George Rogers Clark.

IOWA

The Marshall County Historical Society enjoyed an evening of

historical readings and dances in costume on January 15, 1929.

At the annual meeting on March 12th, the following officers were

reelected: F. G. Pierce, president; Albert Beane, vice president;

Miss Susan Sower, secretary
;
Mrs. Minnie J. Pendleton, treasurer

;

and Mrs. Annie Sellers, curator. Following the election of officers

an old time program of music and declamations was presented by

members of the society.

At the December meeting of the Howard County Historical So-

ciety, Mrs. Alma Glass presented an interesting paper on the

“Organization of Iowa”. The following officers were elected at

the annual meeting held on March 12th : Mrs. Alma Glass, presi-

dent; W. H. Tillson, vice president; C. J. Harlan, secretary; J.

H. Howe, treasurer; Mrs. C. E. Farnsworth, curator; T. J. Gib-

bons, custodian; directors, William Kellow, John Murtha, J. N.

Smith, and Mrs. J. I. Rowlee. At this meeting Mr. Tillson gave a

talk on the history of money.

The Iowa Catholic Historical Society, recently founded, launched
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a State-wide membership campaign the first week in February.

The Society was incorporated in March, 1928, at Dubuque. The

Society plans to collect books, pamphlets, letters, manuscripts,

relics, and pictures relating to the Catholic history of Iowa. The

Society also plans to record the lives of the early missionaries in

Iowa, to encourage research in the field of Catholic history, and to

publish the results of such research in a journal to be established.

Archbishop James J. Keane of Dubuque is the honorary president

of the Society.

The Madison County Historical Society celebrated its silver

anniversary on March 5, 1929, with programs both in the after-

noon and evening. H. A. Mueller, president of the society, pre-

sided. E. R. Harlan, Curator of the Historical, Memorial and

Art Department of Iowa and T. H. Stone of Eldora, a charter

member of the Society gave the principal addresses. Mr. Harlan

spoke at the afternoon session on “Land Surveys”; and Mr.

Stone at the evening session reviewed the progress made since the

society was organized in 1904. The following officers were elected

:

H. A. Mueller, president; W. S. Cooper, vice president; E. R.

Zeller, secretary; and Agnes McNamara, treasurer. The directors

elected were: S. A. Hays, R. S. Cooper, H. G. Tidrick, and W.
F. Craig.

The ninth annual conference for teachers of history and other

social studies was held at the State University of Iowa on Feb-

ruary 1 and 2, 1929, under the auspices of the Department of

History and the Extension Division. Dr. Edward P. Cheney of

the University of Pennsylvania, Professor Carl L. Becker of Cor-

nell University, Professor John L. Conger of Knox College, Laura

F. Ullrich of Winnetka, Burr W. Phillips of the University of

Wisconsin, Elmer Ellis of the North Dakota State Teachers Col-

lege, and Professor A. C. Krey of the University of Minnesota were

speakers from outside the State. Professors Winfred T. Root,

George G. Andrews, Forest C. Ensign, and Ernest Horn of the

University of Iowa were local speakers at the conference.



NOTES AND COMMENT

Dr. W. I. Brandt of the Department of History of the State

University of Iowa has become an associate editor of Social Science

Abstracts.

This year marks the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of

Lamoni, Iowa, by a group of men of the [Reorganized Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.

The Pilgrim Chapter, Daughters of the American [Revolution,

plan to place a suitable marker on the site of the birthplace of

President Herbert Hoover at West Branch.

The twenty-first annual session of the Pioneer Lawmakers As-

sociation was held at Des Moines on February 13 and 14, 1929.

Several former members of the General Assembly related interest-

ing episodes about their experience as legislators.

Addison P. Munroe of Providence, R. I., governor general of the

General Society of Mayflower Descendents, was the speaker at a

meeting of the Iowa Society of Mayflower Descendents held at

Ames during the last week in February. Mrs. Louis B. Schmidt,

deputy governor general of Iowa, presided at the meeting.

The Polk County Pioneers’ Club held its thirty-fifth annual

banquet and program at the Hotel Fort Des Moines on January

26, 1929. Professor B. Shimek gave an address on “Early Pioneer

Life in Iowa” and Charles N. Denman spoke of “Early Des Moines

Scenes”. The officers of the association are W. 0. Finkbine, presi-

dent; Joel Tuttle, vice president; and Guy M. Brandt, secretary-

treasurer.

An act to authorize the collection and editing of official papers

of the Territories of the United States now in the national archives

was passed by the House of Representatives on February 25th

and on February 26th the Senate concurred. President Coolidge
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signed the bill on February 28th. This action has been urged for

some time by the States whose papers are involved.

Algona citizens are planning a three day celebration, July 14,

15, and 16, in commemoration of the diamond jubilee of the found-

ing of the city. As a part of the celebration the Ambrose A. Call

State Park will be officially dedicated. Harvey Ingham has pre-

pared a manuscript on the “Days of 54” which will be published

as a souvenir booklet of the occasion. A pageant depicting epi-

sodes in the history of Algona will form a prominent feature of the

celebration.

Louis George Koch, a life member of the State Historical So-

ciety, died on January 27, 1929, at the age of ninety. He was born

in Wiesloch, Baden, on April 25, 1838. His parents joined the

“Inspirationists” in the spring of 1839 and emigrated to Middle

Ebenezer in New York in 1843. From there they removed to

Middle Amana in 1863. For over forty years Mr. Koch taught

in the schools of the community and between times worked at his

trade as printer.

Father Thomas J. McCarty, rector of the Epiphany Cathedral

at Sioux City, has contributed to the State Historical Society a

copy of an interesting record of a trip made by Father C. Hoecken

from Council Bluffs to the present site of Sioux City in 1850. The

record shows that Father Hoecken baptized fourteen persons in the

little settlement on that occasion. These were the children of the

few Frenchmen and their Indian wives then living in the vicinity.

The record was discovered by Gertrude Henderson, a local his-

torian, in her research into the life and work of Father De Smet,

the noted missionary to the Pottawattamies.

Additional information in regard to the creation of the Guthrie

County Tract State Park has been furnished the State Historical

Society by R. A. Stacey, editor of The Guthrian at Guthrie Center.

Mr. Stacey credits Dr. L. H. Pammel with the suggestion that a

State park should be created in Guthrie County. The editor en-

dorsed the idea in a news story in The Guthrian and invited Dr.

Pammel to visit Guthrie Center to investigate the proposed tract.
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Dr. R. F. Wolfe and Mr. Stacey accompanied Professor Pammel

on his tour of inspection. After this tour Mr. Stacey took up the

matter with the Guthrie Center Rotary Club and a committee

consisting of R. A. Stacey, chairman, Dr. R. F. Wolfe, and 0. G.

Hamilton, was appointed to promote the project. Other committees

were appointed and an active campaign was launched to raise

funds to purchase the land for a park. The Rotary Club assumed

the task of raising about $3000, and the State Board of Conser-

vation contributed some $2000 required for the purchase of the

land. An effort is being made to induce the State Highway

Commission to route Primary Road Number 25 straight north and

south across Guthrie County so as to have a main highway near

the park. Plans are also under way to make many improvements

in this park, one of nature’s beauty spots in Iowa.



CONTRIBUTORS

Dorothy Schaffter, Instructor in the Department of Po-

litical Science at the State University of Iowa. (See The
Iowa Journal of History and Politics, October, 1927, p.

652.)

Chas. M. Meyers, Graduate Student in History and Gov-

ernment at Harvard University. Born in Mason City, Iowa,

October 29, 1901. Received bis B. A. degree from Orinn ell

College in 1925, and bis M. A. degree from Harvard Univer-

sity in 1926. Professor of American History in the Mason

City Junior College, 1927-1928.

Herbert Clare Cook, Assistant Professor of Government

at Iowa State College, Ames. Born at Durango, Iowa, August

30, 1893. Received the B. A. degree from Iowa State Teach-

ers College in 1922, the M. A. degree from the State Univer-

sity of Iowa in 1925, and the Pb. D. degree from the State

University of Iowa in 1926. Came to Iowa State College in

1928.
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THE ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

[This is the final installment of an article on the administrative functions

of the Department of Public Instruction in Iowa by H. C. Cook. The first

installment appeared in the April number of this magazine.— The Editor]

In the previous installment of this article the writer

traced the development of the Department of Public In

struction in Iowa, and discussed the organization of the

Department, the administrative powers of the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction, the power of appointment

and removal, and the powers of direction, supervision, and

control. Under the latter heading the writer pointed out

the relation of the State Superintendent to rural schools,

graded and high schools, and normal training high schools.

Discussion of the latter subject is continued at this point.

Pertaining to high school grades, examinations, and cer-

tificates, the Superintendent of Public Instruction pre-

scribes the rules, regulations, and conditions governing the

students in preparation for examination, and requirements

for graduation from the normal training department of the

high school. Graduation from a normal training depart-

ment does not, however, entitle the student to teach. He

must take an examination prescribed by the State Board

of Educational Examiners, but he is exempted from taking

examination in certain subjects passed satisfactorily in his

normal training course. If a normal training graduate

passes the examination prescribed by the State Board of

Educational Examiners successfully and is recommended

for a normal training teacher’s certificate, the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction issues such certificate .
107

io 7 Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, Circular No. 2, 1928, pp. 22-30.
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DIRECTION SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OP
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOLS

The consolidated school was established in Iowa on April

5, 1906, by the Thirty-first General Assembly, for the pur-

pose of vitalizing the school life of the rural school pupil,

and to make it possible for the rural school pupil to get a
first class high school education. 108 It is now provided that

“Consolidated school corporations containing an area of

not less than sixteen government sections of contiguous

territory in one or more counties may be organized as inde-

pendent districts for the purpose of maintaining a consol-

idated school”. Consolidated school corporations may be

established and organized independently of the Department
of Public Instruction, and they may continue to be inde-

pendent of the Department of Public Instruction, but they

do not usually choose to do this. 109 The consolidated school

becomes subject to the supervision and direction of the

Department of Public Instruction in the following ways:

(1) by preparing to meet the requirements so as to secure

State aid as provided for consolidated schools; (2) by pre-

paring to meet the requirements of the Department of

Public Instruction for approval and certification as ap-

proved high schools eligible to charge tuition; and (3) by

maintaining a normal training department in its high school

and thereby gaining the benefits of a normal training high

school and securing the State aid as provided for such

los Laws of Iowa, 1906, Ch. 141.

io« Code of 1927, Sees. 4154, 4184; Biennial Report of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction, 1922-1924, pp. 6, 32. Of the 386 consolidated schools in

operation during the school year closing June 30, 1928, none received equip-

ment aid. Three hundred and fifty-one were approved for tuition and State

aid. Twenty-four consolidated schools maintained approved normal training

departments in their high schools. Six consolidated schools were approved

for tuition purposes only. Three of the 386 consolidated schools were ap-

proved for tuition and State aid for but two years of high school work, and
one was approved for three years of high school work. One of the six con-
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schools .
110 Consolidated school corporations usually seek

to gain the approval of the Department of Public Instruc-

tion as a standard high school thereby enabling them to

charge tuition and to offer their students the benefits of

standard high schools. They also usually attempt to meet

the requirements for State aid to consolidated schools .
111

A consolidated school maintaining an approved normal

training department and eligible to receive State aid for

approved consolidated schools, may, however, decline such

State aid and accept in lieu thereof, State aid as provided

for normal training high schools. It can not, however, se-

cure both State aid as granted to consolidated schools and

State aid as granted to normal training high schools .

112 A
consolidated school maintaining a normal training depart-

ment is under a three-fold responsibility to the Department

of Public Instruction. It is subject to the supervision and

direction as a consolidated school, as an approved high

school, and as a normal training high school; that is, in

order to maintain a normal training department, a consol-

idated school must first meet the requirement of the De-

partment of Public Instruction for approved high

schools .
113

Provision is made in the school law for the organization

of consolidated school corporations, for the amount of ter-

ritory for the building of the school plant, and equipping

of the same, for the location of the school site, and for the

solidated schools approved for tuition purposes only was approved for but

two years of high school work. Three hundred and eighty-one consolidated

schools maintained approved four year high schools.— Biennial Report of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926—1928, pp. 39-45.

no Code of 1927, Secs. 3899, 3902, 4184, 4275.

in Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1918-1920,

pp. 51, 52.

112 Code of 1927, Sec. 4185.

ns Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925, p. 12 j
Code of 1927, Sees.

3899, 4275.
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transportation of pupils. But almost all the factors con-

cerning the organization and administration of the consoli-

dated schools are left to the direction and supervision of

the Superintendent of Public Instruction.114

In order that a consolidated school may receive State aid

and be approved for tuition purposes, it becomes subject to

the approval of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

relative to the following matters: (1) organization; (2)

suitability of grounds
; (3) suitability of building and plant

;

(4) laboratories and equipment for teaching agriculture,

home economics and manual training; (5) course of study;

(6) agricultural experiment plot; (7) qualified and certifi-

cated teachers to teach agriculture, manual training, and

home economics; and (8) qualifications of all grade and

high school teachers.115

New consolidated schools often face many strange and

difficult problems in organization. The chief function of

the Department of Public Instruction in assisting these

schools is that of holding counsel and advising with their

school boards and superintendents, and instructing them in

the plan of procedure to be followed.116

The Superintendent of Public Instruction requires any

consolidated school wishing to receive State aid to provide

a five-acre site. Furthermore, the site selected must be ap-

proved by the Department of Public Instruction. The fac-

tors taken into consideration by the Inspector of Consoli-

dated Schools in approving a school plot are: (1) an area

of not less than one acre for agricultural purposes; (2)

sufficient space for segregated and properly located play

114 Code of 1927, Secs. 4154, 4179.

ns Iowa’s Consolidated Schools, 1922, p. 6; Annual Report Cards for Consol-

idated Schools as supplied by the Department of Public Instruction.

ns Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922,

p. 46.
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grounds; (3) parking area; and (4) landscaped area in the

foreground of the school plot.117

A consolidated school building to he approved by the

Department of Public Instruction must meet the specifica-

tions of the Department relative to ventilation, heating,

lighting, and janitorial care.118

The Department of Public Instruction makes specifica-

tions, rules, and regulations relative to the personal and

professional qualifications, training, and experience of the

superintendent, high school teachers, grade teachers, and

special teachers of the consolidated schools. For example,

the Department of Public Instruction requires the superin-

tendent to be a high school graduate, also a college gradu-

ate or the equivalent of a college graduate, to possess an

Iowa State certificate, and to have had at least two years of

teaching experience. High school teachers must have com-

pleted at least two years of training in an approved college.

At least one-half of the high school teachers in any high

school must have completed four years of training in an

approved college. Grade teachers must be high school

graduates, must have had at least twelve weeks’ training

in an approved college, and they must possess proper cer-

tificates as specified by the Department of Public Instruc-

tion. The Department of Public Instruction also specifies

the minimum training for the teachers of agriculture, home

economics, normal training, and physical training. 119 The

supervision and direction of consolidated schools is made

effective through inspection by the Inspector of Consoli-

dated Schools. This inspection by the Department of Pub-

lic Instruction must be made annually. The Inspector of

m Iowa’s Consolidated Schools, 1922, pp. 8, 9.

ns Iowa’s Consolidated Schools, 1922, pp. 13, 15, 17.

ns Iowa’s Consolidated Schools, 1922, pp. 18-21; pamphlet of the Depart-

ment of Public Instruction: Teacher Qualifications for Approved Schools,

1924-1925, pp. 2, 3.
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Consolidated Schools may visit the schools under his super-

vision in person and inspect and approve them for State

aid, or he may investigate the required annual reports of

these schools and approve them. Following the inspection

of each consolidated school a detailed report in letter form

is addressed to the president of the local board of directors.

A copy of this report is also sent to the local superintend-

ent and a copy to the county superintendent of schools.

The annual reports made to the Department of Public In-

struction by the consolidated schools consist of reports of

:

(1) teachers* qualifications, training, experience, and certi-

fication; (2) transportation; (3) program of study; (4)

general equipment; and (5) general statistics. The In-

spector of Consolidated Schools may also approve consoli-

dated high schools for one, two, three, or four years of high

school work. Information relative to such approval may
also be secured by either personal inspection or from the

annual reports. Such approval entitles the consolidated

school to charge non-resident pupils tuition. When a con-

solidated school is approved for tuition a certificate of ap-

proval is issued to the school by the Department of Public

Instruction.120

DIRECTION SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OP
MINING CAMP SCHOOLS

The Thirty-eighth General Assembly of Iowa appropri-

ated $50,000 for the biennium beginning July 1, 1919, to be

used by the Department of Public Instruction under the

direction of the Superintendent of Public Instruction to

improve the conditions in mining camp schools. Subsequent

General Assemblies have each provided a biennial appro-

120 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1922-1924,

pp. 13, 46—48; documentary material (annual certificate of approval issued by

the Department of Public Instruction)
;

letter from the Inspector of Consoli-

dated Schools, dated February 18, 1926; Code of 1927, See. 4275.
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priation of $100,000 for this work. In addition to this reg-

ular State aid fund the Forty-second General Assembly

provided for an annual emergency fund of $10,000. The

regular fund of $50,000 for each year is to be used by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, but ‘‘with the ap-

proval of the executive council and under its direction’ .

The Superintendent of Public Instruction must first submit

a “comprehensive program” to the Executive Council

showing the entire proposed expenditure of the appropri-

ation for the year under consideration. The emergency

fund of $10,000 per year is set aside to be disbursed by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction only upon the consent

of the Executive Council. This fund is allotted to schools

only in case of emergency. Any portion of the emergency

fund remaining undistributed after April first of each year

of the biennium is to be allocated as provided for the regu-

lar fund. Thus the powers of direction and supervision of

the Superintendent of Public Instruction in connection with

mining camp schools are somewhat limited.121

Mining camp schools are not defined by law. The ques-

tion of determining what constitutes a mining camp school

is solely one of fact and is to be determined by the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction “with the approval of the

Executive Council.” The facts and circumstances in each

case are to be considered by the Superintendent of Public

Instruction “in determining whether or not such school

district is in fact one in a mining camp”.122

The inspectional and supervisory work carried on by the

Department of Public Instruction is under the immediate

charge of the Inspector of Mining Camp Schools.123 Defi-

m Laws of Iowa, 1919, Ch. 373, 1921, Ch. 295, 1925, Ch. 218, p. 223, 1927,

Ch. 275, p. 259.

122 Biennial Report of the Attorney General, 1923-1924, pp. 361, 362.

123 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1922-1924,
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nite rules and regulations governing these schools are not
made by the Department of Public Instruction. Mining
camp schools are conducted in the same way as other
schools, but frequently conditions in the mining camps are
such as to demand special supervision and administra-
tion. 1 -4 The Superintendent of Public Instruction distrib-

utes the State aid where the school facilities are poorest
rather than where the tax levies are highest. This need is

found by personal visits and consultations of the Inspector
of Mining Camp Schools with the local boards of school
directors and the county superintendent of schools. The
State aid expended under the direction of the Department
of Public Instruction is used for: (1) the erection of build-

ings and additions; (2) the purchase of schoolroom furni-
ture; (3) painting of schoolrooms; (4) supplies; (5) teach-
ers’ salaries; (6) payment of tuition; and (7) the purchase
of heating plants.125

DIRECTION SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OF
JUNIOR COLLEGES

The Forty-second General Assembly in 1927 recognized
the public junior college as an expansion of the public
school system, and placed the direction and supervision of
them under the Department of Public Instruction. Thus
the Superintendent of Public Instruction has direct admin-
istration over junior colleges and does not exercise control
over them by means of financial powers. In regard to the

124 Letter from the Inspector of Mining Camp Schools, dated February 13,
1926; Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-
1922, p. 66. In many of the mining camps, in order to maintain a school, the
district is obliged to tax itself beyond the tax of the surrounding districts,
thus making the burden of taxation unequal. The tax levy has ranged from a
few mills to 322 miUs (Mystic for 1922).— Biennial Report of the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922, p. 66.

125 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1922-1924
pp. 13, 14.
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public junior colleges it is specified that the Superintendent

of Public Instruction “shall prepare and publish from time

to time standards for junior colleges, provide adequate in-

spection for junior colleges, and recommend for accrediting

such courses of study offered by junior colleges as may

meet the standards determined.
’ ’ The Superintendent of

Public Instruction directs the organization of the junior

colleges and approves them when they meet the standards

established by him, and he personally inspects them .

126

EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

As president and executive officer of the Board of Educa-

tional Examiners, the Superintendent of Public Instruction

appoints the time and place for the meetings of the Board

and presides over these meetings. He has general direction

of the Board’s activities and performs the administrative

work of the Board, supervising and directing the holding of

teachers’ examinations, providing for the grading of exam-

ination papers, and issuing and signing teachers’ certifi-

cates .

127 This work is done in the Department of Public

Instruction.

The questions used in the teachers’ examinations are fur-

nished and caused to be printed by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction. Examinations for teachers’ certificates

are conducted by county superintendents of schools in the

various counties of the State. When the examinations are

completed the county superintendent forwards to the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction a list of all applicants exam-

ined with a standing of each in didactics and oral reading,

an estimate of each applicant’s personality and general fit-

12 6 Code of 1927, See. 4267-bl; Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction, 1926-1928, pp. 15, 16; Public Junior Colleges, 1928 (Pre-

liminary Bulletin issued by the Superintendent of Public Instruction).

127 Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922,

p. 31.
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ness for teaching, and the answer papers written excepting
those in didactics .

128 The manuscripts are read by readers
selected by the Board of Educational Examiners from such
persons as have the necessary qualifications and experience
for doing the work. Certificates are issued by the Board of
Educational Examiners to those persons found to be quali-
fied. They are signed by the Superintendent of Public In-
struction as President of the Board of Educational Exam-
iners for State certificates, and by the county superintend-
ent of schools in case of “Uniform County Certificates ”.129

The Superintendent of Public Instruction also prepares
and supplies questions for the examination of pupils com-
pleting the eighth grade in rural schools and fixes the time
for such examinations .

130

NORMAL TRAINING CERTIFICATES

In connection with the certification of persons completing
the normal training high school course the Superintendent
of Public Instruction exercises almost complete and inde-
pendent control over certification. The Board of Educa-
tional Examiners prescribes the rules and regulations for
conducting examinations of candidates for normal training
certificates, but the Superintendent of Public Instruction
prescribes the regulations governing the examination of
those candidates for certificates who have failed in one or
more subjects in the regular normal training examinations.
The county superintendent of schools in whose county an
approved high school maintaining an approved normal
training department may be located “shall be designated
as the conductor” of the normal training examination. An

128 Code of 1927, Secs. 3873, 4106.

129 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1922-1924,
pp. 17, 18; Code of 1927, Sec. 3859.

iso Code of 1927, Sec. 3832 (15);
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examination for graduation from the normal training

course is conducted in each school maintaining the course .

131

If more than one normal training high school is located in

a county the county superintendent of schools may secure

such assistance as is necessary to aid in giving the exami-

nation. It is not expected, however, that he will secure any-

one connected with the school to conduct the examination in

that school .

132 When examinations are completed, the pre-

liminary blanks, eligibility reports, and the answer papers

in each subject, except pedagogy, for each candidate are

sent to the Department of Public Instruction. Credits

earned in the normal training course may be submitted and

thus free the candidate from examination in certain sub-

jects. For this reason the city superintendent must file a

transcript of the candidate’s records of grades with the

Department of Public Instruction after each semester, not

later than five days after the close of the first semester, and

not later than three days after the close of the school year.

The examination papers are graded under the direction of

the Board of Educational Examiners. Returns of examina-

tions are made to the county superintendents for the May

and July examinations, and directly to the city superin-

tendents for the January examinations. Original grade

sheets and transcripts of high school records are filed in

the Department of Public Instruction .

133 Normal training

certificates valid for two years are issued by the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction and may be renewed by him

for a period of three years .

134

In addition to these duties as a member of the Board of

Educational Examiners, the Superintendent of Public In-

131 Code of 1927, See. 3906.

132 Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925, p. 27.

133 Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925, pp. 26, 30, 33, 34, 35.

is* Code of 1927, See. 3910.
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struction also makes the annual report for this Board,
giving detailed account of all money expended with a list of

all those receiving certificates or diplomas. He also certi-

fies to the State Board of Audit the “authorized expendi-

tures of the Board of Educational Examiners”, which with

the accounts of the Board are published in the Report of

the Superintendent of Public Instruction .

135

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND CIVILIAN REHABILITATION

The Vocational Educational Service and Civilian Rehab-
ilitation Service are not directly under the supervision and
direction of the Department of Public Instruction. The
Superintendent of Public Instruction is, however, ex officio

chairman and executive officer of the Board for Vocational

Education .
136 By virtue of this fact he is authorized by

act of Congress and by the laws of Iowa to be chairman and
executive officer of the Board for Civilian Rehabilitation .

137

As the administrative officer of the Board for Vocational

Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction appar-

ently has little effective power of direction and supervision.

He is primarily an executive of the Board; almost all of the

actual work of administration is performed by the Director

for Vocational Education .
138 The Superintendent of Public

Instruction with the approval of the State Board for

Vocational Education appoints the Director of Voca-

tional Education and Civilian Rehabilitation, and the

supervisors and assistants in the Departments of Voca-

tional Education and Civilian Rehabilitation. It does not

follow, however, that he may exercise effective powers of

las Code of 1927, Sec. 3896, 3897.

136 Code of 1927, Sees. 3838, 3839, 3852.

137 United States Statutes at Large, Vol. 41, Part 1, Ch. 219, pp. 735, 736;
Code of 1927, See. 3852.

138 Outline of Plans of the Iowa State Board for Vocational Education and
Vocational Behabilitation in Iowa, 1927-1932, p. 5.
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direction and supervision, for these officials appointed by

him can not be removed by the individual action of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction but only in conjunc-

tion with the Board for Vocational Education .
139

Under the administration of the Board for Vocational

Education, day schools, evening schools, and part-time

schools are organized and conducted in trade and industrial

education and vocational home-making. Although the

usual duties of administration are performed by the Board

for Vocational Education, the State Department of Public

Instruction through its inspectors in cooperation with the

Board for Vocational Education and in conjunction with

the county superintendent of schools is empowered to re-

quire local boards of school corporations maintaining part-

time schools to enforce the law regulating the operation of

such schools .
140

MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES

The Superintendent of Public Instruction directs and

supervises a number of miscellaneous tasks allotted by law

to his Department. Thus he may publish and distribute

from time to time leaflets and circulars relative to days and

occasions which he may deem worthy of special observance

in the public schools. He may prepare and distribute to all

elementary schools lists of books and texts and an outline

on American citizenship for all grades from one to eight

inclusive. Furthermore he may direct the preparation of

and distribute to all high schools, academies, and institu-

tions ranking as secondary schools, lists of texts and an

outline of a course of study in American history, civics of

the State and Nation, social problems, and economics. He

may prescribe and distribute a manual of practical health

139 Code of 1927, Sees. 3839, 3853.

i« Code of 1927, See. 4297 ;
Biennial Eeport of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction, 1924, pp. 21-26.
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training for the aid of teachers. Likewise he may prescribe

the ‘
‘ reports, both regular and special, which shall be made

by public officers, superintendents, teachers, and other per-

sons and officers having custody and control of public

school funds or property, and prepare suitable forms and

furnish blanks for such reports.” 141

YII

THE ORDINANCE POWER

Just as the legislative body in State government can not

be shut out of all participation in the work of administra-

tion so the heads of the State executive departments can

not be deprived of all participation in the work of legis-

lation. The head of an executive department could hardly

be assigned to the position of a mere executing officer. Such

an application of the theory of separation of powers has

not usually been accepted and would hardly be desirable.

The head of a State executive department may not, how-

ever, exercise such law-making functions as the power of

veto and of initiating legislation. But he may have the

power of issuing orders of more or less general applica-

tion, or of filling up details in the administrative law. It

is in this sense that the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion may exercise legislative or law-making functions. This

power of the Superintendent of Public Instruction to pro-

mulgate general rules regulating in detail the execution of

the laws is known as ordinance power.
142

Ordinances issued by administrative authorities are is-

sued under an ordinance power which is either independent

or delegated, i. e., ordinance power which the administra-

tive official possesses by constitutional grant and inde-

141 Code of 1927, See. 3832.

142 Goodnow’s Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, pp. 27, 28.
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pendent of the legislature, or by delegation by the State

legislature. Following a general rule of administrative

law, the Superintendent of Public Instruction possesses

only the latter. The ordinance power of the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction is further limited due to the fact

that he exercises ordinance power, as granted by the legis-

lature, only in specific cases; he does not enjoy general

ordinance powers. Furthermore, these ordinances are to

be distinguished from ministerial circulars or instructions,

sent out from the Department of Public Instruction, which,

while general in character like the ordinances, are not like

the ordinances binding upon the individual, but in this case,

only upon the officials subjected to the direction of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction. Such instructions

are based on his power of direction.143 Thus the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction has power to make rules

and regulations relative to: (1) cases of appeal, (2) the

Teachers’ Placement Bureau, (3) junior colleges, (4) nor-

mal training high schools, (5) approved graded and high

schools, (6) consolidated schools, (7) standardized schools,

(8) courses of study, and (9) teachers’ qualifications and

certificates.
144

The ordinary method of control over the exercise of the

ordinance power in this instance, it would appear, consists

in the power which the courts have, when individuals are

brought up before them charged with having violated an

ordinance. The purpose for which individuals are thus

brought into court is to determine whether the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction was competent under the law

143 Goodnow’s The Principles of the Administrative Law of the United

States

,

pp. 326—330
;
Code of 1927, See. 4106.

144 Code of 1927, Sees. 3832 (19), 3833, 3900, 4184, 4275, 4330; Standards

and Equipment for Approved Graded and Sigh Schools, 1921; Normal Train-

ing High Schools in Iowa, 1925; Regulations for Standardizing Common

Schools, 1923.

vol. xxvii—24
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to issue the ordinance. In matters where the law contem-
plates that the administrative official may use discretion in

making rules or regulations, the courts have refrained

from assuming jurisdiction. Furthermore, it seems hardly

to be expected that the courts will interfere on the ground
of unreasonableness of an ordinance issued by the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction, since it is regarded as a
matter settled by the legislature in granting ordinance

powers. 145

RULES AND REGULATIONS IN CASES OF APPEAL

The Superintendent of Public Instruction has contrib-

uted to administrative law. Some of his rules are manda-
tory, but it appears that the greater part are permissive
and advisory in nature.

Rules of Procedure in Appeals .—The Superintendent of

Public Instruction has exercised his ordinance power con-

cerning rules of procedure in connection with cases ap-

pealed to him by promulgating rules and regulations affect-

ing both the litigants in the cases appealed and the county
superintendent of schools from whom the cases are ap-

pealed. Thus, for example, the Superintendent of Public

Instruction has made rules as follows, the effect in each
case being quite obvious: (1) the basis of an appeal is the

recorded action of the school board 146
; (2) appearance at

trial is a complete waiver of notice 147
; (3) at a hearing

parties interested may appear personally or by attorney,

and argue their cases orally if they desire, or they may
send written or typewritten arguments 148

; (4) the hearings

145 Kinzer v. Independent School District, 129 Iowa 441, at 447.

146 School Laws of Iowa, 1902, Sec. 2819, Note 3, 1925, Decisions, p. 243.

147 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 228.

lie School Laws of Iowa, 1915, p. 130, Note 8.
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are not to be conducted by rigid adherence to the technical

forms and customs which prevail in the courts 149
; (5) the

regularity of all proceedings leading to appeal “will be pre-

sumed upon” 150
; (6) testimony to be legal must be based

upon the record of evidence introduced 151
; (7) testimony to

be legal must be given under oath 152
; (8) testimony unless

obviously immaterial should be admitted and given such

weight as it merits 153
; (9) to warrant a re-hearing valid

and sufficient reasons must be urged 154
; (10) it is not the

province of an appeal to discover and correct a slight

mistake.155

Rules and Regulations Affecting the Action of County

Superintendents.— Many of the rules and regulations made

by the Superintendent of Public Instruction being minis-

terial have affected the action of the county superintendent

in the hearing of cases appealed to him. In this way the

Superintendent of Public Instruction is able in a degree to

exercise control over the action of this subordinate in school

matters. Examples illustrative of this fact follow. (1) An

appeal may not be taken to the county superintendent of

schools from the decision of a school board that is not

final. 156 (2) County superintendents of schools should not

express an official opinion upon matters entirely outside of

their jurisdiction.157 (3) The decision of the county super-

149 School Laws of Iowa, 1915, Decisions, p. 39.

iso School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 228.

151 School Laws of Iowa, 1902, Sec. 2819, Note 10.

i5'2 School Laws of Iowa, 1902, Sec. 2819, Note 10.

153 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 192.

154 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 221, 262.

155 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 233.

iso School Laws of Iowa, 1915, Decisions, p. 123.

157 School Laws of Iowa, 1902, Sec. 2818, Note 1%.
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intendent of schools must be based upon the record of evi-

dence introduced. 158
(4) When the act complained of is of

a discretionary character, the action should be sustained by
the county superintendent unless it is clearly shown that
the board of education violated law, abused its discretion,

or acted with manifest injustice. 159
(5) The weight which

properly attaches to the discretionary action of a school

tribunal vested with original jurisdiction does not apply to

the decisions of a county superintendent of schools. 160

Rules and Regulations Affecting Roards of Education .

—

In deciding cases of appeal involving a consideration of the
powers and jurisdiction of the boards of education, the
Superintendent of Public Instruction has apparently been
very careful in promulgating rules and regulations to guard
and extend the discretionary authority of that body. Deci-
sions of the Superintendent of Public Instruction adding to

the administrative school law and illustrative of this point
are as follows. (1) The action of a board of education can
not be reversed upon the allegations of an appellant with-
out proof, or by reason of the board's failure to make de-

fense. 161
(2) The acts of a board of education in changing

subdistrict boundaries and locating schoolhouses are so
much of a discretionary nature that they should be affirmed
on appeal, unless it is shown beyond a doubt that there has
been an abuse of discretion. 162

(3) The acts of the board of
directors must be presumed to be regular, and should be
affirmed unless positive proof is brought to show the con-
trary. 163

(4) In most matters with which boards of direc-

ts School Laws of Iowa, 1902, Sec. 2819, Note 10.

15« School Laws of Iowa, 1902, Decisions, pp. 37, 48, 51, 56.

160 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 208.

161 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 208.

162 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 208.

163 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 210.
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tors “have to do under the law, their authority and respon-

sibility are absolute, and their jurisdiction is complete and

exclusive.” 164
(5) In the determination of appeals, the

weight properly attributable to the discretionary actions of

a board of directors should be given first consideration.165

(6) A petition may be used by the electors of a school cor-

poration to bring to the attention of the board of directors

the kind of action desired by the petitioners, but a board of

directors may act with equal directness without such re-

quest.166

Not every decision of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction pertaining to the powers of the board of direc-

tors, however, seems so favorable to the position of the

board of directors. He has decided that it is mandatory

upon the board of directors to put into execution matters

voted by the electors and within their control.167

RULES AND REGULATIONS AFFECTING NORMAL
TRAINING HIGH SCHOOLS

The ordinance-making power of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction extends to the issuing of rules and regu-

lations governing the several kinds of public schools in the

State. His ordinance powers relative to normal training

high schools have been extensively exercised, covering

practically every detail of the administration of normal

training departments in private and denominational schools

and public high schools.168

The rules and regulations in this field are both manda-

tory and permissive. Many of them are advisory and sug-

gestive in nature. The rules and regulations which are

School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 223.

165 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 236.

166 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 235.

167 School Laws of Iowa, 1897, Decisions, p. 17.

168 Code of 1927, Ch. 194 ;
Normal Training Sigh Schools in Iowa, 1925.
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promulgated in this field are made effective largely because

of the financial powers of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction, for should a normal training high school fail to

follow the regulations prescribed, the school not only

jeopardizes the status of its normal training department,

but also its chances of securing State aid.169

The rules and regulations issued relative to normal train-

ing high schools are concerned with: (1) the organization

of normal training departments; (2) the number and quali-

fications of teachers; (3) the normal training class and stu-

dents; (4) course of study for the normal training depart-

ment and of the high school in connection therewith; (5)

professional training of normal training students; and (6)

examination and certification of normal training students

completing the normal training course and planning to

teach.

The rules and regulations for the regular normal train-

ing examination are issued by the Board of Educational

Examiners, but the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

independent of this Board, may prescribe the rules and

regulations governing any necessary additional examina-

tions. 170

RULES AND REGULATIONS RELATIVE TO APPROVED
GRADED AND HIGH SCHOOLS

The rules and regulations issued relative to approved

graded and high schools seem to be suggestive, advisory,

and discretionary in nature rather than ministerial. They
also appear to have grown out of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction’s power of direction and supervision,

rather than solely from his ordinance-making power. The
purposes of these rules and regulations are: (1) to secure

iso Normal Training Sigh Schools in Iowa, 1925, pp. 12, 35.

170 Normal Training Sigh Schools in Iowa, 1925, pp. 12-38; Code of 1927,

Sees. 3906, 3907.
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a uniform type of school and to provide standards; (2) to

assist local boards of education in maintaining the best type

of school justified by local conditions; and (3) to bring

about approval of the unapproved schools for tuition pur-

poses. 171

The general problems relative to which the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction issues rules and regulations gov-

erning approved graded and high schools are as follows

:

(1) material and equipment
; (2) organization; (3) curricu-

lum; (4) instruction; and (5) school spirit.172

RULES AND REGULATIONS RELATIVE TO
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOLS

The statutes are quite specific in certain matters relative

to consolidated schools if the school is to receive State aid.

In addition to the statutory provisions detailed standards

are prescribed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

These standards for the most part are of the nature of ad-

ministrative rules and regulations, but they appear to be

more closely related to the Superintendent of Public In-

struction’s power of direction than to his ordinance power.

These regulations and standards, it is to be observed, are

made effective largely through the exercise of his financial

powers. They affect only those schools approved by the

Department and receiving State aid or desiring to be ap-

proved for such. As in other instances of the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction’s rule-making power, some of the

rules and regulations concerning consolidated schools are

mandatory, but most of them are permissive and advisory.

Eules and regulations issued by the Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction for approved graded and high schools, alike,

171 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922,

pp. 64, 65.

172 Standards and Equipment for Approved Graded and High Schools, 1921,

pp. 5-51.
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apply to those consolidated schools which have been ap-

proved for tuition.

The chief problems concerning which the Superintendent

of Public Instruction has issued rules and regulations for

consolidated schools are
: (1) school grounds

; (2) buildings;

(3) agriculture, manual training, and domestic science; (4)

superintendents’, high school teachers’, grade teachers’,

and special teachers’ qualifications, certification, training,

and experience; (5) transportation; (6) equipment; and

(7) course of study.173

RULES AND EEGULATIONS RELATIVE TO
STANDARDIZED SCHOOLS

The ordinance power of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction was extended by the Thirty-eighth General As-

sembly which enacted a law that the Superintendent of

Public Instruction ‘‘shall prescribe for standard schools

the minimum requirements of teaching, general equipment,

heating, ventilation, lighting, seating, water supply, library,

care of grounds, fire protection, and such other require-

ments as he may deem necessary.” Under authority of

this grant of ordinance power the Superintendent of Public

Instruction has provided detailed specifications for rating

schools as follows: (1) grounds and outbuildings; (2)

schoolhouse; (3) equipment and care of the schoolroom;

(4) library and reference books; (5) the teacher; and (6)

the school community activities. In addition the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction has issued an official rating

card for Iowa standard schools.174

173 Iowa’s Consolidated Schools, 1922, pp. 6-25; Teachers’ Qualifications for

Approved Schools, 1924, 1925, pp. 2-6. Eor additional information on this

point see the Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

1922-1924, pp. 12, 13.

m Regulations for Standardizing Common Schools, 1925, pp. 6-23; Code of
1927, Sec. 4330.
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VIII

POWERS OF FINANCIAL CONTROL

It was not contemplated by the framers of the Iowa Con-

stitution that the chief State school official should, in any

sense of the word, be a financial official, or that he should

exercise control of school funds. The principle adopted by

the framers of the Constitution is that there should be a

separation of financial matters from educational problems.

It was provided in the Constitution that the financial

agents of the school funds shall be the same, that by law,

receive and control the State and county revenue for other

civil purposes ”.175 The financial functions of the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction as provided by the Constitu-

tion of 1846 were in connection with school funds derived

from the sale of school lands.176

It was not expected that under the Constitution of 1857,

the Superintendent of Public Instruction would exercise

control over financial matters, but the Tenth General As-

sembly in reestablishing the office gave to the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction a limited authority to control

teachers’ institute funds.177 The financial functions that

had been handled by the office of Superintendent of Public

Instruction prior to the abolishment of the office in 1858

were those concerned with the school land funds, no other

school funds then being available. These funds now consti-

tute what is known as the permanent school fund. Prior to

1911 apparently no funds were provided for the purpose of

granting aid to schools meeting certain established stand-

175 The Delates of the Constitutional Convention of Iowa, 1857, Vol. II, p.

751 ;
Constitution of Iowa, 1857, Art. IX, Part 2, Sec. 6.

ns Constitution of Iowa, 1846, Art. X, as found in the Laws of Iowa, 1846;

Code of 1851, Ch. 67.

177 Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52.
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ards. That is, State aid did not play any part in establish-

ing effective supervision of any of the several types of

schools in the public school system.

Though there is a difference in the purposes for which
each of these funds has been established, the principle in-

volved in the administration of them nevertheless seems to

be the same. There now seems to be no very good reason
why one group of officials should handle and control the

permanent and temporary school funds, and that other

funds such as those for State aid to normal training high
schools, consolidated schools, and standard schools should
be controlled by the Department of Public Instruction.

Permanent school funds are, however, handled and con-

trolled by the State and county financial officials.

The financial powers of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction in the field of State aid to schools have nearly all

grown up since 1911. Prior to that time the extent of his

financial control seems to have been limited to the super-

vision of the ‘
‘ institute fund ’

’ which amounted to not more
than fifty dollars per year for each county holding a teach-

ers ’ institute. 178 The financial powers of the Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction have now come to be relatively

important. His financial authority, during the biennium
ending June 30, 1929, extends to the supervision and control

of nearly one-half million dollars annually. 179 During the
biennial period ending June 30, 1928, $916,126.52 was ex-

pended for State aid under the supervision of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction as compared with $217,290.61 of

the permanent school funds, which was distributed by the
regular State and county financial officials. 180 In addition

178 Code of 1873, Sec. 1584; Code of 1897, See. 2738; Code of 1927, Sec.
4469

;
Laws of Iowa, 1911, Ch. 131.

179 Laws of Iowa, 1927, p. 259.

iso Biennial Report of the Auditor of State, 1927-1928, pp. 9, 23, 24, 26 27.
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to the control and distribution of State aids the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction has the supervision of depart-

mental expenditures for miscellaneous purposes to the ex-

tent of approximately $25,000 for the biennium ending June

30, 1929. 181 Thus it is seen that in spite of what the framers

of’the Constitution intended there has grown up m the De-

partment of Public Instruction a large and important finan-

cial function to be performed by the Superintendent. It

should also be observed that the school funds distributed by

the Superintendent of Public Instruction constitute a large

share of the funds distributed by the State and county

financial officials.
182 Indeed, there seems to be no good

reason why the authority to distribute permanent school

funds should not be given to the Superintendent of Public

Instruction. These funds might then be distributed on the

basis of greatest need and effort. It should be observed too

that funds now distributed by the Superintendent of Public

Instruction are distributed on the basis of need and effort

;

but the basis of distribution of the permanent school fund

is the school census which does not admit of flexibility.

Bordering closely on control is the supervisory power

exercised by the Superintendent in connection with these

State aids. It is largely through the granting of State aids

that the Superintendent of Public Instruction is enabled to

require certain standards for each of the several functions

for which State aid is given. The financial power of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction in granting State aid

now extends to (1) normal training high schools, (2) con-

solidated schools, (3) standardized schools, (4) mining

camp schools, and (5) teachers’ institutes. 183

isi Laws of Iowa, 1927, p. 259.

182 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926-1928,

pp. 94—97.

183 Laws of Iowa, 1927, pp. 258, 259.
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Financial Control over Normal Training High Schools .

—

The Thirty-fourth General Assembly, in establishing the

normal training high school, for the first time made it pos-

sible for the Superintendent of Public Instruction to exer-

cise an effective supervisory control over any of the schools

of the State. It was provided that each high school ap-

proved should receive State aid to the amount of five hun-
dred dollars per annum. In “case more than one high
school in any county shall be approved” by the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, the total State “aid distrib-

uted in such county shall not exceed eight hundred dollars ’ ’.

Furthermore, it was provided that the Superintendent of

Public Instruction “shall prescribe the conditions of admis-
sion to the normal training classes, the course of instruc-

tion, the rules and regulations under which such instruction

shall be given and the requirements for graduation”. Thus
the Superintendent of Public Instruction gained practically

complete control of normal training high schools, and this

control becomes possible because of his power to withhold
approval of the normal training high school for State
aid .

184 The Thirty-fifth General Assembly increased the
amount of State aid to be granted to each normal training
high school to seven hundred and fifty dollars per year, to

be paid in two equal installments .
185

Only four-year approved high schools may be approved
by the Department of Public Instruction to maintain nor-
mal training departments and receive State aid. Private
and denominational schools may be approved by the De-
partment of Public Instruction so as to maintain normal
training departments, but they can not claim the benefits of
State aid .

186

181 Laws of Iowa, 1911, Ch. 131.

185 Laws of Iowa, 1913, Ch. 242.

188 Code of 1927, Secs. 3899, 3901.
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The Superintendent of Public Instruction is allowed con-

siderable discretion in approving high schools for the intro-

duction of normal training departments. He may select

such high schools for normal training purposes as he deems

necessary. The law contemplates that the basis upon which

the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall approve a

high school for the purpose of establishing a normal train-

ing department shall be: (1) the need for trained teachers

in a particular community; (2) the need for trained teach-

ers in the State as a whole; and (3) the likelihood of the

schools in question keeping up the required standards. In-

deed, he may go so far as to discriminate in favor of a

consolidated school over a city high school of the same com-

munity, even though the city high school may be better

fitted to do the work. He may not, however, approve any

high school to receive State aid for normal training schools

“unless a class of ten or more shall have been organized,

maintained, and instructed during the preceding semester ’ ’

in accordance with the normal training law. A normal

training high school may not be deprived of its right to be

approved for State aid because of the employment of a

teacher properly certified, having had three years’ experi-

ence and who has once been approved for teaching a normal

training school. 187

Each high school now approved by the Department of

Public Instruction receives State aid to the amount of seven

hundred and fifty dollars per year. The Superintendent of

each normal training high school at the close of each semes-

ter must file a report of the condition of his school with the

Department of Public Instruction, which must be approved

by the Superintendent of Public Instruction before State

aid can be had. Whereupon, the Superintendent of Public

Instruction issues a requisition upon the Auditor of State

187 Code of 1927, Sees. 3899, 3900, 3901, 4337, 4338.
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for the amount due the school. The Auditor of State then

draws a warrant on the State Treasurer payable to the

school in question for the amount of the requisition, and

forwards the same to the secretary of the school corpora-

tion.

Should there be insufficient funds in the State Treasury

to grant State aid to each of the public high schools ap-

proved as normal training high schools, the Superintendent

of Public Instruction is obliged to pro-rate the amount
available for distribution to those schools with the expecta-

tion that the legislature will then make up the difference by
subsequent appropriation. Prior to any distribution of nor-

mal training State aid the expenses necessarily incurred by
the Department of Public Instruction in inspectional and
supervisory service in connection with normal training high

schools shall be paid .
188

A consolidated school approved as a normal training high

school is ordinarily expected to receive State aid as pro-

vided for normal training high schools and not State aid as

provided for consolidated schools. Should it be found that

the normal training State aid fund is insufficient to give all

schools the flat-rate of seven hundred and fifty dollars, the

Superintendent of Public Instruction may not distribute

any portion of the consolidated school State aid to the con-

solidated school in question and make up the balance from
the normal training State aid. If the question of refusing

approval of a high school for normal training privileges

should arise solely because of lack of available State aid,

the Superintendent of Public Instruction may “classify the

schools in such a way as to designate which should be en-

titled to State aid, even though there should be no distinc-

tion between the courses of study in the schools receiving

188 Code of 1927, Secs. 3902, 3903, 3904; Biennial Report of the Attorney
General, 1023-1924, p. 364, 1925-1926, pp. 128-130.
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State aid and in those which do not receive it”.189 In this

event it would seem that a consolidated school might be

approved as a normal training high school and receive State

aid as a consolidated school.

Financial Control over Consolidated Schools .— The Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction was first authorized to

exercise financial control over consolidated schools in Iowa

by the Thirty-fifth General Assembly in 1913. To that end

$30,000 was appropriated for the period ending June 30,

1914, and $50,000, “or so much thereof as may be necessary,

annually, thereafter for a period of four years. ” This sum

was to be distributed to the various consolidated schools

approved by the Department of Public Instruction accord-

ing to a classification as follows: (1) two room schools,

$250.00 toward the equipment and $200.00 annually; (2)

three room schools, $350.00 for equipment and $500.00 an-

nually; and (3) four or more room schools, $500.00 for

equipment and $750.00 annually. 190 For the school year

ending June 30, 1928, three hundred and fifty-one consoli-

dated schools were approved for tuition and State aid, and

six were approved for tuition only. Twenty-four consoli-

dated schools now maintain four-year approved normal

training departments, sixty-four offer courses in Smith-

Hughes vocational agriculture, and twenty-four offer

courses in home-making, and are thereby subject to double

supervision. 191

“All consolidated schools in districts with an area of six-

teen or more government sections maintained with suitable

189 Biennial Beport of the Attorney General, 1913-1914, p. 135, 1923—1924,

p. 364.

iso Laws of Iowa, 1913, Ch. 250.

i9i Biennial Beport of the Auditor of State, 1927-1928, p. 9 ;
Biennial Be-

port of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926-1928, pp. 38-45.
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grounds and the necessary departments and equipment for

teaching agriculture, home economics, and manual training,

or other industrial and vocational subjects, and employing

teachers holding certificates showing their qualifications to

teach said subjects, and which said subjects are taught as a

part of the regular course in such schools, subject to the

approval” of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

may receive State aid. The Superintendent of Public In-

struction may not, however, deprive a consolidated school

of its right to he approved for State aid because of the em-

ployment of a teacher properly certified, having had three

years’ experience, who has previously been approved for

teaching in such a school.
192 Thus the Superintendent of

Public Instruction may exercise effective supervision over

practically every aim and function of the consolidated

school. No consolidated school may, however, receive State

aid as provided for consolidated schools and at the same

time receive State aid as provided for normal training high

schools. But it is expected that any consolidated school

maintaining an approved normal training department will

receive State aid as provided for normal training high

schools .
193

Consolidated schools may be approved for State aid

either by inspection of the reports sent into the Depart-

ment of Public Instruction or by personal inspection from a

member of the Department. The usual basis of approval is,

however, the report filed by the secretary, or by the super-

intendent of the consolidated school. Such report must be

filed at the close of the school year. The Superintendent of

Public Instruction specifies the matters to be reported upon
and if such report is satisfactory, he issues a requisition

192 Code of 1927, Secs. 4184, 4337, 4338.

I®® Code of 1927, Sec. 4185
;

Biennial Beport of the Attorney General,

1923-1924, p. 364.
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upon the Auditor of State for the amount due the school in

question. The Auditor of State, thereupon, draws a war-

rant upon the State Treasury payable to the consolidated

school corporation for the amount of the requisition and

sends it to the school corporation.194

Financial Control over Standardized Schools.— The

standard school was established by the Thirty-eighth Gen-

eral Assembly in 1919, and financial control of it by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction was authorized. 195 An

appropriation of $100,000.00 annually is provided to make

effective the operation of the standard school law. 196 In

administering this State aid the Superintendent of Public

Instruction is given power to prescribe “minimum require-

ments of teaching, general equipment, heating, ventilation,

lighting, seating, water supply, library, care of grounds,

fire protection, and such other requirements as he may deem

necessary.” Indeed, it seems that only because of his finan-

cial powers thus exercised is he able to exercise any effec-

tive supervision over any of the one room rural schools.

Any rural school before it may be designated a stand-

ard” school must have met the following conditions the

previous school year: (1) it shall have been maintained for

eight school months; (2) it must have a suitable school-

house, grounds, and outbuildings in proper condition and

repair; (3) it must be equipped with needful apparatus,

textbooks, supplies, and an adequate system of heating and

ventilation; (4) it must have done efficient work; (5) it must

have complied with such requirements as shall be specified

by the Superintendent of Public Instruction; (6) it must

have had a teacher possessing a first-class county certifi-

194 Code of 1927, Sec. 4186.

195 Laws of Iowa, 1919, Ch. 364.

196 Laws of Iowa, 1927, p. 259.

vol. xxvn—25
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cate; (7) the school must have had an average daily attend-

ance of at least ten pupils; and (8) the teacher must have
been under contract for the entire school year. A standard
school may not, however, be deprived of its right to be ap-

proved for State aid because of the employment of a teacher

properly certified, having had three years’ experience, who
has previously been employed in a standard school. Each
school designated by the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion as a “standard” school shall be furnished by him with
a suitable door plate or mark of identification.197

Any rural school district maintaining one or more stand-

ardized schools shall receive State aid to the amount of six

dollars for each pupil who has attended school in the dis-

trict at least six months of the previous school year. The
Superintendent of Public Instruction, in administering

State aid to the standard schools, acts largely through the

county superintendent of schools. The county superintend-

ent reports the rural schools having fulfilled the require-

ments of a standard school to the Superintendent of Public

Instruction. If such report is satisfactory the Superintend-

ent must issue a requisition upon the Auditor of State for

the amount due the school district entitled to State aid for

the past school year, whereupon the Auditor of State draws
a warrant on the State Treasurer payable to the secretary

of the school corporation and forwards the same to the

secretary. The money thus received must be expended in

the standard school district or districts in amounts propor-

tionate to the number of pupils upon which State aid was
granted. The subsidy is expended by the school board with
the approval of the county superintendent of schools. 198

197 Code of 1927, Sees. 4329, 4333, 4334, 4337, 4338.

198 Code of 1927, Secs. 4332, 4335
;
House File No. 217, of the Forty-third

General Assembly; Journal of the House of Representatives, 1929, pp. 419.

563, 564, 1361 1480, 1481, 1591; Journal of the Senate, 1929, pp. 827, 1245,

1270, 1271, 1390.
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Financial Control over Mining Camp Schools.— The pow-

ers of financial control of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction were extended by the Thirty-eighth General

Assembly so as to include control over rural schools m

mining camp districts. To this end the sum of $50,000.00

was appropriated “to be used by the state superintendent

of public instruction and under his direction during the next

biennium for the purpose of relieving the conditions exist-

ing in the mining camps” so far as school facilities were

concerned. The authority to control this sum seems to

have been unlimited; the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion had full authority to expend it as he saw fit.
199 The

Thirty-ninth General Assembly, however, limited the finan-

cial authority of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

in this function by providing that the State aid for mining

camp schools be “used by” the Superintendent of Public

Instruction and “under his direction”, but with the ap-

proval of the Executive Council. The Fortieth General

Assembly further limited the financial powers of the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction by requiring that the ex-

penditure of State aid for mining camp schools was to be

not only with the approval of the Executive Council, but

also under “its direction”.

In administering State aid to mining camp schools per-

sonal visits of inspection and consultation with the local

officials are made, usually by the Inspector of Mining Camp

Schools. These visits are made to determine the relative

concrete needs of the various schools. The Superintendent

of Public Instruction then submits a “comprehensive pro-

gram” to the Executive Council showing the entire pro-

posed expenditure of the $50,000.00 annually provided. AU

mining camp schools applying for funds must then be noti-

fied of the contemplated division of funds before the Exec-

189 Laws of Iowa, 1919, Ch. 373.
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utive Council ’s action. Ten days prior to the hearing by
the Executive Council notice of the hearing must be given
by registered mail addressed to the secretary of the respec-
tive mining camp schools.

The State aid for mining camp schools unlike the appor-
tionment of State aid to consolidated schools, normal train-

ing schools, and standard schools, is not apportioned to

schools meeting certain standards set up, but is appor-
tioned rather, to those having the greatest need.200

Financial Control over Graded and High Schools .— In
addition to exercising control through the approval of
schools for State aid, the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion exercises supervision over graded and high schools
through his power to control an important source of their

revenues. Of the 32,887 high school students enrolled dur-
ing the school year of 1927-1928, 9,595 were tuition students.
Also, 2,449 grade school pupils brought revenue to these
schools. During this same period the revenue accruing to

schools approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion was approximately $3,049,000.00. No graded and high
schools not approved by the Superintendent of Public In-
struction may compel payment of tuition by the school
corporation of which the student is a resident. Graded and
high schools not approved for tuition must claim payment
other than from the corporation of the student’s resi-

dence. 201 In addition to the consolidated and normal train-
ing schools there were, during the school year ending June
30, 1928, 362 other school corporations maintaining high

200 Laws of Iowa, 1921, Ch. 295, 1923, Ch. 286, 1925, Ch. 218; Biennial
Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1923-1924, pp. 13-15;
letter dated February 13, 1926, from Inspector of Mining Camp Schools, Miss
Winogene Hobbs.

201 Code of 1927, Secs. 3832, 4274, 4275, 4277, 4278; Biennial Report of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1926-1928, pp. 14, 50 94-96.
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schools approved by the Department of Public Instruction

for tuition purposes. These schools receive no special State

aid, their only source of revenue being the property tax, the

semi-annual apportionment, and tuition collected from indi-

viduals and from school corporations. Also, during this

period 206 normal training high schools and 351 consoli-

dated schools were approved for tuition as well as State aid

and six consolidated schools were approved for tuition

only.202

The powers of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

to approve schools for tuition purposes enables him to es-

tablish standards for graded and high schools and to inspect

the graded and high schools of the State to determine if the

standards are being met or to approve new schools desiring

to meet these standards. The Superintendent of Public

Instruction has suggested standards relative to the govern-

ment and administration of these schools by the board of

school directors and the school superintendent, organiza-

tion, the school plant, equipment, course of study, and

teachers.203 The Superintendent of Public Instruction may

not, however, deprive a graded or high school of its right to

be approved for tuition because of the employment of a

teacher properly certified and having had three years’

teaching experience and who has previously been approved

for teaching in such a school. Certificates of approval for

tuition purposes are issued by the Department of Public

Instruction to the schools meeting the minimum require-

ments.204

When children of employees of any institution under the

202 Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 192&-1928,

pp. 14, 38—45.

203 See Standards for Graded and High Schools Seeding Approval for Tui-

tion Purposes, 1928.

204 Code of 1927, Secs. 4337, 4338 ;
Standards for Graded and High Schools

Seeking Approval for Tuition Purposes, 1928, p. 7.
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State Board of Conservation, the State Board of Control,

the State Board of Education, or belonging to the Federal

government, attend school in the district in which such in-

stitution is located or in a nearby district, the tuition is

paid from the State Treasury. The Superintendent of

Public Instruction, however, promulgates the rules and

regulations necessary to determine the tuition and audits

the tuition accounts in each case.205

Financial Control over Teachers’ Institutes .— The Tenth

General Assembly in 1864 granted the Superintendent of

Public Instruction authority to “appoint the time and

place” of holding a teachers’ institute in each of the sev-

eral counties of the State, and appropriated a sum of fifty

dollars annually for each such institute. The same amount
of State aid is still granted to each county for teachers’

institutes, but authority of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction to supervise the activities of the county super-

intendent relative to teachers’ institutes has been slightly

increased. The Superintendent of Public Instruction is

now empowered to direct the county superintendent in

holding the institute and the county superintendent must
secure the approval of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction in selecting the instructional staff of the insti-

tute. 206

IX

THE QUASI-JUDICIAL POWER

The first constitutional provision for appeals in school

matters to be taken from the local school officials to the

205 Code of 1927, Secs. 4283b-6; House File No. 133, of the Forty-third

General Assembly; Journal of the Bouse of Representatives, 1929, pp. 182,

349, 524, 525, 1271, 1297, 1298, 1337; Journal of the Senate, 1929, pp. 519,

524, 827, 1123, 1124, 1161, 1174.

206 Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52; Code of 1927, Secs. 3832 (14), 4108, 4112,

4113.
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chief State school official in Iowa was made by the State

Board of Education in 1859. According to this rule, the

function of hearing appeals was to be exercised by the

Secretary of the State Board of Education. With the abo-

lition of the State Board of Education in 1864, and the re-

establishment of the office of Superintendent of Public In-

struction, the latter officer was empowered to hear and

‘
‘ determine all cases appealed from the decision of the

County Superintendents.” 207

The judicial power exercised by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction has its origin in his power of direction

and supervision. In accordance with a well known rule of

administrative law it is held that where a head of a State

department does not usually have the power of direction

there is no general right of appeal from the decision of

subordinates.

From the standpoint of study in administration the judi-

cial power of the Superintendent of Public Instruction is

one of considerable interest in Iowa government. This is

largely because the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

sitting as a tribunal passing upon the acts and decisions of

the boards of directors and county superintendents, acts

as an administrative court of final jurisdiction, and because

the administrative court is not intrinsically a part of the

American governmental system. The idea of an administra-

tive court apparently had its origin in Europe. From the

administrative court in France and Germany there has

grown up a system of administrative law peculiar to their

system of government. The theory of the French law is

that the law which binds the administration is a special and

distinct law; while the “theory of our law is that the admin-

207 Educational Laws of the State of Iowa, passed by the Board of Educa-

tion, at its first and second sessions, as found in the Journal of the Board of

Education, p. 27, Part XIII; Laws of Iowa, 1864, Ch. 52.
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istration is in principle within the rule and nexus of the

common law”.208

The sections of the law granting the judicial power of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction provide that the Su-
perintendent of Public Instruction “shall examine and de-

termine all appeals taken to him, according to law ....
and render written opinions upon questions submitted by
school officers pertaining to their duties. ” “An appeal may
be taken from the decision of the county superintendent to

the superintendent of public instruction in the same manner
as provided .... for taking appeals from the board of

a school corporation to the county superintendent, as nearly
as applicable, except that thirty days’ notice of the appeal
shall be given by the appellant to the county superintend-
ent, and also to the adverse party. The decision when made
shall be final.” 209

The grant of power to hear cases of appeal has not gone
unchallenged by the courts. The Supreme Court of Iowa
as early as 1864 held that the Superintendent of Public
Instruction in hearing cases of appeal is not exercising a
judicial function, but is performing a ministerial act. This,
it held, is made manifest by the fact that in acting upon
appeals he is “limited necessarily to the same subject, and
to the exercise of the same kind of power” as the county
superintendent and the board of school directors. This is

further made manifest, the Supreme Court held, because of

the fact that the statutes have “expressly” withheld from
the Superintendent of Public Instruction “the power to

render judgments for money, thereby showing that neither
party is to be shut up to his decision, so far as their rights

208 Goodnow ’s The Principles of the Administrative Law of the United
States, pp. 140, 146; Freund’s The Growth of American Administrative Law

,

pp. 9-11, 15, 16; DicTci/nson ’s Administrative Justice and the Supremacy of
Law in the United States, pp. 32-36.

2«9 Code of 1927, Sees. 3832 (19), 4302.
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and remedies by legal procedure are concerned.” The de-

nial of power to render money judgments is perhaps the

one element that, more than any other, has differentiated

this tribunal from those strictly judicial.210 It is to be ob-

served, however, that the administrative court of the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction decides many cases very

similar in nature to those decided by the ordinary law

courts. This is to be noted even in cases involving the

determination of rights, judgments for money, determining

jurisdiction, and defining procedure. Indeed, it has been

recognized by good authority that, from all appearances,

the Superintendent of Public Instruction constitutes a court

parallel in jurisdiction and authority with the regular

courts.211 The Supreme Court in 1887 spoke of this power

as “judicial” 212 and in 1896 as “quasi-judicial”.
213 The

courts have held that cases heard by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction have met the requirements of the due

process of law.214

JURISDICTION

The jurisdiction of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion in exercising his quasi-judicial functions has been

worked out through statute, through court decisions, and

partly through the Superintendent of Public Instruction s

own definition and interpretation of his powers. His juris-

diction extends to “all cases of law and fact”, but he can-

not “render a judgment upon an appeal in the exercise of

judicial authority”.215 It is not in his power to determine

210 The School Township of Sioux City v. Pratt, 17 Iowa 16, 18.

2n Goodnow’s Politics and Administration, pp. 79-81; Greenleaf’s A Treat-

ise on the Law of Evidence, Vol. I, pp. 162, 167.

212 Desmond v. The Independent District of Glenwood, 71 Iowa 23.

213 Rodgers v. The Independent School District of Colfax, 100 Iowa 317, 321.

an State of Iowa v. Thomas, 152 Iowa 500, 504.

215 The Independent School District of Lowell v. The Independent School

District of Duser, 45 Iowa 391, 394.
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the constitutionality of law
,

216 since the powers of the Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction are ministerial rather

than judicial and no appeal may be had to the Supreme
Court. The jurisdiction of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction is also limited by the fact that he is denied

power to render money judgments, nor may he hear cases

arising from disputes concerning the formation or dissolu-

tion of a consolidated school district. In cases involving

judgments for money and rights of citizens the courts are

expected to determine equity and rights to be allowed
;
while

the settlement of cases of dispute over the formation or
dissolution of a consolidated school district, the law contem-
plates, shall reach final jurisdiction with the county board
of education .

217

It might be presumed from the provisions of the law, in

its use of the words ‘ 1 decision of the county superintendent
to the superintendent of public instruction in the same man-
ner as provided .... for taking appeals from the

board of a school corporation” that only decisions in the
cases appealed to the county superintendent are meant.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction does, however,
entertain cases involving merely an original decision or
order of the county superintendent and connected in no
respect with any proceedings of a board of directors. For
instance, he has entertained cases involving revocation of

teachers’ certificates. A person aggrieved by the order of
a county superintendent revoking a certificate has the right

of appeal to the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Thus
the jurisdiction of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

Perkins v. The Independent School District of West Des Moines, 56 Iowa
476, 478, 479.

217 The Independent School District of Lowell v. The Independent School
District of Duser, 45 Iowa 391, 394; Kirkpatrick v. The Independent School
District of Liberty, 53 Iowa 585, 588; Code of 1927, Secs. 4158, 4159 4160
4161, 4162, 4188.
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in hearing appeals is extended beyond that of hearing cases

originating with the board of directors.

It is in this sense that the Superintendent of Public In-

struction may be considered as having original jurisdiction.

Where a county superintendent acts without jurisdiction,

an appeal to the Superintendent of Public Instruction does

not, however, confer jurisdiction in any case.

The courts have recognized that the jurisdiction of the

school tribunals, that is, of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction, the county superintendent, and the board of

school directors, is to a certain extent exclusive. Usually

in those cases where adequate remedy is provided by the

school tribunals the courts will not interfere. For instance,

it has been held that mandamus to compel action by a board

of directors will not lie where the aggrieved party has the

right of appeal.

219 And a teacher claiming that he is wrong-

fully discharged by a board of directors for incompetency

can not, on the ground that action of the board was irregu-

lar and the discharge void, maintain an action for his salary

without first appealing to the county superintendent and the

Superintendent of Public Instruction .

220

The cases in which the courts have claimed exclusive or

concurrent jurisdiction in addition to those involving con-

tracts, money judgments, or of the constitutionality of the

law are, as a rule, cases in which one of the extraordinary

writs is necessary to a speedy and adequate remedy. In the

case of mandamus this, is further supported in the law it-

self. The law provides that appeal may be taken only from

a “decision or order”, and this has been interpreted to pre-

clude appeal in cases of neglect or refusal to act. Here it

218 Code of 1927, Secs. 3893, 3894, 3895, 4302; School Township of Newton

v. The Independent School District of the City of Newton, 110 Iowa 30, 31, 32.

219 Marshall v. Sloan, 35 Iowa 445, 448.

220 Kirkpatrick v. The Independent School District of Liberty, 53 Iowa 585.
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has been held mandamus is the only means of compelling
action .

221 The remedy of a person denied possession of an
office to which he has been elected and the remedy to test the
validity of a school organization is by quo warranto .

222

Where a board of directors exceeds its jurisdiction or acts
in a fraudulent or illegal manner certiorari and not appeal
has been designated as the proper remedy.

223 Where the
question involves the construction of a statute conferring
power upon school officers the courts quite readily assume
jurisdiction either in mandamus or injunction .

224 It is upon
this matter, chiefly, that the courts have insisted upon
sharing authority with the county superintendent and the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, or even in restricting
the authority of these officials. It is to be noted in this

matter that though the courts have carefully guarded their

own powers they have also given full recognition of a sup-
plementary remedy; namely, by appeal. Thus, in support
of the school tribunal, the Supreme Court of Iowa has said :

The school system of Iowa has been framed with special care to
keep its management and control separate and distinct from other
local jurisdictions having more directly to do with the administra-
tion of public affairs in general .... The officers and boards
have not only a wide range of discretion in matters of administra-
tion, but are vested with much authority which is judicial, or
quasi-judicial in character, with the result that, of the very large
number of questions arising for solution .... comparatively
few find their way into the courts for adjudication. This is as

221 Hancock v. The District Township of Perry, 78 Iowa 550, 551, 552;
Code of 1927, Sec. 4298; Case v. Blood, 71 Iowa 632, 634, 635.

222 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 197; State of Iowa ex rel
Harms -a. Alexander et al, 129 Iowa 538, 540; Independent School District of
Manning v. Miller, 189 Iowa 123, 133.

223 Code of 1927, See. 12456
; Smith v. Powell et al, 55 Iowa 215, 216.

224 Perkins v. The Board of Directors of The Independent School District
of West Des Moines, 56 Iowa 476, 478, 479; Clay v. The Independent School
District of Cedar Palls, 187 Iowa 89, 100.
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it should be, and the courts should hesitate long before using

extraordinary powers of injunction or mandamus to control the

administration of school affairs, where there is no clear showing of

fraud or other flagrant wrong.
225

On the other hand the extraordinary writs are frequently

necessary to maintain justice. This is to be seen where the

slower method of appeal would permit the consummation

of a wrong which could be checked by an injunction .

226 The

statute provides that appeal may be taken from a ‘
‘ decision

or order .... in a matter of law or fact”. The courts

have not usually questioned decisions in matters of fact, but

they have been more alert in any matter involving the con-

struction of the law. This, it appears, is because the power

to construe the law is rather distinctively a part of the

work of the courts .

227 In some cases the Supreme Court

has indicated that proceedings through the courts would be

more appropriate than appeal. There have been cases,

however, in which there is little necessity for the existence

of more than one method, or in which there is little real

need of more than the method of appeal, yet the courts have

defended their jurisdiction .
228 The powers of the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction when acting within his juris-

diction are in some respects broad. Though the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction has held that it is not

reasonable to urge that the county superintendent would

have greater power on appeal than the board of directors

would have, the courts have decided that in cases of appeal

from the action of a board of directors both the county

superintendent and the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

225 Clay v. The Independent School District of Cedar Falls, 187 Iowa 89,

98, 99.

226 Hume v. The Independent School District of Des Moines, 180 Iowa 1233,

1243.

227 Code of 1927, See. 4298
;
Hinkle v. Saddler, 97 Iowa 526, 536.

228 Perkins v. The Board of Directors of The Independent School District of
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tion “have jurisdiction de novo by the appeal and can enter

any order that the board could have made in the mat-

ter.” 229

The Superintendent of Public Instruction in the dis-

charge of his judicial duties has the power, possessed by all

courts and judicial officers, to correct mistakes in his deci-

sions. If through mistake “he should announce a decision

differing from the decision actually rendered, he possesses

the power to recall such an announcement, and publish the

decision correctly; or if, mistakenly, he should render a

decision, he could, before rights had been acquired under it,

and within a proper time, upon discovering his mistake,

recall it, and decide rightly.” 230 And when an appellate

tribunal is unable to decide an appeal because the testimony
is insufficient or the transcript of the action of the board of

directors is incomplete, and the facts are not sufficiently

shown, the Superintendent of Public Instruction may re-

mand the case for a new trial or for further action by the

board of directors .
231 The Superintendent of Public In-

struction may affirm the decision of the county superintend-

ent; he may dismiss the case; he may deny a hearing; or he
may modify and affirm, reverse and remand, or reverse and
dismiss a case appealed to him -

232

In other ways the power of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction appears to be much less than that of the courts

for he seems to have no power of committal or fine for con-

tempt, and can only appeal to the courts for assistance. He
West Des Moines, 56 Iowa 476, 478, 479; Bodgers v. The Independent School
District of Colfax, 100 Iowa 317, 320, 321.

229 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 248, 249; Atkinson v. Hutchin-
son, 68 Iowa 161, 163, 164; Munn v. School Township of Soap Creek, 110
Iowa 653, 657.

230 Desmond v. The Independent District of Glenwood, 71 Iowa 23, 25.

231 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 211.

232 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 193 ff.
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does not have authority to enforce his decisions. His deci-

sions may, however, be enforced “by an action of man-

damus”.2™
PROCEDURE

The quasi-judicial authority of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction includes the regulation of procedure.

The statutes and the Supreme Court decisions have not

occupied the entire field. Under this power rules of prac-

tice have been established and forms for use in appellate

proceedings have been prescribed. The rules are to be

found in his decisions. For instance, he has decided that

appearance at the trial is a complete waiver of notice; that

testimony to be legal must be under oath; that testimony

unless obviously immaterial should be admitted and given

such weight as it merits
;
that charges to warrant a dismis-

sal must be specific and sustained by evidence
;
and, that a

technical error will not defeat an appeal .

234

Appeals from the decision of the county superintendent

are made by the filing of an affidavit with the Superintend-

ent of Public Instruction. This affidavit must be filed within

thirty days from the date of the decision appealed from.

Upon the filing of the affidavit the Superintendent of Public

Instruction notifies the county superintendent to forward to

the Department of Public Instruction within thirty days a

transcript of the papers in the case. The original papers

are kept on file in the office of the county superintendent.

The transcript sent to the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion includes an exact copy of all testimony taken in the case

by the county superintendent and a copy of his docket. The

transcript, it is expected, will be uniform in size and type-

written. The appellant must give thirty days’ notice to the

233 State v. Thomas, 152 Iowa 500, 503, 504.

234 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 193, 228, 229; School Laws of

Iowa, 1915, p. 130.
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county superintendent and also to the adverse party of the

taking of the appeal. It is expected that this notice will be

served as soon as the affidavit of appeal has been filed with

the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Proof of the

serving of the notice is to be filed with the affidavit in the

Department of Public Instruction. The time for hearing by

the Superintendent of Public Instruction will be fixed by

him; and may be at any time after thirty days from the

filing of the affidavit. A one-dollar postage fee must ac-

company the filing of the affidavit, otherwise the affidavit

will not be considered. In cases concerning the revocation

of a teacher’s certificate by the county superintendent the

person aggrieved by the county superintendent’s action

must make his appeal to the Superintendent of Public In-

struction within ten days of the date of the county superin-

tendent’s decision. At the hearing held by the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction the parties interested may
appear in person or by attorney and argue their cases

orally, or they may send arguments in writing. The hear-

ing in cases of appeal is not to be conducted by rigid ad-

herence to technical forms and customs such as prevail in

the regular courts .
235 Should there be shown upon appeal

that the transcript is materially defective, that valuable

testimony given before the county superintendent has been

omitted, an appeal case may be remanded by the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction. His decision when made
shall be considered final. That is, it is final in the sense

that no court will attempt to review or set aside a decision

or order if the matters included are clearly within the juris-

diction of the Superintendent of Public Instruction .

236 A
235 School Laws of Iowa, 1915, pp. 128, 129, 130, 131; Code of 1927, Sec.

3895
;
School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 224.

23 « Munn v. School Township of Soap Creek, 110 Iowa 653, 657; School
Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 211, 214, 215, 216, 219; School Laws of
Iowa, 1915, pp. 129, 130, 131.
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person in whose favor an appeal is decided may secure the

enforcement of the decision of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction by a writ of mandamus procured from the

courts.

Evidence.- It has been held that the Superintendent of

Public Instruction may determine the admission of evidence

since from all appearances he constitutes a court parallel in

jurisdiction and authority with the regular courts. In the

hearing of cases of appeal the Superintendent of Public

Instruction has taken great pains to make this court a court

in the full sense of the word. In the admission of evidence,

principles similar to those followed in courts of law have

been used. Thus, the Superintendent of Public Instruction

has adopted the principle of excluding parol evidence where

it is possible and that it is not to be used to impeach written

records, that parol evidence will not be substituted for writ-

ten evidence of a transaction unless there is proof of fraud

or falsehood, and that the written record is its own best evi-

dence.237 The Superintendent of Public Instruction has

also held that opinions unsupported by facts do not become

satisfactory evidence, and that the charges must be clearly

sustained by evidence, but that unless obviously immaterial,

testimony will be admitted and given such weight as it

merits.238

That appeal is of greater freedom and in some respects

preferable to action in the regular courts may be seen from

an examination of the rules relative to evidence. The Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction has held that sufficient

latitude should be allowed in the introduction of evidence to

permit full presentation of the issues involved, even if ir-

23T Greenleaf’s A Treatise on the Law of Evidence (16th Edition), Vol. I,

p. 162; School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 194, 195, 197, 214, 216, 217.

238 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 193, 235, 236.

vol. xxvn—26
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relevant testimony is admitted, and that new evidence may
be admitted when the facts materially affecting the case
could not have been known before the trial. 239

In support of the action of the board of directors the
Superintendent of Public Instruction has held that, to show
that a rule made by the board is unreasonable, the burden
of the proof lies with the appellant and that positive testi-

mony must be introduced and conclusive evidence must be
shown to prove that a board acted maliciously or preju-
dicial to the interests of the appellant.240

ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUASI-JUDICIAL FUNCTION

The effect of the exercise of the (j'wasi-judicial powers by
the Superintendent of Public Instruction is shown, not so
much by the text of the law, or by the language of the
courts, as by the actual use made of the powers conferred,
which is shown in examination of the decisions of the Super-
intendent of Public Instruction. That considerable weight
is accorded the decisions of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction may readily be inferred from the attitude shown
by the Supreme Court in quoting from his decisions.

Judged by the number of appeals and the questions in-

volved, the powers actually exercised by the Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction have been fully as comprehensive
as those conferred in the statutes. As early as 1880, the
importance of determining appeal cases was pointed out.
In 1877, 123 cases were decided upon by county superin-
tendents and 53 were appealed to the Superintendent of
Public Instruction.241 An examination of the number of
cases reported by the county superintendents during the

239 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 244.

249 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 215, 239, 240.

241 See Scho° l Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 193 ff.
; Biennial Report

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1877-1879, p. 51, Appendix p.
43; Wallace v. School District, 150 Iowa 711, 714.
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years of 1873 to 1922, makes it apparent that there has been

a decided but gradual falling off in numbers. In 1873, there

were 179 cases heard by county superintendents; m 1887,

96; in 1897, 36; in 1907, 17 ;
and in 1917, 22. In 1919 there

was a considerable increase in the number of cases decided

in the counties. Since then there has followed another

gradual decrease. In 1919 there were 85 cases
;
in 1920, 54

;

and in 1921, 39. The increase in 1919 apparently was due

to: (1) the increased work in the several departments, and

(2) the increased consolidation of schools and changed

boundaries.242 The cases carried from the county superin-

tendents to the Superintendent of Public Instruction have

usually been less than half those decided in the counties.243

Thus the Superintendent of Public Instruction is relieved of

a considerable burden. The steady decrease in numbers

may be explained in part by the fact that as school bound-

aries and sites have become more permanently fixed the

possibilities of disputes on these points have decreased.

The general policy of the county superintendents and the

Superintendent of Public Instruction to discourage the

taking of appeals has no doubt also contributed to their

reduction.

An aspect of considerable significance in the administra-

tion of the quasi-]udicial function is the independence with

which the Superintendent of Public Instruction decides ap-

peals. Of those cases appearing in the published decisions

a majority are reversals. Of these 106 cases, 44 are re-

versals; 40 have been affirmed; 3 reversed and dismissed;

9 dismissed
;
4 reversed and remanded

;
3 remanded

;
and 2

242 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1872-1873,

Appendix pp. 165, 185, 1876-1877, Appendix p. 43, 1877-1879, Appendix p.

17, 1887-1889, Appendix p. 57, 1907, p. 343, 1916-1918, p. 265, 1918-1920,

pp. 43, 291, 1920-1922, pp. 153. 301.

243 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1892-1893,

p. 135.
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petitions for re-hearing denied. From this analysis it is

evident that the Superintendent of Public Instruction not

only acts with considerable independence, but that there is

also a need for his hearing of administrative appeals. The
figures show that he does not hesitate to reverse the deci-

sions of the boards of directors or county superintendents,

or on the other hand, to adapt the decision to the equities of

the case. Thus it is possible to justify the existence of this

administrative tribunal, for apparently injustice would be
done without it. From this brief analysis of the judicial

function of the Superintendent of Public Instruction it is

clear that this function contributes in a large measure to his

administrative position in the State government. With the

assurance that the Superintendent of Public Instruction

may alter its decisions or may entirely disallow them, the
board of directors is likely to be more careful in rendering
its decisions, and the county superintendent more judicious

in deciding cases appealed to him. The result of this seems
likely to be that of bringing about uniformity in the enforce-

ment of school law and a better knowledge of what the
school law is. Furthermore, the likelihood that a decision of
the county superintendent may be reversed would seem to

discourage administration of the schools for selfish or per-
sonal motives .

244 Knowledge of this potential power of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction has no doubt been in-

fluential in developing a respect for the system. There has
been, however, much criticism of the appellate authority
even by the incumbents of the office of Superintendent of
Public Instruction. It has been recommended that this

function be abolished; it is urged that it has been “produc-
tive of more evil than good”, and that someone is “dissatis-
fied with almost any act of the board of directors, and by
availing himself of the right of appeal, much trouble often

244 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 333.
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grows out of a very small matter. ’
» It was very early com-

plained that the settlement of appeals, the official corre-

spondence and the general work the law demands were suffi-

cient to employ the entire time of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction and his deputy. This has been a rather

general complaint. Because of the ambiguity of the law and

the unnecessary delay in hearing appeal cases one Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction recommended the settlement

of cases by local arbitration boards. Of recent years there

has not been so much questioning of the existence of this ju-

dicial authority. 245 The courts have shown a somewhat more

favorable attitude toward the system and have regarded

this method of adjusting school disputes as “plain, speedy,

and adequate”. They have spoken in high praise of the

system.246 In discussing the judicial function of the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction the courts have said that

“of the very large number of questions arising for solution

in carrying on the vast and more or less complicated affairs

of this system, which reaches into every neighborhood

throughout the state, comparatively few find their way into

the courts for adjudication. This is as it should be, and the

courts should hesitate long before using their extraordinary

powers of injunction or mandamus to control the adminis-

tration of school affairs”.247

For a Superintendent of Public Instruction to arrive at

any definite opinion relative to a case appealed to him great

care and labor must be taken in determining the law. This

involves not only scanning a particular act, but searching

the decisions of previous Superintendents of Public Instruc-

245 Report of the Secretary of the Board of Education, 1861, pp. 13, 14;

Biennial Beport of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1864-1865, pp.

21, 27.

248 Marshall v. Sloan et al, 35 Iowa 445, 448; Clay v. The Independent

School District of Cedar Falls, 187 Iowa 89, 99.

247 Clay v. The Independent School District of Cedar Falls, 187 Iowa 89, 99.
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tion, of the Supreme Court, and often the opinions of the

Attorney Generals. The Constitution and the Code provi-

sions form the basis
;
these are written, and both are admin-

istrative and judicial. Next in importance are the decisions

of the Supreme Court which, though primarily judicial, em-
brace many matters in the nature of administrative law.

For instance, the Supreme Court has decided that where an
appeal is taken from the actions of a board of directors to

the county superintendent and the Superintendent of Public

Instruction, the Superintendent of Public Instruction has
jurisdiction anew and can enter any order the board could

have made .
248 The decisions of the Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction are entirely administrative. The opinions of

the Attorney General referred to are such as are given upon
request of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. This
practice has been much used of late, and in some cases it

appears that the Superintendent of Public Instruction has
practically allowed the Attorney General to frame the

school decision .
249 As a result, these opinions have been

given great weight and have been printed in the school laws
as of equal importance with the other matters contained
therein. The two classes of decisions and the opinions go
to make up the “unwritten” law.

250

Indeed, the work of giving opinions alone constitutes an
enormous task to be performed by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction. To make these opinions, decisions, and
school statutes of most value, the Superintendent of Public
Instruction has advocated the compiling of an annotated
school code. For the year 1921, the Department of Public
Instruction wrote 1881 opinions, classified under 63 heads.
For the year ending June 30, 1922, 1864 opinions were is-

248 Munn v. School Township of Soap Creek, 110 Iowa 652.

242 Biennial Report of the Attorney General, 1923-1924, pp. 340-385.

250 School Laws of Iowa, 1915, p. 5.
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sued. Questions concerning tuition composed the largest

group, there being 191 requests for opinions during the year

ending June 30, 1921, and 234 for the following year. Other

matters demanding considerable attention during the two

years, matters which might be considered as being repre-

sentative of the work performed in giving opinions, are, in

order of their approximate number, as follows: (1) school

bonds, (2) boundary lines, (3) buildings, (4) certification of

teachers, (5) collection of salaries of teachers, janitors, and

bus drivers, (6) contracts of teachers, janitors, and bus

drivers, (7) consolidation elections, (8) minimum wages of

teachers, (9) school officers and their powers and duties,

(10) publication of school notices, (11) tax levy, and (12)

transportation. The work of formulating and issuing opin-

ions is handled by the Deputy Superintendent of Public

Instruction. 251

ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUASI-JUDICIAL FUNCTION

AND THE BOARD OF SCHOOL DIRECTORS

The scope of the authority of the Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction may be shown by a consideration of the char-

acter of questions which are involved in the appeal cases,

with some indication as to the general policy shown in the

decisions. First to be considered are those where an act of

a board of directors is appealed from; second, those cases

of appeals from decisions or orders originating with the

county superintendent. In cases of appeals from the deci-

sion of boards of directors discharging teachers the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction has been careful to safe-

guard the rights of teachers. Thus he has refused to admit

the validity of a discharge not made upon full and fair

investigation. The teacher is allowed a reasonable time to

251 Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1920-1922,

pp. 40-46.
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prepare for and make defense. The Superintendent of

Public Instruction has decided that a teacher may not be

discharged at a special meeting called for the purpose of

securing a modification of his contract .
252 He has held that

the teacher is entitled to the counsel and cooperation of the

board of directors in all school matters
;
and that a teacher

may not be dismissed for refusing to teach grades, or
classes not named in the contract. When discharged for

incompetency or dereliction of duty a teacher has the right

of appeal; when dismissed in violation of his contract an
action in the courts will afford him a speedy and adequate
remedy .

253 The Superintendent of Public Instruction has
also been careful to guard the individual rights of the school

child as against the board of directors
;
holding that in cases

involving the welfare of the child the law should be followed
in “spirit” rather than literally, and that a first offense in

the violation of the national prohibition act is not sufficient

to warrant expulsion. He has held, however, that the board
of directors may expel a pupil for immorality, for violation
of rules and regulations made by the board of directors, or
when the pupil’s presence is harmful to the best interests of
the school. The board of directors, it has been held, pos-
sesses large discretionary powers in making rules and regu-
lations relative to the government of the schools .

254 Where
the right of a teacher to punish a child has come before the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, he has held that the
right of the parent to restrain and coerce children applied
equally to any one who acts in loco parentis. From this it

is to be concluded that the teachers may inflict corporal
punishment. But it has been held that in correction of
pupils the teachers must exercise sound discretion and judg-

252 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 247, 255, 273.

253 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 209, 247.

254 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 218, 229, 230, 235, 266.
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ment; punishment with undue severity is unwarrantable .

255

Boards of directors in attempting to exercise jurisdiction

over school children after the termination of the school year

have been declared to have exceeded their powers .

2 ” 6

In the selection of a school site, when a board of directors

violates a law or abuses its discretionary power, its action

has been reversed on appeal and the Superintendent of

Public Instruction has himself undertaken to determine

what the intent of the school electors was concerning the

locations of the site and to issue his order accordingly. It

is not, however, in the province of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction to determine which of two sites is better.

For the board of directors to make a distinction in deter-

mining the location of a school site between the children of

freeholders and those of tenants is contrary to the spirit

and intent of the law. The fact that some other action of

the board of directors would have been desirable or prefer-

able does not, however, establish that the board abused its

discretion. The Superintendent of Public Instruction has

decided that the action of the board of directors is presumed

to be regular, correct, and for the best interests of the

school districts .

257 The Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion has decided that the board of directors may not substi-

tute its discretion for the clearly expressed wish of the elec-

tors. Thus, when the electors vote a schoolhouse tax to

erect a building upon a particular site, the board of direc-

tors may not erect it on some other site. In the location of

a school site it is incumbent upon the board of directors to

recognize the rights of even a small minority. It may not

deny an actual resident of a school district equal school

advantages with other residents. The board of directors

255 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 202, 203.

256 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, p. 266.

257 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 206, 210, 228, 235, 239.
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may, however, in such manner as it sees fit determine the

question of residence .

258 The right of a board of directors

to provide and enforce a course of study has been deter-

mined in its favor. It has been held that an appeal may not

be taken from an order of the board of directors on the

district treasurer, or in a matter of equity. But an appeal

may be taken from the action of the board of directors in

re-opening a school, on the failure or refusal to vote on a

motion, the adoption of committee reports, from the failure

of a motion to secure a second or from a motion to table a

petition .

259

ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUASI-JUDICIAL FUNCTION
AND THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

The judicial decisions of the Superintendent of Public In-

struction have affected the administrative activities of the

county superintendent of schools. In the hearing of appeals

the county superintendent is thus limited in jurisdiction to

matters that may be decided by the board of school direc-

tors from whose action the appeal is taken. His action in

original jurisdiction is limited to revoking certificates of

only those teachers employed in his county. The county

superintendent exercises considerable influence in the grant-

ing of certificates. In such matters he has been accorded
broad discretionary powers. He may require the applicant

to show conclusive proof of good moral character and he
may refuse a certificate to a teacher who fails to furnish

satisfactory evidence of such character. Also he may re-

fuse to enroll as a member of the teachers’ county normal
institute any person failing to furnish satisfactory proof of

good moral character. It has been held, however, that a
statement of a county superintendent of schools as to the

258 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 242, 283, 292.

259 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 202, 208, 240, 295.
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character of an applicant made with full knowledge of the

facts can not be repudiated later by him to satisfy his

interests .

260

The Superintendent of Public Instruction has held that

the county superintendent, in deciding appeals, may consult

the county attorney before giving his decision. Moreover,

he may ask the Superintendent of Public Instruction for

interpretation of a law upon any school matter. He may

not, however, expect the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion to decide cases of appeal for him. Where cases of

appeal come before the county superintendent with facts

insufficiently shown so as to determine what should be done,

but showing the action of the board of directors to be inade-

quate, the Superintendent of Public Instruction has decided

that the case should be remanded. The county superintend-

ent is not only responsible for his own acts, but has been

held to be responsible for the acts of his deputy .

261

X

EX OFFICIO FUNCTIONS

The Superintendent of Public Instruction has certain

powers and duties which he exercises by virtue of his office.

He is ex officio a member of the State Library Commission,

a member of the Board of Trustees of the State Library and

Historical Department, president and executive officer of

the Board of Educational Examiners, and chairman and

executive officer of the Board for Vocational Education.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction also serves the

Board for Vocational Education in administering the voca-

tional rehabilitation service. Although the Superintendent

of Public Instruction is ex officio a member of these several

260 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 227, 270, 333.

261 School Laws of Iowa, 1925, Decisions, pp. 211, 216, 264, 333.
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boards and services it is only in a few instances that any

specific duties and powers are given him in an individual

capacity. He functions primarily as a member of the par-

ticular board or commission. This seems especially true in

case of membership on the State Library Commission and

as a member of the Board of Trustees for the State Library

and Historical Department. More extensive duties and

powers are given him in connection with the Board of Edu-

cational Examiners and the Board for Vocational Educa-

tion.
262

As president and executive officer of the Board of Educa-

tional Examiners the Superintendent of Public Instruction

appoints the time and place of holding the meetings of the

Board. He has general supervision and direction of the

Board’s activities and carries on the work of the Board,

holding teachers’ examinations, appointing persons to

grade the examination papers, supervising the work of

grading the papers, and issuing and signing teachers’ cer-

tificates. The law ascribes to the Superintendent of Public

Instruction the duty of printing and furnishing the exami-

nation questions, which he distributes to the county super-

intendents conducting the teachers’ examinations. The
Board of Educational Examiners selects a secretary who
carries on the work of the Board under the immediate direc-

tion of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. This

work is performed in the office of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction. The Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion makes the annual reports of the Board of Educational

Examiners, giving detailed account of all money received

and expended with a list of all persons receiving certificates

or diplomas. He must also certify to the State Board of

Audit the authorized expenditures of the Board of Educa-
tional Examiners and the county superintendents in con-

262 Code of 1927, Chs. 191, 192, 193, 233, 234.
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nection with teachers’ examinations and applications for

certificates .
263

The vocational education function is administered by the

State Board for Vocational Education which consists of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, who is the chairman

and executive officer, the President of the State Board of

Education, and the Commissioner of Labor. The work of

the Superintendent of Public Instruction in connection with

this function is of a general nature and limited. He acts as

chairman and executive officer of the Board, and with its

approval appoints “such assistants as may be necessary”

to carry out the work of vocational education. The staff of

the Department of Vocational Education now consists of

the Director of Vocational Education, a Supervisor of

Industrial Rehabilitation and two assistants, a Supervisor

of Agricultural Education, a Supervisor of Home Making

Education, and a Supervisor of Trade and Industrial Edu-

cation, all of whom are appointed by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction. The work of the Department of Voca-

tional Education is under the direction of the Director of

Vocational Education. The responsibility for administer-

ing the vocational rehabilitation service is placed by law

upon the State Board for Vocational Education. Thus the

Superintendent of Public Instruction serves as chairman

and executive officer in administering the rehabilitation

service. The Director of Vocational Education is expected

to devote two-fifths of his time to the rehabilitation service

and three-fifths of his time to the details of vocational edu-

cation work .
264

263 Code of 1927, Ch. 193 ;
Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction, 1920-1922, p. 31; Normal Training High Schools in Iowa, 1925,

pp. 26-35.

2«iCode of 1927, Sees. 3838, 3839, 3852, 3853; Outline for Plans for Voca-

tional Education and Civilian Rehabilitation, 1923—1927, pp. 3, 36; Biennial

Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1922—1924, pp. 21-30.
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XI

REFORMS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

The office of Superintendent of Public Instruction consti-

tutes one of the departments of the State government. The
Department of Public Instruction in Iowa, like a few other

governmental agencies, does not perform a complete State

function. This has been the result of biased and not un-

selfish partisan legislation. Only to a certain extent may it

be said that the Department of Public Instruction was
thoughtfully created and organized in full consciousness of

the functions that it should perform. Prom small and in-

significant beginnings it has grown by accretion rather than

by well planned development. The Department of Public

Instruction in its growth has also been subjected to consid-

erable limitation. In general its activities have been limited

to the field of public secondary and elementary schools.

The whole program of education in Iowa is by its very
nature more or less closely associated in the operation of

its educational activities. The purposes of these several

agencies seek a common end. Education is a unit function

of the State. The agencies seeking to perform this function

should best be under a single direction. At present the

State educational interests are not, however, administered

by a single governmental agency. This separation has

seemed necessary because of administrative and historical

reasons. Only for a brief period of five years, 1858-1863,

have all the educational interests of the State been under
the direction of a single administrative agency. From time
to time since the organization of Iowa as a Territory at

least a few of Iowa’s leading educators and statesmen have
hoped to give education a large place in the functions of the

State. This ideal has, however, been subjected to the many
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hazards of political disputes and bargaining that are found

in any republican form of government. Nevertheless, edu-

cation has come to be the chief function of the State. Under

our form of government education must be regarded as of

peculiar importance owing to the need that popular control

of public policy may at the same time be intelligent. More

than forty per cent of the State and local annual expendi-

tures go for the support of education. The public schools

of the State, including the State institutions of higher learn-

ing and other educational services, have come to be the

greatest cooperative enterprise of the State requiring for

their management and control professional and administra-

tive ability of the highest order.

Suggesting changes that should be made in political insti-

tutions has become an almost universal practice. This is

noticeably true in times like the present when there is dis-

satisfaction due to the inevitable increase of taxes. All

sorts of schemes are proposed to stem the tide of increasing

cost of government. Whatever changes in the administra-

tion of education are to be introduced should be based on

sound principles of education and administration. Present

tendencies in the development of a most effective agency for

administering the State’s educational affairs should be ob-

served. Well established systems following correct prin-

ciples of education and administration in other States ought

to be considered. Alabama, Minnesota, New Hampshire,

and New York have school systems approaching the ideal.

The school system in each of these States is, apparently,

quite satisfactory for it seems to be well established. In

proposing reforms in the present educational system in

Iowa features of these State systems have been kept in

mind. Consideration is also given to the recommendations

of the Iowa Superintendent of Public Instruction. In these

proposed reforms three things are taken into consideration,
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namely: (1) cost of the proposed plan of organization, (2)

efficiency in performing the functions which the organiza-

tion is expected to perform, and (3) practicability of the

proposed changes.

No system of State administration of education should be

set up which would impose a tax burden upon the people out

of all proportion to the educational needs, or the possibili-

ties of the people to support. It must be recognized that

other functions of the State must have a place in the peo-

ple’s support. But since education has become the chief

business of the State, and since more money is being spent

for it than for any other function, it seems that as far as the

cost of the administration is concerned more money ought

to be spent to develop the Department of Public Instruction

into a business-like department of the State government,

one which would compare favorably with the administrative

department of any large industrial enterprise having prob-

lems of like immensity and to a like extent. Since the

people of the State are the ones called upon to support edu-

cation the problem of setting up a State system should be

decided by them. No system of administration involving

the support of the people should be imposed upon the people

without their consent. The problem of organizing the De-

partment of Public Instruction should be left to the head of

the State educational administrative system.

Any proposed system of State administration of educa-

tion should admit of efficiency to the highest possible degree

in working out the problems of education and administering

the proposed policies in that field. Educational administra-

tion has in principle and should have in practice no direct

relation to partisan politics. Provision should be made for

complete freedom of all educational interests from partisan

politics, and for full recognition of the need of professional

and administrative ability as qualifications for the head of
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the State school system. The educational interests should

he free from any political ties in order to adjust and re-

adjust itself to the constantly changing and ever developing

and enlarging needs and demands of the people.

In considering or recommending a new plan for any

branch of State administration the ideal can scarcely be

hoped to be accomplished. Also what may be an ideal

system may not be readily adapted to Iowa conditions.

Looking toward an ideal in State educational administra-

tion a plan perhaps somewhat less ideal, but more practical

and more hopeful of adoption is here proposed. It is be-

lieved that because of the likelihood of jealousy of certain

administrative officials and their reluctance to part with any

of their present authority, coupled with the unlikelihood of

the people’s understanding or appreciating why a central-

ized educational system is needed, that a system less highly

centralized and resembling more closely our present system

should be proposed. Many do not believe that the people

of the State and those in charge of the different branches of

State school administration are ready to have the State

institutions of higher learning under a department of edu-

cation, and on a level with the system of the public common

and secondary schools. It is doubtful if these people are

ready to have the State University, the State College of

Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, and the State Teachers

College put upon a par with other divisions of a State de-

partment of education, and under the administration of a

State superintendent of public instruction. The ideal in

State educational administration would be to have a board

of education at the head of all public educational activities

of the State with a State superintendent of public instruc-

tion as the executive and administrative officer. Under

such a plan the institutions of higher education would be

directly responsible to a State superintendent.

vol. xxvii

—

27
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In proposing a change from the existing State educational

organization it is believed that a goal should be set up which
will be acceptable and workable to a large degree. This

plan proposes a State board of education as the administra-

tive head of the State’s educational system. The Depart-

ment of Public Instruction, the State University, the State

College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, and the State

Teachers College would be put upon a par with each other

in administration, and each alike would be responsible to

the board of education. Through such a plan there will be

more coordination between the work of the higher institu-

tions and the work of the public elementary and secondary

schools than now exists.

The proposed department of public instruction should be

under the direction of a State superintendent of public in-

struction and the proposed department should be divided

into as many distinct divisions as would give the greatest

efficiency. The following are the proposed divisions with

an assistant superintendent at the head of each division:

(1) executive and business management; (2) legal division;

(3) building plans and building sanitation division; (4) re-

search and statistical division, including child accounting;

(5) teacher training, certification, and placement division;

(6) division of elementary education, rural schools, graded
schools; (7) division of vocational education, and rehabili-

tation service; (8) division of special education, (a) school

for deaf, (b) school for blind, (c) school for boys, (d) school

for girls; (9) historical and library division, including the

State Library, the Historical Department, and the Library
Commission; (10) division of supervision of art, music, and
drawing; (11) division of physical training. The board of

education should have authority to assign new functions to

divisions, to create new divisions, or to consolidate or abol-

ish existing divisions.
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The nature of the work and the relations of any State

educational system are such as to make necessary wise and

definite administrative action. Well considered policies are

more important than quick action.

The board of education should be as non-partisan as pos-

sible. The members should be lay members selected from

the State at large. They should be men and women of

recognized ability and sterling character, devoted to the

public welfare and convinced of the importance of educa-

tion, and they should be willing and able to give their time

and energy to the duties of their office. The members of the

board should represent fairly all sections of the State and

the main professions, occupations, and interests of the

people. They should be men and women in close touch with

the interests of the people of the State.

The board of education itself should consist of seven or

nine members serving for seven or nine years, the term of

two members expiring every two years, for convenience in

appointment. This would give the board stability, continu-

ity, and constant newness as well as a degree of perma-

nence. This provision for length of term would largely re-

move the board from the temporary influence of any one

political regime. The members of the board of education

should be appointed by the Governor by and with the con-

sent of the Senate. There should be no ex officio members.

This method of selection of board members has the merits

of centralizing full responsibility in the executive head of

the State and is more likely to result in wise selection than

when selected at popular election. It also protects the

board of education from undue political influence and makes

it possible to provide that not more than a bare majority

should be from any certain political party. It is one of the

principles of a well-ordered administration that administra-

tive boards should be appointed by the chief executive.
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Members of the board of education should not be paid a
salary, but should be paid a liberal per diem and all neces-

sary expenses for attending board meetings.

The State board of education should have general control
of all educational interests of the State, as embodied in the
public elementary and secondary schools, the special schools
for the blind, the deaf, the training school for boys, and the
training school for girls. This board of education should
also have general control of the State University, the Col-

lege of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, and the State Teach-
ers College. It should have general control of such work as

vocational education, rehabilitation service, and continua-
tion work. The board of education should see that every
possible effort is made to harmonize and coordinate the
work of the schools of higher education with the public ele-

mentary and secondary schools of the State. This is of the
greatest importance, since for the best results all schools of
the State, of whatever kind and grade, ought to function as
one organization.

The State superintendent of public instruction should be
the executive head of the department of public instruction.

He should be selected from the country at large and on the
basis of professional preparation and administrative abil-

ity. He should be responsible to the State board of educa-
tion. Able and efficient superintendents of public instruction
have come into office by popular election and something may
be said in favor of appointment by the Governor, but neither
of these methods of selection is as sure and reliable as ap-
pointment by a non-partisan board. Neither is any other
method of selection rational, if the superintendent of public
instruction is to be responsible to the board of education.
The term of office should have no reference to the change of
officers connected with the partisan government of the
State. The term should be indefinite or for a period of
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years long enough to make possible the consistent develop-

ment of administrative policies.

The superintendent of public instruction, under the gen-

eral control of the board of education, should have charge

of the entire public school system of the State, and should

be given such freedom of action as is necessary for execu-

tive efficiency. The office of superintendent of public

instruction should he regarded as the most important edu-

cational office in the State. Its requirements and compen-

sation should be in keeping with this conception. The sal-

ary should not he fixed by law, hut should be arranged by

the board of education to enable it to secure a qualified

person for the office. It is only reasonable that the salary

of the superintendent of public instruction should he as

large as that of any other officer of education in the State,

or the presidents of the institutions of higher education.

There should be a competent staff of experts, assistants,

and clerks appointed by the State board of education upon

the recommendation of the superintendent of public instruc-

tion. At the head of each of the proposed divisions of the

department should be an expert assistant superintendent of

public instruction or supervisor. He should be profession-

ally qualified and be immediately responsible to the superin-

tendent of public instruction, acting under his direction. To

a large extent the efficiency of the department of public

instruction and the character of the work accomplished by

the public schools of the State would depend upon the char-

acter and ability of the heads of these divisions. As in the

case of the superintendent of public instruction, the assist-

ant superintendent should be selected from the country at

large and only for his fitness for the work to be done. Sala-

ries and conditions of service should be such as to make it

possible to obtain and hold in these positions the most com-

petent educators in their special fields. What is seemingly
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a saving in providing a few small salaries is likely to be

false economy and can not fail to have its evil effects upon

the whole school system.

The duties of the superintendent of public instruction

should consist of the general direction and supervision of

all the educational interests of the State not charged to the

three institutions of higher education. The superintendent

of public instruction should have general direction and

supervision of the county superintendents of schools and

should advise with them concerning the problems of the

common schools of their respective counties. The relation-

ship existing between the county superintendents and the

superintendent of public instruction should exist largely as

it is at the present time. County superintendents should be

responsible to and removable by the superintendent of pub-

lic instruction. The direction and supervision of the super-

intendent of public instruction should be exercised through

the several divisions of the department of public instruc-

tion. In general his duties should be as follows. (1) The

superintendent of public instruction should be the executive

official and secretary of the board of education and should

enforce rules and regulations made in conformity to law by
the board of education. (2) He should have power to pre-

pare and submit for the approval of the board of education

rules and regulations for every activity in his department,

such as for certification of teachers and holding examina-

tions
;
protection of public health, physical welfare, medical

inspection of schools; classifying, grading, and standard-

izing schools of an elementary or a secondary grade
;
speci-

fying minimum equipment, standards, and number of teach-

ers
;
diplomas and certification of graduation from schools

;

distribution of State aids and grants to the different schools

under his jurisdiction; taking school census; the adminis-

tration of vocational and rehabilitation service; and hygi-
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enic, sanitary, and protective construction of school build-

ings. (3) He should have the power of appointment and

removal, which should extend to all assistants, supervisors,

and officials of the department. (4) He should have the

general direction and supervision of the divisions of the

department of public instruction. (5) He should have

power to hear all cases appealed to him from county super-

intendents, to render opinions and give advice on matters

of school law. (6) He should have power to prepare and

submit to the board of education the budget for the depart-

ment of public instruction. (7) He should have power to

apportion and distribute all school funds, grants, and aids

to the public schools of the State. (8) He should have gen-

eral power to classify, define, inspect, supervise, and direct

all the public elementary and secondary schools of the

State. (9) He should prepare the annual report of the de-

partment of public instruction. (10) He should prepare

suitable courses of study for the schools of the State.

In conclusion it may be said that the changes recom-

mended could be accomplished by legislation and would not

necessitate constitutional revision. They are recommended

with a view to increasing the efficiency of the office of Super-

intendent of Public Instruction to the end that the costs of

education and of government may, if possible, be reduced

and that tax increase may be kept at a minimum. It is doubt-

ful, however, whether taxes can ever be greatly reduced

when people constantly demand that the government under-

take new functions and education new forms. These recom-

mendations are made, furthermore, because the changes

seem not so radically different from the present organiza-

tion but that there is the possibility of their adoption.

Herbert Clare Cook

Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts

Ames Iowa



MARK TWAIN IN IOWA

[This is the first installment of an article on Mark Twain in Iowa by Fred
W. Loreh. The final installment will appear in a later number of this maga-
zine.— The Editor]

THE MUSCATINE EPISODE

Relatively little of a documentary nature remains with

which to piece out the record of Mark Twain ’s early life in

Iowa. Clemens himself has little to say of it
,

1 and only two
of his letters of the period have been preserved. The news-

papers now and then give one a glimpse, but any one fa-

miliar with the manner of news editing in the fifties will

understand the meagerness of that source, especially when
the information one seeks is about a boy utterly lacking in

local distinction. Nor is there a person alive today who
remembers anything about Clemens’s early residence in

the State. One may find, it is true, a considerable body of

Twain tradition all along the Mississippi from Keokuk to

Muscatine, a tradition still in the process of evolution, but
naturally enough only a small portion is founded on fact.

Only one source that might be of help still exists, in part, at

least, and that is the autobiographical papers written by
Orion Clemens, Mark Twain’s older brother. These, how-
ever, have not been available to the writer except in so far

as Albert Bigelow Paine has used them in his biography of

Mark Twain .
2 And yet, from an examination of the evi-

1 A third volume of Mark Twain’s Autobiography is yet to appear.— Letter
from Harper and Brothers, dated January 10, 1928.

2 Orion’s autobiographical papers consisted of some 2000 pages of manu-
script and were intended for publication. At Mark Twain’s suggestion Wil-
liam Dean Howells looked them over, thinking he might run them in The
Atlantic Monthly, but Orion’s confessions were too soul revealing for Howells.

408
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dence available, scanty as it is, and from a careful sifting

of the tradition, it is possible to reconstruct something o

Mark Twain’s early residence in the State and to arrive a

a somewhat clearer conception of the influences that came to

him as a result of his early life here.

Neither the day nor the month that Samuel Langhorne

Clemens first touched Iowa soil is known. But the place was

Muscatine. Orion Clemens had sold his paper at Hannibal,

Missouri, probably in September, 1853, and by the thirtieth

of that month had bought a part interest in the Muscatine

Journal .

3 The previous June, Sam Clemens had left Hanni-

bal where he had worked for Orion without pay; 4 and had

gone adventuring to the East, first to New York and later

to Philadelphia where he remained for over a year. Few

letters of the period remain, but one to Orion, dated Phila-

delphia, November 28, 1853, reveals the fact that Orion had

asked Sam to write for the Muscatine paper, for Sam re-

plies, “I will try to write for the paper occasionally, but I

fear my letters will be very uninteresting.” 5

He could not find it in his heart to print them. These papers, which Paine

found very valuable in writing his biography of Twain, the writer tried to

borrow. In replying to the letter expressing a desire to see the papers, Paine

said, “Orion’s memoirs are deep in the dusty obscurity of a safe deposit vault,

and would, I think be of no use to you if you had them. Letter from Al-

bert Bigelow Paine, dated April 24, 1927. When somewhat later a definite

attempt was made to borrow the memoirs, he replied, “There is no hope of

your seeing those odds and ends of Orion’s Autobiography. It was M. T. s

wish that all should be destroyed, and most of them were burned. Some frag-

ments may remain, but I am not sure, and in any case it is certain that the

trustees would not dig them out. . . . Mrs. Gabrilowitsch (Clara Clemens)

and myself are Mark Twain’s literary executors. Knowing his feelings m the

matter, our own feeling, and the feeling of the trustees, I am sure that per-

mission to borrow, or to examine, any remaining fragments of Orion’s record,

supposing any still exists, would be quite out of the question. ’’— Letter from

Albert Bigelow Paine, dated October 29, 1927.

3 Orion Clemens ’s name appears on the Muscatine Journal for the first time

on September 30, 1853.

4 Paine’s Mart Twain: A Biography, Vol. I, p. 92.

s Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 29.
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Orion’s request was by no means haphazard. A month
earlier, on October 26th, Sam, unaware of the removal to

Muscatine, had written a long letter to Orion at Hannibal
which contained, along with much information of a personal
nature, an extended account of a journey to Fairmount
Park, Philadelphia. This letter, evidently, was immedi-
ately forwarded to Orion at Muscatine, for on November
11th, under the title “Philadelphia Correspondence” an ex-
tract of Sam’s letter appears in the Muscatine Journal.
This extract, by the way, happens to be one of the portions
omitted by Paine in editing that letter for publication. 6 The
fragment, as it appears in the Muscatine Journal, has a
twofold interest; it is unquestionably the earliest piece of
writing from the hand of Samuel Clemens to be published
in an Iowa newspaper

;
and, as a piece of descriptive prose,

it offers the earliest basis for a study of the development of
the type of writing upon which his literary fame chiefly

rests. The letter follows.

Philadelphia, Oct. 26, 1853.
The grave of Franklin is in the Christ Church yard, corner of

Fifth and Arch streets. They keep the gates locked, and one can
only see the flat slab that lies over his remains and that of his wife

;

but you cannot see the inscription distinctly enough to read it.

This inscription, I believe, reads thus :

“Benjamin

and

Deborah

Franklin”

I counted 27 cannons, (6 pounders,) planted in the edge of the
sidewalk, in Water street, the other day. They are driven into the
ground about a foot, with mouth upwards. A ball is driven fast
into the mouth of each, to exclude the water. They look like so
many posts. They were put there during the war. I have also
seen them planted in this manner round the old churches in New
York.

« Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 27.
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The Exchange is where the different omnibus lines have their

starting or stopping place. That is, it is the headquarters; and

from this they radiate to the different parts of the city.

Well, as I was going to say, I went to the Exchange, yesterd y,

and deposited myself in a Fairmount stage, paid my sixpence, 01

“p,” - these heathens eall it, and started. ^ rolled dong UU

we began to near the outskirts of the eity, where the Pettiest parts

of a large city always is. We passed a large house which looked

like a public building. It was built entirely of great blocks of red

granite The pillars in front were all finished but one. These pil-

lars were beautiful, ornamented fluted columns, considerably larger

than a hogshead at the base and 25 or 30 feet high. No rn^le

pillar is as pretty as these sombre red granite ones; anfll then to

see some of them finished and standing, with huge blocks ly g

about of which others are to be built, it looks so massy, and carries

one in imagination to the ruined piles of ancient Babylom I des-

pise bogus brick columns, plastered over with mortars. Marble ,

the cheapest building stone about Philadelphia. This marble

the most beautiful I ever saw. It takes a very high polish. Some

of it is as black as Egypt, with thin streaks of white running thru

it, and some is a beautiful snowy white; while the most of it is

magnificent black, clouded with white.

But I must go on with my trip. We soon passed long rows of

houses, (private dwellings,) all the work about the doors, stoops,

etc. of which was composed of this pretty marble, glittering m the

sun like glass. We arrived at Fairmount, got out of the stage and

prepared to look around. The hill (Fairmount) is very high and

on top of it is the reservoir. After leaving the stage, I passed up

the road till I came to the wire bridge which stretches across the

Schuylkill. This is the first bridge of the kind I ever saw. Here

I saw, a little above, the fine dam which holds back the water for

the use of the Water Works. It forms quite a nice water-fall.

Seeing a park at the foot of the hill, I entered and found it one of

the nicest little places about. Fat marble Cupids, m big marble

vases, squirted upward incessantly. Here stands, m a kind of

mausoleum, a well executed piece of sculpture, with the inscription

-“Erected by the City Council of Philadelphia, to the memory of

Peter Graff, the founder and inventor of the Fairmount Water

Works.” The bust looks toward the dam. It is all of the purest

white marble. I passed along the pavement by the pump-house,
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(I don’t know what else to call it,) and seeing a door left open by
somebody, I went in. I saw immense water wheels, etc., but if you
will get a back number of Lady’s Book, you will find a better
description of the Works than I can give.

I passed on further, and saw small steam boats, with their signs
up—‘

‘ For Wissahickon and Wamoyunk— 25c.
’

’ George Lippard,
in his “Legends of Washington and his Generals,” has rendered
the Wassahickon sacred to my eyes, and I shall make that trip, as
well as one to Germantown, soon.

But to proceed, again. Here was a long flight of stairs, leading
to the summit of the hill. I went up, of course. But I forgot to
say

,
that at the foot of this hill a pretty white marble Naiad stands

on a projecting rock; and this, I must say, is the prettiest fountain
I have seen lately. A half-inch jet of water is thrown straight up
ten or twelve feet, and descends in a shower, all over the fair water
spirit. Fountains also gush out of the rock at her feet, in every
direction.

Well, arrived at the top of the hill, I see nothing but a respect-
ably-sized lake, which looks rather out of place in its elevated
situation. I can’t say I saw nothing else, either— for here I had
a magnificent view of the city. Tired of this, I passed up Coates
street, five or six squares from the hill, and came to the immense
(distributing) branch of the Works. It is built of a kind of dirty
yellow stone, and in the style of an ancient feudal castle.

Passing on, I took a squint at The House of Refuge, (which we
used to read about at Sunday School;) then I took a look at the
marble Girard College, with its long rows of marble pillars— then
jumped into a ’bus and posted back to the Exchange.

Philadelphia is rich in Revolutionary associations. I stepped into
the State House yesterday to see the sights. In one of the halls,
on a pedestal, is the old cracked “Independence Bell,” bearing the
inscription “Proclaim liberty throughout the land,” or something
to that effect. It was cast 25 or 30 years before it made this procla-
mation. It was rung for the first time on “Independence Day,”
when it “proclaimed liberty,” by calling the people together to
hear the Declaration of Independence read. It is an interesting
relic. A small pine bench or pew in this Hall bears this inscription
—“Washington, Franklin and Bishop White sat on this Bench.”
Of course, I “sat down” on it. I would have whittled off a chip,
if I had got half a chance. On the pedestal of the Statue of Wash-
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ington in the same Hall, is a small block of granite, with the in-

scription
—“A piece of the step on which the Secretary’s foot

rested when he read the Declaration of Independence.” Full

length portraits of William Penn and Lafayette hang in this Hall.

There is another thing which should have a place in this Hall. It

is a flag which I saw in New York. It was the personal property

of Washington, and was planted on the Battery when the British

evacuated New York. After that, it was not used until the laying

of the corner stone of the Washington monument. Then this faded

and tattered, though time-honored relic of “the days that tried

men’s souls,” was taken to Washington and unfurled to the breeze

at the ceremony. It is said that when the procession reached the

Monumental ground in Washington, the flag was unfurled and the

announcement made—“This flag belonged to Washington; it

proudly waved defiance to the British from the Battery when they

evacuated New York
;
it is here now to display the stars and stripes

under which its illustrious owner so nobly fought,”— the multitude

gazed on it a moment, and then a shout went up that would have

sent the blood from the cheek of a tyrant.

I came here from New York by way of the Camden and Amboy

railroad— the same on which the collision occurred some time since.

I never thought of this till our train stopped, “all of a sudden,”

and then began to go backwards like blazes. Then ran back half a

mile, and switched off another track, and stopped
;
and the next

moment a large passenger train came round a bend in the road, and

whistled past us like lightning! Ugh! ejaculated I, as I looked

to see if Mr. C.’s bones were all safe. If we had been three seconds

later getting off that track, the two locomotives would have come

together, and we should no doubt have been helped off. The con-

ductors silenced questions by not answering them.

S. C.

It was late in the summer of 1854, when Sam returned to

the West. 7 When he arrived at St. Louis, he discovered

that his mother and his brother, Henry, who was three years

younger than Sam, had gone to Muscatine to live with

7 For a more detailed sketch of his trip see Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biog-

raphy, Vol. I, p. 102.
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Orion .
8 He took passage at once on an up-bound river

packet. Completely exhausted from the long rail journey
from the East, Sam at once sought out his berth and slept

through until the boat docked at Muscatine thirty-six hours
later .

9 It was early morning when he stepped ashore, so

early that he did not wish to arouse the family. Besides, he
wanted to give them a surprise, for he had not told them he
was coming. He awaited daylight in the office of a little

hotel, probably the old Ogilvie House at the corner of

Water Street and Iowa Avenue
,

10 within a few blocks of

where Orion lived
;
and entertained himself there, reading a

little book he found lying in the office, containing brief

sketches of the lives of English rulers and their reigns.

“This incidentally acquired knowledge”, writes Paine,

“proved of immense value to him. It was his ground work
for all English history.” 11

How long Sam remained in Muscatine can not definitely

be established. Paine apparently believes that he very soon
returned to St. Louis, not accepting Orion’s offer of a job
on the Journal because he could not afford the luxury of

working for Orion .

12 Local tradition has it, however, that

he remained in Muscatine several months before going to

St. Louis, and that he worked for a time at the Journal
office .

13

There appears' to be no one in Muscatine today who re-

members anything definite about Sam Clemens’s residence

s Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. I, p. 102. Sam had counseled
against his mother’s going to Muscatine. He thought the climate was too
cold for her.— Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 29.

» Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. I, p. 102.

10 Twain remembered the hotel years later when he stopped at Muscatine
on his way up the river gathering material for his book, Life on the Mississippi.

11 Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 31.

12 Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. I, p. 103.

is History of Muscatine County, p. 391.
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there. In 1910, on the occasion of Mark Twain’s death, one

elderly lady, who claimed to have knowledge of the Clemens

family in Muscatine, remembered not only Mark Twain’s

mother, and the house the family occupied, with the little

grape arbor and latticed porch at the rear where Mrs.

Clemens performed many daily tasks, but she also remem-

bered Sam.

Speaking of Sam Clemens in Muscatine she said: “He

was rather a tall boy when he came here, and took a delight

in playing with the children of the neighborhood. I used to

sit on his lap and he used to tell me little stories. He wore

a roundabout and his trousers came to about six inches

above his shoe tops, and his whole attitude was anything

but graceful. ’ ’ 14

The house which the Clemens family occupied is still

pointed out by the people of Muscatine. It is today a drab

little one-story frame dwelling in a drab neighborhood. Old

residents say that in the early days the neighborhood was

quite select, that the area between the house and the river

was grassy, and that it sloped gently to the bank. But all

that has now vanished, and the squat little dwelling at 109

Walnut Street crouches just at the left of the approach of

the high bridge which spans the Mississippi.15

Less significant in estimating the length of Twain’s resi-

dence in Muscatine, and yet important enough, perhaps, to

justify its mention here, is the fact that in 1882, as he came

it Muscatine Journal, April 22, 1910.

is The information establishing the identity of the house at 109 Walnut

Street with the Clemens house of 1853-1855 was obtained from Edward L.

Graham of Muscatine. He reports a story often told him by Cornelius Cadle

that Cadle ’s mother, whose maiden name was Hattie Swan, when she was a

little girl, lived just across the street from the Clemens home and often visited

at their house. There seems to be no doubt in the minds of the people of

Muscatine about the identity of the house. It is likely that Mrs. Cadle was the

person whose reminiscences of Mark Twain were printed in the Muscatine

Journal article of April 22, 1910, referred to above.
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up the river gathering material for his Life on the Missis-

sippi, when the boat stopped for a half hour or so at Musca-

tine, he inquired after B. M. Burnett and George B.

Denison. 16

Burnett, in 1854, operated a book store at which Henry
Clemens, Sam’s younger brother, worked. 17 Considering

Sam’s pronounced interest in books, it is not at all unlikely

that he dropped in at Burnett ’s frequently and spent many
an idle moment there. One can only hazard a guess con-

cerning his acquaintance with George B. Denison. Denison

at the time was a teacher in the Muscatine schools, an

energetic young fellow from the East who later became

prominent in county and State educational circles. 18 It is

easy to believe that Sam, now at the age of eighteen, with

perhaps a somewhat greater respect for education than he

had entertained in his Hannibal days, gravitated toward

the man who, more than any one else in the little frontier

town, represented culture, and who, like himself, loved

books.

And finally Clemens himself refers to his sojourn in

Muscatine. The passage which occurs in his Life on the

Mississippi is pleasantly reminiscent. It will be noted from
the first sentence that Twain regarded his stay in Musca-
tine as more than a brief visit; and somewhat later, when he

speaks of the sunsets, one gets the feeling that his experi-

ence of them was recurrent over a period of time sufficient

to fix them permanently in his memory.

I lived there for a while many years ago. ... I remember
it best for a lunatic who caught me out in the fields, one Sunday,
and extracted a butcher-knife from his boot and proposed to carve

me up with it, unless I acknowledged him to be the only son of the

10 Muscatine Journal, May 19, 1882.

1 7 Muscatine Journal, April 22, 1910.

is History of Muscatine County, p. 601.
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Devil I tried to compromise on an acknowledgment that he wto

the only member of the family I had met; bnt that did not satisfy

him; he wouldn’t have any half-measnres ;
I must say he was t

sole and only son of the Devil -and he whetted his knife on his

boot It did not seem worth while to make trouble about a little

thing like that; so I swung around to his view of the matter and

saved my skin whole. ... -

And I remember Muscatine— still more pleasantly— for

summer sunsets. I have never seen any, on either side of the ocean,

that equalled them. They used the broad, smooth river as a canvas,

and painted on it every imaginable dream of color from mottled

daintinesses and delicacies of the opal, all the way up, through

cumulative intensities, to blinding purple and crimson conflagra-

tions, which were enchanting to the eye, but sharply tried it at the

same time .
19

One may safely assume that Sam Clemens spent much of

his time during his sojourn at Muscatine with Orion at the

Journal office. Such an assumption is supported by the fol-

lowing evidence. When Twain stopped briefly at Musca-

tine in 1882, as mentioned previously, he was sought out by

members of the Journal staff, one of whom was the senior

editor “with whom Mr. Clemens was employed as a printer

in this place 28 years ago”.20

The Muscatine episode was of necessity short. Orion

could scarcely make a living for himself, let alone secure

decent wages for Sam.21 Probably the small country town,

in contrast with the city, also grew irksome. At any rate,

sometime in the late fall of 1854 or the winter of 1855 Sam

left for St. Louis, where he worked as a compositor on the

Evening News.22 With his removal to St. Louis, Mark

Twain’s connection with Muscatine came to an end.

10 For the Muscatine episode see Mark Twain’s Life on the Mississippi, pp.

408, 409.

20 Muscatine Journal, May 19, 1882.

21 Clemens’s Autobiography, Vol. II, p. 287.

22 Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 32.

VOL. XXVII

—

28
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LIFE AT KEOKUK

Orion Clemens remained in Muscatine till June 9, 1855,
when he disposed of his interest in the Journal and moved
to Keokuk. 23 Two days later he had taken possession of the
Ben Franklin Book and Job Office which occupied the third
floor of 52 Main Street.24 Henry Clemens, who had been a
member of Orion’s household during all of the Muscatine
episode, apparently moved to Keokuk with Orion, but not a
single bit of evidence has been found that helps to establish
the time of Sam’s arrival from St, Louis, where he had
spent the winter and spring of 1855. Paine vaguely asserts
that “he came up from St. Louis, by and by, and that Orion
offered him five dollars a week and board to remain.” 25

But whether he came shortly after Orion’s acquisition of the
job office or not till some months later can not now be
ascertained.

Orion’s place of residence during the summer and fall
months of 1855 is not known. Since the Muscatine Journal
venture had left him as impecunious as ever,26 it is prob-
able that he exercised considerable economy in the choice of
a dwelling. An additional burden came to him when on
September 14th little Jennie Clemens was born.27 After
Sam’s arrival Henry and Sam slept at the job office, Henry
boarding with Orion, and Sam at the Ivins House.28

23 Information from a note book kept by Molly Clemens, Orion’s wife The
first entries were apparently made in 1862 at Keokuk while Molly was waiting
for Orion, then in Nevada, to send for her. It will hereafter be referred to
as Molly’s Note Boole. This Note Boole is in the possession of Mrs John
Carpenter at Keokuk. The book is not paged.

24 Muscatine Tri-Weelcly Journal, June 11, 1855.

23 Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. II, p. 104.

26 Clemens’s Autobiography, Vol. II, p. 287.

27 Molly’s Note Boole.

28

The old brick building, still being used as a hotel, stands at the
of First and Johnson Streets
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Such an arrangement had been made by December 19th,

for on that day Orion and his family moved m with his

father-in-law, William Stotts, who owned a little brick cot-

tage on Timea Street. 29

It would be useless to repeat such information concerning

Clemens’s early residence in Keokuk as Paine gives in his

Mark Twain: A Biography. In preparing his chapter on

Keokuk Days he could draw not only upon what Clemens

himself had told him, but also upon Orion’s voluminous

autobiographical papers which have been mentioned earlier.

Tet there are some matters that need to be discussed here

either because Paine, having an exceedingly large task be-

fore him, necessarily disregarded detail which from the

angle of the present investigation assumes significance, or

because certain other matters have, since the publication of

his book, come to light.

The chief impression one gets from the occasional and

fleeting glimpses that remain of Twain’s life at Keokuk is

that he was thoroughly happy. In whatever light he may

have at first regarded his sleeping quarters at the job office,

he must soon have felt tremendously pleased with the ar-

rangement. He had never in his life been under less re-

straint. His mother was in St. Louis, and Orion, having

recently become a father, was undoubtedly spending his

evenings at home. Besides, Sam was nearly twenty-one

now, a bit too old to tolerate a paternal attitude from

Orion. There were not even the ordinary obligations of a

rooming house to bother about. And then, to cap it all, he

had just the sort of company he desired, congenial fellows

everyone of them, as ready for a prank as he himself.

Henry, we learn from Paine’s account, sometimes refused

to participate in the more boisterous jokes. But there was

Ed Bownell, who slept on the top floor of the building, and

29 Molly’s Note Boole. The cottage still stands at 716 Timea.
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Dick Higham 30 (not Hingham, as Paine has it), and John
Kerr, who will be mentioned in another connection later.
Others undoubtedly joined them on special occasions. Pro-
fessor Isbell, whose music rooms were on the floor below the
job office, seems to have been the chief victim. Yet it was
he, according to Paine, who in the end won Sam over and
induced him to join the singing class. 31

Whether by pranks or by personality, the fact remains
that by mid-winter Sam Clemens was a popular young man
m Keokuk. It was on the seventeenth of January, 1856,
that he participated in a memorable banquet given by the
Keokuk printers at a celebration commemorating the 150th
anniversary of the birth of Benjamin Franklin, their patron
saint. Fortunately, the newspapers printed a detailed ac-
count of the affair, and as a result, Sam Clemens’s part in
it has been preserved. In the Keokuk Gate City for Janu-
ary 19th the following item appears

:

As previously announced the Printers of Keokuk, together with
a number of invited guests, assembled at the Ivins House on the
night of the 17th Inst., for the purpose of celebrating the anniver-
sary of Franklin’s birth.

Thereupon follows a minute description of the festival
and numerous excerpts from the speeches. The article is,

in fact, a formal report of the celebration written by none
other than Orion himself, who had unanimously been elected
secretary for the occasion. Finally, after all the prominent
members of the group had been called upon and had finished
their remarks, Sam Clemens was loudly and repeatedly
called for, and he responded in a speech “replete with wit
and humor, being interrupted by long and continued bursts
of applause.”

A young fellow by the name of J. C. Fry sat next to Sam
30 Keokuk Directory, 1856; Clemens’s Autobiography, Vol. II, p. 288
si Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. I, p. 105.
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Clemens that evening. Years later, on the occasion of

Twain’s visit to Keokuk, he recalled the event and was

moved to write his reminiscence of it for the Gate City. It

runs as follows

:

The Ivins House, then our best hotel, ... was the scene of

the gathering. The banquet hall was elaborately decorated and

around the tables were seated not only the employees of the various

printing offices, but a larger company of invited guests. The

writer was then an apprentice in the office of the Evening Times.

After the banqueters had done ample justice to the elaborate

bill of fare, the “feast of reason and the flow of soul” began.

Speeches were made by Hon. J. B. Howell, founder of the Gate

City, A. T. Walling of the Evening Times, Belding, Leighton,

Lynch, Edwards, Reddington, Orion Clemens and others. . . •

Toward the close or wind-up of the affair someone suggested a

speech from a young man whose well-known bashfulness and timid-

ity should have shielded him from having the attention of the

whole company thus directed toward him. Seated next to him I

detected his embarrassment as his tormentors still kept up their

clamour for a speech. Blushing and slowly getting upon his feet,

stammering in the start, he finally rallied his powers, and when he

sat down, his speech was pronounced by all present a remarkable

production of pathos and wit, the latter, however, predominating,

convulsing his hearers with round after round of applause. That,

he acknowledged to me the other day, was the first speech of his

life .

32

As a result of this speech, Paine reports, Sam was pressed

into a debating society and created considerable attention

when he arose to take the floor. It was definitely a begin-

ning in a direction which, at a later day, led to incom-

parable success.

And now attention centers on one of the most interesting

episodes in Sam Clemens’s life at Keokuk, an episode

which, if all the facts were known, might assume true signif-

icance. To present the matter clearly it will he necessary

32 KeoTculc Gate City, January 17, 1885.
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to give a bit of preliminary history. In 1920, Judge C. A.
Cunningham died at Carrollton, Missouri. His sister, Mrs,
Catherine Blackwell, while going through his papers, dis-
covered among other valuables, in a japanned tin box, five
letters, all of which had been written by Samuel Clemens.
The salutation on each was “My Dear Friend Annie”.
According to Mrs. Blackwell, the person so addressed had
been Annie Taylor, a Keokuk girl, who in 1868 had married
her brother, Judge Cunningham. Three of the letters Mrs.
Blackwell sent to distant relatives of the Cunninghams
whose whereabouts in 1926 she did not know. Of those let-
ters she kept no copies. Of the two that remain one is
dated May 25th, with no year given, the other is dated
June 1, 1857.33 It was Mrs. Blackwell’s opinion that all
five of the letters were written in May or June of 1857. If
that were true, none of them could have an Iowa origin,' for
Sam Clemens definitely left Iowa prior to November 14,
1856, when he visited Cincinnati.34 But a more careful
examination of the May 25th letter leads one to conclude
that it was not only written in 1856, but also written from
Keokuk. The letter, despite its length, is of sufficient inter-
est to be given in full.

tit
-pi n • •

ounaay, May 25th.My Dear Friend Annie :

Well, Annie, I was not permitted to finish my letter Wednesday
evening. I believe Henry, who commenced his a day later has
beaten me. However, if my friends will let me alone I will go
through today. Bugs! Yes, B-U-G-S ! What of Bugs? Why
perdition take the bugs! That is all. Night before last I stood at
the little press until nearly 2 o’clock, and the flaring gas light overmy head attracted all the varieties of bugs which are to be foundm natural hlstory, and they all had the same praiseworthy reck-

33 The Kansas City Star Magazine, Vol. II, No. 35, page 1, passim.

lClS.
8600^ <<Sn0dgraSS ” l6tter

’ written in Cineinnati, is dated November
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lessness about flying into the fire. They at first eame m little social

crowds of a dozen or so, but soon increased m numbers until a

religious mass meeting of several millions was assembled on the

board before me, presided over by a venerable beetle, who occupied

the most prominant lock of my hair as his chair of state, while in-

numerable lesser dignitaries of the same tribe were clustered around

him, keeping order, and at the same time endeavoring to attract the

attention of the vast assemblage to their own importance by in-

dustriously grating their teeth. It must have been an interesting

occasion— perhaps a great bug jubilee commemorating the triumph

of the locusts over Pharaoh’s crops in Egypt many centuries ago.

At least, good seats, commanding an unobstructed view of the scene,

were in great demand ;
and I have no doubt small fortunes were

made by certain delegates from Yankee land by disposing of com-

fortable places on my shoulders at round premiums. In fact, the

advantages which my altitude afforded were so well appreciated

that I soon began to look like one of those big cards m the museum

covered with insects impaled on pins.

The big “president” beetle (who, when he frowned, closely re-

sembled Isbell when the pupils are out of time) rose and ducked

his head and, crossing his arms over his shoulders, stroked them

down to the tip of his nose several times, and after thus disposing

of the perspiration, stuck his hands under his wings, propped his

back against a lock of hair, and then bobbing his head at the con-

gregation, remarked, “B-u-z-z !” To which the congregation de-

voutly responded, “B-u-z-z !” Satisfied with this promptness on

the part of his flock, he took a more imposing perpendicular against

another lock of hair and, lifting his hands to command silence, gave

another melodious “b-u-z-z !” on a louder key (which I suppose

to have been the key-note) and after a moment’s silence the whole

congregation burst into a grand anthem, three dignified daddy

longlegs, perched near the gas burner, beating quadruple time dur-

ing the performance. Soon two of the parts in the great chorus

maintained silence, while a treble and alto duet, sung by forty-

seven thousand mosquitoes and twenty-three thousand house flies,

came in, and then, after another chorus, a tenor and bass duet by

thirty-two thousand locusts and ninety-seven thousand pinch bugs

was sung— then another grand chorus, “Let every Bug Rejoice

and Sing” (we used to sing “heart” instead of “bug ), termin-

ated the performance, during which eleven treble singers split
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their throats from head to heals, and the patriotic “daddies” who
beat time hadn’t a stump of a leg left.

It would take a ream of paper to give all the ceremonies of this
great mass meeting. Suffice it to say that the little press “chawed
up” half a bushel of the devotees, and I combed 976 beetles out of
my hair the next morning, every one of whose throats was stretched
wide open, for their gentle spirits had passed away while yet they
sung— and who shall say that they will not receive their reward?
I buried their motionless forms with musical honors in John’s hat.
Now, Annie, don’t say anything about how long my letter was

in going, for I didn’t receive yours until Wednesday— and don’t
forget that I tried to answer it the same day, though I was doomed
to fail. I wonder if you will do as much ?

Yes, the loss of that bridge almost finished my earthly career.
There is still a slight nausea about my stomach (for certain mali-
cious persons say that my heart lies in that vicinity) whenever I
think of it, and I think I should have evaporated and vanished
away like a blue cloud if John— indefatigable, unconquerable
John— had not recovered from his illness to relieve me of a por-
tion of his troubles. I think I can survive it now. John says “der
chill kill a white boy, but sie (pronounced see) can’t kill a Detch-
man.”

I have not now the slightest doubt, Annie, that your beautiful
sketch is perfect. It looks more and more like what I suppose “Mt.
Unpleasant” to be every time I look at it. It is really a pity that
you could not get the shrubbery in, for your dog fennel is such a
tasteful ornament to any yard. Still, I am entirely satisfied to get
the principal beauties of the place, and will not grieve over the
loss. I have delighted Henry’s little heart by delivering your mes-
sage. Give the respected councilman the Latin letter by all means.
If I understood the lingo well enough I would write you a Dutch
one for him. Tell Marie I don’t know what Henry thinks of the
verb “amo,” but for some time past I have discovered various
fragments of paper scattered about, bearing the single word
“amite,” and since the receipt of her letter the fragments have
greatly multiplied and the word has suddenly warmed into
“amour”— all written in the same hand, and that, if I mistake
not, Henry’s, for the latter is the only French word he has any
particular affection for. Ah, Annie, I have a slight horror of writ-
ing essays myself; and if I were inclined to write one I should be
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afraid to do it, knowing you could do it so much better if you would

only get industrious once and try. Don’t you be frightened I

guess Marie is afraid to write anything bad about you, or else her

heart softens before she succeeds in doing it. Don’t fail to remem-

ber me to her for I perceive she is aware that my funeral has not

yet been preached. Ete paid us a visit yesterday, and we are going

to return the kindness this afternoon. Good-by.

Your friend,

Sam 35

If it is assumed that the letter was written in May of

1857, how can the statement near the beginning that he

stood at the little press till nearly 2 o’clock he explained?

Obviously he is referring to a printing press. But at what

printing press would he be working in May of 1857 when it

is known that a month earlier he had already joined Bixby

as a cub pilot on the river? But the matter becomes simple

when it is assumed for the moment that the letter was writ-

ten in Keokuk. The little press and the glaring gas light fit

in there very well. Furthermore, two of the characters

mentioned, can be identified with persons immediately asso-

ciated with Sam Clemens at the Ben Franklin job office in

May of 1856. Henry, of course, is his own brother. John

proved a bit more puzzling, for neither Paine nor Clemens

mention any one by that name in connection with the Keo-

kuk days. Higham is mentioned, and a German apprentice

boy called Fritz, hut no John. Fortunately, however,

Orion’s Keokuk Directory, of which more is to be said later,

throws light on the matter, for on page 80 is found this

entry

:

Kerr John W, printer, 52 Main Street.

It does not necessarily follow that John of the letter, who

is obviously German, and John W. Kerr, printer, whose

family name suggests German origin, are the same people,

but the likelihood is great. And in view of the fact that

ss The Kansas City Star Magazine, Vol. II, No. 35, page 4.
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“Fritz”, the printer apprentice mentioned by Paine, is not

to be found in the Directory at all, is it not probable that be
and John are, in fact, one and the same person?

If, then, Sam Clemens was writing from Orion’s job of-

fice at Keokuk, where was Annie Taylor, whom Mrs. Black-
well described as a Keokuk girl? Two clues within the

letter itself suggested an answer. Near the close Sam says,

“Ah, Annie, I have a slight horror of writing essays myself;
and if I were inclined to write one I should be afraid to do
it, knowing that you could do it so much better if you would
only get industrious once and try.” It appears, then, that
Annie Taylor was away at school and that in a previous
letter she had expressed a horror of writing essays. In-

deed one could hardly be charged with credulity for enter-

taining the notion that she had asked him to write an essay
for her. And if one then rereads the passage, “I have not
the slightest doubt, Annie, that your beautiful sketch is

perfect. It looks more and more like what I suppose ‘Mt.
Unpleasant’ to be every time I look at it”, it becomes quite
apparent that the school Annie Taylor was attending was
Iowa Wesleyan University at Mt. Pleasant, which she, in

true school-girl fashion, termed “Mt. Unpleasant”.
There need, however, be no uncertainty concerning her

enrollment at Iowa Wesleyan University in 1856. The stu-

dent register for that year fortunately still exists. A search
through its pages revealed not only the name of Annie
Elizabeth Taylor but also that of her nineteen-year-old
sister, Mary Jane, undoubtedly the girl referred to in the
letter as Marie.36

As a source of information about individual students, the
1856 register is remarkably limited, yet, curiously enough,

36 The Iowa Wesleyan record does not state that the two girls are sisters,
but the obituary notice of the death of Annie Taylor, later Mrs. C. A. Cunning-
ham, shows this to be true. The notice appears in the Weelcly Democrat,
Carrollton, Missouri, January 28, 1916.
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the entries concerning Annie are of precisely such a nature

as one might infer from a careful perusal of the letter of

Sam Clemens. It appears that she was at Mt. Pleasant for

only two terms, the spring and fall of 1856. According to

Mrs. Blackwell, Annie and Mary Jane both completed their

education at Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Missouri.

No entries of courses and grades were made in the register

for the spring term, but the fall term entries show that

Annie was taking music, algebra, Latin grammar, and

grammar lessons (presumably English). With music,

Latin, and algebra she appears to have had at least fair

success, but not so with grammar lessons, in which she

scored a conspicuously low grade.37 The observation is

interesting when one recalls Sam’s admonition about indus-

try and the obvious implication in the letter that Annie had

a horror of theme writing. Even more interesting, however,

is her low deportment record followed by the illuminating

comment, the only one of its kind on the page, Very ir-

regular at prayers & rec.” If one may assume that Annie

Taylor’s unrecorded spring-term record was in any meas-

ure comparable to that of the fall term, it is little wonder

that she feared Marie might be writing bad things about her

in letters to friends at home and that Sam Clemens might

venture to suggest that she become more industrious.

Further light as to the identity of Annie Taylor was not

forthcoming from the Iowa Wesleyan records. Nor did the

Keokuk Directory for 1856, published by Orion Clemens,

offer any aid. According to Mrs. Blackwell, Annie Taylor

was the daughter of Hawkins Taylor, one of the most prom-

inent of Iowa’s early pioneers and for many years a resi-

dent of Keokuk. He was a member of Iowa’s first terri-

torial legislature, one of the incorporators of the town of

West Point, a man interested in education, and a rabid

37 Register of Students, Iowp, Wesleyan University, 1856, page 22.
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prohibitionist. 38 In 1857 he was elected mayor of Keokuk.
That Sam Clemens knew the Taylor family well is very
probable since the Taylors lived within a block of the Stotts
family, with whom Orion lived during most of 1856, and in

the same neighborhood as the Creels and the Pattersons,
intimate friends of Sam Clemens. Nothing has been found,
however, to bear out Mrs. Blackwell’s assertion that
Hawkins Taylor was a steamboat captain and that Sam
Clemens was, therefore, “naturally drawn toward the
pretty, laughing daughter of a man who occupied so envi-
able a position.” Nor is it likely that she is correct in her
impression that the Taylors and the Clemens’s were con-
nected by marriage, that Sam and Annie had been friends
several years, or that he knew her before he ever went to
Keokuk. An earlier and prolonged friendship could have
been possible only at Hannibal, Missouri, prior to 1853, the
year Sam Clemens departed for the East. Yet the 1856
census returns of Jackson Township, Lee County, show that
the Taylor family lived continuously in the State of Iowa
for twenty years.

Internal evidence in the second letter to Annie Taylor,
dated from New Orleans, June 1, 1857, would indicate that
she was at Keokuk at the time. Neither she nor her sister
were students at Iowa Wesleyan at that date. Whether or
not they had already enrolled at Lindenwood College, St.
Charles, Missouri, where they continued their studies, is un-
certain and of no particular significance. Much more inter-
esting, so far as Sam Clemens and Annie Taylor are con-
cerned, is Sam’s unmistakable tenderness for her, and his
frank attempt to renew a correspondence which had flour-
ished and given him so much happiness during the Keokuk
days. As for Annie Taylor, the fact that she saved the

38 Washington Post, November 8, 1893; Stiles’s Recollections <md
Sketches of Notable Lawyers and Public Men of Early Iowa, p. 119.
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letters during the many years of Sam’s obscurity, and even

after her own marriage may certainly be taken as indicative

of more than ordinary sentiment with regard to them. The

letter from Sam Clemens to Annie Taylor written at New

Orleans follows.

New Orleans,

June 1, 1857.

My Dear Friend Annie : — lam not certain what day of the month

it is (the weather being so warm), but I expect I have made a

pretty close guess.

Well, you wouldn’t answer the last letter I wrote from Cincin-

nati? I just thought I would write again, anyhow, taking for an

excuse the fact that you might have written and the letter mis-

carried. I have been very unfortunate with my correspondence

;

for during my stay of nearly four months in Cincinnati I did not

get more than three or four letters besides those coming from mem-

bers of our own family. You did write once, though, Annie, and

that rather “set me up,” for I imagined that as you had got

started once more you would continue to write with your ancient

punctuality. From some cause or other, however, I was disap-

pointed— though it could hardly have been any fault of mine, for

I sat down and answered your letter as soon as I received it, I

think, although I was sick at the time. Orion wrote to me at St.

Louis, saying that Marie told him she would correspond with me

if I would ask her. I lost no time in writing to her— got no reply

— and thus ended another brief correspondence. I wish you would

tell Marie that the Lord won’t love her if she does so.

However, I reckon one page of this is sufficient.

I visited the French market yesterday (Sunday) morning. I

think it would have done my very boots good to have me half a

dozen Keokuk girls there, as I used to meet them at market in the

Gate City. But it could not be. However, I did find several ac-

quaintances— two pretty girls, with their two beaux— sipping

coffee at one of the stalls. I thought I had seen all kinds of mar-

kets before— but that was a great mistake— this being a place

such as I had never dreamed of before. Everything was arranged

in such beautiful order, and had such an air of cleanliness and

neatness that it was a pleasure to wander among the stalls. The
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pretty pyramids of fresh fruit looked so delicious. Oranges, lemons,

pineapples, bananas, figs, plantains, watermelons, blackberries, rasp-

berries, plums, and various other fruits were to be seen on one
table, while the next one bore a load of radishes, onions, squashes,

peas, beans, sweet potatoes— well, everything imaginable in the

vegetable line— and still further on were lobsters, oysters, clams
— then milk, cheese, cakes, coffee, tea, nuts, apples, hot rolls, butter,

etc.— then the various kinds of meats and poultry. Of course, the

place was crowded (as most places in New Orleans are) with men,
women, children of every age, color and nation. Out on the pave-
ment were groups of Italians, French, Dutch, Irish, Spaniards,
Indians, Chinese, Americans, English, and the Lord knows how
many more different kinds of people, selling all kinds of articles—
even clothing of every description, from a handkerchief down to a
pair of boots, umbrellas, pins, combs, matches— in fact, anything
you could possibly want— and keeping up a terrible din with their

various cries.

Today I visited one of the cemeteries— a veritable little city,

for they bury everybody above ground here. All around the sides

of the inclosure, which is in the heart of the city, there extends a

large vault, about twelve feet high, containing three or four tiers

of holes or tombs (they put the coffins into these holes endways,
and then close up the opening with brick), one above another, and
looking like a long 3 or 4 story house. The graveyard is laid off in

regular, straight streets, strewed with white shells, and the fine,

tall marble tombs (numbers of them containing but one corpse)

fronting them and looking like so many miniature dwelling houses.

You can find wreathes of flowers and crosses, cups of water, mot-
toes, small statutes, etc., hanging in front of nearly every tomb. I

noticed one beautiful white marble tomb, with a white lace curtain
in front of it, under which, on a little shelf, were vases of fresh

flowers, several little statuettes, and cups of water, while on the

ground under the shelf were little orange and magnolia trees.

It looked so pretty. The inscription was in French— said the

occupant was a girl of 17, and finished by a wish from the mother
that the stranger would drop a tear there, and thus aid her whose
sorrow was more than one could bear. They say that the flowers

upon many of these tombs are replaced every day by fresh ones.

These were fresh, and the poor girl had been dead five years. I

spent half an hour watching the chameleons— strange animals, to
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change their clothes so often. I found a dingy looking one, drove

him on a black rag, and he turned black as ink— drove him under

a fresh leaf and he turned the brightest green color you ever saw.

I wish you would write to me at St. Louis (I’ll be there next week)

,

for I don’t believe you have forgotten how yet. Tell Marie and

Ete “howdy” for me. Your old friend,

Sam L. Clemens.

p. S. I have just returned from another cemetery— brought

away an orange leaf as a memorial— I inclose it.

The next glimpse of Sam Clemens in Keokuk comes from

a letter dated June 10, 1856, to his mother in St. Louis.39

Affairs at the job office were not going smoothly. Orion’s

unsystematic business habits were throwing things into a

jam, and work on the Directory, then nearing completion,

was interfering with the regular job work, the responsibil-

ity of which appears to have rested chiefly upon Sam.40

The letter contains the first hint of Sam’s dissatisfaction

with his work and of Orion’s methods which a year later

contributed to his business failure.41

Orion’s Directory, the first ever published for Keokuk,

was off the press and for sale by July 12, 1856.42 Its re-

ception, if not enthusiastic, was at least cordial. It sold for

a dollar. Comment, on the whole, was favorable. It was

observed, however, that it contained the names of men only

(which is nearly true), and that the list of improvements

was five hundred per cent too small.43 But our interest in

the Directory lies not in the measure of its adequacy or

Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 32.

40 Paine mistakenly assumes that the Directory mentioned in this letter was

the second edition. Orion’s second edition appeared in 1857, a copy of which

still exists and may be found in the Keokuk Library.

41 Orion sold the job office to H. H. Belding in June, 1857.— Molly’s Note

Boole. For Mark Twain’s statement as to the cause of Orion’s failure see

his Autobiography, Vol. II, p. 290.

42 Keoleule Post, July 12, 1856.

43 Keoleule Post, July 12, 1856.
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inadequacy, but in the fact that it bears the irrepressive

touch of Sam Clemens ’s spirit of humor. The point of the

joke which led him to write himself down as Samuel L.

Clemens, Antiquarian, is lost. Paine does not know, and so

far no attempts at an explanation have been encountered.

Probably Twain himself had forgotten it, for when he was
shown a copy of the Directory in 1885, he did not suggest

what the nature of the joke was.44

Before passing on to Sam Clemens’s last extant letter of

the Keokuk period, dated August 5, 1856, it may be well at

this time to consider a remark he is supposed to have made
in 1857 when he offered his services as a cub pilot to Horace
Bixby. In reply to Bixby’s request for five hundred dollars

to teach Clemens the river, Sam is reported to have said,

“Gee whillikens ! he ! he ! I ain’t got $500, but I’ve got five

lots in Keokuk, Iowa, and 2000 acres of land in Tennessee
that is worth two bits an acre any time. You can have that

if you want it.” 45 To anyone familiar with the great Keo-
kuk boom of 1855-1856, it appears easily credible that Sam
Clemens might have, somehow, despite the fact that Orion
could not afford to pay him much in the way of wages,
acquired lots. Colonel J. M. Reid, who has given some
vivid accounts of the boom, writes: “The rise of property
which came up to fabulous prices in Keokuk, commenced in

1855. In 1856 people went wild, and strangers from abroad
came in hordes. Speculators in real estate had offices on
every corner. We had fast horses, fast men, fast women
and many adventurers and dead beats. . . . Every little

penny dog looked lordly as he sat at the hotel table at
dinner and talked of corner lots.” 48

44 Keokuk Gate City, January 16, 1885.

45 Henderson ’s Marie Twain, p. 29; Clemens’s Marie Twain, p. 34.

46 Reid’s Sleetches and Anecdotes of Old Settlers and New Comers, Keokuk,
1876, p. 166.
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If Colonel Reid's account appears exaggerated, tliere is

nevertheless evidence that he was not far wrong, but that

Sam Clemens’s Keokuk was, in the summer of 1856, a

hustling little frontier town with a daily pageantry of

prairie schooner migration. A member of the Gate City

staff, looking out the office window about ten o’clock of the

morning of June 5, 1856, reports that he saw something

over thirty prairie schooners, besides any number of carts,

wagons, and drays.

Despite the likelihood that Sam might have acquired pos-

session of some lots in Keokuk during these stirring days,

no supporting evidence can be found. Although Orion fig-

ures in some property transactions at this time, the records

of the county recorder’s office at Keokuk are silent as to

Sam.

The letter of August 5, 1856, written to his brother Henry,

who, it appears, was temporarily away, brings one within

sight of Sam Clemens’s departure from Keokuk. In edit-

ing it, Paine omitted a portion at the beginning, a portion

which one can not help feeling would have given a glimpse

of Sam’s culminating dissatisfaction with the progress of

affairs at Keokuk, particularly with regard to the job office.

The fragment printed by Paine announces with almost grim

determination the plans for a trip to Brazil.47

Associated with Clemens on the proposed adventure were

two others, a man named Ward, and a Doctor Martin.

Ward has not been further identified, but Martin was prob-

ably J. S. Martin, a member of the local board of health

and a lecturer on chemistry and toxicology on the faculty of

47 The purpose of the Brazilian adventure is given by Twain in his Auto-

biography, Vol. II, p. 289.—“I had been reading Lieutenant Herndon’s ac-

count of his explorations of the Amazon and had been mightily attracted by

what he said of cocoa. I made up my mind I would go the head waters of the

Amazon and collect cocoa and trade it in and make a fortune.

vol. xxvii

—

29
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the Iowa Medical College.48 The plan was that Clemens
and Ward were to leave Keoknk about the middle of Octo-
ber, to proceed to New York or New Orleans, and to start

from there to the Amazon at once. Martin was to follow in

April. The letter tells us how Sam was secretly trying to

raise money among certain of his friends and keeping Orion
in the dark as to his intentions. The venture, however,
never materialized. “His two associates”, says Paine,

“gave up the plan, probably for lack of means.” 49 But it

appears that Sam, when he left Keokuk, planned eventually
on going through alone.60

The exact date of Sam Clemens ’s departure from Keokuk
Is not known. Paine is of the opinion that he left sometime
in November,51 that is to say, between the time that Sam
found a fifty dollar bill on the streets of Keokuk, and No-
vember 14th, the date of Sam’s first “Snodgrass” letter

from Cincinnati to the Keokuk Post. Since the Snodgrass
letters are useful at this point only in so far as they help to

establish the date of Clemens’s departure, further discus-

sion of them will appear later. But Paine was wrong in

assuming that the first Cincinnati letter was the very first

of Sam’s intended series, for an earlier letter dated October
18, 1856, and published in the Post on November 1st, has
since been discovered.52 Paine was aware, of course, from

48 Bees ’s Description of Keokuk, published September 1, 1855, at the
Keolculc Daily and Weekly Times office and incorporated in a volume called
Keokuk Pamphlets in 1883 by C. F. Davis. The information about Doctor
Martin is to be found in an advertisement of the Iowa Medical College. The
page is not numbered.

4® Paine’s Mark Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 35.

50 Clemens ’s Autobiography, Vol. II, p. 288.

01 Paine’s Mark Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 35.

52 Paine was misled, probably by depending too largely upon Thomas Bees
for his information about the Snodgrass letters. Eees’s connection with the
letters is discussed later.
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a statement in the letter of November 14th that Sam had

gone down to St. Louis and had then returned to Keokuk

again for a day or two. But being unaware of the letter of

October 18th, he assumed that all this occurred in No-

In view of these considerations it is highly probable that

Clemens’s opportnne find of a fifty dollar bill on Main

Street in Keokuk occurred not on a “mid-winter morning

as he himself describes it, nor on a bleak “November day”

as Paine assumed, but on a day during the first half ot

October. Clemens’s account of the find is too entertaining

to be omitted.

“One day in the mid-winter of 1856 .... I was coming

along the main street of Keoknk in the middle of the forenoon. It

was bitter weather -so bitter that that street was deserted, al-

most A light dry snow was blowing here and there on the ground

and on the pavement. ... The wind blew a piece of paper

past me and it lodged against a wall of a house. Something about

the look of it attracted my attention and I gathered it in. It was a

fifty dollar hill, the only one I had ever seen, and the largest as-

semblage of money I had ever seen in one spot. I advertized it m

the papers and suffered more than a thousand dollars’ worth of so-

licitude and fear and distress during the next few days lest the

owner should see the advertisement and come and take my fortune

away. As many as four days went by without an applicant
;
then I

could endure this kind of misery no longer. I felt sure that an-

other four days could not go by in this safe and secure way. I felt

I must take that money out of danger. So I bought a ticket to Cin-

cinnati and went to that city.” 53

In order to fix as accurately as possible the date of Sam’s

departure from Keokuk, an effort was made to find in the

Keokuk newspapers the advertisement mentioned by Clem-

ens. Complete files of all the newspapers published m

Keokuk in 1856 are no longer available, but a careful search

53 Clemens’s Autobiography, Vol. II, p. 288.
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through those that remain, failed to bring it to light. There
are several reasons, of course, that would permit one to

entertain a legitimate doubt about Clemens ’s memory in the
matter of advertising his find, or for that matter even
about the amount of the find. The story quoted above was
written in 1906, a full fifty years after the event. Aside
from the fact already pointed out that the incident must
have occurred before the eighteenth of October rather than
in mid-winter; and that consequently the weather would
scarcely have been so extremely cold as he pictures it, there
is also the discrepancy between the version just given and
another in which Twain said, “I advertized the find and left

for the Amazon the same day.” 54 Paine says that the lat-

ter version may be taken with a literary discount. Any one
acquainted with Mark Twain’s literary work will readily
allow for a considerable portion of embroidery, but why
lend more credence to the autobiographic version than to
the other when Paine himself felt constrained in a prefatory
note to his biography of Twain to say: “Mark Twain’s
spirit was built of the very fabric of truth, so far as moral
intent was concerned, but in his earlier autobiographical
writings. ... he made no real pretence to accuracy to
time, place, or circumstance— seeking, as he said, ‘only to
tell a good story’— while in later years an ever vivid imagi-
nation and a capricious memory made history difficult, even
when, as in his so-called ‘Autobiography,’ his effort was in
the direction of fact.” 55

Paine ’s lack of knowledge of the earlier Snodgrass letter
led not only to the mistaken assumption regarding the
month of Sam’s departure from Keokuk, but probably also
regarding the inception of the whole Snodgrass series.

“He (Clemens) had expected to go from St. Louis to Cin-

54 Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 35.

ss Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. XXX, p. XV.
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cinnati”, says Paine, “but a new idea— a literary idea

came to him and he returned to Keokuk. The Saturday

Post a Keokuk weekly, was a prosperous sheet giving 1 se

certain literary airs. He was in favor with the
^

manage-

ment, of which George Kees was the head, and it had oc

curred to him that he could send letters of his travels to the

Post— for a consideration. Kees agreed to take letters

from him at five dollars each .... The young traveler,

jubilant in the prospect of receiving money for literature,

now made another start, this time by way of Quincy, Chi-

cago, and Indianapolis according to his first letter in the

Post ” 56

But the discovery of the letter of October 18th makes it

quite obvious that the series was planned not m St. Louis,

but in Keokuk, and that consequently there was nothing

inspirationally haphazard about the conception of the plan

at all It is much more reasonable to regard it as one ex-

pedient by which Sam Clemens sought to provide himself

with money to go on with his Brazilian plans. Further-

more, corresponding with a newspaper can scarcely have

been a new idea for, as has already been noted, Orion had

recognized Sam’s ability in the Fairmount Park sketch

three years previously, and had not only printed it m the

Muscatine Journal, but had suggested that Sam correspon

with the paper. In fact, it is hard to escape the notion when

one reads his early letters that Sam was himself conscious

of his ability in the matter of description, and that he de-

lighted in writing it. Would it not appear much more

reasonable that during the days immediately following

August 5th, the date of the letter to Henry about the Bra-

zilian adventure, when he was scheming how to raise money,

the idea of corresponding for a newspaper came to him

quite naturally? For the Snodgrass letters, though literary

se Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. I, p. 112.
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in the sense that Clemens here for the first time employed
a literary device— that of pretended illiteracy— are, after
all, travel letters depending for their interest chiefly upon
descriptive effort. But whether or not the conjecture of
how Clemens conceived them is acceptable, the fact remains
that he conceived them prior to his departure from Keokuk.
An account of the arrangements arrived at between Clem-

ens and the editor of the Keokuk Post with regard to the
publication of the letters has been given by Thomas Bees,
editor of the Illinois State Register, a son of the Post editor
with whom Clemens dealt

:

“The firm of Rees & Son arranged with the young man to write
some articles for publication in the Keokuk Post, which they mu-
tually agreed would be worth five dollars each. Mr. Clemens started
out and took a trip to St. Louis, Quincy, Chicago, and Cincinnati.
After writing the first he concluded that he ought to have seven
dollars and a half apiece for his articles, and the publishers met
him at that price, so he wrote the second article which was pub-
lished, after which he thought his talent was worth ten dollars per
article. As the publishers had reached their limit, . . . nego-
tiations were broken off and the series of articles ended at that
point.” 57

It will be observed that when Rees wrote he was also un-
aware of the Snodgrass letter of October 18th. Its subse-
quent discovery in the Keokuk Post somewhat upsets his

statement about the payments, but that is unimportant.
What is important is the fact that arrangements preceded
the literary venture and that the following letters were
planned in Keokuk and published in the Keokuk Post.

Saint Louis, Oct. 18, 1856
Mister Editors :— I want to enlighten you a leetle. I’ve been to

the Theater— and I jest want to tell you how they do things down
here to Saint Louis— the Mound City, as they call it, owin to its

proximity to the Iron mountain and Pilot Knob.

67 Eees ’s Sixty Days in Europe and What We Saw There, p. 400.
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Last night as I was a settin in the parlor of my Dutch boardin

aUe“ had a hankerin to get inside of it -so I told the Dutchman

(who is for all the world like other humans, eats like em, loo -

something like ’em, and drinks a good deal more like em) that

was anxious to patronize the Drammer.

We hadn’t gone more’n about six squares till we come to a

tremenjous dirt-colored house, with carraiges, and omnibuses, a

Zersld penut boys tearin around in front of it, indiscriminate

like” and Dutch (I couldn’t put in his name without using up too

“
’

0f your type) said that was the place. We bought some

green tickets and follered some fellers up nigh unt0 f°“r
„ “built

lights of stairs, and finally got into the concern which w^ b^t

into three or four round stories, with men and fiddlers in the first

along with a right smart chance of ragged boys eatm penute and

cussin like militia majors. The second story had men. andpilsl m

it, and above there was nothing but masculine gender^ We Tej

naturally went into the second story, and got round where the side

of the house (least ways I thought it was part of the ho"se > ™
painted to represent Alexandria, or Venice, or some other small

^oTmaiiken*
6

MMer Editors, if you could a been there jest

then you’d a thought that either old Gabriel had Mowed his horn,

or else there was houses to rent in that locality 1 re

*°“J;
h ”

was nigh onto forty thousand people setting in that theatre

sich another fannin, and blowin, and scrapon, and gigglm, I ham t

seen since I arrived in the United States. Gals! Bless your soul

there was gals there of every age and sex, from three months up to

a hundred years, and every cherubim of em had a fan and a

opery glass and a- tongue- probably two or three of the atMr

weepon from the racket they made. No use to try to estimate the

oceans of men and mustaches— the place looked like a shoe brush

^Presently, about a thousand fellers commenced hammerin on the

benches and hollerin “Music,” and then the fiddlers laid them-

selves out, and went at it like forty millions of wood sawyers at two

dollars and a half a cord. When they got through the people hoi-
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lered and stamped and whistled like they do at a demercartic meet-
ing, when the speaker says something they don’t understand. Well,
thinks I now I’ve got an old coarse comb in my pocket, and I won-
der if it wouldn’t take them one-hoss fiddlers down a peg and bring
down the house, too, if I’d jest give ’em a tech of “Auld Lang
Syne” on it. No sooner said than done, and out come the old comb
and a piece of paper to put on it. I “hem’d and haw’d” to attract
attention, like, and commenced Doo-doo-do-doo—do-doo. “He, he
he, snickered the gals. “Ha, ha, ha,” roared the mustaches.
‘

‘

Put out.
” “Let him alone. ” “Go it, old Country. ” “ Say,

when did you get down?” and the devil himself couldn’t a hearn
that comb. I tell you now, I was riled. I throwed the comb at a
little man that wasn’t saying nothin and ris right up.

‘

‘ Gentlemen
and Ladies,” says I, “I want to explain. I’m a peacable stranger
from Keokuk, and my name is Thomas Jefferson Snodgrass—”
“Go it, Snodgrass.” “Oh, what a name.” “Say, old Country,
whar’d you get that hat?” Darn my skin if I wasn’t mad. I
jerked off my coat and jumped at the little man and, says I, “You
nasty, sneakin degenerate great grandson of a ring-tailed monkey,
I kin jest lam—” “Hold on there, my friend, jest pick up your
coat and follow me,” says a military lookin gentleman with a club
in his hand, tappin me on the shoulder. He was a police. He took
me out and after I explained to him how St. Louis would fizzle out
if Keokuk got offended at her, he let me go back, makin me promise
not to make any more music durin the evening. So I let ’em holler
their darndest when I took my seat, but never let on like I heard
’em.

Pretty soon a little bell rung, and they rolled up the side of the
house with Alexandria on it, showin a mighty fine city, with houses,
and streets, and sich, but narry fire plug— all as natural as life.'

This was Rome. Then a lot of onery lookin fellers come a tearin
down one of the streets, hurrayin and swingin their clubs, and
said they were going to see Julius Cesar come into town. After
this they shoved Rome out of the way, and showed the inside of a
splendid palace, they call it, and then some soldiers with bob-tailed
tin coats on (high water coats we used to call ’em in Keokuk)
come in, then some gals (with high water dresses on) and then some
more soldiers, and so on, gals and soldiers and soldiers and gals,
till it looked like all the Free Masons and Daughters of Temperance
in the world had turned out. Finally Mr. Cesar hisself come in with
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a crown on, folks called it, but it looked to my unsofisticated vision

like a hat without any crown about it. He had a little to wi

Antony, durin which he was uncommon severe on a Mr. Cashu

(who was a standin within three feet of him, but the derned fool

didn’t hear a word of it) reflectin on his personal appearance

sayin he had a “lean and hungry look,” which was mighty mean m

him to say, though he was in fact, for the feller couldn t a
_

looked

more like a shadder if he'd a boarded all his life at a Keokuk hoW.

It’S no use expatiating on every thing they done, so 1 1

^
est ^

'

tion a few of the things which I happened to see when the gal that

sot in front of me took her turkey’s tail head dress out of the way

a minute to say somethin to the owner of an invisable mustash that

had got wilted by coming out into the night air.

Arter a spell, a lot of fellers come out, along with Mr. Cashus, and

they all laid their heads together like as many lawyers when they

are gettin ready to prove that a man’s heirs ain’t got any right o

his property. Presently Mr. Brutus come a marchm in as grand as

a elephant in a menagerie of monkeys, and then the people stamped

like Jehu. I kinda liked his looks. He ’peared like a man and a

gentleman. The gal with the turkey’s tail clapped her spyglass to

her eye, and says, “Ther’s Brutus-oh, what a mien he has. I

didn’t like that, so leaning forward, says I, “Madam, beggm your

pardon, them other fellers is a consarned sight meaner n him.

There’s that Cashus-” “Hold your tongue, sir, yelled the

wilted mustasch-and in half a second there was enough double-

barrelled opery glasses leveled at me to a blowed me into chunks

no bigger ’n a mustard seed if they’d only been loaded. Remem-

berin the music scrape, I dried up and kept quiet, letten the fellers

in the lower story holler at me as much as they wanted. Dr. Ji-

had been settin purty close to me, and I thought I’d get him to ex-

plain this time, but I found he’d gone out between the acts to see

a intimate friend, and hadn’t got back yet.
.

Cashus and the other fellers was for killin Cesar and makm

sausage meat of him cause they couldn’t be kings and emperors

while he was alive, but Brutus didn’t like that way of dom the

thing- he jist wanted to kill him like a Christian, 31st for the good

of Rome. Then the people stomped again. It ’peared to me kind

of curus that they should kick up sich a noise every time any body

raved around and ripped out somethin hifalutm, but went half

asleep when anybody was tellin about poor Cesar’s virtues.
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Arter that, Misses Brutus come out when the other fellars was
gone, and like Mr. Clennam at the Circumlocution Office, she

“wanted to know.” But it warn’t no use— Brutus warn’t going
to publish jest then, and it ’pears that wimmin was the only news-
papers they had in those days. You see all them fellers was con-

spirators, got together to conspirit a little again Cesar, and Brutus
didn’t consider it healthy to tell the secret to everybody. (Mr.
Editors, as I’m acquainted with a right smart chance of gals in

Keokuk, why, if it’s jest as convenient, I’d ruther you wouldn’t
send your paper only to the men, this week.)

At last it come time to remove Mr. Cesar from office, like they
say the Buchaneers are going to do the Fremonsters— extinguish
him entirely,— so all the conspirators got around the throne, and
directly Cesar come steppin in, putting on as many airs as if he
was mayor of Alexandria. Arter he had sot on the throne awhile
they all jumped on him at once like a batch of Irish on a sick nig-

ger. He fell on the floor with a percussion that would a made him
feel like he’d been ridin bare back on a Keokuk livery stable horse
for a month, if he’d lived. When he drapped, the turkey-tailed
gal flinched, and grunted a sympathetic “ugh,” and everybody in
the neighborhood laughed at her. But it wasn’t the gal’s fault—
she had for once got wrapped up in the play, and I spose that was
the only part she entirely comprehended, cause I seen hor slip down
in the street the other day.

Finally, the play was done, and I reached over to the wilted mus-
tache, and says I: “Squire, can you tell me what Mr. Cesar’s
agoin to play next?” He wheeled hisself around sudden, and says
he: “Don Cesar— he be damn’d sir.” “Oh, gracious sakes, don’t
swear so hard,” says I, horrerfied. “I ain’t swearin,” says he, and
he pinted out the play on the bill of fare —“I said Don Cesar de
Bazan, sir.” I seen through it, then, in a minnit, so I told him it

was sufficient— no apologies wasn’t necessary.

I changed my seat now, and took a pew in front, so I could see
plum back into the kitchen of the concern, if they should take away
the cities and woods and things. Proppin my feet up on the railin,

I thought I’d take it comfortable like. Jes then, them fellers in
the pit as they call it (and I guess, Mr. Editors, some of ’em ’ll

get into a dern sight deeper pit than that, afore you git to heaven)
went to hollerin “Boots. Boots. Boots.” like all natur. Thinks
I, that s fun, and I went to hollerin too, though I didn’t know wat
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it meant. When I got at it they all pitched in^ouder-n

.

that gal like to a shook all her tail feathers out a laughin. Dutch

"me, “Take your feet down, you dern ledderhet, it’s you

Z makesi dish fuss.” Dang my buttons if I

chargin when I found they was xnakm fun of me, and I ns rig P,

puttin my hat on the extreme side of my head, and sticking y

thums in the armholes of my vest, and commenced a little oration,

so -“Gentlemen and Ladies-I’m a peaeable stranger from Keo-

kuk and my name is Thomas Jefferson u

“ Hurrah for old Keokuk.” “Go it, Snodgrass,” yelled^ purga-

tory fellers, and in a twinklin a couple of police had sot me d

in the street, advisin me to go to the devil and not to come back

there any more. Now, Mister Editors, Saint Louis may fizzle out

and be derned. .. .

Yours, with lacerated feelmks,

Thomas Jefferson Snodgrass.

Cincinnati, Nov. 14, 1856.

Mister Editor :
— Well, now, dang me skin if I don’t feel rather

curus, “so far from home and all them that’s dear to me ,
as the

bordin-school gals say the Srst time they write to their friends

still, I ain’t takin on about it to speak of— all the difference I k

see is, I feel a little more religious, maybe, when I get a little sick,

th

You know ^arter going down there to St. Louis, and seein so many

wonderful things, I wanted to see more— so I took a notion to go

a travelin, so as to see the world, and then write a book about it-

a kind o daily journal like- and have all in gold on the back of

it “Snodgrass’ Dierrea”, or somethin of that kind, like other

authors that visits forren parts. I could’nt keep still so at last I

went and got a map, so as to find out the shortest way to Cincin.

nati, and after examining of it keerfully, I come to the conclusion

that about the best way was to go back to Keokuk, and from Keokuk

to Quincy, and from Quincy to Chicago, and from Chicago to

Indianapolis, and then down to the end of my ultimate destination.

And the result of it all is that I am here, safe and sound, and 1

would recommend every body to take the same road, and derned

if they won’t see sights.

Now, as I’m going to say somethin about this voyage, I guess II

commence at Keokuk, bein' as that’s the general startin pint of the
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inhabitants of North America. I went down one night to the rail-
road office there, purty close onto the Laclede House, and bought
about a quire of yaller paper, cut up into tickets— one for each
railroad in the United States, I thought, but I found out arter-
wards, that Alexandria and Boston airline was left out— and then
got a baggage feller to take my trunk down to the boat, where he
spilled it out on the levee, bustin it open and shakin out the con-
tents, consisting of “guides” to Chicago, and “guides” to Cincin-
nati, and travelers guides, and all kinds of sich books, not except-
ing a “guide to heaven”, which last aint much use to a feller in
Chicago, I kin tell you. Finally, that thar fast packet quit ringing
her bell, and started down the river— but she hadn’t gone mor’n
a mile, till she run clean up on top of a sand bar, whar she stuck
till plum one o’clock, spite of the Captain’s swearin,— and they
had to set the whole crew to cussin at last, afore they got her off.

That sand bar was a aggravating thing, anyhow, as we was runnin
a race with an old feller with a carpet bag, who calculated it was
good exercise to walk to Quincy, and he got about half a day’s
start of us. However, when we did get off, you ought to a seen
that old steamboat slingin sand with them wheels of hern. She’d
got her Irish up now, and din’t keer a scratch for bars and nothin
else and away she went walkin down the river on four inches of
water, and jumpin over three acre patches of dry land, jest as
though she had legs. The old man and her had a mighty tight
race of it, and she only saved herself by takin a nigh cut across the
bottom, comin in fifteen minutes ahead. We had to get off the
boat here, and go in the omnibuses to the cars. My fare down to
Quincy was a dollar and a quarter, and porterage about four dol-
lars and a half, which is mighty moderate, and people oughtn’t to
complain, for though the packet company makes money, they can’t
afford to hire porters at ten dollars a month, and no reasonable
human being could expect to have his overcoat keerfully preserved
into the baggage room, while he’s eatin dinner, without payin a
quarter for it— it’s worth nine cents a minit.
When we got to the depo, I went around to get a look at the iron

hoss. Thunderation. It wasn’t no more like a hoss than a meetin
house. If I was going to describe the animule, I’d say it looked

derned if I know what it looked like, unless it was a regular
old he-devil, snortin fire and brimstone out of his nostrils, and
puffin out black smoke all round, and pantin, and heavin, and
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swellin, and a ehawin up red hot coals like they was good. A feller

stood in a little house like, feedin him all the time, but the more he

got the more he wanted, and the more he hlowed and snorted.

After a spell the feller catched him by the tail, and great Jerie ,

he set up a yeU that split the ground more’n a mile “
the next miuit I felt my legs a waggin, and found myself at t othe

end of the string of vehiekles. I wasn't skeered but I had three

chills and a stroke of palsy in less than five minutes, and my face

had a curus brownish-yaHer-green-bluish color m it, which was per-

fectly unaccountable.
, T

“Well” says I, “comment is superfluous. And I took my

seat in the nearest wagin, or car, as they call it-a consumed

great long steamboat-lookin thing with a string of litt e pews down

each side, big enough to hold about a man and a half ^st as 1

sat down the hoss hollered twice, and started off like a streak,

pitchin me head first at the stomach of a big Irish woman and she

give a tremedjust grunt and then ketched me by the head and

crammed me under the seat, and when I got out and staggered o

another seat, the cars was a jumpin and tearm along atnigh Un

forty thousand miles an hour and everybody was a bobbin up and

down like a mill saw, and every wretch of ’em tad his mout

stretched wide open and looked like they was a laflfin, but I couldn

hear nothin, the cars kept sich a racket.

Bimeby they stopped all at once, and then sich a laff busted out

of them passengers as I never hearn before. Laffin at me too,

that’s what made me mad, and I was mad as thunder too. I ns

up, and shakin my fist at ’em, says I, “Ladies and gentlement loo v

a here I’m a peaceable stranger—” and away went the tram,

went like the small pox was in town, jerkin me down in the seat

with a whack like I’d been thrown from the moon, and their cussed

mouths flopped open and the fellers went to bobbin up and down

again. I put on an air of magnanimous contempt like, and took no

more notice of ’em and very naturally went to bobbin up and down

myself. T

I jest took a peep out of the winder, and drat my buttons, if I

wasn’t astonished at the way that rail road was a gittm over the

ground. I tell you, Mr. Editor, it made a rail fence look like a

fine tooth comb, and the air actually turned blue.m the. vicinity.

Thinks I if that devil at the other end of the train’s going home

tonight, it won’t take him long to get there. Bimeby the second
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clerk came a staggerin in hollerin “Tickets. Tickets.” When he

come to me I told him I wasn’t going to stop— I was going to

Chicago. “Well, give me your ticket.” “Not by a derned sight,”

says I. “You can’t come any o them tricks on me, old feller. You
can’t get my ticket and then stick me ashore at the first wood yard
your old cook stove stops at.” First he got mad, and then he got

tickled, but when he found he wasn’t making much, he like to a

skeered me to death, threatening to throw me overboard— so I

yielded in a condescending manner and traded my yaller ticket for

a red one, which wasn’t Sunday school fashion, where you get ten

red tickets for one of tother color. Arter that, he made a regular

practice of comin in every two minutes hollerin “Tickets”. It’s

my opinion he’s a darn nuisance, and ought to be turned out of

the company. If a feller was to travel on that road for a week,

that clerk and the peanut boy would pester him to death between
’em.

It didn’t take me long to get used to the cars, and then I begun
to put on airs like an old traveler— stickin my feet over the back
of the next pew, puttin my ticket in my hat band, pretending to go
to sleep, and so on, and never lettin on to keer a cent where we was
going to. So, when a feller asked me if I thought we would make
the connection, not wantin to appear green, I told him “No, dern
the connection,” but I couldn’t imagin what that “connection”
meant, no how. Another feller asked me what was the next town,

and I told him Chicago. (I didn’t know the name of any other

place on the road, and I had to tell him somethin, to keep up ap-

pearances)
,
and the blasted fool got off there. Served him right—

he’d no business going so far away from home without havin his

mother along. At last, after skimmin over a pooty big arm of

Lake Michigan, they call it— where I couldn’t see nothin solid

for the ears to rest on— we got to that place Chicago, which they
say is Old Nick’s local agency for the world. The cars run into a

tremendous house, about as big as Warsaw, and as soon as they

stopped, more’n three hundred fellers come a cracking their whips
around and hollerin: “Baggage for the Massasoit House” and
“Carriages for United States Hotel” and “Passengers for the

Little Miami Railroad,” “Here’s carriage for G’lena ’n Sh’cago
Railroad,” “Gentlemen going east take Suth’n Mish’gan Indianan
Railroad,” and so on, every feller hollering as loud as the very
Dickens would let him. Directly a feller commenced yell in “This
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way, gentlemen. This way with your checks. This way.” Then

another feller commenced grabbin up trunks and looking at a brass

thing hangin to ’em, and hollerin out the number he found on it

— then as soon as some feller in the crowd would hand m a number

like it, he’d slam the trunk down with all his might in the depo—
and he was a pooty strong feller too.

“Two hundred and forty-two, Nor’n cross”, Here—
(Slam goes the trunk.) “Nine hundred and sixty-eight, G Jena

and Chicago.” “968”. “Four hundred and thirty-seven, 111 noy

central.” “All right 437.” “Say, let that baggage alone.

‘
‘ Where ’s my hat ?

” “ Oh, thunder, who ’s seen my wife ?
” “ Gen-

tlemen goin south take seats in the train at the far side of depo-
goin east, take seats in cars on middle track.” “Put down that

trunk— b
’longs to Mishigan Central.” “You’r a liar.” You i

another,” and away they go at it, pitchin into each other like dogs,

till the depo police pitches into them and takes ’em off to the watch

house. . ,

Now its amusin to notice how keerful them fellers is with bag-

gage (that’s a kind of sarcastified remark— understand) . I see

’em knock a hole in the floor— 3 inch oke plank— with a trunk

not much bigger ’n a carpet sack— and that’s a unpolished fact.

I shivered there considerable of a spell, waiting for my baggage, and

finally got the bottom half of my trunk, what had the check on it,

and bimeby my vallis made its appearance, with shirts and cravats

hangin out at one end, and socks and collars at t’other lookm

considerable like a Irishman that’s jest got out of a New Orleans

l’ection riot— and dern my cats if I’d a knowd it was a vallis

at all, only for a piece of my name what got left on the end of it,

(by mistake, spose) for it didn’t look no more like that article than

a steembote. After I got the balance of my trunk, I shoved out

for the Massasawit House, and put up for a spell.

I know it’s fashionable to describe hotels, and tell how much they

cost, but I reckon it aint necessary for me to do so— specially as I

don’t know nothin about that hotel, only— they charge enutf.

Chicago’s a great place, but I ain’t going to say nothing about it,

only jest this, that when you feel like tellin a feller to go to the

devil, tell him to go to Chicago— it’ll anser every purpose, and is,

perhaps, a leetle more expensive.

Next day I started for Cincinnati— and as this letter is growed

pooty long, I’ll only say that there’s more blacksmith shops in
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Indiana than anywhere else in the world, and I calculate we stopped

at every dern one there was in the whole state. The cars would run

about three hundred yards, and holler and stop— and so on till

we got to Indianapolis, and took the midnight thunder-an-lightnin

train, and arter that we come a tearin down here at the rate of

four hundred and thirty-seven miles a minute, leavin the rail

track red hot behind us— in some places it melted.

Your’s, what’s left of me.

Snodgrass.

Cincinnati, March 14th, 1857.

Mister Editor : — It must be, that some people think your umble

sarvent has “shuffled off this mortal quile” and bid an eternal

adoo to this subloonary atmosphere— nary time. He aint dead,

but sleepeth. That expreshun are figerative, and go to signerfy

that he’s pooty much quit scribblin.

It’s been cold here, Mr. Editor. And when I asserts that fact,

people can take it for granted I mean its been mighty nasty par-

ticler cold— a considerable sight coler’n coffee at the seckond

table. Fust it snowed, and snowed, and snowed, tell you actilly

couldn’t see the mud in the streets. Next it kivered up and blotted

out the sines, and continued on tell all the brick houses looked like

the frame ones, and visy versy— and at last, when it did stop, you
couldn’t a told Cincinnati from the Rocky Mountains in January.

The Ohio river was friz to the bottom— which warn’t no great

shakes in the freezing line, considering that krick aint never got

more’n forty barls of water in it, no how— and the steamboats

were friz to the airth, and the Dutch was friz to the sour-kraut

kegs, and the preachers was friz to thor parsonages, and somehow I

think the Devil hisself got ketched and had to winter in the durned
uncomfortable town.

Well, in course, coal went up and fires went down. People

couldn’t neither beg, nor steal, nor borry the preshus truck— and
buyin was clean out of the question, seein that they asked seventeen

cents an ounce for it, and not keerin much about sellin it anyhow.
Things got to sich a pass that the poor porshuns of the sitizens

wanted the Mayor to discontinuer the use of the steam fire injuns,

cause when a house would conflaggerate, them eternal noosances

would drowned it out afor they could git warm. Gold dust warnt
worth no more’n coal dust, and in course the blasted Jews got to
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adulterating the fuel. They mixed it

ge

*

u‘“e
of eoal dust to a tun of ground pepper ^***** “ ®

y **

one of ’em till he warn’t fit to assoshiate with Jeemes horde

half of the little circumstance. You see tnat wiuu

trotting after Recorders and Postmasters and sieh

more’n a good while -and the Curoner s jury that sot on h

“raped up the orders she’d got and sold ’em to the paper mill at

taTcents a pound, elearin about four dollars and a half by the

speculation Now only think what a mercantile education moug

l
P
d"e for the unfortunit daughter of Eve. (I »y “daughter of

Eve ” meanin it as kinder figerative or poetastical like for

git, now, whether the Irish come from our Eve, or n0
\\ .

I reckon I orter tell you about the little adventer I^had tother

night, but drat if it don’t work me worse n caster oil just

°f

Iwas a santerin up Walnut Street, feelin pooty nice and hum-

min to myself that good old Metherdis hymn I learnt at class meetm

in Keokuk, commencin

:

“Boston isn’t in Bengal,

And flannel drawers aint made of tripe

:

Lobsters don’t wear specs at all,
_ ?j

And cows don’t smoke the German pipe,

when a young lady with a big basket birsted m on my revery.

Tay mister,” says she„“is your name-” “Snodgrass,” says I

wonderin how on airth she knowed me. “The very man I wanted
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to see,” says she. “The dev— dickens, ” says I. “Yes, and I’ve
always hearn you was sich a good, kind feller, that I allers wanted
to have a talk with you.” “By jings, madam, I am glad to hear
you talk so. I’m just as much at your service as if I was your own
grandmother.” “Yes, you’r just the man, and now I’ve got some-
thing to tell you. But bless my life (lookin skeered), I’ve left

my portmoney in the grocery around the corner. If you would
please to hold my basket tell I go and git it, Mr. Snobrags, I’ll

never forget you.” “With the allfiredest pleasure in the world,
madam— but Snodgrass,” says I, correctin her as I took the big
basket. And away she went around the corner, leavin me as happy
as a dog with two tails. Thinks I, I’ll galant that gal home, and
then (she’s already struck with my personal appearance) she’ll
ask me to come again— spect she’s rich as a Jew. No doubt the
old man’ll take a likin to me (changing the heavy basket to tother
arm) and he’ll ask me to call around. In course I’ll come, and
come often, too, and when about a dozen of that gal’s sweethearts
find me a shinin up so numerous they’ll challenge me (changin the
basket agin). I’ll jest take ’em across the river to Kaintuck and
shoot ’em down like pole cats. That’ll fetch the old man. He’ll
think I ’m the devil hisself. He ’ll come and tel me how many banks
and railroads he owns, and ask me to marry his darter. And I’ll

do it— but hold on— by the eternal smash, where’s that gal took
herself off to? Seems to me she’s having a arful chase arter that
portmoney of her’s. So I shove out arter her, which was dern
sensible, considerin she’d been gone a hour and a half.

Pooty soon there commenced the eternalist, confoundest, damna-
tionist kickin in that basket, follered by the eternalist, confoundist
squallin that you ever heard on. I run to the gas lamp and jerked
off the kiver, and there was the ugliest, nastiest, oneriest he-baby I
ever seed in all my life. “Sold, by Jeminy. Dern the baby. Oh
Lordy, Lordy, Lordy,” says I, blubberin like a three-year-old.
“Dang yer skin, don’t make sich a racket.”
But it wouldn’t do to stand there with that basket full of baby

lungs, raisin the devil and the perlice all over the neighborhood.
So I gathered up the traps and broke for home like a quarter-hoss.
cussin at every jump, and mixin it up with what the woman said,
and grittin my teeth like a tobbacker worm. “Often hearn of me— lost her portmoney— kind, good man.” 0 Lordy, Snodgrass,
you’re a fool. “Never forget me.” Wish to jeewhillikins I could
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forget her. 0 Lordy, what’ll I do with the baby? Snodgrass

you’re a blasted, eternal, onmitigated fool. And so I ranted and

cussed tell I got home to my own room.

Then the thing quit hollerin and I locked the door. Becomm a

leetle composed, I took the tongs and lifted the critter out of the

basket, so as to get a good look at it. Well, the Yarmint kept so quiet

that it kinda fooled me, and I thought I might ventur on makm a

face at it, throwin my hands up like claws and makm a leetle small

jump at it, jest by way of revenge, you know. Now right thar is

where Snodgrass missed it. Sich a yell as skeered animals sot up—
shucks, a shiveree wasn’t nothing longside it. In course I had to

grab it, to keep it from wakin the dead before Resurrection Day,

and I walked it, and tossed it, and cussed it, till the sweat run o

my carcass to the amount of a barl at least. 0 Lordy, warn’t I in

agony of sufferin ?

“Sh-h-h,” says I, tossin the brat, “there now, there, there, your

mother is coming (singing a leetle occasionally) ;
’ockey by baby,

in the tree top, when the wind blows— there now, poor little dear

— when the wind blows— oh, darn your everlastin yaller skin,

won’t you never dry up?” But it wasn’t no go. The baby

wouldn’t quit cryin, so I sot baby, basket and all under the bed

and piled ole clothes on ’em, tell I was pooty certain the cretur

wouldn’t freeze, if it didn’t smuther, and I turned in.

Well, Mister Editor, it’s no use harryin up my feelings by dwell-

in on the onpleasant epox of my kareer, therefore I’ll jest mention

that arter standing guard over that infant all the next day to keep

the sarvent girls from gettin a sight of it, I was ketched by a per-

liceman about midnight down to the river, trying to poke the dang

thing through a hole in the ice. They raised the dickins about it

the day arter. The crowd into the court room let out their opin-

yons pooty free, and I tell ye I was riled when I hearn a young

lady say that “the poor innocent little cherub ort to be put out of

the reach of its onnateral father.” “Onnateral, thunder,” says I,

bustin out all at wunst. “Fine the prisoner ten dollars for con-

tempt of court,” yells the judge. “Fine and be—” but they didn’t

let me finish. They lugged me off and locked me up, and never let

me out till I promised—
No, sir, I swar I won’t tell what I promised them sharks. But

twixt you and me somethin dark’s goin to happen. It appears to

me that that baby’ll larn to swim yit afore its six weeks older—
pervided it don’t perish in the attempt.
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I reckon I ’ll bid you adoo, now, Mister Editor, and go on tryin

to find out the meanin of the verse that says: “Of such is the

kingdom of Heaven,” and several other passyges. “Onnateral

father,” dern my skin, I wish I war, well, never mind.

Yours, et cetery, Snodgrass.

Keokuk Daily Post, Apl. 10, 1857.

It would appear, then, in the light of the above consider-

ations and the letters themselves, that Sam Clemens made

not only one beginning in Keokuk, as Paine asserts, refer-

ring to the after-dinner speech which Clemens made at the

printers’ festival, but also another— that of planning a

series of travel sketches, precisely the type of thing upon

which Mark Twain’s early fame rested. The Keokuk epi-

sode was indeed short, shorter even than Paine suspected,

for at the most it extended over a period of only fifteen

months, yet for Sam Clemens, just on the verge of twenty-

one, feeling unquestionably at least a dim perception of his

talents, penniless, and receiving from a brother who utterly

lacked business ability only uncashable promises, with ab-

solutely no prospects of advancement before him as a

printer— for such a Sam Clemens surely the Keokuk epi-

sode must have been crucial. It helps the reader to under-

stand the earnest tone in the letter announcing the Brazilian

adventure, which was by no means intended to be adventure

in the fictional sense, hut a young man’s desperate scheme

to get rich quick. If it was, as has already been noted, a

happy period of boyish fun, and perhaps of love making, it

was also a period of dissatisfactions and inner turmoil, a

period in which Sam Clemens the boy made important con-

cessions to Samuel Clemens the man.

When Clemens returned briefly to Keokuk on his way
from St. Louis to Cincinnati, it was probably his last visit

until 1867 when he returned there to deliver his ‘
‘ Sandwitch

Island” lecture. Paine, however, reports another visit, in
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1861 following Clemens’s career as a soldier in tlie Confed-

erate Army, and just prior to Ms departure to Nevada with

Orion. It would be profitless to go into a minute calculation

of Twain’s movements from the time he left the pilot house

of his steamboat at St. Louis in the late spring of that year,

to July 18th when he and Orion left St. Louis for the West.

It seems improbable, however, that Clemens, especially

“Lieutenant” Clemens, returned to Keokuk at this time.

In view of his recent Southern military connections, it

might have proved exceedingly unwise, for durmg these

very days the First Iowa Regiment was going into canton-

ment there, and Keokuk was tremendously stirred with

patriotic fervor. But aside from this consideration, we find

in Molly’s Note Booh an entry to the effect that “Orion left

Keokuk on the 4th of July to visit his sister P. A. Moffett

in St. Louis. There he met and prevailed upon Sam to go

to his new home with him. ”

A final item that relates Sam Clemens to Keokuk during

these early years is the publication of the following letter

in the Keokuk Gate City on November 20, 1861.

Carson City, Nevada Ter.,

Oct. 26, ’61.

Dear Mother

:

You asked me in your last letter to tell you about the country

tell everything just as it is— no better and no worse— and do let

nonsense alone.— Very well, then, Ma, since you wasted a consider-

able portion of your life in an unprofitable effort to teach me to

tell the truth on all occasions, I will repay you by dealing strictly

in facts just this once, and by avoiding “nonsense” for which you

seem to entertain a mild sort of horror.

Thus: “Gold Hill” (which is the name of the finest gold bearing

Quartz ledge in this vicinity) sells at $5,000 a foot, cash down;

‘Wild cat’ isn’t worth 10 cents. And thus: Nevada Territory is

fabulously rich in gold, silver, copper, lead, coal, iron, quicksilver,

marble, granite, desperadoes, ladies, children, lawyers, Christians,

gamblers, Indians, Chinamen, Spaniards, sharpers, coyotes, (pro-

nounced as ki yo-ties,) preachers, poets and jackass-rabbits.
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Furthermore : it never rains here, and the dew never falls. No
flowers grow here and no green thing gladdens the eye. The birds

that fly over the land carry their provisions with them. Only the

crow and the raven tarry with us. Our city lies in the midst of a

desert of the purest, most unadulterated and uncompromising

sand— in which infernal soil nothing but that fag-end of vege-

table creation, “Sage-brush,” is mean enough to grow. If you
will take a lillipution cedar tree for a model, and build a dozen imi-

tations of it with the stiffest article of telegraph wire— set them
one foot apart and then try to walk through them— you will

understand, (provided the floor is covered twelve inches deep with

sand,) what it is to travel through a sage-brush desert.— When
crushed, sage-brush emits an odor which isn’t exactly magnolia,

and equally isn’t exactly polecat, but a sort of compromise between

the two. It looks a good deal like grease-wood, and is probably the

ugliest plant that was ever conceived of. It is gray in color. On
the plains sage-brush and grease-wood grow to about twice the

size of common geranium, and, to my thinking, are very good sub-

stitutes for that very useless vegetable. Greaswood is a perfect

imitation, in miniature, of the live-oak tree, “baring” the color

of it. As to the other fruits and flowers of the country, there aint

any except “tula,” a species of unpoetical rush, that grows on the

banks of the Carson,— a river, ma mere, twenty yards wide, knee-

deep, and so villainously rapid and crooked, that it looks like it had
wandered into the country without intending it, and had run about

in its hurry to get out again before some thirsty man came along

and drank it up.

I said we are situated in a flat, sandy desert. True. And sur-

rounded on all sides by such prodigious mountains that when you
stand at a distance from Carson and gaze at them awhile,— until,

by mentally measuring them, and comparing them with things of

smaller size, you begin to conceive of their grandeur, and next to

feel their vastness expanding your soul like a balloon, and ulti-

mately find yourself growing, and swelling, and spreading into a

colossus, and I say when this point is reached, you look di stain fully

down upon the insignificant village of Carson, reposing like a

cheap print away yonder at the foot of the big hills, and in that

instant you are seized with a burning desire to stretch forth your

hand, put the city in your pocket, and walk off with it.

Now, although we are surrounded by sand, the greater part of
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the town is built upon what was once a very pretty grassy spot

;

and the streams of pure water that used to poke about it m rural

sloth and solitude, now pass through our dusty streets and gladden

the hearts of men by reminding them that there is at least some-

thing here that hath its prototype among the homes they left be-

hind them.

And up “King’s Canon,” (please pronounce can-yon, after the

manner of the natives,) there are ranches, or farms, where they say

hay grows; and grass, and beets, and onions, and turnips and

other “truck,” which cows are fond of— yea, and even potatoes

grow there— a vegetable eminently proper for human consump-

tion
;
also cabbages, peas and beans.

? ?

The houses are mostly frame, and unplastered; but “papered”

inside with flower-sacks sewed together— with the addition, in

favor of the parlor, of a second papering composed of engravings

cut from “Harper’s Weekly;” so you will easily perceive that the

handsomer the “brand” upon the flower sack is, the more spirited

the pictures are, the finer the house looks. There are several stone

buildings here, and in the course of time, Ma, there will be several

more. On account of the dryness of the atmosphere, the shingles

on the houses warp until they look very much like they would be

glad to turn over, and lie awhile on the other side.

Notwithstanding the extraordinary mixture of folks which I

mentioned in the beginning of my letter, one can find as good so-

ciety, here, of both sexes, as any Christian need desire. Please do

not forget that.

Behold, I have spoken the truth concerning this land. And now,

for your other questions, which shall be answered tersely, promptly,

and to the point: First—“Do I go to church every Sunday?’’

Answer—‘
‘ Scasely.

’
’ Second—‘

‘ Have you a church in Carson ?
’ ’

We have— a Catholic one— but, to use a fireman’s expression, I

believe “they don’t run her now.” We have also Protestant ser-

vice nearly every Sabbath in the schoolhouse. Third ‘
‘ Are there

many ladies in Carson?” Multitudes— probably the handsomest

in the world. Fourth—“Are the citizens generally moral and re-

ligious ?
’

’ Prodigiously so. Fifth—‘
‘When my old friends ask me

how you like Nevada, what reply shall I make?” Tell them that I

am delighted with it. It is the dustiest country on the face of the

earth— but I rather like dust. And the days are very hot— but

you know I am fond of hot days.— And the nights are cold— but
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one always sleeps well under blankets. And it never rains here—
but I despise a country where rain and mud are fashionable. And
there are no mosquitoes here— but then I can get along without

them. And there are scorpions here— and tarantulas or spiders,

as big as a mouse— but I am passionately fond of spiders. Tell

them I never liked any country so well before— and my word on

it, you will tell them the truth.

Tell Aunt Mary that I am sorry she thought I intended to study

law, because to my mind, that is proof positive that her excellent

judgment has erred this time. I do not love the law. And besides,

there are many young lawyers here, and I am too generous to al-

low the glare from my lamp of genius to dim the feeble lustre of

their two-penny dips. In a word you know— I don ’t want to be

the means of showing them how little the Lord has done for them.

And while on the subject, let me hint to the craft that fees in this

territory are large— and also
;
that although there is a shining

array of legal talents here, there is still room in the firmament for

another star or so.

While at breakfast this morning I received a telegraphic dis-

patch worded as follows, and have delayed my letter in order to

insert it

:

China Town, Oct. 26,— 8 A. M.
‘

‘ Dear Sam : — My brother George died this morning at half

past two o’clock— come down.

Wm. H. Claggett.”

I shall go down in the stage at noon and render Billy all the

assistance in my power, in his hour of distress. For the present,

goodbye.

S. L. C.

Feed W. Lokch

Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts

Ames Iowa
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Henry Roddis, an early settler in northwestern Iowa and

a pioneer in the agricultural development of that section o

the State, was born near the battlefield of Naseby in North-

amptonshire, England, in 1841. His mother was Scotch

and a descendant of John Law of Mississippi Bubble fame

He was educated at the Latin School of Northampton and

to the end of his fife was proud of having been a student a

that ancient institution. In the traditional manner of the

British boy of the G. A. Henty stories, he ran away to sea,

and made his first voyage to America as a cabm boy. He

was then fourteen. He returned to school after this esca-

pade, and was a young man of twenty-three when he came

to the United States to serve as a clerk for an uncle who was

engaged in the export business in Milwaukee. This uncle,

one of the members of the newly organized Milwaukee

Board of Trade, is credited with having sent the first ship-

ment of grain direct from Milwaukee to Liverpool. He

failed in business in 1865 and his nephew was faced with

the necessity of seeking a living for himself and his young

wife, for in this same year he had married Clara E.

Schlinger, whose people had emigrated from Germany after

the Revolution of 1848 and settled in Milwaukee.

It was an unfavorable time to find employment. The War

of the Rebellion had just come to a close and the disbanded

armies were pouring back to civil pursuits. There were

many men but little work or money. The newly enacted

Homestead Act now proved its value and among those who

took advantage of it was Henry Roddis. He had traveled

as an agent for his uncle in southern Wisconsin, northern

Hlinois, and central Iowa, and in the latter area he now
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sought a place to establish his home. He first rented a

small farm in Jasper County, Iowa, but remained there for

less than a year, going in the spring of 1866 to Cherokee

County in northwestern Iowa where he homesteaded on the

NW1/4 of Section 28, Township 92 (Sheridan Township),

Range 41. This rich and now populously settled part of

the State then had only a few scattered settlers. The coun-

try was a beautiful rolling prairie, carpeted with wild

grasses and flowers. Along the course of the Little Sioux

River were bold bluffs heavily timbered with hardwood.

Not till 1871 when the Illinois Central Railway was built

through to Sioux City did the town of Cherokee begin to

appear at the present site. It had at first only a depot and
a postoffice. Meriden, five miles north of the Roddis home-
stead, was then called Hazzard. Cleghorn was four miles

distant from the farm. The Spinhorneys, Walters, Pecks,

and Zimmers came in the summer of 1868 as well as the

Hogans, Reynolds, and O’Boyles. The Lauries, Addeys,
and Peter Holm came still later. English, Scotch, German,
and Irish names were found in about equal numbers among
these early settlers. Laurie was Scotch and one of the

daughters was named Annie. Peter Holm was a Dane.
The first shelter built on the Roddis homestead was of

sod. This was used for one summer while the owner built a

frame house 12 x 20 in size. The lumber for this house was
hauled from Sioux City, a distance of seventy miles and a
four day journey by team. The main part of the farm
house was added in 1875, a structure 24 x 24 with 12 foot

posts, a pretentious building for those days and that pio-

neer community.

The first trees planted on the homestead were from maple
seed secured from Perry. They came from the banks of

the Sioux River a short distance from the site of the present
town of Cherokee. Roddis broke the tough stubborn sod of
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the prairie with an axe and planted the seeds. This was m

the spring of 1869. At the same time he set out several

saplings of maple, cottonwood, and a number of willow cut-

tings. The same year he set out an orchard. It comprised

an area of about one quarter of an acre and contained

fifteen Miner plum trees and a number of Hyslop and

Transcendent crabs. A single representative of the

Wealthy apple, which had recently been developed at Ex-

celsior, Minnesota, was added to the trees of this small

plot. This fine apple had been developed by Peter M.

Gideon from seed of the Cherry crab that had come from

Bangor, Maine. The fruit was first described in the West-

ern Farmer in 1869 and it was the account in this periodical

that led to the planting of what was probably the first

Wealthy in the State of Iowa. At the same time currants,

gooseberries, blackberries, and raspberries were planted,

and a barberry hedge. The orchard was constantly en-

larged and eventually contained about ten acres. The set-

ting out of forest trees was carried on at the same time.

By 1885 this grove consisted of about five acres of soft

maple, box elder, cottonwood, willow, larch, locust, and

Black Hills pine. In addition there was about one acre of

black walnut and butternut trees and a vineyard of the

same extent containing black, white, and red grapes. A

more unusual venture was the planting of a large mulberry

grove not only for the fruit but for the purpose of feeding

silkworms. The trees, which were the red mulberry variety,

grew well and produced a good quality and quantity of mul-

berries, but the growing of silkworms was a failure due to

the long cold winters and the lack of practical knowledge of

the subject on the part of the amateur silk grower.

It must be remembered that at this time it was generally

believed that many of the varieties of fruit planted could

not be grown so far north in the Mississippi Valley. Doubt
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and open derision was expressed by many at attempts to

grow apples, cherries, vegetables, flowers, and many vari-

eties of shade trees in that climate. The demonstration
that they could be grown successfully was of great impor-
tance from the standpoint of the horticultural history of the

area and many orchards and flower and vegetable gardens
of northwestern Iowa would not have been planted so early

if it had not been for this work in Cherokee County.
Another Cherokee County pioneer who was equally inter-

ested was H. M. Hinckley, a historian of many of the fea-

tures of the early settlement of the county, who is still

living. Mr. Hinckley was a warm friend of Mr. Roddis and
like him was greatly interested in horticulture. He was the

only early settler who encouraged and assisted the latter

and he was himself a pioneer grower of many varieties of

fruit in the new county. Both of these men closely followed
the course of Professor J. L. Budd’s expedition to Russia
in search of hardy varieties of apples. It was Professor
Budd’s contention that as the apple was grown successfully

in Russia in a climate as severe as that of northern Iowa,
the varieties found there might be suitable for the colder
sections of the United States. Professor Budd brought
back to Ames the first specimens of the valuable Oldenberg
group of apples and established contact with Russian
pomologists, particularly Dr. E. Regel and Dr. R. Shroeder
that led to the introduction of hundreds of varieties of
Russian apples by the Ames Experiment Station and the
United States Department of Agriculture. The first Duch-
ess of Oldenberg or Charlamoff apples and the first of the
justly celebrated Siberian crabs, the Tetofski, to be planted
in Cherokee County were on the Hinckley and Roddis home-
steads, and it was these two men who began to grow these
important varieties on a commercial scale as well as to
distribute grafts and buds to neighbors.
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An even more important event was the introduction of

red clover. The first crop of this plant grown m Sheridan

Township and probably the first in that section of the State

was grown on the Roddis farm in 1878. The stand was very

poor but the second year there was a splendid crop. The

knowledge of the value of legumes as a fertilizing agent

was fairly widespread and as soon as this experiment had

succeeded clover became a common crop throughout the

region.

During the first two summers Mr. Roddis had only one

horse but he began to acquire stock as soon as the land was

fenced. In 1885 he had a hundred head of grade horned

cattle, about a hundred and fifty hogs, a number of sheep,

and fifteen horses as well as chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys,

guineas, and pea fowls. With this increase in live stock he

rented additional land adjacent to the homestead and

farmed at that time about five hundred acres. In 1881 he

brought in a registered Shorthorn bull, King Philip II, the

first in western Cherokee County.

Grain at first was cut with the cradle. This was simply

a scythe with a small frame secured back of the blade to

catch the grain as it fell. As the cradle was swung back for

the next stroke, the grain cut on the previous stroke was

allowed to slip off the frame to the ground. The advantage

over the scythe was in leaving the grain in a long windrow

easily raked into bundles. Binding was done by hand with

' a wisp of grain. It required a powerful man to swing a

cradle all day in heavy grain and two acres was considered

a good day’s work.

The next improvement in harvesting small grain was the

“dropper”. This was a horse drawn mower with a cradle

to catch the grain and a reel to brush it off the cradle and

drop it on the ground, when a sufficient amount for a bundle

had accumulated. This was followed by the Marsh har-
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vester which was simply a dropper with a platform on
which one or two men stood and hound the bundles before

they were thrown to the ground. It was really a binder

with man power binding. The change to a mechanical bind-

ing device came with the advent of the McCormick self

binder. The horse drawn mower with sliding sickle ap-

peared in the early 70 ’s as did the horse drawn rake and
the riding cultivator.

Corn was then as now the principal Iowa crop. Many of

the settlers came from the corn States of Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois and were impressed at once by the adaptability of

the soil and climate of Iowa for corn growing. The prairie

sod was first broken with a heavy breaking plow often

drawn by oxen for there were not many heavy draft horses
in the western country and light horses were unsuited to

such work. Corn was invariably husked standing in the

field and was not cut and shocked as in the smaller fields of

timbered country. During several years when the price of

corn was but 8 to 10 cents a bushel, it was often burned for

fuel. This was before the day of the power corn sheller.

After this machine became commonly used, the cobs only
were burned. The whole corn made excellent fuel, develop-
ing a hot fire that did not have to be replenished as fre-

quently as the faster burning cobs.

Wheat and oats were about the only other field crops
commonly grown in addition to com and hay. The latter

was usually timothy. There was a little barley and rye
planted and small amounts of buckwheat and millet. Most
of the grain was fed to stock and marketed on the hoof.

Every fall after the railroad had been built the settlers

would ship steers, hogs, and sheep to Chicago. Prices were
low compared to the present. In the following table the
prices of beef, pork, and mutton as well as the common crop
grains are given for 1866, 1876, and 1928.
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Table of Prices of Live Stock and Grain

1866 1876 September, 1928

Cattle

Hogs

$4.00

8.69

$3.80

6.81

3.60

$17.00-$18.60

12.15- 13.30

11.75- 15.35
Sheep

Wheat 1.361 1.032 1.095

Oats

Corn

.314

.54

.316

.446

.415

1.015

No account of agricultural conditions in Cherokee County

between 1868 and 1890 is complete without reference to the

grasshopper years. This “plague of locusts” came in the

late summer of 1873. The greater part of the small gram

was in the shock, though about 25 per cent of it was yet

standing. The corn was in the tassel and the silk. One old

settler described the onslaught by saying that the locusts

came down like “the wolf on the fold”. Vast clouds of

grasshoppers swept in and settled on the fields. There have

been many skeptics who have expressed doubts as to the

stories that the sun was obscured by the moving masses of

insects but the evidence seems clear and certain that such

was the case. In any event the grasshoppers ate up the

crops in an incredibly short time. They ate the silk and

tassel of the corn. All the standing grain was riddled.

Grain in the shock escaped in some measure. The pests left

in September but returned in the following spring and

ruined all the small grain west of the Sioux River. The

young growing grain was cut off to the ground. They left

again “just ahead of a cold northwest storm” one narrator

informed me and never returned in sufficient numbers to

entirely destroy the crops though there were some other bad

grasshopper years notably in 1876 when they did much

damage. This grasshopper was the Rocky Mountain locust,

the. Melanoplus spretus of the entomologists. It was esti-

mated that the States of Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota, and
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Minnesota sustained losses amounting to many millions of

dollars in the years from 1873 to 1876 and thousands of

farmers in the northern part of the middle west were

brought to the point of starvation.

Mr. Roddis was also one of the pioneer school teachers of

Cherokee County and taught the school of his own district

for nearly thirty years. The occupation of farmer and

school teacher went well together, the winter season on the

farm furnishing a favorable time for outside duties. He
was also the secretary of the township school board for

twenty-one consecutive years. Although several times

urged to run for a county office or the State legislature, he

refused to do so and aside from the chairmanship of the

township school board held no other office except that of

justice of the peace in which capacity he served many years

both in Iowa and Minnesota.

In 1896, with many of the children grown and making
homes of their own, Mr. Roddis, then fifty-five years of age,

moved to central Minnesota and bought 184 acres of timber

land on the north shore of Lake Osakis. This was in Todd
County in the hardwood timber belt, the heart of the lake

country and one of the most beautiful parts of the State.

The work of opening a new farm here was even more diffi-

cult than on the Iowa prairie. Towns were relatively near
and the country fairly well settled but clearing the land of

timber and underbrush was a heavy task. “A strong back

and a weak mind” was the formula of the old backwoods-
men for the grubbing of stumps. This farm in Minnesota
was a fine piece of land, the soil a black sandy loam fer-

tilized by centuries of accumulations of leaf mold and de-

caying timber. Wheat was the staple crop of farmers.

Scarcely any corn was grown, for it was believed that the

summers were too short and cold. A settler from the corn
belt and an experimentalist in agriculture like Henry
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Eoddis was not ready to accept such a view. His optimism

was justified and he produced a field of six acres that

brought in 300 bushels of fine hard corn. This would not

be remarkable now but it was looked upon as unusual by

farmers of the vicinity at that time. The earlier maturing

and finer ears were selected for next season’s crop and

much seed was sold to neighbors with the result that by

actual demonstration as well as by his enthusiastic belief

that good corn yields could be obtained in Minnesota, he did

much to encourage the growing of this great crop m that

section of the State.

The dairy work of Professor T. L. Haecker of the College

of Agriculture of the University of Minnesota was begin-

ning to be felt throughout the State at that time and inter-

est in dairy farming was increasing. The building up of a

good grade dairy herd and a share in the establishment of a

creamery in the north part of Gordon Township were

among the tasks to which the former Iowa homesteader de-

voted himself. He was also a believer in hogs as an adjunct

of the dairy herd and was in the habit of citing Lorenzo di

Medici as an early exponent of this combination. He also

kept a small flock mostly Southdowns and Shropshires (he

was particularly partial to the former)
;
he favored Barred

Plymouth Pocks as a utility farm fowl but he was opposed

to the dual purpose cow. Both by example and voice he

was thus an advocate of what we now call diversified

farming.

It can be imagined that the man who planted one of the

first large orchards, vineyards, and mulberry groves in

northwestern Iowa would not forget horticulture in Minne-

sota. He devoted himself here, however, to small fruits,

particularly strawberries, planting an acre on the west side

of the knoll on which stood the farm house. Bederwood,

Glen Mary, Senator Dunlap, and Warfield were the princi-
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pal varieties and the bed proved very prolific. He experi-

mented with the single plant, matted bed, and matted row
system and decided in favor of the last. Some of the native

wild strawberries were transplanted from the nearby woods

to see if their flavor could not be retained and the size of the

berry increased by cultivation. Both he and wife were

ardent floriculturists and large flower gardens formed a

part of both the Iowa and Minnesota farms. Sweet briar

roses, peonies, the old fashioned shrubs such as snowballs,

lilacs, spireas, flowering currants, and syringas, surrounded

the house and in the flower garden were such old favorites

as monkshoods, asters, columbines, larkspurs, canterbury

bells, gladioli, hollyhocks, golden glows, fox gloves, phlox,

and stocks or gilly-flowers. At one time they had seventy

varieties of roses alone.

The vegetable garden was richly stocked with every sort

of garden crop and included many of the less usual sort of

garden products such as okra, salsify, broccoli, parsnips,

lentils, kohlrabi, water cress, corn salad, and Brussels

sprouts. His green peas were his particular garden pride

and he was accustomed in later years to plant three kinds,

the celebrated dwarf variety, Tom Thumb, the equally well

known Telephone pea, and the large Champion of England.

He made new plantings of these every two weeks and had

green peas nearly all summer. An attempt to grow peanuts

on the Minnesota farm was, however, a failure. The garden

always contained many of the potherbs so commonly used

in French and continental cookery such as anise, caraway,

sage, summer savory, dill, and sweet marjoram. One of the

peculiarities of the garden was the attempt to attract bees,

butterflies, and humming birds to it. For this purpose he

planted the Monarda didyma, known to beekeepers as Bee
Balm. A plant called the butterfly weed was used to attract

butterflies, and larkspur to draw humming birds.
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The home itself was rather remarkable. Built on a

wooded knoll on the site of an old Indian village, it was a

striking object from the lake or the opposite shore The

frame was of oak, the rooms spacious and a square tower

had been planned to add to its character as well as its com-

fort. An area of about twelve acres had been retamed

about the house as a sort of park, the underbrush having

been cleared away and dead and fallen timber removed

while the fine trees of the original forest were left standmg.

Such a place did not take much effort to sell, and an oppor-

tunity occurring in 1904, the farm that was bought eight

years before at $9.00 an acre was sold for $55. A farm

directly across the lake was purchased but the death of his

wife led him to sell this also. His children were grown and

he was alone.

He began to feel the long cold winters of the north and

after looking about for some time went to Missouri to de-

velop a 325 acre tract of wood land for one of his married

daughters. This land was in the Ozark Mountams near

Lebanon, Missouri, in the heart of the Shepherd of the

Hills, and Jesse James country. It was covered with oak

timber. The task was too much for a man of his years and

he was persuaded to go to Miami, Florida, where another

daughter was living. Here, however, he would not stay m
Miami itself. He had not used a portion of his homestead

right and he filed on an 80 acre tract near the present site

of*the town of Homestead, south of Miami. The building of

a house, the planting of grape fruit and orange groves,

vegetable and flower gardens, and the study of the semi-

tropical agriculture all new and interesting, occupied him to

his death which occurred in 1913 from broncho-pneumonia,

the “friend of the aged” as Osier has called it. He was ill

but four days and had previously been in active and vigor-

ous health. He had pioneered in four States.
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We are a little inclined to be astonished today at the cour-
age of these early settlers who so calmly faced loneliness,

isolation, monotony, separation from medical aid, and an
almost utter absence of what we call the “amenities of
life”. But they did not need our pity, for as a matter of
fact the records left by letters, reminiscences, and the
chronicles of these early communities show that the people
were comfortable, contented, and happy. Nearly all were
young, in good health, and were building homes and inde-
pendence for themselves and their children. The pleasures
of family life and work with crops, live stock, fruit, flowers,
building homes and barns filled their time full of interesting
tasks, enjoyment, and accomplishments. Then as the com-
munities became more populous, the church and school
added neighborhood interests. There were singing schools,
church suppers, “harvest homes”, dances, spelling bees,’

and similar social festivities that gave opportunities for
enjoyment to young and old. Social distinctions were un-
known and envy from this source reduced to a minimum.
That there were hardships and suffering is certain but it

must not be forgotten that there was pleasure and happi-
ness as well.

We are beginning to realize that these plow pioneers, the
successors of the hunter and fur trader, were the real
makers of our immense farm empire. They were the agri-
cultural Daniel Boones of the new country. There is no
desire to belittle the work of the men who built the rail-
roads, the bridges, the telegraph, and the towns, but only to
place beside them and ask that credit as empire builders be
given to the hundreds of thousands of men— bold, intelli-
gent, and forward looking— who first tilled the new coun-
try, planted the first orchards in it, reared the first herds
and flocks there, and labored to improve both plants and
animals. The Indian fighter and other similar pictur-
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esque figures have occupied the attraction of the popular

historian and the men who built up the farms and developed

a new variety of fruit or improved the yield of oats or corn

have been neglected. The career of Henry Eoddis has a

particular significance in that he was a representative of

this type of pioneer; the narrative of his life and work

portrays also the life and work of thousands of others

whose value to the country and to agricultural progress has

been great but who have received little credit or recognition

by the historian.

Louis H. Roddis

Washington D. C.
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Trails, Bails and War The Life of General G. M. Dodge. By J.

R. Perkins. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1929.

Pp. 371. Plates. The career of General Grenville M. Dodge was
a genuine contribution to railway pioneering and building in the

United States. His achievements stamp him as one of the great

engineers of all time. As a soldier in the Civil War, as a railroad

builder, and as an ardent and able friend of railroad promoters,

he achieved notable success. The author has succeeded well in de-

picting the real Dodge. He has centered attention on the achieve-

ments for which Dodge will ever be remembered. The volume is

published under the auspices of The Historical, Memorial and Art
Department of Iowa where the Dodge manuscripts had been de-

posited. The preparation and publication of the biography was
made possible through the cooperation of Edgar R. Harlan, Curator

of the Historical Department, under whose direction the Dodge
collection had been assembled. A list of sources, illustrations, and
an index add to the value of the book which is a distinct addition

to the history made by Iowans.

The Annual Report of the American Historical Association for

the Year 1923 has recently been distributed.

Andrew McNair and the Liberty Bell, by Mary D. Alexander,

is an interesting booklet recently published by the author.

Lincoln and Greeley, by M. L. Houser, has been printed in attrac-

tive booklet form and distributed by the author.

The Southern Frontier 1670-1732, by Yerner B. Crane, has been

printed by the University of Pennsylvania.

The Abraham Lincoln Association Bulletin for June contains an
article, Abraham Lincoln: A Japanese Interpretation, by Sumiko
Tokuda.
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The Fur-Trade and Early Western Exploration, by Clarence A.

Vandiveer, has been published by The Arthur H. Clark Company

at Cleveland.

The Forty-third Annual Report of the Bureau of American

Ethnology has been published by the United States Printing Of-

fice and distributed.

Early History of the Draper Family of Sussex County Delaware,

by Edwin Jaquett Sellers, has been published by the author at

Philadelphia.

Menomini Texts, by Leonard Bloomfield, forms Volume XII of

the Publications of the American Ethnological Society, edited by

Franz Boas.

Benefit of Clergy in England in the Later Middle Ages, by

Leona C. Gabel, has been published in Volume XIV of the Smith

College Studies in History.

Volume LXI of the Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings

has been distributed. It contains a wealth of historical informa-

tion on the old Bay State.

A Study of Judicial Administration in the State of Maryland,

by G. Kenneth Reiblich, has been published in the Johns Hopkins

University Studies in Historical and Political Science.

Farm Relief is the topic discussed in Volume CXLII of The

Annals of The American Academy of Political and Social Science,

issued in March, 1929.

Volume XXII of the Collections of the Connecticut Historical

Society has been published and distributed. This volume is de-

voted to the Records of the Particular Court of Connecticut 1639-

1663.

A Sketch of the Life of Horatio Seymour 1810-1886, by Alex-

ander J. Wall, Librarian of the New York Historical Society, has

recently been published by Seymour’s niece, Mrs. Charles S.

Fairchild.

The North Carolina Historical Commission has issued a North
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Carolina Manual for 1929. This volume, compiled and edited by
A. R. Newsome, Secretary of the Commission, contains a wealth

of information about the State.

The Catholic Historical Review for April contains the Proceed-

ings of the Ninth Annual Meeting American Catholic Historical

Association
;
an article on George Washington and Religion, by

John C. Fitzpatrick; and The Paschal Controversy under Pope
Victor I, by Charles L. Souvay.

The Negro as a Local Business Man, by J. H. Harmon, Jr.
;
The

Negro in Banking, by Arnett G. Lindsay; Insurance Business

among Negroes, by C. G. Woodson; and A Tragedy of the Seven-
teenth and Eighteenth Centuries, by William Renwick Riddell, are

articles and papers in The Journal of Negro History for April.

A new historical quarterly The Journal of Modern History

made its appearance in March. The Present Status of Modern
European History in the United States, by Chester P. Higby;
England and Denmark in the Later Days of Queen Elizabeth, by
Edward P. Cheyney; and Mr. Oversecretary Stephen, by Paul
Knaplund, are the leading articles in the first issue.

Volume II of the Dictionary of American Biography has been

published. It contains biographies from Barsotti, Charles to

Brazer
, John. In this volume is an excellent biographical sketch

of Horace Boies, Governor of Iowa from 1890 to 1894, written by
Benj. F. Shambaugh, Superintendent of the State Historical So-

ciety of Iowa.

Labor Parties in Japan, by Kenneth Colegrove
;
Social Order and

Political Authority, by John Dickinson
;
the Second Session of the

Seventieth Congress, by Arthur W. Macmahon; The National

Government of China, by Harold S. Quigley; and The “Dictator-

ship” in Yugoslavia, by Malbone W. Graham, Jr., are articles in

The American Political Science Review for May.

The American Historical Review for April contains an account
of The Meeting of the American Historical Association at Indian-
apolis ; The Present State of Studies on the English Exchequer in
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the Middle Ages, by Anthony B. Steel; and British Public Opinion

of the Peace with America in 1782, by Eunice Wead. Under

Documents, Annie A. Nunns contributes Some Letters of Salmon

P. Chase.

An article entitled Expansion of the Publications of the Depart-

ment of State, by Kenneth Colegrove, has been reprinted in booklet

form from The American Political Science Review. Another arti-

cle by Professor Colegrove, Functional Studies in International

Government with Special Reference to Japan, has been reprinted

as a booklet from the Proceedings of the Third Conference of

Teachers of International Law.

Americana for the second quarter of 1929 contains an account

of The First White Settlers of Staten Island, 1609-1664, by

Charles W. Leng and William T. Davis; The Old Bnck Capitol,

Washington, D. C., by Mary Frances Anderson ;
A Forgotten Presi-

dent— The Enigmatical “Little Magician,” Martin Van Buren,

by Cora Miley
;
and a History of Prohibition in Maine, by Colonel

Fred M. Dow.

The Southwestern Political and Social Science Quarterly for

March contains the following articles : The Mandates System and

Public Opinion, by Quincy Wright; International Finance and

Balance of Power Diplomacy, 1880-1914, by Jacob Viner; The

Success of Cooperation Among Livestock Producers in the United

States of America, by C. R. Fay; Early Meat Packing Plants in

Texas, by T. J. Cauley; and Racial Attitudes and Sentiments, by

Ellsworth Faris.

Chuckchee Tales, by Waldemar Bogoras, form the contents of

The Journal of American Folk-Lore, for July-September, 1928.

This number was issued in March, 1929. The number for April-

June, 1928, contains The Yuman Musical Style, by George Her-

zog
;
Miwok and Porno Myths, by J. de Angulo and L. S. Freeland

;

Yurok Tales, by Jean Sapir
;
Folktales from Grand Lake Victoria,

Quebec, by D. S. Davidson
;
and Hunting Superstitions in Southern

Oregon, by Kimball Young and T. D. Cutsforth.
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WESTERN AMERICANA

The Eleventh Biennial Report of the Nevada State Historical

Society has recently been printed and distributed.

The issues of El Pcdacio for March, April, and May contain a

wealth of data about the art and archeology of the old southwest.

Clarence Walworth Alvord Historian, by Solon J. Buck, has been
reprinted as a booklet from The Mississippi Valley Historical Re-
view.

In the Burton Historical Collection Leaflet for May appears a
sketch of James Henry, by Louise Rau. This forms another num-
ber of the Detroit Biographies series.

Algonquian Indian Tribes of Oklahoma and Iowa, by Truman
Michelson, has been reprinted in booklet form from Explorations
and Field-work of the Smithsonian Institution in 1928.

The Ohio Archaeological and Historical Quarterly for October,

1928, contains an article on The Death and Funeral of President
William Henry Harrison, by Edward S. Lewis.

Mrs. Kate Milner Rabb has written a monograph entitled Indi-

ana Coverlets and Coverlet Weavers. This study is Number 8 of

Volume VIII of the Indiana Historical Society Publications.

Aboriginal Society in Southern California, by William Duncan
Strong, has been published as Volume XXVI of the University of
California Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology.

The Journey of Lewis David Von Schweinitz to Goshen, Bar-
tholomew County in 1831, translated by Adolph Gerber, has been
printed as Volume VIII, Number 5, of the Indiana Historical
Society Publications.

The North Dakota Historical Quarterly for January contains
another installment of Robert Dickson, British Fur Trader on the
Upper Mississippi, by Louis Arthur Tohill; and a document en-
titled The Correspondence of Ira Butterfield.

The Story of Aztalan, by George A. West
;
The Stockaded Vil-
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lage, by Louise P. Kellogg; and The Use of Earthenware Vessels

by the Old North-west Indians, by Charles E. Brown, are articles

in The Wisconsin Archeologist for January, 1929.

Intimate Letters of Carl Schurz 1841-1869, translated and edited

by Joseph Schafer, have been published as Volume XXX of the

Collections of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. The vol-

ume makes a valuable addition to the series.

The Apaches, by John P. Clum; The Exploitation of Treason, by

Edward D. Tittmann; Reaction to American Intrusion 1818-1819,

by Alfred B. Thomas; and When Was Santa Fe Founded, by Lan-

sing B. Bloom, are some of the articles in The New Mexico Histor-

ical Review for April.

Volume XVII of the Collections of the Kansas State Historical

Society for 1926-1928, containing addresses, memorials, and

miscellaneous papers, has recently been distributed. The volume

was edited by William Elsey Connelley, Secretary of the Kansas

Historical Society.

Copper: Its Mining and Use by the Aborigines of the Lake

Superior Region, by Geo. A. West, has been published as a Bulletin

of the Public Museum of the City of Milwaukee. This monograph

is a report of the findings of the McDonald-Massee Isle Royale

Expedition of 1928.

The Indiana History Bulletin for March contains among others

an article on Historical Organizations and Work of Preserving

History in Indiana. The Character and Achievements of George

Rogers Clark, by R. C. Ballard Thruston, is a leading article in

the number for April.

George Husmann, by H. D. Hooker
;
Palmyra and Its Historical

Environment, by Frank H. Sosey; Military Prisons of St. Louis,

1861-1865, by W. B. Hesseltine; and Missouri Politics During the

Civil War, by Sceva Bright Laughlin, are the leading articles m

The Missouri Historical Review for April, 1929.

Financing a Catholic College in Kansas in 1850, by Arthur T.

Donohue; a continuation of Illinois: The Cradle of Christianity
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and Civilization in Mid-America, by Joseph J. Thompson; The
American Federation of Catholic Societies, by Anthony Matre

;
and

The First American Foreign Missioners, by Marian Habig, form
the leading contributions to the Illinois Catholic Historical Review
for April.

The Colorado Magazine for May contains the following articles

:

San Carlos: A Comanche Pueblo on the Arkansas River, 1787, by
Alfred B. Thomas; The Founding of Steamboat Springs and of
Hahns Peak, by Charles H. Leckenby

;
Spreading the News of the

Early Discoveries of Gold in Colorado, by James F. Willard
;
and

Conditions and Customs of Present-Day TJtes in Colorado, by
James Russell.

A continuation of Early Post Offices of Oklahoma, by Grant
Foreman; the Dedication of Monument on Black Mesa, by Charles
N. Gould; Captain Nathan Boone’s Journal, edited by W. Julian
Fessler; and Alexander McGillivray, Emperor of the Creeks, by
Carolyn Thomas Foreman, are some of the articles in the Chron-
icles of Oklahoma for March.

History of Pharmacy in the State of Washington, by C. W.
Johnson; the Great Northern Railway, by John F. Stevens; Ezra
Meeker, the Pioneer, by Edmond S. Meany; Early Washington
Post Offices, by Lewis A. McArthur

;
and San Juan Island in the

Civil War, by J. Neilson Barry, form part of the contents of The
Washington Historical Quarterly for April.

Among the papers and articles in The Oregon Historical Quar-
terly for March appear the following: Career of Frederic G.
Young, by Joseph Schafer; Some Old Maps and Myths, by Charles
H. Carey; Vancouver’s View of Oregon Coast, 1792, by T. C.
Elliott; TJse of Soil Products by Indians, by J. Neilson Barry; and
One Hundred Years Ago in 1829, by J. Neilson Barry.

The Indiana Magazine of History for March contains the follow-
ing papers and articles : Indiana’s Part in the Nomination of Lin-
coln in 1860, by Charles Roll

;
European Immigrants in Indiana

Since 1850, by Robert H. LaFollette; The Family of Hananiali
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Lincoln in Revolutionary and Pioneer History, by Louis A. War-

ren; Recognition of George Rogers Clark, by Louise Phelps Kel-

logg ;
and a sketch of Thomas Francis Moran, by Stanley Coulter.

The History Quarterly of the Filson Club for April contains the

following articles: The Beginning of Old Vienna, Now Calhoun in

McLean County, by Alvin L. Prichard
;
the Clay and Erwin Fam-

ilies, by Thomas S. Erwin; Some Descendants of Colonel Richard

Lee, by Isabel C. Courtenay ;
and a continuation of Minute Book A,

Jefferson County, Kentucky, 1781-1783, edited by Alvin L. Prich-

ard.

The Diary and Letters of William P. Rogers, 1846—1862, edited

by Eleanor Damon Pace; the Diary of a Campaign against the

Comanches, by J. W. Benedict; a continuation of the article on

Tadeo Ortiz de Ayala and the Colonization of Texas, 1822-1833,

edited by Edith Louise Kelly and Mattie Austin Hatcher
;
and a

continuation of the Diary of Adolphus Sterne, edited by Harriet

Smither, are the articles and papers in the Southwestern Historical

Quarterly for April, 1920.

Old Days and Early Authors of Michigan State College, by

Henry A. Haigh
;
Michigan’s Early Military Roads, by George B.

Catlin; and Western Michigan History, by Claude T. Hamilton,

are three leading contributions in the Spring Number of the

Michigan History Magazine. This number also contains another

installment of University of Michigan: Beginnings, by William A.

Spill
;
and a continuation of the History of the Michigan State

Federation of Women’s Clubs, by Irma T. Jones.

Some Phases of the Dred Scott Case, by Frank H. Hodder;

John Bach McMaster, Historian of the American People, by Wil-

liam T. Hutchinson; The Currency Question of the Pacific Coast

During the Civil War, by Joseph Ellison; and Oliver Pollock,

Financier of the Revolution in the West, by James A. James, are

the articles in The Mississippi Valley Historical Review for June.

Under Documents appears General James Wilkinson’s Narrative

of the Northwestern Campaign of 1794, edited by M. M. Quaife.

Douglas and the Compromise of 1850, by George D. Harmon;
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The Peoria Truce, by Paul M. Angle
;
Nauvoo, Illinois, under Mor-

mon and Icarian Occupation, by Thomas Rees
;
Historic Churches

in Illinois, by Margaret Katherine Schnapp
;
and a sketch of Ben-

jamin Dann Walsh, by L. H. Pammel, are articles and papers in

the Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society for January.

This number of the Journal also contains several accounts of his-

torical activities throughout the State.

The Indiana History Bulletin for March contains a valuable

article on Historical Organizations and Work of Preserving History

in Indiana. The Character and Achievements of George Rogers

Clark, by R. C. Ballard Thruston, and La Salle at South Bend Two

Hundred and Fifty Years Ago are two important contributions to

the number for April. An account of the midyear pilgrimage of

the Indiana Historical Society and the Society of Indiana Pioneers

is included in the numbers for May and June. Historical Markers

and Public Memorials in Indiana, compiled by Jessie P. Boswell,

has been issued as an extra number of the Indiana History Bulletin.

The Development of New Countries— Some Comparisons, by

Herbert Heaton; Herschel V. Jones, by Edward C. Gale; Gideon

Sprague Ives, by Harold Harris
;
The Minnesota Historical Society

in 1928, by Solon J. Buck; and The 1929 Annual Meeting of the

Minnesota Historical Society, by Verne E. Chatelain, are the arti-

cles and papers in Minnesota History for March. The number for

June contains a sketch of Father Francis Pierz, Missionary, by

Sister Grace McDonald; Some Colonization Projects of the North-

ern Pacific Railroad, by Harold F. Peterson; The Cambridge

School Museum, by Archie W. Troelstrup
;
and A Danish Visitor

of the Seventies, translated and edited by Jacob Hodnefield.

IOWANA

Priscilla and 1 with the sub-title, Some Little Journeys In and

Out of Clinton, Iowa, by Estelle LePrevost, has been printed in

attractive booklet form by the author.

A collection of stories about Wapsipinicon folk by Jay G. Sig-

mund has been published by The Maizeland Press of Des Moines

under the title, Merged Blood and Other Stories.
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Dr. L. H. Pammel, of the Botany Department at Iowa State Col-

lege, has recently published a sketch of E. W. D. Holway in his

interesting series of booklets on Prominent Men 1 Have Met. This

sketch is the fourth to appear in the series.

The Annals of Iowa for April contain an account of the Pioneer

Lawmakers Association Meeting, by David C. Mott; a paper on

Ethics Involved in the Handling of Personal Papers, by Edgar R.

Harlan
;
and an analysis of the Claim of Bazil Giard, also by Ed-

gar R. Harlan.

The Catholic Sponsors of Iowa, by M. M. Hoffmann, forms Num-

ber One of the Collections of the Iowa Catholic Historical Society.

The monograph deals with the careers of George W. Jones and

Augustus Caesar Dodge, the first two United States Senators from

Iowa.

Centenary Exhibit in Honor of William G. Hammond is the title

of a University of Iowa Extension Bulletin which sets forth the

accomplishments of a former chancellor of the College of Law of

the State University of Iowa. The bulletin contains a Foreword

by Percy Bordwell; An Appreciation of William Gardiner Ham-

mond, by Emlin McClain; and a Bibliography of the Writings of

William Gardiner Hammond, by Helen S. Moylan.

Albert Winfield Swalm of the Oskaloosa Herald, by David C.

Mott, appears in the series, Pioneers Who Brought Renown to

Editorial Chairs of Iowa Newspapers, in The Iowa Publisher for

April. The May issue contains a sketch entitled Robert Jones

Burdette, Humorist of the Burlington Hawk-Eye, by Fred J.

Lazell. In the issue for June, Fred W. Cram contributes a sketch

of David Nelson Richardson of the Davenport Democrat.

SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS BY IOWA AUTHORS

Aumann, F. R.,

Ohio Tackles Justice Court Problem (Journal of the American

Judicature Society, June, 1929).

Arnold, L. K.,

Cornstalks and Cobs in Industry (Scientific Monthly, May,

1929).
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Ashbaugh, Ernest James,

High School in Every School District Means too Many Small

Schools (School Life, March, 1929).

Ashton, John W.,

The Popular Ballad as an Introduction to Literature (Tri-

State English Notes, April, 1929).

Austin, Anne,

The Black Pigeon. New York: Greenberg Publisher. 1929.

Ayres, Philip Wheelock,

Forests of New England (Nature Magazine, May, 1929).

Baird, A. Craig,

Public Discussion and Debate. New York: Ginn and Co.

1929.

Baldwin, Francis Marsh,

Simplified Digital Sphygmograph (Science, May 3, 1929).

Bashford, Herbert,

Stories of Western Pioneers. San Francisco: Harr Wagner.

1928.

Beer, Thomas,

Faith (The Saturday Evening Post, April 6, 1929).

Mr. Hanna (The Saturday Evening Post, April 13, 27, 1929).

Benjamin, G. G.,

Recent Documents and Literature on the Outbreak of the

World War (The Historical Outlook, May, 1929).

Bordwell, Percy,

The Statute Law of Wills (Iowa Law Review, April, June,

1929).

Branch, E. Douglas,

The C. B. and St. Joe (The Palimpsest, June, 1929).

Council Bluffs in 1865 (The Palimpsest, June, 1929).

The Final Ties (The Palimpsest, June, 1929).

The Northwestern (The Palimpsest, June, 1929).

The Rock Island (The Palimpsest, June, 1929).
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Brown, Bernice,

Fanny’s First Fling (Collier’s, April 20, 1929).

Illegal Entry (Collier’s, March 2, 1929).

Open Season (Ladies Home Journal, March, 1929).

Busse, Grace,

Molly Brown— Hoover’s School Teacher (National Magazine,

November, 1928).

Christensen, T. P.,

The Danish Settlements in Kansas (Collections of the Kansas

State Historical Society, 1926-1928).

Cook, Herbert Clare,

The Administrative Functions of the Department of Pullic In-

struction (The Iowa Journal of History and Politics, April,

1929).

Craig, Hardin,

Great English Prose Writers. New York : F. S. Crofts. 1929.

Cram, Ralph W.,

David Nelson Richardson of the Davenport Democrat (The

Iowa Publisher, June, 1929).

Crawford, Nelson Antrim,

New Book of Common Prayer (The American Mercury, May,

1929).

Crowell, Grace Noll,

He Who Plants a Rose (poem) (Good Housekeeping, May,

1929).

Kites (poem) (The Delineator, April, 1929).

Dell, Floyd (Joint author),

Little Accident (Commonweal, February 13, 1929).

Duncan, Thomas W.,

Chromosomes (poem) (Poetry, April, 1929).

Hours From a Life. Des Moines : The Maizeland Press. 1929.

Engle, Paul,

Sonnets (The Caravan, May, 1929).
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Erbe, Carl H.,

Questions and Problems in American Government. New York:

The Macmillan Company. 1929.

Farran, Don,

Gypsy Shawl (poem) (College Humor, May, 1929).

Ficke, Arthur Davison,

April Fugitive (poem) (North American Review, April, 1929).

Mountain Against Mountain. New York: Doubleday Doran.

1929.

Youth and Age (poem) (The New Republic, March 27, 1929).

Flanagan, Hallie,

Shifting Scenes of the Modern European Theatre. New York

:

Coward-McCann. 1929.

Flanagan, W. L.,

Singing Woman (poem) (Chicago Journal, 1929).

Franklin, William Suddards,

Objectives of Undergraduate Courses in Physics for Engineer-

ing Students (Science, April 12, 1929).

Garland, Hamlin,

William Bacon’s Man (Golden Book Magazine, April, 1929).

Grahame, Pauline,

The Promised Land (The Palimpsest, May, 1929).

Halverson, Lynn H.,

Geography in Teachers Colleges (Education, December, 1928).

Hammer, B. W.,

Dairy Bacteriology. New York: John Wiley and Sons. 1928.

Hegner, Robert William,

In Vivo Cultivation of Intestinal Protozoa in Parasite-Free

Chicks (Science, April 19, 1929).

Heidel, William Arthur,

The Day of Yahweh. New York: The Century Co. 1929.
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Herbst, Josephine,

Nothing Is Sacred. New York: Coward-McCann Company.

1929.

Hertzler, Arthur Emanuel,

Diseases of the Thyroid (Hand. St. Louis: C. V. Mosby, Medi-

cal Book and Publishing Company. 1929.

Holbrook, Weare,

The Love-life of Petterbridge Otway (Copy, 1929).

Hoover, Herbert Clark,

Education and Public Health; Excerpts from Inaugural Ad-

dress (Science, March 8, 1929 ;
School and Society, March 9,

1929).

First Statement to Press, (Congressional Digest, March, 1929).

Inaugural Address (Congressional Digest, March, 1929; Cur-

rent History Magazine of the New York Times, April, 1929).

Horn, Ernest (Joint author),

The Horn-Ashbaugh High School Speller. Philadelphia: J.

B. Lippincott Company. 1928.

Hornaday, William Temple,

My Fifty-four Years With Animal Life (The Mentor, May,

1929).

Howe, Mrs. Marie Jenney,

The Intimate Journal of George Sand. New York: The John

Day Company. 1929.

Hueston, Ethel Powelson,

Ginger and Speed. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Com-

pany. 1929.

Jennings, Walter Wilson,

A Short History of the Disciples of Christ. St. Louis: The

Bethany Press. 1929.

Johnson, Ava L.,

Bacteriology of the Home. Peoria : Manual Arts Press. 1929.
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Kerr, Mrs. W. B.,

Red Dragon’s Range (Modern Homemaking, current numbers,

1929).

Keyhoe, Donald E.,

Has Fame Made Lindy “High Hat” (Popular Science Month-
ly, July, 1929).

Kirkpatrick, Edwin Asbury,

Fundamentals of Child Study. New York: The Macmillan

Company. 1929.

Knight, Frank Hyneman,

Economic History (The American Economic Review, March,

1929).

Kresensky, Raymond,

Company Coming (poem) (Household Magazine, 1929).

Ladd, Harry S.,

Geological Work in Tonga and Fiji (Science, March 8, 1929).

Laidler, Harry Wellington,

Trend Toward Public Ownership (World Tomorrow, May,
1929).

Laird, Donald Anderson,

Brains, a Matter of Relativity (Hygeia, April, 1929).

How People Differ Mentally (Scientific American, April,

1929).

Laylander, Orange Judd,

Whittlings. Cedar Rapids : The Torch Press. 1928.

Lazell, Fred J.,

Robert Jones Burdette, Humorist of the Burlington Hawk-Eye
(The Iowa Publisher, May, 1929).

Le Cron, Helen Cowles,

Are Books a Part of Your Home? (Better Homes and Gardens,

April, 1929).

Biographies for Home Reading (Better Homes and Gardens,

March, 1929).
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The House that Bool-lovers Built (Better Homes and Oar-

dens, May, 1929).

Famous Homes on the Bock Island Lines (Rock Island Maga-

zine, April, May, June, 1929).

Lechlitner, Ruth,

Vineyard (poem) (The Nation, May 8, 1929).

Leverett, Frank

Pleistocene ’Glaciations of the Northern Hemisphere (Science,

March 1, 1929).

Lindsey, Arthur Ward,

Textbook of Evolution and Genetics.

millan Company. 1929.

McClure, Mrs. Marjorie Berkley,

A Bush That Burned. New York:

1925.

New York: The Mae-

A. L. Burt Company.

MacDonald, William,

This America of Ours (Saturday Review of Literature, March

30,1929).
. ,

Professors’ Pensions Go A-Glimmering (The Nation, May 1,

1929).

McCarty, Dwight G.,
.

Mental Defectives and the Criminal Law (Iowa Law Review,

June, 1929).

McElroy, Margaret,

How to Select Wall Papers (House and Garden, April, 1929)

McNeely, Marian Hurd,

Ballade of Losers (Saturday Review of Literature, April 13,

1929).

Boomerang (St. Nicholas, March, 1929).

Mahan, Bruce E.,

Making the Treaty of 1842 (The Palimpsest, May, 1929).
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May, Earl Chapin,

Calamitous Stage Slump (World’s Work, May, 1929).
Cradle of the Trotting Horse (The Saturday Evening Post,
May 4, 1929).

May, Earl Chapin (Editor),

Steaming Up (The Saturday Evening Post, March 9, 23,
April 6, 20, May 4, 1929).

Merriam, Charles Edward,

Cleaning Up Chicago (The New Republic, April 24, 1929).

Meyers, Chas. M.,

The Mexican Problem in Mason City (The Iowa Journal of
History and Politics, April, 1929).

Miller, James Nevin,

Great Swallower (Nature Magazine, January, 1929).

Mott, David C.,

Albert Winfield Swalm of the Oskaloosa Herald (The Iowa
Publisher, April, 1929).

Mullett, Mary B.,

From the Ground Up (The American Magazine, March, 1929).
SOS, The Call That Is Always Answered (The American
Magazine, February, 1929).

Taking My Own Medicine; Autobiography (The American
Magazine, January, 1929).

What Your Handwriting Tells About You (The American
Magazine, May, 1929).

Newman, Oliver Peck,

Herbert Putnam, Librarian (The Review of Reviews Febru-
ary, 1929).

Newton, Joseph Fort,

Short Talks on Masonry. Washington, D. C. : Masonic Service
Association. 1928.

Ogilvie, William Henry,

Piebald (poem) (The Literary Digest, January 19, 1929).
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Paine, Albert Bigelow,

Theodore N. Tail. New York: Harper and Brothers. 1929.

Perkins, J. R.,

Trails, Radis and War The Life of General G. M. Dodge.

Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1929.

Perkins, Rollin M.,

The “Short Indictment Act

”

(Iowa Law Review, June, 1929).

Petersen, William J.,

Captain Joseph Throckmorton (The Palimpsest, April, 1929).

Pierce, Fred J.,

Bird Life on an Iowa Mill Pond (Bird-Lore, March-April,

1929).

Richardson, Anna Steese,

Women in the Campaign (Harper’s Monthly Magazine, April,

1929).

Rommel, George McCullough,

Farm Products in Industry (Annals of the American Academy

of Political and Social Science, March, 1929).

Ross, Earle Dudley,

Benjamin Franklin as an Eighteenth-Century Agricultural

Leader (Journal of Political Economy, February, 1929).

Ruggles, Clyde Orval,

Regulation of Electric Light and Power Utilities (The Amer-

ican Economic Review, March, 1929).

Schaffter, Dorothy,

The Bicameral System in Practice (The Iowa Journal of His-

tory and Politics, April, 1929).

Showalter, Hazel,

The Box Book. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1929.

Shultz, Gladys Denny,

Mental Health Like Charity Begins at Home (Sunset, May,

1929).

What Is Your Mental Health Score? (Sunset, March, 1929).
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Sigmund, Jay G.,

Back Bent (poem) (The Literary Digest, March 16, 1929).
Indian Signs (Husk, April, 1929).

Merged Blood. Des Moines : The Maizeland Press. 1929.

Smith, Charles Alphonso,

What Can Literature Do for Me

t

Garden City, N. Y. : Double-
day Doran. 1929.

Smith, Lewis Worthington (Editor),

Short Stories for English Classes. New York: J. B. Lippin-
cott Company. 1929.

Women’s Poetry To-day. New York: George Sully and Com-
pany. 1929.

Stapp, Emilie Blackmore,

The Little Streets of Beacon Hill. Cambridge: J. F. Olsson
and Co. 1928.

Starch, Daniel,

Who Does the Country’s Business

?

(Magazine of Business,
March, 1929).

Stefansson, Yilhjalmur,

Defense of Nobile (World’s Work, May, 1929).

Suckow, Ruth,

Review of The Buck in the Snow (Tanager, May, 1929).

Sweet, Fred,

In Loving Memory (Collier’s, December 15, 1928).

Thomas, Augustus Orlolf,

Getting Beady for Geneva (Journal of the American Educa-
tion Association, April, 1929).

Tompkins, Raymond Sidney,

Are We Solving the Traffic Problem? (The American Mer-
cury, February, 1929).

Horse-Car Days (The American Mercury, April, 1929).

Treynor, Albert M.,

Hands Up! New York : Grosset and Dunlap. 1928.
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Ullman, Berthold Louis (Joint author),

New Elementary Latin. New York: The Macmillan Company.

1929.

Wallace, Henry Agard,

Stabilization of Farm Prices and the McNary-Haugen BUI

(Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social

Science, March, 1929).

Whitson, Jay,

Watching Cornstalks Turn Into Paper (Wallace’s Farmer.

May 3, 1929).

Williams, Henry Smith,

Home Again (Good Housekeeping, May, 1929).

Wilson, Ben Hur,

The Forest City Meteor (The Palimpsest, April, 1929).

Wilson, Margaret,

Daughters of India. New York: Harper and Brothers. 1929.

SOME RECENT HISTORICAL ITEMS IN IOWA NEWSPAPERS

The old county seat battle between Delhi and Manchester, in the

Ottumwa Courier, March 2, 1929.

Sketch of the career of William B. Allison, in the Dubuque Tele-

graph-Herald and Times-Journal, March 3, 1929.

The beginnings of Fairfield, in the Fairfield Ledger, March 4, 1929.

Early stage coach days in Lucas County, by Ila Steele, in the

Chariton Leader, March 5, 1929.

The winter of 1881, in the Estherville Vindicator and Republican,

March 6, 1929.

Early history of Fayette County, in the Fayette Leader, March 7,

1929.

Tribulations of the early settlers, in the Ocheyedan Arrow, March

7, 1929.
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Early history of La Porte City, in the La Porte City Review,
March 7, 14, 21, 28, 1929.

The local campaign of 1885, by Harry C. Evans, in the Bloomfield
Democrat, March 7, 1929.

Pioneer days in Waterloo, in the Waterloo Courier, March 9, April

6, 1929.

Cedar City— An Iowa deserted village, by Roger Leavitt, in the
Cedar Falls Record, March 9, 1929.

Sketch of the career of Judge J. W. Willett, in the Cedar Rapids
Gazette and Republican, March 10, 1929, and the Toledo
Chronicle, March 14, 1929.

The founding of Iowa College at Davenport, in the Davenport
Democrat, March 10, 1929.

The founding of Grinnell, seventy-five years ago, in the Grinnell
Herald, March 12, 1929.

Stage coach days as told by Charles Peck, veteran driver, by
Florence L. Clark, in the Mason City Gazette, March 12, 1929.

Glimpses of early days in Grinnell public schools, in the Grinnell
Herald, March 12, 1929.

Early history of Greene, in the Greene Recorder, March 13, 1929.

Old stage coach days, by Raymond Parrish, in the Fairfield Ledger,
March 13, 1929.

The local campaign in 1888, in the Bloomfield Democrat March 14
1929.

Bringing troops to Keokuk on the D. V. R. R. in 1861, by F. A.
Whitney, in the Keokuk Citizen, March 15, 1929.

Memoirs of Capt. Sam Van Sant, in the Burlington Post, March
16, April 27, May 11, and May 25, 1929.

The first court in Polk County, in the Des Moines Tribune, March
18, 1929.
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Old Indian town sites, by Arthur Goshorn, in the Chariton Leader,

March 19, 1929.

Feeding cattle in Lucas County in 1864, by Newton B. Ashby, re-

printed from Wallace’s Farmer in the Chariton Leader,

March 19, 1929.

Lucas County pioneer history, by C. F. Noble in the Chariton

Leader, March 19, 1929.

Early settlements in Kendrick Township, in the Jefferson Bee,

March 20, 1929.

Keokuk’s first railroad, by F. A. Whitney, in the Keokuk Citizen,

March 20, April 5, 1929.

Early steamboating on the Maquoketa River, by J. Frank Barnes,

in the Sabula Gazette, March 21, 1929.

Early history of Fayette County, in the Fayette Leader, March

21, 28, 1929.

Early schools in Storm Lake, in the Storm Lake Pilot-Tribune,

March 21, 1929.

Page County’s early stock raising days, in the Essex Independent,

March 22, 1929.

Basil Giard’s land claim in Iowa, by I. C. Kartack, in the Des

Moines Tribune-Capital, March 25, 1929.

Incidents of the Spanish-American War retold, in the La Porte

City Review, March 28, April 18, May 2, 16, 30, 1929.

Transportation progress in Iowa County, in the Marengo Pioneer-

Republican, March 28, 1929.

The pioneers and politics of Davis County, by Harry C. Evans, iu

the Bloomfield Democrat, March 28, 1929.

Some early reminiscences, by Lou MacClure Clarke, in the Hawar-

den Independent, March 28, April 4, 11, 18, 1929.

Early history of Lee County, by Cora Wahrer, in the Ft. Madison

Democrat, March 30, 1929.
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Lyman Dillon and the furrow from Dubuque to Iowa City, by F.

L. Baldwin, in the Dubuque Telegraph-Herald and Times-
Journal, March 31, 1929.

Dallas County, its history and growth, in the Dallas County News,
April 3, 1929.

Reminiscences of early days in Greene, by J. M. Ramsay, in the

Greene Recorder, April 3, 1929.

Sabula as it appeared to visitors in 1843, in the Sabula Gazette,

April 4, 1929.

Iowa seventy-two years ago, in the Monticello Express, April 4,

1929.

Sketch of the career of Captain J. W. Carr, reprinted from the

Montezuma Republican in the Brooklyn Chronicle, April 4
1929.

The Union Light Artillery Company of Civil War days, in the
Washington Evening Journal, April 6, 1929.

Pioneer children in Iowa, in the Osage Press, April 10, 1929.

Reminiscences of early days in Sabula, in the Sabula Gazette,

April 11, 18, 1929.

The beginnings of Villisca’s graded school system, in the Villisca

Review, April 12, 1929.

Historical sketch of the Congregational church at Atlantic, in the
Atlantic News-Telegraph, April 13, 1929.

Early historic events in the settlement of Shelby County, Iowa, in

the Harlan Tribune, April 17, 24, 1929.

County seat contests in Clayton County, in the Council Bluffs Non-
pareil, the Fort Dodge Messenger, and the Ottumwa Courier,
April 17, 1929, and the Perry Chief, April 22, 1929.

Knoxville twenty-five years ago, in the Knoxville Journal April
17, 1929.
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Cherokee County in 1878, in the Marcus News, April 18, 1929.

Tama County eighty-seven years ago, in the Tama News, April 18,

1929.

Bradford in the old days, in the Nashua Reporter, April 24, 1929.

Hardships of pioneer days, by Mrs. Catherine Gaarde Ries, in the

Estherville Vindicator and Republican, April 24, 1929.

When Waterloo was young, by Roger Leavitt, in the Waterloo

Courier, April 27, May 4, 11, 18, 25, 1929.

When Chief Waubonsie lived in Mills County, in the Glenwood

Opinion-Tribune, May 6, 1929.

Running away to join the army in 1863, in the Marshalltown

Times-Republican, May 9, 1929.

The first settlers in Madison County, by Arthur Goshorn, in the

Winterset News, May 9, 1929.

Early days in Mills County as recalled by A. P. Myers, in the

Glenwood Opinion-Tribune, May 13, 1929.

Reminiscences of early days, by Dr. Charles E. Allen, in the Monte-

zuma Republican, May 16, 1929.

An Indian romance in Glenwood, by W. A. Tolies, in the Glenwood

Opinion-Tribune, May 20, 1929.

A short history of the office of county superintendent, in the

Grinnell Herald, May 21, 1929.

The Indian cave near New Albin, in the Waukon Republican and

Standard, May 22, 1929.

Early State fairs in Iowa recalled, in the Des Moines Plain Talk,

May 30, 1929.

Crossing southern Iowa by ox team in 1864, in the Lamoni Chron-

icle, May 30, 1929.
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THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA

A History of the American Legion in Iowa, by J. A. Swisher,

Research Associate of the State Historical Society, is now in press.

It will be ready for distribution in August.

Bruce E. Mahan, Associate Editor of the State Historical Society

of Iowa, gave a commencement address on the
‘

‘ Spirit of Iowa ’
’ at

Keota on the evening of May 23, at Lone Tree on May 24, and at

Montezuma on May 29, 1929.

Dr. Benj. F .Shambaugh, Superintendent of the State Historical

Society of Iowa, gave an address on “The Statesman of Demo-
cracy” at the joint meeting of the Iowa Political Science Associa-

tion and the Iowa Association of Economists and Sociologists at

Coe College in Cedar Rapids on the evening of May 10, 1929.

The State Historical Society of Iowa and the Iowa Federation

of Women’s Clubs through its Iowa History Committee cooperated

in the observance of the fourth Iowa History Week from April 14
20. A special edition of The Palimpsest on The Past at Play fur-

nished the basis for high school assembly programs and women’s
clubs programs throughout the State. Widespread interest was
aroused in the old play-party games, the old square dances, and
the old singing schools. “Iowa and the Nation” has been selected

as the theme for Iowa History Week for next year.

The following persons have recently been elected to membership
in the Society: Mrs. Emma Ball Anderson, Washington, Iowa;
Rev. P. A. Bissen, Des Moines, Iowa; Mr. T. B. Holmes, Boone,
Iowa; Miss Doris E. Mann, Lake View, Iowa; Miss Edith Augus-
tine, Nevada, Iowa; Mr. Lewis H. Brown, Pelham, New York; Mr.
Glenn D. Custer, Davenport, Iowa

;
Mr. 0. J. Felton, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa; Mr. Joseph S. Fleming, Des Moines, Iowa; Mr. Harry A.
Houghton, Boone, Iowa

;
Mr. J. H. Krenmyre, Ainsworth, Iowa

;

Mr. V. R. Miller, Iowa City, Iowa
;
Mr. G. K. Thompson, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa; and Mr. Fred J. Ehrhardt, Sac City, Iowa. Mr.
Thomas H. Macbride of Seattle, Washington, has been enrolled as

a life member.



HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

At the April meeting of the Howard County Historical Society

at Cresco, Mrs. J. H. Howe read a comprehensive sketch of the life

and activities of George Rogers Clark. At the May meeting, Ruth

Patterson read a paper on “Iowa State Parks”.

On May 26th the Union County Historical Society held a meet-

ing at Dodge Center church. Paper on subjects of historical in-

terest to citizens of Union County were read by Thomas G. Hamil-

ton, Mrs. George Swan, Grace Harsh, and W. J. Donlin.

The Appanoose County Historical Society sponsored a pageant

at Centerville on July 4th. New officers of the society include Mrs.

C. S. Hickman, president
;
H. C. Haynes, vice president

;
and Mrs.

P. A. Miller, secretary-treasurer. Mrs. C. S. Hickman, J. J.

Frankel, and Dr. Mott R. Sawyers were elected members of the

governing board.

The Missouri Historical Society held its annual meeting com-

memorating the Louisiana Purchase on April 30, 1929. Following

a dinner at the Chase Hotel, a film entitled the “Spirit of St.

Louis” was shown. This film depicts the history of St. Louis from

its founding to the return of Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh.

The origin and development of Fletcher College was pictured

in a pageant given in the college gymnasium on March 16, 1929.

Mrs. Velma Cross Flopping, a graduate of Fletcher College, was

the author. The scenes in the pageant presented glimpses of the

history of the institution from the time the campus was the home

of the Indian, through pioneer times, to the camp meeting at which

the founders of the college planned ways and means for its support.

Through the efforts of the Delhi Woman’s Club the memory of

the pioneer editor, John Lucky McCreery, has been preserved by

placing a boulder with a bronze tablet on the site of his home at

Delhi, Iowa. McCreery is remembered especially for his poem,

495
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There is No Death, which he wrote and published while a resident

of Delhi. Dedication of the marker took place with appropriate

ceremony on May 30, 1929. The principal address on this occa-

sion was given by Joseph B. Swinburne, associate editor of the

Evening Democrat, Fort Madison, Iowa. Mr. Swinburne, who
learned the printer’s trade in the office of the Delaware County
Journal then published by McCreery, gave a history of the poem
and a sketch of the life of the author.

The Texas State Historical Association held its thirty-second

annual meeting at Austin on April 22-23, 1929. The program in-

cluded papers on “The Powerful Aguayos”, by Frederick Chabot,

“Glimpses of Plantation Life in Texas”, by Abigail Curlee, “The
Significance of the Disappearance of the Buffalo from the South-

west”, by C. C. Rister; “Texas Chronicles and Troubadours”, by
Alex. Dienst; “Retracing the Steps of Pathfinders”, by David
Donoghue; and “Irish and Mexican Colonies and the Texas Revo-
lution”, by Harbert Davenport.

The Fayette County Historical Society was organized at West
Union on May 24, 1929. The new society plans to collect and pre-

serve objects of historical interest to Fayette County. The follow-

ing officers were elected: Mrs. William Larrabee, Sr., Clermont,

president; E. R. Ballard, West Union, vice president; L. G. Meyer,
West Union, secretary and custodian; John Jamison, Oelwein,

treasurer. A committee consisting of Dr. D. M. Parker of Fayette,

Henry Lauer of Eldorado, J. D. Shaffer of Elgin, Frank Camp of

West Union, and Walter H. Beall of West Union was selected to

formulate a plan of permanent organization. The board of super-
visors of Fayette County has set aside a large room in the new
courthouse for the preservation and exhibition of historical records

and relics.

The eighth annual summer tour and convention of the Minne-
sota Historical Society was held on June 14 and 15, 1929. Leaving
the Twin Cities by automobile, members of the Society made stops
at Henderson, Glencoe, Hutchinson, Forest City, and Litchfield.

Professor George M. Stephenson of the University of Minnesota
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gave the principal address at Hutchinson on the evening of June

14, speaking on “When America Was the Land of Canaan".

Other speakers were Charles J. Ritchey of Macalester College, Wm.

V. Working of Blakeley, Mrs. Peter Rodange of Litchfield, H. I.

Peterson of Litchfield, Arthur J. Larsen and Verne E. Chatelain

of the Minnesota Historical Society, and H. L. Merrill of Hutchin-

son. William J. Petersen of Iowa City read a paper at the

Hutchinson meeting on “Early Steamboating on the Minnesota

River”.

A conference on the history of the trans-Mississippi West was

held under the auspices of the Department of History of the Uni-

versity of Colorado at Boulder from June 18 to 21, 1929. Benj F.

Shambaugh, Superintendent of the State Historical Society of

Iowa, and E. Douglas Branch, Research Associate, represented the

Iowa society at the meeting. The programs were built around such

topics as “Western Missions”, “Western Transportation”, and the

“West in American Literature”. Several round table sessions on

phases of western history were included. John Carl Parish, form-

erly Associate Editor of the State Historical Society of Iowa, now

Professor of History at the University of California at Los Angeles,

contributed a paper on the topic “By Sea to California . Louis

Pelzer, Professor of History at the State University of Iowa, read

a paper on “Trails of the Trans-Mississippi Cattle Frontier”.

The twenty-second annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley His-

torical Association was held at Vincennes, Indiana, April 25-27,

1929. The State Historical Society of Iowa was represented at the

meeting by Benj. F. Shambaugh, Bruce E. Mahan, and E. Douglas

Branch. At the opening session of the meeting William J. Peter-

sen, graduate student at the State University of Iowa, read a paper

on “Captains and Cargoes of Early Mississippi River Steamboats”.

At the same session E. Douglas Branch of the State Historical

Society read a paper on “Frederick West Lander, Scientific Ex-

plorer”. Professor George G. Andrews of the University of Iowa

read a paper on the “Use of Historical Sources” before the History

Teachers’ Section; and at the same meeting, Bruce E. Mahan read

a paper on “Teaching State and Local History in the Schools”.
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Miss Bessie L. Pierce of the University of Iowa was secretary of the

Teachers’ Section. Professor Fred A. Shannon, a former student

at the State University of Iowa, was chairman of the program
committee.

The thirtieth annual meeting of the Illinois State Historical

Society was held at the Centennial Memorial Building at Spring-
field on May 9 -10

,
1929 . The following papers were read on this

occasion : “Indian Diplomacy During the Revolution in the West”,
by Louise Phelps Kellogg; “The Lincoln of the Biographers”, by
William E. Barton; “Sanitation in an Industrial Community”, by
Mary E. McDowell; “Historical Values in the Mid-Century Litera-

ture of the Middle West”, by Arthur H. Hirsch; “Judge William
Henry Underwood, Senator from St. Clair County, 1856-1864 and
1870 ”, by Mrs. Clara Halbert Needles; “Joseph Joder, School-
master-Farmer and Poet, 1797-1887 ”, by Olynthus B. Clark; and
“The Stormy Years of the Swedish Colony in Chicago before the
Great Fire”, by George M. Stephenson. The annual address was
given by President Albert Britt of Knox College, who spoke on
“Truth Telling, a Difficult and Dangerous Art”.

This spring preliminary steps were taken to effect the organiza-
tion of the Iowa historians, an organization to be composed of all

teachers of history in the universities and colleges of the State and
others interested in history. Professor L. B. Schmidt of Ames
started the movement by correspondence with the history teachers
of the State. On Saturday, May 11, at Cedar Rapids after a joint
luncheon with the Iowa Political Science Association and the Iowa
Association of Economists and Sociologists, the historians met
informally. There were about thirty-five present with W. T. Root,
Head of the History Department of the University of Iowa, pre-
siding. It was decided to appoint a committee of five to draft the
plan of organization and to prepare for the meeting next year, in
the hope that a formal organization will be established. The com-
mittee is composed of Professors 0. B. Clark of Drake, E. M.
Eriksson of Coe, Francis I. Moats of Simpson, C. E. Payne of
Grinnell, and J. W. Hoffman of Morningside. It is hoped that in
the future the Iowa Society of Historians will meet jointly in the
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annual meeting with the other groups interested in the social

studies.

The first annual meeting of the Iowa Political Science Associa-

tion and the twelfth annual session of the Iowa Association of

Economists and Sociologists were held at Coe College in Cedar

Rapids on May 10 and 11, 1929. At the same time and place the

Iowa group of the American Association of University Professors

held its annual conference and historians of Iowa colleges and uni-

versities came together to effect an organization. A program of

round table discussions and formal addresses occupied the attention

of those in attendance. Several joint sessions of the groups repre-

sented were held. G. H. Von Tungeln of Iowa State College pre-

sided at a joint luncheon on May 10th. An informal discussion of

methods of teaching the social studies was contributed by Laetitia

Conrad of Grinnell College, S. L. Chandler of Cornell College, C.

N. Burrows of Simpson College, and L. E. Garwood of Coe College.

At a joint dinner that evening, President H. M. Gage of Coe Col-

lege extended a welcome to the visitors and responses were made by

M. R. Thompson of Iowa State Teachers College on behalf of the

economists and sociologists, by Benj. F. Shambaugh of the State

University of Iowa on behalf of the Iowa Political Science Associa-

tion, by E. S. Allen of Iowa State College on behalf of the Iowa

Conference of the American Association of University Professors,

and by W. T. Root of the State University of Iowa on behalf of

the historians. At the evening session Benj. F. Shambaugh de-

livered an address on “Abraham Lincoln— the Statesman of

Democracy”, and J. L. Palmer of the School of Commerce and Ad-

ministration of the University of Chicago spoke on “Economic and

Social Aspects of Chain Stores”. On Saturday, Irving B. Rich-

man of Muscatine addressed a joint meeting of the economists,

sociologists, and historians on “The New History”.

The Iowa Catholic Historical Society was formally launched at

its initial meeting held at St. Joseph’s Hall, Columbia College,

Dubuque on April 9, 1929. The purpose of the society is to collect

and preserve books, pamphlets, maps, portraits, paintings, relics,

manuscripts, letters, documents, and any other material which may
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establish or illustrate the Catholic history of Iowa, and of publish-
ing such historical material as the society may authorize. The
officers of the society are: honorary president, James J. Keane,
Archbishop of Dubuque

;
honorary vice presidents, H. P. Rohlman,

Bishop of Davenport, Edmond Heelan, Bishop of Sioux City, and
Thomas W. Drumm, Bishop of Des Moines; president, Martin J.

Wade of Iowa City; vice president, Major General Mathew Tinley
of Council Bluffs; curator, the Reverend Lester H. Kuenzel of
Dubuque; and secretary-treasurer, the Reverend F. A. Mullin of
Dubuque. Directors of the new society include : Monsignor T. J.

McCarty of Sioux City, M. F. Healy of Fort Dodge, Bruce E.
Mahan of Iowa City, the Very Reverend J. J. Boylan of Des
Moines, Fred Sharon of Davenport, Mrs. J. J. Fleming of Burling-
ton, John B. Keefe of Sioux City, Wm. J. McCullough of Daven-
port, John E. McDermott of Des Moines, the Reverend C. F.
Griffith of Davenport, C. N. Nennig of Dubuque, Mrs. C. J. Cash
of Anamosa, the Reverend Maurice Powers of Corning, Joseph
McCormick of Cedar Rapids, the Reverend M. M. Hoffmann of
Dubuque, A. J. Mullarky of Keokuk, T. P. Breheny of Atlantic,
the Reverend James Greteman of Struble, and M. H. Kelly of
Waterloo.



NOTES AND COMMENT

The Georgia Historical Society has offered for the year 1929 a

prize of one hundred dollars to the person submitting the best

article on some subject in Georgia history.

Dr. Harlow Lindley, who has been director of the Hayes Memo-

rial Library and Museum, has become curator of the department of

history of the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society at

Columbus, Ohio.

The Des Moines public schools plan to undertake a comprehen-

sive project in local history during the coming school year. The

various studies will be published for subsequent use in history

courses in the Des Moines schools.

That buffalo roamed Jefferson County as late as 1842, and that a

buffalo wallow existed near the site of the city of Fairfield as late

as 1835 was a statement in an address made by E. R>. Smith before

the Jefferson County Old Settlers Association. Mr. Smith has made

a careful study of wild game in early Iowa.

The Iowa State Fair and Exposition this summer will celebrate

its diamond jubilee, commemorating the first State Fair which was

held at Fairfield, Iowa, in 1854. Many historical features will be

included in the program of events from August 21 to 30, the dates

selected for the seventy-fifth anniversary fair and exposition.

A comprehensive history of New Jersey will soon be undertaken

by the Princeton University History Department. A fund of

$100,000 to defray the expense of research and publication has

been donated to the university by Lloyd W. Smith. The history

will be composed of some twenty-five monographs each dealing

with some important phase of the subject.

Dr. Fred A. Shannon, formerly a graduate student in the State

University of Iowa, was awarded the Pulitzer prize of two thousand
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dollars for the best book of the year dealing with the history of

the United States. His work, The Organization and Administra-
tion of the Union Army, 1861-65, was also awarded the Justin
Winsor prize of the American Historical Association.

Pioneer days in the west, the abolition movement, the Civil War,
the World’s Fair at Chicago, and the temperance question are a
few of the phases of history dealt with from a personal view point
in “Grandmother Brown’s Hundred Years, 1827 to 1927”, which
has been awarded The Atlantic Monthly prize of five thousand
dollars. The author of the book, Mrs. Herbert D. Brown, is the

daughter-in-law of Mrs. Maria D. Brown, the narrator of the story.

Mrs. Herbert D. Brown is a former resident of Fort Madison, Iowa.

The eighteenth biennial convention of the Iowa Federation of
Women’s Clubs was held at Sioux City from May 21 to 24, 1929.
The following officers were elected at this meeting: Mrs. Galen
Tilden of Ames, president; Mrs. William Larrabee, Jr., of Cler-
mont, first vice president

;
Mrs. Eugene Henely of Grinnell, second

vice president; Mrs. Eugene Cutler of Des Moines, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. R. H. Yolland of Iowa City, treasurer; Mrs. H. C.
Houghton, Jr., of Red Oak, recording secretary; and Mrs. E. H.
Hall of Davenport, auditor.

On May 26, 1929, the Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic
dedicated a park on the capitol grounds at Des Moines in memory
of the G. A. R. The committee in charge of this project consisted
of Lillian Clark Cary, Jennie Beymer, and Ella Edelman. Gover-
nor John Hammill presided at the dedicatory ceremonies. Speak-
ers included Colonel C. B. Robbins, John Weir, and Judge J. W.
Willett. Many patriotic organizations were represented by dele-
gations. Twelve trees were planted in honor of the memory of
Civil War veterans.

The Clarence Walworth Alvord Memorial Commission of the
Mississippi Valley Historical Association was organized at the
recent meeting of the Association at Vincennes. The Commission
plans to raise a revolving fund for the publication of source ma-
terials for the history of the West. The Commission is composed
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of Solon J. Buck, Minnesota Historical Society, chairman
;
Arthur

C. Cole, Ohio State University; Edward E. Dale, University of

Oklahoma; Archibald Henderson, University of North Carolina;

Archer B. Hulbert, Colorado College; Louise P. Kellogg, State

Historical Society of Wisconsin
;
Theodore C. Pease, University of

Illinois
;
Dr. Otto L. Schmidt, Illinois State Historical Society

;
and

Benj. F. Shambaugh, State Historical Society of Iowa.

CAPTAIN WILLIAM T. RIGBY

Captain William T. Rigby, resident commissioner of the Vicks-

burg National Military Park and for years a member of the State

Historical Society, died at Vicksburg on May 11, 1929, at the age

of eighty-eight years. Captain Rigby was born in Red Oak Grove,

Cedar County, Iowa, on November 3, 1841. In 1862 he assisted in

enrolling Company B, Twenty-fourth Iowa Infantry and rose

through the commissioned grades to the rank of captain in 1863.

With his company he engaged in the operations against Vicksburg

and Jackson, the Teche and Red River campaigns, and at the

battles of Winchester and Cedar Creek in the Shenandoah Valley.

At the battle of Winchester he rendered exceptionally meritorious

service. Following the Civil War, Captain Rigby entered Cornell

College from which he was graduated in 1869. In June, 1870, he

married Eva Cattron. He engaged in farming until 1895 when he

became secretary of the newly formed Vicksburg Military Park

Association. It took three years of work before Congress passed

an act to establish the park. In 1899 Captain Rigby became one of

the commissioners and took up his residence at Vicksburg. Through

his untiring efforts the Vicksburg National Military Park has be-

come one of the finest in the nation. In November, 1928, a por-

trait bust of Captain Rigby, contributed by his friends in recog-

nition of his services as commissioner, was unveiled in the park.

He was buried alongside his wife on a sightly eminence in the park

to which he had devoted over thirty years of service.



CONTRIBUTORS

Herbert Clare Cook, Assistant Professor of Government
at Iowa State College, Ames. (See The Iowa Journal of

History and Politics, April, 1929, p. 336.)

Fred W. Lorch, Assistant Professor of English at Iowa
State College, Ames. Born in Germany, October 29, 1893.

Received the B. A. degree from Knox College in 1918, and the

M. A. degree from the University of Iowa in 1928. On the

staff of the Department of English at Iowa State College

since 1921.

Louis H. Roddis, Lieutenant Commander, Medical Corps,

United States Navy. Born near Cherokee, Iowa, February 16,

1887. Received the M. D. from the University of Minnesota,

1913. Appointed to the Navy from Minnesota the same year.

Fellow of the American College of Physicians. Member of

Association of Military Surgeons, the Minnesota Historical

Society, and the Norwegian American Historical Society.

Author of monographs relating to Minnesota history and medi-

cal history.
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LECTURE TRIPS AND VISITS OF MARK TWAIN
IN IOWA

[In the July issue of The Iowa Journal of History and Politics Mr.

Lorch told of the sojourn of Samuel L. Clemens at Muscatine and Keokuk.

This installment deals with the visits of Mark Twain to Iowa as a lecturer

and entertainer.]

THE LECTURE AT KEOKUK IN 1867

It was on April 5, 1867, that Samuel L. Clemens re-

turned to Iowa after an absence of ten turbulent years. 1 He

had left Keokuk in the fall of 1856 with dreams of South

American adventure and wealth. Now he was returning,

not with wealth, it is true, but with the memory of glorious

days in the Sandwich Islands. Though still without a pro-

fession— Twain’s most perplexing problem during these

dayS— he was by no means obscure. He had not only

made important friendships on the Pacific Coast, where he

had attained popularity by way of journalism and the lec-

ture platform, but he had in his pocket letters of endorse-

ment to prominent men in the East.2 Nor was his fame

confined to the West. Already in January of 1867, only

five months after his return to San Francisco from the

Islands, we find at least one Iowa newspaper quoting

“Mark Twain”.3 And so if Sam Clemens had something

of the feeling of a conquering hero at St. Louis, where he

was visiting with his family, and if he experienced a thrill

by offering himself to the admiration of his former fellow

townsmen both at Hannibal and Keokuk— people, by the

way, who had always been more or less dubious about Sam’s

1 KeoTcuk Gate City (Daily), April 6, 1867.

2 Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 122.

a The State Press (Iowa City), January 9, 1867.
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ability and future success— such feeling might certainly be

excused.

Whether Mark Twain’s trip to Keokuk was prompted by
a desire to renew old acquaintances and to revisit old scenes

or perhaps to replenish a rapidly diminishing purse in the

easiest and most profitable way he knew is problematical.

None of his immediate family then resided in Keokuk, but

there were several relatives and friends. The Stottses,

Orion’s wife’s people, were there, and the Pattersons, and
the Starkweathers, and his old friend Ed. F. Brownell.4

Perhaps, more than any of these, he had hoped to see Annie
Taylor again, but in this he must have been disappointed,

for she was now, as we have seen, a teacher at Lindenwood
College, St. Charles, Missouri.

It was on Thursday, April 4th, that the people of Keokuk
were informed by posters stuck about on the street corners

that “Sam. Clemens, the greatest humorist in America”,
was coming to lecture to them that same week. 5 The next

day Clemens arrived, and with characteristic psychological

foresight registered at the Tepfer House, just completed

and the most fashionable hotel in the city.6 That was on

Friday, and the lecture was not until Monday evening. 7

How Clemens spent the interval we are not told, but it is

easy to surmise that he made the rounds of relatives and
friends, swapping stories and telling of his western adven-

tures. Very likely he took a peek at the rooms on the third

floor on Main Street where Orion’s print shop had been and
where he had both worked and slept in the old days. Pro-

fessor Isbell, whose music rooms had occupied the second

story, was gone now, and Brownell’s Book Store had moved

* Keokuk City Directory, 1867.

5 Keokuk Daily Constitution, April 4, 1867.

6 Keokuk Gate City (Daily), April 6, 1867.

t Keokuk Gate City (Daily), April 6, 1867.
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to a new location. It is improbable, however, that Clemens

wasted much sentiment in revisiting old Keokuk scenes.

The future and not the past was the foremost thing in his

thinking those days. For even if he was not yet certain at

this time that the Alta-Californian would send him on the

Quaker City Holy Land Excursion, he was looking forward

to the trip with impatient expectation .
8 Or even if that

should fail, there were other projects.

The newspapers of Keokuk extended him a friendly wel-

come. “We congratulate them, (the people of Keokuk) as

well as ourselves, on the opportunity we have of hearing

one of his inimitably humorous and witty lectures. . . .

His are not the wornout jests, and hackneyed phrases, re-

peated to satiety, but he is fresh and vigorous, full of life

and spirit. . . . Years ago, before the war, Mark Twain

that is now, was A. [sic] L. Clemens, one of the cleverest

and most popular ‘printer boys’ in Keokuk. He returns to

us now, a famous man, and proverbs or scripture to the

contrary, we trust that our citizens will honor him with a

rousing house on occasion of his lecture before the Library

Association, at the Chatham Square Church, Monday

night. ’ ’ 9

Though there was probably not a rousing house, a “re-

spectable audience ’
’ was in attendance .

10 Robert F. Bower,

President of the Keokuk Library Association, introduced

Clemens. Speaking of the occasion years later, he remem-

bers that Twain said in his preliminary remarks, “If I

were as grand a specimen of manhood as the gentleman

who has just introduced me, you might expect a magnificent

lecture.” 11

s Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. I, p. 310.

» Keokuk Gate City (Daily), April 6, 1867.

10 Keokuk Gate City (Daily), April 9, 1867.

11 Keolcuk Daily Constitution, May 18, 1882.
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Undoubtedly Ed. Brownell was in. the audience that night,

for during the lecture Twain took occasion to refer to his

old friend in such a way as to delight the Keokuk audience.

Twain had been speaking of the unreliability of the inhab-

itants of the Sandwich Islands. Spying Brownell he added,

“The king is, I believe, one of the greatest liars on the face

of the earth, except one
;
and I am very sorry to locate that

one right here in Keokuk, in the person of Ed. Brownell.” 12

On the whole, the lecture was a success. The Keokuk
audience was enthusiastic. “It has been many a day”, re-

ports the daily Constitution, “since our ribs were tickled so

much as at listening to Sam Clemen’s lecture last evening

upon ‘ The Sandwich Islands ’. . . . Those of our citizens

who did not hear this lecture missed one of the richest

treats of their lives.
” 13 It was noted, however, that despite

his original, quaint, and irresistible humor, his style of

speaking and manner were too quiet and undemonstrative.

“A little more voice and a little more nerve in his general

delivery, would not be objectionable by way of variety.” 14

Financially, also, the lecture was fairly successful. At
half a dollar a seat the Library Association netted $34.75,15

which was considerably above what an Emerson lecture had
brought in a few months earlier.

The following day Clemens left for Quincy, Illinois,

where he was to give his last lecture before returning to St.

Louis and the East.16 Fifteen years were to pass before

the people of Keokuk were to see Mark Twain again.

12 Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. I, p. 107.

1 s Keolcule Daily Constitution, April 9, 1867.

14 Keolculc Gate City (Daily), April 9, 1867.

15 Keokuk Daily Constitution, April 7, 1867; Keolculc Gate City (Daily),
May 14, 1867.

is By this time Clemens had probably heard from the Alta-Californian con-
cerning the Quaker City Excursion to the Holy Land.— Paine’s Marie Twain:
A Biography, Vol. I, p. 310.
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THE LECTUBE AT DAYENPOBT IN 1869

If Mark Twain felt that success was near in 1867 as he

revisited the old Mississippi Eiver towns he had once called

home, he was becoming definitely certain of it in 1869. The

Quaker City excursion articles had given him not only a na-

tional reputation as a journalist but had offered contacts

with men of prominence and influence. His difficulties with

regard to the publication of Innocents Abroad had been

amicably and profitably settled, and the book itself was to

appear in July of that year. In the meantime he was in

demand as a lecturer and was playing before tremendously

enthusiastic houses in the East. All in all, things were go-

ing swimmingly. There was, however, one difficulty— a

portion of sour in his pound of sweet considerably larger

than the proverbial ounce. He was contemplating marriage

with a young lady whose family had not yet been persuaded

as to his desirability. A provisional engagement was coun-

tenanced until Mr. Langdon, the girl’s father, should have

time to make inquiries concerning Twain’s character. It

was during this interval of suspense that Twain lectured at

Davenport on January 14, 1869, and at Iowa City on Janu-

ary 15th.17

Twain’s arrival in Davenport was not further noted than

that his name appeared in the published lists of arrivals at

the Burtis House.18 The ticket sale which had started the

morning before, had progressed so rapidly that the lecture

promised to be better attended than any previously given.

The price of general admission was fifty cents. Reserved

it Paine says, ‘ ‘ He -went as far west as Illinois, had crowded houses in

Chicago, visited friends and kindred in Hannibal, St. Louis, and Keokuk,

’and lecturing in old familiar haunts.” But it is highly improbable

that Twain visited Keokuk upon this occasion. In view of his recent phenom-

enal successes it is unbelievable that his presence in the city would have es-

caped notice; yet the newspapers are silent.— Paine ’s Marie Twain: A

Biography, Vol. I, p. 376.

is The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 15, 1869.
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seats were selling at seventy-five cents .
19 By afternoon of

the day of the lecture, Griggs, Watson, and Day reported

that seat sales already amounted to seventy dollars.

“Twain”, announces one newspaper enthusiastically, “is a
trump card.” 20

It does not appear, however, that the people of Daven-
port were aware of Clemens’s former connection with the

State of Iowa
;
the promise of success indicated by the ad-

vance ticket sales is attributable rather to eulogistic press

notices. In the East, it was observed, his appearance had
been greeted with rapturous delight. Though witty he was
without the vulgarity of Nasby.

21

A glowing account of Twain’s brilliant success in Chicago
was copied at length by the Davenport Democrat. “As a
humorous lecturer he is a success. There is nothing in his

lecture, for he very properly sacrifices everything to make
his audience roar, and they do it. His manner is peculiar

;

he hangs around loose, leaning on the desk, or flirting

around the corners of it
;
then marching and countermarch-

ing in the rear of it, marking off the ground by the

yard. His voice is a long monotonous drawl, well adapted
to his style of speaking. The fun invariably comes in at

the end of the sentence, after a pause.” 22

Prepared for an evening of enjoyment, the Davenport
audience which greeted Mark Twain was the “most select

and largest that had yet greeted any lecturer on the

course.” Clemens succeeded at once in putting the audi-

ence in good humor and ready for anything he might say.

“He was not exactly embarrassed, he said, to be introduced
in so public a manner,— he rather liked it.” And then for

is The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 11, 1869.

20 The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 14, 1869.

21 The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 11, 1869.

22 The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 12, 1869.
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nearly two hours he talked, interesting his audience with

descriptions, anecdotes, comparisons, and incidents which

were frequently ridiculous and absurd .

23 Though prepared

for something original in Mark Twain’s manner and deliv-

ery, the reporter for the Davenport Democrat seemed

greatly impressed with the man himself. “His body is

lithe and muscular, set upon long legs with feet of no size

within the ken of a shoemaker, and is surmounted by a

round head. Fun lurks in the corners of his humorous

mouth. His eyes are deep set, and twinkle like stars in a

dark night. The brow overhangs the eyes and the head is

eminently a good one, a laughing face beaming with humor

and genuine good nature.” 24

The lecture was unquestionably a success, a thing to be

enjoyed if not remembered. And then, too, it paid hand-

somely .

26

THE LECTURE AT IOWA CITY

At Iowa City, ‘
‘ The American Vandal Abroad” was by no

means so enthusiastically received. Whether the fault lay

in the increasing tension with which Twain contemplated

the progress of his love affair, or whether the apparent

testiness of the editor of the Iowa City Republican was

chiefly to blame is a matter of conjecture. In view of what

happened, it might be of interest to give in full the notice

of the lecture that appeared in the weekly edition of the

Republican :

‘
‘ The first lecture of the season will be deliv-

ered on Friday evening of this week, at the Metropolitan

Hall by the celebrated humorist Mark Twain. Subject:

The American Vandal Abroad. We have never heard this

lecturer, but judging from his reputation we shall antici-

23 The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 15, 1869.

24 The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 15, 1869.

25 The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 15, 1869.
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pate a rich and rare discourse. The Association has se-

lected him because he has succeeded in making such a repu-
tation, judging rightfully, that he could not have made it

without merit. We hope to see an old fashioned crowd in

attendance on Friday evening. The net proceeds of the

lecture will be devoted entirely to good works in our city.

The time, the occasion, the man and the cause demand an
overflowing house. ’ ’ 26

The house was not overflowing but a splendid audience
confronted Twain at Metropolitan Hall. So far the editor ’s

plea was answered, and as a consequence some “good
works” in the city assured. But the lecture itself dis-

appointed the editor greatly. Had he, however, read the
reports of the lecture in the Chicago and Davenport papers
with ordinary care he might have known what to expect,

for the lack of substance was plainly stated.

“A splendid audience”, he writes, “turned out to hear
Mark Twain discourse about The American Vandal Abroad,
and we fear were generally disappointed. As a lecture it

was a humbug. As an occasion for laughter on very small
capital of wit or ideas it was a success. There were one or
two passages of some merit. His apostrophe to the Sphinx
was decidedly good, as was also his description of the ruins

of the Parthenon, and of Athens by moonlight. Some
touches of Venice did very well, but it was impossible to

know when he was talking in earnest and when in burlesque.

It was amusing to see such a crowd of people laughing to-

gether even though we knew that half of them were ashamed
that they were laughing at such very small witticisms. We
were very much disappointed that there was so little sub-

stance to his lecture. We would not give two cents to hear
him again. ’ ,27

26 Iowa City Republican, January 13, 1869.

27 Iowa City Republican, January 20, 1869.
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But the editor’s disappointment in Twain’s lecture was

as nothing compared with the indignation and disgust he

experienced the following day when he learned from an

irate landlord of Twain’s conduct at the Clinton House,

where Twain had spent the night. As ludicrous as the af-

fair appears, even when we allow for the prejudice of the

editor, it is well known that Twain was frequently subject

to such outbursts of temper as that described below.
28

“But lest he might not have succeeded as a Vandal

Abroad”, complains the editor, “he illustrated the char-

acter at the Clinton House, where he stopped. The morning

after the lecture nothing was seen of him up to nme o’clock,

and the landlord in his kindness, went to his room to see if

he might not be in want of something, but received a storm

of curses and abuse for disturbing him. Of course the land-

lord retreated and left him. After a while a terrible racket

was heard and unearthly screams, which frightened the

women of the house. The landlord rushed to the room and

there found a splendid specimen of the vandal and his

works. There, before him, was the veritable animal, with

his skin on at least, but not much else, and in a towering

rage. He had kicked the fastenings from the door, not

deigning to open it in the usual way— that would have

been too much like other folks. He poured upon the land-

lord another torrent of curses, impudence and abuse. He

demanded to know where the bell pull was. The landlord

told him they were not yet up, as they had not yet got the

house fully completed. His kicking the door open and his

lung performance were his substitute for a bell. At two

o’clock P. M. he had not dressed, and whether he did before

he left on the five o’clock train we did not learn. The

Y. M. C. A. were wretchedly imposed upon by Mark Twain,

28 An amusing incident which absolutely betrays Twain ’s weakness in this

respect is given in Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. II, p. 789.
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and so of course were the audience. He is the only one
engaged for the course whose personal character was un-
known. In great contrast will he be followed by the glo-

rious Howard, the Christian Hero and soldier, who gave
his own right arm to his country, and was ever true to her
cause and the cause of the Great Master above. ” 29

That the editor of the Republican was utterly devoid of a
saving sense of humor may be gathered from the fact that a
week later we find him objecting to a musical performance
by Alf Howard upon somewhat the same ground on which
he had found fault with Twain. “He evoked sweeter music
than we had ever before heard,— or supposed possible from
a guitar, and had his concert not been marred by senseless
and pointless attempts to delineate eccentric characters, it

would have been a success. ” 30 And when we learn that not
even “the glorious 0. 0. Howard, the Christian Hero and
soldier”, quite satisfied the editor, since he treated his sub-
ject “Christian Experience in the Army” differently from
what was expected, we may understand 31 the reluctance of
the editor of the Ottumwa Courier to believe the Iowa City
editor until he had heard Twain’s side of the story.32

John P. Irish, editor of the State Press, had very little

to say of Twain’s lecture, though what he said was favor-

29 Iowa City Republican, January 20, 1869.

so Iowa City Republican, January 27, 1869.

si The Ottumwa Courier (Daily), January 26, 1869. The Ottumwa editor,
J. M. Hedrick, was obviously an admirer of Twain’s humor. He followed his
lecture tour with considerable interest and inserted many of Twain’s humorous
remarks and anecdotes in the columns of his paper.

32 The Ottumwa Courier (Daily), February 3, 1869. Professor Parvin of
the University of Iowa, whose diary gives many interesting glimpses of the
University in the early decades of its existence, was celebrating his birthday
at the home of his sister the evening that Mark Twain lectured at Iowa City.
He does not note the lecture in his diary, but on March 3, 1869, he wrote,
“Lecture by Taylor, ‘Failure, the Alphabet of Success ’— best of the season.’’
Parvin ’s interesting diary is to be found at the Masonic Library at Cedar
Eapids.
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able. “His style of humor is quite original and his senti-

ment, though mostly borrowed from ‘Eothen’, . . . was

quite well rendered.” 33

THE RIVER TRIP OP 1882

Clemens had long planned to complete his book on the

Mississippi River, but it was the spring of 1882 before he

could actually make a start. In April he and James R.

Osgood, his publisher, and Roswell Phelps of Hartford, a

stenographer engaged to take notes, left for St. Louis,34

whence they intended to make the river trip to New Orleans

and then back up the river all the way to St. Paul. In

order to avoid distraction they planned to travel incognito,35

but Twain was recognized as soon as he arrived in St.

Louis. After that attempts at secrecy were abandoned, for

the news of Twain’s plans soon became known up and down

the whole extent of the river.

On the return trip, Osgood, aware perhaps of Twain’s

plans to visit for three days in Hannibal, left the party at

St. Louis, agreeing to pick them up again at Davenport.36

It was on May 17th that Twain stepped aboard the Minne-

apolis at Hannibal to continue the trip. He was by no

means happy. His visit with old Hannibal friends had

33 State Press (Iowa City), January 20, 1869. Eothen, by Alexander Wil-

liam Kinglake, was published in England in 1844 and in America the following

year. It was probably the most widely read and successful travel book prior

to Innocents Abroad. The Century Classics Edition of Eothen, put out by

the Century Company, New York, 1900, carries an introduction by no less a

person than James Bryce.

34 < ‘ Our idea is to strike across lots and reach St. Louis the 20th of April

— thence we propose to drift southward, stopping at some towns a few hours

or a night, every day, and making notes.”

—

Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. I,

p. 417.

ss Clemens traveled as C. L. Samuel, of New York. “I don’t know what

Osgood’s name will be but he can’t use his own.’’—Marie Twain’s Letters,

Vol. I, pp. 417, 418.

36 Keoleuk Daily Constitution, May 18, 1882.
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saddened him, and now, with Osgood gone, he had little

heart to go on. 37 On the boat that day he wrote his wife:

“Livy darling, I am desperately homesick. But I have
promised Osgood, and now I must stick it out; otherwise I

would take the train at once and break for home. . . .

Now I am under way again, upon this hideous trip to St.

Paul with a heart brimming full of thoughts and images of

you and Susie and Bay and the peerless Jean.” The letter

was sent from Quincy, Illinois.38 The same evening, May
17th, the Minneapolis docked at Keokuk.

News of Twain’s coming had, of course, preceded him,

and upon the arrival of the boat, Judge Davis, Ed. F.

Brownell, A1 Patterson, and Dr. J. M. Shaffer went on
board to greet him and to take him off for an hour or two,

while the boat stopped, to talk over old times.39 Though it

is highly probable that the party went up to Orion’s house
to visit with the family, no mention is made of the fact in

the Keokuk papers.

It had been 1867 on the occasion of his “Sandwich
Islands” lecture that he had last been in Keokuk, and
though the intervening fifteen years had brought many
changes, the city was not altogether strange to him. “It
was night, and we could not see details”, he wrote in his

Life on the Mississippi, “for which we were sorry, for

Keokuk has the reputation of being a beautiful city. It was
a pleasant one to live in years ago.” 40

When the party returned to the boat, a reporter from the

Constitution and one from the Gate City joined them.

Chairs were drawn up on the deck, and for a little while

longer the talk went on. Twain stated that he had visited

37 Phelps came up with Twain.— Keokuk Daily Constitution, May 18, 1882.

38 Paine’s Mark Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, p. 419.

3» Keokuk Daily Constitution, May 18, 1882.

40 Clemens ’s Life on the Mississippi, p. 556.
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Keokuk last in 1867. He told them briefly of his purpose in

making the river trip and confessed that he had not in-

tended making it so extensive, but since Osgood had kept

faith with him he would go through with it.

He expressed sorrow at not being able to stop at Keokuk

for a few days and visit with old friends, but that, he said,

would be impossible. When told, thereupon, that the

Burlington papers had stated that Twain would probably

spend a day or two there, he remarked in substance that

they were mistaken, that he did not intend staying there

longer than the boat did.41

Shortly after 11 o’clock, the Minneapolis pulled away 42

and continued the journey up river, going over the Rapids

by way of the canal, “A mighty work”, says Twain, “which

was in progress there in my day”.43

The following morning when the Minneapolis drew up at

Burlington, Clemens took advantage of a delay and stepped

ashore to get a glimpse at the town. He was met at the

bank by Captain William Hillhouse, who in the early days

had known Clemens as a cub pilot on the lower river. At

Clemens ’s request, Hillhouse took a walk with him to North

Hill, from which Hillhouse pointed out to him things of

interest about the town. Twain was delighted with the

scenery. The spirit of progress impressed him.44 “In

Burlington as in all these upper-river towns, one breathes

a go-ahead atmosphere which tastes good in the nostrils.”

He noted the Burlington paid fire department and the new

opera house, recently completed, in which three years later

he and Cable were to delight Burlington audiences 45 with

41 Keokuk Daily Constitution, May 18, 1882.

42 KeoTcuk Daily Constitution, May 18, 1882.

43 Clemens ’s Life on the Mississippi, p. 556.

44 The Burlington HawTceye, May 19, 1882.

45 Clemens ’s Life on the Mississippi, p. 408.
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their readings. Just before he returned to the boat, he
stopped for a moment to call at the Hawheye office, in the
composing room of which, so the Hawheye reports, Clemens
worked before the war.46

As a result of conflicting news items from down the river,

the Muscatine papers, which had shown a lively interest in

the coming of the great humorist, were unable to report
exactly whether or not Clemens would be aboard the Minne-
apolis .

47 In spite of the uncertainty, a number of citizens,

mostly young people, were at the landing when the boat
arrived at five P. M. to get a glimpse of him. “He was not
at first visible ”, the Journal article reports, “having re-

tired to his stateroom, as he afterward admitted, to avoid
being made a public spectacle. The senior editor of the
Journal, however, with whom Mr. Clemens was employed as
a printer in this place 28 years ago, sought him out and was
at once recognized.”48 At the editor’s invitation Clemens
came out of his stateroom to take a look at the city. The
place had greatly changed and on the whole had an un-
familiar look,49 though not so much that he did not recog-
nize some of the buildings. Among others he made out the
old Ogilvie House, then known as the Commercial House. 50

Clemens remembered by name some of the older citizens

46 This is highly improbable. If Clemens ever worked for the EawTceye
it must have been in the fall of 1854 after his departure from Muscatine and
before his arrival in St. Louis, where he remained till he joined Orion at
Keokuk in the late summer or fall of 1855. But neither Clemens nor Paine
ever allude to the matter, nor does the present EawTceye staff, according to
Clay Waite, know anything of his early connection with the paper. The
EawTceye article, with a fine touch of local pride, goes on to say, “at that
time he (Clemens) liked Burlington so well that even after he went down to
Keokuk to work, he always came back here to spend Sunday. ’ ’—The Burling-
ton EawTceye, May 19, 1882.

47 Muscatine Journal (Daily), May 18, 1882.

48 Muscatine Journal (Daily), May 19, 1882.

4» Clemens’s Life on the Mississippi, p. 562.

so Muscatine Journal (Daily), May 19, 1882.
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and inquired after Mr. Burnett and Mr. Denison.51 As it

happened, Mr. Denison was at the landing with his horse

and buggy and invited Clemens to ride about the city with

him, but there was not sufficient time.

The people of Muscatine who had come down to see Clem-

ens were favorably impressed with his person and manner.

It was noted that he was plainly dressed and that he was

entirely free from ostentation. He greeted his old ac-

quaintances cordially and expressed regret that his arrange-

ments made a more extended visit impossible.52

It was probably dark by the time the Minneapolis

reached Davenport. It is doubtful if Twain stepped ashore,

despite his statistical knowledge of Davenport’s claim to

progress and culture found in his Life on the Mississippi.

Had he gone ashore or even made his presence known, the

Davenport newspapers would certainly have noted the fact.

It is probable, however, that Osgood, who had left him at

St. Louis, again joined him at this point, as agreed, for

when the Minneapolis docked at Dubuque the following

afternoon Osgood is mentioned as a member of the party.53

At Dubuque Twain probably spent a few hours ashore.

Although his presence in the city was noted, no formal

interview seems to have been obtained. The item about his

visit is both brief and uninteresting.54

TWAIN’S LECTUBE TOUE OF 1884-1885

When in the fall of 1884 Twain found himself hard

pressed for money, owing to the drain of many investments

and the establishment of a publishing company, he con-

6i Muscatine Journal (Daily), May 19, 1882. Concerning Mr. Denison and

Mr. Burnett see p. 416 of The Iowa Journal of History and Politics for

July, 1929

52 Muscatine Journal (Daily), May 19, 1882.

53 The Dubuque Heruld (Daily), May 20, 1882.

5i The Dubuque Herald (Daily), May 20, 1882.

von. xxvn—35
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I

ceived what he himself might have called a “gaudy” plan.

“He proposed to Aldrich, Howells and Cable”, says Paine,
“that he charter a private car .... and with their own
housekeeping arrangements, cooking, etc., they could go
swinging around the (lecture) circuit reaping a golden har-
vest. ” But the plan fell through, and only Cable, who up
to this time had been stumping the country on his own ac-

count, joined him .
55 J. B. Pond, who had been engaged to

manage the tour, arranged all matters of business and was
to receive a percentage of gross receipts for his services.

Twain, of course, owned the show and paid Cable a stipu-

lated sum each week, and traveling expenses .
56

The program given by the two men 57 varied on occasion
or when exigencies demanded but for the most part it was
as follows

:

PROGRAM

Riohling’s Visit to Kate Riley

— Geo. W. Cable
King Sollermun

— Mark Twain
(a) Kate Riley and Ristofolo

(b) Narcisse in Mourning for “Lady Byron”
(c) Mary’s Night Ride

— Geo. W. Cable
(a) Tragic Tale of the Fishwife

(b) A Trying Situation

(c) A Ghost Story

— Mark Twain
es Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. II, pp. 783, 784.

56 Paine’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. II, p. 784. Paine gives $450.00
as the amount paid Cable. Pond in his book Eccentricities of a Genius, page
231, gives the amount as $600. Kate O’Leary reports the sum of $500.
Lawton’s A Life Time with Marie Twain, p. 78.

Paine ’s Marie Twain: A Biography, Vol. II, p. 785.
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It was on Wednesday evening of January 15, 1885,58

after they had been on the road since November, that the

oddly matched pair arrived at Keokuk. A fierce blizzard

was in progress. It was snowing hard and the temperature

was plunging downward.59 As the train which brought

them from Hannibal arrived only a few minutes before the

time for the performance to begin, Clemens found no oppor-

tunity to greet his mother and Orion and the other Keokuk

kinfolk.60 Cable began his reading at once by giving a

selection from Dr. Sevier

,

but the constant commotion

caused by late comers unfortunately prevented the audi-

ence from enjoying this portion of the program.

“Mark Twain came next, and the appearance of the un-

gainly body and the shaggy head was the signal for ap-

plause. ... He called the audience friends and fellow

townsmen, told them he was glad to resume an intercourse

that had been broken off years ago, said he was very sorry

to have been the cause of bringing them out upon such a

night, but that they were no worse off than the people of

some seventy-five cities already visited by them this sea-

son, that a storm generally preceded their coming, and if

feeling well they always left a famine behind them. ’
’ Mark

Twain then delighted his audience with his amusing de-

scription of the discussion between the darkey, Jim, and

Huck Finn, on the relative merits and demerits of “King

Sollermun”. Cable ’s next reading, ‘
‘ Kate Riley and Risto-

folo”, this time unspoiled by interruptions, was well re-

ceived. In fact, considering the umbrage into which Cable

was cast by the presence of Twain among the enthusiastic

88 Bobert J. Burdette was also lecturing in Iowa this week. It was ar-

ranged between him and Clemens not to show in the same towns on the same

day.— The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 17, 1885.

b KeolcuTc Gate City (Daily), January 15, 1885.

«o Keokuk Gate City (Daily), January 16, 1885.
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people of Keokuk, he appears to have come off remarkably
well. His last selection, ‘‘Mary’s Night Ride”, was his

best, and won hearty applause from the Keokuk audience.

Twain’s most successful reading that evening was the
history of his tussle with the German language. He nar-
rated his lamentable failure to decline the adjectives prop-
erly and to master the intricacies of the German genders
of nouns. The audience was convulsed. Again and again
the audience demanded his reappearance. Twice Twain
responded, reading first his very funny stuttering story,

and then, to the entire satisfaction of the audience, a sail-

or’s yarn. Before his final appearance he gave “A Trying
Situation”, and then, after Cable’s final reading, Twain
substituted as his last number some personal reminiscences
of his days of roughing it in the West, particularly of his

well-known duelling experience .
61

“Following the Twain-Cable entertainment .... there

was a bit of recitation of which only a few who were
straggling in the rear of the outsurging crowds were the

auditors. . . . At the conclusion of the entertainment
and after the usual handshaking with his old friends, the
great humorist began stretching his neck toward the box
his mother had occupied during the evening, but she had
withdrawn and his eyes caught sight of the silver-haired

old lady in the rear of the Opera House sitting among a
circle of relatives and friends awaiting his coming. He
came; and quickly.
“ ‘Why, Sam, I didn’t know you’, was the mother’s

greeting as he gave her a kiss and a hug.
“ ‘That’s because I’m getting so good looking’, was the

reply as he performed the bear act.” Twain’s remark
must have amused the Gate City reporter who was probably
within earshot, for he writes, “If this is the fact, and it is

si KeolcuTc Gate City (Daily), January 15, 1885.
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generally understood that Mark Twain is truthful, we feel

grateful that he didn’t appear before us in his previous

condition. As far as looks are concerned Twain would

never capture a premium at a beauty show.” 62

Then for a little while, as relatives and friends gathered

about Clemens, there was an attempt at conversation, but

Twain crowded it all out. Presently he led his aged mother

to a waiting carriage, hugging and kissing her as they went

along.

That night and all the next day Clemens spent in Keokuk

visiting with his mother at Orion’s home at 628 High

Street. Many of his old friends and acquaintances came to

call on him and were entertained in Twain’s most jolly way.

And there was no happier woman in all Keokuk that day,

we are told, than Mrs. Jane Clemens. Though already in

her eighty-second year she was still active and in good

health.63

Twain’s great popularity and the fact that he was a

former resident gave rise to many reminiscences of the

days when Sam Clemens lived in Keokuk before the war

and of his piloting experiences on the river. An old printer

produced, as a curiosity, a copy of the old 1856 Keokuk

directory which Orion had made up, and on which Sam had

labored many an hour, and in which he had written himself

down as “Antiquarian.” 64 It was recalled that he was a

constant joker in the early days. “At one time he made a

speech on Main Street”, recalled J. F. Fry, “in which he

‘took off’ all the lawyers in Keokuk.” 65 Another episode

lingering in the memories of some of the older men was the

occasion of the printers’ celebration of Ben Franklin’s

*2 KeoTcuTc Gate City (Daily), January 16, 1885.

«3 KeoTcuk Gate City (Daily), January 16, 1885.

64 Keokuk Gate City (Daily), January 16, 1885.

65 Keokuk Gate City (Daily), January 16, 1885.
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birthday when Sam made his first speech.66 Another remi-
niscence concerning Mark Twain’s military service was
printed in the Gate City and is so amusing that it is given
here in full.

While the Sherman-Davis controversy is before the people
raking up old war issues, and while anecdotes of Mark Twain are
pat in this locality, I think it proper that his war record should be
known and I am surprised that he has not given it himself as it is a
funny chapter in his history. I gathered the following from an
old school mate and friend and can vouch for it all

:

At the opening of the War Mark Twain was piloting a steamboat
on the lower Mississippi but on one of his trips was stopped by a
blockade and he returned to his boyhood home in Florida, Mo., and
there joined a company of rebel soldiers. This company remained
at this point until rumors of approaching Yankees induced them to
go farther South. Mark Twain was mounted on a mule and the
company moved off, making a slight detour and finally bringing up
at Louisiana, Mo., where Mark Twain, tiring of the army, after a
continuous service of fully three weeks, sold his mule for $15 and
resigned his position as a private. On being interrogated as to his
cause of so soon leaving the army, he replied that the mule was too
rough and he couldn’t stand it any longer and that it hurt his feet
to walk.

Thus because of a mule did the South lose a valiant soldier and
the world gain an author, and should the house of Twain ever have
an escutcheon, what better emblem could be emblazoned upon it

than a mule.67

The next evening, Thursday, January 15th, the “Twins
of Genius” were to lecture at Burlington. Cable, fortu-
nately, had arrived there Thursday morning, and when
the time came to begin the program that evening he made
his appearance promptly.68 Twain, as we shall see, was
greatly delayed and had a grievous time of it. By rare

66 Keolcuk Gate City (Daily), January 17, 1885.

67 Keokuk Gate City (Daily), January 17, 1885.

68 The Burlington EawTceye, January 16, 1885.
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good fortune one of the editors of the Fort Madison Demo-

crat, who perhaps had gone to Keokuk to attend the Twain-

Cable program, though he does not say so, gives us the

story in great detail.

It was Thursday evening. The small 18 x 20 waiting room of

the C. B. & Q. Road at Keokuk was filled to overflowing with

people of all kinds, sizes and descriptions. There were ministers,

advance agents for dramatic combinations, commercial men, stable

men The few dim lights that made an effort to shine out

through chimneys made black by constant use and inattention,

were only made the more so by the mighty cloud of tobacco smoke

that filled the room. The train that should have arrived at 5 : 50 to

bear the subject of this sketch to Burlington (where his other half,

Geo. W. Cable, was patiently .... awaiting him) and ourselves

to our destination, Madison, was reported half an hour late, caused

by the snow which was rapidly falling and constantly drifting

upon the track. A half hour passed and signs there were none of

the train. We heard a grunt. Our attention was attracted to a

form, evidently that of a man, perched upon a high stool near a

lunch counter, upon which doughnuts and other decrepit edibles

found slow sale, or more properly an eternal abiding place. We
looked at the form. It attracted our attention, perched as it was

upon the elevated “settee”, with its heels recklessly clinched on the

top rung, which caused the knees to come in almost immediate

contact with the chin. Closer examination convinced us that it was

a man, and the occasional grunts that he was alive, though wor-

ried, perplexed, and disappointed. We spotted the personage as

Mark Twain. A pair of heavy arctics covered his feet, while a

slouch hat, pulled carelessly out of shape, protected his head.

Prom under the brim peered out a few curly locks. Between this

and a high collared over-coat was a face. The expression com-

pared favorably with the growling emissions, so we knew that they

came from none other than Mark Twain.

An hour later our discovery found the form dismounted and

tusseling with a huge valise and a smaller parcel. The long ex-

pected train had come. The sight of it seemed to lift a wrinkle

from the face of Mr. Twain, who made at once for the door of the

dingy room, thence to the rear car, the sleeper. We followed him.

He walked down the long platform, and with his eyes down bent or
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half closed caused by the blowing snow. He failed to recognize the
fact that platforms, as well as everything else have an end, and fell

headlong into the snow bank, his grips going in opposite directions.

We were not far behind and came near meeting with the same fate.

At last we ventured to speak.

“Did you lose anything, Mr. Twain?”
“No, I guess I’m all here”, he replied.

The car was finally reached and Mr. Twain was assigned a sec-

tion directly opposite the one we made convenient to occupy. The
humorist commenced taking off his outside wraps, and when the
task was done he had undergone a complete metamorphosis. He
wore a full evening suit of black. The open fronted vest exhibited
a newly laundered shirt front from the collar of which article fell

a soft black tie. The clear yellow light of the porcelain shaded
lamps of the car presented to us a different appearing man than
the form before mentioned. Mr. Twain is a man of medium
height, light weight, well formed shoulders, heavy curly gray hair,

a prominent mustache slightly silvered, and a face that is a study.
Perhaps the expression he wore was his best; for ’twas a compound
of expectancy, eagerness, disappointment and regret, certainly one
interesting to behold.

Mr. Twain was not in a pleasant position
;
he knew it, he felt it.

He knew that 9 o ’clock was but a few minutes distant, and he was
only fairly started with forty-three miles to go. Had we better
brave the lion in his wrath, thought we

;
was it wise to interrupt

the lethargy into which he had fallen? An interview which to us
would be so pleasant, so satisfactory, would to him be dull, uninter-
esting and stupid. . . . and yet that love for “self” quite over-
came us. We made the break.

“Mr. Twain allow us to introduce ourselves. We can readily tell

that we are addressing the proper person and believe that we can
guess your frame of mind.” We handed him our business card.

“Sit down,” he said, pointing to a seat in his section and extend-
ing his hand.

We sat.

He spied the name of “Potowonok” on our card (it was one of
some that we had left), and upon inquiry as to its meaning, we
told him all that we knew about it, and considerable that we
guessed, and the conversation drifted upon the Indian race. He
remarked about the scarcity of the red man within the last few
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years, or at least of his becoming so rapidly civilized, and of so few

who kept their blankets, feathers, etc., in constant use.

He conversed on other topics as well. Survived a well meant

compliment on his famous volumes, etc., etc.

We inquired as to his success in his present pursuit, and he re-

plied that his reception had been favorable since his commencement

last fall. Reaching Yelie Station he said, “I must have a porter

go ashore and send a telegram; excuse me, please.”

We said, “certainly,” and suggested that the message might be

called a “Cable-gram”.

Whether or not he appreciated the pun we were not able to de-

cide, as we changed our section to the farther end of the car and

had only the courage to nod a farewell when the train pulled into

the station .
69

At what time Twain reached Burlington can only be sur-

mised, but it was probably as late as half past ten .

70 Cable

by this time had given his usual program and probably

more. Finally, when the audience had given up hope of

seeing Twain, the long awaited humorist made his appear-

ance ambling onto the stage, his head thrust forward, his

eyes half closed and his hands rolling around, one in the

other. He then stepped to the footlights, leaned his head

forward and in his well-known drawl addressed his audi-

ence .

71

The Burlington Hawlceye, which reported the program at

length, gives Twain’s humorous explanation for the cause

of his delay

:

He said he had stopped through the day with his mother in

so The Fort Madison Democrat, January 21, 1885. Ed. M. Roberts was then

senior editor of the Democrat. His son, N. C. Roberts of Eort Madison, after

a careful reading of the news article, is quite certain his father did not write

it. Nor does he believe it bears the imprint of his younger brother, Ed. M.

Roberts, Jr., who was city editor of the Democrat at that time. It was, he

is quite sure, the work of his older brother, the late Doctor Frank C. Roberts.

— Personal letter from N. C. Roberts, Fort Madison, dated May 9, 1928.

to The Burlington Hawlceye, January 16, 1885.

7i The Burlington Gazette, January 16, 1885.
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Keokuk. She was eighty-two years old; she was the only mother
he had

;
their homes being a thousand miles apart he might never

see her again. He thought he could trust the St. Louis train, but
his trust was betrayed. It started from Keokuk an hour late and
had been getting an hour later ever since. On the way they broke
something. A dispute arose as to what it was that was broken. It

took forty minutes to decide the dispute, and five minutes to repair
the damage.72

Thereupon Twain began his readings, limiting his selec-

tions, it appears, to his disastrous experiences with the

German language, the “Tragic Tale of the Fishwife”, and
“A Trying Situation”. The audience would greatly have
enjoyed the selection from Huckleberry Finn, but the time
was too short. 73

It was a late hour when the entertainment finally ended,
but the audience went home greatly pleased. Cable had
charmed them. “He is small and delicate, with finely

molded features and form. He is the embodiment of grace
in speech, diction, and manner”, wrote the Hawkey

e

re-

porter. And Twain, who in contrast with Cable appeared
large, awkward, and inclined to be uncouth, exceeded their

expectations. 74

The size of the audience which had attended the enter-

tainment was, however, as we discover later, not exceed-
ingly large. “In point of numbers it was a fair Burlington
lecture audience. . . . Still it was not what the repu-
tation of the combination should have drawn nor what their

performance deserved. But it was an intelligent and ap-
preciative audience

;
as good in this respect, perhaps, as the

city can turn out.” 75 Although the price of admission
does not seem to have been considered too high ($1.00, 75^,

72 The Burlington Eawheye, January 16, 1885.

73 The Burlington Eawlceye, January 16, 1885.

74 The Burlington Eawlceye, January 16, 1885.

73 The Burlington EawTceye, January 16, 1885.
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and 50^), at least two other factors operated against at-

tendance. The storm was still raging and the snow was so

deep that many of the older people did not venture out; 76

and two other entertainments of a popular nature were

given the same evening.77

J. B. Pond, Twain’s manager, was undoubtedly aware of

the possibilities which might result from competing pro-

grams for he advertised extensively in both the Hawkeye

and the Gazette, inserting in addition to the regular mat-

ter, a line of blurb in nearly every column of the local news

page. It is highly probable also that Pond had sent on to

Burlington several days in advance some terra cotta bas-

reliefs of George W. Cable and Mark Twain, for two days

before the lecture a number of these were on exhibition

throughout the city.78 But it was quite by accident, as far

as Twain was concerned, that a woman engaged in the sale

of his Life on the Mississippi, happened into Burlington on

the day of the lecture. It was predicted that she would be

detained in the city several days.79

That the Twain-Cable appearance was a notable event to

the people of Burlington may, as a final word, be inferred

from the number and nature of the comments that continued

to appear in the Burlington papers two days after the per-

formance. Two of these show the type: “Cable’s Creole

Songs are Rich”, and “Twain and Cable are a Pair to

draw to.” 80

An item in the Davenport Gazette to the effect that an

effort should be made to have Twain and Cable visit Dav-

enport, suggests that Pond had not booked that city on the

76 The Burlington Gazette, January 16, 1885.

rr The Burlington Hawkeye, January 15, 16, 1885.

78 The Burlington Gazette, January 13, 1885.

re The Burlington Hawkeye, January 16, 1885.

so The Burlington Hawkeye, January 17, 1885.
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itinerary.81 The effort was evidently made, for on January
31, 1885, two weeks after their appearance at Burlington,

they made their appearance in Davenport, having been out

of the State during the entire interval. They arrived in

the morning and registered at the Kimball House. Cable

spent the day quietly in his room, but Twain indulged his

passion for billiards, apparently undisturbed by the curi-

osity of the onlookers.82

That evening a thousand or more people greeted the

entertainers at the Burtis Opera House.83 With customary
promptness, almost before the audience had assembled,

Cable stepped out on the platform. “I propose, if it suits

your pleasure, to commence at once. I hope the audience

will feel no embarrassment and that the auditors will be
kind enough to give me one eye apiece at least and I will

commence the programme. I mention my novel ‘Dr. Se-

vier’, so you will not think that I am Mark Twain. It

would hurt his feelings.” 84 When Cable had finished his

first selection, there was only slight applause, owing prob-
ably to the disturbance created by the late comers.85

Twain’s appearance was greeted by vociferous cheering.

His manner of coming on the stage, which was generally

remarked by audiences everywhere, impressed the Daven-
port auditors also. “He has a peculiar manner of walking
side wise and looking up at the gallery”, wrote one news-
paper reporter.86 Another observed, “He starts on in a
funny little jog trot half sideways, with eyes cast up to the

gallery, with a comical look of inquiry and half appeal.

si The Davenport Gazette (Daily), January 15, 1885.

82 The Davenport Democrat (Daily), January 31, 1885.

88 The Davenport Sunday Democrat, February 1, 1885.

84 The Davenport Gazette (Daily), January 31, 1885.

88 The Davenport Gazette (Daily), February 1, 1885.

a&The Davenport Gazette (Daily), February 1, 1885.
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Then he begins to deliver his humorous conceits with an

expression of placid and child-like innocence that is almost

as ludicrous as the words he is uttering. His gestures are

eloquent if not graceful and would make any audience

laugh, even if Mark Twain had nothing to say.” 87

He read first from Huckleberry Finn and delighted his

audience so immensely that the entire assembly were ready

at the touch to respond to either humor or pathos whether

from Cable or Twain. Throughout the performance, as

Twain and Cable alternated, each was repeatedly encored.

The selection “Mary’s Night Ride” was probably Cable’s

most acceptable effort, though all of his selections after the

first were highly appreciated. It would be difficult to say

which of Twain’s readings gave the most pleasure so gener-

ally enthusiastic does the audience appear to have been.

Huckleberry Finn received the most newspaper space,

though that may have been because the narrative was easy

to follow. Certainly the “Tragic Tale of the Fishwife”,

with its humorous assault upon the intricacies of the Her-

man inflections, convulsed the auditors .

88

The program had taken place on a Saturday evening, and

since Cable had conscientious scruples about traveling on

Sunday, he decided to remain in Davenport till Monday.

Sunday morning he attended the First Presbyterian

Church, the church of his faith. “A portion of the after-

noon and the evening he passed with the family of Mr.

George W. Cable of Davenport— the same name and same

descent— and attended evening services at the Congrega-

tional Church.” 89 He left for Chicago Monday morning.

Twain had left Davenport Saturday night at eleven

87 The Davenport Sunday Democrat, February 1, 1885.

88 The Davenport Gazette (Daily), February 1, 1885, and The Davenport

Sunday Democrat, February 1, 1885.

89 The Davenport Gazette (Daily), February 1, 1885.
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o’clock, immediately after the performance. Pond may
have been with him, as reported by the Davenport Ga-
zette

,
90 but that is unlikely. While at Milwaukee the man -

ager had suffered a heart attack that had confined him to

his bed for several days. On February 5th, the Milwaukee
Journal reports Pond slowly recovering and that he would
be able to attend to business shortly.

When Twain had lectured in Davenport in 1869 his pres-

ence in town had scarcely been noted, but in 1885 his move-
ments were carefully observed by the reporters. The
Davenport Democrat prints the following interesting inter-

view with Twain

:

“Cable and I started on this raid the day after the presidential

election and have been on the road ever since,” replied Mr. Clem-
ens, in his peculiar drawl in answer to a question. “Two years
ago I got some such plan as this in my head. I wanted to get a
larger menagerie together, Howells, T. B. Aldrich, ‘Uncle Remus’,
Cable and myself, so that we could all go on the stage together,

and each read two minutes or so and pose as ‘the happy family’
between times. But Howells had to go to Italy on a commission
from the Century, which will take him a year to fulfill; and the
others couldn’t join us for one reason or another, and so Cable and
I started out alone. I suppose I might have gone out on some such
expedition all by myself, but I’m afraid it wouldn’t be pleasant.
I want somebody to keep me in countenance on the stage, and to
help me impose on the audience. But more than that I want good
company on the road and at the hotels. A man can start out alone
and rob the public, but it’s dreary work, and it’s a cold blooded
thing to do.”

“That’s a fact,” asserted Mr. Cable. “Last year I travelled
and read alone, but it was lonesome.” 91

A FAMILY EEUNION— 1886

If the penetrating little Susie Clemens had continued her
biography but a week more, our knowledge of the visit

90 The Davenport Gazette (Daily), February 1, 1885.

81 The Davenport Democrat (Daily), February 2, 1885.
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Clemens and his family paid to Grandma Clemens at Keo-

kuk in the summer of 1886 would not only be more complete

but infinitely more intimate. “We have arrived in Keokuk

after a very pleasant”— runs the unfinished sentence, the

last that Susie ever wrote in her biography.92 Could it

have been that Susie, overwhelmed by the abundance of

experiences crowded into those five glorious summer days

at “Uncle Orion’s”, felt unequal to the task of recording

them until the biographic urge had given way to others?

Certainly she could have found no time to write while at

Keokuk; and had she found time, the crowded condition of

the household could scarcely have afforded opportunities.

The occasion of Twain’s visit to Keokuk was a family

reunion. 93 Grandma Clemens was in her eighty-third year,

and though physically she was yet very active, mentally

she was already suffering those lapses which during the

last years of her life almost completely clouded her mem-

ory. Orion and Pamela, both older than Sam, were well

past middle age— in fact old people. It was high time for

a family reunion. Accompanying Twain were his wife and

the three children— Susie, Clara, and Jean— and a Ger-

man governess.94 They came by way of the Lakes to St.

Paul, from which point Clemens had planned a river trip

to Keokuk.95

It is easy to imagine the great delight with which Clemens

thus initiated his family into Mississippi steamboating.

And the children, who had often been thrilled by their

father’s fascinating stories of early days on the Missis-

92 Paine’s Mark Twain: A 'Biography, Vol. II, p. 845.

93 Keokuk Gate City, July 1, 1886.

94 Paine’s Mark Twain’s Letters, Vol. II, p. 470. Information about the

governess was supplied by a personal letter from Mrs. Margaret Collisson of

Keokuk who was a neighbor of the Clemens family and at whose house the

children and the governess stayed at night during the visit.

95 Paine’s Mark Twain: A Biography, Vol. II, p. 844.
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sippi, must have regarded the experiences as a dream that

had come true. Only one incident of the river trip has

been preserved. It occurred on the evening of the first day.

The boat had entered a shoal crossing. ‘‘Clemens, stand-

ing alone on the hurricane deck, heard the big bell forward
boom out the call for leads. Then came the leadsman’s

long-drawn chant, once so familiar, the monotonous repeat-

ing in river parlance of the depths of water. Presently the

lead had found that depth of water signified by his nom de

plume and the call of ‘Mark Twain, Mark Twain’ floated

up to him like a summons from the past. All at once a
little figure came running down the deck, and Clara con-

fronted him, reprovingly:
“ ‘Papa,’ she said, ‘I have hunted all over the boat for

you. Don’t you know they are calling for you?’ ” 96

That was on the evening of July first. Earlier in the day
Twain had sent Orion a telegram stating the fact that he

had left St. Paul on the War Eagle ,
97 It was not until ten

o ’clock the following evening that the boat pulled up at the

Keokuk landing .
98

If on the following morning Twain expected a long morn-
ing ’s rest in bed, as was customary with him, he was greatly

disappointed. The Fourth of July fell on Sunday and the

celebration of the event was advanced to the third. The
day, dawning bright and clear, was ushered in with the

ringing of bells, the reports of explosives, and the detona-

tions of cannon. As the morning advanced the city was
profusely decorated. An industrial parade, headed by
Wittick’s Second Eegimental Band, moved up Main Street,

the fire department followed, and finally came the wagons
and teams representing the business interests. It was esti-

s« Paine’s Mark Twain: A Biography, Vol. II, p. 845.

97 Keokuk Gate City, July 1, 1886.

88 Keokuk Gate City, July 3, 1886.
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mated that the number of strangers in the city was between

eight and ten thousand.

At two o’clock the exercises began at Rand Park. An

immense crowd had gathered there, and despite the favor-

able position of the park, situated as it is on a high bluff

overlooking the river, the weather was too hot for comfort.

Since Orion was on the program, it is likely that the

family went out to the park in a group. When Mark Twain

appeared and was recognized, a murmur of ‘
‘ There he is”

ran through the crowd and people edged up to get a closer

view. He was dressed entirely in white duck with a tall

white hat. To the people of Keokuk, unfamiliar with

Twain’s love of distinctiveness of attire, his appearance

must have been unusually interesting.

The exercises consisted of the customary Fourth of July

prayers and speeches. After the Hon. Gibson Browne,

president of the day, had called the assemblage to order

and the Reverend R. C. Mcllwain had offered prayer, Orion

Clemens read the Declaration of Independence in a clear

and distinct manner. Then followed a stirring speech by

the Honorable Thomas Hedge of Burlington, the chief

orator of the day, rousing the people to the ideals of demo-

cratic institutions. At the conclusion of the oration

Samuel Clemens was called for. He was introduced amid

enthusiastic applause. His talk, though short, was no doubt

a happy relief from the oppressive heat of the day and from

the heightened emotional effect of Hedge’s studied oration.

He little thought, Clemens is reported to have begun,

when the boys awoke him at 4 o’clock in the morning that

he would be called upon to add to that noise. The audience

had heard all there was to be heard, the evidence was all in,

and all that remained for him was to deliver the verdict.

They had heard the Declaration of Independence read,

which had lasted through all the Fourth of July’s in the

vol. xxvn—36
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past and would for all time to come. They had heard the
orator of the day and the noble tribute he had paid to the
fathers of the country and the happy sketch which he gave
of the nation’s history. It was a successful day. 4

‘I stand
here”, said Twain, “to thank the committee for the oppor-
tunity of standing face to face with the men and women
whom I knew thirty years ago. Keokuk was then a city of
3000 inhabitants and they drank 3000 barrels of whiskey
per year. They drank it in public then; now they don’t.
(Laughter) Vast strides have been made during the past
thirty years. A poet has said, ‘Better fifty years of Eng-
land than all the cycles of Cathay.’ But I say better one
decade of this period than the 900 years of Methusaleh.
There is more done now in a year than he ever saw in all

his life. Methusaleh lived over 900 years but he never saw
a barbed wire fence. (Laughter) I know that the man who
makes the last speech on an occasion like this has the best
of the other speakers, as he has the last word to say, which
falls like a balm on the audience— though this audience
has not been bored today— and though I can’t say that last
word, I will do the next best thing I can and that is to sit

down. ’ ’

When Twain had retired amid hearty applause and the
clapping of hands, and the Reverend T. H. Cleland had
pronounced the benediction, the ceremonies at Rand Park
ended for the afternoon."

Only a few glimpses are granted us of what took place at
the Clemens home during the next two days. The children

Susie, Clara, and Jean— and the German governess, on
account of the congestion at Orion’s, were quartered at
McElroy’s, a near neighbor. The weather, especially at
night, was insufferably hot, for we hear of Jean and Clara
sitting up in bed there crying about the heat. Jean, we

99 Keoikuk Gate City, July 6, 1886.
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learn, had one day fallen and hurt her arm, and Dr. Jenkins,

an old friend of the family, who lived just across the street,

had very tenderly attended to it and had managed to get

the pain out quickly.
100

It was during these days, perhaps at the suggestion of

the McElroys, that a time was set at Orion’s for an ex-

change of autographs .
101 Those of the children and of

Mark Twain have been preserved. They are now in. the

Mark Twain Room in the Iowa Mutual Insurance Building

at Keokuk. A diversion exclusively for the children was

planned by a cousin of Dr. Jenkins who happened to be

visiting in Keokuk at the time. She gave all of the neigh-

borhood children a delightful picnic at Rand Park. The

picnic was in honor of the visiting Clemens children.

102

It was probably during these days also that Sam talked

with Orion about securing a nurse for their mother and

about a house more satisfactorily arranged, in view of the

increasing burden resting upon Orion and his wife by their

mother’s infirmity. Whether or not the large brick house

diagonally across the intersection was then already in pros-

pect is a matter of conjecture, but the property was later

purchased
,

103 and it was there, four years later, that Jane

Clemens died .

104

100 Paine’s Marie Twain’s Letters, Vol. II, pp. 470, 471.

101 Information from a personal letter from Mrs. Margaret MeElroy Collis-

son of Keokuk, dated April 2, 1928.

102 Personal letter from Mrs. Margaret MeElroy Collisson of Keokuk, dated

April 2, 1928.

103 The deed was dated January 7, 1889.— Page 98, No. 54 Deed Record

from 1888-1890. In the property transfer Twain’s name does not appear,

though it is practically certain that he furnished all or a major portion of

the money.

104 At the death of Mrs. Orion Clemens, a tiny music box formerly belonging

to Jane Clemens, came among other effects into the possession of Mrs. John

Carpenter of Keokuk. Mrs. Carpenter reports that Sam Clemens had sent the

box to his mother following the 1886 visit. It is about four inches wide, six
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On Tuesday evening, July 6th, between the hours of

eight and ten a reception was tendered Clemens and his

wife at Orion’s. Over four hundred invitations had been
sent out and a large number took advantage of the occasion

and were present. 105 The residence and the grounds were
decorated with Chinese lanterns,106 and many of the guests

who found no room inside moved about on the lawn. In

the front parlor Grandma Clemens, Orion, and his sister,

Pamela, Mrs. P. A. Moffett of San Francisco, received

guests, while Mark, in spotless white duck, his wife, and
Mrs. Orion Clemens received in the library. It was a
proud moment for Grandma Clemens. For the first time in

fifteen years she had all of her children and most of her

grand children with her. Only Mrs. Charles L. Webster
and Pamela’s son, Samuel E. Moffett, then one of the

editors of the San Francisco Post, were absent. 107

While Clemens was entertaining his guests indoors, Ed.
Brownell, Clemens’s old friend of Keokuk days, sat out on
the lawn, surrounded by a number of guests, and told what
he knew of Twain’s early life and of his extraordinary rise

to fame. A reporter of the Constitution who listened as

Brownell talked tells how the story impressed the group.

“As we sat last evening at the home of Mr. Clemens’s

hospitable brother, and listened to the incidents of a career,

seemingly having no counterpart except in imagination, it

needed occasional glimpses of the man himself through the

throng there to do him honor to believe it was not some

inches long, and less than two inches high. When wound up it still plays
three old fashioned melodies with such a quaint tinkling sound that it is little

wonder Jane Clemens took such great delight in it. The box is still in
the possession of Mrs. John Carpenter.— Information given by Mrs. John
Carpenter of Keokuk.

105 The Keokuk Constitution, July 10, 1886.

loo Keokuk Gate City, July 7, 1886.

107 The Keokuk Constitution, July 10, 1886.
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fairy web well-spun lightsome and airy by the fluent and

always entertaining Brownell. The story was a long one

from the days when the two were young men together here

in Keokuk, through the continent, on the placid Pacific,

across the Atlantic, early state making, marriage, journal-

ism, lecturing, hardships, business successes, literary tri-

umphs, and the world’s acclaim— till the crowd thinned

and Twain came out in the garden, where we were, and

made the story real by his presence and an hour’s delight-

ful companionship.” 108

Neither the little circle of friends who sat with Twain

that night, nor Ed. Brownell, and least of all Clemens him-

self could know that even then Twain was entering a period

of financial hazard on the type setting machine which a few

years later was to send his entire financial structure crash-

ing down about him. But that is another story.

The day following the reception was the day set for leave

taking. With characteristic care for the comfort of his

family, and perhaps with an irrepressible love of display,

Clemens had ordered a special pullman for the trip. At

4:40 the family boarded the C. B. & Q. and departed for

Elmira, New York, their summer home.109

AN INVITATION TO VISIT KEOKUK— 1887

It was four years before Iowa saw Mark Twain again,

although an attempt was made to get him to visit Keokuk

the following winter. The occasion for the proposed visit

was the first annual ball which the Keokuk Printers ’ Union

was planning to celebrate at Ayres Hall on February 10,

1887. In connection with the ball was to be a type-setting

contest in which a team representing Keokuk was to com-

pete with a team representing Burlington.

108 The Keokuk Constitution

,

July 7, 1886.

loo The Keokuk Constitution, July 7, 1886.
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A number of nationally prominent men who bad been
printers at one time in their lives were invited to partici-

pate. Among these were Eugene Field, Bob Burdette, and
Mark Twain. 110 William F. Douglas, then secretary of the

Union, in writing to Twain, related the tradition existent in

Keokuk that Twain had assisted at a much earlier printers ’

celebration on the occasion of Benjamin Franklin’s birth-

day. 111 In reply to Douglas’s invitation Twain sent the

following letter of regret

:

Hartford, Jan. 24, 1887,— My dear Sir: It was 1855, if I re-

member rightly, and the occasion was not a typesetting contest.

It was a struggle over a dinner table. The table did not win.
I thank the Union very much for the compliment of their invi-

tation, and I should like to help at the present competition, but it

wouldn’t be any use. I couldn’t get the prize, unless 600 leaded
bourgeois might fetch it.

Truly yours,

S. L. Clemens.112

The letter was printed in a small four-page leaflet called

the Proof Sheet which was circulated at the ball as an
“extra”.113 The following morning the letter was re-

printed in the Gate City among the letters of regret.

THE LAST VISIT IN IOWA

When Clemens visited Keokuk in 1886 he knew very well

that his mother was rapidly nearing the end of her life.

Her memory was playing her sad tricks and her health was
steadily giving way. Her care was a great problem. Mrs.

no Information from a personal letter from C. C. Baldock, dated February
2, 1<928. Mr. Baldock states that the minutes of the Keokuk Printers’ Union
prior to 1894 are lost.

in Information from a personal letter from William F. Douglas, dated
February 5, 1928.

ii^ Keokuk Gate City, February 11, 1887.

ns Information from a personal letter from C. C. Baldock, dated February
2, 1928.
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Margaret McElroy Collisson, a close neighbor of the Clem-

ens family, reports that matters were complicated by a

strong desire on the part of Grandma Clemens to rnn away.

“She was like a child. She had a great desire to rnn away

and was always hunting her little chickens. All the chil-

dren of the neighborhood started out as soon as the word

came that she was missing.” Some of the older children,

says Mrs. Collisson, were so concerned about it that they

held a council and decided to help even more, so they

formed a club and got up mornings as early as Grandma

Clemens and invited her to go walking, escorting her some-

times as far as Rand Park. But when the club failed to

cure her in this manner, it died out.114

During the summer of 1890 the aged woman’s health

broke down completely. In August, when an especially

severe attack struck her, Twain was called for by telegram.

He came immediately. His arrival in Keokuk was not

noted, and only the briefest notice of his presence in the

city appeared in the paper for August 19th.115 Nothing is

said of the illness of Mrs. Clemens. The following day,

however, a brief announcement informs us that she had

materially improved and that Twain had departed for his

home. This trip, lasting perhaps not over twenty-four

hours, was Mark Twain’s last visit to Iowa.

The rally was very brief. In October Mrs. Clemens suf-

fered a relapse and on the twenty-seventh of that month

she died. Twain did not, however, come to Keokuk, for the

burial was to be at Hannibal and it was there he met the

funeral party.116 It was observed that Twain’s hair was

Personal letter from Mrs. Margaret McElroy Collisson, dated April 21,

1928.

us Keolculc Gate City, August 19, 1890.

ns The funeral party was made up of Mr. and Mrs. Orion Clemens, Mrs.

Starkweather, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Moody, and Mrs. W. A. Brownell.— Keokuk

Gate City, November 2, 1890.
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much grayer and that he appeared to be in poor health.

When the time came for the party to return to Keokuk,
Twain boarded the same train but went straight on through
to Chicago.117 It was the last time he saw Orion alive.

DEATH OF ORION

When Orion died on December 11, 1897, Twain was living

in Vienna. A cablegram was sent immediately and by four

o’clock the same afternoon his reply came: “All send deep-
est sympathy.” But that evening, in Vienna, he wrote the

following letter to Molly Clemens

:

Hotel Metrople

Dear Molly: Vienna, Dee., 11/97.

It is 10 in the evening. We sent you our cablegram of sympathy
half an hour ago and it is in your hands by this time, in the wintry
mid-afternoon of the heaviest day you have known since we saw
Jenny escape from this life thirty-three years ago, and were then
too ignorant to rejoice at it.118

We all grieve for you; our sympathy goes out to you from
experienced hearts, and for Orion, I rejoice. He has received
life’s best gift.

He was good— all good, and sound : there was nothing bad in
him, nothing base, nor any unkindness. It was unjust that such a
man against whom no offence could be charged, should have been
sentenced to live 72 years. It was beautiful, the patience with
which he bore it.

The bitterness of death— that is for the survivors, and bitter

beyond all words, it is. We hunger for Susy, we suffer and pine
for her; and if by asking I could bring her back, I could stoop to
that treachery, so weak am I, and so selfish are we all. But she
and Orion are at peace, and no loyal friend should wish to disturb
them in their high fortune.

I and all of us offer to you what little we have— our love and
our compassion.

Sam.

Keokuk Gate City, November 2, 1890.

ns Jennie Clemens, the only child of Mr. and Mrs. Orion Clemens, died on
February 1, 1864, at Carson City, Nevada.—Molly ’s Note Book.
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The letter quoted above was the only one that survived

the general destruction of the voluminous correspondence

which, after the death of Molly Clemens in 1904, came into

the hands of Mr. John Carpenter of Keokuk who was ap-

pointed administrator. One day, after he had made an

inventory of most of Molly’s effects, he found in a wood-

shed to the rear of the house an old trunk. He opened it

and found it filled with letters from Sam Clemens and from

other members of the family. Many of the letters from

Sam were to his mother, and most of them carried a little

note near the bottom “Burn this letter”. Jane Clemens,

however, had not heeded Sam’s request but had laid them

away in the trunk where they remained till Mr. Carpenter

found them. Mr. Carpenter reports that he looked the let-

ters over, noted Sam’s postscript, and burned them all. He

now feels that many might legitimately have been pre-

served, but explains that at the time he failed to realize the

literary importance of the letters, and consequently de-

stroyed them.

At Mark Twain’s request all of Orion’s papers— letters,

manuscripts, etc.— were packed and sent to Fredonia, New

York, to await his return from Europe. Included in the

packet were probably Orion’s biographical papers, a great

number of literary odds and ends representing ten or fif-

teen years of spasmodic attempts in a variety of literary

ventures, sermons, political tracts, and lectures.119 The

fate of these papers is not known, but they are no longer

available. The loss of these letters and the destruction of

the hundreds of letters from Samuel L. Clemens to his

family at Keokuk explains the lack of documentary evi-

dence for those who are interested in the investigation of

Twain’s visits to the State of Iowa.

ns For a partial list of Orion’s attempts at fame via literature see Twain’s

letter to William Dean Howells in Paine’s Mark Twain’s Letters, Vol. I, pp.

352-355.
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CONCLUSION

We find, if we except the doubtful visit of 1861, that after

Clemens left Keokuk in 1856, he returned to the State of

Iowa seven times. It is interesting to note, however, that

in only one instance— on the occasion of the family re-

union in 1886— was his return chiefly a matter of his own
volition. In all other cases, even in that of 1867, his ap-

pearance was incidental to other purposes. Yet in view of

the fact that his only brother Orion lived in Keokuk for

twenty-five years and died there, and that after 1882 his

mother also made her home there until her death in 1890,

and that he kept up a lively correspondence with both of

them, there can be little doubt that he regarded the little

Mississippi River town in which he himself had lived in the

fifties as his western home.

More important, however, than the family ties which
served to relate Mark Twain to the State of Iowa were the

experiences and the influences that came to bim during his

own residence at Muscatine and particularly at Keokuk.
At Muscatine, as we have seen, though his sojourn was very
short, he gravitated toward those men— Mahin, Burnett,
and Denison— who would be most likely to influence him
culturally just at the moment when the tendency was strong
to drift back into the carefree, sloven, frontier-town exist-

ence from which he had recently escaped at Hannibal.
There were, however, in a real sense, no beginnings made
at Muscatine. It is at Keokuk that we find those. It was
there that he made his first after-dinner speech, as a result

of which he was induced to join a debating class to increase
his facility as a speaker— certainly a beginning for one of
America’s greatest public entertainers. It was there,

urged on by the hopelessness of prospects with Orion and
by the stirrings of ambition resulting from his feeling for
Annie Taylor, his sweetheart at Iowa Wesleyan College,
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that lie first conceived and planned the Snodgrass letters.

These humorous travel sketches, despite their crudeness,

definitely indicate the type of literary effort upon which

Twain’s fame so largely rests.

Fred W. Lorch

Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts

Ames Iowa



THE LEWELLING FAMILY— PIONEERS

The pioneers of Iowa were possessed of nnnsnal courage
and self reliance. There was no place among them for the

weak and timid. Among the pioneers who gathered their

belongings into covered wagons and traveled for hundreds
of miles into an unknown land was Henderson Lewelling
and family who came from Indiana to Iowa in 1837, and in

the southern part of the town of Salem in Henry County a
large substantial two-story stone dwelling still stands as a
monument to the energy and enterprise of this man.
Henderson Lewelling, a skilled nurseryman, was soon

supplying southeastern Iowa with the choicest of trees and
vines. After ten busy years in Iowa, he again assumed the
role of an adventurous pioneer and moved to Oregon where
in his zeal as a nurseryman he helped lay the foundations
for the great fruit industry of the Pacific northwest.

The Lewelling family originated in Wales and early his-

tory speaks of the members of this family as noted and
powerful lords of the kingdom. They were a sturdy, inde-

pendent clan who successfully resisted the progress of the

Roman legions at the time of the Roman invasion, and in

later days fought against the tyranny of the English kings.

At just what date the Lewelling family emigrated to

America is not known, but there are traditions of the
family in America for several generations prior to any
recorded history of their activities. When the record of
the Lewellings begins in North Carolina they were not like

the chivalrous and warlike clans of Wales. Although they
possessed many of the characteristics of noblemen, like

William Penn, they had been converted to the peaceful

548
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ways of the Society of Friends or Quakers, and were living

according to the tenets of that benevolent society.

The grandfather of Henderson Lewelling was said to

have been a pious, God-fearing man, well versed in Biblical

literature. He named his three sons Shadrach, Meshack,

and Abednego. Meshack was the father of Henderson Lew-

elling, the Salem pioneer.

Meshack Lewelling was a practicing physician and a pro-

fessional nurseryman
;
at the same time he also engaged in

general farming. He rode on horseback to visit his patients

and carried his remedies in his saddle bags as was the

custom in those days. What the occupation of Meshack ’s

ancestors was is not recorded, but it is believed that they

were nurserymen for several generations. The Lewellings

were located in Randolph County, North Carolina, which is

in the southwestern part of the State. Many of the finest

apples in the world are now being shipped to various mar-

kets from this locality, and doubtless the foundation stock

of these orchards came from the Lewelling nurseries.

In 1825, Meshack Lewelling and a number of his neigh-

bors, attracted by the glowing reports of the country in

Indiana, disposed of their holdings in North Carolina and

started on the long and dangerous trail over the mountains

and through the Cumberland gap to the promised land of

Indiana. Contrary to the general rule among the Quakers,

Meshack Lewelling was a holder of slaves. When he sold

the rest of his property in North Carolina, instead of sell-

ing his human chattels, he took them with him to Indiana

and set them free. Another member of the family inher-

ited two slave children in Louisiana. He went to that

State, obtained possession of his human property, took

them with him to Indiana, and gave them their liberty.

These acts were consistent with the traditions and spirit of

the Lewellings.
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When Meshack Lewelling arrived in Indiana, he pur-

chased land, started in the nursery business, and resumed
the practice of medicine, which he followed to the end of his

career.

Henderson Lewelling was sixteen years of age when he
arrived in Indiana with his family. He assisted on his

father’s farm and in the nursery for several years. On
December 30, 1830, at the age of 22, he married Miss Eliza-

beth Presnell, who came from North Carolina and was also

a Quaker. He established a home of his own and in 1835 he
and his brother John, who owned adjoining land, went into

the nursery business together. Shortly after this the

brothers heard glowing accounts of the Black Hawk Pur-
chase in Iowa. Ever alert for something better, Henderson
Lewelling determined to move to Iowa. This change was
made in 1837 and he and his brother John secured land near
the new town of Salem and opened up a nursery there.

John continued the business in Indiana, while Henderson
operated the Salem enterprise. The joint enterprise thus

continued until 1841 when John disposed of their interests

in Indiana and joined his brother at Salem. Here the busi-

ness prospered. The country was rapidly being settled by
the home building Quakers, and other citizens of like char-

acter who planted large orchards of apples, pears, peaches,

plums, cherries, and fruit shrubs. Almost every homestead
in the southern part of Henry County and the northern
part of Lee County was bountifully supplied with fruit

trees from the Lewelling nurseries.

The Lewellings were conscientious men, who took pride
in their business, and during the ten years that Henderson
Lewelling operated a nursery in Salem, he made fourteen
trips to Indiana and the nurseries of the East to secure the

finest fruit trees and plants then known to the science of

horticulture.
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As the result of the work of the Lewellings, almost every

homestead within a radius of many miles of Salem had in a

few years an orchard filled with the choicest varieties of

apples and other fruits. So abundant was the apple crop

of this section, that the local market could not absorb the

yield. Fortunately other markets were not too far away to

be reached by ordinary wagon traffic. The hauling of

apples became a regular business for teamsters from

August to the freezing weather of winter. As soon as the

summer apples began to ripen, the roads would be lined

with covered wagons hauling the fruit to Ottumwa, Oska-

loosa, Newton, Marshalltown, Cedar Bapids, and inter-

mediate points. Thus the fruit grower had a good market

for his product, and the teamster an opportunity to engage

in a profitable business.

After the coming of Henderson and John Lewelling to

Iowa, other members of the family followed. An older

brother, William, settled in Salem and engaged in teaching.

He was a preacher among the Quakers and a public speaker

of great merit. A nephew, Jehu Lewelling, and a niece,

Jane Lewelling Votaw, also came to Salem. Jehu was a

Baptist minister, and Jane Votaw was a preacher for the

Quakers.

The Lewellings became opponents of the institution of

slavery, as were many members of the Society of Friends.

The controlling body of the church was too indifferent to

the demands of the anti-slavery element, and a separation

in the church took place, caused by the difference of views

on the attitude which the church should adopt on the slavery

question. The new branch of the church was called the

Anti-slavery Friends. The Lewellings were prominent

leaders of this group. A branch of the new church was

established in Salem, and Henderson Lewelling sat as head

of the meeting.
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William Lewelling, the older brother, was also a power-
ful advocate of the abolition of slavery. While in Indiana,

engaged in lecturing on his constant theme, he was taken

ill. He arose from a sick bed to fill an engagement. It is

alleged that he addressed the audience with great power
and energy, after which he immediately took to his bed
from which he never arose.

William Lewelling left a family of small children who
were reared by the widow and relatives. The youngest

son, Lorenzo Dow Lewelling, became one of the most illus-

trious members of the family. After a severe struggle for

an education, and a short career in the army, he became a
teacher in Whittier College at Salem. He was a reader of

great ability. His powers of elocution and impersonation

were unusual, and he was in great demand at all literary

entertainments. His friends believed that if he had gone
upon the stage he would have become a great actor; but

having been reared in the Society of Friends, a career upon
the stage was unthinkable.

The writer was a friend of Lorenzo Lewelling, and as-

sisted him in many of his endeavors. Like most men of

distinction, he met with many amusing incidents in his

career. On one occasion we were giving an entertainment

at a country church in the vicinity of Salem. The audience

was large and appreciative. Lewelling was reciting a
pathetic poem entitled “The Wounded Soldier” in which
the attitude of the wounded during the battle was vividly

portrayed. He was rendering this with wonderful skill and
had produced a profound impression on the audience.

When he reached the stanza which reads, “Raise me up,

comrades, we have conquered I know, up, up, on my feet

with my face to the foe”, Lewelling unwittingly transposed
a sentence, and rendered it thus, “Raise me up, comrades,
we have conquered I know, up— up on my face with feet
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to the foe”. No one saw the error quicker than he, but it

was too late. The ridiculous attitude of the wounded was

too much for the audience, and all the pathetic effect of the

speaker was lost in a gale of laughter.

Later he was appointed superintendent of the girls’ de-

partment of the State reform school. He held this position

for several years, and then moved to Wichita, Kansas.

During the Populist uprising in 1892, he was elected Gov-

ernor of the State, and served in this capacity with great

distinction. L. D. Lewelling would doubtless have had a

brilliant career, hut in the height of his triumphs, he died.

During the time that Henderson Lewelling engaged in

the nursery business at Salem, he prospered, and acquired

an adequate competence. He built the stone dwelling, al-

ready mentioned, and was a leading and influential citizen

of the community. But this was not enough. He had read

with deep interest accounts of the travels of Lewis and

Clark in the Oregon country and of the later expeditions of

John C. Fremont, and emigrants’ reports of the wonders

of the Willamette Valley. As early as 1845 he determined

to go to Oregon. He began to dispose of his property with

the thought of starting the following year, but not being

able to close out his business until the season was too far

advanced, the starting was postponed until the following

spring.

The writer’s father, Joel C. Garretson, was a warm per-

sonal friend of Henderson Lewelling. They had worked

together in the anti-slavery cause, and both had suffered

the abuse heaped upon the abolitionists of that period.

When Garretson learned of Lewelling’s intention of going

on the Oregon trip, he went to him and told him, in the way

of mild reproach, that he thought that a man who had pros-

pered as he had, and surrounded himself with so many of

the comforts and luxuries of life, should be content to re-

vol. xxvn—37
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main in his present situation. Lewelling replied in that
plain deliberate fashion, peculiar to the Quaker, “Well,
Joel, it makes no difference how much a man has around
him if he is not satisfied he will go off and leave it.” His
face was set toward the West, and no argument or persua-
sion would avail. The time of starting was delayed by
circumstances, but his mind was firmly fixed. It was during
this period of delay that Lewelling conceived the idea of
carrying living grafted fruit trees to the Willamette Val-
ley, and the Pacific coast. The following account of the
preparation for this enterprise has been related by his son,
Alfred Lewelling.

When the next spring came, he (Henderson Lewelling)
had secured the cooperation of a neighbor John Fisher for
the prosecution of his plans to take the fruit trees. They
had procured a stout wagon and made two boxes twelve
inches deep and of sufficient length and breadth, that set in
the wagon box side by side they filled it full. These boxes
were filled with a compost consisting principally of char-
coal and earth, into which about 700 trees and shrubs, em-
bracing most, if not all of the best varieties in cultivation
in that section of the country were planted. The trees were
from twenty inches to four feet high and protected from
stock by light strips of hickory bolted to posts set in staples
on the wagon box. Three yoke of good cattle drew that
wagon, and all other arrangements being completed we
started on the 17th day of April, and traveled about fifteen
miles a day through the southwestern part of Iowa and
northwestern Missouri, reaching the Missouri river ten
miles above St. Joseph on the 17th day of May. Our train
thus far consisted of three wagons for our family and
goods, one for Mr. Fisher’s family, two for the Nathan
Hocket family, and the nursery making seven wagons in
all.

’ ’
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Soon after crossing the Missouri River, the Salem expe-

dition joined a train commanded by a Captain Whitcomb,

and traveled with it for several days, but this organization

soon dissolved, and the Lewellings joined Captain John

Bonser’s part of the train, and traveled with it to the

Platte River, where Mr. Fisher died. His death was a

severe blow to the enterprise as Mr. Fisher had agreed to

assist in caring for the nursery. Mr. Lewelling now had

charge of the nursery wagon, and decided to carry it

through in his own way and time, as he had already been

criticised by some of his friends for attempting to haul that

heavy load across the plains and over the Rocky Mountains.

The trees had to be watered every day if possible, and thus

the maximum weight of the load remained the same

throughout the entire journey.

To all who sought to persuade him to abandon his ‘
‘ trav-

eling nursery” Lewelling invariably replied that as long as

it did not endanger the health and life of his family he

would stick to his fruit trees. The following note from

Alfred Lewelling will illustrate the firm and determined

character of the man who was promoting this enterprise

:

* 1 The last time I recollect any one trying to discourage him

about the nursery wagon was on North Platte. The Rev.

Mr. White suggested that it would be better for him to

leave it as the cattle were becoming weary and foot sore,

and that the continued weight of that load would kill all of

his cattle and prevent him from getting through. Father’s

answer was such an emphatic ‘No’ that he was allowed to

follow his own course after that without much remon-

strance ’ ’.

After this Lewelling decided it was best for the Salem

group to travel alone or nearly so rather than in large com-

panies. Subsequent events proved the wisdom of this

decision.
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The story of the trip across the mountains has been re-

lated by his son as follows :
‘
‘ Instead of standing guard at

night, we put bells on the cattle and watched them evenings

until they had fed and would lie down, and father would
invariably hear the first tinkle of the bell in the morning.

“I have no doubt that father devoted himself to the

enterprise with as much watchfulness as any man that

crossed the plains that year.

“After losing two oxen on the Sweetwater River, one by
poison and the other by inflammation caused by sore feet,

we traveled pretty much alone; and our cattle began to

improve, as two of the loads, being largely provisions and
feed, were becoming perceptibly lighter.

“After passing over the great back bone of the continent

at Pacific Springs, we crossed the desert to Green River,

thence via Hams Fork to Bear River, passing Soda Springs
and crossing the lava beds or volcanic district, we passed
Hot Springs and over the Portneuf Mountains to Fort
Hall. Then down through the sandy sage brush plains,

crossing the Snake River twice, and through the Malheur
and Powder River valleys, then through the Grande Ronde
valley and over the Blue Mountains to the Umatilla River.

“Here we met Dr. Marcus Whitman who piloted us over
by way of Birch and Butter Creeks and Well Springs to

Rock Creek.
‘

‘ There we changed the fruit trees to a lighter and better

running wagon, by removing the two small boxes, and left

the heavy wagon, doubling the teams in such a way that

enabled us to get along quite comfortably, and thus to con-

tinue our journey, reaching the Dalles about the first of

October. I do not remember the exact date.

“There father joined with others and constructed two
boats to bring the wagons and other goods, as well as their

several families, down to the Willamette Valley.
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1

1

The boats were completed, loaded and started down the

Columbia River, about the first of November. They went

down as far as Wind River, where they were unloaded and

used to ferry our cattle and horses across to the north side

of the Columbia River, then reloaded and taken to the

Upper Cascades, again the boats were unloaded and the

wagons set up and hauled to the Lower Cascades. The

boats having been turned adrift at the Upper Cascades

went bumping and tossing down the scathing current and

were captured below. (As the Salem expedition carried no

row boats, it has been suggested by later writers that In-

dians with their canoes were employed to capture the heavy

barges.)

“At the Lower Cascades the boats were reloaded and

worked down the Columbia River to a point opposite Fort

Vancouver, reaching there the 17th day of November, just

seven months from the day of starting. Those of us who

drove the cattle down the trail did not get there until the

20th of November.

“The fruit trees were taken out of the boxes when the

boats were ready to start from the Dalles, and carefully

wrapped in cloth to protect them in the various handlings,

and from the frosty nights. ’ ’

Lewelling had now reached the goal of his expedition.

He had arrived in the long cherished Willamette Valley

with his cargo of precious trees. The story of his journey

shows with what matchless energy he persevered in his

enterprise, and what infinite care he bestowed upon his

trees.

He next had to find a home for his family and a perma-

nent lodgment for his traveling nursery. He spent several

days exploring the country and on the 10th of December

moved his family into a cabin opposite Portland, now East

Portland. From here he made another survey of the valley,
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and finally purchased a tract of land where some clearing

had been done adjoining the town site at Milwaukee.

On February 5th, he moved his family to this place and
began the making of a permanent home. The land was
densely covered with heavy fir trees, but by a vigorous

application of the ax and torch, a clearing was soon made
sufficiently large to plant the orchard and nursery.

Lewelling’s ambition was now fully realized. He had
brought his cargo of living trees across the plains and over
the Eocky Mountains to the Willamette Valley, the first

cultivated, or grafted fruit to reach the Pacific Northwest.

About half the trees he loaded at Salem, Iowa, survived

the arduous transportation, and were now securely planted
in the soil of Oregon. Lewelling’s fame and fortune were
assured. Emigrants were rapidly pouring into the Willa-

mette Valley and around the Puget Sound, and the demand
for fruit trees was unlimited. He was in a position to

supply this demand with the choicest fruit trees America
could furnish. He had taken the pains to transfer to Ore-
gon the same variety of apples that had proven so popular
in Iowa. There can be but little doubt that the superior

quality of the apples supplied by his nurseries established

the reputation of the Oregon fruits, and helped lay the

foundation of the great apple industry of Oregon and
Washington.

A few years ago, when the writer was touring Oregon, he
was shown the locality of the original Lewelling nursery,

and he found growing in that vicinity the same varieties of

apples he had known when a child in his father’s orchard
near Salem, Iowa.

Prior to his emigration to Oregon, Henderson Lewelling
had watched with great interest the controversy between
the United States and Great Britain over the Oregon ques-
tion. It will be remembered that the boundary line between
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the British possessions and this country was in dispute for

many years. It was greatly feared that the controversy

might result in war. The Hudson Bay Company, which was

a British organization, had established forts and trapping

and trading stations throughout the country, and Britain

claimed possession on that ground. The claim of the

United States was founded in part upon the discovery of

the Columbia River by Robert Gray, an American navi-

gator, who had sailed up the stream for many miles and

had taken possession of the country in the name of the

United States. A very strong element in the United States

claimed that 54 degrees 40 minutes was the rightful north-

ern boundary and raised the uncompromising slogan,

“Fifty-Four Forty or Fight”.

Lewelling, who like his friend, Dr. Marcus Whitman, the

missionary, knew the value of the region, was a strong

advocate of securing as much of the Oregon country as was

possible to obtain by fair and honorable means. He was

not, however, one of those who raised the cry “Fifty-Four

Forty or Fight”. His Quaker training led him to believe

there was a better way. He was greatly pleased when the

final settlement secured to our country the Puget Sound,

for he believed that these waters would some day be a

powerful factor in the commerce of the world.

Soon after he established himself in Oregon, Lewelling

formed a partnership with William Meek, a man from

Bonaparte, Iowa, who had crossed the plains the same year,

but not in the same train. This firm not only engaged ex-

tensively in the nursery business, but organized the Mil-

waukee Milling Company, and operated several saw and

grist mills. At the same time they carried on several other

enterprises.

When Lewelling and Meek were selling trees in all parts

of Oregon and Washington, John Lewelling left Salem,
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Iowa, in 1850, and located in California, buying property at

San Lorenzo, Alameda County. Here be started in the

nursery business, obtaining bis foundation stock from tbe

Henderson Lewelling nursery, at Milwaukee, Oregon. Tbe
enterprise was successful. He reared bis family bere, and
bis descendants are occupying prominent positions through-

out tbe State to-day.

In 1853, Henderson Lewelling sold all of bis interests in

Oregon to bis partner William Meek, and he and bis son
Alfred moved to California, purchased land in Alameda
County, and engaged in tbe fruit and nursery business.

Alfred named tbe locality Fruitvale. Soon a large popu-
lation gathered in that locality, and Fruitvale became a
beautiful little city adjoining Oakland.

Henderson and Alfred Lewelling sent out from this place

not only thousands, but hundreds of thousands of fruit

trees all over California. Again Henderson Lewelling was
in no small measure responsible for tbe beginning of tbe

great fruit industry of another Pacific Coast State— an
industry which has brought more wealth to California than
all tbe gold tbe State has produced. Henderson Lewelling

built a fine residence in Fruitvale which in later years was
occupied by a Governor of tbe State.

After these achievements, and having acquired for him-
self both wealth and an enviable reputation, he seemed to

have reached the limitations of his work on the Pacific

Coast. But he could not be content to stand still, and look

back upon past achievements. He must still press forward,
and be a leader among men.

About 1858, he conceived the idea of founding a colony in

Central America. He had crossed the Isthmus of Panama
in 1851 in his travels back and forth to the eastern States.

He was much impressed by the mild climate, the cheap land,

and the luxuriant growth of vegetation in that semi-tropical
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climate. He enlisted several others in the project, and in

1859 sold his valuable property in Fruitvale, purchased a

ship and all necessary supplies, and he and his two younger

sons together with his partners and their families, em-

barked for Honduras.

Prior to this, Lewelling had been successful in his every

undertaking, but in this project he met defeat. The enter-

prise was a disastrous failure. He was the principal cap-

italist in the scheme and he lost heavily. Returning to

California, he engaged in the fruit business again; but by

this time he had lost his former vigor, and he never re-

gained his former financial standing. A part of the Lewel-

ling estate in Fruitvale was sold to a man by the name of

Diamond. This tract was later donated to the city, and is

now known as Diamond Park.

On February 23, 1924, a memorial meeting, sponsored by

the Women’s Clubs of California, was held in Diamond

Park in commemoration of the great work of Luther Bur-

bank, the plant wizard then living, and Henderson Lewel-

ling, the nurseryman long since passed away. Appropriate

speeches were made to the assembled throng, and a Sequoia

or Redwood tree was planted for each of the two men and

suitable tablets erected to commemorate their unselfish

work.

Prominent among the pictures hanging on the walls of

the rooms of the State Historical Society of Oregon will be

found the portraits of Henderson, Seth, and Alfred Lewel-

ling, all pioneers of Iowa, who moved on to wider fields of

usefulness in the undeveloped West.

Other members of the family in later years followed the

pioneers to the western coast. Asa Lewelling, a nephew of

Henderson and a brother of L. D. Lewelling, the Governor

of Kansas, was superintendent for a number of years of the

boys’ department of the Oregon State Reformatory.
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Jonathan and Jane Lewelling Votaw moved to Washing-
ton. A son, Henry L. Votaw, became postmaster of Ta-
coma. Another son, Moses, entered the banking business,

and became a prominent citizen of the State.

How many of the original trees carried by Henderson
Lewelling from Salem over the plains and mountains to

Oregon still survive is difficult to ascertain. There is one

tree, however, whose history has been accurately recorded

and is worthy of mention here. In 1845, Lewelling planted

a cherry pit which sprouted and grew. In 1846, he grafted

this seedling with a Black Tartarion Scion. In 1847, he
carried this tree on his seven months journey to the Willa-

mette Valley. In the spring of 1848 this tree was planted

in the soil of Oregon at Milwaukee. In 1849 the tree was
sold to David Chamberlain for five dollars. Mr. Chamber-
lain carried the tree by canoe, down the Willamette River
to the Columbia River, then down the Columbia, to the

mouth of the Cowlitz, thence to Cowlitz landing where
Toledo now stands, thence by horseback, seventy miles to

Chambers Prairie, four miles from Olympia, Washington.
Here the tree was planted and it is still bearing fruit. It

is an immense tree now, and three feet from the ground it

measures nine feet in circumference. Its limbs have a
spread of sixty feet.

George R. Haines, Curator of the Oregon State His-

torical Society, in speaking of this tree said: “I stood

under its branches in 1853. In 1854 I ate cherries from the

tree, and for many years thereafter. In 1895 it bore a crop
of forty bushels of cherries. In 1920, the crop was 1200
pounds. ’ 7

Moses Votaw, a great nephew of Henderson Lewelling,

visited this tree in July, 1928. It was after the cherry sea-

son, but he found many dried cherries still hanging to the

branches, and many dried cherries on the ground. One of
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the lower limbs had been removed by the saw. A measure-

ment across the saw kerf showed that the limb had a diam-

eter of sixteen inches.

That this little cherry sprout, originating at Salem,

should withstand the risks of transportation across the

continent and the hazards of frequent transplanting, and

still live, a towering monument to commemorate the energy

and enterprise of a Salem pioneer, is to the writer a fact

stranger than fiction.

0. A. Garretson

Salem Iowa



IOWA OF THE EARLY SEVENTIES AS SEEN BY
A SWEDISH TRAVELER

[The following selections from the book written by the Swedish traveler,

Hugo Nisbeth, in 1874, have been translated by Eoy W. Swanson of the
University of Minnesota, who has also written the brief introduction and
most of the footnotes.— The Editoe.]

Hugo Nisbeth, Swedish gentleman, journalist, and globe-

trotter, visited Iowa on bis tour through the western States

in the early seventies and devoted a few chapters to that

State in his travel account published in Stockholm, Sweden,
in 1874, and entitled Tva Ar i Amerika, (1872-1874)

;

Reseskildringar, or, in translation, Two Tears in America,

(1872—1874) ; Accounts of Travel. As the author repeat-

edly tells us in his text, one of his purposes in visiting Iowa
and the other western States was to hunt out and make
observations on the communities of Swedish settlers in both
town and country in America. Although all parts of the

Union were included in his journey, Nisbeth recorded only

his western impressions because, as he writes in his intro-

duction, “it was my intention chiefly to visit those regions

of the country little known to the Swedish reader.” In
such a plan, of course, he could not very well omit Iowa,
which was a western State and contained many Swedes.
In the following pages an English translation is pre-

sented of Nisbeth ’s narrative of his travels in Iowa, drawn
from scattered chapters in his book, beginning with chapter
seven.

After visiting for two months among the Swedes of

Minnesota in the country as well as in the cities and ad-

miring their simple customs and straightforward manners,
their morals creditable to the Swedish name, as well as that

564
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unmistakable Swedish tone which seems to run through

their private and public life
;
after visiting in this

1

1

land of

ten thousand lakes” beautified by a nature so purely Swed-

ish in some portions that one imagines oneself at home

again in the fatherland; after meeting people everywhere

to whom the mere fact of being a newly arrived countryman

was a sufficient excuse for the most overwhelming kindness

;

in short, after all this it was not without a feeling of sorrow

and regret that I took my seat in the train coach to set out

for yet other western states and there to make further

observations of the pioneer life among the Swedish settlers.

So, at least, it seemed to me on that day in early August

when I left Minnesota’s friendly capital city of St. Paul on

the Chicago and Burlington. Now I was bound for Iowa

and Nebraska, two states where a not insignificant Swedish

population is already to be found and where the immigra-

tion of our countrymen is in progress at the present time. 1

Chicago, when I passed through it, was anything but a

prepossessing city— if not, possibly, for the student of the

very latest styles of architecture! That is, the confusion

and ruin that was brought about by the great fire of 1871

still prevailed. I tarried there only a few hours, long

enough to permit me to have breakfast and tend to the

transportation of my baggage from one railroad station to

the other.

I arrived in Burlington, the principal city of Iowa, in the

afternoon of the second day after my departure from St.

Paul. Like St. Paul this city lies on the banks of the

mighty Mississippi that here presents itself in water equally

as yellow, but also in a natural scenery equally as rich in

beauty and enchantment as up in Minnesota. Iowa went

through many hands before it finally on December 28, 1846,

i According to the 1870 census, Iowa had within her borders at that time

10,796 Swedes. The number of Swedes in Minnesota was 20,987, nearly twice

as great.
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was admitted into the Union. It has belonged in turn to

Spain, France, and England. 2 Iowa is an Indian name
supposed to mean ‘‘the beautiful land”. Tradition says
that once when an Indian tribe, the first to pass through
Iowa, came to “the Father of Waters” that forms the
eastern boundary of the state, the chief of the tribe, struck
with the natural beauty that met him, cried, “Iowa” (the

beautiful land). In English the name is pronounced
“Ejowa”. 3

In 1840 the state had a population of 43,114; in 1850,

101,982; in 1860, 674,913; and at this time is said to have
over 1,100,000. Of this number about 10,000 are Swedes.
No doubt some Norwegians and Danes are included in this

census. Burlington lies on the left bank of the Mississippi,

sloping toward the river, and can be considered a very
pretty town, although as far as some of the streets are con-

cerned there remains much to be desired. In this respect,

however, it is like most of the young American towns. It is

thirty-nine years old and has about 20,000 inhabitants, of

which some five or six hundred are Swedes, the most of
these being artisans and laborers, and all of them— at

least those whom I met— appeared to be in good circum-
stances. In Burlington I had the pleasure of being intro-

duced to two American gentlemen, Messrs. Harris and
Touzalin, both heads of their departments in the great rail-

road company, the Burlington & Mississippi River Rail-

road. This vast undertaking connects, via Burlington,
Chicago with Fort Kearney— a point in Nebraska on the
Union Pacific Railroad— by which the distance from Chi-
cago to San Francisco is somewhat shortened. The
Burlington-Mississippi railroad is considered by those who

2 The Iowa country was claimed by England but was never actually under
that country.

3 Swedish phonetics.
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know to be one of the best railroads in America as far as

good construction is concerned— something which is not so

common— and its coaches are equipped with a comfort

and elegance not offered by any of the best European rail-

roads. Since Swedes are more scarce here I doubtless

would have had considerable difficulties to overcome in my
travels in these states had not the generous courtesy that

always distinguishes the higher class American furnished

me with a pleasant and instructive traveling companion for

a period of fourteen days along the entire line. This was

Professor I. D. Butler, an elderly gentleman who occupied

the chair of professor of dead languages in the University

of Madison .

4 The delightful days I spent in the company

of this well-bred and widely traveled man I shall not soon

forget. True we sometimes suffered considerably during

our tours in the Far West and our stopping places were not

always of the most convenient kind, but we were both

blessed with a singularly good humor and had in addition

so many interesting observations to make that the small dis-

comforts served to divert rather than to annoy us. We left

Burlington at seven o’clock one evening and after spend-

ing a night in one of Pullman’s very ingeniously arranged

sleeping cars we arrived at Stanton the next morning. A
considerable number of Swedes live near this station, some-

thing over three hundred and fifty families, who constitute,

moreover, the parish of a Swedish pastor, Mr. Halland .
5

I did not have the pleasure of making his personal acquaint-

ance, for at the time he was away preaching in a nearby

Swedish settlement. He had, by the way, to minister to the

souls of three such places. I met instead a so-called “Pax-

* The catalogs of the University of Wisconsin for these years do not list

this name among the faculty.

6 This was Eev. B. M. Halland, founder of the ‘ ‘ Halland settlement ’ as

this place was called.— Emil Lund ’s Iowa-Konferensens af Augustana-

Synodens Eistoria (Bock Island, 111., 1916), p. 119ff.
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ton student ’’ 6 who showed us the neat little church that

served as a schoolhouse between divine services. The
“student” who took care of the school teaching under the

pastor ’s supervision stated that the Swedes, who were to be

found in considerable numbers for a distance of ten and
fifteen miles around, were on the average in good circum-

stances and that although those who arrived most recently

had their hardships, true enough, to overcome, in general

after two or three years of work and sacrifice they too were
comfortable and independent.

I questioned him as to the subjects in which the children

were given instruction and discovered them to be the usual

ones, namely, the catechism and the Bible, sparingly gar-

nished with a little history, geography, and arithmetic.

“But what of the English language, then?” I burst out

astonished.

“No instruction is given in English.”

“But, my God”, I exclaimed, “how is it possible that

instruction can be considered adequate which does not give

the child the slightest knowledge of the language that is so

necessary to it if it is to succeed in its new fatherland? It

is indeed cruel that just when the child can learn most
readily it should be denied this important branch of study. ’ ’

“Ah, well, Swedish is spoken everywhere hereabouts and
they get along with that alone. Anyway, they will pick up
English little by little.”

Such, approximately, was the answer I received. I trans -

lated our conversation for Professor Butler, who became no
less astonished than I. This was the first expression that I

had experienced of the deplorable influence of the graduates

of the Paxton Seminary in these states. One scarcely ex-

pects better results, however, when one reflects that the

6 The author here refers to the products of the Augustana College and
Theological Seminary located at this period in Paxton, Illinois.
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Seminary students are for the most part composed of

young farmhands who, having not the slightest preparatory

education, in three years are stuffed with a lot of indi-

gestible matter with the help of which they are afterward

expected to go out and enlighten the world. Nor can one

imagine anything more disgusting than having to listen to

the illogical hodge-podge they give out from the pulpit.

Small, neat-looking houses were built around the little

church as well as in the vicinity of the station. All of them

were occupied by Swedes, two of whom owned well-stocked

stores while the rest were employed as permanent railroad

laborers, that is to say, those whose duty it was to see to it

that the roadbed was always kept in good shape. [A ‘
‘ sec-

tion gang”] They possessed a bit of ground and garden

with their houses and earned besides from thirty to fifty

dollars a month, the last wage being that of the foreman.

They lived happily and contentedly, they assured me, and

could put by something every month. Many of them calcu-

lated that after a certain number of years they would be

able to return to Sweden with a small, saved-up capital.

They praised unanimously the fertility of the soil. Fer-

tilizing is not necessary for fifteen to eighteen years, and

the production is in general from twenty to thirty-four

bushels per acre. Wood is very scarce, but on the other

hand there is plenty of coal at a cost of but fifteen cents a

bushel. The water is good and the winters not any more

severe but that the cattle can be outdoors the year round.

Although these people live close by the church, none belong

to it because as they said, they ‘ ‘ did not like the way it was

run.” To my question if they realized that no instruction

in English was given in the school, they answered “yes”

and added, “It is this way— the ministers here are afraid

to let the children learn English because if they know Eng-

lish when young they will soon go over to some English

vol. xxvii

—

38
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congregation and that would diminish the pastor’s income
for he is paid according to the number of his congrega-
tion !

’ ’

After a four or five hour visit in Stanton we went to Red
Oak, a small town of twenty-five hundred inhabitants thirty

miles farther along the line. A pretty little brook with
luxuriant foliage on either bank bounded the town on one
side. All the way from Stanton to Red Oak the eye was
met everywhere by the luxuriant waving fields of com,
sometimes reaching a height of eleven and twelve feet.

I set out from Red Oak by wagon on some trips to the

Swedish settlers living in the vicinity. They had been in

this state only two or three years, but were already in good
circumstances. They were largely made up of persons who
had previously tried their fortunes in Wisconsin and Illi-

nois but were not satisfied there. A pretty schoolhouse had
already been built and they were just in the process of col-

lecting money for a church. Everyone praised the climate

and the water, the latter especially was better, they said,

than in Illinois where the well water was so hard that one
could not wash in it nor could it be used for cooking. From
three to four hundred Swedes were found in the town, a
large number of them laborers and hired girls, and all of

them receiving good wages. Moreover, the town’s largest

grocery store was owned by one Swede and its largest fur-

niture factory by two others, besides which there were
many Swedish clerks employed in the larger stores. The
surrounding country is composed of “rolling prairie”, and
everywhere was seen waving fields of grain while pretty
little groves frequently occurred.

The next day we left Red Oak and after a four or five

hours ride were near Iowa’s western border, formed largely

by the mighty Missouri River. The railroad ended here
and we had to cross to the other side of the river— where
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the railroad is resumed— on one of those huge river boats

three and four stories high that are found here in America.

The waters of the Missouri are just as muddy, if not mud-

dier, than those of the Mississippi, while the Platte River,

which at this point empties into the Missouri, carried with

it a water perfectly clean and clear. It was very strange to

see when this flowed into the muddy, yellow waters of the

main stream. It took quite a long time before any thorough

mingling had taken place, and before this was completed it

seemed almost as if one were sailing through whey that had

been hastily stirred. The eye sought in vain for canoes

filled with painted and feathered warriors or for smoke

pillars rising up from wigwams. That day is long past!

The smoke we saw rising came from pretty farmhouses

scattered here and there, or from snorting locomotives that

rushed along both banks of the river, and in place of the

light, oblong canoes propelled by the paddles of tattooed

redskins with scalps in their belts we saw instead ordinary,

capacious wooden cargo boats filled with farm products

and rowed by white men, and to crown it all, when we came

to the farther side the eye was met by an entire town peo-

pled with white men who went about their peaceful pursuits

setting little or no store by the arts of war and only rarely

indulging in the noble hunt, but all the more eagerly de-

voting themselves to the practical and profitable trades

scorned by the banished Indian. But so it goes ! The irre-

sistible wave of civilization rolls farther and farther west-

ward, sweeping aside all the poetry that is believed to exist

in a wild and primitive life, and it will doubtless not be

many years more before the last real Indian has found a

refuge in those hunting-grounds where he will be troubled

no more 7 ....
7 Here the visitor turns his attention to the Swedish settlements in Nebraska.

In chapter ten the story comes back to Iowa.
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As I mentioned above, I went directly from Omaha to

Corning, Iowa, to visit the French communistic society in

the neighborhood .
8 At the station I was met by Mr. Frank,

whom I mentioned in the previous chapter
,

9 and who, with
the customary courtesy of the American, begged to be my
host during the time I planned to remain there.

Corning is a pretty town of two thousand inhabitants,

still quite young, surrounded by lovely groves and tra-

versed by a small stream. It was the first town I came
across in the West where no Swedes in anything near a
considerable number were to be found. Here there was but

one Swede— a woman— to represent our nationality and,

as chance would have it, she was employed at the house of

my host. What it was that influenced her to leave her posi-

tion at home in Stockholm she did not know definitely her-

self, but that she was homesick I saw plainly and she

explained to me that it was only her attachment to the

family she was working for that caused her to remain, for

her savings were already so large that if she went to Swe-
den she could consider herself in good circumstances there.

Her employers on their side were equally as anxious to

keep her and offered to pay her passage to Stockholm if

she would stay one more year. Her wage was three dollars

a week, which is the price commonly paid in the West for

good hired girls. During the first part, at least, of their

stay in America all Swedish women belong to this class, but
after they have been here awhile and learned the language
of the country they are not slow to seize upon all the inso-

8 There are several accounts of the Iearian Community. William Alfred
Hind’s American Communities and Co-operative Colonies (Chicago, 1908),
contains a bibliography. Other references on this community are the follow-
ing: Shaw’s Icaria; Prudhommaux ’s Icarie et son Fondeteur Etienne Calet;
Nordhoff’s The Communistic Societies of the United States-, and Gallaher’s
Icaria and the Icarians in The Palimpsest, April, 1921.

9 ‘ ‘ Geo. V. Prank who conducts a real estate and banking business in
Corning”.—Nisbeth’s Tvd Ar i Amerika, p. 107.
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lent ways that characterize the American working class

woman. In California, on the other hand, hired girls re-

ceive twenty-five and thirty dollars in gold per month.

The following day I undertook a journey to the com-

munistic colony situated four English miles from Corning.

The road thither was unusually beautiful. Pretty little

brooks, fringed with luxuriantly leaved trees, meandered

here and there between the many hills. These hills were

not so high and steep, however, but that they could readily

be cultivated. The grain fields that were not yet harvested

stood drooping under full heads. There were also plenty of

trees to save the landscape from monotony. As one could

see, these people who were dissatisfied with ordinary society

had not illy chosen the setting for their social experiments.

When I drew near and climbed a small hillock from which

the little community’s dwellings and gardens could be seen

I felt overwhelmed with delight at the picture of friendli-

ness and industry that met my eye. It would be wonderful,

I thought, if these people really succeeded in solving the

social problem and if peace and happiness could reign here

undisturbed. I soon learned that peace with the outside

world was not a distinctive nor a general characteristic. A
dog that followed my carriage and by means of his friendly

barking seemed to wish to say that he shared my first dis-

covery had not gotten very far in his utterances of joy be-

fore a large-limbed, swarthy Frenchman came rushing out

of one of the small houses and began to throw stones at the

poor beast who, completely taken by surprise and terrified

at such an unexpected reception, put his tail between his

legs and broke away, leaving me alone to take care of my-

self the best way I could. After the Frenchman had in that

manner dispatched the dog he greeted me with a cold, sharp

look— that took away any desire I might have had to ask

any questions of him — and so turned back into his house.
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As one can see, the first reception was not exactly the

pleasantest, but I in no wise allowed this to discourage me.

Now that I am here, thought I, I am not going to let any-

thing frighten me away from my purpose of finding out the

formula for the new earthly paradise. Accordingly I drove
bravely up to the fagade of the largest house— or better,

the only large house— and tied my horses to a spreading

tree that shaded the balcony running along the side of the

house that faced a sort of market square. I looked about

me in the hope of finding some person I could talk to. I did

not see a soul except some children who, at least as far as

clothing was concerned, vividly recalled the state of inno-

cence of the first paradise. It seemed almost as if the

members of the little colony had already tired of happiness

and had moved away. However, I ascended the stairs of

the house before which I found myself in order to carry out

my investigation. Upon entering a large room on the first

floor I found there three or four women busy with the

washing. I approached them politely, hat in hand, and
asked them if they could give me some information as to

where I could meet monsieur le president. They, too, re-

garded me with a scarce hospitable look and answered very
shortly that they could not give me any information, but

referred me to the “library building” where surely some-
body could be found who could answer my question. It was
about fifty paces away and looked anything but imposing,

but thither I bent my steps. Through a low, narrow, wobbly
door I entered a small room with no other roof than that

which rested on the rafters and with no other floor than
that which the hard tramped earth offered. Along the walls

shelves were built containing a considerable number of

books, among which I saw the works of Rousseau, Michelet,

Dumas, and others, and in the center of the floor stood a
round table covered with newspapers and periodicals,
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among the former of which I noticed La Republic[ue

Francais. In a farther corner of the room was another

table with writing materials and at this table sat two men

to whom I addressed myself with the question whether they

thought it was possible for me to have a talk with the

president.

“Is it something special you wish to see him about?”

answered one of them, a young man with a fine, intelligent

face, politely offering me a chair. “In that case”, he con-

tinued, “I am sorry the president is not at hand for the

present. If it is, however, something which concerns the

colony’s business you can address yourself to me.”

I explained to him that I was a stranger traveling to see

the country, that only curiosity had brought me here, and

that I would be grateful if the gentleman I had the honor of

addressing would satisfy my curiosity by answering some

of the questions I wished to ask.

“I shall take great pleasure”, he replied, “but if your

time permits you to wait the president will be here in a half

hour or so, and he is without doubt the right man to give

you the information you desire. Meanwhile, if you wish, I

shall conduct you about the colony.”

I thanked him, of course, and followed my cicerone, who

first took me up to the large house. We entered the first

floor which was composed of a large room. Rectangular

tables with wooden benches on either side were placed end

to end along the walls.

“This,” he said, “is our general assembly house and in

this room we take our meals.”

“All the members of the colony?” I asked.

“Yes, all, with the exception of those who because of ill-

ness are obliged to have their food brought to their houses.

And this”, he continued as he led me up a spiral staircase

to the upper floor, also a large room, “is our consultation
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room, or where the common business of the colony is trans-

acted. By the word ‘common’ ”, he added smiling, “I wish
to have it understood that no private business is transacted

here, for among us is to be found but one interest.”

It was a good-looking room, high in the ceiling, and re-

minding one very much of a plain country church. At one
end of the room stood an oblong table with a large arm-
chair at either end and along the sides three smaller chairs

were placed. Several portraits, some of them in oils, some
of them photographs, hung about the walls. There were no
names under them, but I surmised that they represented

persons who were working or had worked at the founding
of communities such as this one in which I found myself.

One face seemed familiar to me and I soon recalled clearly

that I had seen it sometime in Stockholm. I turned, there-

fore, to my guide with a questioning glance.

“That is Monsieur Bakunin ”,10 said the Frenchman,
adding, “but I fear he is pushing things too far. The oth-

ers”, he said, “are some of them portraits of former presi-

dents, some of them of persons who supported the colony
when it was first organized. ’ ’

We went down again and he showed me the common
kitchen, the common bakery, the common stables, and other

common institutions— all appeared clean and practical.

“I suppose you are happy here?” I asked suddenly, turn-

ing to the young Frenchman.

“Happy?” said he in a tone that implied that he was not
pleasantly moved by the question, “Of course, why
shouldn’t I be happy? I have everything I want here.”
“And you never long to be back again in the world out-

side? Don’t you ever feel any desire to take part in the

moving, workaday world outside of the little community or
to enjoy the pleasures that are to be had there?”

10 This was perhaps Mikhail Bakunin (1814r-1876,) the Russian anarchist.
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“We lead a useful. life here, and as far as pleasures are

concerned, we arrange them ourselves within our own circle.

For instance, once a week we have amateur theatricals in

our general assembly room.”
< 1 But you never have the satisfaction of knowing how the

fruits of your labor grow in your own hands. In other

words, you never have the satisfaction of knowing that

labor is a means of gaining wealth and independence— for

I presume that it is not permitted anyone here to make

private savings?”

“No, you are right in that. None of the members of the

colony has any right to a private income, but all that we

earn by our labors goes to the common treasury. But it is,

of course, a satisfaction to work for such a purpose.”

“Consequently you can never give your wife anything

that will make her happy nor give your children any en-

couraging gratuity.”

“No, for as I told you, we never have any money. But

you must not suppose, therefore, that our wives and chil-

dren suffer want, for if my wife needs a new dress or any

household article or the like she has only to turn to the

directory who thereupon determine whether her requisition

has any grounds and thus grant her request. Our children

receive the rewards from the school committee that they

deserve. I am convinced”, he continued in a tone that

seemed to show that my inquisitiveness had disconcerted

him, “that many in the world outside can have reason to

envy us our privileges. But look”, he went on as if glad to

break off the conversation, “there comes the president and

it will be a pleasure for me to introduce you to him.”

I thanked him and we repaired to the little house before

which the president’s vehicle stood. The presentation took

place and the president, Mr. A. A. Marchand, received me

with extreme politeness. He was a large, dignified man,
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probably about forty-five years old. His long bair, slightly

streaked with gray, fell down to his shoulders. He had a
round face adorned with a pair of beautiful mustaches, and
all together he gave the impression of prosperity and
contentment.

“You come all the way from Sweden, my young friend?”
he asked, pressing my hand firmly. 4 4 Perhaps you traveled

here with the purpose of joining our little community”, he
added, laughing.

4 4 Thus far, at least, I have not decided. Meanwhile I

should appreciate very much the opportunity of learning a
little more about the origin and organization of the colony. ’ ’

With great pleasure ! Our laws are simple and natural.

This constitutes the sole secret of why the colony, in spite

of all malignant prophecies, still exists, and, it is supposed,
will continue to do so. But I hope you will excuse me a
second”, he interrupted, “I have some business to attend
to.”

After a while he returned and when we had seated our-

selves in a couple of comfortable chairs, he told the follow-

ing story.
4 4 This colony about which you inquire seems quite young

to judge from the mean condition in which most of the

houses are found” (this was undeniably true), “but such is

not the case, for it is over twenty-four years of age. But
many costly removals, that for various reasons we have
been obliged to make, have weakened our resources. These
losses we are now well on the road to repairing. Orig-
inally the colony consisted of sixty-nine Frenchmen dis-

satisfied with the political conditions in France during the

years 1847 and 1848, who on the third day of February of

the last named year sailed from Havre for Texas where
they planned to settle. There these men organized an alli-

ance which they called the Icarian Community, a name that
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we have since retained. The colony moved from Texas to

Illinois and thence to this place where we have been for

about seven years and where we hope to remain. The act

that first incorporated onr community as independent m

the state of Illinois and that was ratified by the government

of that state at the wishes of the members, E. Cabet, J.

Prudent, J. Witzig, P. I. Favard, A. Thibault, and A. Piq-

venard,11 stipulated that the said community’s capital

should consist of a hundred thousand dollars with the right

to increase it to five hundred thousand dollars divided into

shares of one hundred dollars each. No member had the

right to own more than one share. The act further safe-

guarded the colony with the protection of the laws of the

federal government. In spite of the hardships we had to

combat in the beginning everything went smoothly until

1850 when the existing president, Mr. E. Cabet, violated our

laws and secured himself absolute power. So powerful

was the party he gathered about him that he remained in

power more than a year beyond the time set for the expira-

tion of his term of office. After that he and his followers

left the community”.12

“And this little book of laws is sufficient?” I asked the

president after I had completed my notes.

* * Yes, entirely
’
’, he answered.

“But there must be a lot of by-laws rising under differ-

ent circumstances and for different purposes.

11 A. Picquenard became an architect and the designer of the capitol at

Springfield, Illinois, and at Des Moines, Iowa. The act gives P. J. Favard.

12 The remainder of this chapter is obviously taken from the literature of

the Icarian Community and chapter eleven begins with transcriptions from

the constitution of Icaria, which is omitted. A brief history of the com-

munity and a translation of its constitution may be found in The Iowa

Journal op History and Politics, Vol. XV, pp. 214-286, taken from The

History of the Colony or Republic of Icaria in the United States of America,

by Etienne Cabet.
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“Very few, and those that are to be found are only of

slight importance in that they chiefly have to do with ques-

tions of form. The whole secret lies in that the council is

permanent and the conscience of the juryman is the only
law paragraph we appeal to when any misdemeanor is to be
punished. ’

’

Afterward the president conducted me about the little

colony and introduced me to some of the members. Hand-
some, dignified men most of them with long beards streaked
with gray, and all dressed alike in blue cotton overalls.

They were not very communicative and seemed to prefer
solitude, for they were met here and there, one sitting on a
stump and another on a stone at a distance from one an-
other sufficient to permit them to be alone with their

thoughts.

But did these men appear happy, these men who did not
have to worry about paying the rent, providing food and
clothing, educating their children, and security for old age?
To this I can answer a definite no. There was something
indifferent and absent in their manner and they seemed to

me to be more like martyrs than human beings lapped in
peace and happiness. No doubt they have already foun d
out how impractical and impossible of carrying out their

social theories are, and there is nothing that better reveals
this than the fact that the colony after seventeen years, in
spite of the strict laws of marriage, has not increased by
more than one inhabitant, for it now has only seventy mem-
bers. Furthermore the original founders who still remain
have not the satisfaction of seeing the colony’s own younger
generation remain faithful, for after being sent out by the
executive committee to carry on their studies in some
American or European universities several of them have
declared, after a few years visit outside the colony, that
they do not care to leave the outside world. It was, there-
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fore, curiosity and poverty for the most part that filled the

thin ranks with men who when they left France were ob-

sessed with the extravagant idea of u building a new world

in place of the old”.

It was as if a stone had been lifted from my heart when

I at last got out of the bounds of the little community. And

when I got hack to Corning and saw the people there busy,

contented, and interested in their work, I vowed that what-

ever happened I would never he a member of the Icarian

Community

!

Roy W. Swanson

University op Minnesota

Minneapolis Minnesota
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The Hunting of the Buffalo. By E. Douglas Branch. New
York: D. Appleton and Company. 1929. Pp. 240. Plates. The
buffalo were not numerous in Iowa during the period of exploration

and early settlement by the white people, but the story of the an-

nihilation of the thirty million buffaloes which once roamed over

the plains and prairies of North America is connected with much
of the history of the Mississippi and Missouri valleys. The fur

trade, the railroads, the pioneers, and the Indians were all affected

by the presence of the buffalo and by their destruction. The story

is tragic and dramatic and it is well told in the twelve chapters of

this book. An index completes the volume.

Covered Wagon Days. By Arthur Jerome Dickson. Cleveland:

The Arthur H. Clark Company. 1929. Pp. 287. Plates. Map.
This volume is the story of the experiences of the author’s father,

Albert Jerome Dickson, during the sixties, including a journey
across the plains in a covered wagon. The trip began at La Crosse,

Wisconsin, and the company crossed southern Minnesota and north-
western and western Iowa to Council Bluffs. Stories of pioneer
travel, crimes, living conditions, and military activities, and de-

scriptions of the country from La Crosse, Wisconsin, to the Rocky
Mountains fill the fifteen chapters of the book. An excellent map
portrays the various routes to the west and an index adds to the
convenience of the work. The physical make-up of the volume is

unusually attractive.

The Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science for June,
1929, contains a series of addresses on Railroad Consolidation.

In Pennsylvania-German Lamd, 1928-29
,
by Jesse Leonard

Rosenberger, is an attractive little volume recently published by
the University of Chicago Press.
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Lincoln and Agriculture is the title of a short article, by Earle

D. Ross, which has been reprinted from the April, 1929, number

of Agricultural History.

Two articles found in The New-York Historical Society Quarter-

ly Bulletin for July are: Silver Wine Labels, by Raphael A.

Weed; and The Jenny Lind Exhibition.

Lobbying, both in the Federal and State capitals, is the subject

of a monograph, by Edward B. Logan, published as a supplement

to Volume 144 of The Annals of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science.

William Jenkins Worth— Soldier, an article by W. Frances

Scarborough, which appears in the July number of Americana is

of special interest to Iowans because this is the General Worth for

whom Worth County, Iowa, was named.

Leonard Owens Rea is the author of a monograph, The Finan-

cial History of Baltimore 1900-1926, which appears in a recent

number of the Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and

Political Science.

A biographical sketch of Barnabas Bidwell, 1763—1833, and a

reprint of The Susquehannah Title Stated and Examined, a series

of articles by Barnabas Bidwell, are two of the articles in Volume

XX of the Proceedings and Collections of the Wyoming Historical

and Geological Society. There is also an address on Giant Power,

by F. H. Newell.

Some Facts in the Early Missionary History of the Northwest,

by Peter J. Paul, and a continuation of Sisters of the Third Order

of St. Francis, 1855-1928 are two articles which appear in the

June number of Records of the American Catholic Historical So-

ciety of Philadelphia.

The Democratic Dogma and the Future of Political Science, by

Edward S. Corwin
;
a second installment of Social Order and Polit-

ical Authority, by John Dickinson; and Recent Changes in the

Local Government of England and Wales, by I. G. Gibbon are

three papers in The American Political Science Review for August.
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Three of the Master Builders of Our Republic

,

by Frank Bergen

;

Gen. Daniel Morgan’s Birthplace and Life, by Joseph Fulford

Folsom; and The John Cleaves Symmes Purchase, by Mrs. Edward

M. Field, are three articles in the Proceedings of the New Jersey

Historical Society for July.

Three of the contributions printed in The Journal of Negro

History for July are the following: The Participation of Negroes

in the Government of Virginia from 1877 to 1888, by James Hugo
Johnston; The Work of Relief Societies during the Civil War, by

G. K. Eggleston
;
and The Status of Slaves in Colonial North Caro-

lina, by James A. Padgett.

Chippewa Customs, ,a monograph by Frances Densmore, makes

up Bulletin 86 of the Bureau of American Ethnology of the Smith-

sonian Institution. Number 89 of this series contains Observations

on the Thunder Dance of the Bear Gens of the Fox Indicms, by

Truman Michelson, and Shabik’eshchee Village, A Late Basket

Maker Site in the Chaco Canyon New Mexico, by Frank H. H.

Roberts, Jr., appears in Bulletin 92.

The Sources of the North Carolina Constitution of 1776, by Earle

H. Ketcham; The North Carolina Cherokees and the New Echota

Treaty, by George D. Harmon; The Farmers’ Alliance, by John D.

Hicks and John D. Barnhart; and Twelve North Carolina Counties

in 1810-1811, by A. R. Newsome, are four contributions in The
North Carolina Historical Review for July.

The Rhode Island Historical Society Collections for July con-

tains three articles— Thomas Mount and the Flash Language, by
William Davis Miller; Report on Jonathan Arnold, by Charles D.

Kimball
;
and The Second Commencement of Brown University, by

Robert Francis Seybolt. There is also a concluding installment of

the Log of Sloop Ranger, 1744.

Notes on Peg Lamps, by Edward Allan Rushford, and continua-

tions of The Life and Times of Richard Derby, Merchant, of Salem,

by James Duncan Phillips, and Salem Vessels and Their Voyages,

by George Granville Putnam, are three of the contributions pub-
lished in The Essex Institute Historical Collections for July.
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The three articles which appear in The Quarterly Journal of the

New York State Historical Association for April are the following

:

The Story of the North Country, by George W. Reeves; President

Monroe’s Visit to Northern New York in the Interests of National

Defense, by Rhoda Fox Graves; and Burgoyne, Before and After

Saratoga, by Dixon Ryan Fox.

Among the articles and papers in the June issue of the Maryland

Historical Magazine are the following : Bellevue The Home of the

National Society of Colonial Dames, by Mrs. Joseph Rucker Lamar;

The First Man up San Juan Hill, by DeCourcy W. Thom
;
Al orig-

inal Maryland, 1608-1689, by Raphael Semmes; and “Fort Fred-

erick”: Its Ownership, and How Title was Twice Acquired by

Maryland, by W. McCulloh Brown.

The Southwest: A Laboratory for Social Research, by Jennings

J. Rhyne and Clyde Russell Rhyne ;
Economic Forces in the Evolu-

tion of Civil and Canon Law, by Calvin B. Hoover
;
A Bibliography

of Thorstein Veblen, by Harold A. Innes; Voting in California,

1900-1926, by Charles H. Titus
;
and Amending the Arkansas Con-

stitution, by John S. Strahorn, Jr., are among the papers and

articles in The Southwestern Political and Social Science Quarterly

for June.

In addition to the reports, the Forty-fourth Annual Report of

the Bureau of American Ethnology contains the following papers

:

Exploration of the Burton Mound at Santa Barbara, California,

by John P. Harrington; Social and Religious Beliefs and Usages

of the Chickasaw Indians, by John R. Swanton; Uses of Plants by

the Chippewa Indians, by Frances Densmore ;
and a continuation

of Archeological Investigations, by Gerard Fowke.

Notes on the Ojibwa and Potawatomi of the Parry Island Reser-

vation, Ontario, by Frederick Johnson; Decorative Art on Birch-

bark Containers from the Algonquin River du Lievre Band, by

Vincent M. Petrullo
;
and Months and Seasons of the Ankara Cal-

endar, by Melvin R. Gilmore, are among the short articles which

appear in Indian Notes for July. This is published quarterly by

the Museum of The American Indian, Heye Foundation.

vol. xxvn—39
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The July number of The Florida Historical Society Quarterly

contains the following articles and papers: part three of Docu-

ments Relating to El Destino and Chemonie Plantations, Middle

Florida, 1828-1868, by Kathryn T. Abbey
;
Key West and Salvage

in 1850; Cooperation of State Governments with Historical So-

cieties, by Harold Colee; and France Versus Spain in Florida,

1562-1564, a prize essay by Donald Jaeger.

The July issue of The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and
Biography contains the following articles and papers: Old Busi-

ness Cards of Philadelphia, by Harrold E. Gillingham; Captain
Gerlach Paul Flick, Pennsylvania Pioneer, by Alexander C. Flick

;

Additional Letters of Humphry Marshall, Bota/nist and Nursery-
man, by John W. Harshberger

;
and a continuation of The Second

Troop Philadelphia City Cavalry, by W. A. Newman Dorland.

The American Anthropologist for July-September contains

among others, the following articles: Culture Horizons in the

Southwest, by T. T. Waterman
;
The Present Status of Archaeology

in the United States, by Neil M. Judd
;
Prehistoric Rock Basins

in the Sierra Nevada of California, by George W. Stewart; and
Diffusion and Independent Invention : A Critique of Logic, by
Julian H. Steward.

An account of an exhibition of famous paintings associated with
the history of Virginia, held at Richmond, Virginia, between April
29 and May 25, 1929, written by W. G. Stanard, is one of the con-

tributions in The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography for
July. Abbott C. Martin supplies a letter describing the Battle of

Chancellorsville, written by Sergeant Macajah D. Martin. There
are also continuations of Virginia Council Journals, 1726-1753

;

Letters of the Byrd Family
;
Virginia Gleanings in England

;

the
Diary of John Early, Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South and the Kennon Letters .

A Sketch of the Life of John Bradbury, Including His Unpub-
lished Correspondence with Thomas Jefferson, by Rodney H. True,
is an article of special interest to students of western American
history which appears among the papers published in a recent num-
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her of the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society.

Bradbury was an English botanist who made a journey of survey

and exploration in the United States beginning in 1809. From

that time until his death in March, 1823, Bradbury was deeply in-

terested in the western part of the United States and carried on a

correspondence with Thomas Jefferson concerning this region.

The June issue of The Canadian Historical Review contains an

account of the International Committee of Historical Sciences,

written by Mack Eastman, and George W. Brown tells of the meet-

ing of the Canadian Historical Association at Ottawa on May 22

and 23, 1929. The two articles are Canada’s Relations with the

Empire as seen by the Toronto Globe, 1857—1867
',
by F. H. Under-

hill, and The Command of the Canadian Army for the Campaign

of 1777, by Jane Clark. Under Notes and Documents are an his-

torical sketch and documents of McTavish, Frobisher and Com-

pany of Montreal, by R. Harvey Fleming.

In August, 1929, The Institute of American Genealogy began the

publication of a monthly magazine devoted to genealogical research,

called The Magazine of American Genealogy. The first number

contains eight sections : a brief editorial section
;
a synopsis of the

derivation of surnames beginning with the letters Aa to Ac; a

section on Heraldry; a list of immigrants to America before 1750

whose names began with Aa to Ab
;
a list of soldiers and sailors in

the American Revolution whose names likewise begin with Aa to

Ad; a bibliography of American genealogy; and “Notes and

Queries”.

WESTERN AMERICANA

The Old Band, a story of Lawrence, Kansas, by Susan D. Alford,

is one of the articles in The Atlantic Monthly for January.

Mexican Labor in the United States Valley of the South Platte

Colorado, by Paul S. Taylor, appears in a recent number of the

University of California Publications in Economics.

Indian Mounds, West Twin Lake, Montmorency County, Michi-

gan, by Wilbert B. Hinsdale, has been reprinted from the Papers
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of the Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters, Vol. X,

1928.

On the Oregon Trail, by Ivy Carpenter Fisher, is an article of

historical interest in the September number of Vision, published by

the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints at

Independence, Missouri.

The Indiana History Bulletin for July contains an account of

the Conference on Midwestern Archeology held at St. Louis, Mis-

souri, on May 18, 1929, by Amos W. Butler
;
and the story of the

1929 historical pilgrimage, by Nellie C. Armstrong.

The two articles which make up the January issue of the Ohio

Archaeological and Historical Quarterly are : Ohio in the Repub-

lican National Conventions, by Charles A. Jones; and Party Poli-

tics in Ohio, 1840-1850, by Edgar Allan Holt.

The Santa Fe Trail, Path to Empire, by Frederick Simpich
;
and

Scenic Glories of the Western United States, by Fred Payne Clat-

worthy, are two articles of interest to students of western American

history which appear in The National Geographic Magazine for

August.

The numbers of El Palacio covering the period from May 11 to

August 17, 1929, contain many items of interest concerning the ex-

cavations in Chaco Canyon, especially the Chettro Kettle. The

number for July 6 to August 17 also contains Excavations in the

Sacramentos, by Wesley Bradfield.

Pioneer River Transportation in Dakota, by Harold E. Briggs;

Robert Dickson, British Fur Trader on the Upper Mississippi, by

Louis Arthur Tohill; From Hungary to North Dakota, from a

diary by Jacob Dolwig, translated by Richard J. Dolwig; and The
Journey of John Orchard, by J. Duane Squires, are the four con-

tributions which appear in the North Dakota Historical Quarterly

for April.

The Abraham Lincoln Association Bulletin for September 1,

1929, contains an article entitled Lincoln’s Land Holdings and
Investments. According to this account Lincoln acquired a forty
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acre tract of land in Tama County, Iowa, by a patent issued on

June 1, 1855, and one hundred and twenty acres in Crawford

County by a patent issued on September 10, 1860.

A Checklist of Wisconsin Indian Implements, by Charles E.

Brown; An Ancient Village Site in Winnebago County, by George

Overton
;
An Abraham Lincoln Indian Medal, by Theodore T.

Brown; and The Winnebago Indians and the Mounds, by John

Blackhawk, are among the contributions which appear in The Wis-

consin Archeologist for April.

The Romance of the Mackinac Country, by M. M. Quaife; Fron-

tier Life in Lake Superior Region, by William H. Steele
;
and

Henry Ford’s Typical Early American Village at Dearborn, by

Henry A. Haigh, are the three articles which make up the 1929

summer number of the Michigan History Magazine.

The July number of Mid-America, formerly the Illinois Catholic

Historical Review, contains three papers of interest to students of

middle western history : The Political Regime of the French in the

Valley of the Mississippi, by Louise Callen; On the Study of Place-

Names, by John M. Rothsteiner
;
and Two Pioneer Indiana Priests,

by Francis S. Holweck. There is also a continuation of The Ameri-

can Federation of Catholic Societies, by Anthony Matre.

The Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine for July con-

tains the address delivered by John N. Boucher at the dedication

of the building of the Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania

on February 17, 1914. Other articles in this number are : Diary

of a Pennsylvania Volunteer in the Mexican War, by James K.

Greer; The Allegheny County Bar in the Eighties, by Frank C.

McGirr
;
and Arthur St. Clair, by Ellis Beals.

The Transitional Period in the Career of General James H.

Lane, by Wendell Holmes Stephenson
;
The Reservoir Regulators of

the Canal Period, by Joseph E. Holliday
;
Origin of the Term

“Hoosier”, by Oscar D. Short; and Pioneer Sketches of DeKalb

County, by S. W. Widney, reprinted from a pamphlet of 1859, are

the four articles which appear in the June issue of the Indiana
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Magazine of History. Under Documents there is a collection of

Mexican War letters.

The July number of The History Quarterly of The Filson Club

contains an article by Temple Bodley entitled Clark’s “Mason Let-

ter” and “Memoir” and a third installment of Minute Book A,

Jefferson County, Kentucky, March, 1781— September, 1783.

This number also contains the Amended Articles of Incorporation,

Constitution, and By-Laws of The Filson Club, as adopted May 6,

1929.

The Kirkwood Home at Iowa City is the title of the article in the

series Famous Homes on the Bock Island Lines, prepared by L. 0.

Leonard, which appears in the July number of the Bock Island

Magazine. In the August issue the contribution in this series is

The M. D. Herington Home at Herington, Kansas, and for Sep-

tember The Samuel B. Beed Home at Joliet, Illinois.

Volume forty of the Michigan Historical Collections contains a

short biographical sketch of William Hull and a collection of docu-

ments relating to Detroit and the vicinity between 1805 and 1813,

most of which are letters from Hull to Henry Dearborn and Wil-

liam Eustis who in turn served as Secretary of War during the

period covered by the volume. The papers include the defence by
William Hull at the time of his court martial.

The July number of the Southwestern Historical Quarterly con-

tains the following articles and papers: The Beginnings of the

Texas State Historical Association, by Mrs. Bride Neill Taylor;
The Purchase and Importation of Camels by the United States

Government, 1855-1857, by Lewis Burt Lesley; The Significance

of the Destruction of the Buffalo in the Southwest, by C. C. Rister

;

An Anonymous Description of New Mexico, 1818, edited by Alfred
B. Thomas; and the twelfth installment of the Diary of Adolphus
Sterne, edited by Harriet Smither.

The New Mexico Historical Beview for July contains three
articles : The San Carlos Apache Police, by John P. Clum

;
Pimeria

Alta after Kino’s Time, by George P. Hammond; and A Virginian
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in New Mexico, 1773-4, by F. W. Hodge. There is also a series of

documents printed both in Spanish and in the English translation

made by Isidoro Armijo, which contain information communicated

by Juan Candelaria, a resident of Albuquerque. These reminis-

cences were recorded in 1776 and cover the period of the early

history of the town.

The June number of The Oregon Historical Quarterly contains

the following contributions: Voyages of Kendrick and Gray, by

F. W. Howay
;
Later Affairs of Kendrick, by Nellie B. Pipes

;
Simp-

son at Astoria, 1824, by W. N. Sage and T. C. Elliott; a fifth in-

stallment of the Log of the Lausanne, by Henry Bridgman Brewer,

with notes and comments by John M. Canse; History of Ghampoeg

Park, by Albert Tozier; Camels in the Inland Empire, by T. C.

Elliott; University of Oregon Admission, 1876-1927, by J. F.

Santee
;
Pioneer Woolen Mills in Oregon, by Alfred L. Lomax; and

Agriculture in the Oregon Country in 1795-1844, by J. Neilson

Barry.

The Chronicles of Oklahoma for June contains a number of

papers and articles among which are the following : Clifton Pioneer

Society of Quapaw Valley, by S. Carrie Thomson; Nathaniel Pryor,

by Grant Foreman; Indian Against Indian, by James Culberson;

Cimarron Territory, by T. E. Beck; Alvin Woods’ Retreat from

Prairie Grove, by Charles J. Phillips; Fort Washita, by W. B.

Morrison; First Explorer of Red River, by B. L. Phipps; The

Indian’s New Resurrection Myth-, Banking In Indian Territory

During the ’80s, by B. L. Phipps
;
and Some Geographic Names of

French Origin in Oklahoma, by Muriel H. Wright.

The Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Indiana History Confer-

ence, for 1928, contains the following papers and addresses : Old

Houses in Centerville, by Harry Dorsey Bertsch
;
The Recovery of

the Indiana-Illinois Boundary Stone, by George A. Scott
;
Robert

Dale Owen’s Mission to Naples, by Louis Martin Sears; La Salle in

the St. Joseph Valley, by Otto M. Knoblock; George Rogers Clark

— Civilian, by James Alton James; Sidelights on the Lochry Mas-

sacre, by Earl W. Crecraft; Where Did the Lincoln Family Cross
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the Ohio ?, by Thomas James de la Hunt; Indiana’s Archeological

Survey in 1928, by Frank M. Setzler
;
and Some Neglected Aspects

of Settler Life, by Allan Nevins.

Among the contributions in the Journal of the Illinois State

Historical Society for April are the following: Civil War Public

Opinion of General Grant, by Anna M. Green
;
Is Lincoln Among

the Aristocrats?, by W. H. Barton; The Lincoln Statue in Bose-

mond Grove Cemetery, Bosemond, Illinois, by Lorene Martin;

Benjamin Ogden, First Western Cavalier, by Louis A. Warren;
Black Hawk’s Mississippi, by John H. Hauberg; and Shawneetown

by Stella Pendleton Lyles. A brief account of the unveiling of a

marker in memory of Sarah Lusk, founder of Golconda, Illinois,

is contributed by Madge Trovillion.

The 1929 Jahrhuch der Deutsch-Amerikanischen Historischen

Gesellschaft von Illinois, Volume XXIX, contains several articles

relating to Carl Schurz— Ungedrucktes aus der Jugendzeit von

Karl Schurz, der Mensch, by Ernst Jockers, and Festrede zum
Deutschen Tag, Die deutsche Muttersprache, and Bede auf Bis-

marck, all by Carl Schurz. In addition the volume contains the

following papers and articles : Baron von Steuben’s Appeal to

Washington for Justice-, Memoir of the Baron von Steuben, by
William North; Waterloo, Tagebuch vom Jahre 1815, by Franz

Lieber
;
Bauch und Horne, Ein Abschnitt aus der Kulturgeschichte

des pennsylvanisch-deutschen Volkes, by Heinz Kloss; and Zur
Geschichte der Ansiedelung Hermann, Mo., by B. A. Uhlendorf.

The Quivira Society, organized in 1929 by a group of investi-

gators interested in the early history of the Southwest, is planning

to publish a series of volumes on the history of the region, chiefly

English translations of original Spanish documents. These books

will be available only to subscribing members of the society and
will be reasonably priced. The first volume to appear is Belation

of the Espejo Expedition, by Diego de Perez de Luxan, edited by
Drs. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey. The managing editor

of the series is Dr. George P. Hammond of the University of

Southern California. Dr. Herbert E. Bolton and Dr. F. W.
Hodge are advisory editors.
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The September issue of The Mississippi Valley Historical Review

contains four articles and papers: The Natural Limits of Slavery

Expansion, by Charles W. Ramsdell; Frederick West Lander,

Road-Builder, by E. Douglas Branch; The End of the Open Range

in Eastern Montana, by Robert S. Fletcher
;
and James Schouler,

by Lewis Ethan Ellis. Under Documents there appears a diary of

a Civil War soldier under the heading They Also Marched, edited

by Paul Baughman Ingersoll. An account of the twenty-second

annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley Historical Association, is

contributed by Arthur H. Hirsch and Mrs. C. S. Paine presents the

report of the Secretary-Treasurer of the Association for the year

1928-1929.

The July number of The Washington Historical Quarterly con-

tains the following papers and articles: Notes on the History of

Botany in the State of Washington, by George B. Rigg
;
History of

Chemical Education in Washington, by H. K. Benson; Traditions

of the Hoh and Quillayute Indians, by Albert B. Reagan
;
Captain

Maloney and Fort Chehalis, by W. P. Bonney
;
The Widow of Cap-

tain Robert Gray, by Edmond S. Meany; Joseph L. Meek, by Ros-

etta W. Hewitt; Ko-come-ne-Pe-ca, the Letter Carrier, by J. Neil-

son Barry; Anti-Chinese Riots in Washington, by W. P. Wilcox;

Fort Benton’s Part in the Development of the West, by Asa A.

Wood; and The History of Tatoosh Island, by Winifred Elyea.

Under Documents there is found a business broadside of 1853, ad-

vertising the Territory of Washington.

Three of the contributions in The Louisiana Historical Quarterly

for January deal with Charles Gayarre— an Autobiography of

Charles Gayarre edited by Henry P. Dart
;
Biographical Sketch of

Hon. Charles Gayarre, by a Louisianian; and four letters from

Gayarre from 1878 to 1889. Other articles are the following:

Civil Procedure in Louisiana Under the Spanish Regime as Illus-

trated in Loppinot’s Case, 1774, by Henry P. Dart
;
The Documents

in Loppinot Case, 1774, translated by Laura L. Porteous; and

Louisiana in 1724 (
Banet’s Report ), translated by Heloise H.

Cruzat. There are also continuations of the Records of the Su-
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perior Council of Louisiana and the Index to the Spanish Judicial

Records of Louisiana.

The Transactions of the Illinois State Historical Society, for

1928, issued as Publication Number Thirty-five of the Illinois State

Historical Library, contains a number of papers and addresses,

among which are the following: Western Reaction to the Burr
Conspiracy, by Isaac Joslin Cox; George Rogers Clark, Civilian,

by James A. James; The German Conference in the Deutsches

Haus, Chicago, May 14-15, 1860, and the Candidacy of Edward
Bates and Abraham Lincoln in the Ensuant National Republican
Convention, by F. I. Herriott

;
Some Aftermath of the Presidential

Election of 1860, by Charles P. Johnson; The Establishment of
Lotteries in Illinois for the Purpose of Raising Funds to Improve
the Public Health, by Dr. Gottfried Koehler; Forts of Old Kas-
kaskia, by Elbert Waller; and letters of Major James Austin
Connolly, with an introduction by Frank K. Dunn.

The Oklahoma Folk-Lore Society has recently begun the pub-
lication of a new magazine called Folk-Say, the first number of

which appeared in June, 1929. The publication is edited by B. A.
Botkin and is printed by the University of Oklahoma Press at

Norman, Oklahoma. The new periodical has an attractive cover
and make-up. Among the contributions in the first number are

the following: The Folk in Literature-. An Introduction to the

New Regionalism, by B. A. Botkin; Choctaw Fables, by James Cul-
berson; The Folk-Tale Collections of Oklahoma Indians, by Erna
Gunther

;
The Dream That Never Dies : Oklahoma Treasure Leg-

ends, by J. Frank Dobie; Animals and Plants in Oklahoma Folk
Cures, by Walter R. Smith; The Indiana Log-Rolling, as told by
Cliff Smith, by B. A. Botkin; The Singin’ Schule, by Della I.

Young; Songs of Yesterday and Today, by Acel Garland; and The
Taxi Talk, by George Milburn. There are also a number of poems.

The Colorado Magazine for July contains the following papers
and articles: Early History of Lamar, Colorado, by George B.
Merrill; Colorado’s First Woman School Teacher, by Thomas F.
Dawson; Across the Plains and in Denver, 1860, a portion of the
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diary of George F. Clark
;
The Scene of Fremont’s Disaster in the

San Juan Mountains, 1848, by Frank C. Spencer
;
and The Hayden

Survey in Colorado in 1873—1874, letters from James T. Gardiner,

with notes by Roger W. Toll. For September there are the follow-

ing articles and papers: Trinidad and Its Environs, by A. W. Mc-

Hendrie
;
Freighting and Merchandising in Early Denver, by

Henry M. Porter
;
Army Life at Fort Sedgwick, Colorado, by Emily

Boynton O’Brien; Reminiscences of Kit Carson, Jr., an interview

and notes by A. B. Sanford; The Explorations of Gunnison and

Beckwith in Colorado and Utah, 1853, by Leland Hargrave Creer

;

and My First Buffalo Hunt, by Eugene Williams.

IOWANA

The July number of the Bulletin of the Grand Lodge of Iowa,

A. F. Ac A. M., contains a biographical sketch of Theodore Sutton

Parvin.

The Sioux City of Yesterday, a short historical sketch by Mrs.

William Gordon, appears in the March-April number of The Iowa

Clubwoman.

Volume 37 of the Annals of the Grand Lodge of Iowa, A. F. &

A. M., has recently been distributed. The publication is edited by

C. C. Hunt, Grand Secretary.

The senior magazine of the Algona High School issued in June,

1929, contains a number of articles and pictures relating to the

early history of Algona.

When Waterloo Was Young, an address by Roger Leavitt, has

been published in booklet form. This address was delivered before

the Waterloo Rotary Club on April 1, 1929.

The July number of the Community Magazine, published at

Boone, contains an article entitled Stage Coaches and Cracking

Whips Enlivened the Landscape. This is continued in the August

number which also contains an account of four circuses in Boone

in 1880.

The Iowa District of the Lutheran Church has recently issued
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an attractive booklet entitled A Token of Remembrance for the

Golden Anniversary of the Iowa District of the Synod of Missouri,

Ohio and Other States. The volume contains a great deal of ma-

terial on early Iowa pioneer preachers and laymen, as well as a

history of church work.

Public Archives : A Manual for Their Administration in Iowa,

by Cassius C. Stiles, has been reprinted in book form from the

Annals of Iowa. This contains a classification outline for arrang-

ing and filing public archives. Mr. Stiles has been for many years

the superintendent of the Division of Public Archives in the His-

torical, Memorial and Art Department of Iowa at Des Moines.

The July number of the Annals of Iowa contains the following

articles and papers: The Codys in Le Claire, by F. M. Fryxell;

The Place-names of Lee County, Iowa, by T. J. Fitzpatrick
;
Adop-

tion Among the Indians, by Edgar R. Harlan; and A System of

Handling and Depositing Personal Archives, by Ellen D. Spauld-

ing. Isaac Cody, the father of William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill),

settled near Le Claire in 1839, and it was here that the future scout,

hunter, and showman was born in 1845.

SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS BY IOWA AUTHORS

Ainsworth, Mary J.,

Soil Life (poem) (Hawk Wings, May, 1929).

Albert, Henry,

State Health Commissioner’s Page (The Journal of the Iowa
State Medical Society, August, 1929).

Aldrich, Bess Streeter,

Romance in G Minor (The Delineator, February, 1929).

Barrette, Lydia Margaret,

Winged Horse Over Iowa Cornfields (Libraries, May, 1929).

Beer, Thomas,

Mr. Hanna (The Saturday Evening Post, April 13, 27, May
11, June 1, 1929, to be continued).
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Betts, George Herbert,

Direct or Indirect Character Education (Journal of the Na-

tional Education Association, May, 1929).

Blackmar, Beatrice (Joint author),

Girls Have Wings, Too! (St. Nicholas, June, 1929).

Branch, E. Douglas,

Frederick West Lander, Road-Builder (The Mississippi Val-

ley Historical Review, September, 1929).

Brown, Bernice,

French Doll (Ladies’ Home Journal, June, 1929).

Holiday (Ladies’ Home Journal, June, 1929).

Brown, Mabel Erie,

Call It a Day (Hawk Wings, March, 1929).

Bryan, William Alanson,

Recent Bone-cavern Find at Bishop’s Cap, New Mexico

(Science, July 12, 1929).

Colegrove, Kenneth,

Labor Parties in Japan (The American Political Science Re-

view, May, 1929).

Crawford, Nelson Antrim,

We Elect a Bishop (The American Mercury, August, 1929).

Crowell, Grace Noll,

Magic (poem) (Good Housekeeping, June, 1929).

Devine, Edward Thomas,

Quarter-Century Health Crusade (The Survey, May 15, 1929).

Doran, Madeleine,

Henry VI, Parts II and III, Their Relation to the Contention

and the True Tragedy (University of Iowa Humanistic

Studies, Vol. IV, No. 4) . Iowa City : The State University

of Iowa. 1929.

Duncan, Thomas W.,

Down by the Tracks (The Midland, July-August, 1929).
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Engle, Paul,

Second Coming (poem) (The Literary Digest, June 15, 1929).

Farran, Don,

Cabot (poem) (Romance, June, 1929).

Finger, Charles Joseph,

Easeful Executive (The American Mercury, June, 1929).
A Man for a’ That. Boston: The Stratford Company. 1929.

Flanagan, Hallie F.,

Sasha Chooses a Gift (The Forum, June, 1929).
Theatre Experiment (Theatre Arts Magazine, July, 1929).

Fulton, Reed,

Moccasin Trail. Garden City: Doubleday, Doran. 1929.

Gabrielson, Ira Noel,

Something New Out of the West (American Home, August
1929).

’

Gates, Robert,

Our Trade (poem) (The Literary Digest, March 9, 1929).

Gould, Bruce (Joint author),

Girls Have Wings, Tool (St. Nicholas, June, 1929).

Gould, Gerald,

The Call of the Road (poem) (The Storm Lake Pilot-Tribune
June, 1929).

Grahame, Pauline,

The Rockdale Flood (The Palimpsest, July, 1929).

Hall, James Norman,
High Adventure. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. 1929.
To the Ice Mountains (The Atlantic Monthly, July, 1929).

Hill, George Washington,

Newer Competition (World’s Work, June, 1929).

Hill, Lee Forrest,

Tuberculosis in Children (The Journal of the Iowa State Med-
ical Society, August, 1929).
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Hoffmann, M. M.,

The Catholic Sponsors of Iowa (Columbia, April, 1929).

Dubuque: The Iowa Catholic Historical Society. August,

1929.

Holmes, Samuel Jackson,

Perils of the Mexican Invasion (North American Review, May,

1929).

Hoover, Herbert Clark,

First Message to Congress, April 16, 1929 (Congressional Di-

gest, May, 1929).

National Conference on the Health and Protection of Children

(School and Society, July 13, 1929).

Hopkins, John A., Jr.,

Horses, Tractors and Farm Equipment (Agricultural Experi-

ment Station Bulletin No. 264). Ames: Iowa State College

of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. 1929.

Hough, Emerson,

North of Thirty-six. New York: D. Appleton and Company.

1929.

Hunter, William L.,

Manual Arts in the Junior High School (Industrial Education

Magazine, July, 1929).

Hurd, Edgar B.,

The Corn Enterprise (Agricultural Experiment Station Bul-

letin No. 259). Ames: Iowa State College of Agriculture

and Mechanic Arts. 1929.

Hurd, Marian Kent,

The Jumping-Off Place. New York: Longmans, Green and

Co. 1929.

Inman, James Henry,

The Training of Iowa High School Teachers in Relation to the

Subjects They Teach (University of Iowa Studies in Educa-

tion, Yol. IV, No. 9). Iowa City: The State University of

Iowa. 1929.
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Jacobs, Ruth Braucht,

Meat Loaves for Summer Menus (Pictorial Review, June,

1929).

James, Edwin W.,

Federal Road Engineer Loaned to Colombia (Bulletin of the

Pan American Union, April, 1929).

Knister, Raymond,

White Narcissus. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company.
1929.

Kolodny, Anatole,

Control of Intractable Pain (The Journal of the Iowa State

Medical Society, August, 1929).

Laird, Donald Anderson,

Marvelous Machinery of Muscle (Scientific American, July,

1929).

Psychology and Profits. New York: B. C. Forbes Publishing

Company. 1929.

Lane, John,

The Apartment Upstairs (Hawk Wings, January, 1929).

Leavitt, Roger,

When Waterloo Was Young. Waterloo: Waterloo Rotary
Club. 1929.

LeCron, Helen Cowles,

Books That Help the Teacher (Better Homes and Gardens,

September, 1929).

The Lure of Other Countries (Better Homes and Gardens,
June, 1929).

Nature Books You Ought to Know (Better Homes and Gar-
dens, August, 1929).

Leonard, L. 0.,

Famous Homes on the Rock Island Lines (Rock Island Maga-
zine, July, August, September, 1929).
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Leverett, Frank,

Loveland Loess-. Pre-lllinoian, Pre-Iowan in Age (Science,

May 24, 1929).

Loban, Joy M.,

A Textbook of Neurology. Denver: Bunn-Loban Publishing

Co. 1929.

Lorch, Fred W.,

Mark Twain in Iowa (The Iowa Journal of History and Poli-

tics, July, 1929).

McCarty, Dwight G.,

Psychology for the Lawyer. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.

1929.

MacDonald, William,

Ten Years After Versailles (The Nation, May 22, 1929).

McElroy, Margaret,

House with the Holiday Air (House and Garden, July, 1929).

McWilliams, Aileen,

Last Grindin’ (Hawk Wings, May, 1929).

Macy, Roscoe,

Laugh, Banker, Laugh. Cedar Rapids: Leebodell Publishing

Co. 1929.

Martin, George W.,

Dinoflagellates from Marine and Brackish Waters of New Jer-

sey (University of Iowa Studies in Natural History, Vol.

XII, No. 9). Iowa City: The State University of Iowa.

1929.

May, Earl Chapin,

Circus Clings to the Country Road (Popular Mechanics, July,

1929).

Putting the Run into a Running Horse (Popular Mechanics,

June, 1929).

Merriam, Charles E.,

Chicago. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1929.

VOL. xxvii—40
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Metfessel, Milton,

Recording by Perforating (Science, April 5, 1929).

Michelson, Truman,

Changing Character of Fox Adoption-Feasts (American Jour-

nal of Sociology, March, 1929).

Observations on the Thunder Dance of the Bear Gens of the

Fox Indians (Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American

Ethnology, Bulletin 89). Washington, D. C. : Government

Printing Office. 1929.

Millikan, Robert Andrews,

Michelson’s Economic Value (Science, May 10, 1929).

Relation of Science to Industry (Science, January 11, 1929).

Nelson, Charles Brown,

Morning News (poem) (Saturday Review of Literature, May
18, 1929).

Nesbit, Wilbur Dick,

As Children Do. Joliet, Illinois: The P. F. Yolland Co. 1929.

Sermons in Song ; Poems of Homely Philosophy. Joliet, Ill-

inois: The P. F. Yolland Co. 1929.

Paine, Albert Bigelow,

The Arhansaw Bear Complete. Philadelphia : Henry Altemus

Co. 1929.

Pammel, L. H.,

Some Weedy Grasses Injurious to Livestock, Especially Sheep

(Agricultural Experiment Station Circular No. 116). Ames:

Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. 1929.

Pillsbury, Walter Bowers,

The History of Psychology. New York: W. W. Norton and

Co. Inc. 1929.

Piper, Edwin Ford,

Stinker (poem) (Folk-Say, June, 1929).

Rhodes, Milton,

Captives in Dixie (The Palimpsest, July, 1929).
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Rice, Merton S.,

A Discontented Optimist. New York: The Abingdon Press.

1929.

Richardson, Anna Steese,

What 1 Hear About Good Citizenship (Woman’s Home Com-

panion, September, 1929).

Woman Administrator in the Modern Dome (The Annals of

the American Academy of Political and Social Science, May,

1929).

Rickert, Edith,

The Greedy Goroo. Garden City, New York: Doubleday,

Doran. 1929.

Robinson, James Harvey,

Art of Thinking (The Outlook and Independent, May 22,

1929).

Robinson, James Harvey (Joint author),

The Development of Modern Europe. Boston : Ginn and Com-

pany. 1929.

Roddis, Louis H.,

A Cherokee County Pioneer (The Iowa Journal of History and

Politics, July, 1929).

Ross, Earle D.,

The Iowa State Fair (The Palimpsest, August, 1929).

Lincoln and Agriculture (Agricultural History, April, 1929).

Russell, Charles Edward,

An Dour of American Poetry. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippin-

cott and Company. 1929.

Ryan, J. P.,

Quintilian’s Message (Quarterly Journal of Speech, April,

1929).

Saunders, Whitelaw,

I Never See a Lovely Tree (poem) (Commonweal, May 15,

1929).
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Seashore, Carl Emil,

Iowa Academic Meet (School and Society, July 13, 1929).

Meier-Seashore Art Judgment Test (Science, April 5, 1929).

Sherlock, Chesla Clella,

The World’s Debt to the United States. Boston: The Strat-

ford Company. 1929.

Shultz, Gladys Denny,

If the Baby Could Select His Parents (Better Homes and Gar-

dens, September, 1929).

Mental Health (Sunset, June, 1929).

Mental Health Problems (Sunset, April, 1929).

What Homes Can Do to Children (Better Homes and Gardens,

August, 1929).

Smith, Lewis Worthington,

Master and Slave (poem) (World Tomorrow, April, 1929).

Smith, William Binney,

Apollo in Chorus. Boston : Blanchard Printing Co. 1929.

Spence, J. H.,

A Lesson to Young Reporters (Hawk Wings, January, 1929).

Spilman, Harold Addison (Joint author),

Containers Used in Shipping Fruits and Vegetables (United

States Department of Agriculture, Farmer’s Bulletin No.

1579). Washington, D. C. : Government Printing Office.

1929.

Suckow, Ruth,

Cora. New York: Alfred A. Knopf . 1929.

Home-coming (Good Housekeeping, August, 1929).

Mrs. Kemper (The American Mercury, April, 1929).

Strong as a Man (Harper’s Monthly Magazine, April, 1929).

Visiting (Pictorial Review, July, 1929).

Swisher, J. A.,

The American Legion in Iowa, 1919-1929. Iowa City: The
State Historical Society of Iowa. 1929.
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Tippetts, Charles E.,

State Banks and the Federal Reserve System. New York: D.

Van Nostrand Company. 1929.

Tompkins, Raymond Sidney,

Goliath and His Davids (The American Mercury, July, 1929).

Miracle of the Satisfied Power User (Magazine of Business,

July, 1929).

Yan Vechten, Carl,

Peter Whiffle. New York : The Modern Library Inc. 1929.

Williamson, Thames Ross,

Hunky. New York: Coward-McCann. 1929.

Willson, Dixie,

Tell Me a Story About a Bear! (The Delineator, August,

1929).

Woolbert, Charles Henry (Joint author),

Better Speech. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company.

1929.

SOME RECENT HISTORICAL ITEMS IN IOWA NEWSPAPERS

Sketch of the life of James 0. Lemon, in the Washington Journal,

June 1, 1929.

The McClelland family, in the Washington Journal, June 1, 1929.

“Matt” Springman, for fifty years caretaker of the Woodlawn

cemetery, in the Washington Journal, June 1, 1929.

Memoirs of Capt. Sam Yan Sant, in the Burlington Post, June 1,

July 20, August 24, 1929.

Settlement of Thomas Hubbard in Scott County, in the Davenport

Democrat, June 2, 1929.

Biographical sketch of John Dufford, in the Atlantic News-Tele-

graph, June 3, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Donald C. Glasgow, in the Clarinda Journal,

June 3, 1929.
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Story of the career of B. K. Windham, in the Olenwood Opinion-

Tribune, June 3, 1929.

Biographical sketch of Mrs. Amos Bartlett, in the Grinnell Herodd,

June 4, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Mrs. Elizabeth Slade Harris, in the Grinnell

Herald, June 4, 1929.

Biographical sketch of M. A. McCord, in the Newton News and the

Oelwein Daily Register, June 4, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Wheeler David Tift, in the Oelwein Daily

Register, June 4, 1929.

Steamboat days at New Albin, in the Waukon Democrat, June 5,

1929.

Pioneer experiences around Algona, by M. DeL. Parsons, in the

Algona Republican, June 5, 1929.

Career of Thomas M. Thompson, resident of North English, in the

Ottumwa Courier, June 5, 1929.

Ninety-third birthday of M. S. Hubbell, in the Cedar Rapids

Gazette, June 5, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Delos Grange, from the unpublished ‘
‘ History

of Clay County People”, by H. S. Jones, in the Spencer Re-

publican, June 5, 1929.

Biographical sketches of Oswald Neville and Peter Hanson, in the

Estherville Enterprise, June 5, 1929.

War veterans buried at Manson, in the Manson Journal, June 6,

1929.

Sketch of the life of Mrs. J. L. Hall, in the Manning Monitor, June

6, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Mrs. R. J. Anthony, in the Lamoni Chronicle,

June 6, 1929.

Biographical sketch of Alfred Anderson, in the Laurens Sun, June

6, 1929.
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Incidents of the Spanish-American War, in the La Porte Progress-

Review, June 6, July 4, 1929.

Story of the career of J. P. Oakes, in the Iowa City Press-Citizen,

June 7, 1929.

An advertisement prepared by J. J. Kellogg, in the Washington

Evening Journal, June 8, 1929.

Sketch of the life of David B. Wilson, in the Fairfield Ledger,

June 10, 1929.

Pre-historic animals of Iowa, in the Iowa City Press-Citizen, June

11, 1929.

Sketch of the life of George D. Van Peursem, in the Le Mars Sen-

tinel, June 11, 1929.

First kindergarten class in Humboldt, in the Humboldt Republican,

June 12, 1929.

Reminiscences of Tipton, by W. H. Smith, in the Tipton Constitu-

tion, June 12, 1929.

History of Rolfe, compiled by Margaret Pollock, in the Rolfe Ar-

row, June 13, 1929.

When A. A. Berdahl drove the stage coach from Estherville to

Emmetsburg, in the Estherville News, June 13, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Nelson Suckow, in the Storm Lake Pilot-

Tribune, June 13, 1929.

History of Madison Township, Polk County, in the Madrid Reg-

ister-News, June 13, 1929.

Reminiscences of Woodward, by John M. McCracken, in the Wood-

ward Enterprise, June 13, 1929.

Story of Dodson house in Rock Run, by Charles P. Dodson, in the

Iowa Falls Citizen, June 13, 1929.

Seventy-fifth anniversary of Fort Eads, in the Clarksville Star,

June 13, 1929.
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Mary J. Tapper Boyce, first white child born at Fort Atkinson, in

the West Union Union, June 13, 1929, the Decorah Journal,

June 19, 1929, and the Decorah Public Opinion, July 11, 1929.

Early history of Dunlap, in the Dunlap Reporter, June 13, 20, 27,

July 3, 1929.

Early bond of Worth County, in the Northwood Anchor, June 13,

1929.

Early settlers in Elk Township, Buena Yista County, in the Storm

Lake Pilot-Tribune, June 13, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Isaac M. Darland, in the Montezuma Repub-

lican, June 13, 1929.

Biographical sketch of Horseman T. Briden in the Waverly Inde-

pendent-Republican, June 13, 1929.

The story of West Chester, in the Washington Evening Journal,

June 15, 1929.

The old bell of Iowa College at Davenport, in the Davenport Dem-
ocrat and Leader, June 16, 1929.

Biographical sketch of Mrs. Jane Elizabeth Brower Waterbury,

descendant of Ethan Allen, in the Le Mars Sentinel, June 18,

1929.

Sketch of the life of Fred Fletcher, last of the Civil War veterans

of Plymouth County, in the Le Mars Sentinel, June 18, 1929.

Early history of Rockwell City, in the Manson Journal, June 20,

1929.

The old Crandall house and the family of Orlando Crandall, in the

Spirit Lake Beacon, June 20, 1929.

History of the Episcopal Church in Brooklyn, in the Brooklyn
Chronicle, June 20, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Fred Gutz, in the Manson Journal, June 20,

1929.
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Sketch of the life of Robert L. Boyce, in the Glenwood Opinion-

Tribune, June 24, 1929.

Old creamery built in 1874, in the Manchester Democrat, June 26,

1929.

Reminiscences of Waterloo, by John J. Clements, in the Waterloo

Courier, June 26, 1929.

Early history of Armstrong Grove, by Peter H. Burt, in the Arm-

strong Journal, June 26, 1929.

A sale bill of 1849, in the Pocahontas Record, June 27, 1929.

Guthrie County in the seventies, in the Guthrie Center Guthrian,

June 27, 1929.

History of the Woman’s Relief Corps at Macksburg, in the Win-

terset Madisonian, June 27, 1929.

Last Indian battle in Iowa, in the Algona Advance, June 27, 1929,

and the Algona Republican, July 10, 1929.

Early residents and incidents of Ainsworth, in the Washington

Evening Journal, June 29, 1929.

Recollections of the flood of 1893, by L. C. Moore, in the Anthon

Herald, July 3, 1929.

The Fourth of July in Iowa City, 1840, in the Iowa City Press-

Citizen, July 3, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Frank Dayton, in the Brooklyn Chronicle,

July 4, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Mrs. Susan Law Kingdon, century old resident

of Grinnell, in the Grinnell Herald, July 2, 5, 1929, and the

Montezuma Republican, July 11, 1929.

History of the Burlington Gazette, compiled by Philip D. Jordan,

in the Burlington Gazette, July 10, 1929.

Reminiscences of the year 1856 in Algona, by Emma Heckart, in

the Algona Republican, July 10, 1929.
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Early days in Keokuk County, in the Sigourney Review, July 10,

17, 31, August 14, 21, 1929.

Reminiscences of Lisbon, by Mrs. John Nash, in the Williamsburg
Journal, July 11, 1929.

Items from an old Corning diary, in the Corning Press, July 11,

1929.

Iowa’s part in the World War, in the Grand Junction Globe, July
11, 1929.

The tornado at Pomeroy in 1893, in the Fonda Times, July 11,

1929.

Some facts about Iowa, by Royal H. Holbrook, in the Grinnell
Register, July 11, 1929.

The pottery shops in early Iowa, in the Knoxville Express, July
11, 1929.

Sheldon Peck’s visit to Belle Plaine, in the Belle Plaine Union,
July 11, 1929.

Polo in northwestern Iowa, in the Le Mars Sentinel, July 12, 1929.

An early wedding in Benton County, in the Blairstown Press, July
12, 1929.

Old time horse-shoers in Davenport, in the Davenport Democrat,
July 14, 1929.

Sixtieth anniversary of the founding of the Church of Our Lady of
Mount Carmel at Carroll, in the Dubuque Tribune, July 14
1929.

A bit of Europe in America at Luxemburg, by George Shane, in
the Des Moines Register, July 14, 1929.

History of the Young Men’s Association of Cedar Rapids, by Erik
M. Eriksson, in the Cedar Rapids Gazette, July 14, 1929.

Early history of Algona and Kossuth County, in the Des Moines
Register, July 14, 1929.
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The founding of Algona in 1854, in the Titonka Topic, July 15,

1929.

Sketch of the life of George Greene, for whom Greene was named,

in the Greene Recorder, July 17, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Mrs. Jane Bragg, oldest resident of Greene

County, in the Greene Recorder, July 17, 1929.

Biographical sketch of John McIntosh, in the Des Moines Tribune.

July 17, 1929.

Early Webster City history, by A. E. Burleson, in the Webster

City Freeman-Journal, July 17, 1929.

Eeminiscences of Des Moines in 1886, by Ora Williams, in the West

Union Gazette, July 17, 1929.

Early history of Iowa, in the Greene Recorder, July 17, 1929, and

the Parkersburg Eclipse, August 8, 1929.

Biographical sketch of John Jones, in the Ida Grove Pioneer-

Record, July 18, 1929.

Fire in Iowa Falls in 1874, in the Iowa Falls Citizen, July 18, 1929.

Eeminiscences of Anita, by W. B. Norton, in the Anita Record,

July 18, 1929.

When the Des Moines Eiver was navigable, in the Parkersburg

Eclipse, July 18, 1929.

Story of Barnett Devine, pioneer cattle buyer of Kossuth County,

in the Algona Advance, July 18, 1929.

Early history of Bancroft, in the Bancroft Register, July 18, 1929.

The naming of Buncombe County, in the Neola Gazette, July 18,

1929.

Pioneer days in Cresco, by Alfred E. Bents, in the Mason City

Gazette, July 19, 1929.

The Underground Eailroad station at Salem, by Gilbert I. Garret-

son, in the Burlington Gazette, July 20, 1929.
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Bravery certificate of Mosher A. Harding, in the Des Moines Reg-
ister, July 21, 1929.

Biographical sketch of Col. William McB. Dye, commander of the
Twentieth Iowa Infantry, by Fred C. Henson, in the Cedar
Rapids Gazette, July 21, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Mrs. Carrie E. Giddings, Civil War nurse, in
the Cedar Rapids Gazette, July 24, 1929.

Mail delivery in early Iowa, by C. L. Lucas, in the Madrid Register,
July 25, 1929.

First railroad to Sac City, by John H. D. Gray, in the Sac City
Sun, July 25, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Jasper N. Marsh, in the Montezuma Repub-
lican, July 25, 1929.

History of Titonka, in the Titonka Topic, July 25, 1929.

Reminiscences of Iowa City, by George 0. Moore, in the Iowa City
Press-Citizen, July 26, 1929.

When Kelly’s Army crossed Iowa, in the Council Bluffs Nonpareil,
July 27, 1929.

The graves of Joseph M. Street and Chief Wapello near Agency,
in the Ottumwa Courier, July 27, 1929.

The story of Riverside, in the Washington Journal, July 27, 1929.

“Sunk” grove, historic spot in Pocahontas County, in the Des
Moines Register, July 28, 1929, the Fonda Times, August 8,

1929, and the Manson Journal, August 8, 1929.

The political influence of Davenport Germans, in the Des Moines
Register, July 28, 1929.

Liquor in Iowa since 1882, in the Cedar Rapids Gazette, July 28
1929.

Early days in New Albin, in the Dubuque Herald, July 28, 1929.

Taking up land in Iowa in 1843, in the Centerville Iowegian, July
29, 1929.
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Seventy-fifth anniversary of the First Baptist Church at Waukon,

in the Waukon Republican and Standard, July 31, 1929.

The golden jubilee of the Iowa District of the Missouri Lutheran

Synod, in the Belle Plaine Union, August 1, 1929.

Historical sketch of Fort Atkinson, in the Mt. Ayr Record, August

1, 1929.

Educational pioneering in Iowa, by Agnes Samuelson, Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction, in the Keosauqua Republican,

August 1, 1929.

An Indian episode in Iowa, by C. L. Lucas, in the Madrid Register,

August 1, 1929.

Dedication of the G. A. R. monument at Keokuk, in the Keokuk

County News, August 1, 1929.

Sketch of the life of W. W. Gentry, in the Winterset Madisonian,

August 1, 1929.

Biographical sketch of Archbishop James J. Keane, in the Oelwein

Daily Register, August 2, 1929.

Law practice of W. D. Tisdale and James J. Smith, in the Ottumwa

Courier, August 2, 1929.

Sketch of the life of P. D. Burton, in the Grinnell Herald, August

2, 1929.

An old mill company, in the Iowa City Press-Citizen, August 3,

1929.

Biographical sketch of Seymour D. Carpenter, by Erik McKinley

Eriksson, in the Cedar Rapids Gazette, August 4, 1929.

Civil War veterans in Hawarden, by Hal Colby, in the Sioux City

Journal, August 4, 1929.

The treaty of 1842, in the Centerville lowegian, August 6, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Jacob W. Hoover, in the West Union Gazette,

August 7, 1929.
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A letter from a Civil War soldier, in the Mt. Ayr Record, August 7,

1929.

Reminiscences by T. A. Carpenter, in the Fort Dodge Messenger,

August 7, 1929.

James A. Gilkison, a circus man from Adel, in the Adel Dallas

County News, August 7, 1929.

When Indians lived in Iowa, in the Sabula Gazette, August 8, 1929.

Reminiscences of the Civil War, by J. A. Cohn, in the Marshall-

town Times-Republican, August 8, 1929.

Beginnings of What Cheer and Petersburg, by Thomas Geneva, in

the What Cheer Chronicle, August 8, 1929.

Eighty-one years of the Ottumwa Courier, in the Ottumwa Courier,

August 8, 1929.

Mrs. Margaret Shriner Sheward, who attended the first Iowa State

Fair, in the Ottumwa Courier, August 9, 1929.

The Iowa Female Collegiate Institute, in the Iowa City Press-

Citizen, August 9, 1929.

The Cody family in Iowa, in the Clinton Herald, August 9, 1929,
and the Davenport Democrat, August 17, 1929.

Total eclipse of the sun seen at Fairfield in 1869, in the Fairfield

Ledger, August 10, 1929.

Early towns of Washington County, in the Washington Evening
Journal, August 10, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Calvin I. Hayes, pioneer experimenter in air-

craft, in the Sioux City Journal, August 11, 1929.

The burial of “Chief Bonsey”, by W. T. Wolfe, in the Glenwood
Opinion-Tribune, August 12, 1929.

Pioneer days in Iowa, by Lawrence Wright, in the Jefferson Bee,
August 14, 1929.

The Dubuque trail, in the Oelweim Register, August 14, 1929, and
the Davenport Democrat, August 19, 1929.
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Early days in Greene County, by George R. Waters, in tbe Jeffer-

son Herald, August 15, 1929.

An old plat of Montana, now Boone, in the Boone Republican,

August 15, 1929.

Tornadoes in Jones County, in the Monticello Express
,
August 15,

1929.

How Climbing Hill got its name, in the Moville Mail, August 15,

1929.

Charter Oak in 1887, in the Charter Oak Times, August 15, 1929.

Early industries of Glenwood, by Will Tolies, in the Glenwood

Opinion-Tribune, August 15, 1929.

Civil War record of Andrew S. Chase, in the Jackson Sentinel,

August 16, 1929.

Pioneer days in Grinnell, by George H. Hamlin, in the Gnnnell

Herald, August 16, 1929.

Soldier of the Revolutionary War buried near De Witt, m the

Clinton Herald, August 16, 1929, and the Maquoketa Sentinel,

August 23, 1929.

Homecoming at Almoral, Delaware County, in the Des Moines

Register, August 16, 1929, and the Dubuque Herald, August

18, 1929.

Historical sketch of Washington, in the Washington Evening

Journal, August 17, 1929.

Indian remains at New Albin, in the Dubuque Herald, August 18,

1929.

Collection of papers relating to Abraham Lincoln, in the Des

Moines Register, August 18, 1929.

The fair in Clayton County in 1854, in the Dubuque Herald,

August 20, 1929.

Sixtieth anniversary of the Oak Street Baptist Church of Burling-

ton, in the Burlington Gazette, August 20, 1929.
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Early railroads of Alexandria and Buena Vista County, in the

Keokuk Gate City, August 20, 1929.

The Phelps family in Grinnell, in the Grinnell Herald, August 20,

1929.

Grinned in early days, by D. F. Hays, in the Grinnell Herald,
August 20, 1929.

Radroad work of Henry M. Hamdton, by E. M. Vittum, in the
Grinnell Herald, August 20, 1929.

Mastodon tusk found near Webster City in the Webster City Jour-
nal, August 21, 27, 1929.

Fort Madison’s first newspaper, in the Fort Madison Democrat,
August 21, 1929.

Survivors of Company F, Third Iowa, in Fayette County, in the
Cedar Rapids Gazette, August 21, 1929.

Eighty-fifth anniversary of the Bethel Methodist Episcopal Church,
in the Sigourney Review, August 21, 1929.

Churches at Frankvide, in the Decorah Republican, August 21,

1929.

Early fairs in Fayette County, in the West Liberty Index, August
21, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Edery M. Hancock, in the Waukon Republican
& Standard, August 21, 1929.

The story of the Little Brown Church, by Mrs. Mary Fisher, in the
Nashua Reporter, August 21, 1929.

Railroad construction work of Grenvide M. Dodge, by Elmo Scott
Watson, in the Anita Tribune, August 22, 1929.

Steamboating on the Iowa, in the Wapello Republican, August 22
1929.

Pioneering in Iowa, by R. Sperbeck, in the Spirit Lake Beacon,
August 22, 1929.
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The boundaries of Iowa, by C. L. Lucas, in the Madrid Register

,

August 22, 1929.

Early days in Yandalia by Mrs. J. M. McCoy, in the Newton News,

August 22, 1929.

Sketch of the life of Charles G. Hipwell, in the Davenport Demo-

crat, August 22, 1929.

Sketch of the life of G. E. Crawford, in the Cedar Rapids Gazette,

August 22, 1929.

Davis County fairs, by Orin I. Allen, in the Bloomfield Democrat,

August 22, 1929.

The prehistoric Mississippi River, in the Clinton Herald, August

24, 1929.

The Maxwell family of Washington County, in the Washington

Evening Journal, August 24, 1929.

Seventy-fifth anniversary of the Central City Methodist Episcopal

Church, in the Cedar Rapids Gazette, August 25, 1929.

Records of the First Presbyterian Church of Burlington, in the

Burlington Hawk-Eye, August 25, 1929.

Battle at Campbell’s Island in 1814, in the Davenport Democrat,

August 25, 1929.

Tablet erected on site of rescue of Abbie Gardner from the Sioux

Indians, in the Sioux City Journal, August 26, 1929, and the

Ruthven Free Press, August 29, 1929.

Old settlers of Lynnville, Jasper County, in the Grinnell Herald,

August 27, 1929.

Indian history near Lake Mills, by H. L. Hill, in the Lake Mills

Graphic, August 28, 1929.

An Iowa City farm journal, in the Iowa City Press-Citizen, August

28, 1929.

Experiences of Dr. Theo. Brenizer, a pioneer physician, in the

Lamoni Chronicle, August 29, 1929.
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Early history of Wiota and Franklin Township, by Mrs. F. M.
Huff, in the Atlantic News-Telegraph, August 29, 1929.

Fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Lamoni, in the Leon Jour-

nal, August 29, 1929.

Balford Doherty returns to De Witt after sixty-three years, in the

De Witt Observer, August 29, 1929.

Homecoming of German Methodist Episcopal Church near Sigour-

ney, in the Sigourney News, August 29, 1929.

Prairie fires in early Iowa, by C. L. Lucas, in the Madrid, Register,

August 29, 1929.

Payments to the Indians for Iowa land, in the Gladbrook Northern,

August 29, 1929.

Old mill stones near Mondamin, in the Odebolt Chronicle, August

29, 1929.

Story of Amos Hall, first white man to die in Worth County, in the

Northwood Anchor, August 29, 1929.

The Loy family reunion, in the Shenandoah Sentinel, August 29,

1929.

The Iowa District of the Missouri Lutheran Synod, in the Waverly
Republican, August 29, 1929.

Early history of Poweshiek County, in the Grinnell Register, Au-
gust 29, 1929.

History of the Free Baptist Church at Fairbank, in the Oelwein
Daily Register, August 30, 1929.

The Burlington and Missouri Railroad, by E. Douglas Branch, in

the Atlantic News-Telegraph, August 30, 1929.

The first Iowa State Fair, in the Fairfield Ledger, August 31, 1929.



HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

The eleventh annual Indiana History Conference will be held at

the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, on December 13, and 14, 1929.

The Archaeological Department of Ohio has been making a study

of the territory in northern Ohio occupied by Indians of Iroquois

stock. Work has also been done on the reconstruction of the Seip

Mound, in Ross County, near Bainbridge.

The Oregon Trail Memorial Association has issued a pamphlet

entitled the Oregon Trail A Plan to Honor the Pioneers. Its ob-

ject is to secure markers for the Oregon Trail and to awaken in-

terest in pioneer life. It has been decided to hold a celebration in

honor of the western pioneers in 1930, the one hundredth anniver-

sary of the birth of Ezra Meeker who for so many years was associ-

ated with the westward movement.

On June 21-23, 1929, the Society of Indiana Pioneers and the

Indiana Historical Society sponsored an historical pilgrimage into

Kentucky. The itinerary included the grave of George Rogers

Clark at Louisville, Kentucky
;
the birthplace of Abraham Lincoln

in Hardin County, Kentucky
;
Federal Hill, the home of the Rowan

family
;
Harrodsburg

;
Shakertown

;
Lexington, where the homes

of Henry Clay and Mary Todd and Transylvania University were

visited; Frankfort; and Cincinnati.

In response to a call by the Division of Anthropology and Psy-

chology of the National Research Council a Conference on Mid-

western Archeology was held at St. Louis, Missouri, on May 18,

1929. The Committee on State Archeological Surveys met the day

before the conference. Iowa was represented by Charles R. Keyes,

who is making an archeological survey of Iowa for the State His-

torical Society of Iowa. On the afternoon of the seventeenth an

excursion was made to the Cahokia Mounds under the direction of

Warren K. Moorehead, and in the evening H. C. Shetrone gave an

illustrated address on “Ancient Indians of the Mississippi Valley”.

619
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On the day of the conference, the following papers were presented

:

“The Conservation of Public Sites”, by Dr. Fay-Cooper Cole;

“The Importance of Systematic and Accurate Methods of Investi-

gation”, by Dr. F. W. Hodge; “The Value of Prehistoric Sites to

the States in Which They Lie”, by Dr. A. C. Parker; and “The

Human Interest of Archeology”, by Dr. Clark Wissler.

IOWA

A collection of historical relics is being made at the Stewart

Library at Grinnell.

An historical pageant of Palo Alto County was one of the fea-

tures of the fair held at Emmetsburg on August 27-30, 1929. It

was under the direction of Jack Geller of the John B. Rogers

Producing Company.

Registrations at the rooms of the Madison County Historical

Society for August 19th and 20th totaled over five hundred, ac-

cording to E. R. Zeller, who is in charge of these rooms in the

courthouse at Winterset.

The school district and the city government of Madrid have let

the contract for the cases in which the collection of historic articles

donated to the community by C. L. Lucas is to be preserved. The

cases are to be placed in the assembly room of the schoolhouse.

The Commercial Club of Cedar Falls and the Public Library are

cooperating in collecting an historical exhibit which will trace the

history of Cedar Falls from the first settlements to the present.

The committee representing the Commercial Club is made up of

LeClair Martin, Roger Leavitt, and S. B. Humbert.

A woman’s sidesaddle, for which it is said the site of the Kirk-

wood Hotel was once offered in trade, has been presented to the

Madison County Historical Society. It was the gift of Mrs. Derrick

Bennett, who as a girl of seventeen brought the saddle to Iowa.

An exhibit of historical objects, including many forms of agri-

cultural machinery, was one of the features of the seventy-fifth

State Fair, held at Des Moines on August 21-30, 1929. The exhibit
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was in charge of Edward F. Pittman of the State Historical De-

partment at Des Moines.

A tablet marking the birthplace of President Herbert Hoover

at West Branch was dedicated on August 10, 1929, the fifty-fifth

birthday of the chief executive. It consists of a granite boulder

with a bronze tablet inserted and was provided by the Pilgrim

Chapter of the D. A. R., of Iowa City. Dr. Benjamin F. Sham-

baugh, Superintendent of the State Historical Society of Iowa, gave

the address.

The Howard County Historical Society held a meeting on July

8, 1929, at which sketches of the lives of President and Mrs. Her-

bert Hoover were given by various members of the society. The

August meeting was held on the twelfth of the month. A number

of historical articles and pictures were presented to the society at

this time.

Algona and Kossuth County held a seventy-fifth anniversary

celebration at Eagle Grove on July 14-16, 1929. Sunday afternoon

the lot and house built by Asa C. Call was presented to Algona by

his son, George C. Call, as a memorial to this early settler. On the

afternoon of July 15th the Ambrose A. Call State Park was dedi-

cated. The program for this occasion included speeches by State

Senator George W. Patterson, Congressman L. J. Dickinson, Gard-

ner Cowles, Jr., W. E. G. Saunders, and Secretary of State Ed. M.

Smith. A feature of the celebration on the sixteenth was the his-

torical and agricultural parade.

The annual meeting of the Wyoming Historical Society was held

at the M. H. Calkins estate at Wyoming on August 6, 1929. This

society was organized in 1924 and now has over one hundred mem-

bers. The program at the meeting consisted largely of reminis-

cences of the vicinity. Miss Harriet Shaffer gave a talk on *
* Early

Wyoming History”, and R. Fishwild wrote a paper on “Early

Business Life in Wyoming”, which was read by Mrs. Josephine

Franks Noyes. The following officers were elected
:

president, S.

H. Brainard
;
vice presidents, Elva Calkins Briggs, Frances Franks,

Mrs. Florence Richardson Thomas, and Mrs. Clara Stevenson; re-
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cording secretary, Nettie Gridley Wherry
;
corresponding secretary,

Mae Johnson Peck
;
and treasurer, Emma Alden.

THE STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA

The State Historical Society has recently distributed a new

volume relating to Iowa history. This is The American Legion in

Iowa, 1919-1929, written by Jacob A. Swisher.

Dr. Bruce E. Mahan, who for the past six years has been Associ-

ate Editor of the State Historical Society, has resigned to become

Director of the Extension Division of the State University of Iowa.

Dr. Mahan began his new duties on the first of August.

A collection of clippings from the Express and Herald of Du-

buque, Iowa, in 1857, has recently been presented to the State

Historical Society by Mrs. George Kiesel of Dubuque. Most of

these are descriptions of towns in northern Iowa and southern

Minnesota by a newspaper correspondent.

Nine resident curators of the State Historical Society of Iowa

were elected at a meeting of the Society held at Iowa City on

June 24, 1929. Those chosen at the meeting are Arthur J. Cox,

Marvin H. Dey, Henry G. Walker, Stephen A. Swisher, Charles M.
Dutcher, William 0. Coast, William L. Bywater, Thomas Farrell,

and Roscoe H. Volland.

A collection of guns belonging to Clarence A. Fairall who died

recently at Iowa City has been presented to the State Historical

Society of Iowa. The collection includes twenty-nine muskets and
rifles and twenty-two revolvers, some of the pieces dating back to

the Revolution.

The following persons have recently been elected to membership
in the Society: Mr. Adolph V. Jensen, Council Bluffs, Iowa; Mr.
Warren E. Pollard, Des Moines, Iowa; Mr. L. D. Prewitt, Osage,

Iowa
;
Dr. M. A. Royal, Des Moines, Iowa

;
Mr. Fred Crega Smith.

Osage, Iowa
;
Mr. Howard L. Blanchard, Brighton, Iowa

;
Mr. W. J.

Donlin, Creston, Iowa; Mrs. Sarah M. Harned, Eldora, Iowa; Mr.
Edward H. Lauer, Iowa City, Iowa; Mr. Emmett O’Donnell, Coun-
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eil Bluffs, Iowa; Mr. C. E. Baldwin, Eddyville, Iowa; Mrs. Anna

E. Bullis, Allerton, Iowa; Mr. W. II. Cobb, Iowa City, Iowa; Mr.

Hugo Geiger, Minden, Iowa; Mr. Paul H. Giddens, Iowa City,

Iowa
;
Rev. R. E. Kerney, Kalona, Iowa

;
Mr. Harley Mitchell, La-

cona, Iowa
;
Mr. E. W. Sass, Davenport, Iowa

;
Miss Minnie Wilds,

Anita, Iowa; Mr. Frederic E. Zeuch, Davenport, Iowa; and Mr.

Warren T. Zeuch, Davenport, Iowa. The following persons have

been enrolled as life members : Mr. Johnson Brigham, Des Moines,

Iowa; Dr. W. L. Bywater, Iowa City, Iowa; Miss Charlotte M.

Noteboom, Aberdeen, South Dakota; Mr. F. B. Olsen, Iowa City,

Iowa; Mrs. Mary A. Pfotenhauer, Iowa City, Iowa; Mr. W. 0.

Phipps, Bagley, Iowa; Mr. E. E. Reed, Monticello, Iowa; Mr. Cas-

per Schenk, Des Moines, Iowa; Mr. Geo. C. Scott, Sioux City, Iowa;

Mr. Thos. H. Smith, Harlan, Iowa; Mr. P. D. Van Oosterhout,

Orange City, Iowa; Mr. Claus L. Anderson, Stanton, Iowa; Mr.

Nathaniel K. Beechley, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Miss Helene Lands-

berg, Newberry, South Carolina; Mr. Irving B. Richman, Musca-

tine, Iowa
;
Mr. Donald J. A. Ritchie, Rockledge, Florida

;
Mr. E. F.

Schall, Fairfield, Iowa; and Mr. Herman J. Zeuch, Davenport,

Iowa.



NOTES AND COMMENT

The old settlers of Madison and Warren counties held their an-

nual reunion at St. Charles on August 15, 1929.

The Three-Quarter Century Club held its annual picnic at New-

ton on July 31, 1929. The speakers were James R. Rhodes, J. W.
Jarnagin, and H. S. Morrison.

The annual meeting of the Iowa Library Association was held at

Des Moines on October 15-17, 1929. The meeting headquarters

were at Hotel Fort Des Moines.

Miss Agnes Samuelson, State Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, gave an address on “Pioneering, Then and Now” at the Lay-

ton-Douglas semi-centennial celebration at Keosauqua on July 24,

1929.

A pioneer log cabin, built originally as a granary on the farm of

August Zahlten, has been donated to the Ambrose A. Call State

Park by Miss Clara Zahlten and is being moved to the new location.

On August 28, 1929, the pioneer settlers of Scott County held

their seventy-third annual meeting at Davenport. Membership is

limited to those who were residents of Scott County on or before

1846. The chief address was delivered by Wayne G. Cook.

The annual soldiers and settlers reunion of Drakesville for 1929

was held at that place on August 29th and 30th. Among the speak-

ers listed on the program were Senator Daniel F. Steck, Congress-

man C. W. Ramseyer, J. S. Stamps, James J. Starr, Herbert B.

Carroll, and John F. Kline.

Dr. Nelson V. Russell, formerly professor of history at the Uni-
versity of California, has been appointed head of the department of

history at Coe College, to succeed Dr. Erik McKinley Eriksson, who

624
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has accepted a position in the history department of the University

of Southern California.

On Sunday, July 7, 1929, the Bethel Methodist Episcopal Church,

three miles north of Birmingham, held a memorial service for the

Rutledge family. The graves of Mrs. Rutledge and her son, John

Rutledge, mother and brother of Abraham Lincoln’s early sweet-

heart, are in the cemetery near the church. The family moved to

Iowa in 1837.

The tenth State conference for library works was held at Iowa

City on July 2 and 3, 1929. Among the addresses given was “The

Mississippi River in Literature”, by Grace Shellenberger of the

Davenport Public Library, and “The Small Library and Local

History”, by Dr. Benjamin F. Shambaugh, Superintendent of the

State Historical Society of Iowa.

A reunion of the Hornets’ Nest Brigade was held at Ottumwa

on June 20 and 21, 1929. Twenty-six veterans attended, their total

ages being estimated at 2,224 years. This famous Iowa brigade was

made up of the Second, Seventh, Eighth, Twelfth, and Fourteenth

Iowa Infantry. J. B. Carman was elected president of the organiza-

tion for the ensuing year
;
J. C. McQueen, first vice president

;
E. G.

Chapman, second vice president; and J. E. Kent, secretary-

treasurer.

The fourth annual reunion of the alumni of Humboldt College

was held at Humboldt on August 18, 1929. At this time a monu-

ment was dedicated to Rev. S. H. Taft, founder of the college. Mrs.

Sadie Nelson Quamme gave the dedicatory address. A history of

the college, prepared by Judge Fred H. Taft, was read by Mrs.

Alice Taft. The native boulder with the bronze tablet was pre-

pared by the Mary Brewster Chapter of the D. A. R. and the col-

lege alumni.

The Cedar County Old Settlers’ Association held its annual

meeting at Tipton on June 10, 1929. This was the fifty-eighth an-

niversary of the founding of the association. A letter on early

Cedar County history, written by S. R. Neiman, was read by Mrs.
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J. N. McCormick, and Charles L. Longley of Boise, Idaho, gave
reminiscences of the county. Peter McNee was chosen president

of the organization; H. E. Worrall, vice president; H. W. Franco,

secretary; and D. L. Diehl, treasurer.

The city of Greene and Coldwater Township celebrated a golden

jubilee and homecoming during July 28 to August 1, 1929. On
July 30th, pioneer day, the program included the dedication of the

Laura A. Mather Memorial Library Building, an illustrated lecture

by L. 0. Leonard of the Rock Island Railroad on “The Evolution
of Transportation and Early Days on the B. C. R. & N. Ry.”, and
an address by Judge Martin J. Wade. July 31st was pageant day.

The four episodes represented the Indians at home, the coming of

the first settlers, the arrival of the first train, and the World War.
The pageant was repeated the next evening.

CONTRIBUTORS

Fred W. Lorch, Assistant Professor of English at Iowa
State College, Ames. (See The Iowa Journal of History
and Politics, July, 1929, p. 504.)

0. A. Garretson. (See The Iowa Journal of History and
Politics, July, 1924, p. 480.)

Roy W. Swanson, Graduate Student, University of Minne-
sota, Minneapolis. Born at Duluth, Minnesota, August 15,

1899. Received the B. A. degree from the University of Min-
nesota in 1922 and the M. A. degree in 1927. Was member of
the staff of the Minnesota Historical Society, 1927-1928. Con-
tributor to the Swedish-American Historical Bulletin. Re-
sumed studies in Graduate School, University of Minnesota,
1929.
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advertising for, 531; visit of, 533

Cabot, 312, 598

Cactus Eaters, 318

Caddo Indians, address on, 330

Cadle, Cornelius, story by, 415

Cady, George Luther, article by, 142

Cahokia, New Lights on Old, 133

Cahokia Mounds, visit to, 619

Calamitous Stage Slump, 486

Caldwell, Belle, articles by, 142, 311

Calhoun in McLean County, The Begin-

ning of Old Vienna, Now, 477

California, visit in, 46, 138, 139; bills in,

199, 221, 222; legislature of, 215, 216,

219, 221

California, Rural Voting in, 1900-1926,

133, 585

California, University of, Publications in

American Archaeology and Ethnology,

monograph in, 474

California, University of, Publications in

Economics, article in, 300, 587

Calkins, Edmund A., article by, 305

Calkins, M. H., estate of, 621

Call, Ambrose A., State Park, dedication

of, 334, 621; donation to, 624

Call, Asa C., memorial to, 621

Call, George C., gift of, 621

Call of the Road, The, 598

Call It a Day, 597

Callaway, Flanders, a Frontier Type, 134

Callen, Louise, article by, 589

Cambridge School Museum, The, 478

Camel Pack Trains in the Mining Camps

of the West, The, 137

Camels by the United States Government,

1855-1857, The Purchase and Importa-

tion of, 590

Camels in the Inland Empire, 591

Camp, Frank, duty of, 496

Campaign Expenditures, 298

Campaign in 1888, description of, 153

Campaign issues, address on, 159

Campbell, Karl, mention of, 329

Campbell’s Island, battle at, 617

Can a Woman Love Two Men at the Same

Time, 311
Canada, compromise in, 92 ;

government in,

98

Canada’s Relations with the Empire as

seen by the Toronto Globe, 1857-1867

,

587
Canadian Army for the Campaign of 1777,

The Command of the, 587

Canadian Historical Association, meeting

of, 587
Canadian Historical Review, The, articles

in, 299, 587

Canadian Migration in the Forties, 299

Candelaria, Juan, information from, 591

Canny, Frank, speech by, 62

Canse, John M., work of, 137; notes by,

304; comments by, 591

Cantwell, J. D., mention of, 166

Capitol, Washington, D. C., The Old Brick,

473

Captives in Dixie, 602

Carey, Charles H., article by, 476

Carey, Joseph M., argument by, 96

Carman, J. B., office of, 625

Carpenter, John, office of, 545

Carpenter, Mrs. John, book owned by,

418; report by, 539

Carpenter, Seymour D., sketch of life of,

613

Carpenter, T. A., reminiscences by, 614

Carpet-baggers, 299

Carr, J. W., career of, 492

Carr, O. E., mention of, 69, 71; salary of,

75.

Carroll, Herbert B., speech by, 624

Carroll, meeting at, 7; officers in, 21, 77;

church in, 610

Carson, Kit, Jr., Reminiscences of, 595

Carson, Kit, The Death and the Last Will

of, 135

Carter, Clarence E., article by, 306

Carver, Jonathan, The Mission of, 305
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Carver, Thomas Nixon, articles by, 142,

311
Cary, Lillian Clark, work of, 502

Casady, Thomas Edgar, article by, 305
Cascades, portage at, 557
Oasey, Elizabeth Moore Morris, 305
Cash, Mrs. C. J., office of, 500

Oassel, Peter, Documents Relating to, and,

the Settlement fit New Sweden, Iowa,

301
Caswell, Grant L., office of, 309

Catholic College in Kansas in 1850, Fi-

nancing a, 475
Catholic Historical Review, The, contents

of, 131, 299, 472
Catholic Historical Society, Iowa, meeting

of, 499

Catholic Rural Life Conference, celebra-

tion by, 161

Catholic Societies, The American Federa-

tion of, 134
Catholic Sponsors of Iowa, The, 479, 599
Catholicism in Canada, Status of Roman,

131

Cat Call, 148
Gatlin, George B., article by, 477
Catt, Mrs. Carrie Chapman, articles by,

142, 311
Cattle Roundup, The, 135
Cattron, Eva, marriage of, 503
Cauley, T. J., article by, 473
Cedar City, story about, 490
Cedar County, meeting of old settlers of,

625, 626
Cedar Falls, quasi-manager plan in, 67;

press at, 308; early days of, 323; ex-

hibit sponsored by Commercial Club and
Public Library of, 620

Cedar Falls Record, story in, 490
Cedar Falls Was Young, When, 308
Cedar Rapids, manager plan in, 56 ;

early

days at, 156; meeting at, 159, 494, 498,

499; resident of, 160, 166; college at,

308
Cedar Rapids, Young Men’s Association of,

610
Cedar Rapids Collegiate Institute, mention

of, 165; founders of, 308, 312
Cedar Rapids Gazette and Republican, arti-

cle in, 490
Ciloron, Pierre Joseph, 302
Cemeteries, location of, 325
Centerville, officer in, 20; pageant at, 495;

old houses in, 591
Central Air Line Railroad, organization of,

157

Central America, idea for agricultural col-

ony in, 560
Central City, church in, 617

Central City Theatricals and other Remi-
niscences, Early, 307

Central Theme of Southern History, The,
131

Ceramic Repository, The, 306
Cerro Gordo County, trial in, 230; work-

ers in, 234
Chabot, Frederick, work of, 496
Chaco Canyon, excavations in, 588
Chain stores, address on, 499
Chamberlain, David, purchase by, 562
Chamberlin, Clarence D., book by, 142
Chambers Prairie, route to, 562
Champoeg (Oregon), article on, 136; resi-

dent near, 161; institute at, 161; his-

tory of park at, 591
Chancellorsville, battle of, 586
Chandler, S. L., discussion by, 499
Chapman, E. G., office of, 625
Chappie, Joseph Mitchell, book by, 311
Chariton, report about, 64
Chariton Leader, article in, 489, 491
Charlamoff apples, introduction of, 460
Charles City, church at, 165 ;

resident of,

166

Charter Oak, history of, 615
Charters, Alexander, 136
Charters, Blanche S., article by, 136
Chase, Andrew S., war record of, 615
Chase, Salmon P., letters to, 328

;
letters

of, 473
Chatelain, Verne E., article by, 478; ad-

dress by, 497
Checks and balances, system of, 99-102

Chemical Education in Washington, His-

tory of, 593
Ohenal, Widow Dona Anna Judith, Peti-

tion of, 1773, 137
Cherokee, manager plan in, 56 ;

appear-

ance of, 458
Cherokee County, settler in, 458, 460; pio-

neer teacher in, 464 ; history of, 493
Cherokee County Pioneer, A, by Louis H.

Roddis, 457-469, 603

Cherokee Nation, Inter-married— Whites
in the, 136

Chettro Kettle, excavations in, 588
Cheyenne Indians, Tradition of the, 136
Cheyney, Edward P., speech by, 332; arti-

cle by, 472
Chicago (Illinois), library in, 131; meet-

ing in, 298 ;
rival of, 326 ;

description

of, 565 ; railroad from, 566
Chicago, 601
Chicago as Viewed by a Norwegian Immi-

grant in 1864, 133

O. B. and St. Joe, The, 480
Chicago Historical Society, publication by,

130, 302
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Chicago Manual Training School, teacher

at, 167

Chicago Portage Route of the Seventeenth

Century, The Location of the, 130, 302

Chickasaw County, history of, 153

Chickasaw Indians, Social and Religious

Beliefs and Usages of the, 585

Child, Mrs. Maude Parker, articles by,

142, 311

Child Study, Fundamentals of, 484
Children Do, As, 602

Childs, Marquis W., articles by, 142, 311

China, The National Government of, 472

Chinese Republic, plan for, 96

Chippewa Customs, 584

Chippewa Indians, Uses of Plants by, 585

Choctaw Academy, The, 303

Choctaw Fables, 594
Choctaw Nation, About Some of Our First

Schools in, 136
Christ Church, grave at, 410

Christ in China, 144

Christensen, T. P., monograph by, 481

Christian Church, pastor of, 23

Christianity a Contradiction of Evolution,

146

Christmas, Thoughts of, 312

Christmas Fiestas of the Cupeho, 132

Chromosomes (poem), 481

Chuckchee Tales, 473

Church Records, The Historical Value of,

133

Churches in Illinois, Historic, 478

Cimarron Territory, 591
Cincinnati (Ohio), visit to, 619

Cincinnati Law School, student of, 167

Circus Clings to the Country Road, 601

Citizenship, Modernizing Education for,

132

Citizenship, Some Essentials of Good, 132

Citizenship, What I Hear About Good, 603

Citizenship Bureau, Good, 319

City and Suburban Gardening, 150

City council, work of, 3 ; report to, 6

City Manager, The, author of, 71

City Manager League (Mason City), 4

City Manager Magazine, excerpt from, 54,

55; items in, 56, 65, 66

City manager plan, failure of, 52 ;
agita-

tion for, 52-57; rejections of, 57; aban-

donments of, 64-66; partial use of, 66-

68; financial saving by, 68-70; council

of, 70-72; relation of politics to, 72-74;

government by, 79-80; types of, 80, 81;

conclusions on, 81

City Manager Plan in Iowa, The, by John
M. Pfiffner, 3-81, 149, 319

City managers, authority of, 13, 75; du-

ties of, 14, 16, 18, 19, 25, 43, 51, 52;

salary of, 21, 75, 76; list of, 76-79

City Managers' Association, view of, 3, 4;

reference to, 26, 66 ;
list of, 67 ;

officer

of, 77

City Streets, 147
City’s Church, 312

Civil Procedure in Louisiana Under the

Spanish Regime as Illustrated in Lop-

pinot’s Case, 2774, 593

Civil service, mention of, 13

Civil War, veterans of, 153, 164, 613, 616;

reminiscences of, 324, 614 ;
nurse in,

612; soldier’s letter of, 614; soldier in,

615

Civil War Diary of Sergeant James Louis

Matthews, The, 304

Civil War Public Opinion of General

Grant, 592
Civilian Rehabilitation Service, member of,

266 ;
administration of, 350, 351

Claggett, William H., telegram from, 456

Claiborne, Governor, and the Public School

System of the Territorial Government of

Louisiana, 307
Clandening, William H., journal of, 305

Clarinda, mayor of, 16 ;
manager plan in,

16-22, 77; council of, 19; finances of,

20, 69 ;
mention of, 64

Clarinda State Hospital, report of, 139

Clark, Florence L., story by, 490
Clark, George F., diary of, 595

Clark, George Rogers, anniversary of, 134,

302; articles on, 138, 295, 302, 331,

475, 477, 478, 591, 594; address on,

330; capture by, 331; career of, 495;

grave of, 619

Clark, George Rogers, The Life of, 295,

331
Clark, George Rogers, Papers of, mention

of, 295

Clark, Mrs. Grace Julian, article by, 304

Clark, Howard, address by, 164

Clark, Jane, article by, 587
Clark, Olynthus B., paper read by, 498;

office of, 498

Clark, Rush, letters to, 328

Clark, Samuel Mercer, of the Keokuk Gate

City, 309
Clarke, Lou MacClure, reminiscences of,

324, 491
Clarke, William Penn, correspondence of,

328

Clarke County, soil survey of, 139

Clark’s “Mason Letter” and “Memoir”, 590
Clatworthy, Fred Payne, article by, 588

Clay, Henry, home of, 619

“Clay County People, History of”, 606

Clay and Erwin Families, The, 477
Claypool Hotel, headquarters at, 162, 619
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Clayton County, contests in, 492; fair in,

615

Cleaning Up Chicago, 486
Clearing Weather, 148

Cleghorn, location of, 458

Cleland, T. H., benediction by, 538

Clemens, Bay (see Clemens, Clara)

Clemens, Clara, office of, 409; visit by,

535; words of, 536
Clemens, Henry, moving of, 418 ;

mention

of, 419, 425

Clemens, Mrs. Jane, letter to, 431; men-

tion of, 523, 540; words of, 524; visit

to, 535; death of, 539; condition of, 543

Clemens, Jean, mention of, 518; visit of,

535
Clemens, Jennie, birth of, 418; death of,

544

Clemens, Livy, letter to, 518
Clemens, Molly (see Clemens, Mrs. Crion)

Clemens, Orion, mention of, 408, 523 ;
ac-

tion of, 409, 453; request of, 409, 410;

financial condition of, 417 ;
moving of,

418; report by, 420; speech by, 421,

537; work of, 431, 432; property trans-

actions of, 433 ;
relatives of, 508 ;

age

of, 535; telegram to, 536; reception

given by, 540 ;
death of, 544

Clemens, Mrs. Orion, note book of, 418;

death of, 539, 545 ;
Mark Twain’s letter

to, 544
Clemens, Pamela, age of, 535 (see also

Moffett, Mrs. P. A.)

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, residence of,

409; letter from, 410-413, 422-425, 429-

431, 453-456, 518, 544; description of,

415, 523 ;
reference to, 416, 417 ;

em-

ployment of, 417 ;
happiness of, 419,

420; speech by, 420, 421, 537, 538;

quotation from, 426, 432, 519, 524;

friends of, 428; property owned by, 432,

433 ; story by, 435, 436 ;
agreement

made by, 438; return of, 507; lectures

by, 511, 521-534; conduct of, 515;

pseudo name of, 517; interview with, 518,

519, 534; program by, 522, 524, 530;

reminiscences about, 526 ;
military ser-

vice of, 526; advertising for, 531; visit

by, 535; telegram from, 536; reception

for, 540 ;
invitation to, 542 ;

influences

on, 546, 547 (see also Twain, Mark)
Clemens, Mrs. Samuel L., visit by, 535

Clemens, Susie, mention of, 518, 534, 535

Clemens family, reunion of, 534-541

Clements, John J., reminiscences by, 609

Clergy in England in the Later Middle

Ages, Benefit of, 471
Cleveland, Grover, friend of, 159; manu-

script articles on, 160

Clifton Pioneer Society of Quapaw Valley,

591

Climbing Hill, naming of, 615

Clinton, officer of, 30 ;
manager of, 77

Clinton, Iowa, Some Little Journeys In and
Out of, 478

Clinton House (Iowa City), Mark Twain
at, 515

Closz, Charles, words of, 59

Cloth of Gold, 152

Olum, John P., articles by, 134, 302, 475,

590

Coast, William O., office of, 622

Coates, Grace Stone, poem by, 142

Cobb, John N., article by, 305

Cobb, P. L., article by, 136

Cobb, W. H., 623

Cobb, William— Host of Gov. Wm.
Blount, 136

Code, Joseph B., article by, 142

Cody, Isaac, history of, 596

Cody, William F. (Buffalo Bill), father of,

596; family of, 614

Codys in Le Claire, The, 596

Coe College, founders day at, 159 ;
cele-

bration at, 164, 165 ;
publication by,

308; meeting at, 494, 499

Coffin, John A., articles by, 133, 304

Cohn, J. A., reminiscences of, 614

Colby, Hal, story by, 613

Coldwater Township, jubilee of, 626

Cole, Arthur C., office of, 503

Cole, Elizabeth, gift from, 162

Cole, Ezra M., daughters of, 162

Cole, Fay-Cooper, paper by, 620

Cole, Susan, gift from, 162

Colee, Harold, article by, 586

Colegrove, Kenneth, articles by, 311, 472,

473, 597
Colesburg, founding of, 327
Colfax Township, school in, 164

College, Senators and Representatives edu-

cated at, 177, 178

Colleges, junior, organization and admin-

istration of, 346, 347, 353

Collins, Hubert E., book by, 129, 142;

mention of, 160

Collisson, Mrs. Margaret McElroy, letter

from, 535, 539; report by, 543

Colonial Dames, Bellevue The Home of the

National Society of, 585

Colorado, The First Congressional Election

in, 307
Colorado, $he 1928 Archaeological Expedi-

tion of the State Historical Society of,

307
Colorado, State Historical Society of, 330

Colorado Magazine, The, articles in, 135,

307, 476, 594
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Colorado’s First Woman School Teacher,

594

Colquitt, 0. B., words of, 97

Columbia College (Dubuque), meeting at,

499
Columbia River, trip down, 362, 557 ;

dis-

covery of, 559

Columbus (Ohio), resident of, 160

Colvin, David Leigh, quotation from, 189,

190 ;
study by, 200

Comanche-Kiowa Agency School, Pioneer

School Teaching at the, 303

Comanches, Diary of a Campaign against

the, 477
Commercial House (Muscatine), mention

of, 520

Commission for School Laws Revision, re-

port of, 256, 257

Common Law in Thirteenth Century Eng-

lish Royal Forests, 130

Common schools, Senators and Representa-

tives educated at, 177, 178

Community Magazine, articles in, 139, 595

Companion bills, action of legislature on,

197, 198

Company Coming (poem), 484

Compromise, use of, 90-95

Confederate Courts in New Mexico, 134

Conger, John L., speech by, 332

Congregational Church, history of, 492

Congregational Church, First (Charles

City), members of, 165

Congregational Church, First (Waterloo),

meeting at, 60

Congress, Second Session of the Seventieth,

472
Congressional Investigating Committees,

298
Connecticut, school official in, 245

Connecticut Historical Society, Collections

of the, 471
Connelley, William E., booklet by, 300,

303 ;
work of, 475

Connolly, James Austin, letters of, 594

Conrad, Laetitia, discussion by, 499

Consolidated schools, organization and ad-

ministration of, 340-344, 353, 359, 360;

financial control over, 367-369

Constance, Sr. M., article by, 131

Constitution, unwritten, dangers of, 101,

102

Constitution for the Socialist Common-
wealth of Great Britain, A, ideas in, 95

Constitution of Iowa, 1846, adoption of,

251, 252

Constitution of Iowa, 1857, reference to,

128; adoption of, 257

Constitutional Convention, 1846, purpose

of, 254

Containers Used in Shipping Fruits and

Vegetables, 604
Content amendments, mention of, 207

Contributions, 168, 336, 504, 627

Control of Intractable Pain, 600

Convention, Message to the, 314

Convention Stampeded, A, 151

Conversation, 143

Converse, Blair, office of, 309

Cook, Herbert Clare, degrees of, 336; arti-

cle by, 481; mention of, 504

COOK, H. C., The Administrative Func-

tions of the Department of Public In-

struction, 244-294, 339-407

Cook, Wayne G., article by, 312; address

by, 624

Cook’s, Captain James, Approach to Ore-

gon, 137

Cooper, A. A., attitude of, 59

Cooper, Elizabeth Goodnow, book by, 312

Cooper, Mary, mention of, 329

Cooper, R. S., mention of, 332

Cooper, W. S., office of, 166, 332

Cooperation of State Governments with

Historical Societies, 586

Copper: Its Mining and Use by the Abo-

rigines of the Lake Superior Region,

475
Cora, 604
Cordua, Henry, marker for, 162

Corn, raising of, 462

Corn Enterprise, The, 599

Cornstalks and Cobs in Industry, 479

Cornstalks Turn Into Paper, Watching,

489
Cornell College, professor of, 328; student

of, 503

Corning, native of, 129; description of,

572 ;
old diary in, 610

Coronado Expedition in Texas, The Route

of the, 302

Coroners, Iowa State Association of, 166

Correctionville, road from, 162

Corwin, Edward S., article by, 583

Cosson, George, paper by, 308

Cosson Law, 29, 59

Coulter, Stanley, article by, 477

Council Bluffs, officer in, 20; resident of,

167

Council Bluffs in 1865, 480

Council Bluffs Non-pareil, article in, 492

Country's Business, Who Does the, 488

County Government, 132

County Manager Plan, A Wet Blanket on

the, 319

County superintendent of schools, quasi-

judicial power of, 394, 395; history of

office of, 493

Courtenay, Isabel C., article by, 477
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Covered Wagon Days, review of, 582
Cowan, Helen S., article by, 299
Cowles, Gardner, Jr., speech by, 621
Cowlitz (Oregon), journey to, 562
Cowper, Mary 0., article by, 132
Cox, Arthur J., office of, 622
Cox, Isaac Joslin, article by, 594
Cradle of the Trotting Horse, 486
Craig, Hardin, publications by, 143, 481
Craig, W. F., paper read by, 166

;
mention

of, 332

Cram, Fred W., article by, 479
Cram, Ralph W., article by, 481
Crandall, Orlando, family of, 608
Crane, Yerner B., book by, 470
Craven, William H., article by, 309
Crawford, G. E., life of, 617
Crawford, Nelson Antrim, publications by,

143, 297, 481, 597
Crawford County, land owner in, 589
Crawfordsville (Indiana), mention of, 161
Crawfordsville and Wabash Railroad Com-

pany, history of, 161
Creamery, story about, 609
Crecraft, Earl W., article by, 591
Credit Manager, Adventures of a, 317
Credit Situation, The, 297
Creel, Mr., friend of, 428
Creer, Leland Hargrave, article by, 595
Cresco, meeting at, 495 ; pioneer days in

611

Creston, resident of, 38; meeting at, 158,
163

Crete (Nebraska), resident of, 160
Criner, Ed, office of, 63
Crosby, John R., article by, 132
Crosby, S. H., office of, 65
Crosser, C. A., work of, 54
Crow, C. E., story by, 326
Crowell, Mrs. Grace Noll, writings of, 143,

312, 481, 597
Crucifix of the Tornadoes, The, 142
Cruzat, Heloise H., translation by, 137,

307, 593

Culberson, James, article by, 591
;

story

by, 594
Cultural Opportunities through Race Con-

tacts, 299
Culture Horizons in the Southwest, 586
Cumberland, conditions in, 323
Cunningham, C. A., papers of, 422
Cupeno, Christmas Fiestas of the, 132
Curators, election of, 622
Curlee, Abigail, work of, 496
Currency Question of the Pacific Coast
During the Civil War, The, 477

Currier, Mrs. M., reminiscences of, 154
Custer, Glenn D., mention of, 494
Cutler, Mrs. Eugene, office of, 502

Outsforth, T. D., article by, 473
Cyclone, Pomeroy, story about, 323, 610

Daily Iowan, letter in, 58
Dairy Bacteriology, 482
Dairying, work in, 465
“Dakota, Pioneer River Transportation

in”, 588
Dale, Edward Everett, article by, 136; of-

fice of, 503

Dallas County, history of, 492
Dallas County News, history in, 492
Dalles, pioneers at, 556, 557
Daniel, Hawthorne, book by, 312
Daniels, Josephus, article by, 132
Danish Settlements in Kansas, The, 481
Danish Visitor of the Seventies, A, 478
D’Arcy, Peter H., article by, 137
Darland, Isaac M., life of, 608
Darnall, G. D., collection of, 158
Darragh, J. W., reference to, 296
Dart, Henry P., publications by, 137, 138,

593

Daughters of India, 489
Daughters of the American Revolution,

work of, 162, 333
Davenport, Harbert, work of, 496
Davenport, town near, 14 ;

manager plan

in, 55; meeting at, 159, 624; resident

of, 160, 166; home in, 303; steamboat
pictures at, 323; lectures at, 511-513;
program given in, 533 ; horse-shoers in,

610; Germans of, 612
Davenport Democrat, article in, 490, 512,

513, 531, 532, 534
Davenport Gazette, report by, 534
Davenport Home, The, 147
Davenport Women’s Club, meeting of, 158
Davidson, D. S., articles by, 132, 473
Davis, John G., Some Letters to, 1857-

1860, 133
Davis, William T., article by, 473
Davis County, politics and pioneers in.

324, 491; fairs in, 617
Davis County Republican, editor of, 167
Dawson, Grace Strickler, poems by, 143,

312
Dawson, Thomas F., article by, 594
Dawson, William Leon, article by, 312
Day, Mr., report by, 512
Dayton, Frank, life of, 609
Dayton (Ohio), mention of, 58
Dean, Henry Clay, experience of, 156;

life of, 157
Dean, W. M., mention of, 329
Dearborn, Henry, letters to, 590
Death, There Is No, author of, 495, 496
Decker Packing Plant, J. E., tracks near,

228
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DeKalb County, Pioneer Sketches of, 589

Delaware County, homecoming in, 615

Delaware County Journal, employee of,

496

Delhi, battle near, 489

Delhi Woman’s Club, work of, 495

Dell, Floyd, article by, 481

DeLolme, J. L., opinion of, 90

Delta County History, A Sketch of, 135

Democracy and a Free Press, 132

Democratic Dogma and the Future of Po-

litical Science, The, 583

Denison, Mr., inquiry about, 521; influ-

ence of, 546

Denison, George B., business of, 416

Denman, Charles N., speech by, 333

Densmore, Frances, monograph by, 584

Denver, 1860, Across the Plains and in,

594
Denver, The First School in, 307

Denver, Freighting and Merchandising in

Early, 595

Department of State, Expansion of the

Publications of the, 473

Derby, Richard, Merchant, of Salem, The

Life and Times of, 584

Derus, H. K., article by, 304

Des Moines, manager plan in, 52-54; wa-

terworks of, 53 ;
firemen of, 53 ;

police

of, 53 ;
civil service in, 53 ;

resident of,

160, 164, 166; mention of, 230; meet-

ing at, 308, 333, 624; schools in, 501;

dedication at, 502; reminiscences of, 611

Des Moines Federation of Women’s Clubs,

meeting of, 159

Des Moines Plain Talk, history in, 493

Des Moines River, travel on, 326, 611

Des Moines Tribune, story in, 490

Des Moines Tribune-Capital, story in, 491

Detroit Biographies, 134, 302, 474

Detroit Bureau of Municipal Research, of-

ficer of, 68

Development of New Countries— Some

Comparisons, The, 478

Devine, Barnett, story of, 611

Devine, Edward Thomas, articles by, 143,

312, 597

Dewey, Mrs. A. Claire, mention of, 160

De Witt, soldier’s grave near, 615 ;
visitor

at, 618

Dey, Marvin H., office of, 622

Diamond, Mr., purchase by, 561

Diamond Park, meeting in, 561

Diary, From an Old, 137

Diary of Josi Bernardo Gutiirrez de Lara,

1811- 1812, 299

Dickinson, John, articles by, 472, 583

Dickinson, L. J., speech by, 621

Dickinson County, pioneer days in, 327

Dickson, Albert Jerome, book about, 582

Dickson, Arthur Jerome, book by, 582

Dickson, Robert, British Fur Trader on the

Upper Mississippi, 305, 474, 588

Dickson Mound Builders’ !fomb. The, 306

Dictionary of American Biography, 129

Dictionary of National Biography, mention

of, 129

Diehl, D. L., office of, 626

Dienst, Alex., work of, 496

Diffusion and Independent Invention: A
Critique of Logic

,

586

Digital Sphygnograph, Simplified, 480

Dillon, Lyman, story about, 492

Dimock, Marshall Edward, study by, 298

Dinoflagellates from Marine and Brackish

Waters of New Jersey, 601

Diplomatic History, A Page of : Russian

Military Leaders and the Problem of

Constantinople during the War, 300

Direct or Indirect Character Education,

597
Directors, school, judicial powers of, 391-

394

Disciples of Christ, A Short History of the,

483
Discontented Optimist, A, 603

Diseases of the Thyroid Gland, 483

Disillusionment of an Immigrant, The, 133

Diverse interests, representation of, 90-95

Diversified farming, advocate of, 465

Dixie, Captives in, 602

Do Men Love the Women They Are Sure

Of?, 142

Dobbs, Charles, article by, 138

Dobie, J. Frank, writing of, 594

Dodge, Augustus Caesar, monograph about,

479

Dodge, Grenville M., work of, 616

Dodge, G. if., The Life of General; Trails,

Rails and War, 318, 470, 487

Dodge Center, meeting at, 495

Dodge Township, resident of, 163 ;
pioneer

days in, 323

Dodson, Charles P., story by, 607

Dodson House, story of, 607

Doerschuk, Albert N., article by, 138

Doherty, Balford, return of, 618

Dolan, Thomas A., article by, 302

Dolwig, Jacob, diary of, 588

Dolwig, Richard J., work of, 588

Dominican sisters, gift of, 158

Donlin, W. J., office of, 163 ;
work of, 495

;

mention of, 622

Donoghue, David, article by, 302; work

of, 496

Donohue, Arthur T., article by, 475

Doran, Madeleine, study by, 597

Dorland, W. A. Newman, article by, 586
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Dorweiler, Margaret, mention of, 329
Dose, Edward F., article by, 156
Douglas, 0. E., opinion of, 74
Douglas, William F„ letter from, 542
Douglas and the Compromise of 1850, 477
Douglas Township, resident of, 163
Douglass, H. Paul, book by, 312
Dow, Fred M., article by, 473
Down by the Tracks, 597
Drakesville, meeting at, 624
Draper Family of Sussex County Delaware,

Early History of the, 471
Dream That Never Dies : Oklahoma Treas-

ure Legends, The, 594
Dresden, party near, 326
Drumm, Stella M., compilation by, 134;

work of, 303
Drumm, Thomas W., office of, 500
Dubbs, Henry A., office of, 330
Dubuque, mention of, 58; hotel in, 59; of-

ficers of, 61, 71, 77, 80; reference to,

70; police administration in, 74, 79;
salary at, 76; manager of, 77; resident
of, 160; university at, 255; society at,

332; meeting at, 499; visitor at, 521
Dubuque Telegraph-Herald, story in, 489
Dubuque Telegraph-Herald and Times-

Journal, story in, 492
Dubuque trail, story about, 614
Duchess of Oldenberg apples, introduction

of, 460
Dufford, John, life of, 605
Duncan, Thomas W., writings of, 481, 597
Dunlap, history of, 608
Dunn, Frank K., work of, 594
Dunn, Samuel Orace, article by, 143
Durham, Benjamin H., gift from, 158
Durham, Ellen Wolcott, collection of, 158
Durham, Louise, gift from, 158
Durham, Mary W., gift from, 158
Durham, Samuel Wallace, collection of,

158

Dustin, Fred, article by, 137
Dutcher, Charles M., office of, 622
Dye, Mrs. N. G., office of, 167
Dye, William McE., life of, 612

Eagle Grove, history of, 327, 621
Earhart, Amelia, writings of, 143
Early, John, Bishop of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, South, Diary of, 586
Earth-Child, 313
Earthenware Vessels by the Old North-

west Indians, The Use of, 475
Easeful Executive, 598
Eastman, Mack, account by, 587
Eccentricities of a Genius, 522
Ecclesiastical Status of New Mexico (1680-

1875), The, 299

Economic Aspects of Indigenous American
Slavery, 132

Economic Background of the Liberty
Party, The, 299

Economic Forces in the Evolution of Civil
and Canon Law, 585

Economic History, 484
Economics, The Quarterly Journal of, arti-

cles in, 131
Edelman, Ella, work of, 502
Education, administration of, in Iowa, 263-

275
Education, boards of, rules alfecting, 356,

357
Education, State Board of, creation of,

258; power of, 260, 375; abolition of,

261
Education and Public Health; Excerpts

from Inaugural Address, 483
Educational Commission, Iowa, recommen-

dations of, 267
Educational Examiners, State Board of,

work of, 265; powers of, 339; certifi-

cates from, 348; member of, 396
Educational Psychology, Experiments in,

321

Educational Tests, The Use and Interpre-
tation of, 314

Edwards, Mr., speech by, 421
Edwards, E. L., office of, 163
Edwards, Elwood, talk by, 166
Edwards, W. W., article by, 305
Effigy Platform Pipe, 306
Egbert the First, 311
Eggleston, G. K., article by, 584
Egypt, Byzantine Imperialism in, 131
Ehrhardt, Fred J., mention of, 494
Ehrhart, C. L., office of, 20
Eielson, Ben, Arctic Explorer, 151
Eight-hour Day for the Housewife, Why

Not?, 142
Eklund, Edwin G., article by, 143
El Destino and Chemonie Plantations, Mid-

dle Florida, 1828-1868, Documents Re-
lating to, 586

El Palacio, articles in, 135, 300, 474, 588
Elections and Election Practices, 132
Electorate problems, address on, 159
Electric Light and Power Utilities, Regu-

lation of, 487
Electric light plant, control of, 3 ;

economy
in, 5-10

Elementary Schools, Course of Study for,

308

Elizabethan Ship Money 1588-1608, A
Study of, 130

Elk Horn, railroad at, 323
Elk Township, settlers in, 608
Elliott, H. F., office of, 20
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Elliott, T. 0., work of, 137; articles by,

304, 305, 476, 591

Ellis, Elmer, article by, 144; speech by,

332
Ellis, J. W., office of, 166

Ellis, Lewis Ethan, article by, 593

Ellison, Joseph, article by, 477

Elyea, Winifred, article by, 593

Emery, Christine, article by, 132

Emigration as Viewed by a Norwegian

Student of Agriculture in 1850, 133

Emmetsburg, native of, 168; stage coach

to, 607

Emotions, Why We Have, 319

End of the Open Range in Eastern Mon-

tana, The, 593

Engineering, city manager of, 3

Engineering English, 320

England, law of, 90; political scientist of,

100; tour through, 296

England and Denmark in the Later Days

of Queen Elizabeth, 472

England and Wales, Recent Changes in

the Local Government of, 583

“England of Today, The”, 160

Engle, Paul, writings of, 481, 598

Englemann, George, Man of Science, 303

English Abolitionism and the Annexation

of Texas, 302

English Exchequer in the Middle Ages,

The Present State of Studies on the, 472

English Prose Writers, Great, 481

English Renaissance, A Contribution to the

Theory of the, 143

English Visitor of the Civil War Period,

An, 304
Ennis, J. Harold, mention of, 160

Eno, Joel N., article by, 132

Ensign, Forest C., speech by, 332

Eothen, introduction to, 517

Epiphany Cathedral (Sioux City), rector

of, 334

Episcopal Church (Brooklyn), history of,

608

Erbe, Carl H„ book by, 482

Erickson, Mrs. Blanche, office of, 163

Eriksson, Erik McKinley, writings of, 308,

312, 610, 613; office of, 498; position

of, 624, 625

Erwin, Thomas S., article by, 477

Es-kim-in-zin, 134, 302

Espejo Expedition, Relation of the, 592

Esprit de corps, emphasis on, 13

Essex Independent, history in, 491

Essex Institute Historical Collections, The,

contents of, 584

Estherville, quasi-manager plan in, 67;

military post at, 324; stage coach from,

607

Estherville Vindicator and Republican,

articles in, 489

Eternity of the Leaves, The, 313

Ethell, Henry C., article by, 153

Ethics Involved in the Handling of Per-

sonal Papers, 479

Europe, fhe Development of Modern, 603

European Immigrants in Indiana Since

1850, 476
Eustis, William, letters to, 590

Evans, Harry C., articles by, 490, 491

Evans, Ramona, article by, 312

Evening Class and Its Teacher, 147

Evening Classes, Organization and Man-

agement of, 316

Evening School, Methods of Teaching in

the, 316
Evolution, a Conservative’s Apology, 151

Evolution and Genetics, Textbook of, 485

Ewing, Robert, article by, 136

Excavations in the Sacramentos, 588

Excelsior (Minnesota), trees from, 459

Ex-officio powers, exercise of, 395-397

Expansion of the Publications of the De-

partment of State, 311

Experiment Station, Ames, work of, 460

Exploitation of Treason, The, 475

Exploration: The Northward Course of

Discovery, 321

Explorations of Gunnison and Beckwith in

Colorado and Utah, 1853, The, 595

Explorer’s View of the Arctic Disaster,

151

Express and Herald (Dubuque), clippings

from, 622

Fairall, Clarence A., guns collected by, 622

Fairbank, church in, 618

Fairbanks Morse Company, contract with,

45

Fairchild, Mrs. Charles S., publication by,

471.

Fairfield, quasi-manager plan in, 67; be-

ginnings of, 489; buffalo at, 501,

eclipse seen at, 614

Fairfield Ledger, history in, 489, 490

Faith, 480
Family Names of Civilized Indians, 306

Famous Homes on the Rock Island Lines,

303, 485, 590, 600

Fanny’s First Fling, 481

Faris, Ellsworth, article by, 473

Farm Prices and the McNary-Hanigcn Bill,

Stabilization of, 489

Farm Products in Industry, 319, 487

Farm Relief, 471

Farmers’ Alliance, The, 584

Farmer’s Standard of Living, The, 315

Farming, diversified, advocate of, 465
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Farming in Iowa in the Sixties, 140, 150
Farnsworth, Mrs. C. E., office of, 331
Farran, Don, writings of, 313, 482, 598
Farrell, Thomas, office of, 622
Fashions in the Fifties, 312
Fashoda Crisis, A Survey of British Policy

in the, 300
Father of Little Women, fhe, 318
Fauset, Arthur Huff, article by, 132
Favard, P. J., influence of, 579
Fay, 0. R., article by, 473
Faye, Paul Louis, article by, 132
Fayette County, history of, 326, 489, 491;

veterans in, 616; fairs in, 616
Fayette County Historical Society, organi-

zation of, 496
Fayette Leader, history in, 489, 491
Fearis, John S., reminiscences by, 325
Federal Hill, 619
Federal Road Engineer Loaned to Colom-

bia, 600
Federalist, The, item in, 99
Federated Labor Council, meeting of, 62
Federation of Women’s Clubs, History of

the Michigan State, 477
Fellows, Milo, article by, 307
Felton, O. J., mention of, 494
Fencl, Leonard J., article by, 133
Ferguson, Olivia Spalding, article by, 135
Fessler, W. Julian, article by, 476
Festrede zum Deutschen Tag, Die deutsche

Mutter sprache, 592
Ficke, Arthur Davison, writings of, 144,

313, 482
Field, Mrs. Edward M., article by, 584
Field, Eugene, invitation to, 542
Fifty-four Fears With Animal Life, My,

483
Filson Club, publications by, 138; meeting

of, 161
Filson Club, The History Quarterly of The,

contents of, 301, 477, 590
Filson Club, Amended Articles of Incorpo-

ration, Constitution, and By-Lams of
The, 590

Final Ties, The, 480
Finance and Municipal Accounts, Depart-

ment of, 10, 11
Finances, control of, 361-374
Financial History of Baltimore 1900-1926,

The, 583
Finger, Charles Joseph, writings of, 144

598
Fink, Mathilda, article by, 135
Finkbine, W. O., office of, 333
Finley, E. C., article by, 132
Finley, Walter S., article by, 132
Finn, Huck, imitation of, 523
Fire department, control of, 3, 13

First class cities, definition of, 119
First Day of the Century, The, 313
First Statement to Press, 483
Fisher, Alton K„ article by, 306
Fisher, Ivy Carpenter, article by, 588
Fisher, John, work of, 554; death of, 555
Fisher, Mrs. Mary, story by, 616
Fisher, Sydney G., denial by, 96
Fisheries in the State of Washington, His-

tory of, 305
Fishing-port, 312
Fishwild, R., paper by, 621
Fitzpatrick, John O., article by, 472
Fitzpatrick, T. J., article by, 596
Fitzpatrick, Thomas, and the First Indian
Agency in Colorado, 307

Fitzpatrick, Thomas, and the First Indian
Agency of the Upper Platte and Arkan-
sas, 136

Five Poems, 318
Flanagan, Hallie, writings of, 144, 313,

482, 598
Flanagan, W. L., poem by, 482
Fleming, Mrs. J. J., office of, 500
Fleming, Joseph S., mention of, 494
Fleming, R. Harvey, article by, 587
Fletcher, Fred, life of, 608
Fletcher, Robert S., article by, 593
Fletcher College, pageant at, 495
Flick, Alexander C., article by, 586
Flick, Captain Gerlach Paul, Pennsylvania

Pioneer, 586
Flom, George T., writings of, 144
Flood of 1893, recollections of, 609
Florang, E. A., letter by, 61; speech by, 62
Florida Historical Society Quarterly, The,

contents of, 586
Florinsky, Michael T., article by, 300
Flowers, planting of, 466
Flowery Carpet of Genzamo, 152
Floyd, John— Pioneer and Hero, 138
Floyd County, church in, 165
Fly Leaf, The, 136
Flying North, 151
Folk in Literature: An Introduction to the
New Regionalism, The, 594

Folk-lore, The Journal of American, arti-

cles in, 131, 132, 297
Folklore Society, Thirty-eighth Annual

Meeting of the American, 131
Folk-Say, contents of, 594
Folk-Tale Collections of Oklahoma Indians,

The, 594
Folktales from Grand Lake Victoria, Que-

bec, 473
Folsom, Joseph Fulford, article by, 584
Forbes, Frank, office of, 163
Ford’s Typical Early American Village at

Dearborn, Henry, 589
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Foreign World War Posters, 309

Foreman, Carolyn Thomas, writings of,

303, 476
Foreman, Grant, articles by, 136, 303, 476,

591
Forest City, tour through, 496

Forest City Meteor, The, 489

Forests of New England, 480

Forrest, Leland S., article by, 813

Forsbeck, 0. I) ., office of, 38

Fort Atkinson, story of, 323, 613; first

white child born at, 608

Fort Benton’s Part in the Development of

the West, 593

Fort Clarke, marker for, 162

Fort Des Moines, mention of, 167

Fort Dodge, organization at, 162 ;
resident

of, 166

Fort Dodge Messenger, article in, 492

Fort Eads, anniversary of, 607

"Fort Frederick” : Its Ownership, and Sow
Title Was Twice Acquired by Maryland,

585

Fort Hall, route to, 556

Fort Jefferson— The Extreme Western

Post of the American Revolution, 303

Fort Kearney, railroad to, 566

Fort Madison, first newspaper of, 616

Fort Madison Democrat, history in, 491,

527
Fort Madison Evening Democrat, editor of,

496
Fort Sackville (Indiana), surrender of,

302, 331

Fort Sedgwick, Colorado, Army Life at,

595

Fort Vancouver, mention of, 557

Fort Washita, 591

Forts of Old Kaskaskia, 594

Forty, 311
Foster, F. E., stories by, 325

Foster, Lelah, article by, 136

Foster, the Rev. Lemuel, Journal of a Pio-

neer Missionary, 135

Fowke, Gerard, article by, 585

Fox, Dixon Ryan, articles by, 297, 585

Fox, W. L., article by, 153; history by,

323

Fox Adoption-Feasts, Changing Character

of, 602

Fox Indians, Notes on the Buffalo-Head

Dance of the Thunder Gens of the, 298

Fox Indians, Observations on the Thunder

Dance of the Bear Gens of the, 584, 602

Fragments A M S15 E of the Older Gu-

lathing Law, 144

France versus Spain in Florida 1562-1564,

586
Francis, Leslie E., reminiscences by, 326

Franck, Elta, mention of, 160

Franco, H. W., office of, 626

Frank, Geo. V., courtesy of, 572

Frankel, J. J., office of, 495

Frankfort (Kentucky), visit to, 619

Franklin, Benjamin, reference to, 97 ;
ad-

dress on, 328; grave of, 410; anniver-

sary of, 420, 525, 526, 542; article on,

487
Franklin Book and Job Office, Ben, owner

of, 418

Franklin, Deborah, grave of, 410

Franklin, William Suddards, articles by,

144, 482

Franklin Township, history of, 618

Franks, Frances, office of, 621

Frankville, churches at, 616

Frazee, Ephraim Samuel, 1824-1896, 133

Frederick, John Towner, writing of, 144

Fredericksburg, manager plan abandoned

by, 66

Freeland, L. S., article by, 473

Freighting and Merchandising in Early

Denver, 595

Fremont’s Disaster in the San Juan Mown-

tains, 1848, The Scene of, 595

French, communistic settlement of, 572-

581
French Doll, 597

French in the Valley of the Mississippi,

The Political Regime of the, 589

French Intrusion toward New Mexico in

1695, 302
Freshman Mathematics Preparatory to Sta-

tistics and Finances, 310

Friends, Society of, members of, 549; op-

position of, 551 ;
anti-slavery, organiza-

tion of, 551; influence of, 552

From the Ground Tip, 486

Frontier College of the Middle West: Ham-
line University, 1854-69, A, 304

Frontier Journalism in West Texas, 302

Frontier Life in Lake Superior Region, 589

Fruitvale (California), settling of, 560

Fry, J. C., reminiscence of, 420, 421

Fry, J. F., recollection of, 525

Fryxell, F. M., article by, 596

Fulton, Reed, book by, 598

Fundamental Error of Marxism, 311

Fundamentalism and Modernism in a Pio-

neer College, 305

Fur-Trade and Early Western Exploration,

The, 471
Furnishing Your Home to Save Your Eyes,

315

Fynn, A. J., office of, 330

Gabel, Leona C., writing by, 471

Gabrielson, Ira Noel, article by, 598
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Gabrilowitsch, Mrs. Clara (see Clemens,

Clara

)

Gage, H. M., speech by, 165, 499

Gage, Lord, Collection of Manuscripts,

Notes on the, 306
Gale, Edward C., article by, 478

Galena's Memories of General Ulysses S.

Grant, 305
Gallaher, Ruth A., talks by, 158, 328;

book by, 313

Galland, school in, 245

Gard, Wayne, article by, 144

Gardiner, James T., letters from, 595

Gardner, Abbie, tablet to, 617
Garland, Acel, article by, 594

Garland, Hamlin, comment by, 129 ;
pub-

lications by, 144, 313, 482

Garraghan, Gilbert J., article by, 133

Garretson, Gilbert I., story by, 611
Garretson, Joel C., friend of, 553, 554

Garretson, O. A., biographical data on, 626

Garretson, O. A., The Lewelling Family
— Pioneers, 548-563

Garwood, L. E., discussion by, 499
Gate City (see Keokuk Gate City)

Gates, Robert, writings of, 313, 598
Gayarre, Charles, articles about, 593

Geiger, Hugo, 623

Geller, Jack, pageant directed by, 620

Genealogical Sources and Genealogical Lim-

itations, American, 132

General Assembly, bill passed by, 9 ;
work

of, 17, 214; data concerning members
of, 108-128, 172, 174, 177, 179, 180,

182

General Assembly, First, acts of, 252, 253

General Assembly, Thirty-fifth, law by, 267
Genet’s Western Intrigue, 1793-1794, 304
Geneva, Thomas, history by, 614
Geneva, Getting Ready for, 488
Genna in Southeastern Asia, 132
Gentry, W. W., life of, 613

Geographic Names of French Origin in

Oklahoma, Some, 591
Geography in Teachers Colleges, 314, 482
Geological Survey, Iowa, publication by,

140

Geological Work in Tonga and Fiji, 484
Georgia Historical Society, offer of, 501
Gerber, Adolph, work of, 474
Germ Suspects Arrested, 145
German Conference in the Deutsches Haus,

Chicago, May 14-15, 1860, The, 594
German-English Dictionary of Psycholog-

ical Terms, 150
German Governmental Influence on Foreign

Investments, 1871-1915, 298
Germans in Davenport, political influence

of, 612

Germantown, convention at, 308
Germany, mention of, 296

Germany, Contemporary Municipal Govern-

ment of, 317
Getting Rid of the Glums, 320
“Ghost Story, A”, recitation of, 522

Giant Power, 583
Giard, Basil, land claim of, 491

Qiard, Bazil, Claim of, 479
Gibbon, I. G., article by, 583

Gibbons, T. J., office of, 331

Giddens, Paul H., article by, 144; men-
tion of, 623

Giddings, Mrs. Carrie E., life of, 612

Gideon, Peter M., work of, 459
Gifford, E. W., article by, 132

Gilkison, James A., life of, 614

Gill, John, article by, 304

Gillingham, Harrold E., article by, 586
Gilmore, Melvin R., article by, 585

Ginger and Speed, 483
Girls Have Wings, Tool, 597, 598
Given, Welker, book by, 144

Gjerset, Knut, article by, 133

Gjerset, Ole S., A Norwegian-American

Landnamsman :

,

133

Glasgow, Donald C., life of, 605

Glass, Mrs. Alma, office of, 331

Glencoe, tour through, 496

Glenwood, Indians in, 493 ;
early indus-

tries in, 615

Glenwood Opinion-Tribune, story in, 493

Gnat, 311
God Keep a Clean Wind Blowing, 143

Golconda (Illinois), founder of, 592

Gold in Colorado, Spreading the News of

the Early Discoveries of, 476
Golden Anniversary of the Iowa District

of the Synod of Missouri, Ohio and

Other States, A Token of Remembrance
for the, 596

Goldrick, O. J., article by, 307

Goliath and His Davids, 605
Goodnow, Frank J., comment by, 96, 101

Goodpasture, A. V., article by, 136

Goodsell, Bob, article by, 157

Gordon, Mrs. William, writing of, 595

Gordon Township (Minnesota), creamery

in, 465
Goshorn, Arthur, articles by, 157, 325,

491, 493

Gould, Bruce, publications by, 313, 598

Gould, Charles N., article by, 476

Gould, Gerald, poems by, 313, 598

Governor, office of, 258

Governors’ Conference, speaker at, 96

Gowen, Herbert H., article by, 305

Grab It!, 148

Graff, Peter, mausoleum of, 411
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Graded and high schools, duties of inspec-

tor of, 289; rules affecting, 358, 359;

financial control over, 372-374

Graded schools, Senators and Representa-

tives educated at, 177, 178

Graham, Edward L., information from, 415

Graham, James A., Papers, 1861-1884,

The, 131

Graham, Malbone W., Jr., article by, 472

Grahame, Pauline, articles by, 145, 313,

482, 598
Grain, table of prices of, 463

G. A. R., dedication by, 613

Grand Army of the Republic, Ladies of,

work of, 502

Grand Junction, The Founding and Early

Years of, 307

Grand Lake Victoria, Quebec, Folktales

from, 473

Grand Lodge of Iowa, A. F. (6 A. M., An-

nals of the, 595

Grand Lodge of Iowa, A. F. & A, M., Bul-

letin of the, contents of, 595

Grande Ronde Valley, route through, 556

Grandmother Brown's Hundred Years,

1827 to 1927, prize won by, 502

Grange, Delos, life of, 606

Grange in the Middle TVest to Control the

Price of Farm Machinery, 1870-1880,

Efforts of the, 306

Grant, James Allan Clifford, study by, 200

Grant, Judge, Home, The, 303, 316

Grant, General Ulysses S., Galena’s Mem-

ories of, 305

Grant, Private Waldo, Noble Nature of,

141

Grant Grade School (Mason City), 243

Grant Township, resident of, 163

Grasshoppers, destruction by, 463

Graves, Hiram, office of, 166

Graves, Rhoda Fox, article by, 585

Gray, John H. D., story by, 612

Gray, Robert, discovery by, 559

Gray, Captain Robert, The Widow of, 593

Gray, The Voyages of Kendrick and, 591

Greased Pig, 148

Great Barrington (Mass.), history of, 298

Great Northern Railway, 476

Great Seal of the State of Missouri, The,

303

Great Swallower, 486

Greater Burlington Association, attitude

of, 62

Greedy Goroo, The, 603

Greek, imitation of, 96

Greeley, Lincoln and, 470

Green, Anna M., article by, 592

Green Bay Historical Bulletin, letters in,

133

Green River, travelers at, 556

Greene, George, biographical sketch of,

611

Greene, Harry Andrew, book by, 314

Greene, Lorenzo J., article by, 131

Greene, history of, 490, 492, 626
;
naming

of, 611; pageant at, 626

Greene County, oldest resident of, 611;

early days in, 615

Greene Recorder, history in, 490, 492

Greenman, E. T., article by, 137

Greer, James K., articles by, 135, 589

Gregg, J. O., work of, 24, 25 ;
office of,

23 ;
mention of, 77

Greteman, James, office of, 500

Griffin, Grace Gardner, work of, 300

Griffith, C. F., office of, 500

Griffith, Helen Sherman, book by, 145

Griggs, Mr., report by, 512

Grinnell, manager plan abandoned by, 64,

65; resident of, 154, 160, 609; pioneer

days at, 157, 615, 616; founding of,

490 ;
early schools in, 490 ;

family in,

616

Grinnell Herald, articles in, 490, 493

Grinstead, L. R., article by, 140

Grundy Community Club, purchase by, 164

Grundy County, school in, 164

Guernsey, Island of, 296

Gunnison and Beckwith in Colorado and

Utah, 1853, The Explorations of, 595

Guns, gift of, to State Historical Society,

622

Gunther, Erna, writing of, 594

Gurius, Josie, office of, 167

Guthe, Carl E., article by, 306

Guthrian, fhe, editor of, 334

Guthrie Center, fair at, 164; paper at, 334

Guthrie County, pageant of, 164; State

park in, 334; history of, 609

Gutz, Fred, life of, 608

Gypsy Blood, 313

Gypsy Shawl (poem), 482

Habig, Marian, article by, 476

Habit Formation, 148

Hackett, Roger C., edition by, 304

Haecker, T. L„ work of, 465

Haefs, W. H., article by, 304

Hafen, LeRoy R., articles by, 136, 307

Haigh, Henry A., articles by, 305, 477,

589

Haines, George R., words of, 562

Half Hour About Four, A, 311

Hall, Amos, story of, 618

Hall, C. E., article by, 138

Hall, Mrs. E. H., office of, 502

Hall, F. R., article by, 304

Hall, J. C., statement by, 259
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Hall, Mrs. J. L., life of, 606
Hall, James Norman, writings of, 145, 598
Hall, John E., study by, 200; quotation

from, 215
Halseth, Odd S., writings of, 300
Halverson, Lynn H.,articles by, 314, 482
Hamilton, Claude T., article by, 477
Hamilton, Henry M., work of, 616
Hamilton, Mrs. Lucius O., article by, 133
Hamilton, O. G., office of, 335
Hamilton, Thomas G., office of, 163 ;

work
of, 495

Hamlin, George H., history by, 615
Hamline University, 1854-69, A Frontier

College of the Middle West, 304
Hammer, B. W., book by, 482
Hammill, John, address by, 164 ; office of,

502

Hammond, George P., article by, 590; edi-

tion by, 592
Hammond, William G., Centenary Exhibit

in Honor of, 479
Hammond, William Gardiner, An Appreci-

ation of, 479
Hammond, William Gardiner, Bibliography

of the Writings of, 479
Hams Fork, travelers at, 556
Hancock, Ellery M., life of, 616
Hands Up, 488
Handwriting Tells About You, What Your,

486
Hanks, Stephen, reference to, 296
Hanna, Mr., 480, 596
Hannibal (Missouri), Mark Twain’s con-

nection with, 409, 523, 543
Hansen, Grace, office of, 167
Hanson, Peter, life of, 606
Harding, 0. E., article by, 145
Harding, Mosher A., bravery certificate of,

612

Hargrave, Frank F., paper read by, 161
Hargreaves, Sheba, article by, 137
Harlan, C. J., office of, 331
Harlan, Edgar R., address by, 332; work

of, 470; articles by, 479, 596
Harlan, James, letters to, 328
Harlan Tribune, history in, 492
Harmon, George D., articles by, 477, 584
Harmon, J. H., Jr., article by, 472
Harned, Mrs. Sarah M., 622
Harper’s Ferry, At, 145
Harrington, John P., article by, 585
Harris, Mr., office of, 566
Harris, Edward, Letter by, 1797, 138
Harris, Mrs. Elizabeth Slade, life of, 606
Harris, Harold, article by, 478
Harrison, William Henry, The Death and

Funeral of President, 474
Harrodsburg (Kentucky), visit to, 619

Harsh, Grace, work of, 495
Harshberger, John W., article by, 586
Hart, Irving Harlow, story by, 314; work

of, 304
Hart, W. O., article by, 138
Hartzell, Ralph, office of, 330
Hatcher, Mattie Austin, articles by, 135,

477
Hathaway, W. F., office of, 65
Hauberg, John H., article by, 592
Haugen, Nils P., article by, 306
Hawaii Honored Captain Cook, B. N., in

1928, How, 305
Hawarden, veterans in, 613
Hawarden Independent, reminiscences in,

491
Hawkey

e

(Burlington), caller at office of,

520

Hayden Survey in Colorado in 1873-1874,
The, 595

Hayes, Calvin I., life of, 614
Hayes Memorial Library and Museum, di-

rector of, 501
Haynes, H. C., office of, 495
Hays, D. F., reminiscences of, 616
Hays, S. A., mention of, 332
Hazen, Ray, office of, 163
Hazzard (see Meriden)
He Who Plants a Bose (poem), 481
Head, Lou, office of, 63
Heald, J. M., mention of, 328
Health and Protection of Children, Na-

tional Conference on the, 599
Health Crusade, Quarter-Century, 597
Healy, M. F., office of, 500
Heaton, Herbert, address by, 330; article

by, 478
Heaven, From Here to, 152
Heckart, Emma, reminiscences by, 609
Hedge, Thomas, speech by, 537
Hedrick, J. M., office of, 516
Heelan, Edmond, office of, 500
Heerman, E. E., reference to, 296
Hegner, Robert William, article by, 482
Heidel, William Arthur, book by, 482
Henderson, Archibald, office of, 503
Henderson, Gertrude, discovery by, 334
Henderson, Rose, poems by, 145, 314
Henderson (Kentucky), tour through, 496
Henely, Mrs. Eugene, office of, 502
Henningson Engineering Company, con-

tract to, 45
Henry, James, article about, 474
Henry, Patrick, mention of, 331
Henry County, ice for, 36; fruit trees in,

550
Henry VI, Parts II and III, Their Bela-

tion to the Contention and the True
Tragedy, 597
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Henson, Fred 0., story by, 612

Hepburn, W. P., letters to, 328

Herbst, Josephine, writings of, 145, 314,

483

Herdman, J. 0., statement by, 103

Rerington, M. D., Rome at Rerington,

Kansas, The, 590

Herman, Elmer F., article by, 304

Herman, John M., diary of, 138

Heroes of the sixties, articles on, 322

Herriott, F. I., article by, 594

Hertzler, Arthur Emanuel, book by, 483

Herzog, George, article by, 475

Hesseltine, W. B., article by, 475

Rester, Elizabeth Fulton, 303

Hewitt, Rosetta W., article by, 593

Rey Dey!, 152

Heye Foundation, Museum of The Amer-

ican Indian, publication by, 585

Hickman, Mrs. O. S., office of, 495

Eickok, James Butler, Wild Bill, 300

Hicks, John D., articles by, 136, 584

Ridden Tower of Jealousy, The, 313

Higby, Chester P., article by, 472

Righ Adventure, 598

Righ Atmosphere of the Earth, 145

Righ Fires, 147

High school, Senators and Representatives

educated at, 177, 178

Righ School in Every School District

Means Too Many Small Schools, 480

Higham, Dick, mention of, 420, 425

Highland Township, resident of, 163

Righlights in the Presidential Campaign,

150

Hill, George Washington, article by, 598

Hill, H. L., history by, 617

Hill, James L., article by, 157

Hill, Lee Forrest, article by, 598

Hillhouse, William, action of, 519

Rills, 142

Hinckley, H. M., work of, 460

Hinsdale, Wilbert B„ article by, 587

Hipwell, Charles G., life of, 617

Hirsch, Arthur H„ article by, 306; paper

read by, 498 ;
account by, 593

Hisey, Andrew, tour by, 156

Ristoric Markers, 304

RistoricaX Activities, 161-163, 330-332,

495-500, 619-623

Historical agencies, conference of, 162

Ristorical and Philosophical Society of

Ohio, Annual Report of the, 300

Ristorical and Theoretical Issues in the

Problem of Modern Capitalism, 315

Historical Association of England, journal

of, 297
Historical items, some recent, in Iowa

newspapers, 153, 322, 489, 605

Ristorical Review, The American, articles

in, 131

History, influence of, 95-99

Ristory, article in, 297

Ristory Quarterly, The, articles in, 138

Ristory We Teach, 149

Hoadley, Ruth L., compilation by, 139;

publication by, 145

Robson, Captain, and the New Zealand

Company, 130

Hocket, Nathan, action of, 554

Hockett, Mrs. Leola, article by, 304

Hodder, Frank H., article by, 477

Hodge, F. W., articles by, 302, 590, 591;

work of, 592 ;
paper by, 620

Hodnefield, Jacob, work of, 478

Hoecken, C., trip by, 334

Hoeltje, Hubert H., mention of, 329

Hofer, Harvey A., mention of, 329

Hoffman, J. W., office of, 498

Hoffman, Joseph, office of, 166

Hoffmann, M. M., monograph by, 479; of-

fice of, 500; work of, 599

Hogan, Mr., settling of, 458

Hogle, P. C., talk by, 166

Roh and Quillayute Indians, Traditions of

the, 593

Holbrook, Franklin F., book by, 301

Holbrook, Royal H., facts by, 610

Holbrook, Weare, article by, 483

Holden, W. C., articles by, 135, 302

Roliday, 597
Holland, B. M., office of, 567

Holland, John O., recollections of, 324

Holliday, Joseph E., article by, 589

Holm, Peter, settling of, 458

Holmes, Samuel Jackson, article by, 599

Holmes, T- B., mention of, 494

Holt, Edgar Allan, article by, 300, 588

Holway, E. W. D., biography of, 479

Holweck, Francis S., article by, 589

Rome Again, 489
Rome-coming, 604

Rome Renting for Realth, 315

Romes Can Do to Children, What, 604

Homestead (Florida), farmer in, 467

Honduras, embarkation for, 561

Ronor, 310
Ronoring a Great Deader, 320

Hooker, H. D., article by, 475

“Roosier”, Origin of the Term, 589

Roover, Andrew, Comes to Indiana, 304

Hoover, Calvin B., article by, 585

Hoover, Herbert Clark, articles by, 145,

314, 483; mention of, 155; marker for,

333, 621; messages of, 599; talks on,

621

Hoover, Mrs. Herbert, life of, 621

Hoover, Jacob W., life of, 613

vol. xxvii
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Hoover Broadcasts on the Home; Excerpts
from Campaign Speeches, 314

Hope, John A., Jr., article by, 138, 140,

599
Hopkins, P. F., office of, 4; work of, 6, 13,

73 ;
report of, 7 ; opinion of, 8, 9 ;

resig-

nation of, 9; letter from, 11; reference

to, 12, 80; salary of, 76; experience of,

77

Horack, F. E., letter by, 58
Horack, H. Claude, article by, 314
Horn, Ernest, books by, 314, 483; speech

by, 332
Horn-Ashbaugh High School Speller, The,

483
Hornaday, William Temple, article by, 483
Hornets’ Nest Brigade, reunion of, 625
Horse-Car Days, 488
Horse-shoers, history of, 610
Horse Thief Town, 140, 148
Horses, Tractors and Farm Equipment, 599
Horton Township, history of, 324
Hot Springs, route past, 556
Hotel Fort Des Moines, 624
Hotel Julien Dubuque, proprietor of, 59
Hough, Emerson, book by, 599
Houghton, Mrs. H. C., Jr., office of, 502
Houghton, Harry A., mention of, 494
Hours From a Life, 481
House of Lords, reference to, 96
House of Representatives, number of occu-

pations represented in, 111; membership
of, 117, 121, 122, 123; qualifications of

members of, 125, 126
House that Book-lovers Built, The, 485
House with the Holiday Air, 601
Houser, M. L., address by, 133 ; booklet by,

470

House’s, Colonel, Story, 300
Hovde, Brynjolf J., translation by, 133
Howard, Alf, objection to, 516
Howard, O. O., 516
Howard County Historical Society, meeting

of, 162, 331, 495, 621
Howay, F. W., article by, 591
Howe, J. H., office of, 331
Howe, Mrs. J. H., address by, 495
Howe, Mrs. Marie Jenney, book by, 483
Howell, J. B., speech by, 421
Howells, William Dean, duty of, 408; let-

ter to, 545; proposal to, 522; mention
of, 534

Hubbard, Thomas, settlement by, 605
Hubbell, M. S., age of, 606
Huckleberry Finn, mention of, 530, 533
Hudson, Manley O., article by, 298
Hudson Bay Company, action of, 559
Hueston, Ethel Powelson, book by, 483
Huff, Mrs. F. M., history by, 618

Hughes, Rupert, books by, 314, 315
Hulbert, Archer B., office of, 503
Hulbert, Milton F., article by, 306
Hulburt, Edward Olson, article by, 145
Hull, John A. T., life of, 167
Hull, William, biography of, 590
Hull, Gen. William, Court Martial of, 137
Human Element in American Relations,

321
Humbert, S. B., work of, 620
Humboldt, baseball at, 153; school in, 607
Humboldt College, reunion of alumni of,

625

Hume, C. Ross, address by, 330
Hume, T. M., office of, 62
Humpety, Miss, Comes to Tea, 143
Hungary to North Dakota, From, 588
Hungriest One, The, 146
Hungry Indians, 147
Hunky, 605
Hunt, C. C., edition by, 595
Hunt, Thomas James de la, article by, 591,

592

Hunter, William L., articles by, 145, 315,
599

|

Hunting of the Buffalo, The, 310, 582
Hunting Superstitions in Southern Oregon,

473

Hurd, Edgar B., article by, 599
Hurd, Marian Kent, book by, 599
Husmann, George, 475
Hutchinson, William T., article by, 477
Hutchinson, Woods, articles by, 145, 315
Hutchinson (Minnesota), meeting at, 330;

tour through, 496; addresses at, 497

I Do Not Like a Roof Tonight, 312
I Never See a Lovely Tree, 603
Icarian Community, description of, 572-

581; beginnings of, 578, 579
Ice Mountains, To the, 598
Icelandic Communities in America, The,

133

Icelandic Independence, 321
Ida County, history of, 154
Illegal Entry, 481
Hlinois, legislation in, 199, 215, 221, 222
Illinois: The Cradle of Christianity and

Civilization in Mid-America, 475, 476
Illinois Catholic Historical Review, articles

in, 134, 476; change of name of, 589
(see also Mid-America)

Illinois Central Railway, effect of, 458
Illinois State Historical Library, work for,

295

Illinois State Historical Library, Publica-
tion Number Thirty-five of the, 594

Hlinois State Historical Society, meeting
of, 498
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Illinois State Historical Society, Journal of

the, articles in, 136, 305, 478, 592

Illinois State Historical Society, Transac-

tions of the, 594
Immigration Journey to America in 1854,

133

Impediment to Learning to Read, 148

Inaugural Address, 483

Independence State Hospital, report of,

139

Index of the General Price Level, 151

Indian Against Indian, 591

Indian Done to Deserve Misery and Pri-

vation at Our Hands, What Has the, 304

Indian Mounds, West ifwin Lake, Mont-

morency County, Michigan, 587

Indian Notes, contents of, 585

Indian Place Names, 137, 307

Indian Signs, 488
Indiana, university in, 167

Indiana, Anecdotes of Early Life in, 309

Indiana, The Commonwealth of, 302

Indiana, Historical Markers and Public

Memorials in, 478

Indiana, Historical Organizations and

Work of Preserving History in, 475, 478

Indiana, Laws for the Government of the

State of, 307
Indiana, 1779-1929, 302

Indiana, 1788-1927, A Bibliography of the

Laws of, 306
Indiana Coverlets and Coverlet Weavers,

474
Indiana Federation of Clubs, address at,

302

Indiana Historical Bureau, publication by,

302

Indiana Historical Society, meeting of,

161; pilgrimage of, 619

Indiana Historical Society Publications,

monographs in, 474

Indiana History Bulletin, articles in, 134,

302, 475, 478, 588

Indiana History Conference, program of,

619

Indiana History Conference, Proceedings

of the Tenth Annual, contents of, 591

Indiana-Illinois Boundary Stone, The Re-

covery of the, 591
Indiana Library and Historical Depart-

ment, 306

Indiana Log-Rolling, The, 594
Indiana Magazine of History, contents of,

133, 304, 476, 589, 590

Indiana Pioneers, Society of, pilgrimage

of, 619

Indiana Priests, Two Pioneer, 589

Indiana Since 1850, European Immigrants

in, 476

Indiana Territory, Laws for the Govern-

ment of, 307
Indianapolis (Indiana), mention of, 161;

meeting at, 162, 302, 619

Indiana’s Archeological Survey in 1928,

592

Indiana’s Part in the Nomination of Lin-

coln in 1860, 476
Indians, Thanksgiving among, 157; town

sites of, 491; battle with, 609; relations

with, 613; home of, 614; remains of,

615 ;
history of, 617 ;

payments to, 618

Indians, Adoption Among the, 596

Indians, Caddo, address on, 330

Indians, Family Names of Civilized, 306

Indians, Use of Soil Products by, 476
Indian’s New Resurrection Myth, The, 591

“Indians of the Mississippi Valley, An-

cient”, 619

Indians of North America, Narratives of

Captivity Among the, 131

Indians of Old Oregon, Superstitions and

Ceremonies of, 304
India’s Ku Elux Problem, 144

Indictment, The Short Form of, 318

Industrial Growth of Iowa, 139, 145

Industrial Rehabilitation Law, provision

of, 262, 263

Inebriates, Hospital for, report of, 139

Ingersoll, Paul Baughman, edition by, 593

Ingham, Harvey, manuscript by, 334

Inghram, L. J., work of, 50

Inman, Mrs. Ethel G., mention of, 328

Inman, James Henry, article by, 599

Innes, Harold A., article by, 585

Innocents Abroad, publication of, 511, 517

Inspectors, provision for, 279

Insurance Business Among Negroes, 472

Intelligence As Viewed By Industry, 315

Intercollegiate Academic Contests, 150

Intermarried-Whites in the Cherokee Na-

tion, 136
International Finance and Balance of Pow-

er Diplomacy, 1880-1914, 473

International Government with Special

Reference to Japan, Functional Studies

in, 473
International Law, Proceedings of the

Third Conference of the Teachers of,

473
“Investigation, The Importance of System-

atic and Accurate Methods of”, 620

Iowa, bicameralism in, 105, 106 ;
native

of, 129; pioneer days in, 154, 155, 156,

324, 492, 611, 614, 616; school official

in, 244, 245 ;
educational history of, 245,

613 ;
ownership of, 565, 566 ;

meaning

of, 566; population of, 566; pre-historic

animals of, 607; participation of, in war,
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610; facts about, 610; pottery shops of,

610; polo playing in, 610; early mail

delivery in, 612; Kelly’s Army in, 612;

liquor in, 612 ;
land grab in, 612 ;

In-

dians in, 613, 614; boundaries of, 617;

prairie fires in, 618; Indians paid in,

618

Iowa, University of, graduate of, 38, 77;

reference to, 58; College of Commerce
of, 139 ;

addresses at, 160 ; instructor at,

168

Iowa, University of, Studies in Psychology,

139

Iowa Academic Meet, 604
Iowa Association of Economists and Soci-

ologists, meeting of, 494, 499
Iowa authors, recent publications by, 140,

309, 479, 596

Iowa Catholic Historical Society, campaign
of, 331, 332

Iowa Catholic Historical Society, Collec-

tions of the, monograph in, 479
Iowa City, manager plan rejected at, 57

;

financial condition of, 58 ;
pioneer phy-

sician of, 157, 158; lecture at, 513;
celebration at, 609 ; reminiscences of,

612; farm journal of, 617
Iowa City Press-Citizen, advertisements in,

57, 58

Iowa City Republican, notice in, 513, 514;
report by, 515

Iowa “Civil Rights Act", The, 320
Iowa Clubwoman, The, contents of, 595
Iowa College, founding of, 490; bell of,

608

Iowa County, history of, 326 ;
transporta-

tion progress in, 491
Iowa District of the Missouri Lutheran

Synod, jubilee of, 596, 613

Iowa Elementary Course of Study, Organi-

zation of the, 320
Iowa Falls, mention of, 11, 12, 17, 64;

manager plan in, 23-26, 77 ; waterworks
of, 23, 24; financial condition of, 24;

taxes in, 69; early days in, 325; fire in,

611

Iowa Farmer Abroad, An, review of, 296,

297
Iowa Federation of Women’s Clubs, work

of, 494; convention of, 502
Iowa Female Collegiate Institute, story

about, 614
Iowa for Boys and Girls, Stories of, 313,

317
Iowa Highway Commission, employee of, 4

Iowa history, fragments of, 153 ;
address

on, 158

Iowa History Week, plans for, 159; ob-

servance of, 494

Iowa Journalist, editor of, 309

Iowa Labor News, attitude of, 62

Iowa League of Women Voters, address to,

328

Iowa Library Association, meeting of, 624

Iowa-Minnesota Boundary Line, Survey of

the, 309
Iowa Mutual Insurance Building, pictures

in, 539
Iowa of the Early Seventies as Seen by a

Swedish Traveler, by Roy W. SWANSON,
564-581

Iowa Official Register, data from, 109, 119,

120; reference to, 126, 176

Iowa Poets, A First Book of, 321
Iowa Political Science Association, meeting

of, 494, 499

Iowa Press Association, work of, 309

Iowa Public Archives, 139
Iowa Publisher, The, article in, 479

Iowa Publisher and Bulletin of the Iowa
Press Association, articles in, 309

Iowa River, steamboating on, 616

Iowa Society of Historians, organization

of, 498

Iowa State College of Agriculture and Me-

chanic Arts, graduate of, 4, 15, 77;

mention of, 10 ;
professor of, 165 ;

Agri-

cultural Experiment Station of, 139

Iowa State Fair, anniversary of, 501; men-

tion of, 603, 614, 618
Iowa State Fair, The, 603
“Iowa State Parks," address on, 495

Iowa Studies in Business, article in, 139

Iowa Wesleyan College, student of, 167

Iowa Wesleyan University, records of, 426

Iowana, 138, 308, 478, 595

Irish, John P., office of, 516

Iron Ship, The, 134
Irwin, John R., mention of, 329

Isbell, Professor, pranks on, 420 ;
mention

of, 508, 509
Isleta, The Laguna Migration to, 132

Isthmus of Panama, route across, 560
Ives, Gideon Sprague, 478
Ivins House (Keokuk), boarder at, 418;

banquet at, 420, 421

Jackson, Campaigning with, 148

Jackson, R. L., letter to, 4, 11

Jackson, Thorstina, article by, 133

Jackson County, Veterans’ Association of,

166

Jacobs, Ruth Braught, articles by, 146,

600
Jaeger, Donald, essay by, 586

Jahrbuch der Deutsch-Amerikanischen His-

torischen Gesellschaft von Illinois, con-

tents of, 592
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James, Edwin W., bulletin by, 600

James, James Alton, book by, 295; address

on, 330; address by, 331; articles by,

477, 591, 594

James Cautious Went to College, 149

James Sprunt Historical Studies, The, pub-

lication of, 131

Jamison, John, office of, 496

Janesville (Wisconsin), city manager of,

20

Jarnagin, J. W., speech by, 624

Jarnagin, W. 0., office of, 309

Jasper County, schools in, 153
;

pioneers

of, 154, 617; resident of, 458

Jefferson, church at, 324

Jefferson Bee, article in, 491

Jefferson County, buffalo in, 501

Jefferson County Old Settlers Association,

address to, 501

Jefferson Highway Association, 139

Jefferson Memorial, meeting at, 161, 330

Jeffersonian Democracy, The Philosopher

of, 130

Jenkins, Dr., work of, 539

Jenkins, Edwin E., office of, 43

Jenks, William L., articles by, 137

Jennings, Berryman, work of, 245

Jennings, Walter Wilson, book by, 483

Jensen, Adolph V., 622

Jewish Hospital at Denver, A Brief His-

tory of the National, 135

Jicarilla Reservation, Creation of, 302

Jockers, Ernst, article by, 592

Joder, Joseph, paper about, 498

Johns Hopkins University Studies in His-

torical and Political Science, contents of,

130, 298, 471, 583

Johnson, Allen, edition by, 129

Johnson, Arthur E. J., office of, 38; work

of, 39; training of, 77

Johnson, Ava L., book by, 483

Johnson, Charles P., article by, 594

Johnson, C. W., article by, 476

Johnson, Frederick, article by, 585

Johnson, P. A., mention of, 160

Johnson, Wolfe, article by, 307

Johnston, James Hugo, articles by, 131,

299, 584
Jones, Charles A., article by, 588

Jones, Franklin D., article by, 146

Jones, George W., monograph about, 479

Jones, H. S., history by, 606

Jones, Herschel Y., 478
Jones, Irma T., articles by, 137, 305, 477

Jones, John, life of, 611

Jones, Reson S., signature of, 52

Jones County, case in, 157 ;
tornadoes in,

615

Jones Township, resident of, 163

Jordan, Philip D., mention of, 160; his-

tory by, 609

Journalism, University of Iowa School of,

work of, 309
Journalism of Iowa State College, Depart-

ment of Technical, work of, 309

Joyes, Morton V., Jr., article by, 138

Joys and Sorrows of a Book Collector, The,

327
Judd, Neil M., article by, 586

Judicial Administration in the State of

Maryland, A Study of, 471
Jumping-Off Place, The, 317, 599

Junior High School Speller, 317
Junkermann, F., mention of, 160

Jussen, Edmund, Biographical Sketch of,

306

Justice Less Expensive, Making, 320

Kalbach, George, mention of, 328

Kansas Historical Society and Department

of Archives, publication by, 301

Kansas State Historical Society, publication

by, 303

Kansas State Historical Society, Collections

of the, reprint from, 300
;

contents of,

475
Kartack, I. C., story by, 491

Kartus, Alvin S., article by, 132

Karval, Colorado, 307
Kaskaskia (Illinois), capture of, 331

Kaskaskia, Forts of Old, 594
Kasson, John A., letters to, 328

Katz, Milton, article by, 132

Kauffman, Albert W., article by, 305

Kay, George F., paper by, 140; book by,

146; article by, 315

Keane, James J., office of, 332, 500; life

of, 613

Keefe, John B., office of, 500

Kellogg, Henry and Heman, Biographical

Sketch of, 305

Kellogg, J. J., advertisement by, 607

Kellogg, Louise Phelps, articles by, 306,

475, 477 ;
paper read by, 498

;
office of,

503

Kellow, William, mention of, 331

Kelly, Edith Louise, article by, 135; work

of, 477
Kelly, M. H., office of, 500

Kelly’s army, march of, 153, 612

Kemper, Mrs., 604
Kemmerer, John, story by, 315

Kendall, George Wilkins, and the Found-

ing of the New Orleans Picayune, 138

Kendall, John S., article by, 138

Kendrick, Later Affairs of, 591

Kendrick and Gray, Yoyages of, 591

Kendrick Township, settlements in, 491
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Eennerly, James, Diary of, 1823-1826, 134
Eennerlys of Virginia, The, 134

Eennon Letters, 586
Kent, J. E., office of, 625
Kent, resident of, 163

Eentucky State Historical Society, The
Register of the, 134

Eentucky Tombstone Inscriptions, 134
Keokuk, hospital at, 154; rival of, 157;

resident of, 160; boat club of, 325; tem-

perance in, 327; Samuel L. Clemens in,

418, 507-510, 518, 541, 542; troops in,

490; first railroad in, 491; newspapers

in, 509 ; directory of, 525 ;
monument

at, 613

Eeokuk (steamboat), story about, 323

Eeokuk Citizen, story in, 490, 491

Eeokuk Constitution, report in, 510, 540,

541; reporter from, 518
Keokuk County, history of, 153, 155;

great men in, 154; early days in, 610

Eeokuk Directory, 425, 427, 431, 432

Eeokuk Gate City, items in, 420, 421, 433,

524, 525, 526; reporter from, 518; let-

ter in, 542

Keokuk Library Association, lecture before,

509, 510

Eeokuk Post, letter to, 434; agreement

with, 438
Keokuk Printers’ Union, celebration by,

541
Keota, address at, 494
Keosauqua, meeting at, 624
Eerith, Brook, 318
Kerney, R. E., 623

Kerosene lights, use of, 323

Kerr, “Fritz” (see Kerr, John W.)
Kerr, John, mention of, 420
Kerr, John W., mention of, 425
Kerr, Mrs. W. B., article by, 484
Ketcham, Earle H., article by, 584
Eey West and Salvage in 1860, 586
Keyes, Charles, articles by, 309, 315
Keyes, Charles R., lecture by, 328; arche-

ological survey by, 619
Keyhoe, Donald E., publications by, 146,

484
Keyser, Leander Sylvester, article by, 146
Kies el, Mrs. George, gift of, 622
Kimball, Charles D., article by, 584
Kimball, Clem F., life of, 167

Kimball House (Davenport), guests at,

532
King, Grace, article by, 133

King, J. A., mention of, 329

“King Sollermun”, recitation of, 522
Kingdon, Mrs. Susan Law, life of, 609
Kinglake, Alexander William, book by, 517
Ki'nkead, Ludie J., article by, 138

Kirkpatrick, Edwin Asbury, book by, 484
Kirkpatrick, Ellis Lore, book by, 315

Kirkwood, S. J., letters to, 328
Eirkwood Home at Iowa City, The, 590
Eites (poem), 481

Klein, Frederick S., article by, 138

Kline, J. Leonard, mention of, 329

Kline, John F., speech by, 624

Klingaman, Stephen, mention of, 323

Klopping, Mrs. Velma Cross, work of, 495
Kloss, Heinz, article by, 592
Knaplund, Paul, article by, 472

Knibbs, Henry Herbert, poem by, 146

Knight, Frank Hyneman, articles by, 146,

315, 484

Knight, Melvin M., article by, 131

Knight, Robert, book by, 130, 302

Knister, Raymond, book by, 146, 600
Knoblock, Otto M., article by, 591
Knox College, president of, 498
Knoxville, history of, 492

Enoxville Journal, history in, 492

Koch, Louis George, history of, 334
Eo-come-ne-Pe-ca, the Letter Carrier, 593
Koehler, Gottfried, article by, 594

Kokomo (Indiana), mention of, 162

Kolodny, Anatole, article by, 600

Koop, Mrs. Laura H., mention of, 160

Kossuth County, history of, 610; cattle

buyer of, 611; celebration in, 621
Kratz, O. A., opinion of, 74; office of, 77;

mention of, 80

Krenmyre, J. H., mention of, 494

Kresensky, Raymond, poem by, 146, 484

Kretschmar, Ella Morris Casey, article by,

305

Krey, A. C., speech by, 332

Kroll, Harry Harrison, book by, 146

KTNT, campaign by, 55, 56

Kuenzel, Lester H., office of, 500

Kwalwasser, Jacob, article by, 146

Labor, Iowa Bureau of, publication by,

308
Labor Parties in Japan, 472, 597

La Crosse and Vicinity, Some Reminis-

cences of, 134, 149

La Crosse Tribune and Leader, reprint

from, 134

Ladd, Harry S., article by, 484

Lafayette (Indiana), mention of, 161

Lafitte, Reprinted from the Enickerbocker

Magazine, March, 1847, A. Visit to, 307
La Follette, Robert H., article by, 476

Laguna Migration to Isleta, The, 132

Laidler, Harry Wellington, article by, 484

Laird, Donald Anderson, writings of, 315,

316, 484, 600

Lake Mills, Indians near, 617
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Lake Oteakis (Minnesota), resident on, 464

Lake Superior Region, Frontier Life in,

589

Lakehurst, reunion at, 166

Lamar, Mrs. Joseph Rucker, article by, 585

Lamar, Colorado, Early History of, 594

Lamoni, printing in, 326; anniversary of,

333, 618

Lamoni Chronicle, story in, 493

Lamotte, resident of, 166

Lamps in the State Pioneer Museum,
Early, 137

Lander, Frederick West, paper on, 497,

593, 597

Landes, Henry, article by, 137

Landphear, Mrs. L. V., memories of, 326

Landsberg, Helene, 623

Lane, General James H., The Transitional

Period in the Career of, 589

Lane, John, story by, 600

Langdon, Mr., action of, 511

Langdon, Miss, engagement of, 511

Lansing in the Good Old Seventies, 305

Lantern in Her Hand, A, 140

La Porte City, history of, 153, 323, 490

La Porte City Review, history in, 490, 491

Lara, dost Bernardo Gutiirrez de, Diary

of, 1811-1812, 299

Larrabee, Mrs. William, Jr., office of, 502

Larrabee, Mrs. William, Sr., office of, 496

Larsen, Arthur J., address by, 497

Larson, Henrietta, translation by, 133

La Salle at South Bend Two Hundred and

Fifty Tears Ago, 478

La Salle in the St. Joseph Talley, 591

Last Grindin’, 601

La Superbe in the Gulf of Mexico 1745,

The Wreck of, 137

Latin, New Elementary, 322, 489

Latin, Progress Tests in, 322

Latin Plays, Easy, 316

Latter Day Saints, work of, 333

Lauer, Edward H., 622

Lauer, Henry, duty of, 496

Laugh, Banker, Laugh, 601

Laughlin, Sceva Bright, article by, 475

Laurie, Mr., settling of, 458

Laurie, Annie, mention of, 458

Lausanne, The Log of the, 137, 304, 591

La Yirendrye : Commandant, Fur-trader,

and Explorer, 299
Laves, Walter H. C., article by, 298

Law, John, descendant of, 457

Lawler, Lillian B., book by, 316

Lawlessness, The Trend toward, 132

Lawrence (Kansas), story of, 587

Laws in Force in Illinois Prior to its

Statehood, The, 304, 305

Lawyers, Psychology for, 316

Laylander, Orange Judd, book by, 484

Layton-Douglas semi-centennial, 624

Lazell, Fred J., office of, 309
;

articles by,

479, 484
League of Iowa Municipalities, report to, 7

Learning and Living in College, 150

Leavitt, Roger, booklet by, 308, 600; remi-

niscences by, 323 ;
story by, 490 ;

history

by, 493 ;
address by, 595 ;

work of, 620

Lebanon (Missouri), farm near, 467

Lechlitner, Ruth, poem by, 147, 485

Leckenby, Charles H., article by, 476

Lecky, W. E. H., opinion of, 91

Le Claire House, The Antoine, Famous
Homes on the Rock Island Lines, 147

LeCron, Helen Cowles, writings of, 147,

316, 484, 600

Lecture Trips and Visits of Mark Twain
in Iowa, by Fred W. Loroh, 507-547

Ledyard, Edgar M., edition by, 296

Lee, Colonel Richard, Some Descendants

of, 477
Lee, Robert E., and the Improvement of

the Mississippi River, 303

Lee County, school in, 245; history of,

491 ;
fruit trees in, 550

Lee County, Iowa, The Place-names of, 596

Lee’s Inspiration to the Industrial Rehab-

ilitation of the South, General Robert E.,

136

Legalizing acts, introduction of, 202

Legion Park, waterworks at, 40

Legislation, check on, 86-90, 185-214;

summary relating to, 211-214

Legislative Assembly, First, address to,

246 ;
school law by, 247, 248

Legislative organization, problem of, 82-85

Legislators, occupations of, 108-118
;

ex-

perience of, 171-175; education of, 175-

178; age of, 178-185

Le Grand, founding of, 155

Lehigh Cement Plant, employees of, 228,

234
Lehigh Row, people in, 228

Leighton, Mr., speech by, 421

Lemon, James O., life of, 605

Leng, Charles W., article by, 473

Leonard, L. O., writings of, 147, 303, 316,

485, 590, 600; lecture by, 626

Le Prevost, Estelle, booklet by, 478

Lesley, Lewis Burt, article by, 590

Leslie, Harry G., address by, 331

Lesson to Young Reporters, A, 604

Let’s Read Aloud Tonight, 147

Letters of a Young Surveyor, 1828-1828,

138

Leverett, Frank, articles by, 485, 601

Lewelling, Abednego, mention of, 549

Lewelling, Alfred, account by, 554, 556,
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557; note from, 555; action of, 560;

picture of, 561
Lewelling, Asa, offices of, 561
Lewelling, Henderson, migration of, 548

;

ancestry of, 548, 549 ;
action of, 550,

560 ;
career of, 553 ;

duty of, 555 ;
am-

bition of, 557, 558
;

partnership with,

559; stock from, 560; tribute to, 561;
fruit grafting of, 562

Lewelling, Jehu, action of, 551
Lewelling, John, action of, 550, 559, 560
Lewelling, Lorenzo Dow, career of, 552,

553
;
brother of, 561

Lewelling, Meshack, occupation of, 549

;

action of, 550
Lewelling, Seth, picture of, 561
Lewelling, Shadrach, mention of, 549
Lewelling, William, action of 551; influ-

ence of, 552
,

Lewelling Family— Pioneers, The, by O.

A. Garretson, 548-563

Lewis, Ada Haeseler, work of, 130
Lewis, Edward S., article by, 474
Lewis, H. B., mention of, 329
Lewis, W. H., paper written by, 166
Lewis, William S., article by, 137
Lexington (Kentucky), visit to, 619
Lexington, The National Old Trails Road

to, 303
Liberty Bell, Andrew McNair and the, 470
Library Conference, 625
Lieber, Franz, article by, 592
Life on the Mississippi, passage from, 416,

417, 518; mention of, 521; sale of, at

Burlington, 531
Light of the Sierra, The, 144
Lincoln, Abraham, as a Mississippi boat-

man, 155; farm of, 325; address on,

328, 499 ; letters to, 328 ; papers relat-

ing to, 615 ;
birthplace of, 619

Lincoln, Abraham, 133
Lincoln, Abraham, Indian Medal, An, 589
Lincoln, Abraham: A Japanese Interpreta-

tion, 470
Lincoln, The Abraham, Association Bul-

letin, article in, 470, 588
Lincoln, Beveridge’s Life of, 301, 306
Lincoln, Hananiah, in Revolutionary and

Pioneer History, The Family of, 476, 477
Lincoln Among the Aristocrats, Is, 592
Lincoln and Agriculture, 583, 603
Lincoln and Qreeley, 470
Lincoln Centennial Association, publication

by, 130, 301
Lincoln Family Cross the Ohio, Where Did

the, 591, 592
Lincoln in 1860, Indiana’s Part in the

Nomination of, 476
Lincoln in the Tear 1854, 130

Lincoln Letters Spurious, Atlantic Month-
ly, 301

Lincoln Statue in Rosemond Grove Ceme-
tery, Rosemond, Illinois, The, 592

Lincoln Township, resident of, 163
Lincoln’s Chicago Speech of October 27,

1854, Discovery of Record of, 135, 136

Lincoln’s Land Holdings and Investments,

588

Lincoln’s War Problem, President, 135
Lind, Jenny, Exhibition, The, 583
Lindbergh, Charles A., trophies of, 161;

mention of, 495
Lindbergh, Flying with, 146
Lindenwood College (Missouri), attendants

at, 427; teacher at, 508
Lindly, Harlow, office of, 501
Lindsay, Arnett G., article by, 472
Lindsey, Arthur Ward, book by, 485
Lindy “High Hat", Has Fame Made, 484
Lionberger, Isaac H., article by, 134;

booklet by, 301
Lippard, George, mention of, 412
Liquor, history of, in Iowa, 612

Liquor and Law, 142
Lisa, Manuel, and his North Dakota Trad-

ing Post, 305
Lisbon, reminiscences of, 610
Litchfield, tour through, 496
Literary Adventure, 143
Literature Do For Me, What Can, 488
Littell, John B., article by, 298

Little, B. M., article by, 303
Little Brown Church, story of, 616
Little Sioux River, bluffs along, 458
Little Sioux Valley, churches in, 155, 164

Little Streets of Beacon Hill, The, 488
Live stock, table of prices of, 463
Livestock Producers in the United States

of America, The Success of Cooperation

Among, 473
Lloyd, Harold, in His Garden, 149
Loam Wounded, 151
Loban, Joy M., book by, 601
Lobbying, 583
Local Government and Local History, 136
“Local History, The Small Library and”,

625

Lochry Mcwsacre, Sidelights on the, 591
Lockley, Fred, introduction by, 304
Lockwood, May, office of, 167
Locomotive, The Wonderful, 148
Loeb, Isidor, article by, 138

Log of Sloop Ranger, 1744, 584
Logan, Edward B., monograph by, 583

Logan, Rayford W., article by, 131

Logansport (Indiana), meeting at, 161;

history of, 161

Lomax, Alfred L., article by, 591
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Lone Tree, address at, 494

Long, G. J., reference to, 6, 24, 72, 80

;

work of, 13 ;
quotation from, 75 ;

salary

of, 76; experience of, 77

Long, W. E., mention of, 166

‘‘Long Parliament”, reference to, 100

Longley, Charles L., reminiscences by, 626

Longnecker, W. A., mention of, 328

Loomis, John R., mention of, 329

Loomis, Leander V., book by, 296

Loppinot Case, 1774, The Documents in,

593

Lorch, Fred W., biographical data on, 504,

626 ;
mention of, 601

Loroh, Fred W., Lecture Trips and Vis-

its of Mark Twain in Iowa, 507-547

Loroh, Fred W., Mark Twain in Iowa,

408-456

Lorimer, resident of, 163

Lotteries in Illinois for the Purpose of

Raising Funds to Improve the Public

Health, The Establishment of, 594

Louis Philippe's Donations to the Old Ca-

thedral of Bardstown, 299

Louisa County, courthouses in, 155, 164;

history of, 155

Louisiana, Records of the Superior Council

of, 307, 308, 593, 594

Louisiana by the Company of the Indies,

Distribution of the Land in, 307

Louisiana Historical Quarterly, The, arti-

cles in, 137, 307, 593

Louisiana History, The Preservation of,

133

Louisiana in 1724 (Banet’s Report ), 593

Louisiana Purchase, commemoration of,

495
Louisiana Superstitions, 131

Louisiana Will of the Spanish Era, 1776,

A, 307
Louisville (Kentucky), meeting at, 161

Louisville, University of, publication by,

138

Love, 310
Loveland Loess: Post-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan

in Age, 315, 601

Lover’s Leap, history of, 155

Loving Memory, In, 488

Lowden, Frank O., in His Garden, 151

Lowe, R. P., letters to, 328

Loy family, reunion of, 618

Lucas, C. L., story by, 612, 613, 617, 618;

historical relics donated by, 620

Lucas, Robert, address by, 246; recom-

mendation by, 247

Lucas County, stage coach days in, 489;

cattle feeding in, 491; history of, 491

Luce, Robert, mention of, 88; opinion of,

104

Lucier, Etiene, work of, 161

Lummis, Charles F., biography of, 135

Lure of Other Countries, The, 600

Lusk, Sarah, marker for, 592

Lutheran church, convention of, 308; pub-

lication of, 595, 596

Lutheran Synod, Iowa District of the Mis-

souri, jubilee of, 613, 618

Luxan, Diego de Perez de, article by, 592

Luxemburg (Iowa), story about, 610

Lyles, Stella Pendleton, article by, 592

Lynch, Mr., speech by, 421

Lynn, Joseph Victor, articles by, 147, 316

Lynnville, old settlers of, 617

Lyon, Bessie L., article by, 147

Lyons, Iowa Central Rail Road Company,

formation of, 157

Lytle, H. J., mention of, 160

Lytton, congregations at, 324

McAfee Papers, The, 134
McAnally, R. J., office of, 63

McArthur, Lewis A., articles by, 304, 476

Macbride, Thomas H., book by, 147, 159;

mention of, 494

McCarthy, John, Pioneer Schoolmaster, 308

McCarthy, Thomas J., present from, 334

McCarty, Dwight G., publications by, 316,

485, 601

McCarty, T. J., office of, 500

McClain, Emlin, article by, 479

McClaughry Mound Groups, The Neale and,

301
McClelland, Mr., family of, 605

McClure, Mrs. Marjorie Barkley, writings

of, 147, 485

McCord, M. A., life of, 606

McCorison, J. L., Jr., mention of, 328

McCormick, Mrs. J. M., letter read by, 626

McCormick, Joseph, office of, 500

McCoy, Mrs. J. M., reminiscences by, 617

McCracken, John M., reminiscences by,

607

McCreery, John Lucky, tribute to, 495

McCullough, Wm. J., office of, 500

McDermott, John E., office of, 500

McDonald, Grace, article by, 478

MacDonald, William, articles by, 485, 601

McDonald-Massee Isle Royale Expedition,

article about, 475

McDowell, Mary E., paper read by, 498

McDowell, Tremaine, article by, 132

McElroy, Mr., guests of, 538

McElroy, Margaret, articles by, 316, 485,

601

McGill, Josephine— Pioneer in the Ken-

tucky Ballad Field, 138

McGillivray, Alexander, Emperor of the

Creeks, 476
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McGirr, Frank C., article by, 589
McGowan, T. P., office of, 163

MacGregor, Mrs. Marian, article by, 155

McGregor, story about, 326
McHendrie, A. W., article by, 595
Mcllwain, R. 0., prayer by, 537
McIntosh, John, life of, 611

Mackenzie, D. B., office of, 55

McKern, W. 0., writings of, 301, 306
Mackey, C. J., office of, 46 ;

work of, 48,

49; mention of, 77

Mackinac Country, The Romance of the,

589
McKinley School, pupil of, 231

MacKinnon, Malcolm, article by, 325

Macksburg, relief corps at, 609

MacLean, George Edwin, history prepared

by, 298

MacLeod, W. C., article by, 132

Macmahon, Arthur W., article by, 472
McMaster, John Bach, Historian of the

American People, 477
McMeans, R. F., office of, 166

McMillan, T. W., office of, 34; opinion of,

35; work of, 36, 37; reference to, 77

McNair, Andrew, and the Liberty Bell, 470
McNamara, Agnes, office of, 332
McNary-Haugen Bill, Stabilization of Farm

Prices and the, 489
McNee, Peter, office of, 626
McNeely, Marian Hurd, writings of, 148,

317, 485

McNeil, Floyd A., work of, 303
Macon County, Illinois, 136
McQueen, J. C., office of, 625

Mcfavish, Frobisher and Company, history

of, 587
McWilliams, Aileen, story by, 601
Macy, Nathan W., article by, 309
Macy, Roscoe, book by, 601
Madison, James, reference to, 97
Madison County, reunion in, 165 ; old set-

tlers in, 493, 624
Madison County Historical Society, cele-

bration by, 332 ; visitors at rooms of,

620; gift to, 620
Madison Methodist Church, history of, 155
Madison Township, history of, 607
Madrid, historical museum in, 620
Madsen, Iver N., article by, 317
Magers, Roy V., article by, 303
Magic, 597
Magical and Sleight of Hand Performances

by the Arikara, 305
Magoffin, Ralph Van Deman, office of, 330
Mahan, Bruce E., address by, 158, 327,

494; mention of, 162; articles by, 317,

485; paper read by, 497; office of, 500;
position of, 622

Mahaska County Old Settlers’ Association,

165

Mahin, Mr., influence of, 546
Mahin, Margaret E., poem by, 147
Mail, delivery of, 612
Maine, History of Prohibition in, 473
Male Inebriates, Hospital for, report of,

139

Malheur Valley, route through, 556
Malmin, Gunnar J., translation by, 133
Maloney, Captain, and Fort Ohehalis, 593
Malvern, church at, 323

Man for o’ That, A, 598
Man Who Caught the Weather, 140
Man Who Dreaded to Go Home, The, 309
Manchester, manager plan in, 26-29

;

streets in, 27; waterworks in, 27; finan-

cial condition of, 27; police of, 28; fire

department of, 28; election in, 28; sal-

ary at, 77 ;
contest of, over county seat,

489

Mandate System in Africa, The Operation

of, 131
Mandates System and Public Opinion, The,

473

Mann, Doris E., mention of, 494
Mansion House Corner, The, 132
Manson, veterans at, 606
Manual Arts in the Junior High School,

599

Manufacturing Establishments, Directory

of, 308
Maps and Myths, Some Old, 476
Maquoketa, manager plan in, 29-33, 77;

city clerk of, 30; fire department of, 30;

police of, 30; streets of, 30; financial

condition of, 31; light plant of, 32, 33;
water plant of, 33; mention of, 70; resi-

dents of, 166
Maquoketa River, steamboating on, 491
Marchand, A. A., office of, 577
Marcus News, story in, 493

Marengo, early days in, 325
Marengo Pioneer-Republican, article in, 491
Marquette, Father Jacques, The Death of,

133

Marriage, E. L., office of, 23

Marsh, Jasper N., life of, 612

Marshall, Humphrey, Botanist and Nur-
seryman, Additional Letters of, 586

Marshall County, history of, 155
Marshall County Historical Society, meet-

ing of, 158, 162, 331
Marshalltown, resident of, 166
Marshalltown Times-Republican, story in,

493

Martin, Abbott C., letter from, 586
Martin, E. J., mention of, 166

Martin, Everett Dean, article by, 317
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Martin, George W., article by, 601

Martin, J. S., identification of, 433, 434

Martin, Le Clair, work of, 620

Martin, Lorene, article by, 592

Martin, Macajah D., letter from, 586

Martin, Nelle M., mention of, 329

Martin, Paul S., article by, 307

Martinez, Presbyter Antonio J., Apologia

of, 134

Marvelous Machinery of Muscle, 600

Marxism Today, 142

Mary Brewster Chapter, D. A. R., tablet

furnished by, 625

Maryland, school official in, 245

Maryland, 1608-1689, Aboriginal, 585

Maryland Historical Magazine, contents of,

585

“Mary's Night Ride”, recitation of, 522

Mason, Walt, in His Garden, 149

Mason City, city manager of, 4, 77 ;
resi-

dent of, 11, 160 ;
governmental costs in,

69 ;
mention of, 70, 72 ;

police adminis-

tration in, 74, 79; meeting at, 166;

anniversary of, 227

Mason City, The Mexican Problem in, by

Charles M. Meyers, 227-243

Mason City Gazette, story in, 490

Masonic Library (Cedar Rapids), diary in,

516
Masonry, Short Talks on, 486

Massachusetts, school official in, 245

Massachusetts Historical Society Proceed-

ings, 471

Master and Slave, 604

Mastodon tusk, finding of, 616

Mather Memorial Library, Laura A., dedi-

cation of, 626

Mathiassen, Therkel, article by, 132

Matre, Anthony, articles by, 134, 476, 589

Matthew, David, career of, 154

Matthews, Sergeant James Louis, The Civil

War Diary of, 304

Maxwell, Mr., family of, 617

Maxwell, Bertram W., book by, 317

May, Earl Chapin, writings of, 148, 317,

486, 601

May, George A., mention of, 328

Mayflower Descendants, societies of, 333

Mayor, power of, 3

Mazzuchelli, Samuel Charles, photograph

of, 158

Mead, Elwood, article by, 317

Meany, Edmond S., articles by, 476, 593

Meares, John, Approach to Oregon, 137

Measurement of the Effect of the Teaching

of Recreational Reading, 310

Meat Loaves for Summer Menus, 600

Meat Packing Plants in Texas, Early, 473

Mechanical Aptitude Tests, 145

Meek, Joseph L., 593

Meek, William, partnership with, 559; pur-

chase by, 560

Meeker, Ezra, anniversary of, 619

Meeker, Ezra, the Pioneer, 476

Meier-Seashore Art Judgment Test, 604

Meigs, Cornelia Lynde, books by, 148

Members, list of new, 160, 328, 494, 622

Mennig, Herbert W., mention of, 328

Menomini Texts, 471

Men’s Reformatory, work of, 139

Mental Defectives and the Criminal Law,

485

Mental health, articles on, 487, 604

Mental Health Score, What is Your, 487

Mentors of Mussolini, The, 130

Merged Blood and Other Stories, 478, 488

Meriden, location of, 458

Mermaid and Centaur, 314

Merriam, Charles Edward, publications by,

317, 486, 601

Merrick, George Byron, tribute of, 295

Merrill, George B., article by, 594

Message to Congress, First, April 16, 1929,

599
Metfessel, Milton, articles by, 148, 318, 602

Methodist Episcopal Church, preachers of,

156 ;
anniversaries of, 324, 616, 617,

618

Methodist Episcopal Church (Mason City),

charity of, 237; members of, 237; work

of, 243

Methodist Episcopal Church, German (Sig-

ourney), homecoming of, 618

Methvin, J. J., article by, 136

Metropolitan Hall (Iowa City), lecture at,

514

Mexican Commission, organization of, 235

Mexican Invasion, Perils of the, 599

Mexican Labor in the United States, 300,

587

Mexican Problem in Mason City, The, by

Charles M. Meyers, 227-243, 486

Mexican War, letters of, 590

Mexicans, immigration of, 227 ;
home con-

ditions of, 228 ;
story of, 229

;
education

of, 230; work of, 233, 234; health of,

234, 235; charity for, 236, 237; church

affiliations of, 237, 238; funerals of,

238; recreations of, 238, 239; contacts

of, 239, 240 ;
purchases of, 240, 241;

character of, 241; naturalization of,

241-243

Mexico, Letters from the Seat of War—

,

133

Meyer, L. G., office of, 496

Meyerhoff, Charles L., mention of, 328

Meyers, Charles M., degrees of, 336; arti-

cle by, 486
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Meters, Charles M., The Mexican Prob-

lem in Mason City, 227-243

Meyers, F. W., article by, 148

Michelson, Truman, study by, 298 ;
articles

by, 474, 584, 602
Michelson’s Economic Value, 602
Michigan, school official in, 244; laws of,

245, 248

Michigan, 134
Michigan, University of, graduate of, 167
Michigan, University of: Beginnings, 137,

305, 477
Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and

Letters, Papers of the, reprint from, 588
Michigan Copyrights, Calendar of, 137
Michigan Historical Collections, contents

of, 590

Michigan History, Western, 477
Michigan History Magazine, articles in,

137, 305, 477, 589
Michigan Since 1850, Railroadt» of, 305
Michigan State College, Old Days and

Early Authors of, 477
Michigan State Federation of Women’s

Clubs, History of the, 137, 305
Michigan’s Early Military Roads, 477
Michigan’s Marketing, Story of, 305
Mid-America, contents of, 589 (see also

Illinois Catholic Historical Review)
Mid-Western Nights’ Entertainment, 142
Middle Amana, residents of, 334
Middle Ebenezer (New York), emigrants

to, 334
Middle River, cemeteries on, 325
Middle-West Was Young, When the, 140
Middleton, W. A., office of, 23
Midnight Blues, 141
Midwestern Primitive, 152
Milan, picture from, 158
Milburn, George, writing of, 594
Miley, Cora, article by, 473
Military Hall (Burlington), rally at, 63
Military post, petition for, 324
Military Prisons of St. Louis, 1861-1865,

475

Mill, John Stuart, suggestion of, 94, 100;
maxim of, 103

Mill, story of, 322, 613
Millard, Walter J., work of, 63
Miller, Mrs. F. A., office of, 495
Miller, Geo. D., mention of, 160
Miller, James Nevin, article by, 486
Miller

, Colonel Joe C., An Appreciation

,

136

Miller, Raymond Curtis, article by, 306
Miller, S. L., office of, 139
Miller, V. R., mention of, 494
Miller, William Davis, article by, 584
Millikan, Robert Andrews, articles by, 602

Mills County, Indian in, 493
;

history of,

493
Milroy, Ralph, office of, 27
Milton, pioneer days at, 324
Milwaukee (Oregon), clearing near, 558;

trees from, 560
Milwaukee, Bulletin of the Public Museum

of the City of, 301, 475
Milwaukee Journal, report in, 534
Milwaukee Milling Company, organization

of, 559
Miwok and Porno Myths, 473
Mind, What is the, 318
Mining camp schools, organization and ad-

ministration of, 344-346
;

financial con-

trol over, 371, 372
Minneapolis (Minnesota), meeting at, 330
Minneapolis, passenger on, 517; docking

of, 518; trip on, 519, 520, 521
Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad, tracks

of, 228
Minnesota, visiting in, 564, 565
Minnesota, !fhe History of Central, 136
Minnesota as Seen by Travelers, 136, 304
Minnesota Historical Society, publication

by, 301; meeting of, 330, 478, 496
Minnesota Historical Society in 1928, The,

478
Minnesota History, articles in, 136, 304,

478
Minnesota in the War with Germany, 301
Minute Book A, Jefferson County, Ken-

tucky, 1781-1783, 301, 477, 590
Miracle of the Satisfied Power User, 605
Mission House, Yesterday and Today, The,

304
Mission of Jonathan Carver, The, 305
Missionaries and Politics in China— The

Taiping Rebellion, 298
Missionary History of the Northwest, Some

Facts in the Early, 583
Mississip’

, A-Rafting on the, 150; review

of, 295, 296
Mississippi, Life on the, excerpt from, 518;

mention of, 521; sale of, 531
Mississippi River, town on, 14; mention

of, 140; rafting on, 156; packet days

on, 323 ; trip on, 517 ;
history of, 617

“Mississippi River in Literature, The”, 625
Mississippi Valley Historical Association,

meeting of, 162, 330, 497, 593 ; organi-

zation of, 502
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, The,

articles in, 136, 306, 477, 593; reprint

from, 474
Missouri, markets in, 140 ; school official

in, 245

Missouri, The Great Seal of the State of,

303
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Missouri Gazette, Advertisements in the,

1808-1811, 134

Missouri Historical Review, The, articles

in, 138, 303, 475

Missouri Historical Society, reception by,

161; publication by, 301; meeting of,

330, 495

Missouri Historical Society Oollections,

articles in, 134, 135, 303

Missouri Lutheran Synod, Iowa District

of the, jubilee of, 613, 618

Missouri Political Feud, An Early, 303

Missouri Politics During the Civil War,

475
Missouri River, mention of, 570

Missouri Territory, More About Protestant

Bodies in, 138

Missouri to California in 1849, Diary of a

Journey from, 138

Missourian Forced a Special Session of

Congress, When a, 138

Missouri's Extra Dry, 149

Missouri’s State Administrative Organiza-

tion, The Development of, 138

Mitchell, Harley, 623

Mitchell, W. F., office of, 52

Moots, Francis I., office of, 498

Moccasin Trail, 598

Modern European History in the United

States, The Present Status of, 472

Modern History, The Journal of, contents

of, 472

M. W. A. Hall (Burlington), meeting at,

63

Modernistic Furniture, Some of the Dis-

tinctive Characteristics of, 142

Moffet, Mrs. P. A., visit to, 453; mention

of, 540

Moffett, Samuel E., mention of, 540

Mohammedan Slave Trade, The, 131

Molly’s Note Book, entry from, 453

Mondamin, mill stones near, 618

Monmouth, history of, 327

Monroe, Marie Jussen, article by, 306

Monroe County, history of, 156

Monroe Doctrine, What Is the, 311

Monroe’s Visit to Northern New York in

the Interests of National Defense, Presi-

dent, 585

Montana (see Boone)

Montana, The End of the Open Range in

Eastern, 593

Montezuma, address at, 494

Montezuma Republican, reprint from, 492

;

reminiscences in, 493

Montgomery County, State Archives—

,

134

Months and Seasons of the Arikara Calen-

dar, 585

Monticello, meeting at, 158; resident of,

160

Monticello Express, history in, 492

Moore, George, book by, 318

Moore, George O., reminiscences by, 612

Moore, L. C., recollections by, 609

Moorehead, G. C., article by, 154

Moorehead, Warren K., work of, 619

Mooseheart: An Experiment in Citizenship,

149

Moran, Thomas Francis, 477

Morehouse, Frances, article by, 299

Morgan, William Thomas, article by, 300

Morgan’s, Gen. Daniel, Birthplace and Life,

584
Mormons, settlement of, 156

Mormons, The Trek of the, 138

Morning Highway, 143

Morning News, 602

Morris, Earl H., monograph by, 297

Morris, Emmet L., article by, 154

Morris, Ernest, office of, 330

Morrison, H. S., speech by, 624

Morrison, W. B., article by, 591

Morrow, Honore Willsie, writings of, 318

Morse, Guy O., office of, 29

Morton, A. S., article by, 299

Moscow to Leningrad, 144

Moth and Rust in the Sunday School, 148

Mother Eglantine, 141

Motor, mill at, 322

Motor Vehicle in Iowa, The, 139

Mott, David C., articles by, 139, 479, 486

Mott, Frank L., office of, 309

Mount, Thomas, and the Flash Language,

584
Mount Pleasant, manager plan in, 33-38,

77; utility plants in, 34, 35, 36; streets

of, 36; parks of, 37; accounting in, 37;

mention of, 70; school at, 426, 427

Mountain against Mountain, 313, 482

Mountainy Singer, The, 146

Moylan, Helen S., work of, 479

Mueller, H. A., Office of, 332

Mulatto, The American, 149 •

Mullarky, A. J., office of, 500

Mullett, Mary B., articles by, 318, 486

Mullin, F. A., office of, 500

Munger, Mrs. Robert H., address by, 162

Municipal finance, management of, 11-13

Municipal Research, Detroit Bureau of, 68

Municipal University of Wichita, professor

of, 168

Municipalities, League of Iowa, report to, 7

Munroe, Addison P., speech by, 333

Murchison, A. H., article by, 136

Murphy, Donald R., story by, 140, 148

Murphy, J. W., article by, 156; tribute to,

295
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Murray, Henry, portrait of, 157
Murray, Janette Stevenson, story by, 327
Murray, Mary, gift from, 157
Murtha, John, mention of, 331
Muscatine, manager plan in, 55 ;

Mark
Twain in, 408-417; papers in, 520

Muscatine Journal, owner of, 409; letter

in, 410, 437; employee of, 417; sale of,

418 ; report in, 520
Muscle, Marvelous Machinery of, 600
Music Lessons Always Pays, Why An In-

vestment in, 319
Mussolini, The Mentors of, 130
Muzzey, David S., article by, 300
Myers, A. P., story by, 493

“Narcisse in Mourning for ‘Lady Byron’ ”,

recitation of, 522
Nasatir, A. P., article by, 304
Nasby, Mr. (Locke, David Ross), reference

to, 512

Nash, Mrs. John, reminiscences by, 610
Nashua Reporter, history in, 493
National City Bank (New York), officer

of, 297
National Geographic Magazine, The, articles

in, 588
National Institute of Social Sciences, Jour-

nal of the, contents of, 297
National Municipal League, secretary of,

63

National Old Trails Road to Lexington,
The, 303

National Research Council, conference
called by, 619

Natural Limits of Slavery Expansion, The,
593

Nature Boohs You Ought to Enow, 600
Nauvoo, Illinois, under Mormon and Icar-

ian Occupation, 478
Navajo, country of, 135
Neale and McClaughry Mound Groups, The,

301
Nebraska, fort in, 566
Needles, Mrs. Clara Halbert, paper read

by, 498
Negro, The American, 297
Negro as a Local Business Man, The, 472
Negro Folk Tales from the South, 132
Negro History, The Journal of, articles in,

131, 299, 472, 584
Negro in Banking, The, 472
Negro Life and History, Proceedings of

the Association for the Study of, 299
Negro Music, Three New Approaches to

the Study of, 320
Negroes, Insurance Business Among, 472
Negroes and Indians, Documentary Evi-

dence of the Relations of, 299

Negroes in the Government of Virginia
from 1877 to 1888, The Participation of,

584
Neidig, William Jonathan, story by, 148,

318

Neiman, S. R., letter from, 625
Nelson, Charles Brown, poem by, 602
Nennig, C. N., office of, 500
Nesbit, Wilbur Dick, books by, 602
Neumann, G. J., poem by, 148; writing

of, 318
Neurology, A Textbook of, 601
Nevada, founding of, 155

;
letter from,

453-456; description of, 453-455
Nevada State Historical Society, Eleventh

Biennial Report of the, 474
Neville, Oswald, life of, 606
Nevins, Allan, article by, 592
New Albin, cave near, 493 ; steamboats at,

606; early days in, 612; Indian remains
at, 615

New Book of Common Prayer, 481
New Crusade, The, 299
New Day, The; Campaign Speeches of

Herbert Hoover, 314
New Hampton, quasi-manager plan in, 67
New Hope Township, resident of, 163 ;

his-

tory of, 323

New Jersey Historical Society, Proceedings

of the, articles in, 584
New Mexico, bills in, 199 ; legislative pro-

cedure in, 215-222

New Mexico, A Glimpse of, in 1620, 134
New Mexico, 1818, An Anonymous De-

scription of, 590
New Mexico, The Discovery of, 302
New Mexico (1680-1875), ?7ie Ecclesias-

tical Status of, 299
New Mexico, University of, mention of, 135
New Mexico Historical Review, The, arti-

cles in, 134, 302, 475, 590
New Mexico Missions, Documents for His-

tory of, 302
New Mexico Santos, 300
New Orleans (Louisiana), description of,

429, 430
New Orleans at the Close of the Last and

Beginning of the Present Year, 1807,
307

New Orleans in 1800, Public Education in,

138

New Orleans Picayune, George Wilkins

Kendall and the Founding of the, 138
New Year, For the, 314
New Year’s Day, celebration of, 324
New York, legislature of, 189, 190 ;

bills

in, 199; legislative procedure in, 215-

222 ; superintendent in, 244
New York City, meeting in, 298, 330
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New York Historical Society, publication

by, 297

New-Torlc Historical Society Quarterly

Bulletin, The, articles in, 583
New York State Historical Association,

The Quarterly Journal of the, contents

of, 585

New York Times, owner of, 129; reference

to, 129

New York University, instructor from, 330

New Zealand Company, Captain Hobson
and, 130

Newberry Library, book published by, 131

Newcomb, Rexford, article by, 134

Newcomb, Robinson, article by, 132

Newell, F. H., address by, 583

Newer Competition, 598
Newman, Oliver Peck, article by, 486
Newsome, A. R., work of, 472

;
article by,

584

Newton, Joseph Fort, book by, 486
Newton, quasi-manager plan in, 66 ;

meet-

ing at, 624

Next Door Dog, 322
Nichols, H. H., mention of, 166

Night, 312
Nisbeth, Hugo, book by, 564

Nobel, Alfred Bernhard, article by, 318
Nobel Prizes and Their Founder, 318
Nobile, Defense of, 488
Noble, 0. F., history by, 491
Noble, Stuart Grayson, article by, 307
Noe, Ralph W., article by, 132

Noise, articles on, 315, 316

Normal-School Curriculum Through the

Eyes of the Graduates, 317
Normal schools, Senators and Representa-

tives educated at, 177, 178

Normal training, certificates for, 348-350

Normal training high schools, authority

over, 353, 357, 358, 364-367 (see also

Schools)

Norse Ruins in Labrador, 132

North, William, article by, 592
North Carolina, articles on, 132, 584

North Carolina, Distribution of the Tax
Burden in, 132

North Carolina, University of, publication

of, 131
North Carolina, University of, Extension

Bulletin, article in, 132

North Carolina Historical Commission,

publication by, 471, 472
North Carolina Historical Review, The,

article in, 133, 584

North Carolina Manual, 472
North Country, The Story of the, 585

North Dakota Historical Quarterly, con-

tents of, 305, 474, 588
North English, resident of, 606
North of Thirty-six, 599
North Western, Jhe, 480
North Western Cement Plant, attitude of,

234
Northamptonshire (England), native of,

457
Northern Pacific Railroad, Some Coloniza-

tion Projects of the, 478
Northwest Territory, Laws for the Govern-

ment of the, 306
Northwestern Bell, The, article in, 138
Northwestern Campaign of 1813, A Narra-

tive of the, 306
Northwestern University, professor of, 295
Northwood, resident of, 160
Norton, W. B., reminiscences of, 611
Norwegian-American Emigration Societies

of the Forties and Fifties, 133
Norwegian-American Historical Association,

publication by, 133

Norwegians, church founded by, 164
Noteboom, Charlotte M., 623

Notes and comment, 164, 333, 501, 624
Nothing Is Sacred, 145, 483
Nourse, C. C., letters to, 328
November, 143

Now Could I Trace the Passages Through
Air, 140

Noyes, Mrs. Josephine Franks, paper read

by, 621

Noyes, William Albert, article by, 148

Nunns, Annie A., article by, 473

O'akes, B. J., mention of, 166

Oakes, J. P., career of, 607
Oakridge Cemetery, establishment of, 48

Oberg, A. J., mention of, 160

Objective Tests in Shop Courses, 145

O’Boyles, Mr., settling of, 458
O’Brien, Emily Boynton, article by, 595
Ocheyedan, history of, 325
Ocheyedan Arrow, article in, 489
Ochs, Adolph S., work of, 129

O'Donnell, Emmett, 622

Oelwein, Iowa, Got Its Name, How, 145

OfEutt, Milton, article by, 130

Ogden, Benjamin, First Western Cavalier,

592

Ogilvie, William Henry, poem by, 486

Ogilvie House (Muscatine), visitor at, 414

(see also Commercial House)
Ohio, school official in, 245; archaeological

work in, 619

Ohio, Party Politics in, 1840-1850, 300,

588
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Ohio Archaeological and Historical Quar-

terly, articles in, 300, 474, 588

Ohio in the Republican National Conven-

tions, 588
Ohio State Archaeological and Historical

Society, curator of, 501

Ohio Tackles Justice Court Problem, 479
Ojibwa and Potawatomi of the Parry

Island Reservation, Ontario, Notes on

the, 585
Ojibwa of Southeastern Ontario, Ethnolog-

ical Notes on the, 132

Oklahoma, ranch in, 129

Oklahoma, Chronicles of, contents of, 136,

303, 476, 591
Oklahoma, Early Post Offices of, 136, 303

Oklahoma City (Oklahoma), meeting at,

330
Oklahoma Folk Cures, Animals and Plants

in, 594
Oklahoma Folk-Lore Society, publication

by, 594
Oklahoma Historical Seciety, meeting of,

330
Oklahoma Indians, The Folk-Tale Collec-

tions of, 594
Oklahoma Treasure Legends, The Dream

That Never Dies:, 594
Okoboji, Lake, as a Type of Aquatic En-

vironment, 152

Old Band, The, 587
Old Vienna, Now Calhoun in McLean

County, The Beginning of, 477
Old Vienna, Now Calhoun, McLean County,

Marker Erected on the Site of, 301
“Old World and the New, The”, 160

O’Leary, Kate, report by, 522

Olsen, F. B„ 623

Omaha (Nebraska), resident of, 157; de-

parture from, 572

One Hundred Years Ago in 1829, 476
O’Neal, Emmet, office of, 161

O’Neil, Marion, article by, 137

Only Baggage, 143

Open Range to Feed Lots, From, 140

Open Season, 481
Orchard, John, The Journey of, 588
Ordinances, quotation from, 12 ;

passing

of, 17, 352-360

Oregon, fruit trees in, 558
Oregon, University of, Admission, 1876-

1927, 591
Oregon Country in 1795-1844, Agriculture

in the, 591
Oregon Historical Quarterly, The, contents

of, 137, 304, 476, 591

Oregon Trail Memorial Association, pam-
phlet issued by, 619

Oregon Trail, On the, 588

Oregon Trail a Plan to Honor the Pio-

neers, 619
Oregonian Newspaper in Oregon History,

The, 137
O’Reilly’s Ordinance of 1770 Concerning

Grants of Land, 137, 138

Origin of the Term “Hoosier”, 589
Orr, Ellison, story by, 325

Orton, Samuel Torrey, article by, 148

Osage Press, story in, 492
Osceola County, early days in, 154, 324;

settler in, 327
Osgood, James R., office of, 517 ;

mention

of, 521

Oskaloosa, meeting at, 165

Otis, F. J., office of, 163

Ottumwa Courier, articles in, 489, 492;

reference to, 516; history of, 614

Otway, Petterbridge, The Love-life of, 483
Our Flight in the Friendship, 143

Our Jim, 311
Our Trade, 598
Ouray, Chief, The Re-burial of, 135
Ours, O. E., office of, 163

Outlawry of War, 142

Over the Top of the World, 151
Overton, George, article by, 589

Oviatt, W. J., office of, 43

Owen’s, Robert Dale, Mission to Naples,

591

Pace, Eleanor Damon, work of, 477

Pacific Northwest, mention of, 161

Pacific Springs, travelers at, 556

Pact of Osborne, The, 299

Padgett, James A., article by, 584

Page County, history of, 325 ;
stock raising

in, 491

Pageants, 620, 626

Pain, Control of Intractable, 600

Paine, Albert Bigelow, mention of, 408,

409, 433
;
quotation from, 414, 418, 419,

434, 436, 437, 522; report of, 421, 452,

453; book by, 487, 602

Paine, Mrs. C. S., account by, 593

Pala Tile, The, 132

Palimpsest, The, special number of, 159,

494
Palmer, J. L., address by, 499

Palmer, John McAuley, article by, 135

Palmyra and Its Historical Environment,

475

Palo Alto County, pageant in, 620

Pammel, L. H., publications by, 134, 149,

478, 479, 602; tribute to, 334

Pankow, C. A., office of, 166

Parent-Teacher Associations, attendance at,

232

Parish, John Carl, paper read by, 497
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Parker, A. 0., paper by, 620

Parker, Coralie, article by, 132

Parker, D. M., duty of, 496

Parker, George F., gift from, 159, 160;

autobiography of, 160

Parrish, Randall, book by, 318

Parrish, Raymond, story by, 490
Parsons, Elsie Clews, article by, 132

Parsons, Eugene, article by, 135

Parsons, M. DeL., experiences of, 606

Parvin, Theodore S., diary of, 516; biog-

raphy of, 595
Paschal, A. G., diary of, 325

Paschal Controversy under Pope Victor I,

The, 472

Past at Play, The, 494
Patrick, George Thomas White, book by,

318
Patriotic Society, officers of, 166, 167

Patten, O. H., story by, 326

Patterson, Mr., 428, 508

Patterson, E. S., mention of, 160

Patterson, George W., speech by, 621

Patterson, Ruth, address by, 495

Patterson, J. G., speech by, 165

Paul, Peter J., article by, 583

Pawnee Capitol, The Old, 303

Paxton Seminary (Illinois), students of,

567, 568

Payne, Charles E., mention of, 160 ;
office

of, 498

Peace River Journal, 1799-1800, The, 137

Pease, Theodore O., office of, 503

Peck, Mr., mention of, 458

Peck, Charles, reminiscences of, 490

Peck, J. L. E., article by, 139

Peck, Mae Johnson, office of, 622

Peck, Sheldon, visit from, 610

Pedersen, Hans V., article by, 149

Peg Lamps, Notes on, 584
Pelzer, Louis, paper read by, 497

Pendleton, Mrs. Minnie J., office of, 331

Penn College, history of, 165

Pennsylvania, articles on, 132, 314; school

official in, 245

Pennsylvania-German Land, 1928-29, In,

582

Pennsylvania Historical Magazine, West-

ern, contents of, 589

Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Bi-

ography, The, contents of, 586

Pennsylvania University, publication by,

130

Pennsylvania Volunteer in the Mexican

War, Diary of a, 589

People Differ Mentally, How, 484
Peoria Truce, The, 478
Perfection Plus, 141

Perils of the Mexican Invasion, 599

Perjue, Ira A., history by, 327

Perkins, George Douglas, of the Sioux City

Journal, 309
Perkins, J. R., book by, 318, 470, 487

Perkins, Rollin M., articles by, 318, 487

Perry, seeds from, 458

Perry Chief, article in, 492

Personal Management Problems, 316

Perspectives in Political Science, 1903-

1928, 298
Peters, Earl, office of, 16

Petersburg, beginnings of, 614

Petersen, William J., mention of, 160;

article by, 304, 319, 487; paper read by,

497
Peterson, Elmer T., articles by, 149

Peterson, Guy A., article by, 135

Peterson, H. I., address by, 497

Peterson, Harold F., article by, 478

Petroleum, World's Problem of, 322

Petrullo, Vincent M., article by, 585

Pfiffner, John M., articles by, 149, 319;

office of, 168

Pfiffner, John M., The City Manager
Plan in Iowa, 3-81

Pfotenhauer, Mrs. Mary A., 623

Pharmacy in the State of Washington, His-

tory of, 476
Phelps, Mr., family of, 616

Phelps, Roswell, office of, 517

Philadelphia (Pa.), Sam Clemens in, 409;

letter from, 410 ;
description of, 411-413

Philadelphia City Cavalry, The Second

Troop, 586
Phillips, Burr W., speech by, 332

Phillips, Charles J., article by, 591

Phillips, Cora, office of, 167

Phillips, James Duncan, article by, 584

Phillips, Ulrich B., article by, 131

Philosopher of Jeffersonian Democracy,

The, 130
Phipps, B. L., articles by, 591

Phipps, W. O., 623

Phonophotography in Folk Music, 148

Phyllis Steps Out, 141

Physics for Engineering Students, Objec-

tives of Undergraduate Courses in, 482

Pickering’s Journey to Fort Colville in

1841, 305
Pickles— Row on Row, 146

Picquenard, A., influence of, 579

Piebald, 486
Pierce, Bessie L., article by, 149; office of,

498

Pierce, F. G., office of, 331

Pierce, Fred J., article by, 487

Pierz, Father Francis, Missionary, 478

Pilgrim Chapter, D. A. R., plans of, 333;

tablet provided by, 621
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Pillsbury, Walter Bowers, book by, 319,

602

Pimeria Alta after Kino’s Time, 590
Pioneer and Political Reminiscences, 306
Pioneer days, history of, 323, 324
Pioneer Development, A Changing View-

point of, 138
Pioneer fort, Iowa, article about, 153
Pioneer Lawmakers Association, meeting

of, 333, 479
Pioneer Memories and a Glimpse of Heaven,

141

Pioneer River Transportation in Dakota,

588
Pioneer School Teaching at the Comanche-
Kiowa Agency School, 303

“Pioneering, Then and Now”, 624
Pioneers, address about, 159

;
politics of,

324; courage of, 468, 469; hardships of,

489, 493; children of, 492

Pioneers Who Brought Renown to Editorial

Chairs of Iowa Newspapers, 309, 479
Piper, Edwin Ford, poem by, 602

Pipes, Nellie B., article by, 591
Pittman, Edward F., historical exhibit in

charge of, 620, 621

Placard, The, 321
Place-Names, On the Study of, 589
Place-names of Lee County, Iowa, The, 596
Platte River, travelers at, 555 ;

water in,

571
Platte Township, resident of, 163

Play-Party Games, 313, 317
Playing with Fire, 311
Play’s the Thing, 148
Pleistocene Deposits of Iowa, History of

the, 140, 146
Pleistocene Glaciations of the Northern

Hemisphere, 485
Plymouth County, veteran of, 608

Pocahontas County, impression of, 325;
grove in, 612

Poem to a Young Girl, 143

Police department, control of, 3, 13

Political Rigime of the French in the Val-

ley of the Mississippi, Ifhe, 589
Political Science, Academy of, meeting of,

298

Political Science, Proceedings of the Acad-

emy of, contents of, 298, 582

Political Science Quarterly, articles in,

298, 300

Political Science Review, The American,

articles in, 130

Politics, Your Home Enters, 319
Polk County, history of, 157, 327, 607;

court in, 490
Polk County Pioneers’ Club, meeting of,

Pollard, Warren E., 622
Pollock, Margaret, history by, 607
Pollock, Oliver, Financier of the Revolu-

tion in the West, ATI
Polo, playing of, 610
Pomeroy, tornado at, 323, 610
Porno and Northern Yana Society, Notes on

Central, 132
Pond, J. B., work of, 522, 531, 534
Popular Ballad as an Introduction to Lit-

erature, The, 480
Populist Party, The Birth of the, 136
Porteous, Laura L., translation by, 137,

307, 593

Porter, Henry M., article by, 595
Porter, Kirk H., article by, 319
Portland (Oregon), settler at, 557
Portneuf Mountains, route over, 556
Post Offices, Early Washington, 476
Post Offices of Oklahoma, Early, 136, 303,

476
Pottawattamie County, attorney for, 167
Pottery, shops of, 610
Pottery in Wisconsin Archeology, The Im-

portance of, 306
Powder River Valley, route through, 556
Powers, J. H., article by, 153

Powers, Maurice, office of, 500
Poweshiek County, history of, 618
Prairie Club, The, 308
Prairie du Ohien, The Ghosts of, 135
Prairies Again, 151

Prayer for Courage, 312
“Prehistoric Sites, The Value of, to the

States in Which They Lie”, 620
Presbyterian church, history of, 157 ;

rec-

ords of, 617
Present-Day Problems, Some, 297
Present Legal Status of Open Price Asso-

ciations, 146
Preservation of Peace, The, 298
Presidential Campaign, Highlights in the,

320
Presidential Election of 1860, Some After-

math of the, 594
Presidential Succession, The, 320
Presnell, Elizabeth, marriage of, 550

Prewitt, L. D., 622

Price, L. V., office of, 166

Price of Wisdom, The, 147
Prichard, Alvin L., work of, 301, 477;

article by, 477
Princeton University History Department,

work of, 501
Priscilla and I, 478
Professors' Pensions Go A-Glimmering, 485
Prohibition in Maine, History of, 473
Prominent Men I Have Met, 479
Promised Land, The, 482



INDEX

Proof Sheet, letter in, 542

Propaganda, Are We Victims of, 317

Proposed Changes in Iowa Procedure, 313

Protection of Citizens Abroad by the Armed
Forces of the United States, The, 130

Protestantism in Politics, 142

Prudent, J., influence of, 579

Pryor, Nathaniel, 591

Psychological Review Company, publication

by, 140

Psychology, Department of, 140

Psychology, The History of, 319, 602

Psychology, University of Iowa Studies in,

139, 309

Psychology and Profits, 315, 600

Psychology for the Lawyer, 316, 601

Public Archives: A Manual for Their Ad-

ministration in Iowa, 596

Public Discussion and Debate, 480

Public instruction, supervision of, 244

Public Instruction, The Administrative

Functions of the Department of, by H. O.

Cook, 244-294, 339-407

Public Instruction, Department of, organi-

zation of, 244-275; powers of, 263; di-

vision of, 264, 266; functions of, 264;

chief clerk in, 265, 266; expenditures of,

270; salaries in, 271; removals in, 280-

282; direction, supervision, and control

in, 282-294; publication by, 308; State

aid for, 362, 363; reforms in, 398-407

Public Instruction, Superintendent of, 249

;

office of, 249, 250, 252, 255; duties of,

254, 255, 265, 351, 352, 388, 389, 390;

powers of, 262, 275-280, 283, 284, 339,

347, 348, 352, 353, 362, 363, 365, 375-

386, 388, 389, 391, 395, 396; qualifica-

tions of, 267, 268; selection and tenure

of, 268, 269; compensation of, 269, 270;

vacancies in office of, 271; removal of,

271-273; suspension of, 273; staff of,

273-275
;

schools under supervision of,

285-290
;
jurisdiction of, 377-383

Public Management, item in, 66

Public Ownership, Trend Toward, 484

Public safety, factors in, 13

Public School Music on the Grade Basis,

Are We Justified in Teaching, 146

“Public Sites, The Conservation of”, 620

Public utilities, management of, 5-10

Publications, notes on recent, 129, 295,

470, 582

Puget Sound, mention of, 558 ;
ownership

of, 559

Purchase and Importation of Camels by the

United States Government, 1855-1857,

The, 590
Purchasing, control of, 3

Purdue University, man from, 161

667

Putnam, George Granville, article by, 584

Putnam, Herbert, Librarian, 486
Putnam, Roselle, The Letters of, 137

Putting the Run into a Running Horse,

601

Quaife, Milo M., writings of, 134, 302,

306, 477, 589

Quaker City Holy Land Excursion, men-

tion of, 509, 511

Quakers, settlement of, 155 (see also

Friends, Society of)

Quamme, Mrs. Sadie Nelson, address by,

625

Quantitative Methods in Politics, item

from, 83

Quarter-Century Health Crusade, 597

Quasi-judicial power, 374-376, 386-395

Quick, Herbert, memorial to, 164

Quick school, location of, 164

Quigley, Harold S., article by, 472

Quimby, resident of, 160

Quincy (Illinois), letter mailed at, 518

Quintilian’s Message, 603

Quivira Society, organization of, 592 ;
pub-

lications by, 592

Rabb, Mrs. Kate Milner, monograph by,

474
Racers, 143

Racial Attitudes and Sentiments, 473

Rader, Perry S., article by, 303

Radical, 147

Radin, Paul, article by, 132

Radio, campaign by, 55, 56

Railroad, story about, 323, 324; Sac City

line of, 612

Railroad Consolidation, 582

Railroads, early line of, 616

Railroads, A Revaluation of the Period be-

fore the Civil War:, 136

Railroads, Politics, and Prosperity, 143

Railroads of Michigan Since 1850, 305

Railway and Light Company, Iowa, power

from, 49

Rainbow Circle, item in papers of, 103

Rammelkamp, Charles H., article by, 305

Ramona, Sister M., article by, 299

Ramsay, J. M., reminiscences by, 492

Ramsdell, Charles W., address by, 331;

article by, 593

Ramseyer, C. W., speech by, 624

Rand Park (Keokuk), program in, 537

Randolf County (North Carolina), settlers

in, 549
Rankin, James H., article by, 307

Rau, Louise, article by, 474

Rauch, John G., work of, 306

Rauch und Horne, Ein Abschnitt aus der
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Kulturgeschichte des pennsylvanisch-

deutschen Volkes, 592
Raymond, Paul E., mention of, 329
Rea, Leonard Owens, monograph by, 583
Reed, William A., article by, 307
Reading Family, New Treasures for the,

316
Reagan, Albert B., article by, 593
Reager, Allen M., office of, 161

Rebel Muster Roll Captured at Pine Bluff,

Arkansas, History of the, 309
Rebel Reefer Furls His Last Sail, The, 307
Rechristened and Remade at Sixty-five, 143
Record Flights, 142

Recording by Perforating, 602
Rector, William Henry, Biographical

Sketches of the Life of, 304
Red Dragon’s Range, 484
Red Oak, manager plan in, 38-42, 77 ;

of-

ficers of, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 77; finan-

cial condition of, 39, 40, 69 ;
parks of, 40

;

waterworks of, 40 ; cemetery of, 40 ;
fire

and police departments of, 41 ;
streets

in, 41; election in, 42; mention of, 70;

visit in, 570; Swedes in, 570
Red Oak Grove, native of, 503

Red River, First Explorer of, 591
Red River of the North, navigation of, 153

Reddick Home, The William, 147
Reddington, Mr., speech by, 421
Rede auf Bismarck, 592
Reed, E. E„ 623

Reed, James A., article by, 149

Reed, Samuel B., Home at Joliet Illinois,

The, 590
Reedsburg Cache, The, 306
Rees, George, agreement with, 437
Rees, Thomas, information from, 434; ac-

count by, 438; article by, 478
Reese, P. C., office of, 43 ;

work of, 44
Reeves, George W., article by, 585
Reeves, Jesse S., article by, 298
Regel, E., contact with, 460
Regret, 312
Rehearing Evil, The, 312
Reiblich, G. Kenneth, monograph by, 471
Reid, J. M., words of, 432 ;

reference to,

433

Reinbeck, church at, 164

Reinsmen Still Reign on Fast Dirt Tracks,

317

Relief Societies during the Civil War, The
Work of, 584

Religion, 310
Religion in State Universities, The Study

of, 150

Religious Issue in National Politics, The,

131

Rembrandt, church near, 164

Remey Hall, meeting at, 61, 62

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter Day Saints, publication by, 588
Reporters, A Lesson to Young, 604
Representation, bases of, 94 ;

differences in,

107-128

Representatives, term of, 171; experience

of, 175; education of, 177; age of, 179
Republic of Greenland, 151
Reservoir Regulators of the Canal Period,

The, 589
Return of Christ, The, 313
Reuter, Edward Byron, articles by, 149,

319
Revolutionary War, exploits in, 134; sol-

dier of, 615

Rey, Agapito, article edited by, 592
Reynolds, Mr., settling of, 458
Reynolds, Arthur, article by, 319
Rhode Island Historical Society Collections,

articles in, 584

Rhodes, James Ford, An Essay in Histor-

ical Criticism, 306
Rhodes, James R., speech by, 624

Rhodes, Milton, story by, 602

Rhyne, Clyde Russell, article by, 585
Rhyne, Jennings J., article by, 585
Rhythm of Romance, The, 321
Rice, Merton S., book by, 603

Rice, Stuart A., idea of, 83

Rice, W. I., speech by, 165

Richardson, Anna Steese, articles by, 149,

319, 487, 603

Richardson, David Nelson, of the Daven-

port Democrat, 479, 481

“Richling’s Visit to Kate Riley”, recitation

of, 522

Richman, Irving B., address by, 499; men-

tion of, 623

Rickert, Edith, book by, 603

Riddell, William Renwick, articles by, 131,

472

Ries, Mrs. Catherine Gaarde, story by, 493

Rigby, William T., biography of, 503

Rigg, George B., article by, 593

Riker, Thad W., articles by, 299, 300
“Riley, Kate, and Ristofolo”, recitation of,

522

Risks of Army Desertion on the Frontier,

The, 303
Ristad, D. G., article by, 133

Rister, C. C., work of, 496 ;
article by, 590

Ritchey, Charles J., address by, 497
Ritchie, Donald J. A., 623

River pilots, story about, 325

Riverside, story of, 612

Road to Heaven, The, 141
Robbins, C. B., speech by, 502
Robbins, J. H., mention of, 166
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Roberts, Ed. M., office of, 529

Roberts, Frank 0., work of, 529

Roberts, Frank H. H., Jr., article by, 584

Roberts, George Evan, article by, 149
;
ad-

dress by, 297

Roberts, Hilda, article by, 131

Roberts, N. 0., belief of, 529

Roberts, Thomas, marker for, 162

Robertson, John M., opinion of, 97

Robinson, Billy, life of, 154

Robinson, E. W., office of, 330

Robinson, James Harvey, work of, 603

Robinson, R. W., office of, 63

Robinson’s Birthplace, Senator Joe, 147

Rock Basins in the Sierra Nevada of Cali-

fornia, Prehistoric, 586

Rock Creek, route to, 556

Rock Island (Illinois), home of Charles

Buford in, 303

Rock Island, The, 480
Rock Island Lines, Famous Homes on the,

303, 485, 590, 600

Rock Island Magazine, contents of, 303,

590
Rock Run, house in, 607

Rockdale Flood, The, 598

Rockford Mound Group, 306
Rockwell City, history of, 608

Rodange, Mrs. Peter, address by, 497

Roddis, Henry, early history of, 457; home

of, 458, 467; work of, 458, 459, 461,

462, 464
Roddis, Louis H., biographical data on,

504; article by, 603

Roddis, Louis H., A Cherokee County Pi-

oneer, 457-469

Roe, F. A., speech by, 62

Rogers, H. N., mention of, 160

Rogers, Major Robert, 134

Rogers, William P., 1846-1862, The Diary

and Letters of, 477
Rogers Producing Company, John B., pag-

eant directed by, 620

Rohlman, H. P., office of, 500

Rohne, J. Magnus, article by, 133

Rolfe, history of, 607

Roll, Charles, article by, 476

Roman Catholic Church (Mason City),

members of, 237
Romance in G Minor, 596

Romance of the MacKinac Country, The,

589

Romero, Cecil V., article by, 134

Rommel, George McCullough, publications

by, 319, 487

Root, Winfred T., speech by, 332, 499;

office of, 498
Rosary College, sisters of, 158

Rosenbaum, Benjamin, article by, 149

Rosenberger, Mrs. Florabel Patterson, pa

per read by, 165

Rosenberger, Jesse Leonard, book by, 582

Rosenberry, Marvin B., article by, 299

Ross, Earle Dudley, articles by, 487, 583;

work of, 603

Roth, Hazel M., writing of, 149

Rothert, Otto A., article by, 138; office of

161

Rothsteiner, John M., article by, 589
Round the World with Friend Shakespeare

310

Rowan family, home of, at Federal Hill,

619
Rowlee, Mrs. J. I., mention of, 331

Royal, M. A., 622

Ruckmick, Christian Alban, writings of,

139, 150, 319

Ruggles, Clyde Orval, article by, 487

Rural Administrative Service Justified, To
What Extent is, 311

Rural residents, definition of, 119

Rural schools, legislators educated in, 177,

178 ;
direction, supervision, and control

of, 285-288

Rushford, Edward Allan, article by, 584

Russell, Charles Edward, book by, 150,

295, 603

Russell, James, article by, 476

Russell, John A., article by, 305

Russell, Nelson V., position of, 624

Russell, R. R., article by, 136

Russell, William Fletcher, article by, 319

Russian Military Leaders and the Problem

of Constantinople during the War, A
Page of Diplomatic History, 300

Russwurm, John B., 131

Rutledge, Mrs., grave of, 625

Rutledge, Ann, mention of, 625

^utledge, John, grave of, 625

Ryan, J. P., article by, 603

Sabin, Edwin L., book by, 150

Sabina (Ohio), native of, 167

Sabula, reminiscences of, 492

Sabula Gazette, story in, 491, 492

Sac City, report about, 64; early days of,

153; railroad to, 612

Sacramento (California), trip to, 296

Sacramentos, Excavations in the, 588

Saga of the Middle West, 313

Sage, W. N., article by, 591

St. Charles, meeting at, 624

St. Clair, Arthur, 589

St. Francis, 1855-1928, Sisters of the

fliird Order of, 583

St. John's Lutheran Church, history of,

154

St. Louis (Missouri), rival of, 157; recep-
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tion at, 161 ;
Samuel L. Clemens at, 413,

414; archeological conference at, 619

St. Louis, 1861-1865, Military Prisons of,

475

St. Louis and a Brief Account of Its

Foundation and Progress 1764-1987

,

The Annals of, 301

St. Louis in 1845, A Walk in the Streets

of, 134

St. Paul (Minnesota), meeting at, 330;

departure from, 565

Sait, Edward M., article by, 298

Sale bill, item about, 609

Salem, settler in, 148 ;
nursery in, 550

;

Underground Railroad at, 611

Salem Vessels and Their Voyages, 584
Salt River Community, Audrain County,

Missouri, Historical Geography of, 138

Samuel, C. L. (see Clemens, Samuel L.)

Samuelson, Agnes, articles by, 320 ;
story

by, 613 ;
address by, 624

San Carlos: A Comanche Pueblo on the

Arkansas River, 1787, 476
San Carlos Apache Police, The, 590
San Francisco (California), articles on,

141 ;
railroad to, 566

San Francisco Post, an editor of, 540

San Juan Hill, The First Man up, 585
San Juan Island in the Civil War, 476
San Lorenzo (California), settler at, 560

San Lorenzo, New Light on the Treaty of,

306

Sand, George, The Intimate Journal of, 483
Sand Creek Township, resident of, 163

Sandage, C. H., article by, 139

Sandberg, Carl, article on, 152 ; article by,

155

Sandwich Islands, lecture on, 452, 509,

510, 518

Sanford, Albert B., writings by, 135, 595

Santa Fe Founded, When Was, 475
Santa Fe Trail, Path to Empire, The, 588
Santee, J. F., article by, 591

Santee, Ross, story by, 320
Sapir, Jean, article by, 473

Sarchet, Corb, articles by, 136

Sasha Chooses a Gift, 598
Sass, E. W., 623

Saturday Post, letters to, 437
Sauk Tales, 297
Saunders, W. E. G., speech by, 621

Saunders, Whitelaw, poem by, 603

Saunders Park, description of, 37
Savings Deposits, Backlog of Business, 319
Sawyer, H. H., articles by, 150, 320
Sawyers, Mott R., office of, 495

Sayre, Hal, article by, 307
Scales, Alfred N., mention of, 329

Scarborough, W. Frances, article by, 583

Scene of Fremont’s Disaster in the San
Juan Mountains, 1848, The, 595

Scenic Glories of the Western United

States, 588
Schaefer, Samuel, article by, 135

Schafer, Joseph, work of, 475; article by,

476
Schaffter, Dorothy, office of, 168, 336; ar-

ticles by, 320, 487
Sohaffter, Dorothy, fhe Bicameral

System in Practice, 82-128, 171-226

Schall, E. F., 623

Schee, George Worth, 139
Schenck, Casper, 623

Schlesinger, Arthur Meier, article by, 150

Schlinger, Clara E., marriage of, 457
Schmeckebier, Laurence F., monograph by,

299

Schmidt, Louis B., articles by, 140, 150;

office of, 165 ;
work of, 498

Schmidt, Mrs. L. B., paper by, 163 ; office

of, 333

Schmidt, Otto L., office of, 503

Schnapp, Margaret Katherine, article by,

478
Scholes, France, article by, 302

School, story about, 324
School-day Games, 313, 317
School fund commissioner, provision for,

253

School laws, revision of, 256, 257

Schools, county superintendent of, duties

of, 286, 287
Schools, standard, 285, 290; rural, 285-

288; graded and high, 288-290; normal

training, 290-294

Schouler, James, 593

Schurz, Carl, articles by, 592 ;
articles

about, 592

Schurz, Carl, 1841-1869, Intimate Letters

of, 475
Schwerin, Arthur, office of, 62

Science to Industry, Relation of, 602

Scott, Dred, Case, Some Phases of the, 477
Scott, George A., article by, 591

Scott, Geo. O., 623

Scott, John Hubert, book by, 320

Scott, Leslie M., article by, 137

Scott County, settlement in, 605 ;
celebra-

tion in, 624

Sea Call, 151
Searles, Herbert Leon, writing of, 150

Sears, Louis Martin, article by, 591

Seashore, Carl Emil, writings of, 150, 320,

604; tribute to, 308, 309

Second class cities, definition of, 119

Second Coming, 598
Seeman, Fred A., mention of, 329

Seerley, Homer Horatio, article by, 320
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Seger, John H., article by, 136

Seip Mound, work on, 619

Selkirk in Michigan Courts, The Earl of,

137
Selkirk’s Work in Canada, 299
Sellers, Mrs. Annie, office of, 331

Sellers, Edwin Jaquett, book by, 471

Semmes, Raphael, article by, 585

Senate, model for, 96 ;
occupations repre-

sented in, 111 ;
membership of, 117

;

residence of members of, 120, 121, 122;

qualifications of members of, 125, 126;

term of members of, 171; experience of

members of, 175; education of members

of, 177 ;
age of members of, 179

Sermons in Song: Poems of Homely Phi-

losophy, 602
Service Monographs, publication of, 299

Settler Life, Some Neglected Aspects of,

592

Settlers, hardships of, 489
Setzler, Frank M., article by, 592

Sevier, Dr., selection from, 523, 532

Seybolt, Robert Francis, article by, 584

Seymour, Frank L., work of, 15 ; training

of, 77

Seymour, Horatio, 1810-1886, A Sketch of

the Life of, 471
Shdbik’eshchee Village, A Late Basket

Maker Site in the Chaco Canyon New
Mexico, 584

Shaffer, Harriet, talk by, 621

Shaffer, J. D., duty of, 496

Shakertown (Kentucky), visit to, 619

Shambaugh, Benj. F., reference to, 24, 27,

497; address by, 158, 159, 165, 328,

494, 499, 621, 625; biographical sketch

by, 472; office of, 503

Shane, George, article by, 610

Shangle, L. T., speech by, 165

Shannon, Fred A., work of, 330; office of,

498, 500; prizes won by, 501, 502

Shartle, H. E., mention of, 329

Shaw, Albert, articles by, 150, 320, 321

Shaw, Paul Yanorden, article by, 300

Shawneetown, 592

She Goes to War, 315

Shelby County, settlement of, 324; history

of, 492

Shellenberger, Grace, address by, 625

Shenandoah, Chamber of Commerce of, 56;

manager plan in, 56

Shepard, Hugh H., article by, 139

Sheridan Township, apples in, 461

Sherlock, Chesla C., book by, 150, 604

Sherlock, Wallace E., article by, 154

Sherman Act: Its Design and Its Effect,

The, 131

Shetrone, H. C., address by. 619

Sheward, Mrs. Margaret Shriner, story

about, 614

Shifting Scenes, 144
Shifting Scenes of the Modern European

Theatre, 482
Shimek, Bohumil, article by, 151; address

by, 333

Sholes, Stanton, article by, 306
Shomler, Mrs. J. M., mention of, 160

Shorey, Paul, article by, 151

Short, Oscar D., article by, 589
Short Ballot, The, 132

“Short Indictment Act", The, 487
Short Stories for English Classes, 488
Shorty Caraway, Cowboy, 320

Showaiter, Hazel, book by, 487
Shroeder, R., contact with, 460
Shryock, Gideon— Pioneer Greek Revival-

ist of the Middlewest, 134
Shull, D. C., address by, 166

Shultz, Gladys Denny, articles by, 320,

487, 604
Shultz, Victor, book by, 321

Shuttleworth, Frank K., book by, 321

Siberian crab apples, introduction of, 460

Sibley, Campau and Allied Families, 132

Sibley Home at St. Paul, Minnesota, The,

303, 316

Sidelights on the Lochry Massacre, 591
Sidesaddle, gift of, 620

Sigmund, Jay G., writings of, 151, 321,

478, 488

Sigourney, resident of, 160; school at, 324;

church near, 618

Silver Wine Labels, 583
Simpich, Frederick, article by, 588

Simpson at Astoria, 1824, 591
Simpson College, address at, 160

Simpson’s, Sir George, Place in the History

of the "Old Oregon” Country, 305
Singin’ Schule, The, 594
Singing Woman (poem), 482

Singmaster ranch, history of, 327

Sioux City, manager plan in, 54, 55

;

marker near, 162 ;
resident of, 166

;

railway to, 458; convention at, 502

Sioux City of Yesterday, The, 595

Sioux Indians, rescue from, 617

Sioux River, seeds from, 458

Sipes, E. B., office of, 63

Sisler, William R., office of, 166

Sister, How Does Love Begin t, 148

Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis,

1855-1928, 583

Sitting or Standing, There Is a Lot to Just,

316

Skinner, Alanson, tales by, 297

Sky Larking, 313

Slaght, W. E., writing of, 151
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Slaveholding New England and its Awak-
ening, 131

Slavery Expansion, The Natural Limits of,

593

Slaves in Colonial North Carolina, The
Status of, 584

Smith, Alice E., article by, 304
Smith, C. R. F., article by, 140
Smith, Charles Alphonso, book by, 488
Smith, Clara A., work of, 131
Smith, Cliff, story by, 594
Smith, E. R., address by, 501
Smith, Ed. M., speech by, 621
Smith, Fred Crega, 622

Smith, Isaac, office of, 166

Smith, J. N., mention of, 331
Smith, James J., law practice of, 613

Smith, Joseph, the Prophet, The Ancestry

of, 301
Smith, Lewis Worthington, publications by,

321, 488, 604
Smith, Mrs. L. Worthington, article by, 151
Smith, Lloyd W., donation from, 501
Smith, Luther Ely, office of, 330
Smith, M. G., article by, 132
Smith, Milo P., recollections by, 326
Smith, Thos. H., 623

Smith, Thomas J., attitude of, 62

Smith, W. H., reminiscences by, 607
Smith, W. O., article by, 138
Smith, Walter R., writing of, 594
Smith, William Binney, book by, 604
Smith, William Rudolph, Journal of, 306
Smith-Hughes Act, provision of, 262, 263
Smith College Studies in History, contents

of, 130, 471
Smither, Harriet, articles by, 135, 302,

590; work of, 477, 590
Smithsonian Institution, Annual Report of

The, 297, 474
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Ameri-

can Ethnology of, 298
Snake River, route across, 556
“Snodgrass” letters, 422, 434, 437, 438-

452
Snow, Elliot, article by, 307
Snow-blind, 322
Snyder, Carl, article by, 151
Social and Religious Beliefs and Usages of

the Chickasaw Indians, 585
Social History in American Literature, 150
Social Order and Political Authority, 472,

583
Social Science Abstracts, mention of, 298;

editor of, 333

Social sciences, 82

Social Sciences, Journal of the National

Institute of, contents of, 297
Soda Springs, route past, 556

Sohrweide, Anton, article by, 306
Soil Life, 596
Soil Products by Indians, Use of, 476
Soil Survey of Iowa, 139
Soldier, letter of, 614
Soldiers of the War of 1812 Buried in

Missouri, Some, 303
Some Neglected Aspects of Settler Life, 592
Something New Out of the West, 598
Songs of Long Ago, Some, 313
Songs of Testerday and Today, 594
Sonnets, 481
SOS, The Call That Is Always Answered,

486

Sosey, Frank H., article by, 475
Sours, L. H., office of, 23 ; reference to,

24; salary of, 25

South African Union, compromise in, 92
South Park Railroad, fhe Old, 135
South Sea Company, The Origins of the,

300

Southern Frontier 1670-1732, The, 470
Southwest, Culture Horizons in the, 586
Southwest : A Laboratory for Social Re-

search, The, 585
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, contents

of, 135, 302, 477, 590
Southwestern Political and Social Science

Quarterly, articles in, 133, 473, 585
Souvay, Charles L., article by, 472
Sower, Susan, office of, 331
Spalding, Henry S., article by, 299
Spanish-American War, incidents of, 491,

607
Spanish Judicial Records of Louisiana, In-

dex to the, 307, 308, 594
Spanish Land Laws of Louisiana, The, 307
Spanish Rule in the Netherlands Under

Philip II, 131
Spaulding, E. Leslie, poem by, 151
Spaulding, Ellen D., article by, 596
Spaulding Township, resident of, 163
Speech, Better, 605
Spelling, Fundamentals of, 314
Spence, J. H., story by, 604
Spencer, Frank C., article by, 595
Sperbeck, R., story by, 616
Spill, William A., articles by, 137, 305, 477
Spilman, Harold Addison, article by, 604
Spinhorney, Mr., settling of, 458
Spinka, Matthew, edition by, 135

Spirit Lake Massacre, 323

“Spirit of St. Louis”, memorial committee

for, 161; movie of, 495
Spiritualizing Aspects, 320
Spragueville, resident of, 166

Springdale Recruits, 145
Springer, Arthur, article by, 155 ;

address

by, 164
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Springer, Frank, Scientific Achievements

of, 309, 315

Springfield (Illinois), meeting at, 498

Springman, “Matt”, work of, 605

Square Dances, The Old, 317
Squires, J. Duane, articles by, 305, 588

Stacey, R. A., work of, 334, 335

Stage coach days, history of, 490

Stage Coaches and Cracking Whips En-

livened the Landscape, 595

Stamps, J. S., speech by, 624

Stanard, W. G., account by, 586

Standardized schools, supervision of, 353,

360, 369, 370

Stanley, F. 0., address by, 165

Stanton, arrival at, 567; houses in, 569;

conditions in, 569

Stapp, Emilie Blackmore, book by, 488

Starbuck, Edwin D., book by, 321

Starch, Daniel, publications by, 151, 321

Starkweather, Mr., relative of, 508

Starr, James J., speech by, 624

Stason, Edwin J., mention of, 54

State Archeological Surveys, Committee on,

meeting of, 619

State Archives— Montgomery County, 134

State Banks and the Federal Reserve Sys-

tem, 605
State Fair, history of, 493 ; article on, 603

;

historical exhibit at, 620, 621

State Health Commissioner’s Page, 596

State Historical Society of Iowa, activities

of, 157, 327, 494, 622; members of, 160,

328, 494, 622; superintendent of, 165;

news from, 494; archeological survey

made by, 619; election of Curators of,

622

“State In the Making, A”, 160

State Press (Iowa City), report in, 516,

517

State Register (Illinois), editor of, 438

Staten Island, 1609-1664, The First White

Settlers of, 473

Statute Law of Wills, The, 310, 480

Steamboat Springs and of Hahns Peak,

The Founding of, 476
Steamboats, pictures of, 323 ;

stories of,

323, 497, 606, 616

Steamer Trip from Lafayette to Logansport

in 1834, A, 304
Steaming TJp, 486
Steck, Daniel F., speech by, 624

Steel, Anthony B., article by, 472, 473

Steele, Ila, article by, 489

Steele, William H., article by, 589

Stefansson, Vilhjalmur, writings of, 151,

321, 488
Stephen, Mr. Oversecretary, 472

Stephenson, George M., translation by, 301;

address by, 496, 497; paper read by,

498

Stephenson, Wendell Holmes, article by,

589

Sterne, Adolphus, Diary of, 135, 477, 590

Steuben, Baron von, Memoir of the, 592

Steuben’s Appeal to Washington for Jus-

tice, Baron von, 592
Stevens, John F., article by, 476

Stevens, Thomas Wood, work of, 331

Stevens, Walter B., article by, 138

Stevenson, Mrs. Clara, office of, 621

Steward, Julian H., article by, 586

Stewart, George W., article by, 586

Stewart, R. A., office of, 139

Stewart, Mrs. Walter L., mention of, 329

Stewart, William K., article by, 130

Stewart Library, relics at, 620

Stiles, C. 0., classification by, 139 ;
articles

by, 309, 321; booklet by, 596

Stinker, 602
Stipe, W. F., work of, 17, 18; statement

of, 21, 22; opinion of, 70

Stites, John, office of, 161

Stockaded Village, Ifhe, 474, 475
Stockholm (Sweden), publication in, 564

Stockport, resident of, 160

Stokes, J. M., mention of, 160

Stone, T. H., address by, 332

Storm Lake, election at, 57 ;
early schools

in, 491
Storm Lake Pilot-Tribune, history in, 491

Story Caravan, 321
Story city, founding of, 155

Story County, early days in, 154, 155 ;
cel-

ebration in, 165

Stotts, Mr., relative of, 508

Stotts, William, relatives of, 419

Stout, Minard W., mention of, 329

Strahorn, John S., Jr., article by, 585

Strangest Adventure a Woman Ever Had,

318

Strawberries, experiments with, 465, 466

Street, Joseph M., grave of, 612

Street department, control of, 3

Strength of Sweetness, 315
Stride of Man, 152

Strike, F. B., office of, 67

Stromsten, Frank A., article by, 152

Strong, William Duncan, monograph by,

474
Strong as a Man, 604
Stuart, mention of, 57

Studies and Records, articles in, 132, 133

Sub-Treasury : A Forgotten Plan for the

Relief of Agriculture, The, 136

Suckow, Nelson, life of, 607

Suckow, Ruth, book by, 152 ;
stories by,

321; review by, 488; work of, 604
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Suggestion for Simplifying the Statement

of the General Theory of Price, 146, 315
Summers, A. D., tribute to, 295
Sun, eclipse of, 614
"Sunk” Grove, story about, 612
Superintendent of Public Instruction (see

Public Instruction, Superintendent of)

Superintendent of schools, county, rules af-

fecting, 355, 356
Supreme Court, decision of, 45

Surf Bird of Mystery, 312
Susquehannah Title Stated and Examined,

The, 583
Swalm, Albert Winfield, of the Oskaloosa

Herald, 479, 486
Swan, Mrs. George, work of, 495
Swan, Hattie, reminiscences of, 415
Swanson, Boy W., work of, 564; biograph-

ical data on, 626

Swanson, Boy W„ Iowa of the Early Sev-

enties as Seen by a Swedish Traveler,

564-581

Swanton, John R., article by, 585
Swede Valley Church, article about, 138
Swedes, visiting among, 564, 565; language

of, 568
Swedish-American Historical Bulletin, con-

tents of, 301
Swedish Traveler, Iowa of the Early Sev-

enties as Seen by a, by Roy W. Swan-
son, 564-581

Sweet, Fred, article by, 488
Sweetman Irish Colony, The, 304
Sweetwater River, cattle lost on, 556
Swem, Earl G., office of, 166
Swinburne, Joseph B., address by, 496
Swisher, B. F., address by, 60
Swisher, J. A., publications by, 152, 494,

604, 622

Swisher, Stephen A., office of, 622
Switzerland, mention of, 98, 296
Symmes, John Cleaves, Purchase, The, 584
System of Handling and Depositing Per-

sonal Archives, A, 596

Taft, Mrs. Alice, paper read by, 625
Taft, Donald R., article by, 299
Taft, Fred H., paper by, 625
Taft, S. H., monument to, 625
Taiping Rebellion, The, Missionaries and

Politics in China, 298
Taking My Own Medicine, 318, 486
Tama County, farm in, 325; pioneer days

in, 327 ; history of, 493 ; land owner in,

589
Tama News, story in, 493
Tammany, Saint, in Ohio, 136
Tax System of Iowa, The, 310, 322
Taxi Talk, The, 594

Taylor, Albert P., article by, 305
Taylor, Alonzo Englebert, articles by, 152
Taylor, Annie, letter to, 422-426, 429-431;

mention of, 508, 546
Taylor, Mrs. Bride Neill, article by, 590
Taylor, Charles J., history by, 298
Taylor, Edgar C., writing of, 303
Taylor, Hawkins, identification of, 427, 428
Taylor, “Marie” (see Taylor, Mary Jane)
Taylor, Mary Jane, 426
Taylor, Paul S., articles by, 300, 587
Teaching Material, Organization of, 316
Teacher, the Parent, and Experiences that

Affect Development, 3H
Teachers’ Institutes, financial control over,

374
Teachers’ Placement Bureau, authority

over, 353

Teachers’ Remedies for Classroom Difficul-

ties, 141
Technical amendments, list of, 207, 208
Tell Me a Good Novel, 147
Tell Me a Story About a Bear!, 605
Tennessee Country, Early Travels in the,

136

Tennessee Historical Magazine, articles in,

136

Tepfer House (Keokuk), Mark Twain at,

508
Terry, Paul W., article by, 132
Test and Study Speller, The, 151
Tetofski apples, introduction of, 460
Texas, Governor of, 97 ;

articles on, 135,

473 ;
colonization of, 477

Texas State Historical Association, meeting
of, 496

Texas State Historical Association, The
Beginnings of the, 590

Thane, Elswyth, book by, 152
Theatre Experiment, 598
They also Marched, 593
Thibault, A., influence of, 579
Thiessen, Harry, mention of, 329
Thoburn, Joseph B., writing of, 303
Thom, DeCourcy W., article by, 585
Thomas, Alfred B., articles by, 475, 476,

590
Thomas, Augustus Orloff, article by, 488
Thomas, E. H., reference to, 296
Thomas, Mrs. Florence Richardson, office

of, 621

Thompson, Albert W., article by, 135

Thompson, G. K., mention of, 494
Thompson, Joseph J., article by, 476
Thompson, M. R., address by, 499

Thompson, Thomas M., career of, 606
Thompson, Walter, comment by, 89
Thomson, S. Carrie, article by, 591
Thorne, Mrs. E. B., story by, 327



INDEX

Thorne, J. G., office of, 30; salary of, 31

J

training of, 77

Three of the Master Builders of Our Re-

public, 584
Three-Quarter Century Club, picnic of, 624

Throckmorton, Captain Joseph, 487

Thunder Dance of the Bear Gens of the

Fox Indians, Observations on the, 584,

602

Thurston, R. C. Ballard, articles by, 138,

475, 478; office of, 161

Thyroid Gland, Diseases of the, 483

Tidrick, H. G., mention of, 332

Tift, Wheeler David, life of, 606

Tilden, Mrs. Galen, office of, 502

Tillson, W. H., office of, 331

Tinley, Mathew, office of, 500

Tippetts, Charles E., book by, 605

Tipton, mention of, 47, 607; meeting at,

625, 626

Tisdale, W. D., law practice of, 613

Titonka, history of, 612

Tittmann, Edward D., articles by, 134, 475

Titus, Charles H., articles by, 133, 585

Titus, William A., article by, 306

Todd, Colonel John, Jr., Letter by, 1778,

138

Todd, Mary, home of, 619

Todd County (Minnesota), resident in, 464

Tohill, Louis Arthur, articles by, 305, 474,

588

Token of Remembrance for the Golden An-

niversary of the Iowa District of the

Synod of Missouri, Ohio and Other

States, A, 596
Tokuda, Sumiko, article by, 470

Toledo, route to, 562

Toledo Chronicle, article in, 490

Toll, Roger W., notes by, 595

Tolies, W. A., story by, 493

Tolies, Will, story by, 615

Tompkins, Raymond Sidney, articles by,

322, 488, 605

Touzalin, Mr., office of, 566

Towns, definition of, 119

Township school inspector, office of, 249

Toyne, Warren D., office of, 21, 77

Tozier, Albert, article by, 591

Traffic Problem, Are We Solving the, 322,

488
Tragedy of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth

Centuries, A, 472

“Tragic Tale of the Fishwife”, recitation

of, 522

Trails, Rails and War, The Life of Gen-

eral G. M. Dodge, 318, 470, 487

Training Circus Horses, 148

Training for Public Service, 132

graining of Iowa High School Teachers in

675

Relation to the Subjects They Teach, The,

599
Training the Trotters, 317
Trans-Mississippi West, history conference

of, 497
“Transportation and Early Days on the

B. C. R. & N. Ry., The Evolution of”,

626

Transylvania University, visit to, 619

Traxler, Henry, office of, 20

Treaty of 1842, account of, 485, 613

Trees, planting of, 458

Treynor, Albert M., book by, 322, 488

Triangle Arithmetics, The, 310

Tricameralism, existence of, 190

Trick, Deane W., mention of, 329

Trinidad and Its Environs, 595

Tripes and Keisters and Pitchmen Bold,

148

Troelstrup, Archie W., article by, 478

Trovillion, Madge, account by, 592

Truax, Allen L., work of, 305

True, Rodney H,, article by, 586

True Adventurer, 151

“Trying Situation, A”, recitation of, 522

Tuberculosis in Children, 598

Tull, Jewell Bothwell, poem by, 152

Turner, Charles, office of, 63

Tuttle, Joel, office of, 333

Tva Ar i Amerika, (1872-1874) ; Reses-

kildringar, 564
Twain, Mark (see Clemens, Samuel L.)

Twain, Mark: A Biography, mention of,

419

Twain, Mark, in Iowa, by Fred W. Loroh,

408-456

Twain, Mark, in Iowa, Lecture Trips and

Visits of, by Fred W. Loroh, 507-547

Twain’s, Mark, Place in American Litera

ture, 303

Twelve Mile House, story about, 326

Two I Love, 152

Two Tears in America, (1872-1874) ; Ac

counts of Travel, 564

Tyler, Moses Coit, 305

Uhlendorf, B. A., article by, 592

Ullman, Berthold Louis, books by, 322, 489

Ullrich, Laura F., speech by, 332

Umatilla River, route over, 556

Under the Joshua Tree, 146

Underground Railroad, station of, at Sa-

lem, 611

Underhill, F. H., article by, 587

Underwood, Ammon, Journal of, 1834-

1838, 135

Underwood, William Henry, paper about,

498
Undine, 152
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Unicameral system, advantages of, 88

;

countries using, 98

Union Army, 1861-65, The Organization

and Administration of the, 502
Union Congregation Church, members of,

164

Union County, pioneer days in, 323
Union County Historical Society, organi-

zation of, 158, 163 ;
meeting of, 495

Union League Club, address before, 328
Union Light Artillery Company, article on,

492

Union Pacific Railroad, fort on, 566
Union Township, resident of, 163
Unitarian Laymen's League, meeting of,

159

United Commercial Travelers, Council of,

opinion of, 62

Universities, Senators and Representatives

educated at, 177, 178
Untruthfulness in Children, 151
Upson, L. D., office of, 68

Urick, A. L., office of, 308
Utah Genealogical and Historical Maga-

zine, The, article in, 301
Utes in Colorado, Conditions and Customs

of Present-Day, 476
Utica (New York), resident of, 160
Utopia Made to Suit, 144
Utter, William T-, article by, 136

Valentine Box, The, 321
Van Buren, Martin, A Forgotten President— The Enigmatical “Little Magician"

,

473

Van Buren County, pioneer days in, 324
Van Deusen, John G., article by, 137
Van Oosterhout, P. D., 623
Van Peursem, George D., life of, 607
Van Sant, Sam, memoirs of, 154, 326,

490, 605 ; reference to, 296
Van Vechten, Carl, book by, 605
Vail, Theodore N., 487
Vancouver’s View of Oregon Coast, 1792,

476

Vandalia, early days in, 617
Vandiveer, Clarence A., book by, 471
Vanishing Farmer, 142
Varsity Whirl, The, 322
Vegetables, planting of, 466
Veblen, Thorstein, A Bibliography of, 585
Verhoeff, Mary, office of, 161
Versailles, Ten Tears After, 601
Vessels Trading on the Northwest Coast of

America, 1804-1814, 137
Vibrato in Celebrated Voices, 318
Viking Settler Came to Wisconsin, When

the First, 304
Villisca, manager plan in, 42-46; public

utilities of, 43, 44, 45 ; financial condi-

tion of, 43, 44; salary at, 76, 77; school

beginnings in, 492
Villisca Review, history in, 492
Vincennes (Indiana), meeting at, 302, 330,

331, 497
Viner, Jacob, article by, 473
Vineyard, 485
Virginia, resident of, 167
“Virginia"

,
The “Clermont" of the Upper

Mississippi, The, 304, 319
Virginia Council Journals, 1726-1753, 586
Virginia Gleanings in England, 586
Virginia Magazine of History and Biogra-

phy, The, contents of, 586
Virginian in New Mexico, 1773-4, A, 590,

591
Vision, article from, 588
Visiting, 604
Visitors from Far Countries, 152
Vicksburg National Military Park, officer

of, 503
Vittum, E. M., story by, 616

Vivo Cultivation of Intestinal Protoza in

Parasite-Free Chicks, In, 482
Vocational Education, State Board for, 266,

279, 397
Vocational Educational Service, adminis-

tration of, 350, 351
Volland, Roscoe H., office of, 622

Volland, Mrs. R. H., office of, 502

Von Schweinitz, Lewis David, to Goshen,

Bartholomew County in 1831, The Jour-

ney of, 474
Von Tungeln, G. H., office of, 499

Vontrees, Mrs. Emma, mention of, 329

Vorpahl, R. A., mention of, 166

Votaw, Henry L., office of, 562

Votaw, Jane Lewelling, mention of, 551,

562

Votaw, Jonathan, mention of, 562

Votaw, Moses, offices of, 562

Vowel Tonality, 149

Vreeland, E. J., mention of, 160

Wabash and Erie Canal, mention of, 161

;

article on, 304
Wade, Martin J., office of, 500; address

by, 626

Wager, Paul W., article by, 132

Wagner, Dorothy, article by, 322

Wagner, Max L., article by, 131

Wagstaff, H. M., edition by, 131

Wahrer, Cora, history by, 491
Walker, Henry G., office of, 622

Walker, Mrs. Maggie, office of, 163

Walker, Sophia A., article by, 299

Wall, Alexander J., book by, 471

Wall Papers, How to Select, 485
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Wallace, Henry Agard, article by, 489

Wallaces’ Farmer, articles in, 140; reprint

from, 491
Waller, Elbert, article by, 594

Walliker, J. K., article by, 157

Walling, A. T., speech by, 421

Walsh, Benjamin Dann, 478

Walters, Mr., settling of, 458

Wanderers, The, 321

Wanted a Burglar, 311

Wapello, Chief, grave of, 612

Wapsipinicon River, stories about, 478

War Between the States, A Boy’s Recollec-

tion of the, 138

War Eagle, passengers on, 536

War Profits and Postwar Losses, 152

War-time Letters, 1861-1864, Extracts

from, 138

Warpath and Cattle Trail, 129, 142

Ward, Mr., mention of, 433

Warren, Louis A., articles by, 477, 592

Warren County, old settlers reunion in,

624

Washington, George, reference to, 97 ;
arti-

cles on, 138, 312, 472

Washington, noted people of, 156; resident

of, 160, 167; pioneers of, 322; history

of, 615

Washington (D. C.), mention of, 46, 167;

offices in, 129

Washington, History of Fisheries in the

State of, 305

Washington, History of Geology in the

State of, 137

Washington City Library, history of, 156

Washington County, early towns of, 614;

family of, 617

Washington Evening Journal, article in,

492

Washington Historical Quarterly, The,

contents of, 137, 305, 476, 593

Washington Territory Mining Camps, Ex-

periences of a Packer in, 137, 305

Washington’s Chest, 312

Watchers, 312

Water and the Course of Empire in North

Africa, 131

Water Softening for Municipalities, 141

Water-Supply for Iron Removal, Treat-

ment of, 149

Waterbury, Mrs. Jane Elizabeth Brower,

life of, 608

Waterloo, manager plan rejected at, 57-61;

early days at, 157, 490, 609; history

of, 493

Waterloo, jTagebuch vom Jahr 1815, 592

Waterloo Courier, policy of, 59, 60 ;
his-

tory in, 490, 493

Waterloo Rotary Club, address to, 595

Waterloo Was Young, When, 595, 600

Waterman, T. T., article by, 586

Waters, George R., history by, 615

Waterville, cave at, 325

Waterworks, control of, 3 ;
economy in,

10; operation of, 23, 24

Watkins, Myron W., article by, 131

Watson, Mr., report by, 512

Watson, Elmo Scott, story by, 616

Watt, James W., articles by, 137, 305

Watts, John, Merchant and Councillor of

New York, Letter Book of, 297

Waubonsie, Chief, story about, 493

Waukon, church in, 613

Waukon Republican and Standard, story

in, 493

Waverly, street lights in, 323

Way Out, The, 321

We Elect a Bishop, 597

We Live But Once, 315

Wead, Eunice, article by, 473

Wearin, Otha D., book by, 296

Weather Prediction and Weather Control,

144

Weathered, Albert, office of, 161

Weathered, Edyth T°zier
,

office of
>
161

Webb, Beatrice, book by, 95

Webb, Sidney, book by, 95

Weber, Lee Andrew, poem by, 152

Webster, Mrs. Charles L., mention of, 540

Webster, Daniel, statement of, 101

Webster City, work at, 6 ;
mention of, 11,

72; resident of, 59; election at, 64;

taxes in, 69; salary at, 76; manager of,

77; history of, 611; archeological dis-

covery near, 616

Weed, Raphael A., article by, 583

Weedy Grasses, Injurious to Livestock,

Especially Sheep, Some, 60?

Weir, John, speech by, 502

Well Springs, route past, 556

Welliver, Judson Churchill, article by, 322

Welsh, settlement by, 327

Wesley, Edgar B„ edition by, 134

West, Elizabeth H., contribution by, 299

West, George A„ articles by, 474, 475

West Branch, mention of, 47 ;
life in, 155

;

tablet at, 621

West Chester, story of, 608

West Liberty, reference to, 12, 70; man-

ager plan in, 46-52, 77; public utilities

in, 49, 50, 51; municipal organization

of, 51, 52; taxes in, 69

West Union, resident of, 158 ;
meeting at,

496
Western Americana, 133, 300, 474, 587

Western Farmer, description of apples in,

459
Western Pioneers, Stories of, 480
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Western Reaction to the Burr Conspiracy,

594
Wetherby, Carrie, gift from, 158
Wetherby, I., portrait by, 158
What Cheer, beginnings of, 614
What O’clock Is It— A Study in Civili-

zation, 308
What Price Youth, 312
What Subjects Interest Your Family, 316
Wheelhouse, Mary E., article by, 136
Wherry, Nettie Gridley, office of, 622
Whiffle, Peter, 605
Whitaker, Arthur Preston, article by, 306
Whitcomb, Captain, train of, 555
White, Mr., suggestion of, 555
White, Mrs. Edward Franklin, address by,

302
White, Leonard D., book by, 71 ;

mention
of, 72 ; beliefs of, 73, 74 ;

quotation

from, 78

White, Leslie A., article by, 132
White, Marjorie E., mention of, 329
White Narcissus, 600
Whitman, Marcus, work of, 556, 559
Whitney, F. A., story by, 490, 491
Whitson, Jay, article by, 489
Whittier College (Salem, Iowa), teacher

at, 552
Whittlings, 484
Why This High Cost of Credit ?, 149
Wichita (Kansas), university at, 168
Wick, B. L., publication by, 308
Widney, S. W., article by, 589
Wiegel, Mrs. C. W., article by, 135
Wiesloch (Baden), native of, 334
Wilcox, W. P., article by, 593
Wild Bill— James Butler Hickok, 300
Wild Ducks, 314
Wild Honey, 144
Wilds, Minnie, 623

Wiley, Earl W., article by, 136
Wilkinson’s, General James, Narrative of

the Northwestern Campaign of 1794,
477

Will, George F., article by, 305
Willamette River, trip of Lewelling to, 556,

562

Willamette Valley, trees for, 554, 557;
route to, 556

Willard, James F., article by, 476
Willcoekson, K. E., mention of, 160
Willett, J. W., career of, 490 ; speech by,

502
William and Mary College, library of, 166
Williams, Eugene, writings by, 135, 595
Williams, Henry Smith, articles by, 152,

322, 489
Williams, Ora, reminiscences of, 611
Williamsburg (Virginia), college at, 166

Williamson, Thames Ross, book by, 152,
605

Willson, Dixie, writings of, 152, 322, 605
Wilson, Ben Hur, article by, 489
Wilson, David B., life of, 607
Wilson, Iona B., work of, 303
Wilson, Margaret, book by, 489
Wilson, Ray, office of, 163
Wilson, Robert C., mention of, 329
Wilson, T. A., office of, 20
Wilson, W. T., paper read by, 161
Wilson, Woodrow, opinion of, 96
Wilson’s Creek, battle of, 156
Wilton, mention of, 47
Winans, George, reference to, 296
Wind River, route to, 557
Windham, B. K., career of, 606
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